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PREFACE
Its 1982, Lewis Research Center's 934 research authors published 378 technical publications
which were announced to and reached the Worldwide scientific community. This number Was
almost the same as last year's 384 publications. The number of reports published per person per
year has decreased slightly. In 1982, Lewis author. published approximately 61 percent of their
research contributions In outside publications and the remalndar as NASA research reports,
Lewis authors primarily use society proceedings, seminar presentations, journal articles, and
transactions to describe their work. Many have received awards for their contributions; among
them are the following;
The 1982 Lewis Distinguished Paper Award was presented to Gary M. Johnson for his paper
entitled "Surrogate-Squatlon Technique for Simulation of Steady Inviscid Flow,"
In 1982, Marvin Goldstein, Lewis' Chief Scientist, was presented two prestigious awards. He
received the Aeroacoustics Award for his important contributions to the theories of fan, jet, and
jet-surface interaction nolse including his comprehensive treatise Aeroacoustics, that has
become at standard reference in the field and was published by McGraw-Hill. M. Goldstein also
was presented the Pendray Aerospace Literature Award for outstanding literature contributions In
aeroacoustics and unsteady aerodynamics which have significantly advanced those sciences
and produced key elements In the design of high-speed fans and compressors for modern aircraft
engines.
In 1982, 296 contractor-authored research reports were produced, a decrease from the previous
year's output of 312. in addition, 21 patent applications were flied and 19 patents were issued..
All the publicatlons in this collection were announced In the 1982 issues of STAR (Sclertlfle and
Technical Aerospace Reports) and IAA (International Aerospace Abstracts),
The arrangement of the material is by NASA subject category, as noted in the Contents. The
Lewis-authored items are INted first, followed by the contractor items. Within each of these
groups is listed report literature, in N-number sequence, followed by the journal and conference
presentations, in A-number sequence.
The various indexes will help locate specific publications by subject, author, contractor
organization, contract number, and report number.
George Mandel
Chief, Publications Division
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O1 AERONAUTICS (GENERAL)
N82.170830# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF AIRFOIL ICING CHARAC-
TERISTICS
Robert J. Show, Ray G. Sotos, and Frank R. Solono 1982
37 p refs Presented at Twentieth Aerospace Sci. Conf., Orlando,
Fla., 11-14 Jan. 1982: sponsored by AIAA(NASA-TM-82790: E-1114) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 016
A full scale general aviation wing with a NACA 63 sub
2 A416 airfoil section was tested to determine icing cl wacteris-
tics for representative rime and glaze icing conditions. Measure-
ments were made of Ica accretion shapes and resultant wing
section drag coefficient levels.. It was found that the NACA 63 sub
2 A415 wing section was less sensitive to rime and glaze icing
encounters for climb conditions,
	 E.A,K,
NSt-18004*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FOR CONTROLLING POL-
LUTANT EMISSIONS FROM SUPERSONIC CRUISE
AIRCRAFT
	 c45
Robert A. Duerr and Larry A. Diehl In NASA. Langley Research
Center Supersonic Cruise Res. 1979, Pt. 1 Mar. 1980
p 535-549 (For primary document see NB1-17981 09.011
Avail: NTIS HC A23/MF AO'I CSCL 13B
Gas turbine engine combustor technology for the rviuction
of pollutant emissions is summarized, Variations of conventional
combustion systems and advanced combustor concepts are
discussed. Projected results from far term technology efforts aimed
at applying the premixed prevaporized and catalytic combustion
techniques to aircraft combustion systems ' Indicate a potential
for significant reductions in pollutant emission levels.
	 M.G.
N82-19132'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington, D, C,
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NASA PUBLISHED REPORTS ON
GENERAL AVIATION, 1978 TO 1981
Jun, 1981 277 p(NASA-TM-83307) Avail: NTIS HC A13/MF A01 CSCL
01B
This bibliography lists 478 documents which relate to all
heavier-than-air fixed wing aircraft exclusive of military types
and those used for commercial air transport, An exception is
the inclusion of commuter transport aircraft types within the
general aviation category. NASA publications included in this
bibliography ,are: conference publications (CP), referenee publica-
tions (RP), technical memowMums (TM, TMX), technical notes(TN), technical papers (TP), and contractor repor ts (CR). In addition,
papers and articles on NASA general aviation programs published
by technical societies (AIAA, SAE, etc,) are included, as well as
those listed in NASA's Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports(STAR) Journal Author and subject indexes are also provided
to facilitate use of the bibliography.
	 T.M.
N82-19146'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ENGINE TECHNOLOGY C07
Anthony C. Hoffman In NASA, Langley Research Center Elec.
Flight Systems Feb. 1982 p 235-240 (For primary document
see N84'-19134 10.01)
Avail: NTIS HC Al2/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Materials used in a presentation on development of :engine
technology for electric flight systems are presented, Component
and system technology issues, NASA's role, and flight test
requirements are outlined.	 J.D.H.
ORIGiNAL PAGE 6S
OF POOR QUALITY
N82.191480# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
POWER SYSTEMS ON
Robert Finke M NASA,: Langley Research Center Elec, Flight
Systems Feb, 1982 p 241-246 (For primary document see
N82.19134 10.01)
Avail: NTIS HC Al2/MF A01 CSCL O1C
Materials illustrating a presentation of the development of
power syMOms are presented. The technology issues and tradeoffs,
the role of NASA, and testing requirements are outlined. J,D,H.
N82.19147'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEMS C84
Frank Hrach In NASA, Langley Research Center Elec, Flight
Systems Feb. 1982 p 247 .252 (For primer/ document see
N82-19134 10.01)
Avail: NTIS HC Al2/MF A01 CSCL 06K
Materials illustrating a presentation on environmental
control systems for electric flight systems are presented. The
major technology issues, major development and application steps,
the role of NASA, and required flight testing are outlined, J,D,H.
N82.211460# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
OZONE AND AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS C46
Porter J. Perkins In NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center Proc,:
5th Ann. Workshop on Meteorol. and Environ. Inputs to Aviation
stems Dec. 1981 p 40.44 refs (For primary document see
NL'±-21139 12-01)
Avail: NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 04A
The cabin ozone problem is discussed. Cabin ozone in terms
of health effects, the characteristics of ozone encounters by aircraft,
a brief history of studies to define the problem, corrective actions
taken, and possible future courses of action are examined. It is
suggested that such actions include avoiding high ozone
concentrations by applying ozone forecasting in flight planning
procedures.	 E.A.K.
N82-21148•# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
NASA/LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ICING RESEARCH
PROGRAM	 CO3
Peggy L, Evanich /n, NASA. Marshall Space Flight Center
Proc.: 5th Ann. Workshop on Meteorol and Environ. Inputs to
Aviation Systems Dec. 1981 p 64.75 (For primary document see
N82-21139 12-01)
Avail: NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 01C
Icing requirements for commercial aircraft, light transport
and general aviation aircraft; and rotorcraft were studied. The
objectives was to: establish the state of the art in aircraft icing,
determining the aircraft industry's icing research and technology
needs, and recommending both short and long term icing programs
to NASA. It is shown that all three categories of aircraft need
improved and new ice protection system, icing calculational
techniques, icing performance sensitivity on current and modern
airfoils, and new and improved icing facilities. The need for a
general aviation :pilot training film concerning flight into icing
conditions is also identified. 	 E.AA.
N82-26219"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
SUMMARY AND RECENT RESULTS FROM THE NASA
ADVANCED HIGH SPEED PROPELLER RESEARCH
PROGRAM
Glenn A. Mitcheii and Daniel C. Mikkelson 1982 35 p refs
Presented at the 18th Joint Propulsion Conf., Cleveland,
21-23 Jun, 1982: sponsored by AIAA, SAE and ASME(NASA-TM-82891: E-1269: NAS 1.15182891) Avail; NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 01B
Advanced high-speed propellers offer large performance
improvements for aircraft that cruise in the Mach 0.7 to 0.8 speed
regime The current status of the NASA research program on
high-speed propeller aerodynamics, acoustics, and aeroelastics
Is described. Recent wind tunnel results for five 8- to 10-blade
advanced models are compared with analytical predictions. Test
1
results show that blade sweep was important in achieving net
efficiencies near 80 percent at Mach 0.8 and reducing near-field
cruise noise by dB. Lifting line and lifting surface aerodynamic
analysis codes are under development and some initial lifting ORIGINAL  P GE fline results are compared with propeller force and probe data,
Some initial laser velocimeter measurements of the flow field OF POOR QUALITYvelocities of an 8-bladed 45 deg swept propeller are shown.
Experimental aeroelastic results indicate that cascade effects and
blade sweep strongly affect propeller aeroelastic characteristics.
Comparisons of propeller near-field noise data with linear acoustic;
theory indicate that the theory adequate pradicts near-field
noise for subsonic tip speeds but overpredicts the noise for
supersonic tip speeds. Potential largm gains in propeller efficiency
of 7 to 11 percent at Mach 0.8 may be possible with advanced
counter-rotation propellers. 	 B.W.
u
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ASI .32548 • # The effect of inflow velocity prattles on :he
performance of supersonic ejector nozzles. A. R. Bishop (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio). American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 19th, Sr.
Louis, Mo., Jan. 12-15, 1981, Paper 81-0273. 6 p. 5 refs.
The design of supersonic nozzles is becoming increasingly
complex as confiicting requirements for low noise, higher efficiency,
and wider operating range are driving the designer toward more
variable geometry and multiple stream flows. Analysis techniques
must be modified and expanded to take into account these
additional complexities and still retain the rapid computational rate
necessary for optimization and design studies. A nozzle analysis must
handle more flow streams, more comp lex geometries, and more
highly distorted initial profiles. This paper discusses some modifica-
tions to a method for calculating the performance characteristics of
supersonic ejector nozzles and demonstrates the improvement in
results the modifications provide. 	 (Author)
A82.37678 • # Kevlar/PMR-15 polyimide matrix composite for a com-
plex shaped DC-9 drag reduction fairing. R. T. Kawai, R. F. McCarthy, M. S.
Willer (Douglas Aircraft Co., Long Beach, CA), and F, J. Hrach (NASA, Lewis
Research Conisr, Cleveland, OH), AIAA, SAE, and ASME, Joint Propulsion
Conference, 18th, Cleveland, OH, June 21-23, 1982, AIAA Paper 82-1047. 9 p,
6 refs.
The Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) Program was established by NASA to
Improve the fuel efficiency of commercial transport and thereby to reduce
the amount of fuel consumed by the air transportation industry. One of the final
items developed by the program is an improved fairing which is the aft closure
for the thrust reverser actuciors on the JT8D nacelles on DC-9 aircraft. The
reduced-drag fairing uses, in the interest of weight savings, an advanced compos-
ite construction. The composite material contains Kevlar 49 fibers in a PMR•15
matrix. Attention is given to the aerodynamic configuration, the material system,
and aspects of fabrication development, 	 G.R.
NO2.22142'# Toledo Univ., Ohio.	 Dept. of Chemical
Engineering.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION Of ONE-DIMENSIONAL HEAT
TRANSFER IN COMPOSITE BODIES WITH PHASE CHANGE
M.S. Thesis, 1850 Final Report
Kenneth J. DeWitt and Gurudutt Baliga Mar, 1982 88 p
refs(Contract NAG3-72)(NASA-CR-165607: NAS 1,26:165607)
	
Avail: NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 200
A numerical simulation was developed to investigate the
one dimensional heat transfer occurring in a system composed
of a layered aircraft blade having an Ice deposit on its surface,
The finite difference representation of the heat conduction
equations was done using the Crank-Nicolson 	 Implicit finite
difference formulation. The simulation considers uniform or time
dependent heat sources, from halters which can be either point
sources or of finite thickness. For the ice water phase change,
a numerical method which approximates the latent heat effect
by a large heat capacity over a small temperature interval was
applied. The simulation describes the temperature profiles
within the various layers of the d•-icer pad, as well as the '.
movement of the Ice water irtnrface. The simulation could also
be used to predict the one dimensional temperature profiles in tany composite slab having different boundary conditions.	 M.G.
2
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OZ ACAODYNAMICS
Includesaerodynamics of bodies, combinations, wings,
rotors, and control surfaces; and internal flow in ducts and
turbomachinery.
For related information see also 34 Fluid Mechanks and
Neat Transfer.
NS2.11041'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio,
LOW SPEED TESTING OF THE INLETS DESIGNED FOR A
TAMDEN•FAN V/STOL NACELLE
Robert C, Williams and Andres H Ybarra (Vough Corp., Dallas)
1961 13 p refs Presented at the V/STOL Conf., Palo Alto,
Calif, 7 .9 Dec. 1981(NASA -TM-)32728. E*1031; AIAA-81-2627) Avail. NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 01A
An approximately 0.25 scale model of a tandem fan nacelle,
designed for a subsonic V/STOL aircraft, was tested in a Lewis
wind tunnel. Model variables included long and short aft inlet.
cowls and the addition of exterior strakes to the short inlet
cowl Inlet pressure recoveries and distortion were measured at
pitch angles to 40 deg and at combinations of pitch and yaw
to 30 deg. Airspeeds covered a range to 135 knots (69 m/sec)•
The short aft. inlet with added strokes had the ioest aerodynamic
performanc(• and is considered suitable for the Intended V/STOL
application
	
TW,
N82. 11043"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio,
A SUMMARY OF V/STOL INLET ANALYSIS METHODS
Danny P. Hwang 081 12 p refs Presented at the V/STOL
Conf., Palo Alto, Calif, 7 .9 Dec. 1981(NASA-TM-82725, E-1027) Avail: NTIS HC ALI/MF A01
CSCL 01A
Recent extensions and applications of the rr hods are
emphasized They include the specification of the Kutta condition
for a slotted Inlet, the calculation of suction and tangential blowing
for boundary layer control, and the analysis of auxiliary inlet
geometries at angles of attack, A comparison is made with
experiment for the slotted inlet, An optimum diffuser velocity
distribution was developed.
	 T.W
NS2-12043°# National Aeronautics and Space Administ7ation,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
INTERACTION OF UPSTREAM FLOW DISTORTIONS WITH
HIGH MACH NUMBER CASCADES
Gerald W, Englert 1981 21 p refs Proposed for presentation
at the 27th Ann. Gas Turbine Conf„ London, 18.22 Apr, 1982:
sponsored by ASME(NASA-TM-82759; E-1078) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 01A
Features of the interaction of flow distortions, such as gusts
and wakes with blade rows of advance type fens and compressors
having high tip Mach numbers are modeled. A typical disturbance
was assumed to have harmonic time dependence and was
described, at a far upstream location, in three orthogonal spatial
coordinates by a double Fourier series. It was convected at
supersonic refative to a linear cascade described as an unrolled
annulus, Conditions were selected so that the component of
this velocity parallel to the ,xis of the turbomachine was subsonic,
permitting interaction between blades through the upstream as
well as downstream flow media. A strong, nearly normal shock
was considered in the blade passages which was allowed
curvature and displacement. The flows before and after the shock
were linearized relative to uniform mean velocities in their
respective regions. Solution of the descriptive equations was by
adoption of the Wienor-Hopi technique, enabling a determination
of distortion patterns through and downstream of the cascade
as well as pressure distributions on the blade and surfaces, Details
of interaction of the disturbance with the in-passage shock were
discussed, infuences of amplitude, wave length, and phase of
the disturbance on lifts and moments of cascade configurations
are presented. Numerical results are clarified by reference to an
especially orderly pattern of upstream, vertical motion in relation
to the cascade parameters, 	 R.J,F.
N82-13112*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveiand, Ohio.
THRUST MODULATION METHODS FOR A SUBSONIC
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
Richard R. Woollett 1981 18 p refs Presented at V/STOOL
Cont., Palo Alto, Calif., 7 .9 Dec. 1981: sponsored by AIAA and
NASA Antes(NASA- ('101-82747; E-1063) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 01A
Low speed wind tunn;il tests were conducted to ascess four
methods for attaining thrust modulwz,( for V/STOL aircraft: The
four methods were: (1) fart speed coange, (21 fan nozzle ;exit
area change, (3) variable pitch rotor (VPR) fan, and (4) var4blo
inlet guide vanes (ViGV), The interrelationships between inlet
and thrust modulation system wore also investigated using a
double slotted inlet and thick lip inlet, Results can be summarized
as: (1) the VPR and VIGV systems were the most promising,(2) changes in blade angle to obtain changes in fan thrust have
significant implications for the inlet,. and (3) both systems attained
required level of thrust with acceptable levels of fan blade
stress.	 M.D.K,
N62-13113"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR INTERNAL FLOWS
WITH EMPHASIS ON TURBOMACHINERY
William D. McNal;y and Peter M. Sockol 1981 79 p refs
Presented at the Symp, on L;.)mputers in Flow Predictions and
Fluid Dyn. Exp. at the ASME Winter 'inn. Meeting, Washington,
D:C., 1S-20 Nov. 1981(NASA.-TM-82784; E-1085) Avail: NTIS HC A05/MF A01
CSr,L 01A
Current computational methods for analyzing flows in
turbomaehinery and other related internal propulsion components
are presented. The methods are divided into two classes. The
inviscid methods deal specifically with turbomachinery ap plica-
tions, Viscous mother'-,, deal with generalized duct flows as well
as flows in turbos .- binary passages. Inviscid methods are
categorized into L =a, ., ptential, stream function, and Euler
aproaches t, ,- s rs ,.•..-., .i.ds are treated in terms of parabolic,
partially pary:tr., k, A ,d elliptic procedures. Various grids used in
association w.;re l iese procedures are also discussed. 	 Author
N82-13114',# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
THE EFFECT OF ROTOR BLADE THICKNESS AND
SURFACE FINISH ON THE PERFORMANCE OF A SMALL
AXIAL FLOW TURBINE
Richard J. Roelke and Jeffrey E. Haas 1982 13 p refs Proposed
for presentation at the Gas Turbine Ann. Meetin g, London,
18-22 Apr. 1982: sponsored by ASME Prepared in cooperation
with Army Aviation Research and Development Command,
Cleveland
TContract DE•AI01-77CS-51040)
(NASA-TM-812726: DOE/NASA/51040-34; TR-81-C-29) Ava,,
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 21E
An experimental investigation was conducted to determine
the effect of blade profile inaccuracies and surface finish on the
aerodynamic performance of a 11.13 cm tip diameter turbine.
The as , received cast rotor blades had a significantly thicker profile
than the design intent and a fairly rough surface finish. Stage
test results showed an increase of one point in officieny by
smoothing the surface finish and another three points by thinning
the blade profiles to near the design profile. Most of the
performance gain between the as-cast the;k and the thinned
rotor blades both with the _same surface finish, was attributed
to reduced trailing edge losses of the recontoured blades.Author
N82.14051*N National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ANALYTIC INVESTIGATION OF EFFECT OF END-WALL
CONTOURING ON STATOR PERFORMANCE
Robert J. Boyle, Harold E, Rho)ik, and Louis J. Goldman Nov.
1981 12 p refs(NASA-TP-1943: E-719) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
o1A
Calculations show improved stator performance when the
tip end wall was contoured so that the inhit area was greater
4
3
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than the exit area. Comparisons are made with previously published
experimental data, Tha results of a parametric analysis of the
effect contour geometry on the efficiency of a highly loaded
axial stator are given. The mexiolum stator efficiency gain is
about 0.6 percentage point, and this represents a 22 percent
reduction in stator losses, The degree to which andwall contouring
reduces the forces driving secondary flows was also examined.
The driving foresfl for both cross channel and radial secondary
flow were reduced,	 T.M.
NS2 .15020• vj; National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
COMPARISON OF TWO AND THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
COMPUTATIONS WITH LASER ANEMOMETER MEASURE-
MENTS IN A TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR ROTOR
Rodrick V. Chime and Anthony J. Strazisor 1982 16 p refs
Proposed for presentation at the 27th Gas Turbine Cont., London,
18-22 ,'Apr. 1982: sponsored by ASME
1NASA4\H-82777; E-1007) Avail: NTIS HC AO2/MF A01
CSCL 04A
A procedure for using an efficient axisymmetric codeto genery
ate downstream pressure input for more costly Euler codes is
discussed. Two and three dimensional inviscia solutions for the
flow within a transonic axial compressor rotor at design speed
are compared to laser anemometer measurements at maximum
flow and near stall operating points. Computational details of
the 2-D oxisymmetric stream function solution and the 3-D full;
Eular solution are described. Relative Mach number contours,
shock location, and shock strength as measured and as predicted'
by the 3-D code are compared. Downstream of the rotor the
inviscid computations agree with eaph other but predict highs;
pressure ratios than those measured. Euler codes require a
downstream pressure as input. Since that pressure controls the
computed mass flow and shock system, it must be consistent
with an inviscid solution.	 E.A,K.
N82 .16049'# Nationo Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
APPLICATION OF IMAGE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES TO
FWIO FLOW DATA ANALYSIS
Charles C. Giamati 1981 i6 p Presented at the 11th Ann,
Computer Output Microfilm (COMtec) Conf., Lincolnshire, Ill.,
24 .26
 Feb. 1981(NASA-TM-82760; E-1081) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF AO1
CSCL OiA
The application of color coding techniques used in processing
remote sensing imagery to analyze and display fluid flow data
Is discussed. A minicomputer based color film recording and
color CRT display system is described, High quality, high resolution
images of two-dimensional data are produced on the film recorder.
Three dimensional data, in large volume, are used to generate
color motion pictures ,,, which time is used to represent the
third dimension'.. Several applications and examples are presented.
System hardware and software is described.
	 M.G,
NS2-18178'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
COMPARISON OF TWO PARALLEL/SERIES FLOW TUR-
F	 BOFAN PROPULOION CONCEPTS FOR IRUPERSONIC
V/STOL
R. W. Luidens, G, E. Tumey, and J. Allen 1981 15 p refs
Presented at the V/STOL Conf„ Palo Alto, Conf., 7-9 Dec.
1981(NASA-TM-82743: AIAA-81 .2637: E-1056) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 01A
The thrust, specific fuel consumption, and relative merits of
the tandem fan and the dual reverse flow front fan propulsion
systems for a supersonic V/STOL aircraft are discussed.
Consideration is given to: fen pressure ratio, fan air burning.
and variable core supercharging. The special propulsion system
components required are described, namely: the deflecting front
inlet/nozzle, the aft subsonic inlet, the reverse pitch tan, the
variabts core supercharger and the low pressure forward burner.
The potential benefits for these unconventional systems are
indicated.	 Author
Nei:-24188•# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS OF TANGEN-
TIAL SLOWING APPLIED TO A SUBSONIC V/STOL INLET
Richard R, Burley and Denny P. Hwang 1962 18 p refs
Proposed for presentation at the 18th Joint Propulsion Conf.,
Cleveland, 21 .23 Jun, 1982: sponsored by AIAA. SAE and
ASME(NASA-TM-82847: E-1217: NAS 1.16:82847) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF AO1 CSCL 01A
Engine Inlets for subsonic V/STOL aircraft must operate over
a wide range of conditions without internal flow separation,
Experimental and analytical investigations were conducted to
evaluate the effectiveness of tangential blowing to maintain
attached now to high angles of attack. The inlet had a role-
tively thin lip with a blowing slot located either on the lip or in
the diffuser. The height and width of these slots was varied.
Experimentally determined f;ow , separation boundadis showed
that lip blowing achieved higher angle of attack capability than
diffuser blowing, This capability was achieved with the largest
slot circumferential extent and either of the two slot heights.
Predicted (analytical) separation boundaries showed good
agreement except at the highest angles of attack,
	
S.L.
NS2-26213'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
SOME ASPECTS OF CALCULATING FLOWS ABOUT
THREE -DIMENSIONAL SUBSONIC INLETS
H, C. Koo 1981 19 p refs Presented at the 17th Joint
Propulsion Conf,, Colorado Springs, Colo„ 27-29 Jul. 1981(NASA-TM-82789; E-941: NAS 1.16:82749) Avail: 'NTIS
HC A02/MF' A01 CSCL 01A
Various three dimensional inlet models were calculated based
or, the potential flow model, Results are presented in the forms
r',( surface static pressure, flow angularity, surface flow pattern,
and inlet flow field. It Is indicated tht the extension of the
lower lip can reduce the adverse pressure gradient and increase
the flow separation bound.	 E.A.K,
N82-26234*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,; Ohio,
LASER ANEMOMETER MEASUREMENTS IN AN ANNULAR
CASCADE OF CORE TURBINE VANES AND COMPARISON
WITH THEORY
Louis J. Goldman and Richard G. Seashultz Jun, 1982 47 p
refs
(NASA-TP-2018; E-876; NAS 1.60:2018) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 01A
Laser measurements were made in an annular cascade of
stator vanes operating at an exit critical velocity ratio of 0.78.
Velocity and flow angles in the blade to blade plane wero obtained
at every 10 percent of axial chord within the ipassaiie and at
1/2 axial chord downstream of the vanes for radial positions
near the hub, mean and tip. Results are presented io both plot
and tabulated form and are compared with calculativris from an
inviscid, quasi three dimensional computer program. The
experimental measurements generally agreed well with these
theoretical calculations, an indication of the usefulness of this
analytic approach.
	
Author
N82-26240•# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF HIGH TURNING CORE
TURBINE VANES IN A TWO DIMENSIONAL CASCADE
John R. Schwab 1982 20 p refs Presented at the 18th
Joint Propulsion Conf., Cleveland, 21 -23 Jun. 1982: sponsored
by AIAA, SAE and ASME(NASA-TM-82894;
 E-1272; NAS 1.15:82894) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 01A
Experimental and theoretical aerodynamic performance data
are presented for four uncooled high turning core turbine vanes
with exit angles of 74.9, 75.0, 77.5, end 79.6 degrees in a
two dimenslanal cascade. Data for a more conservative
67.0 degree vane are included for comparison. Correction of
the experimental aftermix kinetic energy dosses to a common
.q
i
0.100 centimeter trailing edee thickness yields a linear trend of	 a
increased loss from 0.OZO to 0.025 as the vane exit angle
	
k
Increases from 67.0 to 716 degrees. The theoretical losses show
	
a
4
1'
a similar trend The experimental and theoretical vane surface
velocity distributions generally agree within approximately five
percent, although the suction surface theoretical velocities are
generally higher than the experimental velocities as the vane
exit angle increases	 s, L.
N82.26241*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Ret^earch Center, Cleveland, Ohio
PERFORMANCE OF A 2D-CD NONAXiSYMMETRIC
EXHAUST NOZZLE ON A TURBOJET ENGINE AT ALTI-
TUDE
David M Straight 1982 28 p refs Presented at 18th Joint
Propulsion Conf, Cleveland, 21.23 Jun. 1982: sponsored by
AIAA. SAE and ASME(NASA-TM-82881; E«1257; NAS 1.15:82881) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 01A
Baseline thrust and cooling data obtained with a 2D-CD
versatile research erhaust nozzle mounted on a turbojet engine
in an altitude chamber are presented. The tests covered a range
of nozzle pressure ratios, nozzle pressure ratios, nozzle throat.
areas, and internal expansion area ratios The thrust data obtained
show good agreement with theory and scale model results after
correcting me data for leakage and bypass cooling flows.
Additional work is needed to improve predictability of cooling
performance	 B.W.
dimensional viscous cute. Parameter estimation techniques and
a panicle dynamics calculation were used to assess the accuracy
of thk„ laser measurements, which allow a rational basis for
comparison of the experimenal and theoretical results. The
general agreement of the experimental data with the results
from the two inviscid computer codes indicates the usefulness
of these calculation procedures for turbomachinery blading The
comparison with th.4 viscous code, while generally reasonable.
was not as rood as fur the inviscid codes. 	 S.L,
N11112.29270*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
VELOCITY GRADIENT METHOD FOR CALCULATING
VELOCITIES IN AN AXISYMMETRIC ANNULAR DUCT
Theodore Katsenis Jul. 1982 23 p refs(NASA .TP-2029; E-1104; NAS 1:60.2029) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 01A
The velocity distribution along an arbitrary line between the
Inner and outer wails of an annular duct with axisymmetric swirling
flow is calculated. The velocity gradient equation is used with
an assumed variation of meridional streamline curvature, Upstream
flow conditions can vary between the inner and outer wails,
and an assumed total pressure distribution can be specified, S,L.
f
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A82.19778 • II	 Three-dimensional flow calculations including
boundary layer effects; for supersonic inlets at angle of attack. J.
Vadyak, J. D. Hoffman (Purdue Universit y, West Lafayette, IN), and
A. R. Bishop (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Wind Tuinei and
Flight Div., Cleveland, OH). American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 20th, Orlando, FL, Jan.
11 . 14, 1982, Paper 82.0061. 13 p, 23 refs. Grant No, NsG-3311.
An analysis is presented for calculating the stead} three-
dimensional flow field in supersonic mixed-compresslon Inlets at
incidence, A zonal modeling approach is employed to obtain the
solution, The supersonic core flow is computed using a second-order
pentahedra) bicharacteristic algorithm. The bow shock wave and Yhe
reflected Internal shock train are determined using a three-
dimensional discrete shock fitting procedure, The boundary layer
flow adjacent to both the centerbody and the cowl is computed
usin g a second-order implicit finite difference method, The flow in a
shock wave-boundary layer interaction region Is computed using an
integral formulation. The culmination of the present research effort
is the development of a production-ty pe computer program capable
of analyzing flow In a variety of mixed-compression aircraft Inlets.
Numerical results and experimental correlations are presented to
illustrate application of the analysis.	 (Author)
A82-35195 * # Experimental and analytical results of tangential btow-
Ing applied V) a dubsonle V/STOL inlet. R. R. Burley and 0. P. Hwang (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH), AIAA, SAE, and ASME, Joint Propul-
sion Conrerence, 18th, Cleveland, OH, June 21-23, 1982, AiAA Paper 82-1084
12 p. 9 fiefs.(Previously announced in STAR as N82-24165)
A82.37684 * # Tangential blowing for control of strong normal shock
- Boundary layer Interactions on Inlet ramps. M, F. Schwendemann (Northrop
Corp., Hawthorne, CA) and B. W. Sanders (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, OH). AIAA, SAE, and ASME, Joint Propulsion Conference, 18th,
Cleveland, OH, June 21-23, 1982, AIAA Paper 82-1082. 10 p, 8 refs, Contract
No. NAS2.9261.
The use of tangential blowing from a row of holes in an aft facing step is found
to provide good control of the ramp boundary layer, normal shock interaction on
a fixed geometry inlet over a wide range of Inlet mass flow ratios, Ramp Mach
numbers of 1,36 and 1,96 are Investigated, The blowing geometry is found to have
a significant affect on system performance at the highest Mach number. The use
of hi h-tem erature air in the blowing system however has only a slight effect
on performance. The required blowing rates are significantly high for the most
severe test conditions. In addition, the required blowing coefficient is found to be
proportional to the normal shock pressure rise, 	 C.R.
A62-37716 ` # Aerodynamic performance of high turning core turbine
vanes in a two-dimensional cascade. J. R. Schwab (NASA, Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, OH), AIAA, SAE, and ASME, Joint Propulsion Conference,
181h, Cleveland, OH, June 21-23, 1982, AIAA Paper 82-1288. 19 p. 6 refs.
N82.28247*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio.
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING FULL POTEN-
TIAL TRANSONIC, QUASI-THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW
THROUGH A ROTATING TURBOMACHINERY BLADE
ROW
Charles A. Farrell Jun. 1982 57 p refs(NASA .TP-2030; E-1013: NAS 1.60:2030) Avail: NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 01A
A fast, reliable computer code is described for calculating
the flow field about a cascade of arbitrary two dimensional airfoils.
The method approximates the three dimensional flow in a
turbomachinery blade row by correcting for stream tube
convergence and radius change in the throughflow direction. A
fully conservative solution of the full potential equation is combined
with the finite volumetechnique on a body4itted periodic mesh,
with an artificial density imposed in the transonic region to insure
stability and the capture of shock waves. The Instructions required
to set up and use the code are included. The name of the code
is OSOMC. A numerical example is also given to illustrate the
output of the program	 M.G.
N82-28249*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
A SUMMARY OF V/STOL INLET ANALYSIS METHODS
Danny P. Hwang and John M. Abb itt 1982 17 p refs To
be presented at the 13th Congr, of the Intern. Council of the
Aeronautical Scs. and Aircraft Systems and Technol. ConL, Seaitle.
22.27 Aug. 1982; sponsored by tf:± American Inst, of Aeronautics
and Astronautics Previously announced in IAA as A82-16902(NASA-TM-82885; E-1263; NAS 1.15x82885) Avail; NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 01A
For abstract see A82-16902
N82-28250*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
COMPARISON OF LASER ANEMOMETER MEASURE-
MENTS AND THEORY IN AN ANNULAR TURBINE
CASCADE WITH EXPERIMENTAL ACCURACY DETER-
MINED BY PARAMETER ESTIMATION_
Louis J. Goldman and Richard G. Seasholtz 1982 15 a refs
Proposed for presentation at Symp. on Engr. Appl, of Laser
Velocitmetry, Phoenix, Ariz., 14 .19 Nov. 1982; sponsored by
ASME(NASA-TM-82860; E-1228; NAS 1.15.82860) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 01A
Experimental measurements of the velocity components in
the blade to blade (axial tangential; - lane were obtained with
an axial flow turbine statorpassage and were compared with
calculations from three turbomachinery computer programs. The
theoretical results were calculated from a quasi !hree dimensional
inviscid code, a three dimensional inviscid code, and a three
t
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Expenmiantal and theoretical aerodynamic performance data are presented for 12 ► as ± design code for shock-free cascades that user Sob-
four uncooled high turning core turbine vanes with exit angles of 74.9, 75.0, 77.5, ieczky's fictitious-gas concept; and M as a shock-free design
R	 and 79.6 degrees in a two-dimensional cascade. Data for a more consarvatiye code followed automatically, by the analV:: ;n order to confirm
67.0 degr" Vane are Included for comparison. CorectkM of the oxperknental that the newly obtained cascade shape provides for an entirely
aftermix kinetic energy losses to a common 0.100 centimetar trailing edge thick- shock-free transonic flow field. A four-level boundary-conforming
nest yields a linear trend of Increased lose from 0,020 to 0,025 as the vane exit grid of an 0 type is generated. The shock-free design Is performed
-	 angle increases from 67.0 to 79.6 degrees. The theoretical losses allow a similar by implementing Sobieczky's fictitious-gas concept of elliptic
trend. The experimental and theoretical vane surface velocity distribtltionsgwor- continuation from subsonic into supersonic flow domains.
ally agree within approximately five percent, although the sucl-)on surface Recomputation inside each supersonic zone is performed by the
theoretical velocities are generally higher than the experimental velocities as the method of characteristics in the rheograph plane by using
vane exit angle Increases, 	 (Author) isentropir gas relations. Besides converting existing cascade
shapes with multiple-shocked supersonic regions into shock-free
cascades. CAS22 can also unchoke previously choked cascades
and make them shock free. 	 A.R.H.
a,
a
x4
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A82.37937 * # Three-dimensional shock structure in a transonic flutter
casvade. D. R. Boldman, A, E. Buggele, and A, J. Decker (NASA, Lewis Re-
search Center, Cleveland, OH). AIAA,foumal, vol. 20, Aug. 1982, p. 11146-1148.
5 rats,
Rapid double-pulse holography was employed to obtain detailed, two-dimen-
sionai Images of the shock fnrrnin g during simulated flutter in a transonic flowfleld,
The experiment comprised a linear cascade of airfoils externally oitcillated In
torsion and viewed tangentially at the shock surface. Three biconvex airfoils were
subjected to harmonic pitching motion about the midchord axis at a frequency of
0.53 while immersed in a Mach 0.81 flow, Failure to produce observable shocks
led to use of choked flow with a Mach number near one, of which 50 holograms
were taken. The images revealed a narrow shock surface with a 9panwise varia-
tion in the shock pr6perties, The method is concluded to be useful for examining
transonic flowfield shocks in the presence of airfoil flutter. 	 M.S.K.
AM2.40921 * # A summary of V/STOL Inlet analysis methods. 0. P.
Hwang and J. M. Abbott (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH), In:
international Council of the Aeronautical Sciences, Congress, 13th and AIAA
Aircraft Systems and Technology Conference, Seattle, WA, August 22.27,,1982,
Proceedings. Volume 1. (A62 .40876 20-01) New York, American institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics,. 1982, p. 402-409. 24 refs.
The methods used to analyze the aerodynamic performance of V/STOL Inlets
at the NASA Lewis Research Center are briefly described. Recent extensions
and applications of the method are emphasized. They include the specific0on
of the Kutta condition for a slotted inlet, the calculation of suction and tangential
blowing for boundary layer control, and Ina analysis of auxiliary inlet geometrieiv,
A comparison is made with experiment for the slotted Inlet and also for tangential
blowing. Finally, an optimum inlet diffuser velocity distribution is develop„ d.(Author)
14111112.11041 *ll Flow Research, Inc., Kent, Wash.
CALCULATIONS OF TRANSONIC POTENTIAL FLOW OVER
CASCADES Final Report
Wen-Huet Jou Oct. 1981 36 p refs(Contract NAS3.22129)(NASA-CR-116E471: FRR-182) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF_A01
CSCL OIA
Transonic flow through a cascade was studied by using the
full potential equation and the finite volume method of Jameson
and Caughey. The C-type computational grid is generated by an
electrostatic analogy and simple shearing transformation. The
solution algorithm includev an option of using either an artificial
density or an artificial viscosity formulation of the dissipative
term. Using the developed code, flows through a cascade of
NACA 0012 airfoils and flows through a cascade of shockless
blades were computod, It is found that the designed flow through
the shockless blade ir, accurately predicted, the artificial density
formulation showb more tolerance to the mesh irregularity, and
the C-tyl,)e mesh does not extend very far upstream for a small
pitch-corgi ratio, 	 T.M.
NS2-17122'# McDonnell-Douglas Corp„ St. Louis, Mo.
TESTS OF A D VENTED THRUST DEFLECTING NOZZLE
BEHIND A SIMULATED TURBOFAN ENGINE Final Report
T. L. Watson Washington NASA Jan, 1982 139 p refs(Contract NAS3-21733)(NASA-CR-3508;	 MDC-A6930) 	 Avail:
	
NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL OIA
A 0 vented thrust d0ecting nozzle applicable to subsonic
V/STOL aircraft was tested behind a simulated turbofan engine
in the verticle thrust stand. Nozzle thrust; fan operating
characteristics, nozzle entrance conditions, and static pressures
were measured, Nozzle performance was measured for variations
in exit area and thrust deflection angle, Six core nozzle configura-
tions, the effect of core exit axial location, mismatched core
and fan stream nozzle pressure ratios, and yaw vane presence
were evaluated. Core nozzle configuration affected performance
at normal and engine but operating conditions. Highest vectored
nozzle performance resulted for a given exit area when core
and fan stream pressure were equal Its is concluded that high
nozzle performance can be maintained at both normal and engine
out conditions through control rf the nozzls entrance Moch number
with a variable exit area.
	 E,A,K.
N82-18180 *# United Technologies Research Center, East
Hartford, Conn,
AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF GAPWISE
PER:ODICITY AND UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC RESPONSE
iN AN OSCILLATING CASCADE. VOLUME 2: DATA
RPORT. PART 1: TEXT AND MODE 1 DATA Final
Resort
Franklin 0. Carta Dec, 1981 411 p refs(Contract NAS3.22018)(NASA -CR-165457 -Vol-2-Pt-1: R81.914818.28-Vol-2-Pt-1)
Avail: NTIS HC A16/MF A01 CSCL OIA
Test►
 were conducted a linear cascade of airfoils oscillating
In pitch to measure the unsteady pressure response on selected
blade along the leading edge plane of the cascade, over the
chord of the center blade, and on the sidewall in the plane of
the leading edge, The tools were conducted for all 96 combinations
2 mean camberline inch `nce angles 2 pitching amplitudes 3
reduced frequencies and b interblade phase angles, The pressur
data were reduced to Fourier coefficient form for direct comparison,
and were also processed to yield integrated loads and particularly,
the aerodynamic damping coefficient. Data obtained during the
test program, reproduced from the printout of the data reduction
program are complied. A further description of the contents of
this report is found in the text that follows.
	 Author
N82-18044*# Universities Space Research Association,
Columbia, Md.
CAS22 - FO„4TRAN PROGRAM FOR FAST DESIGN AND
ANALYSIS OF SHOCK-FREE AIRFOIL CASCADES USING
i	 FICTITIOUS-GAS CONCEPT Final ReportDjordje S. Dulikravich and Helmut Sobteczky (DFVLR-Inst. fuer
Theoretische Strcamungsmechanik, Goettingen, West Germany)
Washington NASA Jan. 1982 59 p refs(Contract NAS3-22532)(NAGA-CR-3507) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 01A
A user-oriented computer program, CAS22, was developed
that is applicable to sorodynamic analysis and transonic shock-free
redesign of existing two-dimensional cascades of ,airfoils. This
FORTRAN program can be usedf 11) as an analysis code for
full-potential, transonic, shocked or shock-free cascade flows:
ki
N82-18184*# Pennsylvania State Univ„ University Park. Dept,
of Aerospace Engineering,
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR
THE COMPUTATION OF THE TURBULENT WAKES OF
TURSOMACHINERY ROTOR BLADES, ISOLATED AIRFOILS
AND CASCADE OF AIRFOILS Final Report - Ph.D. Thesis
Mar. 1980
C. Hah and 8, Lakshminarayana Washington NASA Feb,
1982 171 p refs(Grant NsG-3012)(NASA-CR-3509:	 PSU-TURBO .81-4)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC AOB/MF A01 CSCL OIA
Turbulent wakes of turbomachinery rotor blades, isolated
airfoils, and a cascade of airfoils were investigated both numerically
and experimentally, Low subsonic and incompressible wake flows
6
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were examined A finite difference procedure wa. employed in (NASA•L'R-166587. NAS 1:28 : 165587:
the numerical analysis utilizing the continuity; momentum. and TR2.63200/2R.531)85) Avail NTiS HC A081MF A01	 CSCL
tutbulenev closure equations in the rotming, curvilinear, and OIA
nonorth000nai coordinate system. A nonorthogonal curvilinear An approximately 0,25 scale model of the transition section
coordinate system was developed to improve the accuracy and of a tandem fen voitbie cycle engine nacelle was tested in the
efficiency of the numerical calculation	 Three turbulence models NASA Lewis Ileseafrt^ renter 10 •by-10 foot wind tunnel. Two
were employed to riblain closure of the governing equations, 12-inch, tip • turb, khe driven fens w^rb used to simulate a tsneismThe first model wog comprised to transport equations for the fan engine Th'ec towing (Hides .simulated a V/STOL tandem
turbulent kinetic energy and the rate of energy dissipation, and fan airplane, Parallel mode has two separate propulsion streams
the second and third mode `s were comprised of equations for for maximum low spend performance. A front inlet, fan, and
the rate of turbulent l nefic energy dissipation and Reynolds downward vactorable nozzle forms one stream An auxiliiany top
stresses, respectively The second model handles the convection inlet provides air to the aft fan - supplying the core angina and
and diffusion terms in the Reynolds stress transport equation aft vactorable nozzle. Front nozzle and top inlet closure. and
collectively, while	 the third	 model handles them ind:viduaily, removal of a blocker door separating the two streams configures
The numerical results demonstrate that the second and third the tandem fan for series mode operations as a typical aircraft
models provide accurate predictions. but the computer time and propulsion system, Transition mode operation is formed by
memory storage can be considerably saved with the second inteim2diste settings of the front nozzle, blocker door, and top
model,	 B. inlet. Emphasis was t-l: the total pressure recovery and flow
distortion at the aft fan face. A tangs of (an flow rates were
tested at tunnel airspeeds from 0 to 240 knots, and ungles-of-
attack from -10 to 40 deg for all three modes. In addition to
N82-19159*# Pennsylvania State Univ, University Park	 Dept the model variables for the three modes, model vrnants of the
of Aerospace Engineering top Inlet were tested to the parallel mode only. These lip variables
APPLICATION OF AN AIRFOIL STALL FLUTTER COMPUTER were, aft lip boundary layer bleed holes, and Three position
PREDICTION PROGRAM TO A THREE - DIMENSIONAL turning vane	 Also a belimouth extension of the top Inlet side
WING: PREDICTION VERSUS EXPERIMENT M,S. Thesis lips was tested in parallel mode.	 B.W, t
Anthony J Muffoletto	 Mar 1982	 136 p	 refs r(Grant NsG-3304) l
(NASA • CR-168586).	 Avail. iNTIS	 HC A07/MF A01	 CSCL
01A N112.222100#	 Universities Space Research Association,An terodynamtc computer code. ca p able of predicting Columbia. Md.
unsteady and C sub m values for an airfoil undergoing dynamic DESIGN OF SUPERCRITICAL CASCADES WITH HIGH
stall. is used to predict the amplitudes and frequencies of 	 a SOLIDITY
wing undergoing torsional stall flutter 	 The code. developed at Jose M. Sanz Feb. 1982	 8 p refsUnited Technologies Research Corporation (UTRC), is nn (Contract NAS3.2263)
empirical prediction method designed to yield unsteady vptoF 4 (NASA -CR-165600:	 NAS	 126 : 165600)	 Avail:	 NTIS
'	 of normal force and moment, given the airfoil's static coeffitto.4' HC A02/MF A01 CSCL OiA
characteristics and the unsteady aerodynamic values, alpha. ' A The method of complex characteristics of Garabedian and
and 8	 In this experiment, conducted in the PSU 4' x 5' Korn wat successfully used to design	 dross consdas with
t	 subsonic wind tunnel, the wing 's elastic axis, torsional spring solidifies of up to one. A code was developed using this method
[	 constant and initial angle of attack are varied, and the oscillation and a now hodograph transformation of the Row onto an ellipse.
amplitudes and frequencies of the wing, while undergoing torsional This code allows the design of cascades With solidifies of up to
stall flutter, are recorded. These experimental values show only two and larger turning angles. The equations of potential Rowfair comparisons with the predicted responses 	 Predictions tend are solved in a complex hodograph like domain by setting ato he good at low velocities and rather poor of higher voloci- characteristic initial value problem and integrating rfong suitable
tins	 Author paths. The topology that the now mapping introduces permits a
simpler construction of these paths of integration. 	 M,G,
N92-191750 #	 Hamilton Standard, Windsor Locks, Conn,
i
EVALUATION OF WIND TUNNEL PERFORMANCE TEST- N92433114#	 Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., Seattle, Wash,ING$ OF AN ADVANCED 45 DEG SWEPT B-/LADED AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF VTOL INLETS AND DEFINI-PROPELLER AT MACH NUMBERS FROM 0,46 TO 0,85 TION OF A SHORT, BLOWING-LIP INLET Firu ri ReportFinal Report
C	 Rohrbach, F. B. M4tzgar, D. M	 Black, and R	 M	 Ladden J. Syberg and A. L Jones Apr. 1962 	 61 p	 refs(Contract. NAS3.22369)Washington
	
NASA Mar, 1982	 129 p refs (NASA•CR-165617: NAS 1,26:166617; D6 . 61418)	 Avail:(Contract NAS3-20769)(NASA-CR-3505) 	 Avail: NTIS	 HC A07/MF A01	 CSCL OIA NTIS HC A04/MF A01	 CSCL OIAThe results indicated that, without boundary layer control,The increased emphasis of fuel conservation in the world either a very long. Inlet or an Inlet with a wry high contraction
and the rspiL Increase in the cost of jet fuel has stimulated a ratio lip will be required to most the stringent design requirements,
series of studies of both conventional and unconventional It is shown that active boundary lays control Is an effectivepropulsion systems for commercial aircraft. The results of these means of preventing separation end that a significant reduction
studies indicate that, a fuel saving of 15 to 30 percent may be in Inlet size can be achieved by removing only a small amount 1
realized by the use of an advanced high-speed turboprop of bleed In the throat region of the inlet, A short, biowing-lip(Prop-Fan) compared	 to aircraft equipped with high bypass model was designed and fabricated, This model features an
turbofan
	
engines of equivalent technology. The Prop -Fan adjustable, blowing slot located near the hilite on the windwardpropulsion system Is being Investigated as part of the NASA side of the inlet,	 T.M, fAircraft Energy Efficient Program. This effort includes the windl i
tunnel testing of a series of 8 and 10-blade Prop•Fan models
incorporate swept blades. Test results indicate efficiency levels
near the goal of 80 percent at Mach 0,8 cruise and an altitude
r	 of 10.67 km (35,000 ft)	 Each successive swept model has NE2-22214*^	 Thermo Mechanical Systems Co„ Canoga Park.N92shown improved efficiency relative to thk^ straight blade model,
The fourth medal, with 45 deg swept blades reported herein, DEVELOPMENT OF A LOCALLY MASS FLUX CONSEaVA•
shows a not stridency of 78.2 at the design point with a power TIVE COMPUTER CODE FOR CALCULATING 3-D VISCOUS i(
loading of 301 kW/sq meter and a tip speed of 243 ,8 FLOW IN TURSOMACHINES final ReportAutho
Author(800 it/see)	 or Leonard Walitt Apr. 1962	 118 p	 refs(Contract NAS3 .20834:OA Pro), 1L1.62209•AH-76)(NASA•GR=3538: NAS 1,26:3539: SR-34)	 Avail: NTIS
HC A06/rt4 F A01	 CSCL 01A
N82-21158 0 # 	Vaught Corp, Gallas. Tex. The VANS successive approximation numerical method wasextended to the computat ion of three dimensional, viscous, =VJSTOL TANDEM FAN TRANSITION SECTION MODEL transonic flows inturbomachines. A cross-sectional computer
i	 TESTWi	 E. Simplon Mar. 1982	 156 p <rofs code, which conserves mass flux at each point of the cross-(Contract NAS3-22155)ntra sectional surface of computation was developed. In the VANSnumerical method, the cross-sectional computation follows a
r 7
4 ^
_ W	
l
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Nedsto-blede calculation, Numerical calculations were made for NS2.26230*#	 Massachusetts inst. of Tech , Cambridge	 Gas
an axial annular turbine cascade and a transonic, centrifugal Turbine and Plasma  Dynamics Ub-
r 	 impeller with sputter vanes. The subsonic turbine cases& A FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THREE
computation was generated hi blade-to-blade surface to evalu- DIMENSIUNAL, INVISCiD AND ROTATIONAL FLOWS WITH C
ate the accuracy of the Made-to-blade mode of marching, SHOCK WAVES IN AXIAL COMPRESSOR GLADE ROWS.
Calculated blade pressures at the hub, mid, ar4 V,) radii of the USER'S MANUAL Final Report
cascade agreed with corresponding measursmei,,'!y,'7be transonic William T Thompkins, Jr.	 Washington	 Jun, 1982	 179 p
impeller computation was conducted to test the newly developed refs
locally mass flux conservative cross-sectional com puter code. Both lGrant NsG-3234)
blade-to-blade and cross sectional modes of calculation were (NASA-CR-3560;	 NAS	 1 26:3560)	 Avail;	 NTIS
Implemented for this problem. A triplet point shock structure HC A09/MF A01 CSCL DIA
was computed In the Inducer region of the Impeller, in addition, A FORTRAN-IV computer program was developed for the
time averaged shroud static pressures generally agreed with calculation of the inviscid transonic/ supersonic flow field in a
mevured shroud pressures, It Is concluded that the blade-to -blade fully, three dimensional blade passage of an axial compressor
computation produces a useful engineering flow field In regions rotor or stator Rotors may have dampers (part span shrouds).
'i	 of subsonic relative flow; and cross-sectional computation, w4h MacCormack's ex plicit time marching method is used to solve l	 ti	 a locally mass flux conservative continuity equation, is required the unsteady Euler equations on a finite difference mash. This
to compute the shock waves in regions of supersonic relative technique captures shocks and amens them carer several gr#d
flow.	 M.G. points.	 Input quantities are blade row geometry, operating ir
N1112.2411880N Ohio State Univ-, Columbus, Dept, of Aeronautical
and Astronautical Engineering.
RIME ICE ACCRETION AND ITS EFFECT ON AIRFOIL
PERFORMANCE Ph.D. Thesis. Final Report
Michael 8. Bragg Mar, 1982 182 p refs(Grant NAG3.28)(NASA-CR-165599; NAS 1.26:165599) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A09/MF A01 CSCL'01A
A methodology was developed to predict the growth of time
ice, and the resulting aerodynamic penalty on unprotected,
subcdtical, airfoil surfaces, The system of equations opveming
the trajectory of a water droplet in the airfoil flowfield is developed
and a numerical solution is obtained to predict the mass flux of
suPer cooled water droplets freezing on Impact. A rime ice shape
is predicted, The effect of time on the ice growth is modeled
b a time-s*-pingin procedure where the flow a!d n	 '-ry p- g and dr^pm
mass flux are updated periodically through the Ice accretion
process, Two similarity parameters, the trajectory similarity
parameter and accumulation parameter, are found to govern the
accretion of rbne ice. In addition, an analytical solution is presented
for Longmu#r's classical modified inertia parameter. The aerody-
namic evaluation of the effect of the ice accretion on airfoil
performance is determined using en existing airfoil analysis code
with empirical corrections. The change in maximum lift coefficient
is found from an analysis of the new iced airfoil shops, The
drag correction needed due to the severe surface roughness is
formulated from existing iced airfoil and rough airfoil data, A
small scde wind tunnel test was conducted to determine the
change In airfoil performance due to a simulated rime ice
shape.	 Author
NS2.28229*# United Technologies Research Center, East
Hartford, Conn.
AN EXPERIMENTAL INVES''i'IGATION OF GAPWISE
PERIODICITY AND UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC RESPONSE
IN AN OSCILLATING CASCADEi. 1; EXPERIMENTAL AND
THEORETICAL RESULTS Final fileport
Franklin 0. Carts Washington NASA Jun, 1982 103 p refs(Contract NAS3-22018)(NASA-CR-3513; NAS 1,26:3513; R81 .914618 .27) Avail:
NTIS HC AO6/MF A01 CSCL 01A
Tests were conducted on a linear cascade of airfoils oscillating
in pitch to measure the unsteady pressure response on selected
blades along the leading edge plane of the cascade, over the
chord of the center blade, and on the sidewali in the plane of
the leading edge. The pressure data were reduced to Fourier
conditions and thermodynamic quanities. Output quantities are
three velocity components, density and internal energy at each
mesh point. Other flow quanities are calculated from these
variables A short graphics package is included with the code,
and may be used to display the finite difference grid, blade
geometry and static pressure contour plots on blade to blade
calculation surfaces or blade suction and pressure surfaces. The
flow in a low aspect ratio transonic compressor was analyzed
and compared with high response total pressure probe measure-
ments and gas fluorescence static density measurements made
in the MIT blowdown wind tunnel. These comparisons rhow
that the computed flow fields accurately model the measured
shock wave locations and overall aerodynamic performance,
S.W.
N82.262374 N Purdue Univ, Lafayette, Ind. Thermal Sciences
and Fropuision Center.
THE DESIGN AND INSTRUMENTATION OF THE PURDUE
ANNULAR CASCADE FACILITY WITH INITIAL CATA
ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
R Charles Stauter and Sanford Fleeter May 1982 136 p
refs(Grant NsG-3285)(NASA-CR-167861; NAS 1.26:167861; ME-TSPC-TR-82-11)
Avail. NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 01A
Three dimensional aerodynamic data, required to validate
and/or indicate necessary refinements to invisc#d and viscous
analyses of the Now through turbomachine blade rows, are
discussed. Instrumentation and capabilities for pressure measure-
ment, probe insertion and traversing, and flow visualization are
reviewed Advanced measurement techniques including Laser
Doppler Anemometers, are considered. Date processing is
reviewed Predict#ens were correlated with the experimental data.
A flow visual#7ation technique using helium filled soap bubbles
was demonstrated
	 Author
N82-26239'/) Universities Space Research Assoclat#on,
Columbia, Md.
GRID3C:_ COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR GENERATION OF
C TYPE MULTILEVEL, THREE DIMENSIONAL AND BOUND-
ARY CONFORMING PERIODIC GRIDS Final 'Report
Diordie S Dulikravich Mar. 1982 26 p refs(Contract NAS3.22532)(NASA-CH-167846. NAS 1:26:167846) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 01A
A fast u6mputer program, GRID3C, was developed for
accurately generating periodic, boundary conforming, three
dimensional. consecutively refined computational grids applicable
,
r
l
coefficient form for direct comparison, and were also processed
to	 yield integrated loads	 and, particularly, the aerodynamic to realistic axial turbomachinery geometries. The method is based
damping coefficient. Results from the unsteady Verdon/Caspar on using two functions to generate two dimensional grids on . 8,number of coaxial axisymmetric surfaces positioned betweentheory for cascaded blades with nonzero thickness and camber the centerbody and the outer radial boundary. These boundary	 a
were compared with the experimental measurements, The three fitted grids aril of the C type and are characterized by quasi- 	 tprimary results are: (1) from the leading edge plane blade data, n	 jorthogonality and geometric periodicity, The built in	 i
the cascade was judged to be periodic i n unsteady flow ovbr d clustering
rig in
the range of
	
tested; (2) the inter blade phase angleparameters9	 P	 p	 9
t in
interest, it he stretching
 
ha ngthe input to GRID3Cwas found to be the single most important parameter affecting parameters ar	 ateP	 p	 gthe stability of the oscillating cascade blades; and (3) the real and store a maximum of four consecutively refined threeblade theory and the experiment were in excellent agreement dimensional grids, The output grid coordinates can be calculatedfor the several cases chosen for comparison. 	 A.R,H. either in the Cartesian or in the cylindrical coordinate system,
Author,
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NO2 .28253*# Universities Space Research Association,
Columbia, Md
FAST GENERATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL-COMPUTA-
TIONAL BOUNDARY-CONFORMING PERIODIC GRIDS OF
C•TYPE Final Report
plordie S. Dulikravich Jun, 1982 30 p refs Presented at
Symp on Numerical Generation of Curviliner Coordinating Systems
and Use in Numerical Solution of Partial Differential Equations,
Nashville. 13 . 16 Apr 1982(Contract NAS3.22532)(NASA-CR•165596c NAS 1.26:165596) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 01A
A fast computer program,. GRID3C,was developed to generate
multilevel three dimensional, C type, periodic, boundary conforming
grids for the calculation of realistic turbomachinery and propeller
flow fields The technique is based on two analytic functions
that conformally map a cascade of semi-infinite slits to a cascade
of doubly infinite strips on different Riemann sheets. Up to four
consecutively refined three dimensional grids are automatically
generated and permanently stored on four different computer
Gape,(. Grid nonorthogonality is introduced by a separate coordinate
shearing and stretching performed in each of three coordinate
directions. The grids are easily clustered c.oser to the blade
surface, the trailing and leading edges and the hub or shroud
regions by changing appropriate input parameters. Hub and duct(or outer free boundary) have different axisymmetric shapes, A
vortex sheet of arbitrary thickness emanating smoothly from the
blade trailing edge is generated automatically by GRID3C, Blade
cross sectional shape, chord length, twist angle, sweep angle,
and dihedral angle can vary in an arbitrary smooth fashion in
the spanwise direction	 S. L.
N82 -29269 • /} Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Ind.	 School of
Mechanical Engineering.
CALCULATION OF THE FLOW FIELD INCLUDING BOUNDA-
RY LAYER EFFECTS FOR SUPERSONIC MIXED COMPRES-
SION INLETS AT ANGLES OF ATTACK
Joseph Vadyak and Joe D. Hoffman Jul. 1982 406 p refs(Grant NsG-3311)(NASA-CH-167941. NAS 1.263167941)
	
Avail: NTIS
HC A18/MF AGt = 4 1 L OIA
The flow GeV( tit -t,;rrNvsonic mixed compression aircraft inlets
at ancf4 of ra ni'-& li' s erculated, A zonal modeling technique Is
empl4fibd to L)Ajxn the solution which divides the flow field
into difiersn, {irmputstional regions. The computational regions
consist of a supersonic core flow, boundary layer flows adjacent
to both the forebody/centerbody and cowl contours, and flow
in the shock wave boundary layer interaction regions. The zonal
modeling analysis is described and some computational results
are presented. The governing equations for the supersonic core
flow form a hyperbolic system of partial differential equations,
The equations for the characteristic surfaces and the compatibility
equations applicable along these surfaces are derived, The
characteristic surfaces are the stream surfaces, which are surfaces
composed of streamlines; and the wave surfaces, which are
sutfaces tangent to a Mach conoid, The compatibility equations
are expressed as directional derivatives along streamlines and
bicharacteristics, which are the lines of tangency between a wave
surface and a Mach conoid. 	 S.L.
N82.33347'# Cessna AE craft Co., VandaNa, OW. Accessory
Div.
IMPACT OF ADVANCED PROPELLER TECHNOLOGY ON AN!-
CRAFT/MISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF SEVERAL GENERAL
AVIATION AIRCRAFT Final Report
Ira D, Kelter Sere. 1982 82 p refs(Contract NAS3.21719)(NASA-CR-167984;	 NAS 1.26:167984)	 Avail; NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 01A
Studies of several General Aviation aircraft IndicattO that the
application of advanced technologies to General Aviation p
can reduce fuel consumption in future aircraft by a siglf)f t;; of
amount. Propeller blade weight reductions achieved through 'Sire;
use of composites, propellor efficiency and noise knprovemerlts
achieved through the use of advatxltd concepts land knprovW
propeller analytical design methods result In aircraft with lower
operating cost, acquisition cost and gross weight, 	 Author
A82.15459 • The thrwdimensionai boundary layer an a
rotating helical blade. P. J. Morris (Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, PA), Journal of Fluid Mechanics, vol. 112, Nov,
1981, p. 283-296.8 refs. Grant No, NsG•3265,
The laminar boundary layer on a twisted helical blade Is
considered. The blade geometry is the same as that proposed by
Horlock and Wordsworth (1965), However, the blade is twisted
about the leading edge in the manner described by Miyake and Fu)ita
(1974). The flow may be considered to be the analog, in a rotating
referkni6 frame, of the flat-plate boundary layer in a stationary
frame. it is shown that a coordinate system which is orthogonal in
the blade surface may be developed. With the appropriate scaling of
the dependent variables a solution for the boundary layer flow is
readily obtained. The systems of ordinary differential equations for
the stream functiory of the primary flow and the cross-flow are solved
numerically.	 G. R,
A82.17769 ` # A finite element formulation of Euler aqua-
tions for the solution of steady transonic flows, A, Ecer and H. U.
Akay (Purdue University, Indianapolis, IN), American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 20th,
Orlando, FL, Jan, 11 .14, 1982 Paper 82.0062. 11 p, 14 refs. Grant
No, NsG-3294.
I he main objective of the considered investigation is related to
the development of a relaxation scheme for the analysis of inviscid,
rotational, transonic flow problems. To formulate the equations of
motion for inviscid flows in a fixed coordinate system, an Eulerian
type variational principle is required, The derivation of an Eulerian
variational principle which is employed in the finite element
formulation is discussed. The presented numerical method describes
the mathematical formulation and the application of a numerical
process for the direct solution of steady Euler equations. The
development of the procedure as an extension of existing potential
flow formulations provides the applicability of previous procedures,
e,g„ proper application of the artificial viscosity for supersonic
elements, and the accurate modeling of the shock. 	 G.R.
N82-32310 "# Cincinnati Univ., Ohio. 	 Dept, of Aerospace
Engineering and Applied Mechanics.
THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW MEASURF..,MENTS IN A TURBINE
SCROLL
W. Tabakoff, B. V. R. Vittai, and B. Wood Jul, 1982 55 p refs(Grant NAG3-26)(NASA-CR-167920; NAS	 1.26:167920)	 Avail NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 01A
A study was conducted to determine experimentally the flow
behavior in combined scroll nozzle assembly of a radial inflow
turbine. Hot film anemometry technique was used to measure the
three dimensional flow velocity in the scroll. The through flow and
socondary flow velocity components are measured at various points
in three scroll sections,	 Author
A82-17933 • ff Characteristics of the flow in the annulus-wall
region of an axial-flow compressor rotor blade passage. R. M. Davino(Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA). American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Aerospace Sciences Meet-
ing, 20th, Orlando, FL, Jan. 11-14, 1982, Paper 82.0413, 20 P. 32
refs. Grant No. NsG-3212.
Three-dimensional characteristics of the mean velocity and
turbulence structure in the annulus-wall region of a moderately
loaded compressor rotor have been investigated experimentally by
employing triaxial hot-wire probes. Results are presented which
	
indicate that the flow within and downstream of the rotor pssFoW is 	
44ddhighly complex due to the interaction of the annulus-wall boandary
layer, blade boundary layers, tip leakage flow, and passage secondary
flow. An understanding of the reported viscous flow interactions is
important for establishing improved aerodynamic design criteria and
efficiency, for predicting noise levels, and for determining the stall,
surge, vibration, and flutter characteristics of turbomachinery,
	
(Author)	 i
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Ai2-111301 • // tntrractiOfi of compnrseor rotor blade wake
with wall boundary layer/vortex in the end-wall reNon. B. t-akshmi.
narayans and A. Rarvindranoth (Pennsyl yanie State ?University,
University Park, PA). Amerkan Society of Mechanic/ Enolneers,
Internatlorml SymioaMi n on ApplievIgns of Fluids Mechanics and
iket Transfer to Energy and Environmental Problems, Unlvc .-."., r of
Pstras, Patras, Grow*, June -W-July 3 1981, Paper 81-Gr/GT1.12
p. 11 refs. Members, $2.00; nonmembers, S4.1tr). Grant No.
N:G-3012.
This piper reports the experimental study of the three-
dimensional characteristics of the mean velocity of the rotor wa y e
inside the annulus- and hub-wall boundary layers. The measurements
were taken with a rotating three-sensor hot wire behind the rotor.
This set of measurement- probably represents the first set of
comprehnasive measurements taken Inside the annulus-and hub-wall
boundary layers. The wake Was surveyed at several radial locations
inside the boundary layer region and at several axial locations.
Interaction of the wake with the annului^wall boundary layer,
secondary flow, tip-leakage flow, and the trailing vortex system
results In siawver decay and larger width of the wake. The pmcnce of
a strong vortex and its merger with the wake Is also observed. The
end-wall boundaret layers and the secondary flow were found to have
a substantial effect en both thrs decay characteristics and the profile
of the wake. These and other measurements are reported and
interpreted in this paper, 	 (Author)
A82.22063 - k Effects of blade loading and rotation on
compressor rotor wake in and wail regions. B. Lakshminarayana, T.
R. Govindan, and 8. Reynolds (Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, PA), American Institute of Aeronautics and Asrro
noutics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 20th, Orlando, FL, Jan. 11-14,
1982, Paper 8;?-0193. 11 P. 9 refs. Grant No. NSG-3012.
This study was carried out to understand the effects of blade
loading and rotation on the rotor end wall flow structure, including
the wake. The measurerr,.ms were taken with a stationary three
sensor hot wire located at the exit of a compressor rotor. The signal
was ensemble averaged to derive all the three components of velocity
and six components of stresses at the exit. Measurements were made
at two di fferent rntational speeds (1753 and 1010 rpm) and at two
differing blade loadings at several radii near the hub and the annulus
wall, The woke decay in the annulus wall region is found to he much
more rapid than the mid span regions. Furthermore, both the loading
and rotation of the blade have appreciable influence on the end wall
flow and wake structure. Interaction of the ar,r7Mus and hub wall
boundary layers (and secondary flow rRsulting from these) have
appreciable influence on the wake structure in the endwall regions.
(Author)
A82.22081 • li Aerodynamic characteristic of airfoils with
ice secretions. M. B. Bragg and G. M. Gregorek (Ohio State
U lversity, Columbus, 01-1). American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 20th, Orlando, FL, Jan.
11. 14, 1982, Paper 82.0282. 15 p.19 refs. Grant No. NAG3,28.
Results of a wind tunnel test to evaluate the performance of an
airfoil with simulated rime ice are presented with theoretical
comparisons, A NACA 65A413 airfoil was tested in the OSU 6 x22
inch Transonic Airfoil Wind Tunnel at a Reynolds number near three
million and Mach numbers from 0.20 to 0.80. The model was tested
in four configurations to determine the aero-dynamic effects of the
roughness and shape of a rime ice accretion. The simulated rime Ice
shape was obtained analytically using a time-stepping dry ice
accretion computer code. Lift, drag, moment coefficients, and
pressure distributicrns for the clean and simulated rime ice cases are
reported, The measured degradation In airfoil performance is
compared to an analytical method which uses existing a i rfoil analysis
computer codes with empirical corrections for the surface roughness.
A discussion of the empirical surface roughness correction and uses
of other airfoil computer methods Is included. 	 (Author)
A82.26137 " Measurement and prediction of mean velocity
and turbulence structure in the near wake of an airfoil. C. Hah and B.
Lakshminarayana (Pennsyivania State UnNersity, University Park,
PA). Journal of Fluid Mechanics, vol. 1 15,, Feb.1982, p. 251-282.18
ir.4, Grant No, N%G :1012.
An experimental investigation of the near wake of a thin airfoil
at various incidence angles Is reported In this paper. The airfoil(NACA 0012 basic thickness form) was located in a wind tunnel, and
the wake structure was measured using ,hot-wire sensors. The
measurements of mean-velocity, turbulence intensity and Reyncids-
stress components across tie wake at several distances downstream
show the complex natur(r of the near wake and Its asymmetrical
behavior. The asymmetry in the wake property, which is maintained
up to a length of 1.5 chords downstream of the trailing edge of the
blade, is dependent on the Incidence angle of the inlet flow. The
streamwise velocity defect in an asymmetric wake decays more
slowly compared to that of a symmetric wake. The streamline
curvature due to the blade loading has a substantial effect on the
mean velocity profile as well as the turbulence structure. The
numerical study of the same wake indicates that the existing
turbulence closure models need some modification to account for
the asymmetric characteristics of the wake.	 (Author)
A82.29003' N Multigrid simulation of asymptotic curved-
duct flows using a semi-implicit numerical technique. K. N. Ghia, U.
Ghia, C. T. Shin, and D. R. Reddy (Channati, University,
Cincinnati, OH). Ins Computers in flow predictions and fluid
dynamics experiments: Proceedings of the Winter Annual Meeting,
Washington, DC, November 15 .20, 1981. (A82-29001 13-02) New
York, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1281, p. 11-25. 19
refs. Grants No. AF-AFOSR-80-0160; No. NsG-3267.
Asymptotic flows inside curved ducts of rectangular as well as
polar cross section are analyzed using the Navier-Stokes equations in
terms of the axial velocity and vorticity and the cross-flow stream
function. Numerical solutions of the three second-order coupled
elliptic partial differential equations governing this flow are obtained
efficiently using the coupled alternating-direction implicit (ADI)
method as well as -the multigrid strongly -implicit (51) scheme. For
the flow configuration studied, the ADI method is found to be more
sensitive to the time steps used than is the Sl scheme. Use of the
multigrid-coupled-strongly-implicit (MG-SI) scheme makes it possible
to efficiently obtain fine-grid solutions for configurations having
strong seconrl,,- flow. It is shown that, for this asymptotic
curved-duct flow, ti.c similarity parameter of significance is the
Dean's number K rather than the Reynolds number Re. Results are
obtained for curved ducts with square cross sections for K up to 900,
which here corresponds to Re - 9,000 for this ,internal flow
configuration,	 C.R.
A82.31933 • /i Finite volume calculation of three-dimensional
potential flow around apropeller. W.-H. Jou (Flow Industries, inc.,
Kent, WA). American institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Joint Thermophysics,
Fluids, Plasma and Heat Transfer Conference, 3rd, St. Louis, MO,
June 7. 11, 1982, AIAA Paper 82.0987. 7 p. 10 refs. Contrrct No.
NAS3.22148.
The finite volume scheme of Jameson (1977) is used to calculate
potential flow around a propeifer rotating at high speed. An H-type
mesh is generated and used successfully in the calculations. A test
calculation with a thick blade cross section shows that the present
code is capable of computing the propeller flow at the advance Mach
number 0.8. The possibie physical mechanisms which may play an
'Tportant role in the propeller aerodynamics are discussed. 	 V. L.
A82.31939' ii Application of a finite element algorithm for
the solution of steady transonic Euler equations. H. U. Akay and A.
Ecer (Purdue University, Indianapolis, IN). American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics and American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, Joint Thermophysics, Fluids, Plasma and Heat Transfer
Confemnct, 3rd, St. Louis, MO, June 7-11, 1982, AIAA Paper
82-0970.10 p. 12 refs. Grant No. NsG-3294.
A finite element algorithm for the solution of two-dimensional,
steady Puler equations is presented which, through a Ciebsch-type
transformation for the velocity vector, solves the conservation of
mass equation with one primary variable and two additional
equations for the convection of two new variables. The accuracy and
efficiency of this scheme is discussed, and the second-order accuracy
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attained in the analysis of the convection of the vorticity is
demonstrated together will% the officiont treatment of rotational and
Irrotational flow subregions. A sample problem is used to show the
accuracy of the numerical schoma and its convergence characteristics,
O.C.
'. A82-31947 • /I Modeling parameter influences oft FAHD swirl
combustion nozzle design, D. G. Lifley (Oklahoma State University,
Stillwater, OK), A. K. Gupta (MIT, Cambridge, MA), and A, A.
Qusnalna, Annerkon Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and
Anrerkan Society of Mecha>kal 8trstlewrs, Joint Therrnophysks,
Fluids, Plasma and Neat Transfer Conference, 3rd, St, Louis, MO,
June 7. 1 t, 1982, AIAA Paper 82=0384. 10 p. 12 rots, Contract No.
DE•OCOODET-15618; Grant No. NAG3.74.
Attention is given to a rusearch project which has ilia goal to
develop a two-stage slagging gasifforrcombustor in the (arm of a
high4ritensity combustor, taking into account a suitable aerodynamic
design of ilia second stage nozzle which will proven the separation
of the boundary layer as the flow turns from axial to radial direction.
The specific objectives of the protent investigation ate to test ilia
effect, of various second-stop nozzle geometries, flow rates, swirl
number, and distribution In the first and second stages upon the
corresponding flowfield in the second stage. Special emphasis is given
to the avoidance of boundary layer separation as the flow turns from
axial to radial direction into the MHD disk generator. 	 G.R,
A82-31954 • N Three dimensional flow field inside the passage
of a tow speed axial flow compressor rotor. M, Pouagaro, K. N, S.
Murtky, and ©, Lakshminnroyano (Punnsylvanla Static Univursity,
University Park, PA). American institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
n*otks and American Society of Mechanical EngineeM Joint
Therrnaphysics, Fluids, P/nsaw and Neat Tr=ansfer Conference, 3rd,
St. Louis, MO, June 7.11, 1982, AIAA Paper 82.1006, 13 p, 13 rots,
Grant No. NsG•3266,
Measuraments of Ilia subsonic flow tit rotor passage of a
single stage axial flow compressor were made to study ilia nature of
the flow field and to verify the existing numerical codes; The
velocity and pressure fields were measured across the entire rotor
passage at six axial locations and at five radial locations, A fivo•hola
probe, rotating with ilia rotor, was used to measure the throe
components of velocity, the static and the total pressure. The
experimental rowlts are compared with the predictions from
Katsonis and McNally's ramputer program, The agreement between
the two is good for most of the eases.
	 (Author)
A82.31985 4 N Throe dimensional turbulent boundary layer
development on a fan rotor blade. 8, t okshminarayana, C. Hall, and
T. R. Govindan (Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA).
Atneriean Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and Americans
Society of /,fachanical Engineers, Joint Thernno physics, Fluids,
Plasma and f4eat Transfer Conferennce, 3rd, St. Loris, MO. June 7 . 11,
1982, AlAA Paper 82-1007, 10 p,12 refs. Grant No. NsG•3266.
ThI w paper is concerned with oil study undertaken
to measure the boundary layer growth on n fan rotor blade, Ilia
measurements were carried out using a miniature 'X'.configuradon
hot wire probe at various chordwise and radial locations on both
surfaces of the blade. The streamwiso and radial velocity profiles as
well as ilia corresponding Intensity components are Interpreted and
correlated, The validity of conventional velocity proffkis such as the
'law of ilia wall' for the streamwise profile and the hodograph plot
for the cross flow profile are examined. The measured values of
boundary,lnyor gross properties are compared with ilia prodsctions
based on a momentum•Intugral technique, 	 (Author)
A114.35280 ' # Three-dimensional flow field In that tip region, of a com-
pressor rotor passage, l Won velocity profiles and annulus well boundary
layer. 8, Lakshminarayana, M. Pouagaro (Pennsylvania State University, Unlvor-
slty Park, PA), and R. Davino (General Electric Co„ Aircraft Engine Group, Even-
dale, OH), American Society of Mechanical Engineers, International Gas Turbine
Conference and Exhibit, 27th. London, England, Apr, 18-22, 1982, Paper 8R.GT
11. 12 p, 15 refs, Members, $2.00; nonmembers, $4.00. Grant No, NsG-3212.
A rotating throe sensor, hot-wire probe has boon used along with rotor blade
static pressure measurements to investigate the complex inviscid and viscid
effects in the annulus wail flowfield, including Iho throe components ltl mean
velocity, turbulence intensity, and turbulence stress Inalde the rotor blado pas-
sage. It is found that the tip leakage flow originates noar quartor-chord, wltnpeak
values occurring near mid-chord- The leakage flow, which is in the form of a lot
within the blade tow, is augmented by the blade rotation and, travels further away.
 the suction surface than that observed in stationary blade rows And cas.
caries. This leakage iinw tends to roll up between the mid-passage and the
pressure surface near Ilia tip raglan; the vortex olma
	
s not occur wt  ftl.,n does
the passage In this particular case
	 V L
IN2-.754111 • 0 Investigation of the tip-clearance flow Inside and at the
exit of a compressor rotor passe is, I ! Mean velocity field, A, Pandya and
B. Lakshminerayana (Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA).
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, international Gas Turbine Center.
once and Exhibit, 27th, Landon. England, Apr. 18.22, 1980, Papor 82-GT. 12, 12
P. 14 refs. Members, $2,00; nonmembers, $4.00, Grant No, NsG•3212.
A stationary two-sensor hol,wiro probo has been used in combination with an
ensemble averaging technique to measure the flow in the tip cloaranco raglan of
a compressor rotor with emphasis on the leakage flow development Inside the
tip .cloaranco region and at the exit cf the rotcr, It is found that the prosonco end
interaction of leakage flow, annufur, boundary layer, and the scraping vortex is
the dominant feature at mid-chord position. The rotation of the blade augments
the leakage flow, resulting in ilia movement of the leakage jot toward ilia mid.
passage. The blade-to-blado dislnb:itlon at properties is shown to be highly
nonuniform, except in the downstream and upstream regions,
	 V.L.
A82-35379 " 4 Flow distributions and discharge coefficient effectu for
let array impingement with initial crosefiow. L. W. Florschuotz and Y. Isoda(Arizona State University, Tompo, Ax). American Society of Mechanical engi•
noors, International Gas Turbine Conloronco and Exhibit, 27th. London, England,
Apr. 18-22. 1982, Papor 82•GT 158. 10 p. t I rots. Members, $2.00; nonmom»
hors, $4.00. Grant No NaG•3075,
To model the impingement cooled mid-chord region of gas turbine airloils'III
cages where an initiai crossflow Is present, Ilia paper presents oxporfmontally
determined flow distributions for jot arrays with tons panwise rows of holes, which
range from uniform to highly nonuniform. The lot flow ;t ter arlpingament is con-
strained to exit in a single direction along the channel formed by the lot orifice
plates and ilia impingement surface. The stroamwiso distributions and crossflow
velocities are presented for ratios of the Initial crossflow rate to Ilia total jot flow
rate ranging from zero to unity. For crossflow to lot velocity ratios greater than
a value somewhat loss than unity, lot onlico discharge coefficients do not romNn
constant, but decrease signilicanlly, showing a secondary dopondonca on zld,
where z Is ilia channel height and d is iho jot halo diameter 	 D L G
AR:=3508 • # Three.dlmenslonal flow field In the tip reglow al a com-
pressor rotor passage, it - Turbulence properties, 8 Lakshrninaraynnn, M.
Pouagaro (Ponnsylvania State University, University Park, PA), and A. Davino(General Eloctric Co., Aircraft Engine Group, £vondalo, OH) Amoncan Socrafy
of Mechanical Engineers, lntemationai Gas Turbtno Conforonco and M,Iiibit = 27th,
London, England, Apr, 1822, 1982, Papor 82•GT-234, 10 p. 9 rots iviombors,$300; nonmembers, $4.00; Grant No NsG.3212.
The turbulence properties Inilia annulus wait region of an axial flow compros.
set rotor was measured using a trinxial, hot-wiro probe rotating with Ilia rotor Thu
flow was surveyed across Ilia entire passage at five axial locations (loading odgo.
1/4 chord, 1/2 Chord, 3/4 chord, and the traili,_g odgo location) and at six radial
locations in a low-spood compressor rotor, The data derived include all tiro J
components of turbulence intensity and throe cornpor wits of turbulence stress
A comprehensive interpretation at the data with arttoliasis on f gaturos talatod to
rotation, leakage flow, annulus wall boundary layer, and blade boundary layer
Interactions Is Included. All the components of turbulent Intensities and strossos
tiro foijod to bo high in the loakago •flow mixingrogion, 'rhe radial component at
intensilrsa and strosses is found to be much higher than Ilia corresponding
stroamwiso components The turbulent spectra clearly reveal ilia decay process
of the inlet-guldo-vano wake within the r-tor passage. 	 (Author)
A82.35427 ' # A study of viscous flow In stator and rotor passages.
Y. Sheeran and W. Tabakoff (Cincinnati, University, Cincinnati, OH). American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, International Gas Turbine Conference and
Exhibit, 27th, London, England, Apr, 18 .22, 1982, Papor82•GT-248.17 p, 21 rots,
Members, $2,00; nonmembers, $4.00, Array-sponsorod research; Contract No.
	 i
NAS3.21609,
A numerical technique to predict the viscous behavior in the throe-dimensional
domain of rotating and stationary blado passages is presented. The analysis is
based upon the numerical Integration of the incompressible Na ylor-stokes aqua.
tions, An approach Is taken to combine the throe momentum equations and ilia
continuity equation into two sets of vorticity teansport •stream function equations.
r
YQ .Y
^1
These equations are oxpresMod along families of arbitrarily dolined orthogonally
Intersecting surfaces placed within the blade passage. Unlike the stream sur.(aces, the arbitrary surfaces allow fluid to flow across. The numerical code
employs a nononhogonal body fitted coordinate system on each of the iritersoct.
Ing surfaces. The solution process involves the iterative combination o' the solu-
tions on the two families of intersecting surfaces for a complete stAution. The
results of flow in thin blade stationary and rotating polar ducts is prosontod.
``
	 (Author)
1
A62.35459 + # Aerodynamic damping massuremonts In a transonic
compressor. E. F. Crawley (MIT. Cambddq(k, MA). Arnodefin Society of Me-
Onnical Engineers, International Gas Turbine Conference coif Exhibit, 27th, Lon.
don, England, Apr. f a,22, 1882, Paper 82-GP.287. 12 p.15 refs. Members, $2,00,
nonmembers, $4 00 Grant No NsG-3079,
A method has boon developed and demonstrated for the direct measurement
of aerodynamic damping In a transonic compressor. The m ,;G,00d is based on the
inverse solution of the structural dynamic equations of motion of the blade-disk
system. The equations are solved inversely to dotormine the forces acting on the
system. If the structural dynamic equations are transformed to mu ►Qllado or
modal coordinates, the damping can be measured for blade-disk modes, and
rolntod to a reduced frequency and interblado photo-onglo, This method of
damping dototmination was-demonstrated using a specially instrumented version
of the MIT Transonic Compressor run in the MIT Blowdown Compressor Test
Facility. No regions of noroolastie Instability were found, in runs at the operating
point, the rotor was. norodynamically excited by a controlled two-pot-rovolution
fixed up-stream disturbanco, Thb disturbance was sharply terminated midway
through the lost. Analysis of the data in terms of multiblado modes led. to a direct
monsuromont of aerodynamic damping let throe interble.do  phase angles.
(Author)
A62.35460 • * in-plane Inertial coupling In tuned and severely rots-
tunad bladed d4ks. E F. Crawley (MIT, Cambridge, MA). American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, international Gas Turbine Conference and Exhibit, R7fh,
London, England, Apr. 18.22, 1982, Paper 82-GT 288. 3 p. 8 refs, Members,
52.40; nenmembors, $4.00. Grant No, NsG-3079.
Amodol has boon developed and verifiod for blade-disk-shaftcoupling in rotors
duo to the in-piano rigid body modes of the disk. An analytic model tins buen
devoloped which cou ples the in-piano rigid body modes of the disk on an otast!c
shaft with the blade bonding modes. Bench resonance lost were carriod out on
the M1 T Compressor Rotor, typical of research rotors with floxiblo blades and
a truck r4ld disk. When the rotor was carefully tuned, tht. structural coupling of
the blados by the disks was confined to zero and one nodal diameter moos,
whose modal frequencies were greater than the blade cantitovoi frequoncy. in
the case of the tuned rotor, and in two r„asos whore severe mistuning was
intentionally introduced, agroernonf between the prodictud and observed natural
frequencies is excellent. The analytic model was ther, uxtondod to in4"udo the
oQOCts of constant angular rotation of the dis-, 	 (Author)
A82-35571'4r	 Rapid approximate determination of nonlinear aolutlons
Application to aerodynamic flows and design/optimization Problems. S.
S Staharn fNioison Engineering and Research, Ire., Mountain View, CA), In!
Trsr,sonio aerodynamics; Transonic Perspective Symposium, Moffatt Field, CA,
r-ebruary 18 .20, 11161, Technical Papers, (A82 .35553 17-0) •Now, York, Amori<
can institute of. Aoronautiesand Astronnutics,1982, p. 837 . o61.16 rots. contract
No NAS3,20836,
Stahara of at. (1078) have considered the use of an approximation tochnlquo
lvhlch employs two or more nonlinear base solutions dolormino by the full
computational method to predict entire lnmil':vs of related nnr,finraar solutions, The
present Invostigation provides results for several npptications of that method
which demonstrate both its accuracy and its utility too engineering appiicallons.
Attention is given to the perturbation concapt and mothods, aspects of coordinate
straining, aspects of analytical formulation, and an application to surface propet-
Dos, In a discussion of the resuits, single and muitlpio parameter perturbations are
r onsidorod cto,g with a combination of the appro !Aimetion method w4h optimiza-
T	 It 1	 that to is 1 ssibro 10 combine to oertain cases
tion schema; thelsentropIc, poWntial flow equations are embedded in this formu•
lat,19n, To analyze the transordo flow through a channel with noar=cooked flow
condK'ons, the.'low through e; parallel channel with a 10 pllrcent circular are bump
is calculated as a sampie groblem. 	 CP
#62.37636 • 'rwo dimensional stagnation point flow of a dusty pas
now an osclilaimV,, plats. J, Fernandez data Mora (Yale University, Now Haven,
CTj. Acts Mechanics, vot. 43, no. 3.4, 1962, P. $61 .265; 11 refs, Grant No,
NsG-3107.
Necessary improvements to a paper on the flow of a dusty gas by Delta and
Mishra (1480) are presented. Particular attention Is given to the Importance of
particle phase compressibility and the hyps ybolibnsture of the particle mom6n.
turn conservation equation which prohibits downstream (wall) boundary condi•
lions for the solid' phase. Fundamental differences between particulate and
ordinary flow boundary layers are discussed, and the correct conservation equa-
tions are written, 	 on,
At2.37113a ' A 'Coriolis resonance' within a rotating duct. M. Kurosaka
and J, E. Caruthers (Tennessee, University, Tullahoma, TN), AIAA Journal, vol.
20, Aug, i ge2, p, 1148 .1150, Grant No. NAG3.66.
An Investigation of the unsteady disturbances of A fixed frequency within s
radial duct rotating at a set speed is (;resented, The flow is assumed to be
compressible, inviscid, and of afluid which is a perfect gas, Equations lire devei-
opod for the steady and the unsteady parts of the flow in cylindrical co&dinsto9.
The unsteady disturbances are expressed by Fourier decomposition In angular
position, distance into the duct, and In tifne. it is found that a resonance is possible
when the frequency of flow disturbances is twice the shalt-rotation frequency,
considering only the radial and tangential disturbances and not the radial and
circumferential disturbances, The particular point M which the resonance occurs
indicates the occurrence Is duo to the Coriolis force, which is only present In the
radial and tangential directions, It Is noted that the Coriolis force can only be
present In open-ended ducts, such as those found in bontdfugal compressors.
M,S-K,
A8241267' Solution of the unsteady subsonic thin airfoil problem.
M. H. Williams (Purdue Univbrslty, West Lafayette, IN). Quarterly Joumef of
Mechanics and Applied Mathematics, vol. 35, Aug. 1982, p, 367-360, 16 refs.
Grant No. NaG-3292.
The problem of a thin airfoil subject to simple harmonic disturbances in A
uniform subsonic tres stream is solved by extension of a technique developed
eadlor for a stationary strip vibrating is a uniform fluid. Explicit expressions are
given for tho alit and momont,;acoustic directivity pattern, and total acoustic power
ter arbitrary upwo,5h and, in particular, for Ihe'elementary d(sturbances': plunge,
pitci-r and a stationary transverse gust. Numerical result s for s simple •skowed
gust are presented and compared to the h?gh-frb14uoncy _asymptotic theory of
Martinez and Widnall.
	
(Author)
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lion procedures, no rosu s s rowI o
large savings In computational cost with improved optimization 	 G R.	 t	 i
A62.37711 ' ar	 Investigation of rotational transonic flows through
ducts using a finite element scheme. H, U, May and A, Ecor (Purdue Unlvor-
slty, Indianapolis, IN). AIAA, and ASME, Joint t'm, pulsion Cotiforence, 18th,
Cleveland, ON, June 21.23, 1882, AIAA Paper 82-1267, 6 p. 5 rots. Grant No.
NsG-3294,i
An application of the finite element method is presented In order to study the
flow through a two-dimonsionat channel Including the chokod and nearly-djoked
flow conditions, The mathematical procedure provides a combined treatment of
potential and Euter equations, where the steady Euler equations are solved
through the intogration of a pseudo-time system which is ooulval6nt to a rofaxa-
h	 12	 I^
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03 AIR TRANSPORTATION AND SAFETY
includes passenger and cargo air transW operations;
and aircraft acc)d+Ms.
For r Aaled information sea also 16 Sp&v Transpartatinrr
and 85 Urban Toci nology an Pwrisp WoNaq,
hazard evluation for each of the three fuels under four crash
tcenotios a comprehensive review and analysis and an Manlike-
lion of areas further development wok The cortaluaiort was
that the crash fire hotords are not significantly different when
competed in general for the thaw fuels, although some fr»Is
shLM A minor advantages in one respect or another.	 R.J.F.
//f I
Na2 .21148+ N National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Resaatcti Center. Cleveland. Ohio
NASA/LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ICING RESEARCH
PROGRAM
Foggy L EYanieh In NASA Marshal) Space Flight Center	 ORIGINAL RAGE 13
Prot . Bata Ann Workshop on Meteorol. and Environ. Inputs to	 Or wrC: 11 QuALITYAviation Systems Dec 1981 p 64 .75 (For primary document see
N82.21139 12.01)
Avail NTIS HC A071,'ll A01 CSCL OIC
NS2.302111171 National Aeronautics and Space Adrnln)alration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio
AIRCRAFT ICING RESEARCH AT NASA
J. J. Rainmann, R J. Shaw, and W. A Olsen, Jr. 1982 17 p
tetra Presented at the let Intern. Workshop on Atmospheric
Icing of Struct. Hanover, N H. 1 .3 Jun 1982(NASA-TM-82919. E=1307; NAS 1.1512919) Avail: NTiS
HC A02/MFA01 CSCL 01C
Research activity is described tot. Ica ptotection systems,
icing instrumentation, eriperlmanlal methods, analytical modeling
for she above, and in flight research. The renewed Interest In
aircraft Icing ties come about because of the new need for
All-Weather Holicoplars and General Aviation aircraft, Because
of increased fuel costs, tomoirow's Commercial Transport aircraft
will also require now typos of ice protactioP systems and better
astirtiates or the aeropenallies Caused by ica on unprotected
surfaces The physics of aircraft Icing is vory similar to the icing
that occurs on ground structures and structures at sea; all involve
droplets that freeze on ilia suitacas because of the cold alt.
Therefore all Icing research groups will benefit greatly by sharing
their research information 	 Author
N82,10021 0# Kansas Univ. Center for Rusuarch. Inc.. Lawrence
Flight Foseatch Lab
ICING TUNNEL TEST OF A GLYCOL-EXUDING POROUS
LEADING EDGE ICE PROTECTION SYSTEM ON A GENERAL
AVIATION AIRFOIL Final Report
David L Kohiman, William G. Schweikhard, and Alan E. Albright
Sep 1981 37 p tefs(Grant NAG3.71)(NASA•CR-185444:	 KU•FRL•464-1)	 Ava&	 NTIS
IIC A03/MF A01 CSCL OIC
Test reaults show that ilia sysiom is very offectivo in
preventing ice accretion (anti-ice model or removing ice treat
an airfoil Minimum glycol flowroles required for antiicing are a
function of velocity, liquid water content in ilia air, amblent
lo)ripureture, and droplat slxe; Large ice caps were removed in
only a low minutes using anti-ice flow rates, with the shed
uma being a function of ilia type of Ica, also of 1110 Ica cap,
angle of Attack, and glycol flow rate. Wake surveys mottsuroments
show that no significant drag penalty Is associated with the
installation or operation of the sysiom tested. 	 T M
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NS2.1l1fa'y Little (Arthur 0.), Inc., Cambridge, Mass
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE CRASH FIRE HAZARD OF
LIQUID HYDROGEN FUELED AIRCRAFT Final Report
Feb; 1992 132 p refs(Contract NAS3.22482)
INASA•CR • 18E528.	 ADL•85181)	 Avail'	 NTiS
HC AO7jMF A01 CSCL OIC
The crash fire haaards of liquid hydrogan fooled aircraft
relative to those of mission equivalent aircraft fueled either with
conventional fuel or with liquefied methane were evaluated. The
aircraft evaluated were based on Lockheed Corporation design
a	 for 400 passenger, Match 0.85, 6500 n. mile aircraft. Four crash
scenarios wart considered ranging from a minor incident causing
J	 soma loss of fuel system Integrity to a catastrophic crash.
Major tasks Included a review of hazardous properties of the
.; alternate fuels And of historic crash fire data; a compatativa
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A82.17894 • #
	
The NASA MERIT program - Developing new
concepts for accurate flight planning. R, Steinberg (NASA, Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Oi Fi), American Institute o/Aeronautics
and Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 20th, Orlando, FL,
Jan, 11- 14, 1982, Paper 82-0340, 6 P.
it is noted that the rising cost of aviation fuel has necessitated
the development of a new approach to upper air forecasting for flight
planning. It is shown that the spatial resolution of the present
weather forecast models used in fully automated computer flight
planning is an Important accuracy-limiting factor, and it is proposed
that man be put back into the system, although not in the way he
has been used in the past, A new approach Is proposed which uses
the application of man-computer interactive display techniques to
upper air forecasting to retain the fine scale features of the
atmosphere inherent in the present data base In order to provide a
more accurate and cost effective flight plan, it is pointed out that, as
a result of NASA research, the hardware required for this approach
already exists. 	 C.R.
A87-28322 ` // Performance degradation of propeller/rotor
Systems due to rime ice accretion. K. D. Korkan (Texas A & M
University, College Station, TX), L. Dadone (Boeing Vertol Co.,
Philadelphia, PA), and R, J. Shaw (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, OH). American Institute ofAeronaurics and Astronautics,
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 20th, Orlando, FL, Jan. 11-14, 1982,
Paper 82-0286. 14 p, Grants ; do. NAG3-109; No. NAG3-242.
A theoretical model bas been estabifched which is applicable to
bath propeller and helicopter systems that determines the effect of
rime ice accretion on the thrust coefficient, power coefficient, and
efficiency as a function of time In a natural icing condition.
Theoretical comparisons have been made with experimentally deter-
mined decrease in propeller thrust coefficient and efficiency for five
natural icing conditions with good agreement. The present analytical
model is also applicable to the helicopter case, where the method
predicts radial and azimuthal rotor blade ice shapes in addition to
torque rise as a function of time in a natural icing condition,
(Author)
Lewis icing research tunnel using a composite porous leading
edge parcels, The data obtained were com pared with the
performance of previously tested stainless steel leading ,dge
with the some geometry. Results show: (1) anti-ice protectRv,—,
of a composite leading edge Is possible for all the simulated
conditions tested; (2) the glycol flow rates required to achieve
anti-ice protection were generally much higher than, those required
for a stainless steel panel; 13) the low reservoir pressures of
the glycol during test runs indicates that more uniform distribu.
tion of glycol, and therefore lower glycol flow rates, can probably
be achieved by decreasing the porosity of the panel; and (4)
significant weight savings can be achieved in fluid Ice protection
systems with composite porous leading edges. The resistance of
composite panels to abrasion and erosion must yet be determined
before they can be incorporated in production systems, A.R.H.
N82.33375 *# Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Long reach, Calif,
ADVANCED TURBOPROP TESTSED SYSTEFAS STUDY Final
Report
I. M. Goldsmith Jul, 1982 255 p refs(Com ,act NAS3.22347)(NASA-CR-167895; NAS 1,26:167895; ACEE-22-FR-1699A) Avail:
NTIS HC Al2/MF A01 CSCL 01C
The proof of concept, feasibility, and verification of the
advanced prop fan and of the integrated advanced prop fan aircraft
are established. The use of existing hardware is compatible with
having a successfully expedited testbed ready for flight. A prop
fan testbed aircraft is definitely feasible and necessary for
verification of prop fan/prop fan aircraft Integrity, The Allison T701
Is most suitable as a propuisor and modification of existing engine
and propeller controls are adequate for the testtxed. The aWramer
is considered the logical' overall systems integrator of the testbed
Program.	 S.L.
A82-27098 a # Mathematical modeling of ice accretion on
a10011s- C. D, MacArthur, J. L. Keller, and J. K, Lue,-s (Dayton,
University, Dayton, OH). American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 20th, Orlando, FL, Jan.
It- 14,  1982, Paper 82-0284. 18 p. 8 refs. Grant No. NAG3.65,
The progress toward development of a computer model suitable.
for predicting icing behavior on airfoils over a wide range of
environmental conditions and airfoils shapes is reported. The
LBWICE program was formulated to solve a set of equations which
describe the physical processes which occur durin g accretion of ice
on an airfoil, including heat transfer in a time dependent mode, with
the restriction that the flow must be describable by a two-
dimensional flow code, input data comprises the cloud liquid water
content, mean droplet diameter, ambient air temperature; air
velocity, and relative humidity. A potential flowfieid around the
airfoil is calculated, along with the droplet trajectories within the
flowfleld, followed by local values of water droplet :collection
efficiency at the impact points. Both glaze and rime ice condition
are reproduced, and comparisons with test results on Icing of circular
cylinders showed good, agreement with the physical situation. M.S. K,
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
055 AIRCRAFT DESIGN, TESTING AND
x	 PERFORMANCE
inclu ies aircraft simulation technology.
For related information see also f8 Spacecraft i7lesiyn,
Testing and Performance ant! 39 Structural Mechanics,
N82-1,1063'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NACA-NASA AIRCRAFT
ICING PUBLICATIONS
John J Reinmann, comp. Aug. 1981 127 p(NASA-TM-81651; E-668) Avail: NTiS HC E15/MF A01 CSCL
oic
A summary of NACA-NASA Icing research from 1940 to
1962 is presented. it Includes: the main results of the NACA
icing program from 1940 to 1950; a selected bibliography of
132 NACA-NASA aircraft icing publications; a technical summary
of each document cited in the selected bibliography; and a
microfiche copy of each document cited in the selected
bibliography	 T.M.
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t	 N92.11052'# Kansas Univ. Center for Research, Inc„ Lawrence.
Flight Research tab.	 IICING TUNNEL TESTS OF A COMPOSITE POROUS
LEADING EDGE FOR USE WITH A LIQUID ANTI-ICE
SYSTEM(	 David L. Kohiman Sep. 1981 21 p refs(Grant NAG3-71)j
	
	
(NASA-CR-164966; 	 KU-FAL-464 .3)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 01C
	
The efficacy of liquid ice protection systems which distribute 	
r'
a glycol-water solution onto leading edge surfaces through a
porous skin was demonstrated in tests conducted in the NASA
14
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O6 AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION
includos cockpit and cabin display devices; and flight
'	 instruments.
For related information see also 19 Spacecraft instru-
mentatton and 35 insWmentation and Photography.
NS2 .23241*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
NASA/HAA ADVANCED ROTORCRAFT TECHNOLOGY
AND TILT ROTOR WORKSHOP. VOLUME 6: PROPULSION
SESSION
1960 211 p Workshop held at Palo Alto, Calif., 3-5 Dec,	 t3R€ IiVAl. PAGE
(NASA-TM- •47.07; NAS 1.15:84207)	 Avail: NTIS	 OF POOR	 RL
HC AIO/MF A61 CSCL 01C 	 QUALITY
The expressed needs and priorities of the civil helicopter
users, the existing ressarch efforts, and technology requirements
as perceived by loading airframe and engine manufacturers were
addressed, compared, and evaluated. Specifically, the observations
and conclusions of these thus as they relate to the helicopter
propulsion system are reported.	 Author
A82-37691 • # Optical tip clearance sensor for aircrah engine con
-trols. G. L. Poppel (General Electric Co., Aircraft Engine Business Group, Cincin-
nati, OH), D. T. F. Marple (General Electric Co., Schenectady, NY), and R, J,
Baumbick (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). AIAA, SAE, and
ASME,, Joint Propulsion Conference, 18th, Cleveland, OH, June 21 .23, 1982,
AiAA Faper82-1131. 9 p. Contract No. NAS3-21843.
Aircraft gas turbine performance and efficiency are related to airfoil tip clear-
ance. The possibility has been considered to obtain optimum performance and
efficiency by reducing clearance to a safe minimum with the aid of a closed-loop
tip clearance control system, which utilizes a tip clearance sensor. The use of
optical sensing methods appears to represent a potential solution to the tip
clearance measurement problem. Principles of sensor operation are discussed
along with dimensional considerations and diffraction limitations. A description is
presented of the study of the feasibility of a certain sensor, taking into account
the test rig system, the optical components, and the mounting tube. Attention is
also given to the operation of the feasibility-study sensor, performance estima-
tions,the optical fiber bundle, light beam refraction, and aspects of aircraft engine
implementation.
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07AIRCRAFT PROPULSION AND
POWER
Includes prime propulsion systems and systems compo-
nents, e.g., gas turbine engines and compressors; and
on-board auxiliary power plants for aircraft.
For related Information 
sea 
also 20 Spaceenifft Propulsion
and Power, 28 Propellents and Fuels, and 44 Enwyy
Production and Con verslon.
N@2-131430# National Aeronrutics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EFFECT OF FUEL-AIR-RATIO NONUNIFORMITY ON
EMISSIONS OF NITROGEN OXIDES
Valerie J. Lyons Nov. 1981 14 p refs
(NASA-TP-1798; E-648) AvaiL NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
21E
The inlet fuel-air ratio nonuniformitv is studied to cleterine
how nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions are affected An increase
in NOx emissions with increased fuel-air ratio nonuniformity for
average equivalence ratios less than 0.7 and a decrease in NOx
emissions for average equivalence ratios near stoichiometric is
predicted. The degree of uniformityy of fuel-air ratio profiles that
is necessary to achieve NOx emissions goals for actual engines
that use loan. premixed, prevaporized combustion systems is
determined.	 S,L.
N82-131144*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
A REAL TIME PEGASUS PROPULSION SYSTEM MODEL
FOR VSTOL PILOTED SIMULATION EVALUATION
James R. Mihaloew, Stephen P. Roth (Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
Group, West Palm Beach, Flal, and Robert Creekmore (Pratt
and Whitney Aircraft Group, West Palm Beach. Flal 1981
18 p refs Presented at VSTOL Conf, Palo Alto, Calif., 7-9 Dec.
1981; sponsored by AIAA and NASA, Ames Research Center
(NASA-TM-82770; E-1004: AIAA-81-2663) Avail: NTIS
HC A62/MF A01 CSCL 21E
A real time propulsion system modeling technique suitable
for use in man-in-the-loop s;mulator studies was developed.This
technique provides the system accuracy, stability. and transient
response required for integrated aircraft and propulsion control
system studies. A Pegasus-Harrier propulsion system was selected
as a baseline for developing mathematical modeling and simulation
techniques for VSTOL, Initially, static and dynamic propulsion
system characteristics were modeled in detail to form a
nonlinear aerothermodynamic digital computer simulation of a
Pegasus engine. From this high fidelity simulation, a real time
propulsion model was formulated by applying a piece-wise linear
state variable methodology. A hydromechanical and water injection
control system was also sjt^'iulatecl. The real time dynamic model
includes the detail and fie0bility required for the evaluation of
critical control parameters aid propulsion component limits over
a limited flight envelops. The model was programmed for
interfacing with a Harrier aircraft simulation. Typical propulsion
system simulation results are presented, 	 M,D.K.
N82-13146*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
NASA RESEARCH IN AIRCRAFT PROPULSION
Milton A. Beheirn 1982 17 p Proposed for presentation at
the 27th Ann. Intern. Gas Turbine Conf.. London, 18-22 Apr.
111102-114011100# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio.
GAS TURBINE CERAMIC-COATED-VAKE CONCEPT WITH
CL 4VECTION-COOLED POROUS METAL COME
Albert F. Koscak JAVRADCOM Research and Technology Lobs.,
Cleveland). Oirt K Usbert, Robert F. Handschuh, and Lawrence
P. Ludwig Dec. 1981 14 p refs Sponsored In pan by U.S.
Army Aviation Research and Development Command, St. Louis
INASA-TP-1942, AVRADCOM-TR-81-C-7: E-732) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF AOI CSCL 21E
Analysis and flow experiments on a ceramic-coated -porous.
metal vans concept indicated the feasibility, -from a host transfer
standpoint, of operating '7t a high-temperature (2500 F) gas
turbine cascade facility. The heat transfer and pressure drop
calculations provided a basis for selecting t.^o ceramic lover
thickness (to 0.06 In.), which was found to be the dominant
factor in the overall heat transfer coefficient, Also an approximate
analysis of the host transfer in the vane trailing edge raivesled
that with trailing-edge ejection the ceramic thickness could be
reduced to (0,01 In.) In this portion of the vane.	 S.W.
,482.14094*# National Aeronautics and Space AdminIstraticii,
Lewis Research Center, Cieveland, Ohio.
THE USE OF OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES TO DESIGN
CONTRPLLED DIFFUSION COMPRESSOR SLADING
Nelson L, Sanger 1982 IS p refs Proposed for presentation
at the 27th Ann. Intern. Gas Turbine Conf,*, London, Apr. 18-22,
1982: spor-,ored by ASME
(NASA-TV.-82763, E-1084) Avail! NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 21E
A method for automating compressor blade design using
numerical optimization, and applied to the design of a controlled
diffusion stator blade row Is presented. A general purpose
optimization procedure is employed, based on conjugate direc-
tions for locally unconstrained problems and on feasible directions
for locally constrained problems, Coupled to the optimizer is an
analysis package cohsisting of three analysis programs which
calculate blade geomatni, inviscid flow. and blade surface boundary
layers. The optimizing concepts and selection of design objective
and constraints are described. The procedure for automating the
design of a two dimensional blade section is discussed, and
design results are presented.
	
E.A.K.
N81-115039*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR AERODYNAMIC AND
@LADING DESIGN OF MULTISTAGE AXIAL-FLOW COM-
PRESSORS
James E, Crouse and William T. Gorrell Dec. 1981 105 p
refs Prepared in cooperation with Army Aviation Research and
Development Command, St. Louis, Mo.
(NASA-TP-1946, AVRADCOM-TR-80-C-21: E-280) Avail;
NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 21E
A code for computing the aerodynamic design of a multistage
axial-flow compressor and, if desired, the associated blading
geometry irput for internal flow analysis codes is presented.
Compressible flow, which Is assumed to be steady and axisym-
metric, is the basis for a two-dimensional solution in the moddlonal
plane with viscous effects modeled by pressure loss coefficients
and boundary layer blockage. The radial equation of motion and
the continuity equation are solved with the streamline curvature
method on calculation stations outside the blade rows. The annulus
profile, mass flow, pressure ratio, and rotative speed are input,
A number of other input parameters specify and control the
1982; sponsored by ASME	 blade row a rouVnsmscr,^ and geometry. in particular, kilade
(NASA-TM-82771: E-1096) Avail; NTIS HC A02/MF A01	 element conterlines and thicknesses can be specified with fourth
CSCL 21 E	 degree polynomials for two segments, The output includes a
	
A broad overview of the scope of research presently being 	 detailed aerodynamic solution and, if desired, blading coicirdinstes
supported by NASA in aircraft propulsion is presented with 	 that can be used for internal flow analysis coder., 	 Author
emphasis on Lewis Research Center activities related to civil air
transports, CTOL and V/STOL systems. Aircraft systems work is
performed to identify the requirements for the propulsion system
that enhance the mission capabilities of the aircraft. This important 	 N82-16040*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
source of innovation and creativity drives the direction of 	 Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
propulsion research. In a companion effort, component research
	
EFFECT OF FUEL INJECTOR TYPE ON PERFORMANCE AND
of a generic nature is performed to provide a better basis for 	 EMISSIONS OF REVERSE-FLOW COMBUSTOR
design and provides an evolutionary process for technological
	
Carl T. Norgren and Stephen M. Riddlebaugh Dec, 1981 40 p
growth that increases the capabilities of all types of aircraft. 	 refs
Both are important.	 A,R,H	 (NASA-TP-1945; E-556) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF AOI CSCIL
21E
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The combustion process in a reverse-flow combustor suitable
for a small gas turbine engine was investigated to evaluate he
affect of fuel injector type on performance and emissions. Fuel
injector configurations using prasture-atomizing, spill-flow, air
blast, and air-assist techniques were compared and evaluated
on the basis of performance obtained in a full-scale experimen-
tal combustor operated at inlet conditions corresponding to takeoff,
cruise, low power, and idle and typical of a 16.:1-pressure-ratio
turbine engine. Major differences in combustor performance and
emissions characteristics were experienced with each injector
type even though the aerodynamic configuration was common
to most combustor models Performance characteristics obtained
with the various fuel injector types could not have been predicted
from bench-test injector spray :characteristics. The effect of the
number of operuting fuel injectors on performance and emissions
Is also presented	 Author
N82•15041 4 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
INTERACTIVE-GRAPHIC FLOWPATH PLOTTING FOR
TURBINE ENGINES
Robert R Corban Nov. 1981 51 p refs(NASA-TM-82756: £.1074) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01
CSCL 21E
An engine cycle program capable of simulating the design
and off-design performance of arbitrary turbine engines, and a
computer code which, when used in conjunction with the cycle
code, can predict the weight of the engines are described, A
graphics subroutine was added to the code to enable the engineer
to visualize the designed engine with more clarity by producing
an overall view of the designed engine for output on a graphics
device using IBM-370 graphics subroutines, In addition, with
the engine drawn on a graphics screen, the program allows for
the interactive user to make changes to the inputs to the code
for the engine to be redrawn and reweighed. These improve-
ments allow better use of the code in conjunction with the
engine program-	 T.M.
N82. 16084'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
NASA RESEARCH ACTIVITIES IN AEROPROPULSION
John F. McCarthy, Jr and Richard J. Weber 1982 30 p refs
Presented at the 24th Ann Conf on Aviation mid Astronautics,
Tel Aviv, Israel 17 . 18 Feb. 1982(NASA•TM•82788; E-1113) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 21E
NASA is responsible for advancing technologies related to
air transportation A sampling of the work at NASA's Lewis
Research Center aimed at improved aircraft propulsion systems
is described. Particularly stressed are efforts related to reduced
noise and fuel consumption of subsonic transports. Generic work
in 'specific disciplines are reviewed including computational
analysis, materials, structures, controls, diagnostics, alternative
-fuels, and high-speed propellers. Prospects for variable cycle
engines are also discussed.	 Author
N82. 182224 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohir,,,
EFFECTS OF FAN INLET TEMPERATURE DISTURBANCES
ON THE STABILITY OF A TURBOFAN ENGINE
Mahmood Abdelwahab Dec. 1981 30 p refs(NASA-TM-82899: E-982) Avail: NTiS NC A03 /MF A01 CSCL
21E
The effects of steady-state and timewdependent fan inlet
total temperature disturbances on the stability of a TF39-P-3
turbofan engine were determined, Disturbances were induced
by a gaseous-hydrogen-fueled burner system installed upstream
of the fan inlet. Data were obtained at a fan Inlet Reynolds
number index of 0,50 and at a low-pressure-rotor corrected speed
of 90 percent of military speed, All tests were conducted with
a 90 deg extent of the fan inlet circumference exposed to
above-average temperatures,	 TIM,
N82.181461 National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center ,  Cleveland, Ohio.
ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
Anthony C Hoffman In NASA, Longi ,.ly Research Center Eleo,
Flight Systems Feb. 1982 p 235 .240 (For primary document
sea N82.19134 10.01)
Avail: NTIS HC Al2/MF A01 CSCL 21E
N82.182204 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
DILUTION JET BEHAVIOR IN THE TURN SECTION OF A
REVERSE FLOW COMBUSTER
Steven M, Riddiebaugh, Abraham Upshitz (Ahuza, Haifa, Israel),
and Isaac Gfebet )Case Western Reserve Univ,, Cleveland, Ohio)
Jan. 1982 15 p refs Presented at the 20th Aerospace Scj,
Meeting, Orlando, Fla„ 10. 14 Jan. 1982; sponsoredAIAA(NASA-TM-82778; E-1107, AIAA-82-0192) Avel^ NTIS
HC A021MF A01 CSCL 21C
Measurements of the temperature field produced by a singlejet and a row of dilution jets issued Into a reverse flow combustor
ate presented The temperature measurements are presented in
the form of consecutive normalized temperature profiles, and jet
trajectories. Single jet trajectories were swept toward the inner
wall of the turn, whether injection was from the inner or outer
wall, This behavior is explained b y the radially Inward velocity
component necessary to support irrotational flow through the
turn. Comparison between experimental results and model
calculations showed poor agreement due to the model's not
including the radial velocity component. A widely spaced row ofjets produced trajectories similar to single jets at similar test
conditions, but as spacing ratio was reduced, penetrstV>n was
reduced to the point where the dilution jet Row attachW to the
wall.	 Author
N82.19222*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
PERFORMANCE OF SINGLE-STAGE AXIAL-FLOW TRAN-
SONIC COMPRESSOR WITH ROTOR AND STATOR ASPECT
RATIOS OF 1,63 AND 1.78, RESPECTIVELY, AND WITH
DESIGN PRESSURE RATIO OF 1.82
Royce D. Moore and Lonnie Reid Feb, 1982 112 p refs(NASA-TP-1974; E-259) Avail. NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL
21E
The overall and blade-element performance' of a transonic
compressor stage is presented over the stable operating flow
range for speeds from 50 to 100 percent of design. The stage,
was designed for a pressure ratio of 1.82 at a flow 20,2 kg/sec
and a tip speed of 455 m/sec. At design speed the stage
achieved a peak efficiency of 0.821 at a pressure ratio of 1,817,
The stage stall margin at design speed based on conditions at
stall and peak efficiency was about 11 percent. 	 Author
N$2•211944 M National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Centel, Cleveland, Ohio,
PRELIMINARY RESIJLTS ON PERFORMANCE TESTING OF
A TURSOCHARGED ROTARY COMBUSTION ENGINE
P. R. Meng, W. J, Rica. H. J. Schock, and D. P Pringle 1982
24 p refs Presented at the 1982 Soc. of Automotive Engrs.
Intern. Congr. and Exposition, Detroit, 22 .26 Feb. 1982(NASA-TM-82772: E-1097; NAS 1.15:827721 Avail: NTiS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The performance of a turbocharged rotary engine at power
levels above 75 kW (100 hp) was studied, A twin rotor
turbocharged Mazda engine was tested at speeds of 3000 to
6000 rpm and boost pressures to 7 psi. The NASA developed
combustion diagnostic instrumentation was used to quantify
indicated and pumping mean effect pressures, peak pressure,
and face to face variability on a cycle by cycle basis, Results of
this testing showed that a 5900 rpm a 36 percent increase in
power was obtained by operating the engine in the turbocharged
configuration. When operating with loan carburetor jets at 105 "hp(78.3 kW) and 4000 rpm, a brake specific fuel consumption of
0 45 bm/lb-hr was measured,	 S.W,
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stage achieved peak offt;l*n61m of 0,649 and 0.831, respectivdy,
at the minimum flow condition. The stage stall point occurred
at a flow higher than the design flow. 	 Author
t4
NU-24201 0# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
A PIECEWIBE LINEAR STATE VARIABLE TECHNIQUE FOR
REAL TIME PROPULSION SYSTEM SIMULATION
James R. Mihabew and Stephen P. Roth (Pratt and Whitney
	 a
Aircraft Group, West Palm Beach, Fla.) 1982 16 o refs
Presented at the 13th Ann, Pittsburgh Cone on Modelling and
Simulation, Pittsburgh, 22 .23 Apr 1982; sponsored by IEEE,
ISA, SCS and SMCS(NASA-TM-82851. E-1210: NAS 1.16:82861) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The emphasis on increased aircraft and propulsion control
system integration and piloted simulation has created a need
for higher fidelity real time dynamic propulsion models. A teal
	 1
time propulsion system modeling technique which satisfies this
need and which provides the capabilities needed to evaluate
propulsion system performance and aircraft system interaction
on manned flight simulators was developed and demonstrated
using flight simulator facilities at NASA Ames, A piecowlse linear
state variable technique Is used, This technique provides the
system accuracy, stability and transient response required for
Integrated aircraft and propulsion control system studies. The
real time dynamic model includes the detail and flexibility required
for the evaluation of critical control parameters and propulsion
component limits over a limited flight envelope, The model contains
approximately 7,0 K bytes of In-line computational code and
14,7 K of block data, It has an 8.9 me cycle time on n Xrirox
Sigma 9 computer. A Pegasus-Harrier propulsion system was
used as a baseline for developing the mathematical modeling
end simulation technique. A hydromschanicsl and water Injection
control system was also simulated. The model was programmed
for interfacing with a Harrier aircraft simulation at NASA Ames,
Descriptions of the real time methodology and modal capabili-
ties are presented,
	 Author
N82-24203*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
FUTURE PROPULSION OPPORTUNITIF-S FOR COMMUTER
AIRPLANES
William C, Strack Washington 1982 24 p refs Presented
at the Commuter Airlines Meeting, Savannah, 24-26 May 1982;
sponsored by the Society of Automotive Engineers(NASA-TM-82880; E-1256: NAS 1.15:82880) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Commuter airplane propulsion opportunities are summarized.
Consideration is given to advanced technology conventional
turboprop engines, advanced propellers, and several unconven-
tional alternatives: regenerative turboprops, rotaries, and diesels,
Advanced versions of conventional turboprops (including propel-
Ism) offer 15 .20 percent savings in fuel and 10-15 percent in
DOC compered to the new crop of 1500-2000 SHP engines
currently in development, Unconventional engines could boost
the fuel savings to 30.40 percent. The conclusion is that several
important opportunities exist and, therefore, powerplant technol-
ogy need not plateau,	 Author
N82.25250*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
STOSTK: A COMPUTER CODE FOR PREDICTING
MULTISTAGE AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE
BY A MEANLINE STAGE STACKING METHOD
Ronald J, Steinke May 1992 65 p refs
;i
y.
NS2.21195*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION OF NONRECOVERABLE
STALL
Lean M, Wenzel and William M. Bruton Feb, 1982 23 p
to(NASA-TM-82792; E-1126; NAS 1.15:82792) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 211E
A lumped parameter modal of the TF34 engine Is formulated
to study nonrecoverable stall. Feat ox of the model include
forward and reverse flow, radial flow In the fan, and variable
I	 corrected speed. The purpose of the study is to point out those
T parameters to which recoverability is highly sensitive but arenot well known. Experimental research may then W directed
toward identification of the parameters in that category.
Compressor performance in the positive flow region and radial
flow in the fan are shown to be important but unknown parametersj	 determining recoverability. Other parameters such as compressor
performance during reverse flow and install efficiency have
relatively small impact on recoverability.
	
Author
NS2.22262*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
THE ROLE OF MODERN CONTROLTHEORY IN THE DESIGN
OF CONTROLS FOR AIRCRAFT TURBINE ENGINES
J. Zeller, B. Lehtinen, and W, Merrill 1982 17 p refs Presented
at 12th Aerospace Scl, Conf., Orlando, Fla., 11-14 Jan, 1982;
sponsored by AIAA(NASA-TM-82816; E-1182; NAS 1,16;82815) Avail; NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Accomplishments In applying Modern Control Theory to the
design of controls for advanced aircraft turbine engines were
reviewed. The results of successful research programs are
discussed. Ongoing programs as well as planned or recommended
future thrusts are also discussed.	 Author
N§2.222660 N National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS OF SHROUDLESS, HOLLOW
FAN BLADES WITH COMPOSITE INLAYS
R, A, Aiello, M. S. Hirschbein, and C, C. Chamis 1962 12 Is
refs Presented at the 27th Ann. intern, Gas Turbine Cant,
London, 18-22 Apr. 1982; sponsored by ASME(NASA-TM-82818; E-1163; NAS 1.15:82816) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Structural and dynamic analyses are presented for a
shroudless, hollow titanium fan blade proposed for future use in
aircraft turbine engines. The blade was modeled and analysed
using the composite blade structural analysis computer program(COBSTRAN); an integrated program consisting of mesh
generators, composite mechanics codes, NASTRAN, and pre
and post-processors, Vibration and impact analyses are presented.
The vibration analysis was conducted with COBSTRAN. Results
show the effect of the centrifugal force field on frequencies,
twist, and blade camber. Bird impact analysis was performed
with the multi-mode blade impact computer program. This program
uses the geometric model and modal analysis from the COBSTRAN
vibration analysis to determine the gross impact response of
the fan blades to bird strikes, The structural performance of this
blade is also compared to a blade of similar design but with
composite in-lays on the outer surface, Results show that the
composite In-lays can be calected (designed) to substantially
modify the mechanical performance of the shroudless, hollow
fan blade.	 Author
N62.22269*#	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration, (NASA -TP-2020; E-551: NAS 1.60:2020) 	 Avail: NTISa Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, HC A04/MF A01
	
CSCL, 21E
PERFORMANCE OF SINGLE - STAGE AXIAL-FLOW TRAN . A FORTRAN computer code is presented for off-design
SONIC COMPRESSOR WITH ROTOR AND STATOR ASPECT performance prediction of axial-flow compressors.. Stage and
RATIOS OF 1.63 AND 1.77, RESPECTIVELY, AND WITH compressor performance is obtained by a stage-stacking method
DEMON PRESSURE RATIO OF 2.05 that uses representative velocity diagrams at rotor inlet and outlet
Royce D. Moore and Lonnie ':aid Apra 1982	 116 p	 refs rneenline radii, The code has options for: (1) direct user input 	 f(NASA-TP-2001; E-334: NAS 1.60:2001)	 Avail; NTIS or	 calculation	 of	 nondimensional 	 stage	 characteristics:	 s
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 21E (2) adjustment of stage characteristics for off-design speed and
The overall and blade-element performance of a transonic blade setting angle; (3) adjustment of rotor deviation angle for
compressor stage is presented over the stable operating range off-design conditions; and (4) SI or U.S. customary units,
for speeds from 50 to 100 percent of design. The stage was Correlations from experimental date are used to model real flow
designed for a pressure ratio of 2,05 at a flow of 20.2 kg/sec conditions. Calculations are compared with experimented data,'
and a tip speed of 455 m/sec. At design speed the rotor and Author
ORIGINAL MOE IS
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N82.26256*K National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EXHAUST EMISSIONS SURVEY OF A TURSOFAN ENGINE
FOR FLAME HOLDER SWIRL TYPE AUGMENTORS AT{	 SIMULATED ALTITUDE FLIGHT CONDITIONS
John E. Moss, Jr. Oct. 1981 47 p refs(NASA-TM-82787. E•955; NAS 116:82787) Avail. NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Emissions of carbon dioxide, total oxides of nitrogen,
unburned hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxide from an
F100 afterburning two spool turbofan engine at simulated flight
conditions are reported. Tests were run at Mach 0.8 at altitudes
of 10.97 and 13.71 km (36,000 and 45,000 ft), and tot Mach
1.2 at 13,71 km (45,000 ft). Emission measurements were made
from intermediate power (nonafterburning) through maximum
afterburning, using a single point gas sample probe traversed
across the horizontal diameter of the exhaust nozzle. The data
show that emissions vary with flight speed, altitude, power level,
and radial position across the nozzle. Carbon monoxide emissions
were low for intermediate and partial afterburning power,
Unburned hydrocarbons wore near zero for most of the simulated
flight conditions. At maximum afterburning, there were regions
of NOx deficiency in regions of high CO. The results suggest
that the low NOx levels observed in the tests are a result of
interaction with high CO in the thermal converter. CO2 emissions
were proportional to local fuel air ratio for all test conditions,
T.M.
N82.26293* National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
THRUST REVERSER FOR A LONG DUCT FAN ENGINE
Patent
Everett A Johnston (GE, Cincinnati) and Edward. W flyan,
inventors (to NASA) (GE, Cincinnati) Issued 14 Jul 1931 9 p
Filed 30 Mar 1979(NASA-Case-LEW-13199-1; US-Patent-4,278,220,
US • Patent •Appl-SN•025301, US- Patent- Class- 244-1108;
US-Patent-Class•60 .226A) Avail' US Patent and Trademark
Office CSCL 21E
A bypass duct outer cowl includes a fixed cascade disposed
between axially spaced fixed cowl portions and a translatable
cowl sleeve and blocker doors movably disposed on the respective
radially outer and inner sides of the cascade Actuation and
linkage structure located entirely within the outer cowl provides
for selectively moving the cowl sleeve rearwardly and rotating
the blocker doors to a position across the bypass duct to cause
the fan airflow to pass through the cascade in a thrust reversing
manner Official Gazette of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
discussed. o,1 several advanced intermittent combustion engines
emphasizing lightweight diesels and rotary stratified charge
engines. The current state-of-the-art is evaluated for lightweight,
aircraft suitable versions of each engine This information is used
to project the engine characteristics that can be expectrtd on
near-term and long-term time horizons. The key enabling
technology requirements are identified for each engine on the
long-term time horizon.
	
E.A K
N82.26298$# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
PROPULSION OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUTURE COMMUTER
AIRCRAFT
William C Strack 1982 27 p refs Presented at 18th Joint
Propulsion Cont., Cleveland, 21.23 Jun. 1982; sponsored by
AIAA, SAE and ASME(NASA-TM-82916 E-1304; NAS 1.15.82916) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Circa 1990 propulsion improvement concepts are discussed
for 1000 to 5000 SHP conventional turboprop powerplants
including engines, gearboxes, and propellers. Cycle selection,
power plant configurations and advanced technology elements
are defined and evaluated using average stage length DOC for
commuter aircraft as the primary merit criterion. 	 B.W
N82.28299*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Clef/eland, Ohio.
COMPARISON OF EXPORIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL
PERFORMANCE FOR SiONTOURED ENDWALL STATORS
Robert J. Boyle and Jeffley E Haas (Army Aviation Research
and Developmeilt Command, Cleveland) 1982 15 p refs
Presented at Eighteenth Joint Propulsion Conf., Cleveland,
21 .23 Jun. 1982; sponsored by AIAA, SAE and ASME(NASA-TM-82877; NAS 1.15:82877;
AVRADCOM-TH-82-C-12) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
21E
Comparisons between predicted and experimental stator
losses showed that the analysis was able to predict the change
in stator loss when contoured endwalls with highly three
dimensional passage geometry were used. The level of loss was
predicted to within 75 percent of that measured. The predicted
loss was due only to profile loss and boundary layer growth on
the endwalls. The 25 percent difference was approximately 0,0 16
at design pressure ratio. The analysis was shown to predict the
trend in stator flow angle, even for small stator geometries.Author
{
N82.26294*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
REAL TIME PRESSURE SIGNAL SYSTEM FOR A ROTARY
ENGINE Patent Application
William J. Rice. inventor (to NASA) Filed 19 Feb. 1982 2,1 p(NASA-Case-LEW-13622-1; US-Patent-Appl-SN-350473) Avail:
NTIS HC A02JMF A01 CSCL 21E
Apparatus for developing a signal which is a composite of
the pressures at four different points in the chamber of a rotary
type engine is disclosed. The composite signal can be read by
an IMEP meter or displayed on an oscilloscope. The physical
arrangement of a Wankel engine and the correlation embodying.
the invention is shown. The profile of the inner surface of a
Wankel engine housing and the profile of a three lobed rotor
together with the positions of the transducers are also shown
The timing diagrams depicting the active regions of the transducers
and timing signals used in the correlator circuitry are illustrated
S L.
N82-26297*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL OF INTERMITTENT COMBUS-
TION (I.C.) AIRCRAFT ENGINES FOR COMMUTER TRANS-(P ORT APPLICATIONS
f	 Edward A. Willis 1982 31 p refs Presented at the Commuter
i Airlines and Operations Meeting. Savannah, 23 .24 May 1982
I	 (NASA-TM-82869; E-1221; NAS 1.15:82869) Avail: NTIS
HC A03J-MF A01 CSCL 21E
E	 An update on general aviation (g/a) and commuter aircraft
i propulsion research effort is reviewed. The following topics are
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N82.28300*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
NASA RESEARCH IN SUPERSONIC PROPULSION: A
DECADE OF PROGRESS
L. H. Fishbach, L E.' Stitt, J. R. Stone, and J. P. Whitlow, Jr.
1982 40 p refs Presented at 18th Joint Propulsion Conf.,
Cleveland. 21-23 Jun. 1982: sponsored by AIAA. SAE and
ASME(NASA-TM-82862; NAS	 1.15.82862) - 	 Avail:
	
NTIS
HC A03/MF AOt CSCL 21E
A second generation, economically viable, End environmentally
acceptab:e supersonic aircraft is reviewed. Engine selection,
testbed experiments, and noise reduction research are de-
scribed.	 Author
Nt2-27311*# National' Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
QCSEE UNDER-THE-WING ENGINE ACOUSTIC DATA
Harry E. Bloomer and Nick E. Samanich May 1982 28 p
refs(NASA-TM-82691; E-972: NAS 1,15:82691) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Both an over-the-wing (OTW) and an under-the-wing (UTW)
experimental engine are discussed. The UTW engine had a
variable-geometry fan exhaust nozzle and a variable-pitch fan
that _provided quick-response reverse thrust capability. An
automatic digital control enabled optimal engine operation under
all steady-str,,te conditions as well as during forward and reverse
thrust tranir,ent operation. The engine was tested at the Engine
Noise Test Facility alone and with wind and flap segments to
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simulate 'an installation on a short-had transport aircraft, The
rnglne acoustic configuration was varied to give 14 test
configure6onrl, All of the acoustic test results from the UTW
program air Lewis are presented as 1/3-octave-band sound
pressure level (SPU tabulations for all of the test points and
some narrow-band spectra and 113.octave-band date plots for
selected conditions. 	 T.M.
I.
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N82.29324*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
QCSEE OVER-THE-Vi/NG ENGINE ACOUSTIC DATA
Harry E Bloomer and Irvin J. Loeffler May 1982 28 p refs(NASA-TM-82708, E•990, NAS 1.15:82708) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The over the wing (OTW) Quiet, Clean, Short Haul Experimen-
tal Engine (QCSEE) was tested at the NASA Lewis Engine Noise
Test Facility. A boilerplate (nonflight weight), high throat Mach
number, acoustically treated inlet and a D shaped OTW exhaust
nozzle with variable position side doors were used in the tests
along with wing and flap segments to simulate an installation
on a short haul transport aircraft. All of the acoustic test data
from 10 configurations are documented in tabular form. Some
selected narrowband and 1/3 octave band plots of sound pressure
izvel, are presented	 Author
Ne2-31329 • # National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio.
VENTURI NOZZLE EFF;LCTS ON FUEL DROP SIZE AND NITRO-
GEN OXIDE EMISSIONS
Susan M. Johnson Aug. 1982 17 p refs(NASA-TP-2028; E-1029; NAS 1.60:2028) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The effect of a venturi nozzle on the Sauter mean diameter
of a water spray produced by a simplex pressure atomizing injector
In a swirling airflow was determined. A Malvern particle and droplet
size distribution analyzer, Type S.T. 1800, was Used to measure
D sub 32 of the water sprays. The water spay was studied at
ambient temperature (293 K) and atmospheric pressure. The venturi
reduced D sub 32 by an average of 30 percent when Installed
with a simplex injector and air swirler. The venturi primarily
Improved atomization of the injector spray by increasing relative
air velocity. The small drop size enhanced vaporization and
therefore decreased oxides of nitrogen in a combustor. The
decrease in drop size provided by the addition of a venturi
explains the results obtained in a previous small scale re"arch
combustor wherein NOx emission indices decreased as a result
of this hardware modification.
	
S.L.
Ne2-32366 • National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ACTIVE CLEARANCE CO_ N_TROL SYSTEM FOR A TUR-
SOMACHINE Patent
Richard P. Johnston, Malcolm H. Knapp, and Charles E. Coulson.,
Inventors (to NASA) issued 11 May 1982 6 p Filed 25 Jul.
1979(NASA-Case-LEW-12938-1; US-Patent-4,329,114;
US-Patent-Appl-SN-060449; US-Patent-Class-415-145;
US-Patent-Class-415-178; US-Patent-Class-60.726;
US-Patent-Class-60 .39,29; US-Patent-Class-60-39.07) Avail: US
Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 21E
An axial compressor is provided with a cooling air manifold
surrounding a potion of the shroud, and means for bleeding air
from the comprassor to the manifold for selectively flowing it in a
modulating manner axially along the outer side of the stator/shroud
to cool and shrink it during steady state operating conditions so
as to obtain minimum shroud/rotor clearance conditions. Provi-
sion is also made to selectively divert the flow of cooling air from
the manifold during transient periods of operation so as to alter
the thermal growth or shrink rate • of the stator/shroud and result
in adequate clearance with the compressor rotor.
Official Gazette of the U.S, Patent and Trademark Office
N$2.33369*# Natk=l Aeronautk- 4nd Space Adminiletration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ROTOR: TIP CLEARANCE EFFECTS ON,OVCRALL AND !LADE-
ELEMENT PERFORMANCE OF AXiAL-FLOW TRANWHIC FAN
8TAOE
Royce O. Moore Sep, 1982 87 p refs(NASA•TP-2049; E-559; NAS 1.60:2049)	 Avail: NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The effects of tip clearance on the overall and blade-ele lent
performance of an axial-flow transonic fan stage ore prewned,
The. 60-centimeter-diameter fan was tested at four tip clearances(nonrotating) from 0,061 to 0.178 centimeter. The calculated radial
1jroorM of the blades was 0,040 centimeter at design con(Atiorm,
The dbctaase in overall stage performance with Increasing
clearancd is attributed to the loss in rotor performance. For the
rotor the Affects of clearance on performance parameters extended
to about 70 percent of blade span from the tip. The a" still
margin based on an assumed operating line decreased from 15,3
to 0 peroant zs the elearance increased from 0,061 to 0,170
centimeter. 	 Autlior
A82 .10952 " N Thermal and flow analysis of a convection,
air-cooled ceramic coated porous metal concept for turbine vanes. F.
S. Stepka (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). American
Society of Mechanical Engineers and American institute of Chemical
Engineers, National Neat Transfer Conference, 20th, Milwaukee, WI,
Aug, 2.5, 1981, ASwfE Paper8l-HT-48.7 p. 9 refs. Members, $2.00;
nonmembers, $4,00,
Analysis wa x
 made of the heat transfer and pressure drop
through turbine vanes made of a sintered, porous metal coated with a
thin layer of ceramic and convection cooledby spanwise flow of
cooling air, The analysis was made to determine the feasibility of
using this concept for cooling very small turbines, primarily forshort
duration applications such as in missile engines. The analysis was
made for gas conditions of approximately 10 and 40 atm and 1644 K
and with turbine vanes made of felt-type porous metals with relative
densities from 0,2 and 0.6 and ceramic coating thicknesses of 0,0)16
to 0,254 mm.
	 JAuthor)
A82-19214 • N Comparison of two parallel/series flow turbo-
fan propulsion concepts for supersonic V/STOL. R. W. Luide, - G.
E. Turney, and J. Allen (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Clevelar,
CH). American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and NASA
Ames Research Center, VSSTOL Conference, Palo Alto, CA, Dec.
7-9, 1981, AIAA Paper 81 .2637. 15 p. 5 refs.
The thrust, specific fuel consum ption, and relative merits of the
tandem fan and the dual reverse flow front fan propulsion systems
for a supersonic V/STOL aircraft are discussed. Consideration is
given to: fan pressure ratio, fan air burning, and variable core
supercharging. The special propulsion system components required
are described, namely: the reflecting front inlet/nozzle, the aft
subsonic Inlet, the reverse pitch fan, the variable core supercharger
and the low pressure forward burner. The potential benefits for these
unconventional systems are indicated.
	 (Author)
A82.19221 . N A real time Pegasus propulsion system model
for VSTOL piloted simulation evaluation. J. R. Mihaloew (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH), S. P. Roth, and R.
Creekmore (United Technologies Corp., Government Products Div.,
West Palm Beach, FL). American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics and NASA Ames Research Center, VSSTOL Confer-
ence, Palo Alto, CA, Dec, 7-9, 1981, AiAA Paper 81 .2663. 18 p. 6
refs.
A Pegasus-Harrier propulsion system is selected as a baseline for
developing mathematical modeling and simulation techniques for
VSTOL. Initially, static and dynamic propulsion system character-
istics are modeled in detail to form a nonlinear aerothermodynamic
digital computer simulation of a Pegasus engine. From this high
fidelity simulation, a real-time propulsion model isformulated by
applying a piecewise linear state variable methodology. A hydro-
I	 ^`
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i	 mechanical and water injection control system is also simulated. It Is
noted that the real-time dynamic model includes the detail and
ffexiblPty required for evaluating critical control parameters and
propulsion component limits over a limited flight envelope.
	 C.R.
k
near the walls, The axial location of the dilution air addition has no rlffect on the
performance or stability. Results also indicate , that the amount of hecondary air
entrained by tho flamttholder recirculation zone is dependent on ',he amount of
dilution air and flameholder geometry
A82-35000 • N ikASAfGonora! Electric broad -specification fuels com-
bustion tochnc f gy pogrom - Phase i results and status. W. J, Dodds, E. E.
Eksi0dt, D. W. Bahr (General Etrietnc Co., Aircraft engine Business Group, Cin.
cinnatt, OH), and J. S. Fear (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH).
AIAA, SAE, andASA';E Joint Propulsion Conference, 18th, Cleveland, OH, June
21-23, 1982, AIAA Paper 82.1089. 12 p, 14 refs,
A program is being conducted to develop the technology required` to utilize
fuels with broadened prolerties in aircraft gas turbine engines. The first phase
of this program consisted of the experimental evaluation of three different com-
bustor concepts to determine their potential for meeting several specific emis-
sions and performance goals, when operated on broadened property fuels, The
three concepts were a single annular Co mbustor, a. double annular combustor;
and a short single annular combustor with varleble geometry, All of these con-
cepts were sized for the General Electric CF6-80 engine. A total of 24 different
configurPtions of these concepts were evaluated in a high pressure test facility,
using four test fuels having hydrogen contents between 11.8 and 14 0k. Fuel
effects on combustor performance, durability and _omissions, and combustor
design features to offset these effects were demonstrated.	 (Author)
A11112.35017 • # in-flight acoustic results from an advencod-design pro-
pallor at Mach numbers to 0.8. K. G. Mackall, P. L, Lasagna, K. Walsh (NASA,
Ames Research Center, Edwards, CA), and J. H. Dittmar (NASA, Lewis Re-
search Center, Cleveland, OH). AIAA, SAE, and ASME, Joint Propulsion Confer-
ence, 18th, Cleveland,: OH, June 21-23, 1982, AIAA Paper 82-1120. 9 p. 6 refs.
Acoustic data for the advanced-design SR-3 propeller at Mach numbers to 0,8
and helical tip Mach numbers to 1.14 are presented. Several advanced-design
propellers, previously tested in wind tunnels at the Lewis Research Center, are
being tested in flight at the Dryden Flight Research Facility. The flight-test propel-
lers are mounted on a pylon on the top of the fuselage of a JetStar airplane.
Instrumentation provides near-field acoustic data for the SR-3. Acoustic data for
the SR-3 propeller at Mach numbers up to 0.8, for propeller helical tip Mach
numbers up to 1.14, and comparison of wind tunnel to flight data are included.
Flowfield profiles measured in the area adjacent to the propeller are also in-I
A82-34992 #
	 Experimental study of the effects of secondary air in 	 euded.	 (Author)
the emissions and stability of a lean premixed -combustor. G, Roffe, R. S.
	 {
V Raman (General Applied Science Laboratories, Inc., Westbury, NY), and C. J.
Marek (NASA, Lewis Research' Center, Cleveland, OH). AiAA, SAE, and ASME,
Joint Propulsion Conference, 18th, Cleveland, OH, June 21-23, 1982; AIAA Pa-	 A82-35041 " #	 Evaluation of fuel Injection configurations to control
per 82. 1072; 10 p. 7 refs. NASA-supported research.
	 carbon and soot formation in small GT combustors., T. J, Rosfjord (United
	
A study of the effects of secondary air addition on the stability and emissions 	 Technologies. Research Center, East Hartfc rd, CT) and D. Briehl (NASA, Lewis
of a gas turbine combustor has been performed. Tests were conducted with two 	 Research Center, Cleveland, OH). AIAA. SAE, and ASME, Joint Propulsion
types of flameholders and varying amounts of dilution air addition. Results Indi-
	 Conference, 18th, Cleveland, OH, June 21 41,13, 1982, AIAA Paper 82-1175,12 p.
cate that NO(x) decreases with increasing dilution air Injection, whereas CO is 	 6 refs.
Independeot of the amount of dilution air and. is related to the gas temperature
	
	 An experimental program to Investigate hardware configurations which attempt
to minimize carbon formation and soot production without sacrificing performance
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A82.19337 • X Aeroelostic characteristics of a aascods of
mistuned blades in subsonic and supersonic flows. R. E. Kielb
(NASA, Lewis Research Center, Structure; Dynamics Section,
Cleveland, OH) and K. R. V. Kaaa (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
i
	
	
Cleveland; Toledo, University, Toledo, OH), Amarlun Sockty of
Mechanical Engineers, Des* E rginvering Technical Conference,
t
	
	 Hartford, CT, $opt. 20.23, 1981, Paper 81 .OET422, 12 p. 19 refs.
Members, $2,00; nonmembers, $4.00.
An Investigation of the effects of mistuning on flutter and
forced response of a cascade in subsonic and supersonic flows is
presented, The aerodynamic and structural coupling betv"en the
j bending and torsional motions and the aerodynamic coupling
between the blades are Included. It is shown that frequency
mistuning always has a beneficial effect on flutter. Additionally, the
results indicate that frequency mistuning may have either a beneficial
or an adverse effect on forced response, depending on the engine
order of the excitation and Mach number.
	 (Author)
A92.20291 • it Dilution jet behavior in the turn section of a
reverse flow combu.,ktor. S. M, Riddlebaugh (NASA, Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, OH), 1. Greber (Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, OH), and A, Lipshitz. American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 20th, Orlando, FL,
Jan. 11 . 14, 1982, Paper 82.0192, 13 p.
Measurements of the temperature field produced by a single let
and a row of dilution jets issued into a reverse flow combustor are
presented, The temperature measurements are presented in the form
of consecutive normalized temperature profiles, and let trajectories,
Single let trajectories were swept toward the inner wail of she Turn,
whether injectionwas from the Inner or outer wall, This behavior is
explained by the radially inward velocity com ponent necessary to
support Irrotational flow through the tufn, Com parison between
experimental results and model csiculations showed poor agreement
due to the model's not including the radial velocity component. A
widely spaced grow of jets produced trajectories similar to single lots
at similar test ccf Aitions, but as spacing ratio was reduced,
Penetration was reduced to the point where the dilution jet flow
attached to the wall. 	 (Author)
A82-34981 *	 Turbine blade nonlinear structural and life analysis. R. L,
McKnight, J. H. Latien (General Electric Co„ Cincinnati, OH), G. R. Halford, and
A. Kaufman (NASA. Lewis Research Censer, Cleveland, OH). AIAA, SAE, and
ASME, Joint Propulsion Conference, leaf;, Cleveland, OH, June 21-23, 1982,
AIAA Paper a, '1056. 9 p. 9 refs.
The utility of advanced structural analysis and rife prediction techniques was
evaluated for the life assessment of a commercial air-cooled turbine blade with
a history of tip cracking. Three dimensional, ooniinear finite element structural
analyses were performed for the blade tip region. The computed strain-tempera-
lure history of the critical location was imposed on a uniaxial sirain controlled test
specimen to evaluate the validity of the structural analysis method. Experimental
results indicated higher peak stresses and greater stress relaxation than the
analytical predictions. Life predictions using the Strainrange Partitioning and Fre-
quency Modified approaches predicted 1200 to 4420 cycles and 2700 cycles to
crack initiation, respectively, compared to an observed life of 3000 cycles.(Author)
M2-34N5 • # Advancements in ro&t ma onglrie 'ANm"llon tech-
nology. J, R, Szuch (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). AIAA,
SAE, and ASME, Joint Propulsion Conference. 18th. Cleveland, OH, June 21.23,
1982, AIAA Paper 82. 1075. 9 p. 21 refs-
(Previously announced in STAR as N82.22915)
A1112.34Mf " A NASA Broad Specification F(*Av 0-,nbustlim Tech-
nology program - Pratt and Whitney AUciift Phase l r"uIts and status. R.
P. Lehmann (United Technologies Corp., Commordrl Products Div., East Hurt-
ford. CT) and J. S. Fear (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Aerothermodynamlcs
and Fuel Div., Cleveland, ON), AIAA, SAE, and ASME, Joint Propuisk+n. Confer-
ence, 18th, Cleveland, OH, June 21 .23, 1982, A/At, Paper82-1088.12 p. I I refs.
In connection With  increases In the cost of fuels, and the reduced availability of
high quality petroleum crude, a modification of paei specifications has been con-
sidered to allow acceptance of poorar quality'fuels, To obtain the Information
upon which a selection of appropriate fuels for aircraft can be based, the Broad
Specification Fuels Combustion Technology program was formulated by NASA.
A description is presented of program-related investigations conducted by an
American aerospace company. The specific. oblr.ctive of Phase I of thit program
has boon to evaluate the impact of the use of broadened properties fuels on
combustor design through comprehensive combustor rig testing. Attention is
given to combustor concepts, experimental evaluation, results obtained wii .^ sin-
gle stage combustors, the stage combustor concept, and ttyo capability of a
variable geometry combustor. 	 G,R.
In small gas turbine combustors has boon conducted at the United Technologies
Research Center. Four fuel Injectors, embodying either alrblast atomization,
pressure atomization, or fuel vaporization techniques, were ctxnbined with nozzle
air swifter  and injector sheaths, and evaluated at test conditions which included
and extended beyond standard small gas turbine combustor operation. Extensive
testing was accomplished with configurations embodying either a spill return or
a T ;eapodzer injector. Minimal carbon deposits were observed on the spill return
nozzle for tests using either Jet  or EP,BS test fuel A more extensive film of soft
carbon was observed on the vaporizer after operation at standard engine condi-
tions, with large carbonaceous growths forming on the device during off-design
operation at low combustor inlet temperature, Test results indicated that smoke
emission levels depended on the! combustor fluid mechanics (especially the mix-
ing rates near the injector), the atomizatioa oloality of the injector and the Not
hydrogen content.
	
(Authur)
A62.35348 . # A computational design method for transonic turboma-
chinery cascades. H. Sobieczky (Deutsche Forschungs- and Versuchsanstalt
IOr Luft• and Raumfahrt, Institut fOr theoretische Strdmunsgmechanik, Gattingen,
West Germany) and D, S. Dulikravich (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleve-
land, OH). American Society of Mechanical Engineers, International Gas Turbine
Conference and Exhibit, 27th, London, England, Apra 18 .22, 1982, Paper 82-GT-
117. 10 p. 17 refs. Members, $2.00; nonmembers, 54.00.
This paper describes a systematical computational procedure to find configura-
tion changes necessary to modify the resulting flow past turbomachinery cas-
cades, channels and nozzles, to be shock-free at prescribed transonic operating
conditions. The method is based on a finite area transonic analysis technique and
the fictitious gas approach, This design snyeme has two major areas of applica-
tion. First, it can be used for design of supercritical cascades, with applications
mainly in compressor blade design, Second, it provides subsonic inlet shapes
including sonic surfaces with suitable initial data for the design of eupersonlc(accelerated) exits, like nozzles and turbine cascade shapes, This fast, accurate
and economical method with a proven pc>'mbal for applications to three-dimen
sional flows is illustrated by some design examples, 	 (Author)
#82.35373 • # The use of optimization techniques to design controlled
diffusion compressor bleding. N. L. Sanger (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, OH), American Society of Mechanical Engineers, International Gas
Turbine Conference and Exhibit, 27th, London, England, Apr, 18 .22, 1982, Paper
82-GT-149. 11 p. 17 refs. Members, $2.00; nonmembers, $4.00.(Previously announced in STAR as N82-14094)
A82-35389' #F
 NASA research in aircraft propulsion. M. A. Behoim(NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH), American Society of Mechan%
cal Engineers, International Gas Turbine Conference and Exhibit, 27th, London,
England, Apr, 18-22, 1982, Paper 82•GT--171, 10 p. Members, $2.00; nonmem-
bers, $4.00.(Previously announced in STAR as N82-13146)
A52-35409 • # The effect of rotor blade thickness and surface finish on
the performance of a small axial flow turbine. R, J. Roelke (NASA, Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, OH) and J. E. Haas (U.S. Army, Propulsion Labora-
tory, Cleveland, OH). American Society of Mechanical Engineers, International
Gas Turbine Conference and Exhibit, 27th. London, England, Apr. 18 .22, 1982,
Paper 82-GT-222. 6 p. 9 refs, 'Aombers, $2.00; nonmembers, $4.00.(Previously announced in STAR as N82-13114)
A82.35456 ' # Structural dynamics of shroudless, hollow, fan blades
with composite in-lays. R. A. Aiello, M. S. Hirschbeln, and C. C, Chamis (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH), American Society of Mechanical F-ngl-
nears, International Gas Turbine Conference and Exhibit, 27th, London, Engia,!d,
Apr. 18.22, 1982, Paper 82-GT-284.7 p. Membera, $2.00; nonmembers, $4,00,(Previously announced in STAR as N82-22266)
A82.40521 • # TF36 Convertible Engine System Technology Program.
K. L, Abdalla (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH) and A. Brooks(General Electric Co„ Lynn, MA), In: American. Helicopter Society, Annual Forum,
38th, Anaheim, CA, May 4.7,1982, Proceedings. (A82-40505 20.01) Washington,
DC, American Helicopter Society, 1982, p. 163 .165. 8 refs.
The ability of the helicopter to function efficiently at zero flight speed is counter-
balanced by a limitation to rather low forward flight speeds. An ability to fly
efficiently at high speed would provide very significant improvements in rotorcraft
productivity and economics. The implementation of such improvements would
require the development of-a suitable integrated power plant for both the vertical
rind horizontal flight modes. The o girie should be a shaft output engine In the
vertical flight mods. In the horizontal nods, the propulsw cars be fan or propoller.
A description is presented of a program concerned with tfte demonstration of a
convertible turbofan/turlwshan engine. The program is norninaliy directed
toward the demonstration of a propulsion system for an X-wing aircraft. HowovoG
the principles being investigated are aap ►icable to any convoftle turbofan/turbo-
shaft engino application. At the current early stage of tfre program, no barrier
problems have become apparent, and interesting possibilities for high speed
rotorcraft flight are envisaged. 	 G.R.
N$2-10037",# Detroit Diesel Allison. indienspo!is, Ind.
PROPULSION STUDY FOR SMALL TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
TECHNOLOGY (STAT) Contrsetor Final Report
J, C, Gill, R, V. Earle. D. V. Staton, P. C. Stoip, D. S. Huslater,
and S. A, Zolezzi 16 Dec. 1980 186 p refs(Contract NAS3.21996)(NASA-CR•155499;	 DDA-EDR-1PA70) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A09/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Propulsion requirements were determined for 0.5 and
0.7 Mach aircraft. Sensitivity studies were conducted on both
these aircraft to determine parametrically the influence of
propulCon characteristics on aircraft size and direct operating
cost (DOC). Candidate technology elements and design ieatur^s
were Iduntified and parametric studies conducted to select the
STAT advanced engine cycle, Trade off studies were conducted
to deterrr:,ine those advanced technologies and design features
that would offer a reduction in DOC for operation of the STAT
engines. These features were incorporated in the two STAT
engines, A benefit assessment was conducted comparing the
STAT engines to current technology engines of the same power
and to 1985 derivatives of the current technology engines,
Research and development programs were recommended as part
of an overall technology development plan to ensure that full
commercial development of the STAT engines could be Initiated
in 1988,	 T.M.
1482-70038=# Detroit Diesel Alison, Indi.napolls, Ind.
PROPULSION STUDY FOR SMALL TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
TECHNOLOGY ($TAT), APPENDIX S Final Report
119801 11 p refs(Contract NAS3.219951(NASA-CR-165499-App-8; DDA-EDR-10470-App-8) Avail;
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Data are tabulated for two conceptual engines designed for
small transport aircraft, These are the 1790 W (2400 shp) class
engine and the 3579 kW (4800 shp) class engine for the 0.5 M
sub N and 0.7 M sub N airplanes, respectively. All data points
required to perform the STAT missions are provided including
take-off, climb, cruise, loiter, and fuel allowances, The weight,
dimensions, price, and maintenance costs are given as well as
the installation criteria and equations used for adjusting horse-
power for gearbox loss, and converting horsepower to thrust.
Scaling equations are included, 	 A.R.H.
N82-10039*# United Technologies Research Center, East
Hartford, Conn.
DEVELOPMENT OF LO W MODULUS MATERIAL FOR USE
IN CERAMIC GAS PATH SEAL APPLICATIONS Final
Report
H. E. Eaton and R. C. Novak Oct. 1981 83 p refs(Contract NAS3-22134)(NASA-CR•165469;	 R61-915188. 13)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL2IE
Three candidate materials were examined, Brunsbond (9)Pad: plasma sprayed porous N)CrAIY: and plasma sprayeu low
modulus microcracked zirconia, Evaluation consisted of mechani-
cal, thermophysical, and oxidation resistance testing_slong with
optical microscopy and a feasibility demonstration of attach,ng
the material to a suitable substrate. The goals of the program
were the following: feasibility of fastening or depositing the low
modulus system-onto a broad range of substrate allays; feasibility
of depositing or forming, the low ;modulus system to a thickness
of 0.19 cm to 0,38 cm; ooential to attain a modulus of elasticity
in the range of 3.4 to 6.9 GPa (0.5 to 1.0 MSI), and an ultimate
strength of 17,2 MPs (2,5 ksi): suitable thermal conductivity;
and static oxidation life of at least 1000 hours at 1311 K. The
results of the program indicate that all three systems offer
attractive properties as a strain isolator material,	 T.M.
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	 N92.100W# General Electric Co., St, Petersburg, Fla.
THERMAL-BARRIER-COATEO TURBINE BLADE STUDY
Firm Repo
P. A. Sismers and W, 6, Hillig Aug. 1981 134 p refs(Contract NAS3.21727)(NASA-CR-166351;	 SRD•81 .083)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A07IMF A01 CSCL 21E
The effects of coating TBC on a CF6.50 stage 2 high-pressure
turbine blade were analyzed with respect to changes in the
mean bulk temperature. cooling air requirements, and high-cycle
fatigue. Localized spoliation was 'found to have a possible
deleterious effect on low-cycle fatigue life, Thew, blade design
concepts were developed to. take optimum advantoge of TBCs.
Process and material development work and rill evaluations were
undertaken which identified the most promising combination as
Zr02 containing 8 w/o Y203 applied by air plasma spray onto
a Ni22Cr-t0Al-1Y bond layer. The bond layer was applied by e
low-pressure, high-velocity plasma spray process onto the base
alloy. During the initial startup cycles the blades experienced
localized leading edge spoliation caused by foreign objects. T.M.
N92.110681 Teledyne Continental Motors, Muskegon, Mich,
General Products Div.
UGHTWEIG"T DIESEL ENGINE DESIGNS FOR COMMUT-
ER T'fr7C AIRCRAFT
Alex P )lrouwers Jul. 1981 70 p refs(Contract NAS3.22149)(NASA-CR-165470, Rept-995) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01
CSCL 21 E
Conceptual designs end performance of advanced technology
lightweight diesel engines, suitable for commuter type aircraft
power plants are defined. Two engines are discussed, a 1491 kW(2000 SHP) eight-cylinder engine and a 895 kW (1200 SHP)
six-cylinder engine. High performance and related advanced
technologies are proposed such as insulated cylinders, very high
injection pressures and high compressor and turbine efficiencies.
The description of e3ch engine includes concept drawings, a_
performance analysis, and weight data. Fuel flow data are given
for full and partial power up to 7620m altitude. The performance
data are also extrapolated ever a power ran ge from671 kW(900 SHP) to 1864 kW (2500 SHP). The specific fuel
consumption of the 1491 kW (2000 SHP) engine is 182
g/hWh (.299 Ib/HPh) at cruise altitude, its weight 620 kg
,1365 lb,) and specific weight .415 kg/kW (,683 lb/HP). The
specific fuel consumption of the 695 k%N (1200 SHP) engine is
187 g/hWh 1.308 Ib/HPh) at cruise attitude, its weight 465 kg(1025 lb) and specific weight .520 kg/kW (:854 lb/HP). R.J,F.
N$2. 12078"# General Electric Co., Lynn, Mess, Aircraft Engine
Group.
EFFECT OF A PART SPAN VARIABLE INLET GUIDE VANE
ON TF34 FAN PERFORMANCE Final Report
Jose Alvarez and Paul W, Schneider Sep. 1981 133 p refs(Contract NAS3.21624)(NASA-CR-165458: 	 R81AEG030)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Experimental aerodynamic and performance data were
obtained from a TF34 en gine. Part span variable inlet guide
vanes mounted in front of the fan on the TF34 engine were
tester( to demonstrate the feasibility of modulating air flow and
thrust for vertical takeoff aircraft systems, The Ian was mapped
to stall for a range of speeds and variable inlet guide were
settings, Modulated fan tip performance and unmodulated hub
performance were evaluated with a without an extended fan
bypass splitter. The effect of a crosswind distortion screen on
performance was also evaluated.	 R J.F,
N82 . 131450 # Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford.Conn. Commercial Products Div.C	 SENSOR FAILURE DETECTION OYSTEM Final Report
E. C. Beattie, A. F. LaPrad. M. E. McGlone, S. M. Rock, and M.
M. Akhter Aug, 1981 172 p refs Prepared in cooperation
r	 with Systems Control, Inc:. Pal, 11to, Calif.(Contract NAS3.22481)(NASA•CR-165515: 	 PWA-5736. 17)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Advanced concepts for detecting, isolating, and accommodat-
ing sensor failures were studied to determine their applicability
to the gas turbine control problem. Five concepts were formulated
based upon such techni ques as Kalman filters and a screeningprocess led to the selection of one advanced concept for further
evotuation. Tire selected advanced concept uses a Kalman filter
to generate residuals, a weighted sum square residuals ta.hnique
to detect soft failures, likelihood ratio testing of a bank of Kolmonfilters for isolation, and reconfiguring of the normal mode Delman
filter by eliminating the failed input to ar:cammodate the failure.
The advanced concept was compared to a baseline paramaFer
synthesis technique. The advanced concept was shown to be ,a
viable concept for detecting, isolating, and accommodating sensor
failures for the gas turbine applications 	 M.G.
N92.14082*# General Electric Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. Aircraft
Engine Business Group,
CORE COMPRESSOR EXIT STAGE STUDY, VOLUME 4:
DATA AND PERFORMANCE REPORT FOR THE BEST
STAGE CONFIGURATION Final Report
D. C. 1Nrsler Apr. 1981 204 p refs(Contract NAS3-20070)(NASA-CR-165357; R80AEG314-Vol-4)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The core compressor exit stage study program develops rear
stage binding designs that have lower losses in their endwlA
boundary layer regions. The test data and performance results
for the best stage configuration consisting of Rotor-B running
with Stator -B
 are described. The technical approach in this
efficiency Improvement program utilizes a low speed research
compressor. Tests were conducted in two ways: (1) to use four
identical stages of blading to obtain test data in a true multistage
environment and (2) to use a single stage of blading to compare
with the multistage test results. The effects of increased rotor
tip clearances and circumferential groove casing treatment are
evaluated.	 E.A.K.
N92-14tV3*J Genera! Electric Co„ Cincinnati, Ohio Aircraft
Enqlne 8usinesfr Group.
CORk COMPRESSOR EXIT STAGE STUDY, VOLUME 8:
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REPORT FOR THE ROTOR
C/STATOR B CONFIGURATION
D, C, Wislor May 1981 101 p refs(Contract NAS3.20070)(NASA- CR. 165358: 	 R81AEG287-Vol-5)	 Avail.,	 NTIS
HC A06/MF A0) CSCL 21E
Rear stage blading designs that have lower losses in their
endwall boundary layer regions were developed. The design of
rotor-C and the performanca results for rotor-C running with
stator B are described. A low speed research compressor is
utilized as the principal investigative tool. Four identical stages
of blading are used to obtained data in a true multistage
environment. 	 E.A.K.
N$2.14095*# AiResearch Mfg, Co., Phoenix, Ariz,
POLLUTION REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM SMALL
JET AIRCRAFT ENGINES, PHASE 3 Final Report
T. W, Bruce, F. G, Davis, T. E. Kuhn, and H, C, Mangle Dec.
1981 180 p refs(Contract NAS3.20819)(NASA-CR-165386: Ai Roses rch-21-3615) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A09/MF A01 CSCL 21E
A series of Model TFE731 .2 engine tests were conducted
with the Concept 2 variable geometry airblest fuel Injector
combustion system installed, The engine was tested to:(1) establish the emission levels over the selected points which
comprise the Environmental Protection Agency Landing-Takeoff
Cycle: (2) determine engine performance with the combustion
system: and (3) evaulate the engine acceleration/deceleration
characteristics. The hydrocarbon (HC), carbon monoxide (CO),
and smoke goals were met. Oxides of nitrogen (NOx) were
above the goal for the same configuration that met the other
pollutant goals, The engine and combustor performance, as well
as acceleration/ deceleration characteristics, were acceptable. The
Concept 3 staged combustor system was refined from earlier
phase development and subjected to furthef fig refinement
testing. The gmcept met all of the emissions gvCh:. 	 E.A.K,
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NS2.14M*# AiResearch Mfg, Co,. Phoenix, Adz..
ERSS FUEL ADDENDUM. POLLUTION REDUCTION
TECHNOLOGY /ROGFAM SMALL JET AIRCRAFT EN-
GINES, PHASE 3 Final Report
T. W. Bruce, F. G. Davis, T. E. Kuhn, and H. C. Mangle 118821
47 p refs(Contract NAS3.20819)(NASA-CR-165327; AiRs"arch-21 .36191 	 Avll)L• NTIS
HC A03/MF A0) CSCL 21E
A Model TFE731.2 on&* with a low emission, variable
geometry combustion system was tested to compare the effects
of operating the engine on Commercial. Jet-A aviation turbine
fuel and experimental referee broad specification (EROS) fuels.
Low power emission levels Were ess,"tially Identical while the
high power NOx emission indexes wsrr, approximately 15% lows(
with the EBBS fuel, The exhaust smoke number was approximately
501% higher with EBBS at the takeoff thrust setting; however,
both values were still below the EPA limit of 40 for the Model
TFE731 engine. Primary zone liner wall temperature ran an average
of 25 K higher with EBBS fuel than with Jet-A, The possible
adoption of broadened propnies fuels for gas turbine applications
is suggested,	 E.A.K.
P
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NO2.16M*# United Technologies Research Center. East
Hartford, Conn,
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR NOW
LINEAR STRUCTURAL MODELING WITH ADVANCED
TIMR-TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT CONSTITUTIVE RELA-
TIOINISWPS Final Report
Kevin P. Walker 25 Nov. 1981 187 p refs(Contract NAS3.22055)(NASA•CR-185533;	 PWA-5700-5f;!
	
Avail:	 NTIS
HC A09/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Results of s 20-month research and development program
for nonlinear structural modeling with advanced tirne-temperature
constitutive relationships are reported. The program, included:(1) the evaluation of a number of viscoplastic constitutive models
in the published literature; (2 ► incorporation of three of the most
appropriate constitutive models Into the MARC nonlinear finites
element program: (3) calibration of the three constitutive models
against experimental data using Hostelloy-X material; and(4)l application of the most appropriate constitutive model to a
three dimensional finite element analysis of a cylindrical combustor
liner louver test specimen to establish the capability of the
viscoplastic model to predict component structural response.
M.D.K.
N82-16081 1# Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford,
Conn,
STUDY OF CONTROLLED DIFFUSION STATOR BLADING.
1. AERODYNAMIC AND MECHANICAL DESIGN REPORT
E. Canal, 8. C, Chisholm, D. Leo, and D. A. Spear Jan. 1981
97 p refs(Contract NAS3-22008)(NASA- CR- 165500;
	
PWA-5698.28)
	 -	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is conducting a test program for
NASA in order to demonstrate that a controlled-diffusion stator
provides low losses at high loadings and Mach numbers. The
technology has shown great promise in wind tunnel tests. Details
of the design of the controlled diffusion stator vanes and the
multiple-circular-arc rotor blades are presented. The stage,
including stator and rotor, was designed to be suitable for the
first-stage of an advanced multistage, high-pressure compressor.
Author
N82-17174•# General Electric Co„ Cincinnati, Ohio. Aircraft
Engine Group,
CFO JET ENGINE PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT: HIGH
PRESSURE TURBINE ROUNDNESS
W, D. Howard and W. A Fasching Jan, 1982 136 p refs(Contract NAS3.20829)(NASA-CR-165555:	 R82AEB115)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 21E
An improved high pressure turbine stator reducing fuel
consumption in current CF6-50 tud.,9fan engines was developed,
The fusibility of the roundness and clearance nsponse improve-
mants was demonstrated. Application of these improvoments will
A	 result In a cruise SFC reduction of 0.22 percent for new engines.
For high) time engines, the Improved roundness and response
characteristics results in an 0,5 percent reduction in cruise SFC.
A basic life capability of the Improved HP turbine stator In over
800 simulated flight cycles without any sign of significant distress
is shown.	 E.A.K.
N82-19221 0# Garrett Turbine Engine Co,. Phoenix, Ariz,
COOLED VARIABIJE-AREA RADIAL TURBINE TECHNOL-
OGY PROGRAM Final Report
G. D. Large and L, J, Meyer Jan, 1982 303 p refs(Contract_ NAS3.22004)(NASA-CR-185408) Avail: NTIS HC A14/MF AOI CSCL
21E
The objective of this study was a conceptual evaluation and
design analyses of a cooled variable-tires radial turbine capable
of maintaining nearly constant high efficiency when operated at
s constant speed and pressure ratio over a range of flows
.orresponding to 50- to 100 •percent maximum engine power.
The results showed that a 1589K (2400 F) turbine was feasible
that would satisfy a 4000-hour duty eyed life goal. The final
design feasibility is based on 1988 material technology goals. A
peak aerodynamic stage total efficiency of 0.88 was predicted
at 100 percent power. Two candidate stators were identified:
an articulated trailing-edge and a locally movable sidewall, Both
concepts must be experimentally evaluated to determine the
optimum configuration, A follow-on test program is proposed
for this evaluation.	 Author
N22-21183' f l National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio.
COLD-AIR PERFORMANCE OF A 15.41 -cm-TIP-DIAMETER
AXIAL-FLOW POWER TURBINE WITH VARIABLE-AREA
STATOR DESIGNED FOR A 75-kW AUTOMOTIVE GAS
TURBINE ENGINE Final Report
Kerry L, McLallin, Milton G. Kofskey, and Robert Y. Wong Feb.
1982 33 p refs(Contract DE-AI01-77CS-51040)(NASA-TM-82644; E-899; NAS 1.15:82644;
DOE
/NASA/51040-22) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
An experimental evaluation of the aerodynamic performance
of the axial flow, variable area stator power turbine stage for
the Department of Energy upgraded automotive gas turbine engine
was conducted in cold air. The interstage transition duct, the
variable area stator, the rotor, and the exit diffuser were , included
in the evaluation of the turbine stage. The measured total binding
efficiency was 0.096 less than the design value of 0.85, Large
radial gradients in flow conditions were found at the exit of the
interstage duct that adversely affected power turbine performance.
Although power turtine efficiency was less then design, the turbine
operating line corresponding to the steady state road load power
curve was within 0,02 of the maximum available stage efficiency
at any given speed.	 Author
N82-21196*# Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford,
Conn. Commercial Products Div.
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE SHROUDLESS, HOLLOW FAN
BLADE` TECHNOLOGY REPORT
C. J. Michael Dec. 1981 91 p refs(Contract NAS3-20646)(NASA-CR-165586; NAS 1.26:165586: PWA-5594 ,199) Avail:
NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 212
The Shroudless, Hollow Fan Blade Technology program was
structured to support the design, fabrication, and subsequent
evaluation of advanced hollow and shroudless blades for the
Energy Efficient Engine fan component, Rockwell International
was initially selected to produce hollow airfoil specimens
employing the superplastic forming/ diffusion bonding (SPF/D8)
fabrication technique. Rockwell demonstrated that a titanium
hollow structure could be fabricated utilizing SPF/D8 manufactur-
ing methods. However, some problems such as sharp internal
cavity radii and unsatisfactory secondary bonding of the edge
and root details prevented production of the required quantity
of fatigue test specimens, Subsequently, TRW was selected to(1) produce hollow airfoil test specimens utilizing a laminate-core/
Slot isostatic press/diffusion bond approach, and 12 ► manufacture
full-size hollow prototype fan blades utilizing the technology that
evolved from the specimen fabrication effort. TRW established
elements of blade design and defined laminate-core/hot isostatic
24	 ORIGINAL PAGE 6S
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press/diffusion bonding fabrication techniques to produce test
specimens, This fabrication technology was utilized to produce
full size hollow fan blades in which the HIP'sd parts were
cambered/twisted/isothermally forged, finish machined, and
delivered to Pratt & Whitney Aircraft and NASA for further
evaluation.	 Author
N82 .21197*# General Electric Co„ Cincinnati, Ohio. Aircraft
Engine Group.
CFS JET ENGINE DIAGNOSTICS PROGRAM: HIGH
PRESSURE COMPRESSOR CLEARANCE INVESTIGATION
, tA. A. Radomskj Jsn. 1982 48 p ref(Contract NAS3.20631)(NASA-CR-166580; NAS 1:26-165580: R82AE8189) Avail:
NTIS HC A03/MF A01 C5CL 7.1E
The effects of high pressure compressor clearance changns
on engine paJormance were experimentally determined on a
CF6 core engine. The results indicate that a one percent reduction
In normalized average clearance, expressed as a fraction of airfoil
length, improves compressor efficiency by one percent. Compres•
sor clearances are rg tduced by the application of rotor bore cooling,
Insulation of the stator casing, and use of a low coefficient of
expansion material in 0e aft stages. This improvement amounts
to a reduction of normalized average clearance of 0.78 percent,
relative to CF6-60 compressor, which is equivalent to an
improvement in compressor efficiency of 0.78 percent.
	 J.M.S.
NE2-22283*# Cessna Aircraft Co„ Wichita, Kans, Pawnee
Div,
ADVANCED GENERALAVIATION COMPARATIVE ENGINE/
AIRFRAME INTEGRATION STUDY final Report, Jan.
1880 - Sep. 1SS1
George L. Huggins and David R, Ellis Sep, 1981 133 p refs(Contract NAS3.22221)(NASA-CR-165564; NAS 1.26:166664; Cessna-AD-217) Avail:
NTIS HC A07 /MF
 A01 CSCL 21E
The NASA Advanced Aviation Comparative Engine/Airframe
Integration Study was initiated to help determine which of four
promising concepts for new general aviation engines for the
1990's should be considered for further research funding. The
engine concepts included rotary, diesel, spark ignition, and
turboprop powerplants: a conventional state-of-the-art piston
engine was used as a baseline for the comparison, Computer
simulations of the performance of single and twin engine
pressurized aircraft designs were used to determine how the
various characteristics of each engine interacted in the 9?,dgn
process, Comparisons were made of how each engine performed
relative to the others when integrated into an airframe and required
to fly a transportation mission.	 Author
N92-22264'# Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford,
Conn. Commercial Products Div.
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE EXHAUST MIXER MODEL
TECHNOLOGY
H. Kozlowski and M. Larkin Jun, 1981 186 p refs(Contract NAS3-20646)(NASA-CR-165469; NAS 1.26:165469; PWA-6594-164) Avail:
NTIS HC A09/MF A01 CSCL 21E
An exhaust mixer test program was conducted to define
the technology required for the Energy Efficient Engine Program.
The model configurations of 1/10 scale were tested In two
phases. A parametric study of mixer design options, the impact
Of residual low pressure turbine swirl, and integration of the
mixer with the structural pylon of the nacelle were investigated.
The improvement of the mixer Itself was also studied. Nozzle
performance characteristics were obtained along with exit profiles
MU-222560# Pratt and W1,11tnoy Aircraft Group, East Hartford,
Conn, Commercial Producvt Div.
ADVANCED LOW-EMISSIONIS CATALYTIC-COMBUSTOR
PROfINAM, PHASE 1 Find Report
G. J. Sturgess Jun. 1981 158 p refs(Contract NAS3.20821)(NASA-CR-169868; NAS 1.26:169868: PWA-5669.19:
ESL-TR'-79 .23 ► Avail: NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Six catalytic combustor concepts were defined, analyzed, and
evaluated. Major design considerations Included low emissions,
performance, safety, durability, installations, operations and
development. On the basis of theca considerations the two most
promising concepts were "looted, Refined analysis and pre-
liminary design work was conducted on the" two concepts.
The selected concepts were required to fit within the combustor
chamber dimensions of the reference engine. This Is achieved
by using s dump diffuser discharging into a plenum chamber
between the compressor discharge and the turbine inlet, with
the combustors overlaying the prodiffuser and the rear of the
compressor. To enhance maintainability, the outer combustor ca"
for each concept is designed to translate forward for accessibility
to the catalytic reactor, liners and high pressure turbine area.
The catalw0i reactor is self-contained with air-cooled canning
on a rr ,tent mounting, Both selected concepts employed
Integrated engine•starting approaches to raise the catalytic reactor
up to operating conditions. Advanced liner schemes are used to
minimize required cooling air. 'The two selected concepts
respectively employ fuel.rlch initial thermal reaction followed by
rapid quench and subsequent fuel-l"n catalytic raactlon of carbon
monoxide, and, fuel-lean thermal reaction of some fuel in a
continuously operating pilot combustor with fuel-lean catalytic
reaction of remaining fuel in a radially-stageod main combustor.
Author
Nit-22267'# United Technologies Research Center, East
Hartford, Conn.
INVESTIGATION OF SOOT AND CicaBON FORMATION IN
SMALL GAS TURBINE COMBUSTORS Final Report
T. J. Rosfjord Apr. 1982 54 p refs
lContract NAS3.22524)(NASA-CR-167853: NAS 1.26:167853;
UTRC-11 82-915367-16) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
21E
An investigation of hardware configurations which attempt
to minimize carbon and soot-production without sacrificing
performance in small gas turbine combustors was conducted,
Four fuel injectors, employing either airblast atomization, pressure
atomization, or fuel vaporization techniques were combined with
nozzle air swiders and injector sheaths, Eight configurations were
screened at sea-level takeoff and idle test conditions. Selected
configurations were focused upon in an attempt to quantity the
Influence of combustor pressure, inlet temperature, prirrary zone
operation, and combustor loading on soot and carbon Pormstion.
Cycle tests were also performed. It was found that smoke emission
levels depended on the combustor fluid mechanics, the atomization
quality of the injector and the fuel hydrogen content. 	 R.JF,
N$2-22268*# Beech Aircraft Corp., Wichita, Kans.
ADVANCED GENERAL AVIATION ENGINE/AIRFRAME
INTEGRATION STUDY
Leon A. Zmroczek Mar, 1982 131 p refs
iContract NAS3-22220)(NASA-CR-165565; NAS 1.26:165565) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 21E
A comparison of the in-airframe performance and efficiency
of the advanced engine concepts is presented, The results indicate
that the proposed advanced engines can significantly improve
the performance and economy of general aviation airplanes. The
and oil smear photographs, The sensitivity of nozzle performance
	
engine found to be most promising is the highly advanced version
to tailpipe length, lobe number, mixer penetration, and mixer 	 of a rotary combustion (Wankel) engine, The low weight and
modifications like scalloping and cutbacks were established. 	 fuel consumption of this engine, as well as its small size, make
;9ssidual turbine swirl was found detrimental to exhaust system
	
it suited for aircraft use.
	 T.M.
performance and the low pressure turbine system for Energy
Efficient Engine was designed so that no swirl would enter the
mixer, The impact of mixer/plug gap was also established, along
with importance of scalloping, cutbacks, hoods, and plug angles
	
N82.23246*# Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, West Palm
on high penetration mixers, 	 M.D.K.	 Beach. Fla. Government Products Div,
COMPUTER MODELING OF FAN-EXIT-&PLITTER SPACING
EFFECTS ON F100 RESPONSE TO DISTORTION Final
Report
ORIGINAL I'^G1.9
M. Shaw and R. W. Murdoch Mar. 1982 115 p refs
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(Contract NAS3.22739)(NASA-CR-167879; NAS 1.26:167879; FR-15596) Avail:
NTIS HC A06/MF AOI CSCL 21E
The distortion response of the F100(3) engine was effected
by the fan exit splitter configuration. The sensitivity for a proximate
splitter fan is calculated to be slightly greater than a remote
splitter contiguration with idenWAI airfoils. Predicted response
was based upon a multiple segment parallel compressor Model
modified to include a bypass ratio representation that effects
the performance characteristics of the last rotor and intermediate
case struts. The predicted distortion response requirad an
accurate definition of row pre- and post-stall undistorted
operation.	 Author
N82.23247 'N Notre Dame Univ„ Ind. 	 Dept. of Electrical
Engineering.
ALTERNATIVES FOR JET ENGINE CONTROL Technical
Progre" Repor(4 1 Oct. 1850 - 30 Sep. 1581
Michael K, Sain 1981 140 p refs(Grant NsG-3048)(NASA-CR-168894: NAS 1.26:168894: TPA-12) Avail , NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Research centered on basic topics in the modeling and
feedback control of nonlinear dynamical systems is reported, Of
special interest were the following topics: (1) the role of series
descriptions, especially Insofar as they relate to questions of
scheduling, in tht control of gas turbine engines; (2) the use of
algebraic tensor theory as a technique for parameterizing such
descriptions: (3) the relationship between tensor methodology
and other parts of the nonlinear literature; (4) the improvement
of interactive methods for parameter selection within a tensor
viewpoint: and (6) study of feedbafr gain representation as a
counterpart to these modeling anJ parameterization ideas.
Author
'Nt2-23248*# Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, fast Hartford,
Conn,
ANALYSIS OF HIGH LOAD DAMPERS Final Report
S. T, Bhot, D. F, Buono, and D. H. Hibner 21 Aug. 1981
79 p refs(Contract NAS3-22518)(NASA-CR-165503; NAS 1.26:165503: PWA-5779-10) Avail:
NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 21E
High load damping requirements for modern jet engines are
discussed. The design of damping systems which could satisfy
these requirements Is also discusseed. In order to evaluate high
load damping requirements, engines in three major classes were
studied; large transport enginwr;, small general aviation engines,
and military engines. Four damper concepts applicable to these
engines were evaluated; multi-ring, cartridge, curved bear; •,, and
viscous/ friction, The most promising damper concept was selected
for each engine and performance was assessed rotative to
conventional dampers and in light of projected damping reouirs-
ments for advanced jet engines. 	 B,W,
N82-24202*# Garrett Turbine Engine Co., Phoenix, Ariz.
STUDY OF ADVANCED PROPULSION SYSTEMS FOR
SMALL TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGY (STAT)
PROGRAM Find Report
C. Fl Baerst, R. W. Heldenbrand, and J. H. Rowse Mar, 1981
119' p refs(Contract NAS3-21997)(NASA-CR-165610: NAS 1.26,165610: Garrett-21-3911) Avail:
NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Definitions of takeoff gross weight, performance, and direct
operating cost for both a 30 and 50 passenger airplane were
established. The results indicate that a potential direct operating
cost benefit, resulting from advanced technologies, of ap-
proximately 20 percent would be achieved for the 1990 engines.
Of the numerous design features that were evaluated, only
maintenance-related items contributed to a significant decrease
N62.252524 Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park. Lab,
of Turbomachinery.
TREE DIMENSIONAL MEAN VELOCITY AND TURBU-
LENCE CHARACTERISTICS IN THE ANNULUS WALL
REGION OF AN AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR ROTOR
PASSAGE
R. Devi" and 8, Laklhminsrayans May 1982 262 p refs(Grant NsG-3212)('NASA-CR-169003; NAS 1.26:169003: PSU/TURBO.82-2)
Avail: NTIS HC Al2/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The experiment was performed using the rotating hot-wir:g
technique within the rotor blade passage and the stationary
hot-wire technique for the exitfluw of the rotor blade passage.
The measurements reveal the effect of rotation and subatfqusnt
flow interactions upon the rotor blade flo Nfield and wake
development in the annulus-wall ,legion. The flow new the rotor
blade tips is found to be highly Complex due to the interaction
of the annulus-wall boundary lf^yer, the blade boundary layers,
the tip leakage flow, and the Secondary flow, Within the blade
passage, this interaction results  in an appreciable radial inward
flow as well as a defect in the mainstream velocity near the
mid-piYssage, Turbulence levels within this region are Very r}gh.
This indicates a considerable extent of flow mixing due to^7he
viscous flow interactions. The size and strength of this loss°core
is found to grow with axial distance from the Wade trailing
edge. The nature of the rotor blade exit-flew was dominated by
the wake development, 	 T,M.
NS2.26253•N Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park. Lab.
of Turbomachinery,
INVESTIGATION OF THE TIP CLEARANCE FLOW INSIDE.
AND AT THE EXIT OF A COMPRESSOR ROTOR PAS-
SAGE
A. Pandya and B. Lakshminarayana May 1982 147 p reefs
!Grant NsG-3212)(NASA-CR-169004; NAS 1.26;169004; PSU/TURBO.82-3)
Avail NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The nature of the tip clearance flow in a moderately loaded
compressor rotor is studied. The measurements were taken inside
the cleararce between the annulus-wail casing and the rotor
blade 3p. These measurements were obtained using a stationary
two sensor hot-wire probe in combination with an ensemble
averaging technique. The flowfield was surveyed at various
radial locations and at ten axial locations, four of which were
inside the blade passage in the clearance region and the remaining
six outside the passage. Variations of the mean flow properties
in the tangential and the radial directions at various axial locations
were derived from the data. Variation of the leakage velocity at
different axial stations and the annulus-wall boundary layer profiles
from passage-averaged mean velocities were also estimated.
B.W.
N82-26254'/] General Electric Co., Evendale, Ohio. Materials
and Processes Technology Labs,
COST/BENEFIT STUDIES OF ADVANCED MATERIALS
TECHNOLOGIES FOR FUTURE AIRCRAFT TURBINE
ENGINES: MATERIALS FOR ADVANCED TURBINE
ENGINES
M. Stearns and L. Wilbers May 1982 49 p(Contract NAS3-20074)(NASA-CR-167849: NAS 1,26:167849)	 Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Cost benefit studies were conducted on six advanced materials
and processes technologies applicable to commercial engines
planned for production in the 1985 to 1990 time frame. These
technologies consisted of thermal barrier coatings for combustor
and high pressure turbine airfoils, directionally solidified eutectic
high pressure turbine blades, (both cast and fabricated) and
mixers, tail cones, and piping made of titanium-aluminum alloys,
A fabricated titanium fan blisk, an advanced turbine disk alloy
with improved low cycle fatigue life, and a long-life high pressure
turbine blade abrasive tip and ceramic shroud system were also
analyzed. Technologies showing considerable promise as to
benefits, low development costs, and high probability of success
	
f	 tin direct operating cost. Recommendations are made to continue 	 were thermal barrier costing, directionally solidified eutectic turbine )research and technology programc for advanced component and
engine develoment. 	 T.M.	 blades, and abrasive-tip blades/ ceramic-shroud 2urbtne systems,t R.J.F.
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NS2.26287*# United Technologies Corp. East Hartford, Conn,
Commercial Products Div.
FRACTURE MECHANICS CRITERIA FOR TURBINE ENGINE
HOT SECTION COMPONENTS Final Report
G. J. Mayers May 1982 123 p refs(Contract NAS3.22550)(NASA•CR-187896; NAS 126.167896; PWA-5772-23) Avail.
NTIS HC AO6/MF A01 CSCL 21-E
The application of several fracture mechanics data correlation
parameters to predicting the crack propagation life of turbine
engine hot section components was evaluated. An engine survey
was conducted to determine the locations where conventional
fracture mechanics approaches may not be adequate to
characterize cracking behavior Both linear and nonlinear fracture
mechanics analyses of a cracked annular combustor liner
configuration were performed Isothermal and variable temperature
crack propagation tests were performed on Hastelloy X combustor
liner material. The crack growth data was reduced using the
stress intensity factor, the strain intensity factor, the J integral.
crack opening displacement, and Tomkins' model. The parameter
which showed;^,he most effectiveness in correlation high
temperature and variable temperature Hastelloy X crack growth
data was crack opening displacement.
	
S,L
N62.26296 0 # Pennsylvania State Umv. University Park
INVESTIGATION OF SPRAY CHARACTERISTICS FOR
FLASHING INJECTION OF FUELS CONTAINING DIS.
SOLVED AIR AND SUPERHEATED FUELS Final Report,
1 Aug. 1980 - 31 Aug, 1981
A S P Solomon, L D. Chen, and G M Footh Washington
NASA Jun, 1982 90 p refs(Grant NsG-3306)(NASA-CR-3563;	 NAS	 126:3563)
	
Avail:	 NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 21C
The flow, atomization and sproadino of flashing injector
flowing liquids containing dissolved gases (jet/air) as well as
superheated I+quids (Freon 11) were cgng(dered. The use of a
two stage expansion process separated by an expansion chamber.
ws found to be beneficial for flashing injection particularly for
dissolved gas systems Both locally homogeneous and separated
flow models provided good predictions of injector flow proper.
ties. Conventional correlations for drop sizes from pressure
atomized and airblast injectors wore successfully modified. using
the separated flow model to prescribe injector exit conditions,
to correlate drop size measurements. Additional experimental
results are provided for spray angle and combustion properties
of sprays from flashing injectors	 Author
NS2-27309*X Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford,
Conn,
PERFORMANCE DETERIORATION DUE TO ACCEPTANCE
TESTING AND FLIGHT LOADS; JT90 JET ENGINE DIAG-
NOSTIC PROGRAM
W. J. Olsso>, 22 Jan. 1982 147 p refs(Contract NAS3-20632)(NASA-CR-165572; NAS 1,26;165572; PWA-5512 .87) Avail:
NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The results of a flight loads test of the JT9D-7 engine are
presented, The goals of this test program were to: measure
aerodynamic and inertia loads on the engine during flight, explore
the effects of airplane gross weight and typical maneuvers on
these flight loads, simultaneously measure the changes in engine
running clearances and performance resulting from the maneuvers,
make refinements of engine performance deterioration prediction
models based on analytical results of the tests, and make
recommendations to Improve propulsion system performance
retention. The test program included a typical production airplane
acceptance test plus additional flights and maneuvers to
encompass the range of flight loads'in revenue service; The test
results indicated that aerodynamic loads, primarily at take-off,
were the major cause of rub-indicated that aerodynamic loads,
primarily at take-off, were the major cause of rub-induced
deterioration in the cold section of the engine Differentia( thermal
expansion between rotating and static parts plus aerodynamic
loads combined to cause blade-to-aeal rube in the turbine. B,W..
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Engine Business Group,
CORE COMPRESSOR EXiT STAGE STUDY, VOLUME • Finial
Report, Oct, 1976 - Dec. 1981
D. C. Wislar Dec. 1961 97 p refs(Contract NAS3.20070)(NASA•CR- 165554; NAS 126:165554; GE- 1 1 81AEG288) Avail:
NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 71E
Rear stage blading designs that reeve lower tosses In their
endwell boundary layer regions wet't studied. A baseline Stage
A was designed as a low-speed model of stage 7 of a 10-stage
compressor. Candidate rotors and stators were designed which
have the potential of reducing andwall losses relative to the
baseline. Rotor B uses a type of maanline in the tip region that
unloads the loading edge and lo,§ds the trailing edge relative to
the baseline rotor A designs. Rotor C Incorporates a more skewed(hub strong) radial distribution of total pressure and smoother
distribution of static ,pressure on the rotor tip than those of
rotor B. Candidate stator B embodies twist gradients in the
andwall region. Stator C embodies airfoil sections near the
endwalls that have reduced trailing edge loading relative to stator
A. The baseline and candidate bindings were tested using four
Identical stages to produce a true multistage environment.
Single-stage tests were also conducted. The test data were
analyzed and performances were compared. Several of the
candidate configurations showed a performance improvement
relative to the baseline.
	 AAA
N92 .27316*# Naval Air Propulsion Test Center, Trenton, NA.
Propulsion Technology and Project Engineering Dept,
ROTOR FRAGMENT PROTECTION PROGRAM: STATIS-
TICS ON AIRCRAFT GAS TURBINE NOINE ROTOR
FAILURES THAT OCCURRED IN U.S. COMMERCIAL
AVIATION DURING 1978 Final Report, 1977 . 1978
R.A. DeLucia and J. T. Salvino Sep, 1981 30 p(NASA Order C-41581-B)(NASA-CR.165388; NAS 1.26:165388; AD-A113767,
NAPC-PE-29) Avail; NTIS HC A03/MF AO1 CSCL 21/5
This report presents statistical information relating to the
number of gas turbine engine rotor failures which occurred in
commercial aviation service use. The predominant failure involved
blade fragments, 82.4 percent of which were contained. Although
fewer rotor rim, disk, and seal failures occurred. 33,396, 100%
and 509E respectively were uncontalned. Sixty-five percent of
the 16' mwr failures occurred during the takeoff and climb
stages of flight.	 Author (GRA)
N82 .28296 *# Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford,
Conn. Commercial Products Div
B747/JT90 FLIGHT LOADS AND THEIR EFFECT ON
ENGINE RUNNING CLEARANCES AND PERFORMANCE
DETERIORATION, BCAC NAIL /P AND WA JT9D ENGINE
DIAGNOSTICS PROGRAMS
W, J. Olsson and R L Martin 19 Feb. 1982 74 p refs
Prepared in cooperation with Booing Commercial Airplane Co..
Seattle(Contracts NAS3 .20632; NAS1.16325)(NASA-CR-165573; NAS 1 26:165573: PWA-5512 .88) Avail:
NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 2111
Flight loads on the 747 propulsion system and resulting
JT9D blade to outer airseal running clearances during representa-
tive acceptance flight and revenue flight sequences were
measured. The resulting tub induced clearance changes, and
engine performance changes were then analyzed to validate and
refine the JT90 .7A short term performance deterioration model.
Author
N82.28297 *# General Electric Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. 	 Aircraft
Engine Group,
CF6 JET ENGINE PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT; HIGH
PRESSURE TURBINE ACTIVE CLEARANCE CONTROL
S.E. Rich and W A. Fasching Jun. 1982 136 p refs
	
J(Contract NAS3 .20629)	 1(NASA-CR-165556; NAS 1.26:165556, R82AEB198) Avail:
NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 21E
An active` clearance control system was developed which
reduces fuel consumption and performance degradation. This
system utilizes compressor discharge air during takeoff and fan
3
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discharge air during cruise to impinge on the shroud structure
to improve the thermal response. The system was evaluated in
component and engine tests, The test results demonstrated a
performance improvement of 0.7 percent in cruise SFC, 	 SJ.
N82 .29323`# Teledyne CAE, Toledo, Ohio.
COOLED VARIABLE NOZZLE RADIAL TURBINE FOR
ROTOR CRAFT APPLICATIONS
C. Rogo Mar 1981 205 p refs(Contract NAS3-22005; DA Proi. 11-1-62209-AH-76)(NASA-CR-165397; NAS 1;26:165397, Rept-1759) Avail;
NTIS HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 21E
An advanced. small 2.27 kb/sec 15 Ibs/tec), high temperature,
variable area radial turbine was studied for ,g rotor craft application.
Variable capacity cycles including single-shaft and free-"turbine
engine configurations were analyzed to define an optimum engine
design configuration. Parametric optimizations were made on
cooled and uncooled rotor configurations. A detailed structural
and heat transfer analysis was conducted to provide a 4000•hou,'
life HP turbine with material properties of the 1988 time frame,
A pivoted vane and a moveable r,Mewall geometry were analyzed.
Cooling and variable geometry penalties were included in the
cycle analysis. A variable geometry free turbine engine configura-
tion with a design 1477 K (2200 F) inlet temperature and a
compressor pressure ratio of 16.1 was selected. An uncooled
HP radial turbine rotor with a moveable sidewall nozzle showed
the highest performance potential for a time weighted duty
cycle
	
Author
N82-31328 •# Georgia Inst. of Tech., Atlanta.
	 School of
Aerospace Engineering.
DEVELOPMENT OF A SPINNING WAVE HEAT ENGINE Final
Report
B. T. Zinn, E. A. Powell, and J. E. Hubbartt Aug, 1982 100 p
refs(Grant NAG3-96)(NASA-CR-165611;
	
NAS	 1.26;165611)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 21 E
A theoretical analysis and an experimental investigation were
conducted to assess the feasibility of developing a spinning wave
heat engine. Such as engine would utilize a large amplitude traveling
acoustic wave rotating around a cylindrical chamber, and it should
not suffer from the inefficiency, noise, and intermittent thrust which
characterizes pulse jet engines. The objective of this investigation
was to determine whether an artificially driven large amplitude
spinning transverse wave could Induce a steady flow of air
through the combustion chamber under cold flow conditions. In
the theoretical analysis the Maslen and Moore perturbation
technique was extended to study flat cylinders (pancake geometry)
with completely open side walls and a central opening. in the
parallel experimental study, a test moel was U Pdd to determine
resonant frequencies and radial pressure distributions, as well as
oscillatory and steady flow velocities a lt the inner and outer
peripheries. The experimental frequency was nearly the same as
the theoretical acoustic value fc; a model of the same outer
diameter but without a central hole. Although the theoretical
analysis did not predict a steady velocity component, simultaneous
measurements of hotwire and microphone responses have shown
that the spinning wave pumps a mean flow radially outward through
the cavity.
	 Author
N82-32367'# Avco Lycoming Div., Stratford, Conn.
SMALL AXIAL TURBINE STATOR TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
Final Report
W. Brockett and A. Kozak Apr. 1982 89 p refs(Contract NAS3-22109; DA Proj. 1L1-62209-AH-76)(NASA-CRA 65602; NAS 1.26:165602; LYC-82-15) Avail: NTIS
HC A05/MF ;A01 CSCL 21E
An experimental Investigation was conducted to determine the
effects of surface finish, fillet radius, inlet boundary layer thickness,
and free-stream inlet turbulence level on the aerodynamic perfor-
mance of a small axial flow turbine stator. The principal objective
of this program was to help understand why large turbine efficiency
is not maintained when a large turbine is scaled to a smaller size.
The stator used In this program as a one-sixth scale of a 762 mm
(30 In.) diameter stator design with 50 vanes having a vane height
of 17 mm (0.666 in.) and an aspect ratio of 1.77. A comprehensive
overall test matrix was used to provide Is complete engineering
understanding of the effects of each variable over the full range
of all the other variables. The range of each variable investigated
was as follows: surface finish 0.1 micro (4 micro in.) to 2.4 micro(95 micro In.); boundary layer thickness 2 to 25 percent of channel
height at each wall; fillet radius 0 mm (0 in.) to 1.0 mm ( .040 in.)
and turbulence 2 to 12 percent.	 Author
N82-32370 • # Lockheed-Georgia Co., Marietta.
ADVANCED TURBOPROP TESTBED SYSTEMS STUDY. VOL-
UME 1: TESTBED PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND PRIORITIES,
DRIVE SYSTEM AND AIRCRAFT DESIGN STUDIES, EVALUA-
TION AND RECOMMENDATIONS AND WIND TUNNEL TEST
PLANS
E. S. Bradley, B. H. Little, W. Warnock, C, M, Jenness, J. M.
Wilson, C. W, Powell, and L. Shoal Cleveland, Ohio NASA.
Lewis Research Center Jul. 1982 368 p refs 2 Vol.(Contract NAS3-22346)(NASA-CR-167928-Vol-1; NAS 1.26:167928-Vol-1;
LG81ER0202-Vol-1) Avail: NTIS HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The establishment of propfan technology readiness was
determined and candidate drive systems for preplan application
were identified, Candidate testbed aircraft were investigated for
testbed aircraft suitability and four aircraft selected as possible
propfan testbed vehicles. An evaluation of the four candidates
was performed and the Boeing KC-135A and the Gulfstream
American Guifstream II recommended as the most suitable aircraft
for test application, Conceptual designs of the two recommended
aircraft were performed and cost and schedule data for the entire
testbed program were generated. The program total cost was
estimated and a wind tunnel program cost and schedule is
generated in support of the testbed program. 	 E.A.K.
N82.33390 • # Akron Univ., Oitio. Dept. of Mechanical and Civil
Engineering.
ENGINE DYNAMIC ANALYSIS WITH GENERAL NONLINEAR
FINITE ELEMENT CODES. PART 2: BEARING ELEMENT
IMPLEMENTATION OVERALL NUMERICAL CHARACTERISTICS
AND BENCHMAKING
J. Padovan, M. Adams, J. Fertis, 1. Zeid, and P. Lam Oct. 1982
229 p refs
(Grant NsG-3283)(NASA-CR-167944;	 NAS	 1.26:167944) 	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A11/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Finite element codes are used in modelling rotor-bearing-
stator structure common to the turbine industry. Engine dynamic
simulation is used by developing strategies which enable the use
of available finite element codes. benchmarking the elements
developed are benchmarked by Incorporation into a general
purpose code (ADINA); the numerical characteristics of finite
element type rotor-bearing-stator simulations are evaluated through
the, use of various types of explicit/Implicit numerical integration
operators. Improving the overall numerical efficiency of the
procedure is Improved. 	 S.L.
N82-33391 • # Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford,
Coon. Commercial Products Div.
STRUCTURAL TAILORING OF ENGINE BLADES (STAEBL)
Interim Report
C. E. Platt, T. K. Pratt, and K. W. Brown Jun. 1982 359 p refs(Contract NAS3.22525)(NASA-CR-167949; NAS 1.26:167949; PWA-5774-21) Avail: NTIS
11C A16/MF A01 CSCL 21E
A mathematical optimization procedure was developed for the
structural tailoring of engine blades and was used to structurally
tailor two engine fan blades constructed of composite materials
without midspan shrouds. The first was a solid blade made from
superhybrid composites, and the second was a hollow blade with
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metal matnx composite inlays. Three malor computerized functions
were needed to gomplele the procedure: approximate analysis
with the established input variables, optimlization of an ob}sctive
function, and refined analysis for design verification.
	 S,L.
U$2.33392*# Teledyne Continental Motors, Mobile, Ala. Aircraft
Products Div.
EXHAUST EMISSIONS REDUCTION FOR INTERMITTENT COW
iitJ>6TION AIRCRAFT ENGINES final Report
Bernard J. Rezy, Kenneth J. Stuckas, J. Ronald Tucker, and Jay
E. Meyers May 1982 55 p refs(Contract NAS3-19755)(NASA-CR-167914;	 NAS	 1.26;167914)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 21E
Three concepts which, to an aircraft piston engine, provide
reductions in exhaust emissions of hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide while simultaneously improving fuel economy. The three
chosen concepts, (1) an improved fuel injection system, (2) an
Improved cooling cylinder head, and (3) exhaust air injection, when
combined, show a synergistic relationship in achieving these goals.
In addition, the benefits of variable ignition timing were explored
and both dynamometer and flight testing of the final engine
configuration were accomplished. 	 S.L.
N82-33393'# General Electric Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
	 Aircraft
Engine Group.
THE CF6 JET ENGINE PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT: LOW
PRESSURE TURBINE ACTIVE CLEARANCE CONTROL
B. D. Beck and W. A. Fasching Jun. 1982 159 p refs(Contract NAS3-20629)
(NASA-CR-165557; NAS 1.26;165557; R82AEB462) Avail: NTIS
HC A08 /MF A01 CSCL 21 E
A low pressure turbine (LPT) active clearance control (ACC)
cooling system was developed to reduce the fuel consumption of
current CF6-50 turbofan engines for wide bodied commercial
aircraft, The program performance improvement goal of 0.3% delta
afc was determined to be achievable with an Improved impingement
cooling_ system. The technology enables the design of an opti-
mized manifold and piping system which Is capable of a perfor-
mance gain of 0.45% delta sic.	 E.A.K.
N82-33394'# Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford,
Conn. Commercial Products Div,
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE: TURBINE TRANSITION DUCT
MODEL TECHNOLOGY REPORT
K. Leach and R. Thurlin Aug, 1982 113 p refs(Contract NAS3-20646)(NASA-CR-167996; NAS 1.26:167996; PWA-5594-215) Avail:
NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The Low-Pressure Turbine Transition Duct Model Technology
Program was directed toward substantiating the aerodynamic
definition of a turbine transition duct for the Energy Efficient Engine.
This effort was successful in demonstrating an aerodynamically
viable compact duct geometry and the performance benefits
associated with a low camber low-pressure turbine inlet guide vane.
The transition duct design for the flight propulsion system was
tested and the prasvure loss goal of 0.7 percent was verified.
Also, strut fairing pro ssure distributions, as well as wall pressure
coefficients, were ;n close agreement with analytical predictions.
Duct modifications for the integrated core/low spool were also
evaluated. The total pressure loss was 1.59 percent. Although the
increase in exit area in this design produced higher wall loadings,
reflecting a more aggressive aerodynamic design, pressure profiles
showed no evidence of flow separation. Overall, the results
acquired have provided pertinent design and diagnostic information
for the design of a turbine transition duct for both the flight
propulsion system and the integrated core/low spool.
	
J.M.S.
A82.10457 • # Effects of vane/blade ratio and spacing on fan
noise. R. A. Kantola (General Electric Co., Power Generation Group,
Lynn, MA) and P, R. Gliebe (General Electric Co„ Aircraft Engine
Group, Cincinnati, 0 1,►. American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Aeroacc4ustics Conference, 7th, Palo Alto, CA, Oct.
5.7, 19491, P4oer 81 .21733'. 16 P. 11 refs, Contract. No, NAS3.22052.
The effects of vane/blade ratio and spacing on fan noise are
Investigated to develop a fan noise prediction scheme which is
calibrated against experimental data. A 44 blade, 0.604 diameter fan
Is used to demonstrate the production of fan noise data free from
excess noise caused by rotor turbulence Interaction. Two stator sets
consisting of a cut-off set with 86 vanes, and a cut-on set of 48 vanes
are used, with a total range of spacing from 0,5 to 2.3 rotor chords.
The model includes viscous wake interaction noise and the potential
field interactions of both the rotor and stator. A free-field acoustic
environment is achieved by covering the walls, ceiling and floor with
0.7 m polyurethane foam wedges, providing less than + or I dB
standing wave ratio at 200 Hz. Only a 3 dB drop in tone level occurs
as the spacing is increased from 0.5 to 2.3 rotor chords, and results
indicate that the rotor wakes impinging on the stator vanes are the
principal noise source for subsonic rotor speeds,	 D. L. G.
A82.11999 • N Thermal expansion accommodation in a jet
engine frame. M. H. Schneider (General Electric Co., Cincinnati,
OH). (American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Gas Turbine
Conference and Products Show, Houston, TX, Mar. 9 .12, 1961.)
AShIE Transactions, Journal of Engineering for Power ,  vol. 103, Oct.
1981, p. 776.780, Contract No. NAS3.20643.
Design advancements to enhance stress accommodation in gas
turbine engine frames are described, Consideration is given to
mechanical stiffness to maintain an adequate spring rate, and to
thermal stresses in both ambient and transient modes. Noting that
thermal stresses occur due to differin g temperatures at different parts
of the frame, the matching of the thermal expansion rates of
different structural materials is emphasized, Adequate stiffness is
necessary to avoid dynamic reactions leading to case cracking as a
result of normal imbalances of moving parts. Stress and deflection
analysis of a total frame concept using a three-dimensional finite
element stress analysis computer program, with modelling of all
frame components, Is presented, and illustrations are provided,
M.S. K.
A82.12120 • N
	
On the prediction of swirling flowfields found
in axisymmetric combustor geometries. D. L. Rhode, D, G. Lilley,
and D. K. McLaughlin (Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK),
In: Fluid mechanics of combustion systems; Proceedings of the
Fluids Engineering Conference, Boulder, CO. June 22, 23, 1981,(AB2-12101 02 .34) New York, American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, 1981, p. 257 .266, 32 refs, Grant No, NAG3.74,
The paper reports resetgch restricted to steady turbulence flow
in axisytnmetric geomet r ies under low speed and nonreacting
conditions, Numerical computations are performed for a basic
two-din-;:nsional axisymmetrical flow field similar to that found in a
conventional gas turbine combustor. Calculations include a stairstep
boundary representation of the expansion flow, a conventional
k•epsilon turbulence model and realistic accomodation of swirl
effects. A preliminary evaluation of the accuracy of computed
fiowfields is accomplished by comparisons with flow visualizations
using neutrally-buoyant helium-filled soap bubbles am racer particles.
Comparisons of calculated results show good agreement, and it is
found that a problem in swirling flows is the accuracy with which the
sizes and shapes of the recirculation zones maybe predicted, which
may be attributed to the quality of the turbulence model, 	 D. L,	 G.
A82. 16909 • // V/STOL propulsion control technology. H.
Brown (General Electric Co., Cincinnati, OH). American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics and NASA Ames Research Center,
V/STOL Conference, Palo Alto, CA, Dec, 7-9, 1981, A/AA Paper
8r-2634.10 p. Contract No. NAS3.22057.
Results of a NASA sponsored study of V/STOL Propulsion
Control Analysis are presented. The study involved propulsion
control requirements, design concepts and procedures, and control
designs for supersonic V/STOL. A variable cycle engine with a
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remote augmented lift system was used as a basis for establishing
	
componentelementmethod, accounts for rotor-to-casingrubs, high damping and
typical operating requirements and control concepts, and a nonlinear	 rapid deceleration rates associated with the blade loss event, A comparison of
engine model was developed for control development as a precursor 	 test results and predicted response show good agreement except for an initial
to a real-time simulation capability. A simplified aircraft model was 	 overshoot spike not observed in test. The method is effective foranalysis of large
also used to investi gate transition requirements, and a long-range 	 systems.	 (Author)
technology plan was developed to define subsequent program
requirements for achieving a real-time piloted simulation capability.
D.L.G.
A82.17788 • # A simple finite difference procedure for the
varsax controlled diffuser. A. A. Busnaina and D. G. Lilley(Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK). American Institute of
A.ronautia and Astr^aa- tics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 201h,
Orlando, FL, Jan. 11-14, 1982, Paper 82-0109. 9 P. 21 refs.
USAF-supported research; Grant No. NAG3.74.
A simple prediction procedure for sudden expansion Incom-
pressible flows Is developed and applied to the vortex controlled
diffuser. Transient Nevier-Stokes equations of an incompressible,
fluid are solved by means of their associated finite difference
equations in terms of the primitive pressure velocity variables. A
computer code is developed using a laminar flow simulation with free
slip or no slip will boundary conditions. in addition, predicted
results confimn that effectiveness increases with increasis in duct
length and bleed flow rate.	 D.L.G.
A8217786 • # An iterative finite element-integral technique
for predicting sound radiation from turbofan inlets in steady flight.
S. J. Horowitz, R. K. Sigman, and B. T. Zinn (Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, GA), American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 20th, Orlando, FL, Jen,
If- 14,  1982, Paper 82.0124. g P. 23 refs. Grant No. N%G-3036.
A new iterative solution technique for predicting free sound field
radiated from a turbofan inlet in steady flight Is 'presented. The
sound field is divided into two regions: the sound field within and
near the inlet which is computed using the finite element method
one,, the radiation field beyond the inlet which Is calculated using an
Integral solution technique.. A continuous solution is obtained by
minching the finite eleme;it and Integral solutions at the interface
beween the two regions.'`fhe applicability of the iterative technique
Is demonstrated by comp)rison of experimental results with the
theoretical results for several different inlet configurations with and
without flow. These. examples show that good agreement between
experiment and theory is obtained within five iterations. 	 (Author)
A62.17836 • # Water ingestion into jet engine axial compres-
son. T. Tsuchiya and S. N. B. Murthy (Purdue University, uldst
Lafayette, IN). American Institute of Aeronautics and Astr-,,lautics,
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 20th, Orlando, FL, Jan. ! t-14, 1982,
Paper 82-0196. 11 p. 14 refs. Contract No. F33615-78-C-2401;
Grant No. NAG3.62.
An axial flow compressor has been tested with water droplet
ingestion under a variety of conditions. The results illustrate the
manner in which the compressor pressure ratio, efficiency and
surging characteristics are affected. A model for estimating the
performance of a compressor during water ingestion has been
developed and the predictions obtained compare favorably with the
test results. It is then shown that with respect to five droplet-
associated nonlinearlyinteracting processes (namely, droplet-blade
interactions, blade performance changes, centrifugal action, heat and
mass transfer processes and droplet break-up), the initial water
content and centrifugal action play the most dominant roles.(Author)
A82.34942 • # Blade loss transient dynamic analysis of turbomachi-
nary, M, J. Stallone, V. Gallardo, A. F. Storace, L. J. Bach, G. Black, and E. F.
Gaffney (General Electric Co„ Cincinnati, OH). AIAA, SAE, and ASME, Joint
Propulsion Conference, 18th, Cleveland, OH, June 21-23, 1982, AIAA Paper
82-1057, 8 p. Contract No. N.AS3-22053.
This paper reports on work completed to develop an analytical method for
predicting the transient non-linear response of a complete aircraft engine system
due to the loss of a fan blade, and to validate the analysis by comparing the
results against actual blade loss test data. The solution, which is based on the
A82.36081 • N A comprehensive method for preliminary design optimi-
cation of axial gas turbine stages, R. M, Jenkins (Tuskegee Institute, Tus- ,
kegee, AL). AIAA, SAE, and ASME, Joint Propulsion Conference, 18th,
Cleveland, OH, June 21-23, 1982, AIM Paper 82.1W 11 p. 15 refs. Grant No„
NsG-3295,
A method is presented that performs a rapid, reasonably accurate preliminary
pitchiins optimization of axial gas turbine annular flowpath geometry, as well as
an initial estimate of blade profile shapes, given only a minimum of thermody-
namic cycle requirements, No geometric parameters need be specified. The
following preliminary design data are determined; (1) the optimum flowpath
geometry, within mechanical stress limits; (2) Initial estimates of cascade blade
shapes; (3) predictions of expected turbine performance. The method uses an
Inverse calculation technique whereby blade profiles are generated by designing
channels to yield a specified velocity distribution on the two walls,. Velocity distri-
butions are than used to calculate the cascade loss parameters. Calculated
blade shapes are used primarily to determine whether the assumed velocity
loadings are physically realistic. Model verification is accomplished by compari-
son of predicted turbine geometry and performance with four existing single stage
turbines.	 C.D.
A82-35364 • #F The Influence of Coriolis forces on gyroscopic !notion
of spinning blades. F. Sisto, A. Chang, and M, Sutcu (Stevens Institute of
Technology, Hoboken, NJ), American Society of Mechanical Engineers, interne
lions Gas Turbine Conference and Exhibit, 271h, London, England, Apr, 18-22,
1882, Paper 8 t-GT-163.6 p. 5 refs. Members, $2.00; nonmembers, $4.00, Grant
No. NAG3-47.
Turbomachine blades on spinning and precessing rotors experience gyroscopi-
cally induced instabilities and forcing, With vehicle-mounted turbomachines, ei-
ther constant .or harmonic precession occurs, depending on vehicle or mount
motion. Responses of uniform cantilever beams at arbitrary stagger, subjected
to the noted rotor motion, are predicted in both self-excited and forced-excitation
modes taking Into account Coriolis acceleration.
	 (Author)
A02.36450 • # Progress in the development of energy offiefent engine
components. R. W. Bucy (General Electric Co., Cincinnati, OH). American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, International Gas Turbine Conference and
Exhibit, 27th, London, England, Apr. 18-22, 1982, Paper 82-GT-275, 7 p. 8 refs.
Members, $2.00; nonmembers, $4.00. Contract No, NAS3-20643.
Component test results are presented for the NASA Energy Efficient Engine
program, whose design goals relative to the CF6-50C reference engine include
a 12% reduction in specific fuel consumption, 5% reduction In direct operating
costs, and 50% reduction in specific fuel consumption deterioration rate over the
course of commercial service, Emphasis is placed on the engine's high pressure
compressor, which has a design pressure ratio of 23;1, and has completed a
series of component tests whose resulting configuration is expected to meet all
major objectives of the program. Descriptions are given of the core engine and
integrated core/low spool tests, and system test benefits are discussed. Atten-
tion is given to the design features of the engine's double annular combustor, high
and low pressure air turbines, and scale model exhaust mixer.	 O.C.
d09 RESEARCH AND SUPPORT
FACILITIES (AIR)
Includes airports, hangars and runways; aircraft repair and
overhaul facilities; wind tunnels; shock tube facilities; and
engine teat blocks.
For related Information see also 14 Ground Support
Systems And Facllifies (Space),
ORIGINAL PAGE rsNt24.0221'N#	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration. OF POOR Q UALITYLewis 3evaarch Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
THE AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY (A
PERSPECTIVE, THEN AND NOW)
James F. Connors and Robert G. Hof;man
	
Feb. 1982	 21 p
refs(NASA-TM-82754: E-1070) 	 Avail NTIS	 HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 148
The physical changes that have taken place in aerospace
facilities since the Wright brothers' accomplishment 78 years
ago are highlighted, For illustrative purposes som+ of the technical
facilities and operations of the NASA Lewis Research Center
are described. These simulation facilities were designed to support
research and technology studies In aerospace propulsion. Author
F	 N82-32383'#
	
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford, i
Conn.	 Energy Efficient Engine Component Development and
integration Program,
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE: 	 HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE
UNCOOLED RIG TECHNOLOGY REPORT 1
W. B. Gardner Oct. 1979 242 p refs(Contract NAS3.20646)
'	 (NASA -CR-165149; NAS 1.6 : 165149; PWA -5594.92) Avail; NTIS
HC Ail/MF A01 CSCL 14B
Results obtained from testing five performance builds (three
vane cascades and two rotating rigs of the Energy Efficient Engine
uncooled rig have established the uncooled aerodynamic efficiency
of the high-pressure turbine at 91,1 percent. This efficiency level E
was attained by increasing the rim speed and annulus area (AN(2)),
and by increasing the turbine reaction level. The increase in
AN(2) resulted in a performance improvement of 1.15 percent. At
the design point pressure ratio, the increased reaction level ,rig
demonstrated an efficiency of 91.1 percent. The results of this
program have verified the aerodynamic design assumptions
established for the energy Efficient Engine high-pressure turbine
component.	 Author
a
i
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Includes powered and free-flight trajectories; and orbit and
launching dynamics,
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N@ t-26336*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
MATERIAL AND PROCESSING NEED S
 FOR SILICON
SOLAR CELLS IN SPACE
Henry W. Brandhorst, Jr, In NASA. Marshrwll Space Flight
Center float Zone Workshop Sep, 1981 p 33 .41 (For primary
document see N82 .26330 17.12)
Avail. NTIS HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 22A
The technical concerns of NASA in the area of space grade
solar cells are summarized. Solar power needs are projected
through 1987 The degradation of solar cell performance due to
the effects of radiation on impurities and crystal defects and
the improved performance of float zone silicon are illustrated.
The reduction of oxygen and carbon in float zone silicon allows
for much faster low temperature annealing of the defects. The
effects of improved crystal purity on cell perform4n.^.e are
summarized.	 J.D.
A62.35617 • * A small scale lunar launcher for early lunar material Will
ration. W, R. Snow, J. A. Kubby, and R. S. Dunbar (Princeton University, Prince-
ton, NJ). In: Space manufacturing 4; Proceedings of the Fifth Conference,
Princeton, NJ, May 18-21, 1981. (A82.35601 17-12) New York, American ingti-
tute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1881, p. 157 .171, 12 refs, Grant No, NsG-
3176.
A system for the launching of lunar derived oxygen or raw materials Into low
lunar debit or to L2 for transfer to low earth orbit is presented, The system
described is a greatly simplified version of the conventional and sophisticated
approach suggested, by O'Neill using mass drivers with recirculating buckets. An
electromagnetic accelerator is located on the lunar surface which launches 125
kg 'smart' containers of liquid oxygen or raw materials into a transfer orbit. Upon
reaching apolune a kick motor Is fired to circularize the orbit at 100 km altitude
or L2. These containers are collected and their payloads transferred to a tanker
OTV, The empty containers then have their kick motors refurbished and then are
returned to the launcher site on the lunar surface for reuse. Initial launch capabil-
ity Is designed for about 500T of liquid oxygen delivered to low earth orbit per year
With upgrading to higher levels, delivery of lunar soil for shielding, or raw materials
for processing given the demand, 	 (Author)
A82.36616 • * The supply of lunar oxygen to tow earth orbit. D. G,
Andrews (Boeing Co., Seattle, WA) and W. R. Snow (Princeton University, Prince--
ton, NJ). In: Space manufacturing 4; Proceedings of the Fifth Conference, Prince-
ton, NJ, May 19-21, 1981. (A82-35601 17-12) New York, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1981, p. 173-179, Grant No. NsG-3176.
Since oxygen makes up 86% of the total mass of propellants which would
normally have been brought up from the earth to LEO, considerable savings are
available if this oxygen can be obtained from the moon for little Delta-V penalty,
This paper presents a scenario in which 400 T/yr of LOX is delivered to LEO, with
the ability for upgrading to 5000 T/yr, In this scenario, cylindrical tanks of liquid
oxygen with a mass of 500 kg are launched from the lunar surface by a mass
driver and rendezvous with a collection station in a 100-km lunar orbit. The
oxygen is removed from each tank and placed into a tanker OTV which later will
transfer from low lunar orbit to LEO with an aero!^,akulg maneuver. Launch
requirements for aerobraked chemical OTVs using earth oxygen are compared
to those using lunar oxygen,
	
B,J,
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11x2-44659 • # Feasibility of an earth-to-apace roll launcher system. E,
E. Rice, L, A. Miller (Battelle Columbus Laboratories, Columbus, OH), R. A,
Marshall (Australian National University, Canberra, Australia), and W. R. Ker-
slake (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Propulsion Systems Technology Section,
Cleveland, OH). International Astronautical Federation, International Astronautf-
cat Congress, 33rd, Paris, France, Sept, 27-Oct, 2,1982, Paper 82-46.9 p, 6 refs,
Contract No. NAS3-22882.
The feasibility of earth-to-space electromagnetic (raligun) launchers (ESRL) is
considered, in order to determine their technical practicality and economic viabll-
ity, The potential applications of the launcher Include nuclear waste disposal Into
space, deep space probe launches, and atmospheric research. Examples of
performance requirements of the ESRL system are a maximum acceleration of
10,000 g's for nuclear waste disposal in space (NWDS) missions and 2,500 g's
for earth orbital missions, a 20 km/sec launch velocity for NWDS missions, and
a launch azimuth of 90 degrees E, A brief configuration description is given, and
test results Indicate that for the 2020 .2050 time period, as much as 3.0 MT per
day of bulk material could be launched, and about 0.5 MT per day of high-level
nuclear waste could be launched, For earth orbital missions, a significant projec-
tile mass was approximately 6.5 MT, and an integral distributed energy store
launch system demonstrated a good potential performance. ESRL prove to be
economically and environmentally feasible, but an operational ESRL of the
proposed size is not considered achievable before the year 2020, 	 R.K.R.
orbital missions, the projectile requires a propulsion system, leaving
an estimated paykvd mass of 650 kg. For the ^ nuclear waste
disposal in spree mission, the high level waste mass was estimated
at 250 kg. This preliminary assessment included technical,
environmental, and economic analyses 	 S.L.
A82-18318 • NASCAP simulation of laboratory charging
tests wino multiple electron Buns. M. J. Mandell, I. Katz, and D, E.
Parks (Systems, Science and Software, La, Jolla, CA), (IEEE, U.S
Defense lliuclaar Agency, NASA, and DOE, Annual Conference on
Nuclear and Space Radiation Effects, 18th, Seattle, WA,July 21.24,
1991.) IEEE Transactions on NucAw Science, vol. NS-28, Dec.
1981, p. 4668.4570, 10 refs. Contracts. No. NAS3 .22636; No.
DNA001.79-^C-0079,
NASCAP calculations have been performed simulating exposure
of a spacecraft-like model to multiple electron. guns. The results agree
well with experiment. It is found that magnetic field affects are fairly
small, but substantial differential charging can result from electron
gun placement. Conditions for surface flashover are readily achieved.
(Author)
A82-"245 • e'r Real-time microcomputer simulation for space Shuttlef-
Centaur avionics. G. P, Szatkowski and H. C. Nelander (General Dynamics
Corp., Convair Div., San Diego, CA), Society for Computer Simulation, Center-
once for Modeling and Simulation on Microcomputer Systems, San Diego, CA,
Jan, 28.30, 1882, Paper. 6 p. Contract No. NAS3.22324,
The design of a simulator system for emulating the characteristics of Shuttle/
Centaur avionlc support equipment for launching the Solar Polar Mission and the
Galileo probe are discussed. The simulators are being constructed on a modular
basis for the Centaur control avionics, the Centaur Airborne Support Equipment
avionics, the tanking skid ground support equipment, development mechanisms,
the tanking skid ground support equipment, deployment mechanisms, the tanking
onboard fluid functions, the star scanner guidance update avionics, Me Orbiter
command interface avionics, and_ the Orbiter power syslern, Each slmulalor por-
trays the actual working conditions, including signal delay times and harnessing.
Block diagra,-ns are provided of the interfaces and a flow diagram Is presented
of the software. 	 M.S.K.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS'
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t 14 GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS AND
FACILITIES (SPACE)
S
Includes launch complexes, research and production
facilities; ground support equipment, mobile transporters; and
simulators.
For related Information see also 09 Research Suciporl
Facilities (Air).
A62.18310 • N Testing of a spacecraft model in a combined
environment simulator. J. V. Staskus and J. C. Roche (NASA, Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, OH), (IEEE, U.S, Defense Nuclear
Agency, NASA, and DOE, Annual Conference on Nuclear and Space
Radiation Effects, 18th, Seattle, WA, July 21 .24, 1981.) IEEE
Transactions on Nuclear Science, vol. NS-28, Dec. 1981, p.
4509 .4512.7 refs.
A scale model of a satellite was tested in a large vacuum facility
under electron bombardment and vacuum ultraviolet radiation to
ik
 investigate the charging of dielectric materials on curved surfaces.
The model was tested both stationary and rotating relative to the
electron sources as well as grounded through one megohm and
floating relative to the chamber, Surface potential measurements are
presented and compared with the predictions of computer modelling
of the stationary tests. Discharge activity observed during the
stationary tests is discussed and signals from sensing devices located
inside and outside of the model are presented, 	 (Author)
s
N82-29345 • // Battelle Columbus Labs, Ohio.
PRELIMINARY FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT FOR EARTH-
TO-SPACE ELECTROMAGNETIC (RAILGUN) LAUNCHERS
Final Technical Report, May 1981 - Jun. 1982_
Eric E. Rice, L. A. Miller, and R W Earhart 30 Jun 1982
403 ,p refs(Contract NAS3.22882)(NASA-CR-167886; NAS 1.26:167886)
	
Avail! NTIS
HC A18/MF A01 CSCL 148
An Earth to space electromagnetic (railgun) launcher (ESRL)
for launching material into space was studied Potential ESRL
applications were identified and initially assessed to formulate
preliminary system requirements The potential applications
included nuclear waste disposal in space, Earth orbital applications,
deep space probe launchers, atmospheric research, and boost of
chemical rockets. The ESRL system concept consisted of two
separate railgun launcher tubes (one at 20 deg from the horizontal
for Earth orbital missions, the other vertical for solar system
escape disposal missions) powered by a common power plant.
Each 2040 m launcher tube is surrounded by 10,200 homopolar
generator/inductor units to transmit the power to the walls.
Projectile masses are 6500 kg for Earth orbital missions and
2055 kg for nuclear waste disposal missions. For the Earth
33
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i	 1 S LAUNCH VEHICLES AND SPACE
VEHICLES
Includes boosters; manned orbital laboratories; reusable
vehicles; and Waco stations.
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A82.12623 • Advarmed 30/20 GHz communication wtei-
lites, J, N, rsivo {NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). In
The Space Shuttle • Its current status and future impact; Proceedings
of the Aerospace Con gress and Exposition, Los Angeles, CA, October
13. 16, 1980. (A82.12617 02.16) Warrendale, PA, Society of Auto-
motive Engineers, Inc,, 1981, p, 75.81.
Increasing demands for satellite communications channels have
filled the C-band, have begun to fill the Ku-band, and have resulted
In a developmental effort to utilize 2.5 GHz of the 30/20 GHz Ka
band, Problems of rain attenuation in the Ku and Ka bands are
explored, and solutions are indicated In the use of antenna gain
coupled with ground terminal site diversity, and higher satellite
power capabilities. Tradeoffs in satellite design are focused on the
number of reflectors, increased f/d, gain and sidelobe performance,
and total satellite capacity, The NASA 20/3C GHz program Is
described, including design features of two test systems to be
launched to the 1980's to examine the functioning limits of two
baseline systems. 	 D,H.K.
NS2.27331 0# Systematics General Corp„ Sterling, Va.
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEMS CAPACITY
ANALYSIS Final Report
Larry Browne. Taylor Hines, and Brian Tunstall Jun. 1982
114 p rois(Contract NAS3-22888)(NASA-CR-167911; NAS 1,26:167911)	 Avail: NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 22B
Analog and digitiil modulation techniques are compared with
regard to efficient use of the geostationery orbit by communica-
tions satellites. Included is the definition of the baseline systems(both space and ground segments), determination of interference
susceptibility, calculation of orbit spacing, and evaluation of relative
costs. It is assumed that voice or TV is communicated at
14/11 GHz using either FM or QPSK modulation, Both the
Fixed-Satellite Service and the Broadcasting-Satellite Service are
considered, For most of the cases examined the digital approach
requires a satellite spacing less than or equal to that required
by the analog approach.	 TIM,.
A82.35082 • # Shuttle to GEO propulsion tradeoffs. C, L. Dailey (TRV
Inc„ Redondo Beach, CA) and R. M. Lovberg (California, University, La Jolla
CA). AIAA, SAE, and ASME, Joint Propulsion Conference, 18th, Clov'0and, Di
June 21-23, 1982, AIAA Paper 82-1245. 7 p, Contract No, NAS3.22f.61.
An analysis has been made over a range of thruster, spacecraft and missic
parameters to determine optimum electric propulsion requirements for LEO i
GEO transfer missions, For this mission solar cell cover thicknesses of four to s
mils each side appear to be an optimum compromise between mass and pow4
loss due to radiation damage. The optimum range of thruster specific impulse fi
this mission is roughly from 1500 to 3000 seconds, Thrusters limited to muc
lower values of specific impulse and those requiring much higher specificimpulE
for good efficiency require substantially greater transfer times,	 (Autho
A62.36266' a Centaur capabilities for communications satellite foul
ches. W. F. Rector, III (General Dynamics Corp., Convair Div., San Diego, CA
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Communications Satelli
System Conference, 9th, San Diego, CA, Mar.. 8, 1982, Paper 82-0558, 6
Contracts No, NAS3.22914; No. NAS3-22901.
The configurations, payload capabilities, and payload envelopes for Centaur
various applications are presented, The Centaur launch record is summarizE
and the Atlas/ Centaur launch schedule is shown. Improvements in capability ai
reported on, and current and proposed vehicles are depicted, Dual Delta cla!
spacecraft will be flown using a tandem adapter or large direct broadcast satE
lites in a single launch model, Shuttle/Centaur will permit spacecraft weights
up to 14,000 lb to be put into orbit, including payload lengths up to 40 it: A ne
capability to transfer large deployed space systems from the _Shuttle _to higl
allitude orbits at low thrusts will be available, Spacecraft lengths requiring the fu
60-foot cargo bay and weighing 20,000 lb could be placed in geosynchronot
orbit with on-orbit rendezvous and assembly of the Centaur and spacecraft in to
earth orbit.
	
C.1
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16 SPACE T14ANSPORTATiON
Includes passenger and cargo Waco transportation e.g.
shuttle operations; and ret3cus techniques.
For relavoo Information see also 03 Air Transportafton
and Ssfo y and 85 Udwn Technobyyand Transportation,
A82.10124 • l' Design and verification of a multiple fault
tolerant control system for STS applications using computer simula-
tion. G. P. Szatkowski and J. C, Karns (General Dynamics Corp.,
Convair Div., San Diego, CA), In: Computers in .Aerospace Confer-
ence, 3rd, San Diego, CA, October 26-28, 1981, Collection of
Technical Papers. (A8240076 01 .59) New York, American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1981, p, 349.357, Contract No.
NAS3.22324, WAA 81.2173)
General Dynamics/Convair is under NASA contract to integrate
the Centaur upper stage into the space transportation system for
future planetary missions. This requires that control of all safety
critical functions be two-failure tolerant. The control system
developed consists of five asynchronous computers, each contrib-
uting at their outputs to a 3-out-of-5 voting plane. Subsystem control
Is based on an end function redundancy management scheme.
Analysis of multiple component failures and worst-case time-phase
asynchrony among the computers is performed by a real-time
computer simulation. The simulation emulates the hardware and
subsystem interfaces, wire by wire, providing assessibility to any
component for the insertion of preprogrammed failures.— Observ-
ability is provided via a graphics system and diagnostic software, The
simulation provides an engineering tool where the integrity of
control system hardware and imbedded software can be demon-
strated.	 (Author) x
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1 T SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATIONS,
COMMAND AND TRACKING
Includes telemetry; space communications networks;
astronavigation; and radio blackout.
For related information see also M Alrcra t Commanka-
11ons and Navigat/on and 32 Communications.
NB2.25290'p National Aeronautics and Space Administration.	
ORIGINAL PAGE ^gLewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
"TELUTE •AIDED LAND MOBILE COMMUNICATION) 	 OF POOR QUALITYSYSTEM iMPLEMENTAT!ON CONSIDERATIONS
Bruce E. LeRoy 1982 10 p refs Presented at the Intern.
Commun. Conf, Philadelphia, 16 . 19 Jun. 1982(NASA-TM-82861; E-1229; NAS 1.16'.82861) Avail: NTIS
HC A02(MF A01 CSCL 09F
It was proposed that a satellite-based land mobile radio
system could effectively extend the terrestrial cellular mobile
system into rural and remote areas. The market, technical and
economic feasibility for such a system Is studied. Some of the
aspects of implementing an operational mobile-satellite system
are discussed. In particular, two key fac4;:r ,  in implementation
are examined: (1) bandwidth requirementu: and (2) frequency
sharing, Bandwidth requirements are derived based on the satellite
antenna requirements, modulation characteristics. and numbers
of subscribers. Design trade-offs for the satellite system and
potential Implementation scenarios are identified. Frequency
sharing is examined from a _power flux density and modulation
viewpoint,	 B,W.
A8227224 	 Open,loop rainceKnnd-synechroniaation for
wideband satellite communications. W, M. Holmes, Jr. (TRW Defense
and Space Systems Group, Space Systems Div., Redondo Beach,
CA). in: ITC/USA/'80; Proceedings of the International Telemeter-
ing Conference, San Diego, CA, October 14 .16, 1980. (A82-
2717(112.32) Research Triangla Park, NC, Instrument Society of
America, 1980, p. 543547. Contract No. NAS3.22341.
A synchronization technique for use with an onhoard processing
satellite communication system is discussed. Thq saWilite oscillator is
used both as the system time reference arvi as x6 frequency source
for all downlink carriers and data clocks. Downlink timing Is
r established at each system earth terminal through a combination of
carrier and data-clock tracking and a downlink timing epoch signal
consisting of one bit per TDrVA data burst. Uplink timing is
established by an open-loop range prediction process using precision
ephemerides calculated and distributed by the central control
station. Overall timing accuracy of the uplink signal at the satellite
receiver of + or . 7 nanoseconds permits unambiguous identification
of each data bit position in a 128 Mbps TOMA burst. This is
accomplished by means of simple, inexpensive terminal hardware
using available crystal oscillators for time/frequency references and
digital synthesis techniques that may be implemented in digital LSI
chips.	 C.R.
A8246925' # Microwave intersatellfte links for contmunicatlons as-
ION*& G. R. Welti (COMSAT Laboratories, Clarksburg, MD). Institute o,'Electri-
cal and Electronics Engineers, International Conference on Communications,
Philadelphia, PA, June 14-17, 1982, Paper, 5 p. 9 refs, Research sponsored by
the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization; Contract No, NAS3-
22905.
Applications and interface requirements for intersatellite links (ISLs) between
commercial communications satellites are reviewed ra ng in from ISLs between, 	 9
widely separated satellites to ISLs between clustered satellites. On-board pro-
cessing architectures for ISLs employing a variety of modulation schemes are
	 If, o.7:.,described. These schemes include FM remodulation and t]PSK regeneration in
combination with switching and buffering. Tice various architectures are corn
pared in terms of complexity, required performance, antenna size, mass, and
power.	 (AuUFa)
af.
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OF POOR QUALITY18 SPACECRAFT DESIGN, TESTING AND
PERFORMANCE
N82 . 111060# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
TESTING OF A SPACECRAFT MODEL IN A COMBINED
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR
J. V. Staskus and J. C. Roche 1981 11 p refs Presented at
the 18th Ann. Conf, on Nucl, and Space Radiation Effects, Seattle,
20.24 Jul, 1981(NASA-TM-82723; E-1024) Aeall. NTIS KC A02/MF AAt
CSCL 228
A scale model of a satellite was tested in a large vacuum
facility under electron bombardment and vacuum ultraviolet
radiation to investigate the charging of dielectric materials on
curved surfaces. The model was tested both stationary and rotating
relative to the electron sources as well as grounded through
one megohm and floating relative to the chamber. Surface potential
measurements are presented and compared with the predictions
of computer modelling of the stationary tests, Discharge activity
observed during the stationary tests is discussed and signals
from sensing devices located inside and outside of the model
are presented. 	 M.G.
N82-11197°y National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
VOLTAGE GRADIENTS IN SOLAR ARRAY CAVITIES AS
POSSIBLE BREAKDOWN SITES IN SPACECRAFT-
CHARGING.INDUCED DISCHARGES
N. John Stevens, Hilton E. Mills, and Lisa Orange 1981 10 p
refs Presented at the Ann. Conf. on Nucl. and Space Radiation
Effects, Seattle, 21-24 Jul. 1981(NASA-TM-82710: E-1003) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 108
A possible explanation for environmentally-induced discharges
on geosynchronous satellites exists in the electric fields formed
in the cavities between solar cells - the small gaps formed by
the cover slides, rplar cells, metallic interconnects and insulating
substrate. When exposed to a substorm environment, the cover
slides become less negatively charged than the spacecraft
ground. If the resultant electric field becomes large enough, then
the interconnect could emit electrons (probably by field emission)
which could be accelerated to space by the positive voltage on
the covers. An experimental study was conducted using a small
solar array segment in which the interconnect potential was
controlled by a power supply while the cover slides were irradiated
by monoenergetic electrons. It was found that discharges could
be triggered when the interconnect potential became at least
500 volts negative with respect to tjre cover slides. Analytical
modeling of satellites exposed to substorm environments indicates
that such gradients are possible. Therefore, it appears that this
trigger mechanism for discharges Is possible. 	 T. M.
MS2.14251 0# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
SCATHA .ft*M CHANGING RESPONSE: NASCAP
PRED I ,` `71 i 3Eat COMPARED WITH DATA
Carolyn K. Purvis and John Staakus In its Spacecraft Charging
Tschnoi., 1980 Oct. 1960 p 592-607 refs (For primary document
see N62-14213 05-18)
Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 226
Models for the satellite surface potential monitor (SSPM)
"to constructed in the NASCAP code and the results of
comparing predictions to surface voltage and beseplate current
data are reported, Several Peculiarities in the tat data are noted,
Preliminary results from space simulations of a SCATHA model
with environments representative of the day 87, 1879, eclipse
Injection event are presented, and their Implications for predicting
space response are discussed.	 EAX
N112-142551 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
COMPARISON OF NA6CAP MODELLING RESULTS WITH
LUMPED CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
David S. Stang and Carolyn K. Purvis In its Spacecraft Charging
Technol., 1980 Oct.1980 p 665 .683 refs (For primary document
ase N82 -14213 05-18)
Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 228
Engineering design tools that can be used to predict the
development of absolute and differential potentials by realistic
spacecraft under geomagnetic substorm conditions are described.
T'wo type of analyses are in use: (1) the NASCAP code, which
computes quasistatic charging of geometrically complex objects
with multiple surface materials in three dimsnsioas; (2) lumped
element equivalent circuit models that are used for analyses of
particular spacecraft, The equivalent circuit models require wry
little computation time, however, they cannot account for effects,
such as the formation of potential barrier:., that are inherently
multidimensional. Steady state potentials of structure and
Insulation are compared with those resulting from the equivalent
circuit model.	 EA.K.
IM-14256*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
ANALYTILAL MODELING OF SATELLITES IN GEOSYN-
CHRONOUS ENVIRONMENT
N. John Stevens In its Space Charging Technol., 1980 Oct,
1980 p 717-729 refs (For primary document see N82.14213
05.18)
Avail: NTIS Hl) A99/MF A01 CSCL 22B
Experiences with surface charging of geosynchronous satellites
are reviewed and mechanisms leading to discharges on satellite
surfaces are considered. It was found that the large differential
voltages between the surface and the substrate required to produce
massive laboratory discharges do not occur on satellites in space.
Analytical modeling predictions supported by dielectric charging
data from P78 .2, SCATrk;, (Spacecraft Charging at High Altitudes)
flight results are discussed, Ungrounded insulator areas, buried
charge layers (due to mid-energy range particles), and positive
differential voltages (where structure voltages are less negative
than surrounding dielectric surface voltages) are considered as
potable mechanisms producing satellite charge up. 	 J.D,H.
Includes spacecraft ttlermal and environmental control,
and attitude control
For life support systems a" 54 ManlSystem Technvbpy
ad U/e Support. For related Information sties also 05A,4 mft
Design, Testing and Perhmmsnce and 39 S&ixtWa/ Meehan-
/CS.
N62.14213•N National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
SPACECRAFT CHARGING TECHNOLOGY, 1560
Washington Oct. 1981 1005 p refs Conf, held in Colorado
Springs, 12-14 Nov. 1980; sponsored by-AFGL and NASA Lewis
Research Center(NASA-CF-2182: 	 AFGL-TR-81-0270)	 Avail;
	 NTIS
HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 228
The third Spacecraft Charging Technology Conference
proceedings contain 88 papers on the geosynchronous plasma
environments spacecraft modeling, charged particlo environment
Interactions with spacecraft, spacecraft materi4ls ct.t.,acterization,
and satLilite design and testing. The proceedie, c is a compilation
of the state of the art of spacecraft charging i!nd environmental
Interaction phenomena. For individual titles, tee N82-14214
through N82-14275.
NS2-14263*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
USE OF CHARGING CONTROL GUIDELINGB FOR GEO
SYNCHRONOUS RATELLITE DESIGN STUDIES
N, John 'Stoves In its Spacecraft Charging Technol.. 1980 Oct.
1880 p 789-801 refs (For primary document see N82-14213
05-18)
Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 229
Several of the principle guidelines from the Spacecraft
Charging Design Guida ,es Handbook are presented with
	 t
illustrative examples. Use of the geomagnetic substorm specifica-	 4tion to qualify satellite designs the evaluation of satellite designs
by using analytical modelling techniques, the use of selected
materials. and coatings to minimize charging, the tying of all
conducting elements to a common ground, and the use of electrical
lil?;ering to protect circuits from discharge induced upsets we
ditcussed, Discharge criteria and SCATHA data are excluded. 	 8'
J D`.H.
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Nit-142710# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
SPACE
INTERDEPENDENCY ON
NA"/OAST
 
SP CECRAFT/ENVIRONMENT
INTERACTION
C A Pike 1/1FGL) • H Jolt S	 /	 S	 h e% i'x ana n Sevens n rte pecans rg ng
Tg,,•s`+ ., 1980 Oct. 1980 p 912 .930 refs (For primary document
a" N82-14213 05.18)
Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 22B
A joint AF/NASA comprehensive program on spacecraft
environment Interactions consists of combined contractual and
In house efforts aimed at understanding spacecraft environment
inerection phenomena and relating ground test, results to space
cotWitions. Activities Include: (1) a concerted effort to ide-ltify
project related environmental interactions; (2) a mattriaie
Investigation to measure the basic properties of materials and
develop or modify materials as needed; and (3) a ground simulation
itweetigationto evaluate basic plasma intersctiar phenomena
and provide Inputs to the analytical modeling investigation.
Systems performance Is evaluated by both ground tests and
analysis. There is an environmental impact investigation to
determine the effect of future large spacecraft on the charged
particle environment. Space flight investigations are planned to
verify the results. The products of this program are test
standards and design guidelines which summarize the technology,
specify test criterio, and provide techniques to minimize or
eliminate system lnteractionp with the charged particle environ
Pent,	 A. R. H.
t
N82.18311'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
DESIGN PRACTICES FOR CONTROLLING SPACECRAFT
CHARGING INTERACTIONS
N. John Stevens 1982 21 p refs Presented at the 20th
Aerospace Sci. Meeting, Orlando, Fla„ 11-14 Jan, 1982;
sponsored by AIAA(NASA-TM-82781: E-1112) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF AO1
CSCL 220
A design guidelines handbook prepared to provide criteria
for assessing and minimizing spacecraft charging Interactions is
described, An evaluation philosophy of analyzing specific satellite
designs in a substorm environment specification with NASCAP
is proposed, Criteria for possible discharges ere given and a
technique for computing the discharge transients is outll r•,ed. The
charging of a three axis stabilized satellite is examined to ifl!'atra^^
the philosophy, Possible discharge locations are found and
transients computed. The effect of changing selected surface
coatings is evaluated and fou;d ao substantially reduce chz7ging
levels.	 J.M.S.
The NASA Charging Analyzer Program (NASCAP) has been
validated in a space environment. Data 4iollected by the SCATHA(Spacecraft Charging at High Altitude) spacecraft has been used with
NASCAP to simulate the charging response of the spacecraft ground
conductor and dielectric surfaces with considerable success. Charging
of the spacecraft ground observed In eclipse, during moderate and
severe substorm environments; and in sunlight has been reproduced
using the code. Close agreement betvwen both the currents and
potentials measured by the SSPM's, and the NASCAP simulated
response, his been obtained for differential charging. it is concluded
that NASCAP is able to predict spacecraft charging .behavior in a
space environment. 	 (Author)
A82.18317 ` N Voltage gradients in solar array cavities as
possible breakdown sites in spaceetaft-charginSinduced disehergn.
N. J. Stevens, H. E. Mills, and L. Orange (NASA, Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, OH). (IEEE, U.S. Defense Nuclear Agency,
NASA, and DOE, Annual Conference on Nuclear and Space
Radiation, Effects, 18th, Seattle, WA, July 21.24, iAl.) IEEE
Transactions on Nuclear Science, vol. NS-28, Dec. 1681, p.
4558-4562, 35 refs.
A possible explanation for environmentallyinduced discharges
on geosynchronous satellites exists in the electric fields formed in the
cavities between solar cells - the small gaps formed by the cover
slides, solar cells, metallic interconnects and insulating substrate.
When exposed to a substorm environment, the cover slides become
less negatively charged than the spacecraft ground. Hence, it is
possible for metallic surfaces (usually silver mesh) to be at a negative
potential in a cavity that has a 'positive' surface above it. if the
resultant electric field becomes large enough, then the interconnect
could emit electrons ( probably by field emission) which could bn
accelerated to space by the positive voltage on the covers. A1y
experimental study was connected :using a small solar array segment
In which the interconnect potential was controlled by a power
supply while the cover slides were irridated by rnonoenefgetie
electrons. It was found that discharges could be triggered when the
interconnect potential became at least 500 volts negative with
respect to the cover slides. Analytical modeling of satellites exposed
to substorm environments indicates that such gradients are possible.
Therefore, it appears that this trigger mechanism for discharges is
possible. Details of the experiment and modeling study are pre-
sented.	 (Author)
NU-14224'# TRW Defense and Space Systems Group, Redondo
beach, Calif
11111RUSHFIRE ARC DISCHARGE MODEL
G. T. Lnouye In NASA. Lewis Research Center Spacecraft
Charging Technol.. 1980 Oct, 1981 p 133-162 refs (For
primary document see N82-14213 05.18)(Contract NAS3-21961)
Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 228
A one dimensional are discharge model incorporating a
brushfire-type propagation of a discharge wavefront was
investioxv.td, A set of e quations, developed and their witlnh include
electrical, (hermal and plasma parameters, were solutions shown
to be consistent with s propagating brushfire wevefront. Voltage,
current, pleNma density, temperature, and resistivity profiles
were.obtairva i Mechanical forces, magnetic and electrostatic were
considered m evaluating the flashover to blowout current ratio,
G', for rm discharges with the brushfire parameters developed
In the model This ratio is an important factor in determining
the electromagnetic interference (EMI) impact of'arc discharges
on spacecraft electrical subsystems. The conclusion of the analysis
is that electrostatic forces are much more important than
magnetic forces. The magnitude of the G' factor obtained,
58.6 percent, Is within the range of those obtained by experimen-
tal means. Improvements in the analytical model as well in the
experimental approach are recommended. 	 M. D, K.
N -14 8	 Case Western Reserve U iv. Cleveland, Ohio82 22 #	 n	 l
SRCONDARY ELECTRON EMISSION YIELDS
I. Krsinsky. W. Lundin, W. L. Gordon, and R, W,. Hoffman In
NASA. Lewis Research Center Spacecraft Charging Technol.,
1980 Oct. 1981 p 179-197 refs (For primary document ace
cV82-14213 06.18)`
(chant NsG-3197)	
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N82-23281 0 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
ENVIRONMENTALLY INDUCED DIM.HARGES ON SATEL-
LITES
N, John Stevens 1982 14 p refs Presented at the 2nd EMC
Seminar, Noordwijk, Netherlands, 11-13 May 1982: sponsored
by ESTEC
INASA-TM-82849: E-1219: NAS 1.15:82849) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CF 1% 22B
The problem of asse, '­i hazards to geosynchronous satellite
systems from geomagnetic itorm encounters is investigated.
The available space flight data, coupled with analytical modeling
st(!dies, show that only relatively low differential charging is
possible from environmental encounters, Using an analytical study
discharge event on SCATHA, a discharge process is postulated
where a small amount of charge is lost to space.. These
characteristics could then be used as inputs to a coupling model
to determine the hazard to a spacecraft. The procedure is applied
to a three axis stabilized satellite design, 	 B.W.
A82-17872 . #
	
Validation of the NASCAP model using space
flight data. P. R. Stannard, 1. 'Katz (Systems, Science and Softwrx ,:
La Jolla, CA), L. Gedeon, J Roche (NASA, Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, OH), A. G, Rubin, and M. F. Tautz (USAF,
Geophysics Laboratory, Bedford, MA). American Institute of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 20th,
Orlando, FL, Jan. 11 . 14, 1982, Paper 82-0269. 13 P. 16 refs.
Contract No. NAS3.22536,
(
l
Y.
f
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NO2-16117•# Martin Marietta Corp„ Bethesda. Md.
CRYOGENIC FLUID MANAGEMENT EXPERIMENT Final
Report, Dec. 1976 - Oct. 9981
R. N. Eberhardt, W. J. Bailey, and D, A. Fester Oct, 1981
237 p refs(Contract NAS3-21591)(NASA-CR-165495: 	 MCR-81.597) 	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC At I/MF A01 CSCL 228
The cryogenic fluid management experiment (CFME), designed
to charrtcterize subcritical liquid hydrogen storage and expulsion
in the low-q space environment, is discussed. The experiment
utilises a fine mesh screen fluid management device to accomplish
39
Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 225
The secondary electron emission ISEE) characteristics for a
variety of spacecraft materials were determined under UHV
conditions using a commercial double pass CMA which permits
sequential Auger electron electron spectroscopic analysis of the
surface, The transparent conductive coating Indium tin oxide (ITO)
was examined on Kapton and borosilicate glass and indium oxide
on FED Teflon, The totul SEE coefficient ranges from 2,6 to
2.6 on as-received surfaces and from 1,6 to 1,6 on Ar(})
sputtered surfaces with < 5 nm removed. A cylindrical sample
carousel provides normal Incidence of the primary beam as well
as a ,multiple Faraday cup measurement of the approximately
nA boom currents, Total and true secondary yields are obtained
from target current measurements with biasing of the carousel.
A primary beam pulsed mode to reduce electron beam dosage
and minimize charging of insul4ting coatings was applied to
Mg/F2 coated solar cell covers. Electron beam effect- on ITO
were found quite important at the current densities necessary
to do Auger studies,	 M.D.K.
N$2 . 14227*# Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park.
OBLIQUE-INCIDENCE SECONDARY EMISSION FROM
CHARGED DIELECTRONICS
James W. Robinson and Paul A. Budd In NASA, Lewis Research
Center Spacecraft Charging Technol., 1980 Oct, 1981
p 198.210 refs (For primary document see N82 . 14213 06.18)(Grant NsG-3166)
Avail: NTiS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 22B
Experimental measurements and computer simulation of
secondary electron emission coefficients for FEP-Teflon, for normal
and oblique incidence in the presence of a normal electric field
ere reported, Knowledge of the electrostatic environment
surrounding the s-ecimen calculation of particle trajectories are
considered. A simulation using a conformal mapping, a Green's
integral, and a trajectory generator provides the necessary
rnathomatical support for the measurements which have been
made with norm_I fields of 1,5 and 2,7 kV/mm, When Incidence
it normal and energy exceeds the critical energy, the coefficient
is given by V,58 and for oblique incidence this expression may
be divided by the cosine of the angle. The parameter V sub
0 is a function of normal field, Measurements for values of V
sub f are presented. 	 M,D.K.
N82-14273$# Kansas Univ„ Lawrence.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF PLASMA INSULATOR
INTERACTIONS IN SPACE, PART 2: DIELECTNiC
EFFECTS
R. C. Chaky, J. H. Nonnast, T. P. Armstrong, J. Enoch, and G.
Wiseman In NASA, Lewis Research Center Spacecraft Charging
T-,Anol,, 1980 Oct. 1980 p 946 .966 (For primary document
nor$ 0 2. 14213 05.18)(Grant NsG-3290)
Avail: NTIS HC A09j,L1F A01 CSCL 22B
Any process which may be modeled statistictt'y for a simple
plasma particle may be modeled by the particle in cell technique.
The success of the calculation is then dependent on having a
large enough number of particles that the statistical treatment
Is meaningful. Thus it is possible to include the effects of secondary
emission, backscattering, charge sticking and possibly dielectric
breakdown, photoemission, and spoliation. The first plasma
dielectric interaction included in the computer code for simulating
plasma insulator interactions is secondary electron emission. A
calculated current density vs. voltage curve is presented and
compared to an experimental curve.	 A, R. H,
NB2 .14250*# Systems Science and Software, La Jolla, Calif.
SIMULATION OF CHARGING RESPONSE OF SCATHA(P7411-2) SATELLITE
G. W. Schnuelle, P. R. Stannard, I. Katz, and M, J. Mandell In
NASA, Lewis Research Center Spacecraft Charging Technol.,
1980 Oct, 1980 p 580 . 591 refs (For primary document see
N82 -14213 05.18)(Contract NAS3.21762)
Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 22B
A model of th9 satellite charging at high altitudes (SCATHA
P7!-Fs satellite was used to simulate the charging response of
SCATHA at geosynchronous orbit. The model includes a
description of the geometry, currents to exposed surface materials,
and electrical connections on the spacecraft. The charging
response of the vehicle to that predicted b y the NASCAP m4d_el
for the Day 87, 1979 eclipse charging event, in which the
;spacecraft charged to several kilovolts negative during a
magnetospheric substorm are compared. Double Maxwellian
representations of the plasma environment reproduce the charging
response observed experimentally. 	 E.A.K,
N82- 14249*# Systems Science and Software, La Jolla, Calif.
REPRESENTATION AND MATERIAL CHARGING RE-
SPONSE OF GEOPLASMA ENVIRONMENTS
P, R, Stannard, G. W. Schnuelle, 1. Katz, and M. J. Mandell h
NASA. Lewis Research Center Spacecraft Charging Technol„
1980 Oct, 1980 p 560-579 refs (For primary document see
N82.14213 05-18)(Contract NAS3.21762)
Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 22B
The sensitivity of the charging response to the representation
of the measurer4 environments and material properties are
discussed, Single and double Maxwellian representations are
compared with direct numerical integration of the observed
spectra. The effect of anisotropic incident flux distribution is
modeled, In addition, the effect of the high energy radiation
upon bulk conductivity and hence differentia) charging is
examined,	 E,A.K.
E	 NO2.142720# Kansas Univ., Lawrence.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF PLASMA INSULATOR
INTERACTIONS IN SPACE. PART 1: THE SELF CONSISTENT
CALCULATION
J. H. Nonnast, R. C, Chaky, T. P. Armstrong, J. Enoch, and G',
G. Wiseman In NASA, Lewis Research Center Spacecraft
Charging Technol 1980 Oct, 1980 p 932-945 refs (For
primary document see N82-14213 05-18)(Grant NsG-3290)
Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 22B
A computer program is being developed to simulate the
interaction of a plasma with a conducting disk partially covered
F by an insulator. Initial runs consider only charge sticking to the
diei*; I- Results indicate that the current density drawn by the
hoar,;; ,e dielectric increases approximately linearly with voltage
for conductor voltages between 5 volts and 250 volts. AuthorY
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N82 . 14276'N Systems Science and Software, San Diego, Calif,
CHARGING OF A LARGE OBJECT ti: LOW POLAR EARTH
ORBIT
D, E, Parks and 1. Katz In NASA. Lewis Research Center
Spacecraft Charging Technol„ 1980 Oct, 1980 p 979 -989
refs Sponsored in part by AFGL (For primary document see
N82-14213 05-18)(Contract NAS3.21762)
Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSOL 22B
The charging of a large sphere subject to the environment
encountered by the shuttle orbiter as it passes through the auroral
regions in its low polar Earth orbit was investigated. The
environment consists ofa low temperature dense plasma and
relatively intense (200 mu A/sq m) field aligned flux of energetic
electrons (approximately 5 to 10 keV), The potential on a sphere
in eclipse is presented as a function of the ratio kappa of the
charging rate produced by precipitating electrons to the discharging
rate produced by ram ions. if was found that a 5 meter conducting
sphere charges to potentials of order 1 kilovolt for kappa
approximately 2, even though a 0.6 meter sphere charges to
ler5 than 100 volts. It is concluded that the natural charging
environment can induce large potentials (approximately 1 kilovolt)
on the shuttle arbiter. 	 A.R.N.
I
gas-free liquid expulsion and a thermodynamic vent system to
Intercept host leak and control tank pressure, The experiment
' design evolved from a single flight prototype to provision for a
multimission (up to 7) capability. A detailed design of the CFME,
a dynamic test article, and dedicated ground support equipment
were generated, All materials and parts were identified, and
components were selected and specifications prepared. Long lead
titanium pressurant spheres and the flight tape recorder and
ground reproduce unit were procured, Experiment Integration with
the shuttle orbiter, Spacelab, and KSC ground operations was
coordinated with the appropriate NASA centers, and experiment
Interfaces were defined. Phase 1 ground and flight safety reviews
were conducted, Costs were estimated for fabrication and
assembly of the CFME, which will become the storage and supply
tank for a cryogehic fluid management facility to investigate
fluid management in space.	 A.J.F.
N82.26377*# Systems Science and Software, San Diego, Calif.
ADDITIONAL EXTENSIONS TO THE NASCAP COMPUTER
CODE, VOLUME 2 Progress Report, 9 Sep. 1980 - 22 Dec.
1981
P. R. Stannard, I. Katz, and M. J. Mandell Feb. 1982 163 p
refs Sponsored in part by AFGL(Contract NAAS3.22536)(NASA-CR-167856; NAS 1.26:167856; SSS-R-82-5218) Avail:
NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 22B
Particular attention is given to comparison of the acturai
response of the SCATHA (Spacecraft Charging AT High Altitudes)
P78-2 satellite with theoretical (NASCAP) predictions. Extensive
comparisons for a variety of environmental conditions confirm
the validity of the NASCAP model. A summary of the capabilities
and range of validity of NASCAP is presented, with extensive
reference to previously published applications. It is shown that
NASCAP is capable of providing quantitatively accurate results
when the object and environment are adequately represented
and fall within the range of conditions for which NASCAP was
intended. Three dimensional electric field affects play an important
role in determining the potential of dielectric surfaces and
electrically isolated conducting surfaces, particularly in the
presence of artificially imposed high voltages.A theory for such
phenomena is presented and applied to the active control
experiments carried out in SCATHA, as well as other space and
laboratory experiments. Finally, some ,preliminary work toward
modeling large spacecraft in polar Earth orbit is presented. An
initial physical model is presented including charge emission. A
simple code based upon the model is described along with code
test results.	 Author
N82.26378*# Systems Science and Software, San Diego. Calif.
ADDITIONAL EXTENSIONS TO THE NASCAP COMPUTE
CODE, VOLUME 3 Contractor Report, 9 Sep. 1980 - 22 Dec.
1981
M. J, Mandell and D. L. Cooke Aug, 1981 90 p refs(Contract NAS3-22536)(NASA-CR-167857: NAS 1,26:167857: SSS-R-81-5140) Avail:
NTIS HC A05/h1F A01 CSCL 22B
November 17.19, 1981, CollectiM of Technical Papers. (A82-
13451 03.04) New York, American Institute of Aeronautic and
Astronautics, 1981, pt 315.325. Contract No. NAS3 .22324, (AIAA
81.2283)
NASA has contracted with General Dynamics to design and
develop an advanced Centaur liquid upper stage for support of the
Galileo and Solar Polar interplanetary missions in 1985 .86. The
control of the Centaur while It resides in the Shuttle cargo bay must
meet the STS safijty requirements to be dual failure tolerant in all
mission critical functions, The demonstration of the integrity of this
control system in: the event of multiple component failures and
worst-case time-phase asynchroniety among the system's computers
Is performed by a real-time computer simulation, The simulation
emulates the control hardware, subsystem interfaces, and lmbeddod
software processes, 1,41re•by-wire, to provide accessibility for fault
insertion. ObservaUlity is provided via graphics and diagnostic
software, Verification Is the product of Monte Carlo simulation
analysis.	 (Author)
A82.15904" Numerical simulation of sheath structure and
current-voltage characteristics of a conductor-dielectric disk in a
plasma. R. C. Chaky, J. H. Nonnast, and J. Enoch (Kansas,
University, Lawrence, KS). Journal of Applied Physics, vol, 52, Dec,.
1981, p. 7092-7098.16 refs. Grant No. NsG-3290.
A computer program is being developed to simulate the
interaction of a plasma with a conducting disk. Two configurations
are examined: (1) the conductor is a'button' in the center of a larger
dielectric disk, and (2) the conducting disk is covered by a : dielectric
disk to the some size with a circular hole in the center of the
dielectric, exposing a region of conductor. Results of the electro-
static plasma simulation, are presented b6th with and without
secondary electron emission from the dielectric; characteristic curves
and voltage profiles are included. 	 V.L,
A82-16194' 3Y Modification of spacecraft potentials by ther-
mal electron emission on ATS-5. R. C. Risen (Alabama, University,
Huntsville, AL). Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, vol. 18,
Nov.-Dec. 1981, p. 527.532. 7 refs. Contract No. NAS5.23481;
Grant No. NsG-3150.
Electron emission experiments on Applied Technology Satellite
5 using a thermal electron emitter are reported and ?neslyzed.
Operations in eclipse charging environments showed that electron
emission could partially discharge a negatively charged satellite.
Typical operations resulted in kilovolt potentials being reduced to
hundreds of volts for a flew tens of seconds, followed by a gradual
recharging over a period of minutes. Equilibrium currents were
modeled with a one-dimensional current balance model. Currents on
the order of 1 microampere were found, significantly 'below emitter
capabilities, Application of a three-dimensional, time-dependent
computer model showed that differential charging on the solar arrays
was limiting the emitted current, preventing the complete discharge
of the satellite, and allowing it to recharge in spite of the electron
L.
a
`i
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The ION computer code is designed to calculate charge
exchange ion densities, electric potentials, plasma temperatures, emitter.	 (Author)
and current densities external to a neutralized ion engine in A-Z
geometry. The present version assumes the beam ion current #.; 99
and density to be known and specified, and the neutralizing l
electrons to originate	 from	 a hot-wire ring surrounding the A82.17793 " #	 Space Shuttle Orbiter charging. 1. Katz and D.beam orifice. The plasma is treated as being resistive, with an E. Parks (Systems, Science and Software, La Jolla CA). American
electron relaxation time comparable to the plasma frequency. Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace SciencesTogether with the thermal 	 and electrical boundary conditions Meeting, 20th, Orlando, FL, Jan. 11-14,1962, Paper 82.0119.6 p. 8 4described below and other straightforward engine parameters,
these assumptions suffice to determine the required quantities, refs. USAF-supported researd`t; Contract No. NAS3.22536.
The ION code, written in ASCII FORTRAN for UNIVAC  This paper considers the charging of the Space Shuttle Orbiter
1100 series computers, is designed 	 to be	 run interactively, by energetic particles of environmental origin and from emission by p#""although it can also be run in batch mode. The input is free-format, accelerators. The results indicate that precipitating electrons quickly
and the output is mainly graphical, using the machine-independent induce large voltages. High voltages may also occur when onboard
graphics developed for the NASCAP code, The executive routine accelerators inject energetic beams into the high altitude plasma. A
calls the code's major subroutines in user-specified order, and significant conclusion from electron beam experiments is that the
the code allows great latitude for restart and parameter' change. rockets charged to positive potentials much- less than anticipated d9
Author from the theory of probes in a quiescent plasma. Elementary theories
predict the large negative potentials observed by firing energetic ions
and predict severe dfferential charging of the Orbiter.
	 (Author)
A82-13494 • #	 Real-time computer simulation/emulation for ^'$
verification of multi-fault-tolerant control of Centaur-in-Shuttle. G.
P. Szatkowski (General Dynamics Corp., Convair Div., San Diego,
PAGE ISCA). In: Digital Avionics Systems Conference, 4th, St. Louis; MO, ORIGINAL
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A82-18312 • Internal breakdown of charged spacecraft
dielectrics. B. L. Beers, V. W. Pine, and S. T. Ives (Beers Associates,
Inc., Reston, VA). (IEEE, U.S. Defense NuckarAgency, NASA, and
DOE, Annual Conference on Nuclear and Space Radiation Effects,
18th, Seattle, WA, July 21-24, 1981.) IEEE Transactions on Nuckor
Science, vol, NS-28, Dec. 1981, p. 4529-4534.17 refs. Contract No.
NAS3-22530.
It Is suggested that small energy discharges of low differential
voltage that are associated with Internal buried charge may be an
important mechanism by which sorted electrostatic energy Is released
from dielectrics on board orbiting spacecraft. The evidence from
space given by Stevens (1980) Is noted, anj) the laboratory
experimental evidence of Frederickson is cited to demonstrate that
discharges occur under circumstances with no external potential
drop. Previous calculations Indicating that significant internal electric
fields can exist In dielectrics charged with multiple-kilovolt electron
beams under conditions Involving little or no external potential drop
are reviewed. Attention Is given to the internal discharge mechanism
of Meulenberg (1976), and new calculations suggesting that the space
environment is conducive to the formation of the conditions
required by this mechanism are presented. Experimental procedures
for checking the suggestions made are developed. 	 Q,R.
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
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A62-35547 • Differential charging of high-voltage spacecraft - This
equilibrium potential of Insulated surfaces. I. Katz and M. J. Mandell (Sys-
tems, Science, and Software, La Jolla, CA). Journal of Geophysical Research,
vol. 87, June 1, 1982, p, 4533-4641. 36 refs, Contract No, NAS3-22536.
A theory Is presented for the steady-state potential of insulated surfaces near
exposed high voltages. The term 'insulated surfaces' Is used to mean either
dielectric surfaces or electrically Isolated metallic surfaces. The potential Is
bounded below by the zero of the material's I-V curve assuming total suppression
of secondary electrons, and above by assuming total extraction of secondaries.
Within these bounds, the material's surface potential Is determined consistently
with the solution to Polsson's equation external to the vehicle. The theory Is
compared with rocket experiments and with SCATHA satellite data. Also, an
explanation Is suggested for the observed 'snapover' of solar cell coverslips from
near plasma ground potential to near the potential of positively biased Intercon-
nects with increasing bias voltage,	 (Author)
Vf	 41
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20 SPACECRAFT PROPULSION AND NS2.27371 0y
	National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
POWER Research Center, Cleveland, f Pilo.SYSTEMS  INTEGRATION
Includes main propulsion systems and components e.g., James J. Pelouch, Jr. 	 In its Large Space Systems/ Propulsion
rocket engines; and spacecraft auxiliary power sources. Interactions	 Jun, 1982	 p 123 - 126 (For primary document sae
For related Information see also 07 Alreta/t Propulsion, N82-27358 18 -20)
28 Propellants and Fuels, and 44 Energy Production and Avail NTIS HC Al2/MF A01 	 CSCL 228
Conversion. The workings of systems integration, its accomplishments,the influences of its character changes on the STS, propulsion
out of the orbiter and LSS, and technological demands are
discussbd. The task of systems integration Is to define, understand,
N82.20240•#	 National Aeronautics end Space Administration, and account for Interactions between the major systems on aspace mission. The safety and propulsion systems and theirLewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, reliability are outlined.	 E.AXGEOMETRY AND STARVATION EFFECTS IN HYDRODY-
NAMIC LUBRICATION µ
David E, Browe and Bernard J. Hamrock 	 1982	 18 p	 refs
Proposed for presentation at the 59th Meeting of the Propulsion
and Energetics Panel Symp. on Problems in Bearings and N82.293540N	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lubrication, Ottawa, Canada, 31 May - 3 Jun, 1982: sponsored Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
K by AGARD	 Prepared jointly with Army Aviation Research and A NEW STRATEGY FOR EFFICIENT SOLAR ENERGY
I`- Development Command, St. Louis CONVERSION: PARALLEL-PROCESSING WITH SURFACE j(NASA-TM-82807, E•1147; NAS 1.16:82807; PLASMONSLynn Marie Anderson 	 1982	 13 p	 refs	 presented at the A VRADCOM-TR-82-C•17) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20D 17th Intnrsoc, Energy Conversion	 Eng. Cont., toe Angeles,I Numerical methods were used to determine the affects of 8-13 Aug. 1982: sponsored by IEEE
i lubricant starvation on the minimum film thickness under TMF	 ; E-1236; NAS 1.15:82867)	 Avail:	 NTISHC A02HC	 02/M
	 A01	 CSCL 10A
A01
conditions of a hydrodynamic point contact,
	 Starvation was
the
	
Inletaffected by varying t e fluid 
I
 level, The Reynolds boundary An advanced concept for direct conversion of sunlight
h
conditions were g
	
at 
	 cavitation boundary and zero
pressure was stipulaIie
electricity, which aims at high efficiency by tailoring the conversion
process to separate energy bands within the broad solar spectrum at the meniscus or inlet boundary, A
minimum-film-thicknets equation as a function of both the ratio is introduced. The object ive it s	 obtain. a high .level of spectrum-
r of dimensionless load. to dimensionless speed and inlet supply splitting without sequential lassos
eqn s
	
unique materials for each
level was determined. By comparing the film generated under
l
frequency band. In hits concept, sunlight excites a spectrum
surface plasma waves which are processed in parallel on thethe starved inlet condition with
	 the	 film generated	 from the
fully flooded inlet, an expression for the film reduction factor same metal film. The surface plasmons transport energy to an
was obtained. Based on this factor a starvation threshold was array of metal -barrier•semiconducter diodes, where energy is
defined as well as a critically starved inlet. The changes in the extracted by inelastic tunneling. Diodes are tuned to different
inlet pressure buildup duo to changing the available lubricant frequency bands by selecting the operating voltage and geometry.but all diodes share the some materials, 	 Authorsupply are presented in the form of three dimensional isometric
I
plots and also in the form of contour plots,
	 Author
N92.31443 '#
	National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
N62.24288'#	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, EFFECTS OF PROCESSING AND DOPANT ON RADIATION j
AN INSIGHT INTO AUXILIARY PROPULSION REQUIRE- DAMAGE REMOVAL IN SILICON SOLAR CELLS t
MENTS OF LARGE SPACE SYSTEMS I. Weinberg, H. W. Brandhorst, Jr., C. K. Swartz, and S. Mehta
James E. Maloy and William W. Smith (Boeing Aerospace Co., (Cleveland State Univ., Ohio)
	 1982	 15 p refs Presented at theSeattle)	 1982	 21 p	 refs	 To be presented at the 18th Joint 3rd European Symp. on Photovoltaic Generators in Space, Bath,Propulsion Conf., Cleveland, 21 -23 Jun. 1981 England, 4-6 May, 1982; sponsored by RAE, the U.K. Dept. of(NASA-TM-82827; E•1185i NAS 1,15:82827) 	 Avail:	 NTIS Industry and ESAHC A02/MF A01
	
CSCL 21N
Electric and chemical propulsion systems' requirements for (NASA-TM-82892;	 F-1270;	 NAS	 'i.15:82892)	 Avail:	 NTIS
Large Space Systems (LSS) launchable by a single Shuttle are HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10A
considered, Sets of generic LSS classes ( ranging in size from Gallium and boron doped silicon solar cells, processed by
30 m to 250 m) are described and the fPnurbance force and ion-implantation followed by either laser or furnace anneal were
'
torque requirements for low Earth orbit (ix0), geosynchronous Irradiated by 1 MeV electrons and their post-irradiation recovery
Earth orbit (GEO), and LEO -GEO transfer, are given, Auxiliary by thermal annealing determined. During the post-irradiation ar;loal,propulsion requirements were determined as a function of: specific gallium-doped cells prepared by both processes recovered more f	 ;iimpulse (250 and 500 sec, for chemical and 1000, 3000, and
10000 sec, for electric); orbit;	 and angle of orientation, The rapidly and exhibited none of the severe reverse annealing
results were used
	 size the Auxiliary Propulsion System (thruster observed for similarly processed 2 ohm-cm boron doped cells.a
size, fuel requirements, power processor, etc),
	 T.M. Ion-implanted furnace annealed 0.1 ohm-cm boron doP	 pad Cells ^'	 9
exhibited the lowest post-irradiation annealing temperatures
M(200 C) after f
drastically lowered recovery temperature
   is attributed to the
	 reduced x
a Ne2-27358*#	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration, oxygen and carbon content of the 0.1 ohm -cm cells. Analysis
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. based on defect properties and annealing kinetics indicates that
LARGE SPACE SYSTEMS/PROPULSION INTERACTIONS further reduction in annealing temperature should be attainableJun. 1982 253 p refs Workshop held at Cleveland, 22-23 Oct. with further reduction In the silicon's carbon and /or
 divacancy1981(NASA-TM-82904; E-1288; 	 NAS 1,15:82904)
	 Avail:	 NTIS content after irradiation. 	 Author
HC Al2/MF AOi
	 CSCL 22A
Material
	 illustrating the presentations on and the conclu-
sions of workshop' panels considering the missions, systems
requirements and operations, and systems design and integration A82-11706* it	 Alkaline	 regenerative fuel cell 	 systems for q	 '
,. is presented, For individual titles, see N82-27359 through energy storage. F. H, Schubert (Life Systems, Inc,, Cleveland, OH),
N82-27379, M. A. Reid (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH), and R.
E.	 Martin (United Technologies Corp., South Windsor, CT). In; &	 ^:
Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference, 16th, Atlan-
ta, GA, August 9. 14, 1981, Proceedings, Volume 1. (A82 . 11701 02- i
ORIGINAL ^? 44) New York, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1981, p. 
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A82.16438 • N Manuring the spacecraft and environmental
interactions of the 8-cm mercury Ion thrusters on the P80-1 minion.
J. L. Power (NASA, Lewis Research, Center, lon Auxiliary Propulsion
Office, Cleveland, OH). in: Electric propulsion and its applications to
space missions. (A82.16432 04 .12) Now York, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1981, p. 813.825, 14 refs.
The subject interface measurements are described for the Ion
Auxiliary Propulsil.- System (ZAPS) flight test of two 8-cm thrusters.
The diagnostic devices and the effects to be measured include,. 1)
quartz crystal mlcrobalances to detect nonvolatile do;;^Wtion due to
thruster operation, 2) warm and cold solar cdi( monitors for
nonvolatile and volatile (mercury) deposition, 3) retarding potential
ion collectors to characterize the low energy thruster Ionic efflux,
and 4) a probe to measure the spacecraft potential and thruster
generated electron currents to biased spacecraft surfaces. The
diagnostics wilt also assess space enAronmantal Interactions of the
spacecraft and thrusters. The diagnostic data will characterize
mercury
 thruster interfaces and provide data useful for future
applications.	 (Author)
A82-35087 • # A simplified design procedure for life prediction of
rocket thrust chambers. J. S.'Porowski, W, J. O'Donnell, M. L. Badlani, B.
Kasrale (O'Donnell and Associates, Inc„ Pittsburgh, PA), and H. J, Kasper
(NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH), AIAA, SAE ardASME, Joint
Propulsion Conference, 18th, Cleveland, OH, June 21-23, 1982, AIAA Paper
82. 1251. 9 p, 8 refs.
An analytical procedure for predicting thrust chamber life is developed. The
hot-gas-wall ligaments separating the coolant and combustion gas are subjected
to pressure loading and severe thermal cycling, The resulting stresses interact
during plastic straining causing incremental bulging of the ligaments during each
firing cycle. This mechanism of plastic ratchoting Is analyzed and a method using
a yield surface for combined bonding and membrane loading developed for
determining the incremental permanent deflection and progressive thinning near
the cantor of the ligaments, Fatigue and tensile instability are analyzed as possi-
ble failure modes. Results of the simplified analyses compare favorably with
available experimental data and finite element analysts l!dsuits for OFHO (Oxy-
gen Free High Conductivity) copper. They are also in reasonably good agreement
with experimental data for NARloy Z, a copper-zirconium-silver alloy developed
by the Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell International,
	 (Author)
A62-38599 * On the cause of the fiat-spot phenomenon observed In
silicon solar cells at low temperatures and low intensities. V. G. Wolzer and
J. D. Broder (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). Journal of Applied
Physics, vol. 53, Aug. 1982,  p. 5926.5930, 15 rots.
A model is presented that explains the 'fiat-spot' power-loss phenomenon
observed In silicon solar tolls operating under deep space (low temperature, low
intensity) conditions. Evidence is presented suggesting that the effect is due to
localized metallurgical interactions between the silicon substrate and the contact
metallization. Those reactions are shown to result in localized regions in which
the PN junction is destroyed and replaced with a motel-semiconductor-like Inter-
depth, and metallization are presented along with a method of preventing the
affect through the suppression of vacancy formation at the free surface of the
contact metallization, Preliminary data indicating the effectiveness of aTIN diffu-
sion barrier in preventing the affect are also given.
	
(Author)
A82-44750 " #
	
Component technology for space power systems. R. C.
o Cleveland, H	 troFinite (NASA, Lewis Research ^C nt r, Cle a and, O ). International As neuti-
cal Fedoration, International Astronautical Congress, 33rd, Paris, France, Sept.
27.Oct, 2, 1982, Paper 82.408 10 p. 15 refs.
Progress made by NASA toward Implementation of equipment for the conver-
sion, management, and distribution of voltage power in space applications are
reviewed, Work has been carried forward on components such as bipolar transis-
tors, deep impurity semiconductors, conductors, dielectrics, magnetic devices,
and rotary power transfer. Specific programs for the high voltage systems have
included research on lightweight, low-cost conductors featuring graphite fibers
containing electron donor materials for wires and cables with reduced mass and
the conductivity of copper. Attention has also boon given p-n jut : lon technology
a	 d	 dielectricfor high-speed,. high-q,irrent, high-volt go materials and diamon like elect 1
films which are hard Aavo high dielectric strength, and can operate up to 300 C.
A transistor has been fabricated with a voltage of 1200 V at 100 A, with a gain
of 10 and a 0.5 microsecrise/fall time. A 25 kW transformer has also boar, built
which porforms at 20 kHz with an efficiency of 992 116.
	
M.S.K.
A description is presented of the results of a preliminary design
study of a regenerative fuel cell energy stora ge system for application
to future low-earth orbit space missions, The high energy density
storage system is based on state-of-the-art alkaline electrolyte cell
technology and incorporates dedicated fuel call and electrolysis cell
modules, In addition to providing energy storage, the system can
provide hydrogen and oxygen for attitude control of the satellite and
for life support, During the daylight portion of the orbit the
electrolysis modulo uses power provided by the solar array to
generate H2 and 02 from the product water produced by the fuel
tali module, The fuel call module supplies electrical power during the
dark period of the orbit. 	 G, R.
A82=11736' h High power solar array switching regulation.
D. K, Decker, J. Cossinelli (TRW Defense and Space Systems Group,
Redondo Beach, CA), and M. Valgore (NASA, Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, OH). ht: Intorsociety Energy Conversion Engl-
nearing Conference, 16th, Atlanta, GA, August 0-14, 1981, Proceed-
ings. Volume 1. (A82.11701 02.44) New York, AMOrlcan Society of
Mechanical Engineers, 1081, p . 224.231.
It is pointed out that spacecraft utilization projections for the
1980s and beyond show a trend toward extended lifetimes and larger
electric powur systems. The need for improved power management
and energy transfer arising in connection with this trend has resulted
in the conduction of a Solar Array Switching Power Management
study, A description is presented of initial development work
performed in the study, taking into account the characteristics for
three m-tsion classes. Attention is given to the manned LEO platform
(250*k , average load), the unmanned GEO platform (50 .kW average
load), and an ion propulsion orbit transfer vehicle (50• to 250 kW
load),
	
G. R.
A82.11765 u Gallium arsenide solar cells-status and pros.
pects for use in space, H, W. Brandhurst, D. Flood, and 1, Weinberg
(NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Oft In: Intersoefety
Energy Conversion Engineering Conferenco, 16th, Atlanta, GA,
August 9. 14, 1981, Proceedin gs, Volume 1. (A82. 11701 02.44) Now
York, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1981, p, 409.415,
27 refs,
Gallium Arsenide solar calls now equal or surpass the ubiquitous
silicon solar calls in efficiency, radiation resistance, annealability, and
in the capability for producin g usable power output at elevated
temperatures, NASA has developed a long-range research and
development program to capitalize on these manifold advantages. in
this paper we review the current state and future prospects for R&D
in this promising solar cell material, and indicate ilia progress being
made toward development of GaAs cells suitable for a variety of
spree missions. Results are presented from studies which demon-
strate conclusively that GaAs culls can provide a net mission cost and
wei ght savings for certain important mission classes, 	 (_Author)
A82-11796 • N Multfjunction high voltage concentrator solar
cells. G, J. Voice, V. J. Kopoor (Case Weitorn Reserve University,
Cleveland, OH), J. C. Evans, and A.-T, Choi (NASA, Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, OH), hit intersociety Energy Conversion Engi-
neering Conference, 1601, Atlanta, GA, August 9 . 14, 1981, Proceed-
ings, Volume 2. (A82.11701 02.44) New York, American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, 1981, P, 1649-1653, NASA=supportad re-
search,
The standard intogratod circuit technology has been developed
to design anti fabricate new innovative planar multi-junction solar
cell chips for concentrated sunlight apr,,;f^ations. This 1 cm x 1 cm
cell consisted of several voltage generating regions called unit cells
which were internally connected in series within a single chip
ure open-circuit  volts esi	 e circuit volts as Typ icalslung lot high open
	 9	 1`y 9
of 3.6 V and short , circuit currents of 90 mo were obtained at 80
AM 1 suns. A dramatic Increase in both short circuit current and open
circuit voltage with Increased light le-vis was observed, 	 (Author)
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A6244965 •	 On the cause of the flat spot Phenomenon observed in
@*con solar cells at low temperatures and low intensities. V. G. Weizer and
J. D. Broder (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). In: Photovoltaic
Specialists Conference, 15th, Kissimmee, FL, May 12-15, 1981, Conference
Record, (A8244928 23 .44) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc., 1981, p, 235, 236, 6 refs.
The results of an effort to determine the mechanisms involved in the fiat spot(FS) effect are given. It is suggested that the FS effect is due to a resistive
metal-semiconductor-like (MSL) interface in parallel with the cell PN junction.
Regions responsible for the FS effect Ile under the front surface metallization In
these cells, where the PN junction has been destroyed and replaced with a metal
silicide-semiconductor interface. Such structural changes, which appef!r to be
due to the thermally activated dissolution of the silicon, have been induced,'n calls
as a result of isochr sna( heat treatments at temperatures between 451) C a A 560
C. It has been found that a 650 A layer of Ta205 evaporated over the met.'! tza-
tion is sufficient to prevent the underlying silicon from pitting during the subi.:
quent heat treatment, although pitting at the metal silicon ambient interface could
still be observed,	 A.B.
N42.11111 •# Boeing Aerospace Co., Seattle, Wash.
STUDY OF ELECTRICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPULSION
SYSTEMS FOR AUXILIARY PROPULSION OF !-AROE SPACE
SYSTEMS, VOLUME 2 Final Report
W. W, Smith Nov. 1981 540 p refs 2 Vol.(Contract NAS3.21952)(NASA-CR-165502-Vol-2; D180-2595. 4-Vol-2) Avail; NTIS
HC A23/MF A01 CSCL 21H
The five major tasks of the program are reported. Task 1 is
a literature search followed by selection and definition of seven
generic spacecraft classes, Task 2 covers the determination and
description of important disturbance effects. Task 3 applies the
disturbances to the generic spacecraft and adds maneuver and
stationkeeping functions to define total auxiliary propulsion
systems requirements for control. The important auxiliary
propulsion system characteristics are identified and sensitivities
to control functions and large space system characteristics
determined. In Task 4, these sensitivities are quantified and the
optimum auxiliary propulsion system characteristics determined,
Task 5 compares the desired characteristics with those avail-
able for both electrical and chemical auxiliary propulsion systems
to identify the directions technology advances should take. T,M,
N112.121330 µ Hughes Research Labs., Malibu, Calif.
	 Ion
Physics Dept.
RETROFIT AND ACCEPTANCE TEST OF 30-cm CON
THRUSTERS Final Report, 12 Apr. 1978 - 1 Apr. 1981
R„ L. Poeschel Jun. 1981 324 p(Contract NAS3-21357)(NASA-CR-165259) Avail: NTIS HC A14/MF A01 CSCL
21C
Six 30 cm mercury thrusters were modified to the J-series
design and evaluated using standardized test procedures. The
thruster performance meets the design objectives (lifetime
objective requires verification), and documentation (drawings, etc.)
for the design is completed and upgraded. The etrofit modifications
are described and the test data for the modifications are presented
and discussed,	 S.L.
N82-18172'# Rocketdyne, Canoga Park, Calif.
REUSABLE ROCKET ENGINE MAINTENANCE STUDY Final
Report, Sep. 1980 - Oct. 1981
Charles A. MacGregor Jan. 1982 306 p(Contract NAS3.22652)(NASA-CR-165569;	 Ri/RD81-226)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A14/MF A01 CSCL 21H
Approximately 85,000 liquid rocket engine failure reports,
obtained from 30 years of developing and delivering major pump
feed engines, were reviewed and screened and reduced to 1771.
These were categorized into 16 different failure modes. Failure
propagation diagrams were established. The state of the art of
engine condition monitoring for in-flight sensors and between
flight inspection technology was determined, For the 16 failure
modes, the potential measurands and diagnostic requirements
were identified, assessed and ranked, Eight areas are identified
requiring advanced technolo y develo ment
	 T M
#112-15716'# Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver, Colo,
PRIMARY PROPULSION/LARGE SPACE SYSTEM INTER-
ACTION STUDY final Report. Sep. 1979 = Dee. 1950
J. V. Coyner, R. H, Dergance, R. 1, Robertson, and J, V, Wiggins
Dec. 1881 358 p refs(Contract NAS3.21955)(NASA-CR-165277:
	 MCR81.504)
	
Avail;	 NTIS
HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 21H
An Interaction study was conducted between propulsion
systems and large space structures to determine the effect of
low thrust primary propulsion system characteristics on the mass,
area. and orbit transfer characteristics of large space systems(LSS). The LSS which were considered would be doployed from
the space shuttle arbiter bay in low. Earth orbit, then transferred
to geosynchronous equatorial orbit oy their own propulsion
systems, The types of structures studied were the expandable
box truss, hoop and column, and wrap radial rib each with
various surface mesh densities, The impact of the acceleration
forces on system sizing was determined and the effects of single
point, multipoint, and transient thrust applications were examined.
Orbit transfer strategies were analyzed to determine the required
velocity increment, barn time, trip time, and payload capability
over a range of final acceleration levels, Variables considered
were number of berigee bums, delivered specific impulse, and
constant thrust and constant acceleration modes of propulsion.
Propulsion stages were sized for four propellant combinations:
oxygen/ hydrogen, oxygen//methane, oxygen/ kerosene, and
nitrogen tetroxide/rrionomethylhydrszine, for pump fad and
pressure fed engine systems. Two types of tankage configurations
were evaluated, minimum length to maximize available payload
volume and maximum performance to maximize available payload
mass.	 S.L
N82-21252*# Xerox Electro-Optical Systems, Pasadena, Calif.
INERT GAS ION THRUSTER Final Report, Mar. 1978 -
Dec, 1980
William D. Ramsey Dec, 1980 90 p refs(Contract NAS3-21345)(NASA-CR-165521; NAS 1.26:165521; Rept-2372-5009) Avail:
NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 21C
inert gas performance with three types of 12 cm diameter
magnetonlectrostatic containment (MESC) ion thrusters was
tested, The types tested included: (1) a hemispherical shaped
discharge chamber with platinum cobalt magnets; (2) three
different lengths of the hemispherical chambers with samarium
cobalt magnets: and (3) three lengths of the conical shaped,
chambers with aluminum nickel cobalt magnets. The best argon
performance was produced by a 8.0 cm long conical chamber
with alnico magnets. The best xenon high mass utilization
performance was obtained with the same 8.0 cm long conical
thruster. The hemispherical thruster obtained 75 to 87% mass
utilization at 185 to 205 eV/ion of singly charged ion equivalent
beam.	 E.A.K.
N82-21253*µ O'Donnell and Associates, Inc, Pittsburgh, Pa.
DEVELOPMENT OF A SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURE FOR
THRUST CHAMBER LIFE PREDICTION Final Report
J. S. Porowski, M. Badlani, B, Kasrale, W. J. 0 Donnell, and D.
Peterson Oct, 1981 85 p refs(Contract NAS3-22649)(NASA-CR-165585; NAS 1,26:165585; ODAI-1403-12-81)
Avail' NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 21H
An analytical design procedure for predicting thrust chamber
life considering cyclically induced thinning and bulging of the
hot gas wall is developed. The hot gas wall, composed of ligaments
connecting adjacent cooling channel ribs -and separating the
coolant flow from the combustion gas, is subjected to pressure
loading and severe thermal cycling. Thermal transients during
start up and shut down cause plastic straining through the
ligaments. The primary bending stress superimposed on the
alternate in-plane cyclic straining causes incremental bulging of
the ligaments during each firing cycle. This basic mechanism of
plastic ratcheting is analyzed and a method developed for
determining ligament deformation and strain. The method uses
a yield surface for combined bending and membrane loading to
determine the incremental permanent deflection and pregressive
9	 p	 thinning near the center of the ligaments which cause the geometry
of the ligaments to change as the incremental strains accumulate.
Fatigue and tensile instability are affected by these local geometry
changes. Both are analyzed and a failure criterion developed,
ORIGINAL PAGE IS	 Author
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N82.223060# Aerojet Liquid Rocket Co., Sacramento, Calif.
LOW-THRUST lap SENSITIVITY STUDY Final Mpert
L, Schoenmen 12 Apr. 1982 265 p refs(Contract NAS3.22665)(NASA•CR-166821; NAS 1.26:165621) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC Al2/MF A01 CSCL 21H
A comparison of the cooling requirements and attainable
specific impulse performance of engines in the 445 to 444ON
thrust cis" utilizing LOX/RP-1, LOX/Hydrogen end LOX/Methane
propellents is presented. The unique design requirements for the
•agairerative cooling of low-thrust engines operating at high
pressures (up to 6684 kPa) were explored analytically by
comparing single cooling with the fuel end the oxidizer, and
dual cooling with both tho fuel and the oxidizer. The effects of
coolant channel geometry, chamLor length, and contraction ratio
on the ability to provide proper coaling were evaluated, as wn
the resulting specific impulse. The results show that larger
contraction ratios and smaller channels are highly desirable for
certain propellant combinations, 	 TIM.
N82-24286'# Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins. Dept. of
Mechanical Engineering.
ELECTRIC THRUSTER RESEARCH
Harold R. Kaufman and Raymond S. Robinson Dec, 1981
151 p refs(Grant NsG-3011)(NASA-CR-165603: NAS 1.26:165303)	 Avail: NTIS
HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 21C
The multipole discharge chamber of an electrostatic ion
thruster is discussed. No reductions in discharge losses were
obtained, despite repeated demonstration of anode potentials more
positive than the bulk of the discharge plasma. The penalty
associated with biased anode operation was reduced as the
magnetic integral above the biased anodes was increased. The
hollow cathode is discussed, The experimental configuration of
the Hall current thruster had a uniform field throughout the ion
generation and acceleration regions. To obtain reliable ion
generation, it was necessary to reduce the magnetic field strength,
to the point where excessive electron backflow was required to
establish ion acceleration, The theoretical study of ion acceleration
with closed electron drift paths resulted in two classes of solutions,
One class has the continuous potential variation in the acceleration
region that is normally associated with a Hall current accelerator.
The other class has an almost discontinuous potential step near
the anode and of the acceleration region. This step includes a
significant fraction of the total acceleration potential difference.
Author
N82-24287'# General Dynamics/Convair, San Diego, Calif.
LOW-THRUST CHEMICAL PROPULSION SYSTEM PRO-
PELLANT EXPULSION AND THERMAL CONDITIONING
STUDY. CXECUTIVE SUMMARY
F. Merino, I. Wakabayashi, R. L. Pleasant, and M. Hill Apr.
1982 42 p refs(Contract NAS3-22650)(NASA-CR-165622: GDC-NAS-82.001: NAS 1,26:165622)
Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 211H
Preferred techniques for providing abort pressurization and
engine feed system net positive suction pressure (NPSP) for
low thrust chemical propulsion systems (LTPS) were determined.
A represantative UPS vehicle configuration is presented. Analysis
tasks include: propellant heating analysis: pressurent require-
ments for abort propellant dump: and comparative analysis of
pressurization techniques and thermal subcoolers. 	 T.M.
N82 .24288'# General Dynamics/Convair. San Diego, Calif.
LOW-THRUST CHEMICAL PROPULSION SYSTEM PRO-
PELLANT EXPULSION AND THERMAL CONDITIONING
STUDY
F. Merino, 1. Wakabayashi, R. L, Pleasant. and M. Hill Apr.
1982 210 p refs(Contract NAS3-22650)(NASA-CR-167841; GDC-NAS-82-002: NAS 1.26:157841)
Avail NTIS HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 21H
Thermal conditioning systems for satisfying engine net positive
suction pressure (NPSP) requirements, and propellant expulsion
systems for achieving propellant dump during a retum-to-launch
site (RTLS) abort were studied for LH2/LO2 and LCH4/L02
upper stage propellant combinations, A state-of-the-art thermal
i
-I_{
conditioning system employing helium injection beneath the
HOW surface shows the lowest weight penalty for L02 and
LCH4. A technology system incorporating a thermal subcooler(heat exchanger) for engine NPSP results in the lowest weight
pa+alty for the LH2 tank. A preliminary design of two state-of-the-
art and two new technology systems indicates a weight penalty
difference too small to warrant development of a LH2 thermal
subcooler. Analysis results showed that the LH2/LO2 propellant
expulsion system is optimized for maximum dump line diameters,
whereas the LCH4/1.02 system Is optimized for minimum dump
line diameter (LCH4) and maximum dump lints diameter (1.02).
The primary uncertainty is the accurate determination of two-phase
flow rates through the dump system; experimentation is not
recommended because this uncertainty is not considered
Ignificant.	 Author
N82.26381 s# Tuskegee Inst., Ala.
CHARACTERIZATION OF ADVANCED ELECTRIC PAOPUL-
SION'SYSTEMS final Report, 1 Jun. 1880 - 31 Jan. 1882
Prodosh K, Ray May 1982 82 p refs(Grant NAG3-76)(NASA-CR-167885: NAS 1,26:167885)
	
Avail: NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 21C
Characteristics of several advanced electric propulsion systems
are evaluated and compared, The prop.'tsion systems studied
are mass driver, rail gun, MPD thruster, hydrogen free radical
thruster and mercury electron bombardment ion engine. These
are characterized by specific impulse, overall efficiency, input
power, average thrust, power to average thrust ratio and 6versge
thrust to dry weight ratio. Several important p:iysical chara iteris-
tics such as dry system mass, accelerator length, bore siva and
current pulse requirement are also evaluated in appropriate cases.
Only 'the ion engine can operate at a specific impulse beyond
2000 sec, Rail gun, MPD thruster and free radical thruster are
currently characterized by low efficiencies. Mass drivers have
the best performance characteristics in terms of overall efficiency,
power to average thrust ratio and average thrust to dry weight
ratio,. But, they can only operate at low specific impulses due
to large power requirements and are extremely long due to
limitations of driving current. Mercury ion engines have the next
best performance characteristics while operating at higher specific
impulses. It is concluded that, overall, ion engines have somewhat
better characteristics as compared to the other electric propulsion
,systems,	 Author
N82-28360•# Colorado State Univ., Fort , Collins.	 Dept, of
Mechanical Engineering.
ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS
Harold R. Kaufman, Raymond S, Robinson, and Richard D. Etters
Mar, 1982 42 p refs(Grant NsG-3011)(NASA-CR-165604: NAS 1,26:165604)	 Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 21C
A number of energy momentum anomalies are described
that result from tine use of Abraham-Lorentz electromagnetic
theory. These ant-imalies have in common the motion of charged
bodies or current carrying conductors- relative to the observer.
The anomalies' can be avoided by using the nonflow approach,
based on internal energy of the electromagnetic field. The
anomalies can also be avoided by using the flow approach, if
all contributions to flow work are included, The general objective
of this research is a fundamental physical understanding of electric
and magnetic fields which, in turn, might promote the develo p
-ment of new concepts in electric space propulsion, The approach
taken is to investigate quantum representations of these fields.
T.M.
N12.33424'# TRW Defense and Space Systems Group, Redondo
Beach, Calif.
INTEGRATED PROPULSION FOR NEAR-EARTH SPACE MIS-
_SION& VOLUME 1: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Final Report,
29 Sep.. 1980 - 29 Sep. 1981
C. L. Dailey, H. F. Meissinger, R. H. Lovberg, and S. Zafran Oct.
1881 27 p refs(Contract NAS3.22661)(NASA-CR-167889-Vol-1; NAS 1.26:167889-Vol-1;
TRW-372554001-UT-Vol-1) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
21C
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Tradeoffs between electric propulsion system mass ratio and
transfer time from LEO to GEO were conducted parametrically for
various thruster efficiency, specific. Impulse, and other propulsion
parameters. A computer model was developed for performing orbit
transfer calculations which included the effects of aerodynamic
drag, radiation degradation, and occultakn. The tradeoff results
showed that thruster technology areas 'or integrated propulsion
should be directed towards improving primary thruCar efficiency
in the range from 1500 to 2500 seconds, and be continued towards
reducing specific mass. Comparison of auxiliary propulsion systems
showed large total propellant mass savings with integrated electric
auxiliary propulsion. Stationkeeping is the most demanding on orbit
propulsion requirement. At area densities above 0.5 sq m/kg,
East-West stationkeeping requirements from solar pressure exceed
North-South stationkeeping requirements from gravitational forces.
A solar array pointing strategy was developed to minimize the
effects of atmospheric drag at low altitude, enabling electric
propulsion to initiate orbit transfer at Shuttle's maximum cargo
carrying altitude. Gravity gradient torques are used during ascent
to sustain the spacecraft roll motion required for optimum solar
array illumination, A near optimum cover glass thickness of 6 mils
was established for LEO to GEO transfer.
	
Author
N82.33425'# TRW Defense and Space Systems Group, Redondo
Beach, Calif.
INTEGRATED PROPULSION FOR NEAR-EARTH SPACE MIS-$1ON8. VOLUME 2: TECHNICAL Final Report, 29 Sep. 1960 -
29 Sep. 1981
C. L. Dailey, H. F. Meissinger, R. H. Lovberg, and S. Zafran Oct.
1981 173 p refs(Contract NAS3-22661)(NASA-CR-167889-Vol-2; NAS 1.20-167889-Vol-2,
TRW-37255-6002-UT-Vol-2) Avail: N TNS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL
e1C
The calculation approach is described for parametric analysis
of candidate electric propulsion systems employed in LEO to GEO
missions. Occultation relations, atmospheric dsnsity effects, and
natural radiation effbctf are presented. A solar cell cover glass
tradeoff is performed to determine optimum glass thickness. Solar
array and spacecraft pointing strategies are described for low
altitude flight and for optimum array illumination during ascent.
Mass ratio tradeoffs versus transfer time provide direction for
thruster technology improvements. Integrated electric propulsion
analysis is performed for orbit boosting, inclination change, attitude
control, stationkeeping, repositioning, and disposal functions as
well as power sharing with payload on orbit. Comparison with
chemical auxiliary propulsion is made to quantify the advantages
of integrated propulsion in terms of wf ight savings and concomittant
launch cost savings.	 Author
N82-111104 N Boeing Aerospace Co., Seattle, Wash.
STUDY OF ELECTRICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPULSION
SYSTEMS FOR AUXILIARY PROPULSION OF LARGE SPACE
SYSTEMS. VOLUME 1: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
W. W. Smith and J, P. Clark Nov. 1981 35 p refs 2 Vol,(Contract NAS3-21952)(NASA-CR-165502-Vol-1: D180-25956 . 3-Vol-1) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 21H
The objective was to determine the direction auxiliary
propulsion research and development should take to best meet
upcoming needs. The approach used was to define the important
electrical and chemical propulsion characteris+ics in terms of the
demands that will be imposed by future spacecraft, Comparison
of these desired characteristics and capabilities with those
presently available was then used to identify deficiencies. TM.
A82-11762- # High- and low-resistivity silicon solar cells. A,
Meulenberg, Jr. and R. A. Arndt iCOiwSAT Laboratories, Clarksburg,
MD), in: Intersociety Energy .lonversion Engineerin g Conference,
16th, Atlanta, GA, August 9.14, 1981, Proceedings. Volume 1.
(A82-11701 02-44) New York, American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, 1981, p. 397 .399. 13 refs. Research sponsored by the
Communications Satellite Corp.; Contracts No. NAS3 .21280; No.
NAS3.22217.
ORIGINAL PAd E IS
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Attention is given to recent work at COMSAT Laboratories on
Improving silicon solar cell efficiencies and open-circuit voltages for
both high (more than 1000 ohm-cm) and low (less than 1 ohm-cm)
reststivities. It is noted that open-circuit voltages above 650 mV have
been obtained for 0.1 ohm-cm cells and that air mass zero
efficiencies of 12.5% have been measured from 4-mil 1,250 ohm-cm.
C.R.
A8243434 - # 30-em mercury ion thruster technology.. R. L.
Poeschel, J. R. Beattie, P. A. Robinson, and J. W. Ward (Hughes
Research Laboratories, Malibu, CA). `
 In: Electric propulsion and its
applications to space missions, (A82-1543204-12), Now York,
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1981, p,
346.361.21 refs. Contract No. NAS3.21040.
The LeRC/Hughes 30-cm mercury ion thruster has been
developed to a state of maturity such that is has become meaningful
to formulate models for describing the performance characteristics of
the major subassemblies. The thruster hollow cathode and the ion
optics subassemblies have been investigated with this objective and
conceptual, semiquantitative models have been formulated for
relating lifetime and performance capabilities to design and operating
parameters. This paper summarizes the investigations, discusses the
factors considered for inclusion in the models, and describes the
status of the models.
	 (Author)
A82.15435 - N Characteristics of the LeRC/Hughes J-series
30-cm engineering model thruster, C. R. Collett, R. L. Poeschel, and
S. Kam( (Hughes Research Laboratories, Malibu, CA). )n: Electric
propulsion and its applications to space missions. (A82.15432 04.12)
New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
, ,981, P. 376.388. 25 refs. Contracts No. NAS3.21052; No.
NAS3.21357.
As a consequence of endurance and structural tests performed
on 900-series engineering model thrusters (EMT), several modifica.
tions in design were found to be necessary for achieving performance
goals. The modified thruster is known as the J-series EMT, The most
important of the design modifications affect the accelerator grid,
gimbal mount, cathode polepiece, and wiring harness. The paper
discusses the design modifications incorporated, the condition(s)
they corrected, and the characteristics of the modified thruster.
(Author)
A82-18191 * Mau Driver Two - A status report. W. R.
Snow, R. S. Dunbar, J. A. Kubby, and G. K. O'Neill (Princeton
University, Princeton, NJ). (U.S Army Armaments Research and
Development Command and Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency, Conference on Electromagnetic Guns and Launchers, San
Diego, CA, Nov. 4.6, 1980.) IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, vol.
MAG-18, Jan. 1982, p. 127.134, 9 refs. Research supported by the
Space Studies Institute; Grant No. NsG-3176.
The current status of Mass Driver Two, a linear synchronous
motor for accelerating payloads or reaction mass, is discussed. Mass
Driver Two combines all the essential elements of an operational
mass driver with the exception of bucket recirculation and payload
handling. These essential elements include: magnetic flight, vacuum
environment, superconducting bucket coils, high acceleration (ricmi-
nally 500 g's), optical position sensing and electronic triggering,
power circuitry similar to that of a flight article, and regenerative
braking. Mass Driver Two is operated on a single shot basis.	 V. L.
A82.18199 - Mass driver reaction engine characteristics end
performance in earth orbital transfer missions. W. R. Snow and R. S.
Dunbar (Princeton University, Princeton, NJ). (U.S Army Arma-
ments Research and Development Command and Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency, Conference on Electromagnetic Guns and
Launchers, San Diego, CA, Nov. 4.6, 1980.) IEEE Transactions an
Magnetics, vol. MAG-18, Jan. 1982, p. 176-189. 19 refs. Research
supported by the Space Studies Institute; Grant No. NsG-3176,
Configurations of a typical mass driver reaction engine (MORE)
are presented and its use for delivery of v,*,,, to geosynchronox!s
orbit (GEO) from low earth orbit (LEO) is discussed. Basic rocket
equations are developed for LEO to GEO round-trip missions usin g a
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single exhaust velocity. It is shown that exhaust velocities in the 5.10
km/sac range (specific impulse of 600 . 1000 sec) are well suited for
mass drivers, minimizing the overall cost of missions. Payload
delivery rate fractions show that there is little to be gained by
stretching out LEO to GEO transfer times from 90 to 180 days. It
therefore pays to use the shorter trip time, approximately doubling
the amount of delivered payload during any fixed time of use of the
MDRE.	 V.L.
A62.35056 ' N Pr*pulsiion system options for tow-accelersition orbit
transfer. L. Schoenman (Aerolot Liquid Rocket Co., Sacramento, CA). AIAA,
SAE, and ASME, Joint Propulsion Conference, 98th, Cleveland, OH, June 21-23,
1982, AIAA Paper 82. 1196. T p. 6 refs, Contracts No. NAS3 .21940; No. NAS3-
22665.
The present inventory of developed bipropellant engines suitable for the orbit
transfer of large space structures is based on the use of storable propellants	 L(nitrogen tetroxide/monomethyl hydrazine). A range of engine sizes from 22N (5
IbF) to over 26,690N (6000 IbF) is available. These engines are capable of 	 i
delivering specific impulse values from 2795 to 3089 N-s/kg (285 to 315 IbF.
sec/Ibm). A comparison is made between the attainable specific impulse of these 	 ORIGINAL PAGE '^ g
demonstrated engines and future low-thrust engine designs which can utilize 	 OF POOR QUALITYLOX/RP-1, LOX-methane, and LOX/hydrogen propellants. The requirements for 	 `i
cooling these small engines for multi-hour burns as well as the merits of operating
at nonoptimum performance mixture ratios to improve cooling margins and
reduce tank volumes are addressed in this paper, 	 (Author)
E	
i
A62.37713 • #k Devetopinq a scalable inert gas ion thruster. E. James,
W. Ramsey, and G. Steiner (Xerox Electro-Optical Systems, Pasadena, CA).
AIAA, SAE, and ASME, Joint Propulsion Conference, 18th, Cleveland, OH, June
21-23, 1982, AIAA Paper 82-1275, 9 p, 9 refs. Contracts No. NAS3 .22444; No.
NAS3.22876.
Analytical studies to identify and then design a high performance scalable ion
thruster operating with either argon or xenon for use in large space systems are
presented. The magnetoelectrostatic containment concept is selected IN r its
efficient ion generation capabilities, The iterative nature of the bounding magnalic
fields allows the designer to scale both the diameter and length, so that the
thruster can be adapted to spacecraft growth over time. Three different thruster
assemblies (conical, hexagonal and hemispherical are evaluated for a 12 cm
diameter thruster and performance mapping of the various thruster configura-
tions shows that conical discharge chambers produce the most efficient dis-
charge operation, achieving argon efficiencies of 50-80°x6 mass utilization at
240.310 Wien and xenon efficiencies of 60 .97° at 240-280 Wien. Preliminary
testing of the large 30 cm thruster, using argon propellant, indicates a 35%
improvement over the 12 cm thruster in mass utilization efficiency. Since initial
performance is found to be better than projected, a larger 50 cm thruster 1s
	 j
already in the development stage. 	 N.B.
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23 CHEMISTRY AND MATERIALS	 NU.121350# Ultrasystems, Inc., Irvine, Calif,
GENERAL	 THERMAL OXIDATIVE DEGRADATION REACTiONS OF►ERFLUOROALKYLETHERS FMW R"Wil Saw 190 - MP.
Includes biochemistry and organic chemistry, 	 191111K. L Peclorsk, T. 1, Ito, and R. H. Krauar Oct, 1981 46 p
refs(Contract NAS3.22517)(NASA CR 166615 	 SN 1020•At-F)
	
Avail•	 NTIS
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NS2.15119'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
THERMODYNAMIC$ A!JD KINETICS OF THE SULFATION
OF POROUS CALCIUM SILICATE
Robert A. Miller and Fred J, Kohl 1981 18 p refs Presented
at the Fail Meeting of the Eiectrochem. Soc., Inc„ Denver,
11.17 Oct. 1981(NASA-TM-82769; E-10231 Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 11G
The sulfation of plasma sprayed calcium silicate in flowing
S02/air mixtures at 900 and 1000 C was investigated thermo-
grovrnratrkally. Reaction products were analyzed using electron
microprobe and X-ray diffraction analysis techniques, and results
were compared with thermodynamic predictions. The percentage.
by volume, of S02 in air was varied between 0.036 and
10 percent. At 10 percent S02 the weight gain curve disp!sys
a concave downward shoulder early in the sulfation process. An
analytical model was developed which treats the initial process
i	 as one which decays exponentially with increasing time and the
t	 subsequent process as one which decays exponentially with
f	 increasing weight gain, At lower S02 levels the initial rate is
r	 controlled by the reactant flow rate. At 1100 C and 0.036 percenti	 S02 there is no reaction, in agreement with thermodynamic
p(adictions.	 S.L.
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 07C
The mechanisms operative in thermal oxidative degradation
of Fornblin Z and hexafluoropropene oxide derived fluids and
ft affect of alloys and additives upon these processes are
investigated. The nature of arrangements responsible for the
inherent thermal oxidative instability of the Fomblin Z fluids Is
not established. It was determined that this behavior is not
associated with hydrogen end groups or peroxy linkages. The
degradation rate of these fluids at elevated temperatures in
oxidising atmospheres is dependant on the surface/volume ratio.
Ong a limiting ratio is reached, a study rate appears to be
attained, Based on elemental (analysis and oxygen consumption
da4 4
 
CF20CF2CF202, no, CF2CF20, is one of the major
arrangements present. The action of the M-80 and Ti(4 At, 4 Mn)
WWp is much more drastic in the use of For,.blin Z fluids
than: that observed for the hexafluoropropene derived materials.
The effectiveness of antidxidation anticorrosion additives, P-3
and phosphs-s-triazins, in the presence of metal alloys is very
limited at 316 C; at 288 C the additives arrested almost completely
the fluid degradation, The phospho-s-triazine appears to be at
least tw'.cs (is affective as the P-3 compound; it also praaaed
the coupon better. The Ti(4 AI, 4 Mn) alloy deWodod the fluid
mainly by chain scission processes this takes place to a much
looser degree with M•50, 	 S,L
N112 .17383•y National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
PERFORMANCE OF PTFE-LINED COMPOSITE JOURNAL
BEARINGS
Harold E. Sliney and Frank J. Williams (North American Aviation,
Inc„ Los Angeles) 1982 18 p refs Presented at Ann. Meeting
of the Am, Soc, of Lubrication Engr., Cincinnati, 10-13 May
1982(NASA-TM-82779: E-1110) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 131
Plain cylindrical journal bearings- consisting of aramid fiber
reinforced epoxy outer shells and glass fiber reinforced PTFE
lubricating liners were evaluated, All materials in these bearings
are electrically nonconductive: thus eliminating the problem of
galvanic corrosion sometimes encountered with metal bearings
installed, in dissimilar metal mountings, Friction and wear
characteristics were determined for loads., temperatures, and
oscillating conditions that are typical of current airframe bearing
applications. Friction and wear characteristics were found to be
compatible with most airframe bearing requirements from -23 C
to 121 C, Contamination with MIL H-5606 hydraulic fluid
increased wear of the PTFE liners at 121 C, but did not affect
the structural integrity of the aramid/epoxy composite, Author
A1112-15996' Ouantitstive separation of tetralln hydro-
peroxide from its decomposition products by high ,performenu
liquid chromstoprophy, J. H. Worstell and S. R. Daniel (Colorado
School of Mines, Golden, CO). Journal of Liquid Chromaro9why,
Vol. 4, 1981, P. 539.547, 19 refs, Grant No. NsG•3122.
A method for the separation and analysis of tatralin hydro-
peroxide and its decomposition products by high pressure liquid
chromatography has been developed. Eiution with a single, mixed
solvent from a mieron•Porosil coluhn was employed. Constant
response factors (internal standsrd method) over large concentration
ranges and reproducible retention parameters are reported,
(Author)
ORIGINAL PAGE ►S
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A82.23779' Inexpensive cross-linked polymeric separators
msdr, from water-soluble polymers. L.-C. Hsu and D. W. Shelbley
(NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). Electrochemical
Society, Journal, vol. 129, Feb. 1982, p, 251.264.
Polyviny l alcohol (PVA), cross-linked chemically with aldehyde
reagents, produces membranes which demonstrate oxidation re-
sistance, dimensional stability, low ionic resistivity (less than 0,8
Ohms sq cm), low zincate diffusivity (less than 1 x 10 to the -7th
mole/sq cm per min), and low zinc dendrite penetration rate (greater
than 350 min) which make them suitable for use as alkaline battery
separators. They are intrinsically low in cost, and environmental
health and safety problems associated with commercial production
appear minimal. Preparation, property measurements, and cell test
results in Ni/Zn and Ag/Zn cells are described and discussed,
(Author)
,
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Z4 COMPOSITE MATERIALS
	 MM-212500# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Includes laminates. 	 STRENGTH
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
B GTH ADVANTAGES OF CHEMICALLY POLISHED
BORON FiBERS BEFORE AND AFTER REAC_fION WITH
ALUMINUM
1 1 111112-111111117'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration f
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
NOVEL IMP11 1 01fED .PMR POLVIMIDES
Ruth H. Pater 1981 18 p refs Presented at the 13th Nall,
SAMPE Tech. Conf, Mt, Pocono. Pa., 13-15 Oct, 1981(NASA-TM-82733; E-1045) Avail: NTIS HC A021MF A01
CSCL 110
A series of N-phenylnadimide (PN) modifies PMR polylmide
composites reinforced with graphite fibers was investigated. The
Improved flow matrix resins consist of N-phenylnadimide (PN).
monomenthyl ester of 5-norbornens-2, 3-dicarboxylic acid (NE),
uimethyl ester of 3,3, 4,4•benzophenonetetracarboxylic acids(BIDE), and 4,4 methylenedianiline (MDA). Five modified PMR
resin systems were formulated by the addition of 4 to 20 mole
percent N-phenylnadimide to the standard PMR-15 composition.
These formulations and the control PMR resin were evaluated
for rheological characteristics, The initial thermal and mechanical
properties of the PN modified PMR and the control PMR/Celion
6000 composites were determined. The results show that the
addition of N-phenylnadimide to PMR-15 significantly improved
the resin flow characteristics without sacrificing the composites
properties, Concentrations of 4 and 9 mole porcent PN appear
to improve the thermoxidative stability of PMR composites.
A, R.
N92.14287 s# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
DURABILITY/UFE OF FIBER COMPOSITES IN HYGRO-
THERMOMECHANICAL ENVIRONMENTS
C. C, Chamis and J. H, Sinclair 1981 28 p refs Presented
at the Sixth Conf, on Composite Meter,: Testing and Design
sponsored by the Am. Soc. for Testing and Phoenix,
Ariz., 12.13 May 1981(NA6A-TM,82749: E-1065) Avail: NTIS HC AO3/MF AO1
CSCL 11D
Statistical analysis and multiple regression were used to
determine and quantify the significant hygrothermomechanical
variables which infuence the tensile durability/life (cycle loading.
fatigue) of boron-fiber/epoxy-matrix (B/E) and high-modulus-
fiber/epoxy-tostrix (HMS/E) composites. The use of the multiple
regression analysis reduced the variables from fifteen, assumed
Initially, to six or less with a probability of greater then 0.999.
The reduced variables were used to derive predictive models for
compression an intraleminar shear durability/life of B/E and
HMS/E composites assuming isoperametric fatigue behavior, The
predictive models were subsequently generalized to predict the
durability/life of graphite-fiber-r gwwrdized mo" is of simple
fprm, predicts conservatik4 values compared with measured date
and should be adequate for use In preliminary designs,	 B.W.
N82.16181 *# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
PREDICTION OF COMPOSITE HYGRAL BEHAVIOR MADE
SIMPLE
Christos C, Chamis and J. H. Sinclair 1982 30 p refs Presented
at the 37th Ann, Conf, of the Soc. of the Plastics Ind. (SPIL
Washington, D.C., 12-15 Jan. 1982(NASA-TM-82780: E-1022) Avail: NTIS .HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 11 D
A convenient procedure is described to determii,a the hygrai
behavior (moisture expansion coefficients and moisture stresses)
of angleplied fiber composites using a pocket calculator. The
procedure consists of equations and appropriate graphs for various(t or - theta) ply combinations. These graphs presen.-reduced
stiffness and moisture expansion coefficients as functions of (+
or - theta) In order to simplify and expedite the use of the
equations. The procedure is applicable to all types of balanced,
symmetric fiber composites including interply and intraply hybrids,
The versatility and generality of the procedure is illustrated using
several step-by-step numerical examples, 	 Author
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James A. DoC no and Robert J. Smith 1982 28 p re
Presented at the 5th Ann. Conf. on Composites and Advanced
Mater„ Cocoa Beach, Fla„ 18 .21 Jan. 1982; sponsored by the
American Ceramic Society(NASA-TM-828061 E-1148, NAS 1.15:82806) Avail: NTiS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 110
In order to determine their strength potential, the fracture
properties of different types of commercial boron fibers were
measured before and after application of secondary strengthening
treatments. The principal treatments employed were a slight
chemical polish which removed low strength surface flaws, and
a heat treatment in oxygen, which contracted the fibers and
thereby compressed intrinsic bulk flaws. Those fiber types most
significantly strengthened were 200 to 400 micrometers (S to
16 mil) diameter boron on tungsten fibers produced in a single
chemical vapor deposition reactor. The alight polish increased
average tensile strenghts from 3,4 to 4.4 CN/m2GN/sq m (500 to
640 ksi) and reduced coefficients of variation from about 16 to
3 percent. The oxygen heat treatment _plus slight polish further
improved average strengths to 5.5 GN/m? GN/sq m (800 kel) with
coefficients near 3 percent, To ascertain whether these excellent
properties could be retained afteriabrice(lon of 8/AI composites,
as produced and polished 203 micrometers (8 mill fibers were
thinly coated with aluminum,. heat treated at B/AI fabrication
temperatures, and then tet!ed in tension and flexure at room
temperature. The pre-polished fibers were observed to main their
superior strengths to higher temperatures than the as-produced
fibers even thougn both were subjected to the some detrimen-
tal reaction with aluminum,
	
Author
N42-212591 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohin.
TUNGSTEN FIBER REINFORCED SUPERALLOY COM-
POSITE HIGH TEMPERATURE COMPONENT DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Edward! A. Winse 1982 23 p refs Presented at the I I Ith
Ann, Meeting of the Am. Inst. of Mining, Met, and Petrol Engr„
Dallas. 14-18 Feb, 1982(NASA-TM-82811; E-1152, NAS 1.15:82811) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11D
Tungsten fiber reinforced superalloy composites (TFAS) are
intended for use in high temperature turbine components. !Current
turbine component design methodology is based on applying
the experience, sometimes serniempirical, gained from over
30 years of superalloy component design. Current composite
component design capability is generally limited to the methodol-
ogy for low temperature resin matrix composites, Often the
tendency is to treat TFRS as just another superalloy or low
temperature composite, However, TFRS behavior is significantly
different than that of superalloys, and the high environment adds
consideration not common In low temperature composite
component design. The methodology used for preliminary design
of TFRS components are described. Considerations unique to
TFRS are emphasized.	 Author
N82.21260*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
THERMAL DEGRADATION OF THE TENSILE PROPERTIES
OF UNDIRECTIONALLY REINFORCED FP-Al203/EZ 33
MAGNESIUM COMPOSITES
R. T. Bhatt (AVRADCOM) and H. H. Grimes 1982 9 p refs
Presented at the 111th Ann. Meeting of the Am. Inst. of Mining.
Met, and Petro. Engr., Dallas, 14 . 18 Feb. 1082(NASA-TM-82817; E-1164: NAS 1,15:82817:
AVRADCOM =TR-82-C-2) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 'CSCL
111)
The effects of isothermal and cyclic exposure on the room
temperature axial and transverse tensile strength and dynamic
flexural modulus of 35 volume percent and 55 volume percent
FP-Al203/EZ 33 magnesium composites were studied. The
composite specimens were continuously heated in a sand bath
maintained at 350 C for up to 150 hours or tbermaily cycled
between 50 and 250 C or 50 and 350 C for up to 3000 cycles,
Each thermal cycle lasted for a total of six minutes with a hold
.ime of two minutes at the maximum temperature. Results indicate
i to significant loss in the room temperature axial tensile strength
and dynamic flexural modulus of composites thermally cycled
between 50 and 250 C or of composites isothermally heated at
350 C for up to 150 hours from the strength and modulus
date for the untreated, as fabricated composites, In contrast.
thermal cycling between 60 and 350 C caused considerable
loss in both room temperature strength and modulus. Fractographic
analysis and measurement of composite transverse strength and
matrix hardness of thermally cycled and isothermally heated
composites indicated matrix softening and fiber/matrix dobonding
due to void growth at the interface and matrix cracking aL the
likely causes of the strength and modulus loss behavior.
	
S,L.
N1112 .223131 National Aoronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
COMPRESSION BEHAVIOR OF UNIDIRECTIONAL FI-
BROUS COMPOSITE
J, H. Sinclair and C. C. Chamis 1882 20 p refs Presented
at Symp. on Compression Testing of Homogeneous Mater, and
Composites, Williamsburg, Va., 10-11 Mar. 1982; sponsored by
Am. Sec, for Testing and Materials(NASA.TM•82833; E•1145; NAS 1,15:82833) Avail, NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 C$CL 11D
The longitudinal compression behavior of unidirectional fiber
composites is Investigated using a modified. Celanese test method
with thick and thin test specimens, The test data obtained are
interpreted using the stress/strain curves from back-to-back strain
gages, examination of fracture surfaces by scanning electron
microscope, and predictive equations for distinct failure modes
including fiber compression failure, Euler buckling, delamination,
and flexure. The results show that the longitudinal compression
fracture is induced by a combination of delsmination, flexure,
and fiber tier breaks. No distinct fracture surface characteristics
can be associated with unique failure modes, An equation is
described which can be used to extract the longitudinal
compression strength knowing the longitudinal tansile and flexural
strengths of the some composite system. 	 M.G.
N62.24300*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
DESIGNING WITH FIGER-REINFORCED PLASTICS (PLAN-
AR RANDOM COMPOSITES)
Christos C. Chamis Washington Mar, 1982 26 p refs(NASA-TM-82812; E-1155: NAS 1.15:82812) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 11D
The use of composite mechanics to predict the hygro-
thermomechanical behavior of planar random composites (PRC)
is reviewed and described. These composites are usually made
from chopped fiber reinforced resins (thermoplastics or thermo-
sets). The hygrothermomechan ; s behavior includes mechanical
properties, physical properties, thermal properties, fracture
toughness, creep and creep rupture, Properties are presented in
ra hic I form with sam iu calculations to illustrate their useg p a	 p	 While these alloys wet fibers satisfactorily, the result indicated
for various PRCs are included, Several resins and molding
compounds used to make PRCs are described briefly. Pertinent
references are cited that cover anslysii and design methods,
materials, data, fabrication procedures and applications, Author
NB2.2B3850# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR STRENGTHENING
BORON FIBERS Patent Application
James A, DiCarlo, inventor (to NASA) Filed 23 Apr. 1982
12 p(NASA- Case.
 LEW^13826.1: US-Patent-Appl-SN•371354) Avail:
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL I ID
The tensile strength of commercially available boron fibers
produced by the chemical vapor deposition of boron onto tungsten
wire substrates is increased by treating the fiber: in an oxygen
plus inert gas.(ergon) atmosphere to about 880 C. High
temperature oxidation increases the residual compression of each
tungsten core by forming a thin boron oxide coating on the
fiber surface so that the fiber contracts axially. This increases
the intrinsic strength of the fiber by raising the tensile strength
level required for core initiated fracture. After cooling to room
temperature the fibers are chemically polished to reduce their
diameters by 02 mils to 0.6 mils, The reduction in diameter
removes both original and oxidation induced surface flews, The
strengthened fibers are intended to be utilized as reinforcement.
in composite materials. Such materials may be boronjaluminum
or boron/epoxy. 	 NASA
NO2.24297 'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
FACTORS INFLUENCING THE THERMALLY-INDUCED
STRENGTH DEGRADATION OF B/AI COMPOSITES
James A,' DlCarlo 1982 17 p refs Presented at the Symp,
on Failure Modes in Metal Matrix Composites, Dallas, 15-19 Feb,
1982: sponsored by Am. Inst, of Mining, Met, and Petrol. Engr,(NASA-TM-82823: E-1176: NAS 1.16:82823) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11D
Literature data related to the thermally-induced strength
degradation of B/AI composites were examined in the light of
fracture theories based on reaction-controlled fiber weakening.
Under the assumption of a parabolic time-dependent growth for
the interfacial reaction product, a Griffith-type fracture model
was found to yield simple equations whose predictions were in
good agreement with data for boron fiber ava„age strength and
for B/AI axial fracture strain. The only variables in these equations
were the time and temperature of the thermal exposure and an
empirical factor related to fiber surface smoothness prior to
composite consolidation, Such variables as fiber diameter and
aluminum elloy composition were found to have little influence.
The basic and practical implications of the fracture model equations
are discussed.	 Author
N82.26386*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ION BEAM TEXTURED GRAPHITE ELECTRODE PLATES
Patent Application
James S. S!ivey, Ralph Forman, Arthur N. Curren, and Edwin G.
Wintucky, %inventors (to NASA) Filsd 31 Mar. 1982 14 p
(NASA-Cese-L EW-1291 0-2 : US-Patent-AppI.SN,364072 ) avail:
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11D
A specially textured surface of pyrolytic graphite exhibits
extremely low yields of secondary electrons and reduced numbers
of reflected primary electrons after impingement of high energy
primary electrons. Electrode plates of this material are used in
multistage depressed collectors. An ion iiux having an energy
between 500 eV and 1000 eV and a current density between
1,0 mA/sq cm and 6,0 mA/sq cm produces surface roughening
or texturing which is in the form of needles or spires. Such
textured surfaces are especially useful as anode collector plates
In high efficiency electron tube efgvlces.	 NASA
i
s	 .
N$2.30335" # National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
MODULUS, STRENGTH AND THERMAL EXPOSURE
STUDIES OF FP-Al203/ALUMINUM AND FP.Al203/MAG-
NESIUM COMPOSITES
R. T. Bhatt 1981 18 p refs Presented at the Symp. on
Composites and Advanced Mater., Cocoa Beach, Fla., 18-24 Jan.
1981(NASA-TM-82888: E-1238; NAS 1.15:82868;
AV6ADCOM-TR-81-C•1) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
ill.0
The mechanical properties of FP-AI?03 fiber reinforced
composites prepared by liquid infiltration, techniques are improved.
A strengthening addition, magnesium, was incorporated with the
aluminum-lithium matrix alloy usually selected for these com-
posites because of its good wetting characteristics, This ternary
composite, FP-Al2O3/Al-(2-3)U-(3.5)Mg, showed improved
transverse strength compared with FP-Al203/AI-(2.3)U com-
posites, The lower axial strengths found for the FP-Al203/Al-(2.-3)
Li-(3.5)Mg composites ware attributed to fabrication related
defects. Another technique was the use of Ti/Bcoated FP-AI203
fibers in the composites, This coating is readily wet by molten
aluminum and permitted the use of more conventional aluminum
alloys in the composites, However, the anticipated improvements
in the axial and transverse strengths were not obtained due to
poor bonding between the fiber coating and the matrix. A third
approach studied to improve the strengths of FP-Al203 reinforced
composites was the use of magnesium alloys as matrix materials,
Concepts such as directional reinforcement and strip hybrids are 	 that the magnesium alloy composites used offered no axial
described. Typical data that can be used for preliminary design
	
strength or modulus advantage over FP•Al203 /Al.(2-3)Li
n	 composites. 	 S.L.
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tN82.30336*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
HIGH TEMPERATURE COMPOSITES, STATUS AND
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Robert A. Signotelli 1982 25 p refs Presented at the 4th
Intern. Conf, on Composite Mater., Tokyo, 26 .28 Oct 1982
(NASA+TM.82,929; E-1280; NAS 1. 15;82929) Avail; NTiS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL I I D
A summary of research investigations of manufacturing
methods, fabrication methods, and testing of high temperature
composites for use In gas turbine engines is presented, Ceramic/
ceramic, ceramic/metal, and metaVmetal composites are
^.onsidored. Directional solidification of superalloys and eutectic
alloys, fiber reinforced metal and ceramic composites, ceramic
fibers and whiskers, refractory coatings, metal fiber/metal
composites, matrix metal selection, and the preparation of test
specimens are discussed
	 J.O.
N82.31449'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ENVIRONMENTAL AND HIGH-STRAIN RATE EFFECTS ON
COMPOSITES FOR ENGINE APPLICATIONS
C. C, Chamis and G. T. Smith 1982 20 p refs Presented at
the 23rd Struct. Dyn. and Mater, Cont., New Orleans, 10 .12' May
1982; sponsored by AIAA, ASME, ASCE, and AHS Previously
announced in iAA as A82-30119(NASA-TM-82882; 	 NAS	 1,15:82882)	 Avail;	 NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11D
The Lewis Research Center is conducting a series of programs
Intended to investigate and develop the application of composite
materials to structural components for turbojet engines, A significant
part of that effort is directed to establishing resistance, defect
growth, and strain rate characteristics of composite materials over
the wide range of environmental and load conditions found in
commercial turbojet engine operations. Both analytical and
experimental efforts are Involved.	 Author
A82.27440 " Effects of nadir ester concentration and
processing on physical and mechanical properties of PMR/Celion
6000 composites. F. I, Hurwitz rnd J. D. Whittenberger (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). In: Technology transfer;
Proceedings of the Thirteenth National Technical Conference, Mount
Pocono, PA, October 13.15, 1981. (A82-27401 12 .24) Azusa, CA,
Society for the Advancement of Material and Process Engineering,
1981, p. 477 .486. 16 refs.
A82.37101 . # Sensifivity analysis results of the effects of various
parameters on composite design. C, C, Chamis (NASA, Lewis Research Cen-
ter, Structures and Mechanical Technologies Div., Cleveland, OH). In: Reinforced
Plastics/Composites Institute, Annual Conference, 37th, Washington, DC, Janu-
ary 11-15,1982, Preprints, (,482-37081 18-24) New York, Society of the Plastics
Industry, Inc., 1982 (Session 20-B). 8 p.
Setllitivity analysis results are presented to assess the effects of a multitude
of important parameters on fiber composite design and structural response,
These results were obtained by using optimum design procedures in conjunction
with sensitivity analyses. Sensitivity analyses were performed to assess the
effects on composite optimum design and structural response of parameters
such fiber transverse and shear properties, in situ matrix elastic and strength
properties, correlation coefficients used in composite micromechanics and in
combined strength predictions, processing vzriables, and perturbations of loading
conditions, The results show that matrix properties, fiber volume ratio and small
perturbations of the loading conditions have significant effects on certain compos-
ite structural responses, The remaining parameters have negligible effect.(Author)
determinations from seroral coupons taken from different regions of a laminate
Is not accurate, At present fiber volume f =actlons are not dqectly measured but
rather are calculated from the fiber weight fraction and densities of the composite
and fiber, image analysis techniques can and should be applied to determine fiber
volume fraction. However, several factors have to be considered In this connoc-
tion.lt is necessary to mal<o many measurements of the local fiber area fractions,
and the preparation of repros.ontiltivo planar cross sections parallel to the fiber
axis may be difficult.
	 G.R.
A82.40796' Appiication_of a gripping system to teat a unlaxial
graphite fiber reinforced composite /PMR 16/Celion 6000/ In tension at
316 C. J, 0. Whittenberger and F. i. Hurwitz (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, OH), Polymer Composites, vol. 3, Apr. 1982, p. 75-82. 5 refs,
A gripping system has been developed to test uniaxial, 0 deg orientation PMR
15/Celion 6000 composites at elevated temperatures, The method Involves com-
presslon of grit-blasted laminalte between grit -blasted metal to give a non -slipping
Interface for load transfer. Tensile testing at both 316 C and room temperature
indicated that deformation wail; elastic to fracture and that the variation In tensile
properties for one laminate is the same as that for several panels. In addition_, the
tensile pro;Yarlies for uniaxial PMR 15/Celion 6000 are identical at 316 C and
room temperature. For nomina',lly 61 volume percent fiber, the elastic modulus is
119.6 GPa, the fracture stress is 1370 MPa, and the strain to fracture is about
1,15 percent. In addition, data are presented which indicate that the gripping
system can be used for long torm, elevated temperature testing of composite
materials,	 (Author)
A32.42657 " High-temperalura resins. T. T. Serafint (NASA, Lewis Re-
search Center, Cleveland, OH), In: Handbook of composites, (A82.42651 21-24)
New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold Co„ 1982, p, 89-114. 24 refs.
The basic chemistry, cure processes, properties, and applications of high tem-
perature resins known as polyimides are surveyed. Condensation aromatic poly-
mides are prepared by reacting aromatic diamines with aromatic dianhydrides,
aromatic tetracarboxylic acids, or with dialkyl esters of aromatic tetracarboxylic
acids, depending on the intended end use. The first is for coatings or films while
the latter two are more suitable for polyimide matrix resins. Prepreg solutions are
made by dissolving reactants in an aprulfic solvent, and advances in the addition
of a diamine on the double bond and radical polymerization of the double bond
are noted to have yielded a final cure product with void-free characteristics.
Attention Is given to properties of the Skybond, Pyralin, and NR-150B polyimide
prepreg materials and characteristics of aging in the NP-150 polyimides. Finally,
features of the NASA-developed PMR polyimides are reviewed. '	 M.S.K.
A82-45630 • Forced torsional properties of PMR composites with
varying nadir ester concentrations and processing histories. F. I. Hurwitz(NASA. Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH), Polymer Composites, vol. 3.
July 1982, p. 152-161.40 refs,
PMR polyimide resin was prepared from 4,4 •-methylenedianiline, the dimethyl
ester of 3,3;4,4'-benzophenonetetracarboxylic acid and the monomethyl ester of
5-norbornene-2.3-dicarboxylic acid (NE). The NE group serves as a chain ter-'
minator and crosslinking site. PMR/Cellon6000 composites were fabricated from
resins having varying NE concentrations using two molding processes, and the
laminates characterized in forced torsion. Glass transition temperatures (T(g) ) of
360 .390 C were observed in the crosslinked resins, as compared with the litera-
ture value of 284 C reported for the uncrosslinked system. T(g) did not decrease
with decreasing NE concentrations over the range from 2,0 to 1.25 motes. Stoichi-
ometry, within the range studied, showed little influence on shear properties;
however, a 25% variation in matrix shoat modulus with processing was observed.
The G(12) values determined in forced torsion were in excellent agreement with
those reported from tensile, tests of + or - 45 deg laminates. A branching and
possible secondary crosslink mechanism is proposed based on dynamic me-
chanical behavior and infrared spectra of the composites. 	 (Author)
N92-12139*y Composites Horizons, Pomona, Calif.
HYBRIDIZED POLYMER MATRIX COMPOSITE Final
Report
Bruce A. Stern and Teunis Visser Sep. 1981 86 p refs(Contract NAS3-21384)
(NASA CR 165x40) A it NTIS HC A06 MF AM CSCL
i
J
A32-38133' °	 On determination of fibre fraction in continuous fibre 	 11 D	
va	 /	 )
composite materials. J. D. Whittenberger, F. I. Hurwitz (NASA, Lewis Research 	 Under certain conditions of combined Lira and impact, graphiteCenter, Cleveland, OH), J, J. Ricca, and R. M. Jurta (U.S. Army, Army 	 fibers are released to the atmosphere by graphite fiber composites.7	 Materials and Mechanics Research Center, Watertown, MA), Journal of	 The retention of graphite fibers in these situations is investigated,Materials Science Leiters, vol. 1, June 1982, p. probably
	
Hybrid combinations of graphite to and cloth, glass cloth, and
	
It s pointed out that. the fiber volume fraction is probably the most important 	 ^
parameter influencing the properties of fibrous composite materials. The present	 resin additives are studied with resin systems. Polylmide resins
investigation Is concerned with questions regarding the accurate determination of	 form the most resistant composites and resins based on simple
this parameter. It is found that an estimate of the fiber volume fraction based on 	
-
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novolsa epoxies the least resistant of those tested. Gi»t
Improvement in the containment of the fiber is obtained in
using graphite/gists hybrids, and nearly complete prevention of
individual fiber release is made possible by the use of rain
k	 ,
I
additives.	 S.L.
t
NS2-14299e^1	 Wyoming Univ„ Laramie, 	 Composite Materials
Research Group,
ANALYSIS OF CRACK PROPAGATION AS AN ENERGY
ASSORPY ON MECHANISM IN METAL MATRIX COM-
POSITES Interim Report, Sep. 1975 - Dec. 1990
Donald F. Adams and Daniel P. Murphy	 Feb. 1981	 159 p
refs(Grant NsG-3217)(NASA-CR-186051; UWME•DR•101 . 102-1)
	
Avail: NTIS
HC A08/Mf A01 CSCL 110
The crack initiation and crack propagation capability was
extended to the previously developed generalized plane strain,
finite element micromechanics analysis. Also; an axisymmstric
analysis was developed; which contains all of the general features
of the plane analysis, includin0 elastoplastic material behavior,
temperature-dependent material properties, and crack propagation.
These analyses were used to generate various example problems
demonstrating the -inelastic response of, and crack initiation and
propagation in, a boron/aluminum composite. 	 B.W.
N82-16123 0# Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Ind, Composite Matedals
Lab.
INDENTATION LAW FOR COMPOSITE LAMINATES
S, H. Yang 31 Jul. 1981 47 p refs(Grant NsG-3185)(NASA•CR-165460;
	
CML-81.1)	 Avail;	 NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 11D
Static Indentation tests are described for glass/epoxy and
graphite/epoxy composite laminates with steel balls tar, the
indentor. Beam specimens clamped at various spans were used
for the tests. Loading, unloading, and reloading data were obtained
and fitted into power laws. Results show that: (1) tzmtact behavior
is not appreciably affected by the span; (2) loading and
reloading curves seem to follow the 1.6 Dower law: and(3) unloading curves are described quite well trl a 2 5 power
lava In addition, values were determined for the critical Indentation,
alpha sub cr which can be used to predict permanent indentations
in unloading. Since aloha suit cr only depends on composite
material properties, only the loading and an unloading curve are
needed to establish the complete loading-unloading-reloading
behavior.	 Author
N82^16176*# TRW, Inc„ Cleveland, Ohio,
FABRICATION OF BORON/ALUMINUM FAN BLADES FOR
SCR ENGINES Final Report, Jun. 1976 - Jun, 1980
G. S. Doble Mar, 1981 49 p refs(Contract NAS3.20360)(NASA-CR-165294;
	
ER-7891-F)
	
Avail:	 NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 11D
The fabrication of boron/aluminum fan blades for the F-404
Supersonic Cruise Research prototype engine by rapid air bonding
of fully dense monotapes is described, and the fan blades
evaluated, The F-404 configuration is representative of a low
aspect ratio .advanced -jesign blade with supersonic capability,
Dovetail pull tests of this geometry, which substituted boron/
aluminum for titanium, suggested that excessive shear stresses
were present in the root. A re-designed blade, incorporating a
titanium tang and root, was fabricated by hot Isostatic pressing.
Blades appeared well bonded but the airfoil contained sizable
areas of deformation and identification from the alumina grain
used as a pressure transmitting medium. The use of hot
isostatic pressing with a formed steel encapsulator should
eliminate this problem. 	 J,D,H,
N82-19326'# Wyoming Univ., Laramie. Composite Materials
Research Group.
MICROMECHANICAL PREDICTIONS OF CRACK PROPA-
9ATiON AND FRACTURE ENERGY IN A SINULE FIBER
BORON/ALUMINUM MODEL COMPOSITE
Donald ,F, Adams and Jayant M. Mahishl Feb. 1982 65 p
rats
,^ r
:Y
(Grant NsG-3217)(NASA-CR-168550: UWME-DR-201-101 .1) Avail: NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 11D
The exisymmetric finite element model and associated
computer program developed for the analysis of crack propagation
In a composite consisting of a single broken fiber in an annular
sheath of matrix material was extetded to Include a constant
displacement boundary condition du ring an Increment of crack
propagation. The constant displacement condition permlts the
growth of a stable crack, as opposed to the catastropic failure
in an earlier version. The finite element model was refined to
respond more accurately to the high stresses and steep stress
gradients near the broken fiber end. The accuracy And effectiveness
of the conventional constant stain oxisymmetric element for
.crack problems was established by solving the classical problem
of a penny-shaped crack in a thick cylindrical rod under axial
tension, TNe stress intensity factors predicted by the present
finite element model are compared with existing continuum
results,	 S,L.
N82-20248*# Boeing Military Airplane Development, Seattle,
Wash. Advanced Airplane Branch.
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON DEFECT GROWTH IN
COMPOSITE MATERIALS Final Report
T. R. Porter Jan. 1981 418 p refs(Contract NAS3.20405)(NASA-CR-165213: NAS 1.26:165213)
	
Avail: NTIS
HC A18/MF AO1 CSCL 11D
Data for evaluating the effects of moisture and temperature
on the integrity of fiber composite components was gathered:
In particular, the Static and cyclic performance of three composite
laminates containing flaws was investigated at room temperature
and at 422 K (300 F) in wet and dry conditions
	
R J.F.
N82-29363'# Hughes Aircraft Co., Torrance, Calif. Electron
Dynamics -Div.
PYROLYTIC GRAPHITE COLLECTOR DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM Final Report
William J. Wilkins 25 Feb. 1982 ;23 p refs(Contract NAS3-22505)(NASA=CR-167909; NAS 1.26:167909: W-09170) Avail:
NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 11D
Pyrolytic jraphlte promises to have significant advantages
as a material for multistage depressed collector electrodes. Among
these advantages are lighter weight, Improved mechanical stiffness
under shock and vibration, reduced secondary electron back-
streaming for higher efficiency, and reduced outgassing at higher
operating temperatures. The essential properties of pyrolytic
graphite and the necessary design criteria are discussed, This
includes the study of suitable E lectrode geometries and methods
of attachment to other metal and ceramic collector components
consistent with typical electrical, thermal, and mechanical
requirements.	 Author
Net-311448V Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Long Beach, Calif.
KEVLAR/PMR-15 REDUCED DRAG DC-9 REVERSER STANG
FAIRING
R. T. Kawal Aug. 1982 140 p refs
(Contract NAS3-21763)
(NASA-CR-165448; 	 NAS	 1.26:185448)	 Avail:	 NTIS	 I
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 11D
A reduced drag fairing for the afterbody enebalrtg the thrust
reverser actuators on the DC -9 has been developed with Kevlar-49/
PMR-15 advanced composite material. The Improved fairing
reduces airplane drag 1% compared to the production baseline.
Use Of composites reduces weigh 40% compared to an equivalent
metal fairing. The Keviar-49/PMR-15 advant:ed composite is an
organic: matrix malerial spliefn that can be used at temperatures
up to 500 F.
	 Author
s
)
A82-13403 " Fatigue of Ni-AI-Mo aligned eutectics at elevat-
ed temperatures. J. M. Tartaglia (Climax Molybdenum Company of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI) and N. S. Stoloff (Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Troy, NY). Metallurgical Transactions A - Physical Metal
a
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,luryy and Mater/a/s Science, vol, 12A, Nov, 1981, p. 1891,1898, 18
raft. Grants No. NAG3.22,• No, AF•AFOSR-80.0015,
The elevated-temperature machrnical behavior of two aligned
eutectics (NI-8.1 wt % AI-20A wt % Me and N143 wt % AI.31.2 wt
% Me) has been investigated utilizing monotonic and cyclic testing In
vacuum, Tensile yield atxongth and fatigue resistance increased frrm
26 to 726 C, but than we,d reduced at 826 C. The fati gue Iivas of
specimens tested at 725 C decreased sharply with decreasing
frequency, A shift from surface to internal crack initiation was
observed upon increasing the test temperature from 726 to 826 C,
Stage 11 crack propagation was observed at both temperatures, in
contrast to stage I cracking at 25 C, The test results are compared to
these for other nickel and cobalabaso aligned eutectics to show that
the frequency effect on fatigue life is not limited to the NI•Al-Mo
system,
	
(Author)
` A82.31339 * Work of fracture in aluminum metal-matrix
composites. A. Skinner (Revere Research, Inc., Edison, NJ), M. J.
Koczak (Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA), and A, Lowley.
Metallwyle d Transactions A - Physical Metallurgy and Materials
Science, vol. 13A, Feb. 1982, p. 289.287. 13 refs. Grant No.
NsG•3128,
Mechanical tests were conducted on 8/Al composites and, for
t comparison, FP•AI203/Al composites In the as•fabricated condition
and following high•tomporature Isothermal exposure or thermal
c ding. In a/AI (1100), Isothermal exposure at 773 K for 125 hr
	
r	 reduced toughness, measured by the work of fracture, front 76 to 10
E kJ/sq m, and a similar reduction was observed after equivalent
thermal cycling, In 0/Al (6061), the same isothermni exposure
reduced toughness from 44,6 to  kJ/sq m, but the affect of thermal
	
f	 cycling was less detrimental, In FP .Al203/Al, the work of fracture
	
I	 was insensitive to ;oithor typo of treatment. Experimental results are
intorpteted in terms of matrix softening, Interface properties, and
Ilbor notch sunsitivity .	 V,L,
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A82-46220' Tensile properties of SIC/aluminum filamentary com-
positep Thermal degrade tion effects. A, Skinner (Revere Research, Inc,,
Edison, NJ), M. J. Koe;zak, and A. Lawioy (Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA).
Powder Metallurgy International, vol. 14, Aug, 1982, p. 144-147. 18 rots, Grant
No, NsG-3128.
Aluminium metal matrix composites with a low cost fiber, e.g. SIC, prov !:.fa for
an attractive combination of high elastic modulus and longitudinal strengths cou-
plod with a low density. SIC (volume fraction 0.65)•aluminum (6061) systems
have boon studied In order to optimize fiber composite strength and processing
parameters. A comparison of two SIC/aluminum composites produced by AVCO
and DWA is provided, Fiber properties are shown to alter composite tensile
properties and fracture morphology. The room temperature tensile strengths
appear to be insensitive to thermal exposures at 500 C up to 150 h. The elastic
modulus of the compositos also appears to be stable up to 400 C, howevet
variations in the loss modulus are apparent. The fracture morphology reflects the
quality of the Interfacial bond, fiber strengths and fib6r processing. 	 (Author)
Includes chemical analysis, e.g., chromatography; combus-
tion theory; electrochemistry; and photochemisty.
For related information see also 77 Thermod; snamks and
Stadsticai Physics
25 INORGANIC AND PHYSICAL
CHEMISTRY
N82.19333" # National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
NASA REDOX CELL STACK SHUNT CURRENT, PUMPING
POWER, AND CELL PERFORMANCE TRAMEOFFS Final
Report
Norman Hagedom, Mark A, Hoberecht, and Lawrence H, Thaller
Feb. 1982 33 p refs(Contract DE-AI01-80AL-12726)(NASA-TM-82686: DOE/NASA/12726-11: E-967) Avail:
NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 10C
The NASA Redox energy storage system is under active
technology development. The hardware undergoing laboratory
testing is either 310 sq. cm. or 929 sq. cm. (0.33 sq. ft. or
1.0 sq. ft, per cell active area with up to 40 individual cells
connected to make up a modular cell stack. This size of hardware
allows rather accurate projections to be made of the shunt
power/pump power tradeoffs. The modeling studies that were
completed on the system concept are reviewed along with the
approach of mapping the performance of Redox cells over a
wide range of flow rates and depths of discharge of the Redox
solutions,. Methods are outlined for estimating the pumping and
shunt current losses for any type of cell and stack combination.
These methods are applicable to a variety of pumping options
that are present with Redox systems. The results show that a
fully developed Redox system has acceptable parasitic losses
when using a fixed flow rate adequate to meet the worst conditions
of current density and depth of discharge. These losses are reduced
by about 65 percent if variable flow schedules are used. The
exact value of the overall parasitics will depend on the specific
system requirements of current density, voltage limits, charge,
discharge time, etc,	 S,L,
Sanabrio Mar. 1982 19 p refs Presented at the 158th
Meeting of the Electrochim. Soc., Hollywood, Fla., 6-10 Oct.
1980(NASA-TM-82802; E-1141: NAS 1.16:82802) Avail: NTIS
HC AO2/MF A01 CSCL 07D
Cross-linking methods were investigated to determine their
effect on the performance of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) films as
alkaline battery separators. The following types of cross-linked
PVA films are discussed: (1) PVA •dieldehyde blends post-treated
with an acid or acid periodate solution (two-step method) and(2) PVA-dialdehyde blends cross-linked during film formation(drying) by using a reagent with both aldehyde and acid
functionality (one-step method). Laboratory samples of each
cross-linked type of film were prepared and evaluated in standard
separator screening c ysts. The pilot-plant batches of films were
prepared and compared to measure differences due to the
cross-linking method. The pilot-plant materials were then tested
in nickel oxide - zinc cells to compare the two methods with
re°pect to performance characteristics and cycle life, Cell test
reseults are compared with those from lasts with Celgard. Author
Nag-31450 • # National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
PIEOELECTRIC COMPOSITE MATERIALS Patent Applica-
tion
L. J. Kiraly, inventor (to NASA) Filed 12 Jul. 1982 9 p
(NASA-Case-LEW-12582-1; US-Patent -Appi-SN -397281) Avail:
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11 D
A laminated structural device that has the ability to change
shape, position and resonant frequency without using discrete 	 i{
motive components is described. The laminate may be a combina-
tion of layers of a piezoelectrically active, non-conductive matrix
material. A power source selectively places various levels of charge
an electrically conductive filaments imbedded in the respective
Iwyers to produce various confiluum"'ons in a prodeter min- manner.
The layers may be electrically conductive, having imbedded
piezoelectrically active filaments. A combination of layers of
electrically conductive material may be laminated to layers of
piezoelectrically active material. 	 NASA	 1
N82 . 212ee* National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
METHOD OF MAKING FORMULATED PLASTIC SEPARA-
TORS FOR SOLUBLE ELECTRODE CELLS Patent
Dean W. Sheibley, inventor (to NASA) Issued 5 Jan. 1982
7 p Filed 3 Nov. 1977 Supersedes N78-25149 (16 - 16,
p 2086) Cuntinuation of US Patent Appl. SN-776146, US
Patent-4,133,941, filed 10 Mar. 1977(NASA-Case-LEW-12358 . 2: US-Patent-4,309,372;
US-Patent-Appl-SN-848428; US-Patent-4,133,941;
US-Patent-Appl-SN-776146; US- Pats nt-Ciass•2P.4.453:
US- Patent- Class- 264-53: US-Patent-Class-264.216:
US-Patent-Class-427 . 115: US-Patent-Class-427.244;
US-Patent-Class-427-246) Avail: US Patent and Trademark
Office CSCL 07D
A method making a membrane comprised of a hydrochloric
acid-insoluble sheet of a mixture of a rubber and a powdered
ion transport material is disclosed, The sheet can be present as
a coating upon a flexible and porous substrate. These membranes
can be used in oxidation-reduction electrical accumulator cells
wherein the reduction of one member of a couple is accompained
by the oxidation of the other member of the couple on the
other side of the cell and this trust be accompained by a change
in chloride ion concentration in both sides. The method comprises
preparing a mixture of fine rubber particles, a solvent for the
rubber and a powdered ion transport material. The mixture is
formed into a sheet and dried to produce a microporous sheet.
The ion transport material includes particles ranging from about
0.01 to 10 microns in size and comprises from 20 to 50 volume
percent of the microporous sheet.
Official Gazette of the U.S, Patent and Trademark Office
N62.31459'#	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 7
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
DESIGN FLEXIBILITY OF REDOX FLOW SYSTEMS
Norman H. Hagedorn and Lawrence H. Thaller 1982 18 p refs
Presented at the Intersoc. Energy Conversion Eng. Conf., Los L.
Angeles, 8-13 Aug. 1982(Contract DE-A104-BOAL-12726)(NASA-TM-82854; E-1223; NAS 1.15:82854;
DOE/NASA/12726-16)	 Avail: NTIS	 HC A02/MF A01	 CSCL i[
10C x
The characteristics inherent In Redox flow systems permit
ccnsiderable latitude in designing Systems for specific storage
applications. The first of these characteristics is the absence of ;!
plating /deplating reactions with their attendant morphology
changes at the electrodes. This permits a given Redox system to
1=dischargeoperate over a wide range of depths of	 and charge/
discharge rates. The second characteristic Is the separation of
power generating components (stacks) from the energy storage it
components (tanks). This results in cost effective system design,
ease of system growth via modularization, and freedom from sizing
restraints so that the whole spectrum of applications, from utilities
down to single residence can be considered. The final characteds- l
tic is the commonality of the reactant fluids which assures that all l
cells at all times are receiving reactants at the same state of =1
charge.. Since no cell can be out of balance with respect to any
other cell, it is possible for some cells to be charged while others
are discharging, in effect creating a DC to DC transformer. It is
f	 II	 t	 b	 tdfalso possible for varous groups o	 ce s	 e	 e connec e	 o
separate loads, thus supplying a range of output voltages. Also, y
+. Ne2.22327•N	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration, trim cells can be used to maintain constant bus voltage as the k	
A
t Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio. load is changed or as the depth of discharge increases. The y
CROSS- LINKED POLYVINYL ALCOHOL FILMS AS ALKA- commonality of reactant fluids also permits any corrective measures
r, LINE BATTERY SEPARATORS such as rebalancing to occur at the system level instead of at the f 1
it Dean W, Sheibley, Michelle A. Manzo, and Olga D. Gonzalez- single Cell level. 	 S.L.
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Ne2.33483 •# Na!'c:ial Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
CHEMICAL AND ELECTROCHEMICAL BEHAVIOR OF THE
Cr(3)/Cr(2) HALF CELL IN THE NASA REDOX ENERGY STOR-
AGE SYSTEM
David A. Johnson (Spring Arbor Coil.) and Margaret A. Reid 1982
21 p refs Presented at The 162nd Meeting of the Electrochem,
Soc., Detroit, 17-22 Oct. 1982(Contract DE-A104-80AL-12726)(NASA-TM-82913; E-1318; DOE/NASA/12726-17; NAS
1.15:82913) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10C
The Cr(III) complexes in the NASA Redox Energy Storage
System were isolated and identified as Cr(H20)6(+3) and
Cr(H20)5CI(+2) by ion exchange chromatography and visible
spectrophotometry. The cell reactiono during charge-discharge
cycles were followed by means of visible spectrophotometry. The
spectral bands were resolved Into component peaks and concentra-
lions calculated using Beer 's Law,. During the charge mode
Cr(H20)5C[(+2) is reduced to Cr(H20)5CI(+) and during the
discharge mode Cr(H20)5Ci(+) is oxidized back to Cr(H20)5Cl(+2). Both electrode reactions occur via a chloride-bridge
Inner-sphere reaction pathway. Hysteresis effects can be explained
by the slow attainment of equilibrium between Cr(H20)6(+3) and
Cr(H20)5CI(+2).	 Author
A82-43194 • The premixed flame in uniform straining flow. P. A, Dur-
bin (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH), Journal of Fluid Mechanics,
vol, 121, Aug. 1982, p. 141-161, 19 refs.
Characteristics of the premixed flame in uniform straining flow are Investigated
by the technique of activation-energy asymptotics. An inverse method is used,
which avoids some of the restrictions of previous analyses, It Is shown that this
method recovers known results for adiabatic flames. New results for flames with
heat loss are obtained, and it Is shown that, in the presence of finite heat loss,
straining can extinguish flames. A stability analysis shows that straining can
suppress the cellular instability of flames with Lewis number less than unity.
Strain can produce instability of flames with Lewis number greater than unity, A
comparison shows quite good agreement between theoretical deductions and
experimental observations of Ishizuka, Miyasaka $ Law (1981),	 (Author)
N11112-22328*# Westinghouse Electric Corp„ Concordville, Pa,
Combustion Turbine Systems Div,
LOW NO SUB x HEAVY FUEL COMBUSTOR CONCEPT
PROGRAM. PHASE 1A: COMBUSTION TECHNOLOGY
GENERATION COAL GAS FUELS final Report
T. P, Sherlock Feb. 1982 57 p refs(Contracts DEN3-146; DE-AI01-77ET-13111)(NASA•CR-165614; DOE/NASA/0146-2: NAS 1,26:165614)
Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 20B
Combustion tests of two scaled bumers using actual coal
gas from a 25 ton/day fluidized bad coal gasifier are described,
The two combustor configurations studied were a ceramic lined,
staged rich/lean burner and an integral, all metal multionnual
swirl burner (MASS). The tests were conducted over a range of
temperature and pressures representative of current industrial
combustion turbine inlet conditions. Tests on the rich lean burner
were conducted at three levels of product gas heating vr'!aes;
104, 197 and 254 btu/scf. Corresponding levels of NOx emissions
were 5, 20 and 70 ppmv. Nitrogen was added to the fuel in
the form of ammonia, and conversion efficiencies of fuel nitrogen
to NOx were on the order of 4 percent to 12 percent, which is
somewhat lower than the 14 percent to 18 percent conversion
efficiency when src-2 liquid fuel was used. The MASS was tested
only on medium btu gas 0220 to 270 btu/scf), and produced
approximately 80 ppmv NOx at rated engine conditions. Both
bumers operated similarly on actual coal gas and orbs fuel, and
all heating values tested can be successfully burned in current
machines,	 S. L.
N82-25337*# General Electric Co., Syracuse, N.Y, Gas Turbine
Div,
LOW NO SUB x HEAVY FUEL COMBUSTOR CONCEPT
PROGRAM PHASE 1A GAS TESTS
M. B. Cutrone, Kenneth W, Beebe, and Martin B. Cutrone Apr.
a	 1982 135 p refs(Contract DEN3-147)(NASA-CR-167877; DOE/NASA/0147-2: NAS 1,26:167877)
Avail: NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 218
The emissions performance of a rich lean combustor(developed for liquid fuels) for combustion of simulated coal
gases ranging in heating value from 167 to 244 Btu/scf were
assessed. The 244 Btu/scf gas is typical of the product gas
from an oxygen blown ,gasifier, while the 167 Btu/scf gas Is
simil(^r to that from an air blown gasifier. Although meeting
NOx goals for the 167 Btu/scf gas, NOx performance of the
rich lean combustor did not meet program goals with the
244 Btu/scf gas because of high thermsl NOx, similar to levels
expected from conventional lean burning combustors. The NOx
emissions are attributed to inadequate fuel air mixing in the
rich stage resulting from the design of the large central fuel
nozzle delivering 71% of the total gas flow. NOx generation
from NH3 was significant at ammonia concentrations significantly
less the 0.5%. These levels opcur depending on fuel gac cleanup
system design, However, NOx yield from ammonia injected into
the fuel gas decreased rapidly with increasing ammonia level,
and is projected to be less than 10% at NH3 levels of 0.5% or
higher.	 S.L.
N82-25338*# Detroit Diesel Allison, Indianapolis, Ind
LOW NOx HEAVY FUEL COMBUSTOR CONCEPT PRO-
GRAM ADDENDUM: LOW/MID HEATING VALUE
GASEOUS FUEL EVALUATION final Report, Apr.. 1981 -
Feb. 1982
A. S. Novick and D. L. Troth Apr. 1982 77 p refs(Contract DEN3-148)(NASA-CR-165615; DOE/NASA/0148-2; NAS 1.26:165615;
EDR ,. 10950) Avail: NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 210
The combustion performance of a rich/quench/lean (ROL)
combustor was evaluated when operated on low and mid heating
value gaseous fuels. Two synthesized fuels were prepared having
lower heating values of 10.2 M.t/cu m. (274 Btu/scf) and
6.6 MJ/cu m (176 Btu/scf), These fuels were configured to be
representative of actual fuels, being composed primarily of
nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide. A liquid
fuel air assist fuel nozzle was modified to inject both of the
gaseous fuels. The ROL combustor liner was not changed from
the configuration used when the liquid fuels were tested. Both
gaseous fuels were tested over a range of power levels from
50 percent load to maximum rated power of the DDN Model
570-K industrial gas turbine engine. Exhaust emissions were
recorded for four power level at several rich zone equivalence
ratios to determine NOx sensitivity to the rich zone operating
point. For the mid Btu heating value gas, ammonia was added
to the fuel to simulate a fuel bound nitrogen type gaseous fuel.
Results at the testing showed that for the low heating value
fuel NOx emissions were all below 20 ppmc and smoke was
below a 10 smoke number, for :he mid heating value fuel,
NOx emissions were in the 50 to 70 ppmc range with the
smoke below a 10 smoke number. 	 S. L.
A82 .15732 * Moderate temperature Na cells. III Electro-
chemical and structural studies of Cr0.5V0.5S2 and its Na inter-
calates. K. M. Abraham and L. Pitts (EIC Laboratories, Inc„ Newton,
MA). Electrochemical Society, Journal, vol, 128, Dec. 1981, p.
2574 .2577. 20 refs. Contract No. NAS3-21726.
Experimental results are reported on the behavior of a_recharge-
able Na cell incorporating a Cr0.5V0.5S2 cathode. The cell operates
at 130 C and uses as electrolyte a 1M solution of Nal in
1,2-bis(2-methoxy-ethoxy)ethane (triglyme). The mechanism of dis-
charge of Cr0.5V0.ES2 involves Na intercalation. It is found that the
maximum rechargeable capacity of the Cr0,5V0.5S2 cathode is 0.7
e(overbar)/mol. With an average cell voltage of 1.9 V, the theoretical
specific energy of the cathode is 273 W-hr/kg.
	 V. L.
A82-15743 * Moderate temperature Na cells. IV - VS2 and
NbS2Cl2 as rechargeab le cathodes in molten NaAICI4. K. M.
Abraham, M. W. Rupich, and L. Pitts (EIC Laboratories, Inc.,
Newton, MA). Electrochemical Society, Journal, vol. 128, Dec.
1981, p. 2700-2702.10 refs. Contract No. NAS3.21726.
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A82.17746' y	 Secondary effects in combustion instabilities
leading to flashback, L, Vaneveld, K. Hom, and A. K. Oppenheim
(Calilbrnia, University, Berkeley, CA). American Institute of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 20th, Orlan-
do, FL, Jan, It- 14, 1982, Paper 82-0037.16 p. Grant No. NsG.3227;
Contract No. W-7405-eng-48.
The secondary effects in turbulent combustion instabilities
leading to flashback are investigated, including those due to
buoyancy and contraction at the combustor outlet. Experiments
were conducted In an oblong, rectangular cross-section combustion
tunnel, where the effects of a bluff-body flames holder were
generated by a rear-facing step behind a streamlined inlet nozzle. The
results of experiments leading to flashback with the step mounted at
the bottom of the combustion chamber were comparetf to those of
experiments in which It was located at the top. Irrespective of the
flow obstructions introduced downstream, the critical equivalence
ratio for flashback was consistently lower with the step at the
bottom, indicating that buoyancy was enhancing the growth of the
recirculation zone that pushed the flame upstream and caused
flashback. The contraction at the end of the combustion chamber
had a promoting influence on the process of vortex pairing,
re-enforcing the influence of the trailing vortices over that of the
recirculation vortex system, and thereby curbing the tendency to
flashback. Provided that the flow velocity was low, however, the
characteristic features of combustion instabilities leading to flash•
back in the absence of contraction could still be established in its
presence.	 J.F.
A82.20739 • # High temperature durable catalyst develop-
ment. G. C, Snow and H. Tong (Acurex Corp., Mountain View, CA).
Workshop on Catalytic Combustion, 6th, San Antonio, Ti, Sept. 15,
16, 1981, Paper. 38 p. 14 refs. Research supported by the Acurex
Corp.; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Contract No.
68.02.3122; Contract No. DEN3.83.
A program has been carried out to develop a catalytic reactor
capable of operation in environments representative of those
anticipated for advanced automotive gas turbine engines. A reactor
consisting of a graded cell honeycomb support with a combination of
noble metal and metal oxide catalyst coatings was built and
succe-sfully operavled for 1000 hr. At an air preheat temperature of
740 K and a propane/air ratio of 0.028 by mass, the adiabatic flame
temperature was held at about 1700 K. The graded cell monolithic
reaction measured 5 cm in diameter by 10.2 cm in length and was
operated at a reference velocity of 14.0 m/s at 1 atm. Measured NOx
levels remained below 5 ppm, while unburned hydrocarbon concen-
trations registered near zero and carbon monoxide levels were
nominally below 20 ppm.	 V.L.
A82.21431 " Analysis of infrared emission from thin ad-
sorbates. J. L. Lauer and L. E. Keller (Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Troy, NY)., In: International Conference on Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectroscopy, Columbia, SC, June B-12, 1981,
Proceedings. (A82. 21426 08.35) Bellingham, WA, Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers, 1981, p. 87 .93. Grants No.
NsG-3170; No. AF-AFOSR-78.3473; No. DAAG29.79-C-0204; Con-
tract No. N00173.80-M-4575.
Fuel and lubricant deposits on solid surfaces, though often of
similar visual appearance, differ in composition, depending on the
nature of the deposit formers and the circumstances of deposition.
To help establish these relations an Infrared Emission Fourier
Pole 'zatio M -c os ectro hotometer was constructed to record
A82-22033' // Time resolved density measurements in
premixed turbulent flames. K. V. Dandekar and F. C. Gouldin
(Cornell University, Ithaca, NY). American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 20th, Orlando, FL,
Jan. 11 . 14, 1982, Paper 82.0036. 6 p. Research supported by the
General Motors Corp. and U.S. Navy; Grant No. NsG-3019.
Premixed, turbulent flames are important in connection with
investigations of fundamental, turbulent-reacting-flow processes and
the study of practical combustion devices, such as spark ignition
engines and premixed, prevaporized gas turbine combustors which
burn premixed reactants. The considered investigation Is concerned
with the application of laser induced Rayleigh scattering to measure
the gas density in premixed, methane-air flames. A description is
provided of the results of density and velocity measurements In an
open, lean, premixed methane-air flame stabilized in grid turbulence
of low Reynolds number. It is found that where applicable, Rayleigh
scattering can be used to good advantage to measure molecular
number density. Mean and rms density results ,'how that the mean
flame thickens with axial distance but that the maximum In rms does
not change appreciably, 	 G.R.
A82-28651 . Symposium /international/ on Combustion,
18th, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, August
17-22, 1980, Proceedings. Symposium supported by Acurex Corp.,
U,S. Air Force, NASA, NBS, NSF, U.S. Navy, U.S. Army, U.S.
Department, of Energy, et al; NSF Grant No. CPE•79.23680;
Contracts No. NAS3.22171; No. N00014.80-G-0079; No, DE-FG20-
80PC-30197; Grants No. NBS-HA-1008; No. DAAK11.79-M-0010.
Pittsburgh, PA, Combustion Institute, 1981. 1998 p. $76.50. (For
individual items see A82-28652 to A82.28738)
Problems related to combustion generated pollution are ex-
plored, taking Into account the mechanism of NO formation from
nitrogen compounds in hydrogen flames studied by laser fluo-
rescence, the structure and similarity of nitric oxide production in
turbulent diffusion flames, the effect of steam addition on NO
formation, and the formation of NO2 by laminar flames. Other
topics considered are concerned with propellant combustion, fluid-
ized bed combustion, the combustion of droplets and sprays,
premixed flame studies, fire studies, and flame stabilization. Atten-
tion is also given to coal flammability, chemical kinetics, turbulent
combustion, soot, coal combustion, the modeling of combustion
processes, combustion diagnostics, detonations and explosions, igni-
tion, internal combustion engines, combustion studies, and furnaces.
G.R.
A82.28694 * Flame structure in a swirl stabilized combustor
inferred by radiant emission measurements. C. L. Beyler and F. C.
Gouldin (Cornell University, Ithaca, NY). In: Symposium /Interna-
tional/ on Combustion, 18th,, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, August
17-22, 1980, Proceedings. (A82-28651 13 .25) Pittsburgh, PA, Com-
bustion Institute, 1981, p. 1011-1019.25 refs. Grant No. NsG-3019.
Results of measurements of time-averaged chemiluminescent
emissions from CH, OH, and CO2 and of Na tracer emissions along
lateral lines-of-sight through a cylindrical premixed, swirl-stabilized
combustor are reported. Assuming axial symmetry and small optical
depth, raw data are inverted to obtain local emission levels from
these species as a function of radius. The chemiluminescent emissions
are interpreted as 'signatures of chemical reaction and used in
determining the regions of reactions and heat release in the
combustor. The data are compared with composition and velocity
data obtain.^d in the combustor for identical operating conditions.
:I
n	 n	 I r	 p	 p
infrared spectra from the deposits on their original support. By The results demonstrate that reaction occurs in a relatively narrow;flamewhich begins	 of theturbulent	 -like combustion zone 	 upstreamfocussing on small aggregates with a reflecting microscope objective
and by discriminating against the randomly polarized blackbody time-averaged location of the swirl-induced recirculation zone and
radiation
	
with	 a	 rotating	 polarizing
	
filter	 phase-locked	 to	 an propagates around and laterally away from the recirculation zone
amplifier,	 excellent	 Fourier emission
	
spectra of polarized	 bands into the unburned gas. 	 C. R.
i	 r could be obtained. In many instances, the microscope objective was
<
adequate without the polarizer. The analysis was calibrated against a
very thin film of polyethylene terephthalate attached to a highly A82-28708	 Numerical modeling of turbulent combustionreflective aluminum mirror on the samp le positioner.	 (Author) in premixed gases.	 A.	 F.	 Ghoniem,	 A. J. Chorin, and A. K.
3'0
Oppenheim (California, University, Berkeley, CA). in: Symposium
^.
Ir.-/ ;	 ernational/ on Combustion, 18th, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada,
j.,
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August 17.22, 1980, Proceedings, (A82.286511325)-Pittsburgh,
PA, Combustion Institute, 1981, p, 1375 . 1381; Comments, p.
13811383. 19 refs. Contract No, W-7405-eng•48, tsrant No,
NsG-3227,
(Previously announced In STAR as N81.15029)
A82.28709 * Experimental and theoretical studies of the
laws governing condensate deposition from combustion gases. D. E.
Rosner and K. Seshadri (Yale University, New Haven, CT). In:
Symposium /International/ on Combustion, 18th, Waterloo, Ontario,
Canada, August 17 .22, 1980, Proceedings. (A82 .28651 13.25) Pitts-
burgh, PA, Combustion institute, 1981, p. 1385 . 1393; Comments, p.
1394. 49 refs. Grants No. NsG-3107; No, NsG-3169; Contract No.
F49620.76-C-0020.
A description is presented of the results of a research program
directed at an improved understanding of condensate deposition rate
phenomena in combustion systems. The conducted experiments
make use of real-time optical laser reflectance-Interference-
polarization techniques in flame environments. The obtained new
data and the results of previous gravimetric experiments are
employed as a basis for the development of a comprehensive
convective diffusion deposition theory, taking into account the
assumption of a multicomponent vapor or multisize class particles
`source-free' boundary layer. 'rho theory makes it possible to provide
self-consistent salt/ash/soot deposition rate predictions over a wide
variety of environmental conditions. 	 G. R.
A82-28736' Lean-limit extinction of propane/air mixtures
in the stagnation•point flow. C. K. Law; S. Ishizuka, and M.
Mizomoto (Northwestern University, Evanston, IL). In: Symposium
/International/ on Combustion, 18th, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada,
August 17.22, 1980, Proceedings. (A82 .28651 13.25) Pittsburgh,
PA, Combustion Institute, 1981, p. 1791 .1797; Comments, p. 1797,
1798.25 refs. Grant No, NAG3.53.
The extinction limits of lean propane/air mixtures in the
stagnation-point flow of a flat surface were mapped as functions of
the surface temperature and the mixture concentration, velocity, and
temperature. The maximum flame temperatures and the flame
locations were also measured. The results show that the extinction
limits are extremely insensitive to the nature of the surface, which
can be heated to 1000 C, On the other hand preheating the gas
mixture increases the flame temperature by an almost equal amount
and therefore significantly extends the extinction limits. it is also
found that at extinction the maximum flame temperatures and the
flame locations, which when scaled with the velocity gradient,
assume almost constant values independent of the other system
variables investigated.	 (Author)
A82-37570 ' On the opening of premixed Bunsen flame tips. C. K.
Law, S. Ishizuka, and P. Cho (Northwestern University, Evanston, IL). Combus-
tion Science and Technology, Vol. 28, no. 3 .4,1982, p. 89.96.13 refs. Research
sponsored by the Ministry of Education of Japan; Contract No. N0014.80-C-0586;
Grant No. NAG3.53.
The local extinction of Bunsen flame tip and edges of hydrocarbon/air premix-
lures has been expcjlrnenyaily investigated using a variety of burners, Results
show that, while for Moth rit s`propane/air and butane/air mixtures tip opening
occurs at a constant ruel equivalk§nce ratio of 1.44 and is therefore independent
of the intensity, uniformity, and configuration of the approach flow, for rich me-
thane/air flames burning is intensified at the tip and therefore opening is not
possible. These resuas substa!tfiate the concept and dominance of the diffusional
stratification mechanism in causing extinction, and clarify the theoretical pre-
dictions on the possible opening of two-dimensional flame wedges, (Author)
A82-37571 " Formation of oxides of nitrogen in monodisperse spray
combustion of hydrocarbon fuels. A. A, Nlzami, S, Singh, and N, P. Comansky(Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA). Combustion Science and Technology, Vol,
28, no, 3-4, 1982, p, 97-106, 21 refs, Research supported by the Philadelphia
Electric Co. and General Motors Corp; NSF Grant No. ENG-76-10232; Grant No.
NAG3.1.
Experimental results of exit plane NO/NO(x) emissions. from atmospheric
monodisperse fuel spray combustion are presented. Six different hydrocarbon
fuels were studied:lsopropanol, n-propanos, n-octane, iso-octane,n-heptane and
methanol. The results indicate an optimum droplet size for minimizing NO/NO(x)
production for all of the test fuels, At the optimum droplet diameter, reductions
In NO/NO(x) relative to the NO(x) occurred at droplet diameters of 55 and 48
microns respectively, as compared to a 50-micron droplet size for isopropanol.
The occurrence of the minimum NO(x) point at different droplet diameters for the
different fuels appears to be governed by the extent ofprevaporization of the fuel
in the spray, and is consistent with theoretical calculations based on each fuel's
physical properties, Estimates are also alven for the behavior of hnavv Main and
of polydisperse fuel sprays In shifting the minimum NO(x) point compared to a
monodisperse situation. 	 (Author)
A82.37574 . On stability of premixed flames In stagnation- Point
flow. G, I. Sivashinsky (California, University, Berkeley, CA; Tel Aviv University,
Tel Aviv, Israel), C. K. Law (California, University, Berkeley, CA; Northwestern
University, Evanston, IL), and G, Joulin (Poitiers, Ecole Nationale Superieure de
Mecanique et d'Adrotechnique, Poitiers, France). Combustion Science and Tech-
nology, Vol. 28, no. 3-4, 1982, p. 155-159. 8 refs. Research supported by the
Israel Commission for Baste Research and U.SAsrael Binational Science Foun-
dation: Grant No. NAG3-53; Contract No. N00014-80-C.0586.
A quantitative description of flame stabilization in stagnation-point flow is
proposed. Asymptotic and stability analyses are made for a flame model where
the density of the gas is assumed to be constant and the reaction zone is as-
sumed to be narrow and concentrated over the flame front. It is shown that, if
blowing is sufficiently strong, the corrugations disappear and a plane flame re-
sults. The phenomena cannot be fully described by means of classical linear
stability analysis,	 C.D.
r
a
•A82.32877 * Effects of heat loss, preferential diffusion, and
flame stretch on flame-front instability and extinction of propane/air
mixtures. S. Ishizuka, K. Miyasaka, and C. K: ',, ,,w (Northwestern
University, Evanston, IL). Combustion and Flame, Vol, 45, Mar.
1982, p. 293 .308, 13 refs. Grant No. NAG3 .53; Contract No,
N00014,80-C-0586.
Flame configurations, flame-front cellular instability, and ex-
tinction of propene/air mixtures In the stagnation-point flow are
experimentally studied for their dependence on downstream heat
loss, preferential diffusion, and flame stretch. Boundaries for lean-
and rich-limit extinction, stabilization of corrugated flames, and local
extinction caused by sharp curvatures are mapped for varying
propane concentrations and freestream velocities. flame location and
temperature at extinction are determined as functions of stagnation
surface temperature, extent of preheating, propane concentration,
and freestream velocity. Results substantiate the theoretical predic-
tions of the different extinction modes for lean and rich flames in
the absence of downstream heat loss, and yield useful insight on the
extinction characteristics when finite downstream heat loss does
exist. It is further shown that flame-front instability occurs only for
rich mixtures in accordance with preferential diffusion considera-
tions, and that flame stretch has a stabilizing effect such that
flame-front instability is completely inhibited before the onset of
extinction.	 (Author) i1
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26 METALLIC MATERIALS
Includes physical, chemical, and mechanical properties
of metals, e .g., corrosion, and metallurgy.
N82.10195*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
CREEP SHEAR BEHAVIOR OR THE OXIDE DISPERSION
STRENGTHENED SUPERALLOY MA 8000E
Thomas K. Glasgow 1981 18 p refs Presented at 110th
Ann, Meeting of the Am. Inst. of Mining, Met. and Petroleum
Engr., Chicago, 22.26 Feb, 1981(NASA-TM-82704; E-985) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
11F
The shear rupture life of the oxide dispersing strengthened(ODS) superalloy MA 6000E was determined at 650 and 760 C
was 250 MPa, Comprisons were made at 760 C with the
conventional cast superalloy B-1900+Hf, the ODS alloy MA
754, and the directionally solidified eutectic alloy gamma/gamma
prime delta was 170 MPa, and for B-1900+Hf was 360 MPa,
The ODS alloy MA 6000E and gamma/gamma prime-delta failed
with very little indication of ductile accommodation, Both MA
754 and B - 1900+Hf showed some ductile tearing. Fracture
surfaces of the ODS alloy MA 754 showed discontinuities similar
size, shape, and roughness to its grain structure, but the fracture
surfaces of MA 6000E were much smoother than its grain
boundaries. 	 Author
N82. 11182'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
TRENDS IN HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS TURBINE MATERI-
ALS
S, J. Grisaffe and R. L. Dreshfieid 1981 18 p refs Presented
at the 1981 Aerospace Conf„ Anaheim, Calif., 5 . 8 Oct,(NASA-TM-82715; E-999) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
11F
High performance - high technology materials are among
the technologies that are required to allow the fruition of such
improvements, Materials trends in hot section components are
reviewed, and materials for future use arw identified. For
combustors, airfoils, and disks, a common trend of using multiple
material construction to permit advances in technology is
identified.	 S.L.
N82.11183*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
UNIVERSAL BINDING ENERGY RELATIONS IN METALLIC
ADHESION
J, Ferrante, J. R. Smith (Genera: Motors Research Lab,), and J.
H. Rose (Ames Lab,) 1981 16 p refs Presented at the
Conf, on Aspects Microscopiques de ('Adhesion at de le
Lubrication, Paris, 14 . 18 Sep. 1981(NASA-TM-82706: E-993) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
11F
Scaling relations which map metallic adhesive binding energy
onto a single universal binding energy curve are discussed in
relation to adhesion, friction, and wear in- metals, The scaling
involved normalizing the energy to the maximum binding energy
and normalizing distances by a suitable comination of Thomas-
Fermi screening lengths. The universal curve was found to be
accurately represented by E*(A*)= -(I+beta A) exp (-Beta A*)
where E* is the normalized binding energy, A* is the normalized
separation, and beta is the normalized decay constant. The
calculated cohesive energies of potassium, barium, copper,
molybdenum, and samarium were also found to scale by similar
relations, suggesting that the universal relation may be more
general than for the simple free electron metals. 	 R.J.F.
N82-11184*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
CI	 d 0
NTIS HC AO2/MF A01 CSCL 11F
A low design load drive shaft used to deliver power from
an experimental exhaust heat recovery system to the crankshaft
of an experimental diesel truck engine failed during highway
testing. An independent testing laboratory analyzed the failure
by routine metallography and attributed the failure to fatigue
induced by a banded microstructure. Visual examination by
NASA of the failed shaft plus the knowledge of the torsional
load that it carried pointed to a 100 percent ductile failure with
no evidence of fatigue, Scanning electron microscopy confirmed
this. Torsional test specimens were produced from pieces of the
failed shaft and torsional overload testing produced identical
failures to that which had occurred in the truck engine. This
pointed to a failure caused by a high overload and although the
microstructure was defective it was not the cause of the failure.
A.R.H.
N82-12216*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
PROGRESS IN PROTECTIVE COATINGS FOR AIRCRAFT
GAS TURBINES; A REVIEW OF NASA SPONSORED
RESEARCH
John P. Merutka 1981 29 p refs Presented at the 5th Ann,
Conf, on Composite and Adv, Mater., Merritt Island, Fla,,
19-22 Jan, 1981; sponsored by the Am. Ceramic Soc., Inc.(NASA-TM-82740,E-711) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
iiF
Problems associated with protective coatings for advanced
aircraft gas turbines are reviewed. Metallic coatings for preventing
titanium fires in compressors are identified, Coatings for turbine
section are also considered, Ductile aluminide coatings for
protecting internal turbine-blade cooling passage surface are also
identified. Composite modified external overlay NICrAIY coatings
deposited by low-pressure plasma spraying are found " , c be better
in surface protection capability than vapor deposited MCrAiY
coatings. Thermal barrier coating (TBC), studies are presented,
The design of a turbine airfoil is integrated with a TBC, and
computer-aided manufacturing technology is applied.
	 S.L.
N82-13281*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE FATIGUE TESTING OF MET-
ALS
Marvin H. Hirschberg In AGARD Fatigue Test Methodology
Oct, 1981 i8 p refs (For primary document see N82.13274
04-31)
Avail: NTIS HC Al2/MF A01
N62-17335*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
REVIEW OF NASA PROGRESS IN THERMAL BARRIER
COATINGS FOR STATIONARY GAS TURBINES
Philip E. Hodge, Robert A, Miller, Michael A. Gedwill, and Isidor
Zaplatynsky 1981 16 p refs Presented at the Intern, Gas
Turbine Conf., Houston, Tex„ 9-12 Mar. 1981(Contract EF-77-A-01-2593)(NASA-TM-81716: DOE/NASA/2593-25; E-749) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11F
Ceramic thermal barrier coatings for industrial/utility gas
turbines were investigated. In burner rig tests of a zirconia
yttria/nickel chromium aluminum yttrium Zr02-12w/OY203/
NICrAIY coating system on air cooled superalloy specimens,
ceramic coating life (spallation) was sensitive to Na and V'
concentration in the fuel. The locations of coating spallation
correspond to areas where combustion products were predicted
to condense. Three new thermal barrier coating systems were
identified. These are based on calcium silicate, Zr02.8w/OY203,
and a MgO-NICrAIY cermet. The spall resistance can be increased
by reducing the ceramic layer thickness from 0.038 to
0.013 cm and by the use of more oxidation/corrosion resistant
bond coats,	 S.L.
Lewis Research Center,evelan , No,
FAILURE AKALYSIS OF A TOOL STEEL TORQUE SHAFT
John R. Reagan 1981 12 p Presented at the Conf, on
Deformatir;n, Fracture, Wear and Nondestructive Evaluation of 	 N82-20291*#. National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Meter., New Orleans, 23-24 Nov, 1981: sponsored by Am, Phys,	 Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
Soc, and Nat. Bureau of Standards 	 FRICTION AND WEAR OF IRON IN CORROSIVE METAL
(NASA_TM-82758: _ E-1077: DOE/ NASA / 1011-35) Avail:	 Geovge W. P. Rengstorff. Kazuhisa Miyoshi. and Donald H. Buckley
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N82-21301*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
FRICTION AND SURFACE CHEMISTRY OF SOME FER-
ROUS-BASE METALLIC GLASSES
Kazuhisa Miyoshi and Donald H. Buckley Mar. 1982 14 p
refs(NASA-TP-1991; E-919; NAS 1.60:1991) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11F
The friction properties of some ferrous-base metallic glasses
were measured both in argon and in vacuum to a temperature
of 350 C. The alloy surfaces were also analyzed with X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy to identify the compounds and
ORIGINAL PAGE 'S
	 59
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Mar. 1982 18 p refs(NASA-TP-1985: NAS 1.60:1986; E-638) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IIF
Friction and wear experiments were conducted with elemental
iron exposed to various corrosive media including two acids,
base. and a salt. Studies involved various concentrations of nitric
and sulfuric acids, sodium hydroxide, and sodium chloride. Load
and reciprocating sliding speed were kept constant. With the
base NaOH an Increase in normality beyond 0.01 N resulted in
a decrease in btlth friction and wear. X-ray
 photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPSb analysis of the surface showed a decreasing
concentration of ferric oxide (Fe203) on the iron surface with
increasing Na0H concentration, With nitric acid (HNO3) friction
decreased in solutions to 0.05 N. beyond which no further change
in friction was observed. The .concentration of Fe203 on the
surface continued to increase with increasing normality, XPS
analysis revealed the presence of sulfates in addition of Fe203
on surfaces exposed to sulfuric acid and iron chlorides but no
sodium on surfaces exposed to NaCl,
	 Author
N82.21298*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EFFECT OF ALUMINUM PHOSPHATE ADDITIONS ON
COMPOSITION OF THREE - COMPONENT PLASMA -
SPRAYED SOLID LUBRICANT
Thomas P. Jacobson and Stanley r, Young Mar. 1982 19 p
refs
4NASA-TP-1990; E-713; NAS 1.60:1990) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11F
Image analysis (IA) and electron microprobe X-ray analysis(EMXA) were used to characterize a plasma-sprayed, self-
lubricating coating, NASA LUBE PS106, specified by weight
percent as 35NiCr-35Ag-3OCaF2. To minimize segregation of
the powder mixture during the plasma-spraying procedure,
monoaluminum phosphate was added to form agglomerate
particles, Three concentrations of AIPO4 were added to the
mixtures: 1.25, 2.5, and 6.25 percent by weight. Analysis showed
that 1,25 wt% AIPO4 yielded a CaF2 deficiency, 2.6 wt% kept
the coating closest to specification, and 6,26 wt% yielded excess
CaF2 as well as more impurities and voids and a deficiency in
silver. Photomicrographs and X-ray maps are presented. The
methods of IA and EMXA complement each other, and the
reasonable agreement in the results increases the confidence in
determining the coating composition.
	
Author
N82-21300*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
FRICTION WEAR AND AUGER ANALYSIS OF IRON
IMPLANTED WITH 1.6-MeV NITROGEN IONS
John Ferrante and William R. Jones, Jr. Mar. 1982 14 p
refs(NASA-TP-1989; E-678; NAS 1.60:1989) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11F
The effect of implantation of 1.5-MeV nitrogen ions on the
friction and wear characteristics of pure iron sliding against steel
was studied in a pin-on disk apparatus. An implantation dose of
5 x 10 to the 17th power ions/sq cm was used. Small reductions
in initial and steady-state wear rates were observed for
nitrogen-implanted iron riders as compared with unimplanted
controls, Auger electron spectroscopy revealed a subsurface
Gaussian nitrogen distribution with a maximum concentration of
15 at, % at a depth of 8 x 10 to the -7th m, A similar analysis
within the wear scar of an implanted rider after 20 microns of
wear yielded only background nitrogen concentration, thus giving
no evidence for diffusion of nitrogen beyond the implanted
range.	 Author
elements present on the surface. The results of the invet.tiga-
tion indicate that even when the surfaces of the amorphous
alloys, or metallic glasses, are atomically clean, bulk contaminants
such as boric oxide and silicon dioxide diffuse to the surfaces.
Friction measurements in both argon and vacuum indicate that.
the alloys exhibit ,nigher coefficients of friction in the crystalline
state than they do in the amorphous state. 	 Author
N82 .22344*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
TRISOLOGICAL PROPERTIES AND XPS STUDIES OF IOW
PLATED GOLD ON NICKEL AND IRON
Kazuhise Miyoshi, Telivaidis Spalvins, and Donald H. Buckley
1982 18 p refs Presented at Intern. Conf. on Met. Coatings,
San Diego, COL. 4.9 Apr. 1982: sponsored by American Vacuum
Society(NASA-TM-82814: E-1161; NAS 1,15:82814) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IIF
Tribological and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analysis
were conducted with ion plated gold films on nickel and iron
substrates in sliding contact with metals and nonmetals in a
vacuum of 3 x 10 nPa and in an argon atmosphere, The results
obtained indicated a deeper graded interface when gold was
ion plated on nickel than on iron. The deep graded interface
between gold and nickel may be due to the solubility of material
pairs. The gold and nickel in the graded interface can form an
alloy, The gold In the graded interface with iron is atomically
dispersed in the iron and thus forms a physically bonded
interface, This is believed to be due primarily to implantation
effects. The coefficient of friction, wear and transfer of gold in
contact with metal or nonmetal were greater in a vacuum of
3 x 10 nPa then in argon. Gold films in contact with metals
had a higher coefficient of friction, wear and transfer of gold
than gold films in contact with the nonmetals. These observations
resulted from the greater adhesion of gold to metals that to
nonmetals.	 Author
N82-22346*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
PERFORMANCE OF LASER GLAZED Zr02 TBCsIN CYCLIC
OXIDATION AND CORROSION BURNER TEST RIGS
I. Zaplatynsky 1982 21 p refs Presented at the Intern.
Cont, on Met, Coatings and Process Technoi., San Francisco,
4-8 Apr. 1982; sponsored by the American Vacuum Society(NASA-TM-82830; E-1195; NAS 1,15;82830) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11F
The performance of laser glazed zirconia thermal barrier
coatings (TBCs) was evaluated in cyclic oxidation and cyclic
corrosion tests. Plasma sprayed zirconia coatings of two
thicknesses were partially melted with a CO2 laser, The power
density of the focused laser beam was varied from 35 to 75 W/sq
mm, while the scanning speed was about 80 cm per minute, In
cyclic oxidation tests, the specimens were heated in a burner
rig for 6 minutes and .alad for 3 minutes, It is indicated that
the laser treated samples have the same life as the untreated
ones. However, in corrosion tests, in which the burner rig flame
contained 100 PPM sodiun, fuel equivalant, the laser treated
samples exhibit nearly a fourfold life Improvement over that of
the reference samples vary, In both tests, the lives of the samples
inversely with the thickness of the laser melted layer of
zirconia,	 EA.K,
N82-22347*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR COATING SUBSTRATES
USING LASERS Patent Application
Isidor Zaplatynsky, inventor (to NASA) Filed 15 Mar, 1982
R p
(NASA-Case-LEW-13526-1; US-Patent-Appl-SN-358398) Avail:
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11F
A method for coating substrates using lasers is described.
Metal substrates, preferably of titanium and titanium alloys, were
coated by alloying or forming TiN on a substrate surface, In the
process a laser beam strikes the surface of a moving substrate
in the presence of purified nitrogen gas. A small aroa of the
substrate surface is quickly heated, without melting, and reacts
with the nitrogen to form a solid solution, This process of alloying
or forming TIN. which occurs by diffusion of nitrogen into the
titaninum, is reviewed,
	 NASA
a
P	
V111 YUALITY
N92-22345'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
SURFACE CHEMISTRY, MICROSTRUCTURE AND FRIC-
TION PROPERTIES OF SOME FERROUS-BASE METALLIC
GLASSES AT TEMPERATURES TO 750 C
Kazuhisa Miyosh( and Donald H, Buckley Apr, 1982 16 p
refs(NASA-TP-2008: E-1001: NAS 1.60:2006) Avails NTIS
HC A02/MF A61 CSCL 11B
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analysis, transmission
electron microscopy, diffraction studies, and sliding friction
experiments were conducted with ferrous-base metallic glasses
in sliding contact with aluminum oxide at temperatures from
room to 750 C in a vacuum of 30 nPa. The results indicate
that there is a significant temperature influence on tho friction
prop6nies, surface chemistry, and microstructure of metallic
glasses, The relative concentrations of the various constituents
at the surface of the sputtered specimens were very different
from the normal bulk compositions, Contaminants can come from
the bulk of the material to the surface upon heating and impart
boric oxide and silicon oxide at 3GO C and boron nitride above
500 C. The coefficient of friction increased with increasing
temperature to 360 C. Above 500 C the coefficient of friction
decreased rapidly. The segregation of contaminants may be
responsible for the friction behavior. 	 Author
1182.243260# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
CORRELATION OF TENSILE AND SHEAR STRENGTHS OF
METALS WITH THEIR FRICTION PROPERTIES
Kazuhisa Miyoshi and Donald H. Buckley 1982 23 p refs
Proposed for presentation at the Joint Lubrication Conf.,
Washington, D.C„ 6-7 Oct, 1982: sponsored by ASME and the
American Society of Lubrication Engineers(NASA-TM-82828; E-1186: NAS 1.15:82828) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11F
The relation between the theoretical tensile and the shear
strengths and the friction properties of metals in contact with
diamond, boron nitride, silicon carbide, manganese-zinc ferrite,
and the metals themselves in vacuum was investigated. The
relationship between the actual shear, strength and the friction
properties of the metal was also investigated. An estimate of
the theoretical uniaxial tensile strength was obtained in terms
of the equilibrium surface energy, interplanar spacing of the planes
perpendicular to the tensile axis, and the Young's modulus of
elasticity, An estimate of the theoretical shear strength for metals
was obtained from the shear modulus, the repeat distance of
atoms In the direction of shear of the metal and the interplanar
spacing of the shear planes. The coefficient of friction for metals
was found to be related to the theoretical tensile, theoretical
shear, and actual shear strengths of metals. The higher the strength
of the metal, the lower the coefficient of friction,	 Author
N82 .24322'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
TRIBOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NITROGEN (N-i-)
IMPLANTED IRON
William R. Jones and John Ferrante 1982 24 p refs Proposed
for presentation at the Joint Lubrication Conf., Washington, D,C,.
5 .7 Oct. 1982: sponsored by the American Society of Lubrication
Engineers and ASME(NASA-TM-82839: E-1207; NAS 1.15:82839) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11F
The effect of implantation of nitrogen ions (1.5 MoV) on
the friction and wear characteristics of pure ion sliding against
M-50 steel (unimplanted) was studied in a pin-on-disk sliding
friction apparatus. Test conditions included room temperature(25 C), a dry- air atmosphere, a load of 1/2 kg (4.9 N), sliding
velocities of 0A43 to 0.078 m/sec (15 to 25 rpm), a pure
hydrocarbon lubricant (n-hexadecane), or a U.S.P. mineral oil
and nitrogen ion implantation doses of 500 to the 15th power
and 5x10 to the 17th power ions/sq cm. No differences in
wear rates were observed in the low dose experiments. In the
high dose experiments, small reductions in initial (40 percent)
and steady state (20 percent) wear rates were observed for
nitrogen implanted iron riders as compared with unimplanted
controls. No differences in average friction coefficients were noted
for either dose. Auger electron spectroscopy combined with argon
ion bombardment revealed a subsurface Gaussian nitrogen
distribution with a maximum concentration of 6 atomic percent
at a depth of 0.8 microns. Similar analysis within the wear scar
of an implanted rider after 20 microns of wear yielded only
background nitrogen concentration. No inward migration of
nitrogen ions was observed. 	 M.G.
N82 .24323*# National Aeronautics and Space administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
EFFECT OF OXIDE FILMS ON HYDROGEN PERMEABILITY
OF CANDIDATE STIRLING ENGINE HEATER HEAD TUBE
ALLOYS
Susan R. Schuon and John A. Misencik 1981 32 p refs
Presented at the .1 10th Ann. Meeting of Am. Inst. of Mining,
Met. and Patrol. Engrs., Chicago, 22-26 Feb, 1981(Contract DE-A101-77CS-51040)(NASA-TM-82824; E-1176: DOE/NASA/51040-38; NAS
1.15:82824) Avail: NTIS FIC A03/MF A01 CSCL 11F
The effect of oxide films developed in situ from CO/CO2
doped hydrogen on high pressure hydrogen permeability at
820 C was studied on N-155, A-286, IN 800, 19-9DL, Nitronic
40, HS-188, and IN 718 tubing in a Stirling materials simulator.
The hydrogen permeability decreased with increasing dopent
levels of CO or CO2 and corresponding decreases in oxide porosity,
Minor reactive alloying elements strongly influenced permeability. 	 US-Patent-Appl-SN-102003; US-Patent-Class-204-19 20 Avail;
N82.24326*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio.
A STATUS REVIEW OF NASA'S COSAM (CONSERVATION
OF STRATEGIC AEROSPACE MATERIALS) PROGRAM
Executive Status Report
Joseph R. Stephens Washington May 1982 46 p refs(NASA-TM-82852: E-1222: NAS 1,15:82852) Avail: NTIS
.HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 11F
The use and supply of strategic elements in nickel base
superalloys for gas turbine engines are reviewed. Substitution of
strategic elements, advanced processing concepts, and the
Identification of alternate materials are considered. Cobalt,
tantalum, columbium, and chromium, the supplies of which are
91-100% imported, are the materials of major concern. 	 J.D.
N82-28431'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
IMPROVED THERMAL BARRIER COATING SYSTEM Patent
Application
Stephan Stecura, inventor (to NASA) Filed 6 May 1982 13 p(NASA- Case- LEW-13324-1: US-Patent-Appl•SN-375784) Avail:
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11 F
A high temperature oxidation resistant thermal barrier coating
system for a nickel cobalt-, or lion-base alloy substrate is
described. An inner metal bond coating contacts the substrate,
and a thermal barrier coating covers the bond coating. NiCrAIR,
and CoCrAIR alloy are satisfactory as bond coating compositions
where R = Y or Yb. These alloys contain, by weight, 0.35%
chromium, 6-18% aluminum, and 0,05 to 1,55% yttrium or
0.05 to 3.0% ytterbium, The coatings containing ytterbium are
preferred over those containing yttrium. An outer thermal barrier
coating of partially stabilized zirconium oxide (zirconia) which is
between 6% and S%, by weight, of yttrium oxide (yttria) covers
the bond coating. Partial stabilization provides a material with
superior durability. Partially stabilized zirconia consists of mixtures
of cubic, tetragonal, and monoclinic phases, 	 NASA
N82-29415* National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
REFRACTORY COATINGS AND METHOD OF PRODUCING
THE SAME Patent
William A. Brainard and Donald R. Wheeler, inventors (to NASA)
Issued 22 Jun. 1982 4 p Filed 7 Dec. 1979 Supersedes
N80-14232 (18 - 05, p 0583)(NASA-Case-LEW-13169-1; US-Patent-4,336;117;
At high levels of CO or CO2, a liquid oxide formed on alloys	 US Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 11F
with greater them 50 percent Fe, This caused increased 	 The adhesion, friction, and wear properties of sputteredrefractory coatings on substrates of materials that form stablepermeability, The oxides formed on the inside tube wails were 	 nitrides is improved by placing each substrate directly below aanalyzed and their effective permeabilities were calculated, T.M.
n	 titanium carbide target of a commercial radiofrequency diode
apparatus in a vacuum chamber. Nitrogen isbled into the system
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through a nozzle resulting in a small partial pressure of about
0.59E to 2.6% during the first two minutes of deposition. The
flow of nitrogen Is then stopped, and the sputtering ambient Is
reduced to pure argon through a nozzle without Interrupting the
sputtering process. When nitrogen is daflberotely Introduced during
the crucial interface formation, some of the titanium at the interface
`	 reacts to form titanium nitride while the metal of the substrate
also forma; the nitride. These two nitrides atomically mixed together
IL	 in the interfacial region act to more strongly band the growing
titani= carbide coating as it forms on the substrate.
Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
N82-30371" National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio.
REFRACTORY COATINGS Patent
William A, Brainard and Donald R. Wheeler, inventors (to NASA)
Issued 27 Jul, 1982 4 p Filed 29 Sep. 1980 Division of US
Patent Appl, SN-102003, filed 7 Dec. 1979(NASA-Case . LEW-13169 .2; US-Patent-4,341,843;
US-Patent-Appl-SN-191746; US-Patent-Appi-SN-102003;
US• Patent- Class-428.457; US-Patent.Class-204.192C:
US-Patent-Class-428 .472) Avail; US Patent and Trademark
Office CSCL 11F
A thin sputtered film is discussed which exhibits Improved
adherence to a substrate and has improved friction and wear
characteristics. Each substrate is placed directly below a
titanium carbide target of a commercial radiofrequency diode
apparatus in a vacuum chamber. Nitrogen is bled into the system
through a nozzle resulting in a small partial pressure of about
0.5% to 2,5% during the first two minutes of derosition. The
flow of nitrogen is then stopped, and the spuacdog ambient is
reduced to pure argon through a nozzle without interrupting the
sputtering process,
Official Gazette of the U S. Patent and Trademark Office
N82-303720 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio.
EVALUATION OF CANDIDATE STIRLING ENGINE HEATER
TUBE ALLOYS AT 820 DEG AND 860 DEG C Final
Report
John A. Misencik Jun. 1982 43 p refs(Contract DE-A101-77CS-51040)(NASA-TM-82837; E-1204; DOE/NASA/51040 .39; NAS
1.15:82837) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 11F
Seven commercial alloys were evaluated in Stirling simulator
materials rigs. Five iron base alloys (N-155, A-286, Incoloy 800,
19-9DL, and 316 stainless_ steel), one nickel base alloy (Inconel
718), and one cobalt base alloy (HS-188) were tested in the
form of thin wall tubing in a diesel fuel fired test rig, Tubes
filled with hydrogen or helium at gas pressure of 21,6 MPa and
temperatures of 820 and 860 C were endurance tested fir
1000 and 535 hours, respectively. Results showed that under
these conditions hydrogen permeated rapidly through the tube
walls, thus requiring refilling during each five hour cycle, Helium
'was readily contained, exhibiting no measurable loss by permea-
tion. Helium filled tubes tested at 860 C all exhibited creep-rupture
failures within the 535 hour endurance test, Subsequent tensile
test evaluation after removal from the rig indicated reduced room
temperature ductility for some hydrogen-filled tubes compared
to helium-filled tubes, suggesting possible hydrogen embrittlement
in these alloys.	 S.L.
N82-30373'# National Anronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EFFECT OF FUEL TO AIR RATIO ON MACH 0,3 BURNER
RIG HOT CORROSION OF Zr02-Y203 THERMAL BARRIER
COATINGS
Philip E, Hodge Jul, 1982 11 p refs(Contract DE-AI01-77ET-10350)(NASA-TM-82879: E-1255: DOE/NASA/10350 .32: NAS
1.15:82879) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11F
A Mach 0.3 burner rig test program was conducted to
determine how the fuel to air mass ratio affects the durability
of ZrO2-Y203/ Ni-16Cr-6AI-0.31Y thermal barrier coating systems
in combustion products containing 5 ppm Na and 2 ppm V. As
the fuel to air mass ratio was increased from 0,039 to 0.049,
the durability of Zr02-6Y203, ZrO2-BY203 and Zr02-12Y203
coatins decreased ZrO2 .8Y203 coatings were approximately 2X
and 1,3X more durable than Zi02-12Y203 and Zr02-6Y203
coatings respectively at the fuel to air mass ratio of 0,039, The
ORiGINAL PAGE 13
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number of one hour cycles endured by Zf02.SY203 coatings
varied from averages of 53 to 200 for the fuel to air mass
ratios of 0049 and 0.039, respectivel y. At the fuel to air mass
ratio of 0.049, alt Zr02-Y203 coated specimens failed in 40 to
60 one hour cycles	 S,L
N$2.31505• Natinnai Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
NICRAL TERNARY ALLOY HAVING IMPROVED CYCLIC OXIDA-
TION RESISTANCE Patent
Charles A. Barrett (NAS-NRC, Washington, D.C.), Carl E. Lowell(NAS-NRC, Washington, D.C.), and Abdus S. Khan (,NAS-NRC,
Washington, D.C.) Issued 20 Jul. 1982 3 p Filed 23 Oct. 1980
Supersedes N81-12211 (19 - 03, p 0322) Sponsored by NASA(NASA-Case-LEWh 13339,1; US-Patent-4,340,425;
US-Patent-Appl-SM-199769; US-Patent-Class-148-428;
US-Patent-Class-420-445; US-Patent-Class-420.551;
US-Patent-Class=420 .508) Avail: US Patent and Trademark
Office CSCL 11F
NiCrAI alloys are Improvod by the addition of zirconium. These
alloys are In the Beta or gt:mma/gamma' + Beta region of the
ternary system. Zirconium is added in a very low amount between
0.06 and 0.20 weight percent. There Is a narrow optimum zirconium
level at the low value of 0.13 wefifhi percent. Maximum resistance
to cyclic oxidation Is achieved when the zirconium addition is at
the optimum value.
Official Gazette of the U,S. Patent and Trademark Office
N82-3246i'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
FAILURE MECHANISMS OF THERMAL BARRIER COATINGS
EXPOSED TO ELEVATED TEMPERATURES
Robert A. Miller and Carl E. Lowell 1982 14 p refs Presented
at the Inters. Conf, on Met. Coatings and Process Technol., San
Diego, Calif., 4 .9 Apr. 1982(NASA-TM-82905; E-1289 NAS 1,15:82905)
	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11F
The failure of a Zr02 .8%Y2O31NIA4% Al-0.1% Zr coating
system on Rene 41 in Mach 0.3 burner rig tests was characterized.
High flame and metal temperatures were employed in order to
accelerate coating failure, Failure by delamination was shown to
precede surface cracking or spelling. This type of failure could be
duplicated by cooling down the specimen after a single long
duration isothermal high temperature cycle in a burner ,rig or a
furnace, but only If the atmosphere was oxidizing. Stresses due
to thermal expansion mismatch on cooling coupled with the effects
of plastic deformation of the bond coat and oxidation of the irregular
bond coat are the probable life limiting factors, Heat up stresses
alone could not fail the coating in the burner _rig tests, Spalling
eventually occurs on heat up but only after the coating has already
failed through delamination. 	 Author
N82.33493'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
A STUDY OF THE NATURE OF SOLID PARTICLE IMPACT AND
SHAPE ON THE EROSION MORPHOLOGY OF DUCTILE MET-
ALS
P. Veerabhadra Rao (NAS-NRC), Stanley G. Young, and Donald
H, Buckley Jul, 1982 19 p refs Presented at Microscopy of
the Degradation of Mater, (Wear and Erosion), MICRO 82, Intern.
Symp. and Exhibition, London, 12 -le Jul. 1982; sponsored by the
Royal Microscopical Society(NASA-TM-82933; E-1298; NAS 1.15:82933)
	 Avail: NTiS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11F
Impulsive versus steady jet Impingement of spherical glass
bead particles on metal surfaces was studied using a gas gun
facility and a commercial sand blasting apparatus. Crushed glass
particles were also used In the sand blasting apparatus as well
as glass bards. Comparisons of the different types of erosion
patterns were made. Scanning electron microscopy, surface
profilometry and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy analysis
were used to characterize erosion patterns. The nature of the
61
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rear can be divided into cutting and deformation, each with its
own characteristic features. Surface chemistry analysis indicates
the possibility of complex chemical and/or mechanical interactlor
between erodants and target materials. 	 S,L,
A82-10674 • Effect of gamma irradiation on the friction
and wear of ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene. W, R, Jones,
W. F, Hady (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH), and A.
Crugnols (Lowell, University, Lowell, MA), Wear, vol, 70, July 15,
1981, P. 7792, 25 refs.
The effect of sterilization gamma irradiation on the friction and
wear properties of ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene
(UHMWPE) sliding against stainless- steel 316L in dry air at 23 C is
Investlgat6d, the results to be used In the development of artificial
joints which are to surgically replace diseased human joints, A
pin-on-disk sliding friction apparatus is used, a constant sliding speed
in the range 0.061 .0.27 m/s is maintained, a normal load of i kgf is
applied with dead weight, and the irradiation dose levels are; 0, 2.5,
and 5.0 Mrad. Wear and friction data and conditions for each of the
ten tests are summarized, and include;. (1) wear volume as a function
of the sliding distance for the irradiation levels, (2) incremental wear
rate, and (3) coefficient of friction as a function of the sliding
distance. It is shown that (1) the friction and wear properties of
UHMWPE are not significantly changed by the irradiation doses of
2,5 and 5.0 Mrad, (2) the irradiation increases the amount of
insoluble gel as well as the amount of low molecular weight material,
and (3) after run-in the wear rate is either steady or gradually
decreases as a function of the sliding distance.	 K.S.
A82.11399 " Comparative thermal fatigue resistance of sev-
cral oxide dispersion stran ,;.S-,aned alloys. J. D, Whittenbarger and p.
T. Bizon (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). Interna-
tional Journal of Fatigue, vol. 3, Oct. 1981, p. 173. 180. 25 refs.
The thermal fatigue resistance of several oxide disperslon
strengthened (ODS) alloys has been evaluated through cyclic
exposure in fluidized beds. The ODS nickel-base alloy MA 754 and
ODS iron-base alloy MA 956 as well as four experimental ODS
Ni•16Cr-4,5AI base alloys with and without Ta additions were
examined, Both bare and coated alloys were subjected to up to 6000
cycles where each cycle consisted of a 3 minute immersion in a
fluidized bed at 1130 C followed by a 3 minute immersion in a bed
at 357 C, Testing revealed that the thermal fatigue resistance of the
ODS nickel-base alloys was excellent and about equal to that of
directionally solidified superalloys. However, the thermal fatigue
resistance of MA 956 was found to be poor. Metallographic
examination of tested specimens revealed that, in general, the
post-test microstructures can be rationalized on the basis of previous
diffusion, mechanical property, and oxidation studies.	 (Author)
A82-37151 •	 Long-term high-velocity oxidation and hot corrosion
testing of several NiCrAI and FeCrAI base oxide dispersion strengthened
alloys. C. E. Lowell, D. L Deadmore, and J. D. Whittenberger (NASA, Lewis
Research Center, Materials Div„ Cleveland, OH). Oxidation of Metals, vol. 17,
Apr. 1982, p. 205-221. 20 refs.
Several oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) alloys have been tested for
cyclic, long-term, high gas-velocity resistance to oxidation at 1100 C and hot
corrosion at 900 C. Both nominally N1 .16Cr-4AI and Fe-20Cr-4.5AI ODS alloys
were subjected up to about 2500 cycles, where each cycle consisted of 1 hr in
ahot, Mach 0,3 combusted gas stream followed by a 3-min quench In an ambient
temperature, Mach 0 .3 air blast. For comparison to existing technology, a coated
superalloy was simultaneously tested. The ODS iron alloy exhibited clearly su-
perior behavior, surviving 3800 oxidation and 2300 hot corrosion cycles essen-
tially unscathed. While the ODS nickel alloys exhibited adequate oxidation
resistance, the long -term hot corrosion resistance could be marginal, since the
best life for such alloys under these conditions was only about 1100 cycles.
However, the hot corrosion resistance of the ODS Ni-base alloys is excellent in
comparison to that of traditional superalloys, 	 (Author)
A82-40041 ' 	 Crystallographic texture m oxide-dispersion-strength-
ened alloys. J, D, Whittenberger (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,
i7H), Materials Science and Engineering, vol 54, June 1982, p. 81-83. 9 refs..
Crystallographic and elastic moduli data are presented which document the
degree of texture in several oxide dispersion-strengthened (ODS) nickel-base
alloys. The existence of strong crystallographic textures in such multicrystalline
alloys is considered important, since the small angle grain boundaries may be
partially responsible for creep throshold stresses, Gleiter (1979) has shown that
ideal, low energy boundaries will act as vacancy sources only when the applied
stress is greater than a threshold stress, while large angle grain boundaries will
emit vacancies at all stress levels. The continued operation of a net vacancy in
an ODS alloy must be avoided, since it will lead to a localized disruption of the
microstructure.
	
O,C.
A82-42774 • Structure and creep rupture properties of directionally
solidified eutectic gamma/gamma-prime •alphe alloy. J. D. Whittenberger(NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH) and G. Wirth (Deutsche For-
schungs• and Versuchsanstaft (Or Luft- and Raumfahrt, Cologne, West Ger-
many). Metal Science, vol. 16, Aug. 1962, p. 383.386: 21 refs. Research
supported by the Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung.
A simple ternary gamma/gamma-prime-alpha alloy of nominal composition(wt %) NI .32Mo-6AI has been directionally solidified at 17 mm/h and tested In
creep rupture at 1073, 1173, and 1273 K. A uniform microstructure consisting of
square-shaped Mo fibers In a gamma + gamma-prime matrix was found despite
some variation In the molybdenum and aluminum concentrations along the
growth direction, Although the steady -state creep rate Is well described by the
normal stress temperature equation, the stress exponent (12) and the activation
energy (580 kJ/mol) are high, The rupture behavior Is best characterized by the
Larson-Miller parameter where the constant equals 29.
	
(Author)
A82-47393 . #
	 The Influence of gamma prime on the recrystallization
of an oxide dispersion strengthened superalloy - MA 6000E. R, K. Hotzler
(Oueensborough Community College, Bayside, NY) and T, K, Glasgow (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH), Metallurgical Transactions A-Physical
Metallurgy and Materials Sclence, vol. 13A. Oct. 1982, p. 1665 .1674, 15 refs,
The requirement of large, recrystallized, highly elongated grains is of primary
Importance to the development of suitable high temperature properties in oxide
dispersion strengthened-superalloys. In the present study the recrystaliization
behavior of MA 6000E, a recently developed Y203 strengthened superalloy
produced by mechanical alloyin g , was examined usin g transmission and replica-
tion microscopy. Gradient and Isothermal annealing treatments were applied to
extruded and hot rolled products. It was found that conversion from a very fine
(0.2 micron) grain structure to a coarse (approximately 10 mm) grain structure
is controlled by the dissolution of the gamma prime phase, while grain shape was
controlled primarily by the thermal gradient, The fine uniform oxide dispersion
appeared to have only a secondary influence in determining the grain shape as
columnar grains could be grown transverse to the working direction by appropri-
ate application of the thermal gradient, 	 (Author)
A82-47397 • The Influence of orientation on the stress rupture prop-
erties of nickel-base superalloy single crystals. R. A. MacKay (NASA, Lewis.
Research Center, Cleveland, OH) and R, D. Maier (Chase Brass and Copper Co,,
Solon, OH), Metallurgical Transactions A - Physical Metallurgy and Materials
Science, vol, 13A, Oct. 1982, p, 1747-1754. 13 refs. Grant No. NsG-3246.
Constant load creep rupture tests were performed on MAR-M247 single crys-
tals at 724 MPa and 774 C where the effect of anisotropy is prominent, The initial
orientations of the specimens as well as the final orientations of selected crystals
after stress rupture testing N 9re determined by the Laue back-reflection X-ray
technique. The stress ruptur-lives of the MAR-M247 single crystals were found
to be largely determined by.,te lattice rotations required to produce intersecting
slip, because second -stage creep does not begin until after the onset of Intersect-
ing slip. Crystals which required large rotations to become oriented forintersect-
ing slip exhibited the shortest stress rupture lives, whereas crystals requiring little
ar no rotations exhibited the lowest minimum creep rates, and consequently, the
longest stress rupture lives. 	 V.L.
A82-47398 ' Fatigue and creep-fatigue deformation of several' nick-
el-base superalloys at 650 C. R. V. Miner, J. Gayda (NASA, Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, OH), and R. D. Maier (Chase Brass and Copper Co., Solon,
OH). Metallurgical Transactions A - Physical Metallurgy and Materials Science,
vol. 13A, Oct. 1982, p. 1755-1765. 36 refs.
Transmission electron microscopy has been used to study the bulk deformation
characteristics of seven nickel-base superalloys tested in fatigue and creep-
fatigue at 650 C. The alloys were Waspalloy, HiP Astroloy, H plus F Astroloy, H
plus F Rene 95, IN 100, MERL 76, and NASA IIB-7. The amount of bulk deforma-
tion observed In al l the alloys was low. In tests with inelastic strain amplitudes less
than about 0.003, only some grains exhibited yielding and the majority of those
had the 110 line near the tensile axis, Defcrmation occurred on octahedral sys-
tems for all of the alloys except MERL 76 which also showed abundant primary
cube slip. Creep-fatigue cycling occasionally produced extended faults between
partial dislocations, but otherwise deformation was much the same as for fatigue
cycling
	 V.L.
`i
Nt2-14333'// Avco Lycoming Div„ Stratford, Conn,	 Materials
Lab.
DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED HIGH TEMPERATURE l
COATINGS FOR IN-792 + Hf Final Report j
D, D. Profant and S K. Nalk	 Jun, 1981	 95 p	 refs(Contract NAS3 .22371; DA Pro). 1Lt•62209-AH-78)(NASA-CR-166396)	 A,*I; NTIS	 HC AO5/MF A01	 CSCL
11F s,
The development for t-65 1712 engine of high temperature
for integral turbine nozzles with improved thermal fatigue
resistance without sacrificing oxidation/corrosion protection is
discussed, The program evaluated to coating systems which
comprised one baseline plasma spray coating (12%AI-NiCoCtALY),
three aluminide coatings including the baseline aluminide (701),
two CoNiCrAly (6% AI) + aluminide systems and four NICoCrY
+ aluminide coating were evaluated, The two-stop coating
processes were investigated since it offered the advantage of
talloring the composition as well as properly coating surfaces of
an integral or segmented nozzle. Cyclic burner rig thermal fatigue k
and oxidation/corrosion tests were used to evaluate the
candidate coating systems. The plasma sprayed 12%AI-NiCoCrAIY G
was rated the best coatin g in thermal fatigue resistance and
outperformed all coatings by a factor between 14 to 2.5 In
cycles to crack initiation.. However, this coatings is not applicable
to integral or segmented nozzles due to the line of sight limitation tof the plasma spray process, The 6% AI-CoNICrAIY + Mod,
701	 aluminide (32 w/o AI) was rated the best coating in
oxidation/corrosion resistance and was rated the second best in
thermal fatigue resistance.
	
J D,H. r
N82.18368-iJ 	 Westinghouse	 Electric Corp„ Pittsburgh, Pa,
EVALUATION OF PRESENT THERMAL BARRIER COAT-
INGS FOR POTENTIAL SE RVICE IN ci irCTRIC UTILITY GAS
TURBINES Final Report
R, J, Sratton, S. K, Lau, and S. Y. Lee	 Jul, 1982	 161 p	 refs
Sponsored in part by Electric Power Research Inst.(Contract NAS3-21377)(NASA-CR-165645; Rept-81-9D6•NASAC•R3)	 Avail NTIS i
HC A08/MF A01
	
CSCL 11F
The resistance of present-day thermal barrier coatings to
combustion gases found in electric utility turbines was assessed,
The plasma sprayed coatings, both duplex and graded types, f
were primarily zirconia-based, although a calcium silicate was
also evaluated. Bath atmospheric burner rig tests and high pressure
tests (135 psig) showed that several present-day thermal
barrier coatings have a high potential for service in gas turbines
burning the
	 relatively clean GT No. 2 fuel, However, coating
i'nprovements are needed for use In turbines burning lower grade
fuel such as residual oil. The duplex Zr02.8Y203/NiCrA 1 Y coating
was ranked highest and selected for near-term field testing, with
Ca2SiO4/ NiCrA t Y ranked second. Graded coatings show
potential for corrosive turbine operating conditions and warrant
further development. The coating degradation mechanisms for j
each coating system subjected to the various envirrnmentai
conditions are also described,
	 B W,
`Y
N82 .18370-J( TRW, Inc. Cleveland, Ohio. 	 Materials Technology
Lab.
DEVELOPMENT OF MATERIALS AND PROCESS TECHNOL-
OGY FOR DUAL ALLOY DISXS final Report
James M. Marder and Charles S, Kortovich	 Oct. 1981	 188 p
refs i(Contract NAS3.21351)(NASA-CR-165224; 	 TRW-ER-8001-F) 	 Avail:
	
NTIS
HC A09/MF A01	 CSCL 11 F
Techniques for the preparation of dual alloy disks wore t	 ,
developed and evaluated, Four material combinations were
evaluated in the form of
	
HIP consolidated and heat treated
cylindrical and plate shapes in terms of elevated temperature
tensile, stress rupture and low cycle fatigue properties. The process
evaluation indicated that the pe-HIP AF-115 rim/loose powder
Rene 95 hub combination offered the best overall range of r
mechanical properties for dual disk applications. The feasibility y
of this dual alloy concept for the production of more complex
components was demonstrated by the scale up fabrication of a
prototype	 CFM-56	 disk	 made	 from	 this	 AF-115/Rene
95 combination. The hub alloy ultimate tensile strength was t
approximately 92 percent of the program goal of 1520 MPa(220 ksi) at 480 C MOD f) and the rim alloy stress rupture a
goal of 300 hours at 675 C (1250 F)/925 MPa (134 ksi) was
exceeded by 200 hours, The low cycle fatigue properties were
63
A82-473" * The Influence of cobalt an the tensile and stress-rup-
ture properties of the nickel-base superalioy MAR-M247, M.V. Nathal(NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH), R, D. Maier (Chase Brass and
Copper Co., Solon, OH), and L. J. Ebert (Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, OH). Metallurgical Transactions A - Physical Metallurgy and Materi-
als Science, vol. 13A. Oct, 19112, p. 1767.1774. 27 rots.
A82-47400' The Influence of cobalt on the microstructure of the
nickel•base superailoy MAR-M247, M, V. Nathal (NASA, Lewis Research Cen-
ter, Cleveland, ON, R, D, Maier (Chaso Brass and Copper Co„ Solon, OH), and
L. J. Ebert (Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH). Metallurgical
Transactions A -Physical Metallurgy and Materials Science, vol. 13A, Oct. 1982.
p. 1775-1783. 20 refs. Grant No, NsG-330.
Nickel was substituted for Co to produce 0, 5, and the slsndard 10% versions
of MAR-M247, a cast nickel-baso superalloy. The microstructures of the alloys
were examined in as-cast, heat treated, aged, and stress-rupture tested condi-
tions using a variety of metallographic techniques and differential thermal anal.
ysis. As cobalt concentration was reduced from 10 to 0 wt %, the gamma-prima
weight fraction decreased from 59 to 41 %; W and Ti concentrations In the gam-
ma-prime phase increased from 5 to 8 and 2 to 3 at,%, respectively; the mean
gamma-prime particle size increased from 0.6 to 0,8 micron; Cr and At concentra-
tions in the gamma matrix decreased from 17 to 13 and 15 to 12 aL%, respec-
tively; and the weight fraction of carbides increased by approximately 1 %, V,L.
N82-10193'#
	
IIT Research Inst„ Chicago, ill. 	 Materials
Technology ON,
THERMAL FATIGUE AND OXIDATION DATA OF TAZ-8A
AND M22 ALLOYS AND VARIATIONS Technical Report,
1 Feb, - 30 Apr, 1980
K. E. Hofer and V. E. Humphreys Sep. 1981 44 p rata(Contract NAS3-17787)(NASA-CR-165407,	 IITRI•M06001-89) 	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A03/MF AO1 CSCL 11F
Thermal fatigue and oxidation data were obtained on
36 specimens, representing 18 distinct variations (including the
base systems) of TAZ-8A and M22 alloys. Double-edge wedge
specimens for these systems were cycled between fluidized
beds maintained at 1088 C and 316 C with a 180 s Immersion
in each bed. The systems included alloys TAZ-SA. M22, and
16 variations of these alloys. Each alloy variation consisted of a
unique composition with an alternation in the percentage of
carbon (Cl and C2), molydenum (M1 and 102), tungsten (W1
and W2), columbium (CB1, CB2, and CB3), tantalium (T1, T2,
and T3), or bor;n (81, B2, and 133) present. All of the alloys
showed little vomght change due to oxidation compared with
other alloys previously tested in fluidized beds, Only both C1
alloy variation specimens survived 3500 cycles without cracking
in the small radius, although substantial cracks were present,
emanating from the end notches which were used for holding
the specimen s	Aut or
N82. 13217-# Pittsburg Univ, Pa. Dept. of Metallurgical and
Materials Engineering.
INVESTIGATION INTO THE ROLE OF NaCI DEPOSITED
ON OXIDE AND METAL SUBSTRATES IN THE INITIATIC`1
OF HOT CORROSION Semiannual Report, 1 Apr. - 1 Oct.
1981
N. Kirks 1 Oct. 1981 24 p(Grant NAG3.44)(NASA•CR-165029; SAR-3) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 11F
Morphological aspects of the conversion to Na2SO4 of NaCl
deposits over the temperature range 500 .700 C, in air with
added S02 and H2O. Progress of the reaction was observed by
withdrawing samples at various times and examining them under
the scanning electron microscope using EDAX to assess the
extent of chloride to sulfate toners an. These initial results show
that the conversion to Na2SO4 proceeds directly on the sodium
chloride surface as well as on the surrounding substrate due to
evaporation of NaCl from the solid particle. The mechanism of
this reaction could involve reaction in the vapor to produce
Na2SO4 which then deposits, alternatively Na2SO4 could form
directly on the substrate surface due to direct reaction there
between the vapors NaCl, S02 ,id 02 	 A,9.H.
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tal engine tests, and design data generation, which established
lower design properties including tensile, stress -rupture. 0,2%
creep and notched (Kt m 2,6) low cycle fatigue properties,
Sonntag, fatigue crack propagation, and low cycle fatigue crack
threshold data, Dirdct HIP MERL 76, when compared to
conventionally forged Superwaspaloy, is demonstrated to be
tiupedor In ctechanical ,properties, Increased rim temperature
capability, reduced component weight, and reduced material
cost by at least 30% based on 1980 costs, 	 J,D,
N11112-274624 Michigan Technological Unfv., Houghton. Dept
of Metallurgical Engineering.
SOLUTE TRANSPORT DURING THE CYCLIC OXIDATION
OF Ni-Cr-AI ALLOYS M.S. Thesis
James A. Nesbitt May 1982 140 p refs(Grant NsG-3216)(NASA-CR-165544; NAS 1.26:135544)
	
Avail: NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL I IF
Important requirements for protective coatings of Ni•Cr-AI
alloys for gas turbine superalloys are resistance to oxidation
accompanied by thermal cycling, resistance to thermal fatigue
cracking, The resistance to oxidation accompanied by thermal
cycling is discussed, The resistance to thermal fatigue cracking
Is also considered.	 S.L.
N82-28409*# Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Ind. Dept. of Material
Engineering.
EFFECTS OF COBALT ON THE MICROSTRUCTURE OF
UDIMET 700 M.S. Thesis Final Report
Mayer Abraham Engel Jun. 1982 66 p refs(Grant NAG3.57)(NASA-CR-165605; NAS 1.26:165605) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 11 F
Cobalt, a critical and 'strategic' alloying element in many
superalloys, was systematically substituted_ by nickel In experimen-
tal alloys Udimet 700 containing 0.1, 4.3, 8.6, 12.8 and the
standard 17.0 wt.% cobalt. Electrolytic and chemical extraction
techniques, X-ray diffraction, scanning electron and optical
microscopy were used for the microstructurai studies, The total
weight fraction of gamma' was not significantly affected by the
cobalt content, although a difference in the size and quantities
of the primary and secondary gamma' phases was apparent.
The lattice parameters of the gamma' were found to increase
with increasing cobalt content while the lattice mismatch between
the gamma matrix and gamma' phases decreased, Other significant
effects of cobalt on the weight fraction, distribution and formation
of the carbide and boride phases as well as the relative stability
of the ". perimental alloys during long-time aging are also
discussed.	 Author
N82.30374*# Purdue Univ„ Lafayette, Ind,
MC CARBIDE. STRUCTURES IN M(LC2)AR-M247
M.S. Th-,*P) - Final Report
Stanley Walter Wawro Jun, 1962 53 p refs(Contract NAG3-59)(NASA-CR•167892; NAS 1,26:167892) 	 Avails NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 11F
The morphologies and distribution of the MC carbides in
Mar-M247 ingot stock and castings were Investigated using
metallographic, X-ray diffraction and energy-dispersive X-ray
analysis techniques. The MC carbides were found to form script
structures during solidification. The script structures were
composed of three distinct parts. The central cores and
elongated arms of the MC carbide script structures had
compositions (Ti, Cr, Hf, Ta, W)C and lattice parameters of
4,39 A, The olongated script arms terminated in enlarged, angular
'heads'. The heads had compositions (Ti, Hf, Ta, W)C and lattice
parameters- of approximately 4,50 A, The heads had a higher
Hf content than the cores and arms. The size of the script
structures, as well as the relative amount of head-type to core
and arm-type MC carbide, was found to be determined by
solidification conditions. No carryover of the MC carbides from
the ingot stock to the remelted and cast material was observed,
Author
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equivalent to those exhibited by HIP and heat treated alloys,
There was an absence of rupture notch sensitivity in both allays.
This Joint tensile properties were approximately 85 percent of
the weaker of the two materials (Rene 95) and the stress rupture
properties were equivalent to those of the weaker of the two
materials (Rene 95), 	 Author
NO2.193600# Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford. Conn,
TAILORED PLASMA SPRAYED MCrAIY COATINGS FOR
AIRCRAFT GAS TURBINE APPLICATIONS
F. J. Pennisf and D. K, Gupta Jan. 1981 132 p refs(NAS3.21730)(NASA.CR-165234; 	 PWA-6642-21)	 Avail;	 NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL i IF
Eighteen plasma spraved coating systems, nine based on
the NiCoCrAly chemistry and nano based on the CoCrAiy
composition, were evaluated to identify coating systems which
provide equivalent or superior life to that shown by the electron
beam physical vapor deposited NiCoCrAly and CoCrAiy coatings
respectively. NiCoCrAly type coatings were examined on a
single crystal alloy and the CoCrAiy based coatings were optimized
on the 81900+ Hf alloy. Cyclic burner rig oxidation and hot
corrosion and tensile ductility tests used to evaluate the various
coating candidates. For the single crystal alloy,: a low pressure
chamber plasma sprayed NiCoCrAly + Si coating exhibited a
2x oxidation life improvement at 1394 K (2050 F) over the
vapor deposited NiCoCrAly material while showing equivalent
tensile ductility. A silicon modified low pressure chamber plasma
sprayed CoCrAiy coating was found to be more durable than
the baseline vapor deposited CoCrAiy coating on the B1900+
Hf alloy.	 S.L.
N82.26436*# Cincinnati Univ., Ohio. Dept. of Materials Science
and Metallurgical Engineering.
HIGH TEMPERATURE LOW CYCLE FATIGUE MECHA-
NISMS FOR NICKEL BASE AND A COPPER BASE ALLOY
M.S. Thesis Final Report
Chin-1 Shih Washington NASA Jun. 1982 110 p refs(Grant NsG-3263)(NASA-CR-3543:	 NAS	 1.26:3543)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL. 11F
Damage mechanisms were studied in Rene' 95 and NARloy
Z, using optical, scanning and transmission in .microscopy. In
necklace Rene' 95, crack initiation was mainly associated with
cracking of 'surface MC .carbides, except for hold time tests at
higher strain ranges where initiation was associated more with
a grain boundary mechanism. A mixed mode of propagation
with a faceted fracture morphology was typical for all cycle
characters. The dependence of life on maximum tensile stress
can be demonstrated by the data falling onto three lines
corresponding to the three tensile hold times, in the fife against
maximum tensile stress plot, in NARloy Z, crack_ initiation wag
always at the grain boundaries. The mode of clack propagation
depended on the cycle character. The life decreasad with
decreasing strain rate and with tensile holds. In terms of damage
mode, different life prediction laws may be applicable to different
cycle characters.	 A,R.H,
N62.26439•# United Technologies Corp., East Hartford, Conn,
I	 Commercial Products Div,
HOT ISOSTATICALLY PRESSED MANUFACTURE OF HIGH
STRENGTH MERL 76 DISK AND SEAL SHAPES Final
Report
R. D. Eng and D. J. Evans Ma y 1982 139 p refs(Contract NAS3-20072)(NASA•CR-165549; NAS 1.26:165549; PWA/5574-123) Avail:
NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 11F
The feasibility of using MERL 76, an advanced high strength
direct hot isostatic pressed powder metallurgy superalloy, as a
full scale component in a high technology, long life, commercial
turbine engine were demonstrated. The component was a JT9D
first stage turbine disk, The JT9D disk rim temperature capability
war increased by at least 22 C and the weight of JT913 high
pressure turbine rotating components was reduced by at least
35 pounds by replacement of forged Superwaspaloy components
with hot- isostatic pressed (HIP) MERL 76 components, The
process control plan and acceptance criteria for manufacture of
MERL 76 HIP consolidated components were generwed, Disk
components were manufactured for spin/ burst rig test, e;xperimen-
64
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N62.31509*# Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins.	 Dept, of
Physics.
ION BEAM MICROTEXTURING AND ENHANCED SURFACE
DIFFUSION Final Report
Raymond S. Rabinsora Feb, 1982 54 p refs(Grant NAG3-43)(NASA-CR-187948; NAS 1,26;167948)	 Avall: NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 11F
Ion beam interactions with solid surfaces are discussed with
particular emphasis on microtextunWiLp traduced by the deliberate
deposition of controllable amounN 0 do impurity material onto a
solid surface while simultaneously sputtering the surface with an
Ion beam. Experimental study of the optical properties of microtex-
turgid surfaces is described: Measurements of both absorptence
as a function of wavelength and emissivity are presented. A
computer code is described that models the sputtering and ion
reflection processes Involved In microtexture formation.. 	 B.W.
N62.33494'# Solar Turbines International, San Diego, Calif.
ADVANCED CERAMIC COATING DEViELOPMENT FOR INDUS-
TRIAL/UTILITY GAS TURBINES Final Report, 11 Moir. 1979 -
1 Sep. 1901
James W. Vogan and Alvin R. Stetson Jan, 1982 128 p refs(Contracts DEN3-109; DE-A101-77ET-3111)(NASA-CR-169852; DOE/NASA/0109 .1; NAS 1.26:169852;
SR82-R-4792 .28) Avail: NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 11F
A program was conducted with the objective of developing
advanced thermal barrier coating (TBC) systems. Coating applica-
tion was by plasma spray. Duplex, triplex and graded coatings
were tested. Coating systems Incorporated both NICrAiy and
CoCrAly bond coats. Four ceramic overlays were tested: Zr02,
8203; Ca0.T102: 2Ca0,S102; and MgO.Al203. The best overall
results were obtained with a Ca0,Ti02 coating applied to a NiCrAly
bond coat. This coating was less sensitive than the Zr02,8Y203
coating to process variables and part geometry. Teating with fuels
contaminated with compounds containing sulfur, phosphorus and
alkali metals showed the zirconla coatings were destabilized. The
calcium titanate coatings were not affected by these contaminants.
However, when fuels were used containing 50 ppm of vanadium
and 150 ppm of magnesium, heavy deposits were formed on the
test specimens and combustor components that required frequent
cleaning of the test rig. During the program Mars engine first-
stage turbine blades were coated and Installed for an engine cyclic
endurance run with the zirconla, calcium titanate, 8.rad calcium
silicate coatings. Heavy spalling developed with the calcium silicate
system. The zirconla and calcium titanate systems survived the
full test duration, It was concluded that these two TBC's showed
potential for application in gas turbines,	 Author
A82.20742 • # Improved plasma sprayed MCrAIY coatings for
aircraft gas turbine applications. F. J. Pennisi and D. K. Gupta
(United Technologies Corp., Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East
Hartford, CT). American Vacuum Society, lnternatlo"I Conference
for Metallurgical Coatings, San Francisco, CA; Apr. 6. 10, 1981,
Paper. 17 p.11 refs. Contract No. NAS3.21730.
Eighteen plasma sprayed coating systems, nine based on the
NiCoCrAIY chemistry and nine based on the CoCrAIY composition,
were evaluated to identify coating systems which will provide
equivalent or superior life to that shown by the electron beam
physical vapor deposited NICoCrAIY and CoCrAIY coatings respec-
tively. NiCoCrAIY-type coatings were examined on a single crystal
alloy and the Co(l'.i%)Y based coatings were optimized on the B1900
+ Hf alloy. Cyclic burner rig oxidation and hot corrosion and tensile
ductility tests were used to evaluate the various coating candidates,
For the single crystal alloy, a low pressure chamber plasma sprayed
NiCoCrAIY + Si coating exhibited a 2X oxidation life improvement
at 1121 C (2050 F) over the vapor deposited NiCoCrAIY material
while showing eq rlvalent tensile ductility. A silicon modified low
pressure chamber plasma sprayed CoCrAIY coating was found to be
more durable than the baseline vapor deposited CoCrAIY coating on
the 81900+ Hf alloy.	 (Author)
A82.34973 * Effects of cobalt on structure, microchemistry and,
propertles of s wrought nickel-base superafloy. R. N. Jarrett and J. K, Tien(Columbia University, New Yori _NY). Metallurgical Transactions.! - Physical
Metallurgy and Materials Science, vol, 13A. June 1982, p. 1021.1032, 30 refs.
Grant No, NAG3-57.
Tire effect of cobalt on the basic mechanical properties and microstructuro of
wrought nickel-base superailoys has been investigated experimentally by sys-
tematically replacing cobalt by nickel in Udimet 700 (17 wt% Co) commonly ttsed
in gas turbine (Jet engine) applications. it is shown that the room temperature
tensile yield strength and tensile strength only slightly decrease in fine-grained(disk) alloys and are basically unaffected kt coarse-grained (blading) alloys as
cobalt is removed, Creep and stress rupture resistances at 760 C are found to
be unaffected by cobalt level in the blading alloys and decrease sharply only
when the cobalt level Is reduced below 8 vol`k in the disk alloys, The effect of
cobalt Is explained in terms of gamma prime strengthening kinetics. 	 V,L.
A62.40335 * Creep and rupture of an 00S ,04v) with high stress rup-
ture ductility, M. E, McAlarney, R, M. Arsons p.)elaneso Research Center;
Summit, NJ), T. E. Howsor, J, K. Tien (Columbia University, New York, NY), and
S. Baranow (Special Metals Corp., Now Hartford, NY). Metallurgical Transac-
tions A - Physical Metallurgy and Materials Science, vol, 13A, Aug. 1982,_p,
1453-1462, 33 refs. Grant No. NsG-3050,
The creep and stress rupture properties of an oxide (Y203) dispersion
strongthened nickel -base alloy, which also is strengthened by gamma-prime
precipitates, was studied at 760 and 1093 C. At both temperatures, the alloy
YDNICrAi exhibits unusually high stress rupture ductility as measured by both
elongation and reduction in area. Failure was transgranular, and different modes
of failure were observed including crystallographic fracture at intermediate tem-
peratures and tearing or necking almost to a chisel point at higher temperatures.
While the rupture ductility was high, the creep strength of the alloy was low
rolative to conventional gamma prime strengthened superailo s in the Intermedi-
ate temperature range and to ODS alloys in the higher temperature range. These
findings are discussed with respect to the alloycomposition; the strengthening
oxide phaties, which are inhomogeneously dispersed; the grain morphology,
which is coarse and elongated and exhibits many included grains; and the second
phase inclusion particles occurring at grain boundaries and in the matrix. The
creep properties, in particular the high stress dependencies and high creep acts-
vation energies measured, are discussed with respect to the resisting stress
model of creep in particle strengthened alloys, 	 (Author)
A82.44529 ' Recrystellization and grain growth in NIAI. G. A. Half(ODECO, New Orleans, LA) and E. M. Schulson (Dartmouth College, Hanover,
NH). Metallurgical Transactions A -Physical Metallurgy and Materials Sclenae,
vol. 13A, Sept. 1982, p. 1563.1566, 8 refs. Grant No. NAG3-13.
Aluminide Intermetallics, because of their strength, microstructurai stability,
and oxidation resistance at elevated temperatures, represent potential structural
materials for use in advanced energy conversion systems. This inherent potential
of the intermetallics can currently not be realized in connection with the general
brittleness of the materials under ambient ronditions. It is pointed out, however,
that brittleness is not an inheres characteristic, Single crystals are ductile and
polycrystals may be, too k if their grains are fine enough. The present Investigation
Is c0cerned with an approach for reducing material brittleness, taking into ac-
evaM thermal-mechanically induced grain refinement In NIAI, a B2 aluminide
which melts at 1638 C and which retains complete order to its melting point.
Attention is given to the kinetics of recrystallization and grain growth of warm-
worked, nickel-rich material.
	
G.R,
A8248244 • #	 Applications u•-temperature powder metal alum(-
iwum alloys to small gas turblw 0
	
riillan, Jr; (Garrett Turbine Engine Co.,
Ohoenix, AZ). American Institutd ,
	 ,'llurgfcsl Engineers, Annual Meeting,
Dallas, TX, Feb. 15.18, 1982, Paper, i'up, Contract No. DEN3-167.
A program aimed at the development of advanced powder-metallurgy (PM)
aluminum alloys for high-temperature applications up to 650 Fusing the concepts
of rapid solidification and mechanical alloying is discussed. In particular; applica-
Lion of rapidly solidified PM aluminum alloys to centrifugal compressor impellers,
currently used in auxiliary power units for both military and commercial aircraft
and potentially for advanced automotive gas turbine engines, is examined. It is
shown that substitution of high-temperature aluminum for titanium alloy impellers
operating In the 360 .650 F range provides significant savings In material and
machining costs and results in reduced component weight, and consequently,
reduced rotating group Inertia requirements.	 V1,
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Zr NONMETALLIC MATERIALS ( NASA •TM 8272x, E•s211 Avail. NTIS HG A08JMF A01 CSCL
Includesh sicsi, chemical, and mechanical
	
r	 ertiesp Y	 P Mt
11G
Silicon powders with three levels of impurities, principally f
of plastics, elastomers, lubricants, polymers, textiles, Fe, were sintered in He or H2, Non•densifying mechanisms of
adhesives, and ceramic materials, material transport were dominant in all cases. 'High purity SI
showed coarsening in He while particle growth was suppressed
in H2, Lower purity powder coarsened In both He and H2. The
same three Si powders and Si /I I I/  single crystal wafers were
NS2. 1 1 210•i	 " .anonai Aeronautics and Space Administration. nitrided in both N2 and N2/H2 atmospheres, Hydrogen increased t
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. the degret, of nitridetion of all three powders and the alpha/beta
CASTABLE HIGH TEMPERATURE FRACTORY MATERIALS ratio of the lower purity powder. Some S13N4 whisker and
Patent Application opbn channels through the' surface nitride 'layer were observed
Isidor Zapiatynsky, inventor (to	 NASA)	 Filed	 13 Oct.	 1981 in tiro presence of Fe, correlating with the nitridation-enhancing
5 p effects of Fe. Thermodynamic calculations showed that when(NASA-Casu•LEW-13080 .2; US•Patent-Appl-SN•310713) Avail; Si02 is present on the SI, addition of H2 to the nitriding
NTIS	 HC A02/MF A01	 CSCL 11B atmosphere decreases the amount of S102 and increases the l
The fabrication of chemically inert ceramic bodies that are partial pressure of Si-containing vapor species, that is, Si and
both high refractory and porous is disclosed. A paste is formed SIO. Large amounts of NH3 and S)H4 were also predicted to
by mixing alumina grain having a uniform particle size with colloidal form.	 RJ,F.k
silica that is stabilized with ammonia, Th is paste is then cast .*
without forming a compact and dried without pressing. After
drying, the cast body was sufficient green strength to be handled,
and	 it is transferred	 to	 a furnarice for curing, A green body N112.15188•#
	
National Aeronautirs .^.n! °:pace Administration,prepared in accordance with the invention does not undergo Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
shrinkage during either curing or prolonged subsequent heating. GEOMETRICAL ASPECTS OF TIE TAISOLOOICAL PRO-NASA PERTIES OF GRAPHITE FINER 11EINFORCED POLYMIDE
COMPOSITES
Robert L, Fussro	 1982	 36 p	 refs	 Presented at the Ann.
Meeting of the Am.	 Soc. of IWbrication Engrs., Cincinnati,
Ne2 . 11211'#	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 10-13 May 1982
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio. (NASA-TM-82757;: E-1078)	 Avail: NTIS	 HC A03/MF A01
FABRICATION AND WEAR TEST OF A CONTINUOUS CSCL 11D
FINER /PARTICULATE COMPOSITE TOTAL SURFACE HIP A latin square statistical e;,padmantal test design was used
REPLACEMENT to evaluate the effect of temperature, load and sliding speed on
E Jack C. Roberts ( Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst., Troy. N .Y.). Frederick the tribologicai properties of graphtia Tiber reinforced polymideF. Ling (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst,, Troy, N.Y.), and William R. (GFRPI) composite specimens. Hemispherically tipped comfxp-Ae
i' Jones, Jr.	 1981	 29 p	 refs	 Presented at the Joint Lubrication riders were slid against 440 C HT stainless steel disks. compt3sons
i?Conf., New Orleans, 5-7 Oct, 1981; cosponsored by ASME and were made to previous studies in which hemispherically tipped
the Am. Soc, of Lubrication Engr. 440 C HT stainless steel riders were slid sg^;;tlst GFRPI composite(Grant OAAG29 . 79 • C•0204) disks and to studies in which GFRPI was used as a liner in(NASA-TM-31746: E-709) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL plain spherical bearings. The results indicate That sliding su, a,-.
06B geometry is especially important, in that different geometries
Continuous fiber woven E-glass com posite femoral shells can give completely different friction and wear results. 	 Load,ff having the ame elastic properties as h.,,)ne were fabricated. The temperature, and sliding distance were found to Influence the
F shells were then encrusted with filler epoxy wear resistant friction and wear results but sliding speed was found to have
coatings and run dry against ultrahigh molecular weight polyeth- little effect. Experiments on GFRPi riders with 10 weight percent i
ylene acetabuiar cups in 42,000 and 250,00 cycle were tests additions of graphite fluoride showed that this addition has no
on a total hip simulator. The tribological qha-acteristics of these effect on friction and wear.	 Author
shells atriculating with the acetabular cups are comparable to a
vitallium
	
bal	 articulating	 with	 an	 ultrahigh	 molecular weight
polyethylene cup.
	
S. L, )'
N$2-16159*#	 National Aeronautics and Space Admif.1w,Kion,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ELUCIDATION OF WEAR MECHANISMS BY FERRO- ?
N82-14369'#	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration. GRAPHIC ANALYSIS
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. William R. Jones, Jr.	 1981
	
18 p	 refs	 Presented at the a
ULTRASONIC VELOCITY FOR ESTIMATING DENSITY OF Tech. Symp, on Water Glycol Hydraulic Fluids at BASF Wyandotte
- STRUCTURAL CERAMICS Corp., Wyandotte, Mich., 8 Oct, 1901
_ S. J. Klima; G. K, Watson, T. P. Herbell, efid T. J. Moore 	 1981 (NASA-TM-82737, :-1050)
	 Avail. NTIS	 HC A02/MF A01 1
12 p	 refs	 Presented at the Automotive Technol. 	 Develop, CSCL 20K
Contractor Coord. Meeting, Dearborn, Mich., 26 .29 Oct. 1981(Contract DE-AI01-77CS-51040) The use of ferrographic analysis in coniunction with lightand scanning
 electron mG-is described for the elucidation}.roscopy j.	 fry(NASA-TM-82765; DOE/ NASA/51040-35: E-1026-5) 	 Avail: of wear mechanisms taking place in operating equipment. Example
NTIS HC A02/MF A01	 CSCL 11B of adhesive wear, abrasive wear, corrosive wear, rolling element
The feasibility of using ultrasonic velocity as a measure of fatigue, lubricant breakdown, and other wear modes are illustrated.
bulk density of sintered alpha silicon carbide was investigated. In addition, the use of magnetic solutions to precipitate
The material
	
studied was either in the as-sil',)ered condition or nonmagnetic debris from aqueous and ngnsoueous fluids Is
hot i505t8tic6ly pressed in the temperature range from 1860 to described.	 Author
2050 C. Densities varied from approximately 2,8 to 3.2 g cu
cm, Results show that the bulk, nominal density of structural i
grade silicon carbide articles can be estimated front ultrasonic
velocity measurements to within	 1	 percent using 20 MHz N82-16239°#
	
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. llongitudinal waves and a commercially available ultrasonic time Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. @)ntervalometer. The ultrasonic velocity measurement technique TRIBOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A COMPOSITE
shown promise for screening out material with unacceptably low TOTAL-SURFACE HIP REPLACEMENT Final Reportdensity levels.	 Author William R. Jones, Jr., Jack C. Roberts (Rensselaer Polytechnic
Inst.),. and
	 Frederick F.	 Ling	 (Rensselaer
	
Polytechnic	 Inst.)y Washls.aton
	
NASA	 Jan. 1982	 17 p	 refs	 Presented at the
A98 E-ASLE Joint Lubrication
	
Conf., Ndw Orleans, 5-7
	
Oct.
N82-15197*#	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, (NASA.TP.1853; E-709) Avail; NTIS HC A02/MF A01 	 CSCL 1	 ,
NITRIDATION OF SILICON	 M.S. Thesis	 Cow Wesum 11H
Reserve Univ. Continuous fiber, woven E glass composite femoral shellsNancv J. Shaw	 Oct. 1981	 113 p	 refs having the same , atsticproPeities as bone were fabricated, The 1&
1
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antiwear additives) was demonstrated when two of the formula-
tions gave somewhat improved lubrication over the base fluid.
The increased o perating potential for this fluid was shown in
relationship to bulk oil temperature limits for MiL-L-23699 and
MIL-L-27502 type esters. 	 Author
NO2.20314*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
SPUTTERED SILICON NITRIDE COATINGS FOR WEAR
PROTECTION
Alfred Grip (Ben Gurion Univ.) and Paul R. Aron 1982 10 p
refs Presented at the Intern. Conf. on Met, Coatings and Process
Technol., San Diego, Calif., 4 .9 Apr. 1982(NASA-TM-82819; E-1143; NAS 1,15;82819) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 070
Silicon nitride films were deposited by RF sputtering on
304 stainless steel substrates in a planar RF sputtering apparatus.
The sputtering was performed from a Si3N4 target in a sputtering
atmosphere of argon and nitrogen, The rate of deposition, the
composition of the coatings, the surface rnicrohardness and the
adhesion of the coatings to the substrates were investigated as
a !unction of the process parameters, such as: substrate target
distance, fraction nitrogen in the sputtering atmosphere and
sputtering pressure. Silicon rich coating was obtained for
fraction nitrogen below 0.2. The rate of deposition decreases
continuously with increasing fraction nitrogen and decreasing
sputtering pressure. It was found that the adherence of the
coatings improves with decreasing sputtering pressure, almost
Independently of their composition.	 Author
)
N82-20316*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewin Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
INFLUENCE OF MINERAL OIL AND ADDITIVES ON
MICROHARDNESS AND SURFACE CHEMISTRY OF
MAGNESIUM OXIDE (001) SURFACE
Kazuhisa Miyoshi, Hiroyuki Shigaki, and Donald H. Buckley Mar,
1982 11 p refs(NASA-TP-1986; E-976; NAS 1:60:1986) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11H
X-ray photoelectror, spectroscopy analyses and hardness
experiments were conducted with cleaved magnesium oxide
/001/ surfaces. The magnesium oxide bulk crystals were cleaved
into specimens along the /001 / surface, and indentations were
made on the cleaved surface in laboratory air, in nitrogen gas,
or in degassed mineral oil with and without an additive while
not exposing specimen surface to any other environment The
various additives examined contained su"ur, phosphorus, chlorine,
or oleic acid. The sulfur-containing additive exhibited the highest
hardness and smallest dislocation patterns evidencing plastic
deformation; the chlorine-containing additive exhibited the lowest
hardness and largest dislocation patterns evidencing plastic
deformation. Hydrocarbon and chloride (MgC12) films formed on
the magnesium oxide surface. A chloride film was responsible
for the 'lowest measured hardness. 	 Author
N82-21331*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
SOME PROPERTIES OF RF SPUTTERED HAFNIUM
NITRIDE COATINGS
Paul R. Aron and Alfred Grill (Ben Gurion Univ. of the Negev)
1982 12 p refs Presented at the Intern. Conf. on Met,
Coating and Process Technol., San Diego, Calif., 5 .8 Apr. 1981(NASA-TM-82826; E-1182; NAS 1,15:82826) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11F
Hafnium nitride coatings were deposited by reactive RF
sputtering from a hafnium target in nitrogen and argon gas
mixtures. The rate of deposition, composition, electrical resistivity
and complex index of refraction were investigated as a function
of target substrate distance and the fraction nitrogen, 02) in
the sputtering atmosphere. The relative composition of the coatings
is independent on fN2 for values above 0,1. The electric resistivity
of the hafnium nitride films changes over 8 orders of magnitude
when fN2 changes from 0.10 to 0.85. The index of refraction
is almost constant at 2.8(1-0.3i) up to fN2 = 0,40 then decreases
to 2.10 - 0,011) for higher values of fN2.	 S. L.
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shelis'were then encrusted with filled epoxy wear resistant coatings
and tun dry against ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene
acetabular cups in 42,000 and 260,000 cycle wear tests on a
total hip simulator. The tribologicai characteristics of these
continuous fiber particulate composite femoral shells articulating
with ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene acetabular cups were
comparable to those of a vitalllum ball articulating with an ultrahigh
molecular weight polyethylene acetabular cup, 	 Author
N82-19373*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
TRIBOLOGICAL PROPERTIES AT 25 C OF SEVEN POLYI-
MIDE FILMS BONDED TO 440 C H,IC-H-TEMPERATURE
STAINLESS STEEL
Robert L. Fusaro Feb. 1982 23 p refs(NASA-TP-1944; E-758) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
07C
The tribological properties of seven polyimide films applied
to 440 C high temperature stainless steel substrates were studied
at 25 C with a pin-on-disk type of friction and were apparatus.
The polyimides fell into two groups according to friction and
wear properties, Group i polyimides had slightly lower friction
but much higher wear than group II polyimides, The wear
mechanism was predominately adhesion, but the wear particles
were larger for group I polyimides, For most of the polyimides
the transfer films consisted of clumps of compacted wear particles,
One polyimide composition produced a very thin transfer film
that sheared plastically ',n the contact area, 	 Author
N82. 19374*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
SURFACE. CHEMISTRY AND WEAR BEHAVIOR OF
SINGLE-CRYSTAL SILICON CARBIDE SLIDING AGAINST
IRON AT TEMPERATURES TO 1500 C IN VACUUM
Kazuhisa Miyoshi and Donald H. Buckley Feb. 1982 14 p
refs(NASA-TP-1947; E-654) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
07C
X-ray photoolectron and Auger electron spectroscopy analyses
and morphological studies of wear and metal transfer were
conducted with a single-crystal silicon carbide 0001 surface in
contact with iron at various temperatures to 1500 C in a vacuum
of 10 to the minus 8th power pascal. The results indicate that
below 800 C, carbide carbon and silicon are primarily seen on
the silicon carbide surface. Above 800 C the graphite increases
rapidly with increase in temperature. The outermost surficial layer,
which consists mostly of graphite and little silicon at temperatures
above 1200 C is about 2 nm thick. A thicker layer, which consists
of a mixture of graphite, carbide, and silicon is approximately
100 nm thick. The closer the surface sliding temperature is to
800 C, the more the metal transfer produced. Above 800 C,
there was a transfer of rou;'), discontinuous, and thin iron debris
instead of smooth, continuous and thin iron film which was
observed to transfer below 800 C. Two kinds of fracture pits
were observed on the silicon carbide surface: (1) a pit with a
spherical asperity; and (2) multiangular shaped pits.	 Author
N82-20313*# National Aeronautics ai;^ Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
IMPROVED BOUNDARY LUBRICATION WITH FORMU-
LATED C-ETHERS
William R. Loomis 1982 25 p refs Proposed for presentation
at the 37th Ann. Meeting of the Am. Soc. of Lubrication Engr.,
Cincinnati, 10 . 13 May 1982(NASA-TM-82808: E-1149; NAS 1.15;82808) Avail: NTIS
HC A021MF A01 CSCL 07C
A comparison of five recently developed C-ether-formulated
fluids with an advanced fcrmulated MIL-L-27502 candidate ester is
described, Steady state wear and friction measurements were
made with a sliding pin on disk friction apparatus. Conditions
included disk -,empe ratures up to 260 C, dry air test atmosphere,
1 kilogram load, 50 rpm disk speed, and test times to
130 minutes, Based on wear rates and coefficients of friction,
three of the G-ether formulations as well es the C-ether base
fluid gave better boundary lubrication than the ester fluid under
test conditions. The susceptibility of C-ethers to selective
additive treatment (phosphinic esters or acids and other
4X	 p
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N82.21332*y National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
THERMAL AND OXIDATIVE DEGRADATION STUDIES OF
FORMULATED C-ETHERS BY GEL-PERMEATION CHROMA-
TOGRAPHY
William R. Jones, Jr. and Wilfredo Morales Mar. 1982 14 p
refs(NASA-TP-1994; NAS 1.60:1994; E-978) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 07D
Gel-permeation chromatography was used to analyze C-ether
lubricant formulations from high-temperature bearing tests and
from micro-oxidation tests. Three mu-styragel columns (one
500 and two 100 A) and a tetrahydrofuren mobile phase were
found to adequately separate the C-ether degradation products,
The micro-oxidation tests yielded degradation results qualita-
tively similar to those observed from the bearing tests, Micro-
oxidation tests conducted in air yielded more degradation than
did tests in nitrogen. No great differences were observed between
the thermal-oxidative stabilities of the two C-ether formulations
or between the catalytic degradation activities of silver and
M-50 steel. C•ether formulation i did yield more degradation
than did formulation it in 111- and 25-hour bearing tests,
respectively.	 Author
N82.22368*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENT ON MICROHARDNESS OF
MAGNESIUM OXIDE
Hiroyuki Ishigaki (Osaka Univ.) and Donald H. Buckley Apr,
1982 11 p refs(NASA-TP-2002; E-916; NAS 1,60:2002) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 118
Micro-Vickers hardness measurements of magnesium oxide
single crystals were conducted in various environments. These
environments Included air, nitrogen gas, water, mineral oil with
or without various additives, and aqueous solutions with various
pH values, Indentations were made on the (100) plane with tha
diagonals of the indentation in the (100) direction, The results
indicate that a sulfur containing additve in mineral oil increased
hardness, a chlorine containing additive in mineral oil decreased
hardness, and aqueous solutions of hydrogen chloride decreased
hardness. Other environments were found to have little effect
on hardness. Mechanically polished surfaces showed larger
indentation creep than did as-cleaved surfaces,	 Author
N82-24342*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
PMR POLYIMI DES- REVIEW AND UPDATE
Tito T, Serafini, Peter Delvigs, and William B. Alston 19112
19 p refs Presented at the 27th Natl. c#MPE Symp, and
Exhibition, San Diego, Calif., 4-6 May 1982(NASA-TM-82821; E-1111: NAS 1.15:82821;
AVRADCOM-TR-82-C-3) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
11G
Fiber reinforced PMR polyimides are finding increased
acceptance as engineering materials for high performance
structural applications. Prepreg materials based on this novel
class of highly processable, high temperature resistant polyimides
are commercially available and the PMR concept is used by
other investigators, The current status of first and second
generation PMR polyimides were reviewed. Emphasis is given
to the chemistry, processing and applications of the first generation
material known as PMR-15. 	 T,M,
N82-24343*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
TRIBOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF SINTERED POLYCRYS-
TALLINE AND SINGLE CRYSTAL SILICON CARBIDE
Kazuhisa Miyoshi, Donald H, Buckley, end M. Srinivasan(Carborundum) 1982 28 p refs Presented at the 84th Ann.
Meeting of the Am. Ceram, Soc., Cincinnati, 2-5 May 1982(NASA-TM-82829: E-1194; NAS 1.15:82829) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 11G
Tribological studies and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
analyses were conducted with sintered polycrystalline and single
crystal silicon carbide surfaces in sliding contact with iron at
various temperatures to 1 Su0 C in a vacuum of 30 nPa, The
results indicate that there is a significant temperature influence
silicon carbide, The main contaminants on the as received ,;intvreO
polycrystalline silicon carbide surfaces are adsorbed cartes
oxygen, graphite, and silicon dioxide. The surface revue
low coefficient of friction. This is due to the presence of the 	 fgraphite on the surface, At temperatures of 400 to 600 C graphite
and copious amount of silicon dioxide were observed on the
polycrystalline silica	 .. tide surface in addition to silicon carbide.
At 800 C. the an<i4ro	 the silicon dioxide decreased rapidly 	 3t
and the silicon carbin„ ',t r ^ silicon and carbon peaks were at a
maximum Intensity in the X ' S spectra, The coefficients of friction
were high in the temperature range 400 to 800 C. Small amounts
of carbon and oxygen contaminants were observed on the as
received 3ingle crystal silicon carbide surface below 250 C, Silicon
carbide type silicon and carbon peaks were seen on the silicon 	 ,r
carbide in addition to very small amount of graphite and silicon
dioxide at temperatures of 450 to 800 C, 	 S,L,
N82-28488*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
THERMAL OXIDATIVE DEGRADATION REACTIONS OF
LINEAR ?ERFLUOROALKY LETHERS
William R. Jones, Jr„ K, J. L, Paclorek (Ultrasystems, Inc„ Irvine,
Calif.), T. I, Ito (Ultrasystems, Inc., Irvine, Calif.), and R. H, Kratzer(Ultrasystems, Inc,, Irvine, Calif,) 1982 24 p refs Presented
at the Am. Fluoropolymers Symp., Las Vegas, Nevado, 29
Mar, - 2 Apr. 1982; sponsored by the Am. Chem, Soc.(NASA-TM-82834; E-1200; NAS 1,15:82834) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 07C
Thermal and thermal oxidative stability itudies were performed
on linear perfluoro alkyl ether fluids. The effect on degradation
by metal catalysts and degradation inhibitors are reported, The
liner perfluoro alkylethers are inherently unstable at 316 C in
an oxidizing atmosphere, The metal catalysts greatly increased
the rate of degradation in oxidizing atmospheres. In the presence
of these metals in an oxidizing atmosphere, the degradation
inhibitors were highly effective in arresting degradation at 288
C. However, the inhibitors had only limited effectiveness at 316
C. The metals promote degradat!on by chain scission, Based on
elemental analysis and oxygen consumption data, the linear
perfluoro alkylether fluids have a structural arrangement based
on diflucroformyl and tetrafluoroethylene oxide units, with the
former predominating.	 S.L.
N82-28440* National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
TEXTURING POLYMER SURFACES BY TRANSFER CAST-
ING Patent
Bruce A. Banks, Albert J. Weigand, and James S. Sovey, inventors(to NASA) Issued 11 May 1982 4 p Filed 19 Dec. 1980
Supersedes N81-16327 (19 - 07, p 899)(NASA-Case-LEW-13120-1: US-Patent-4,329,385;
US-Patent-Appi-SN-218587; US-Patent-Class-428-141:
US-Patent-Class-204-192E; US- Patent- Class-204-192EC:
US-Patent-Class-264-22; US-Patent-Class-264-220) Avail: US
Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 11 G
A technique for fabricating textured surfaces on polymers
without altering their surface chemistries is described. A surface
of a fluorocarbon polymer is exposed to a beam of ions to
texture it. The polymer which is to be surface-roughened is then
cast over the textured surface of the fluorocarbon polymer; After
curing, the cast polymer is peeled off the textured fluorocarbon
polymer, and the peeled off surface has negative replica of the
textured surface. The microscopic surface texture provides large
surface areas for adhesive bonding. In cardiovascular prosthesis
applications the surfaces are relied on for the development of a
thin adherent well nourished thrombus.
Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
N82-28441* National Aeronautics and Space Administiation.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
METHOD OF PROTECTING A SURFACE WITH A SILICON-
SLURRYfALUMINIDE COATING Patent
Daniel L. Deadmore and Stanley G. Young, inventors (to NASA)'
Issued 12 Jan. 1982 6 p Filed 20 Jun. 1980 Supersedes
N80-26389 (18 - 17, p 2237)(NASA-Case-LEW-13343-1; US-Patent-4,310',574;
US-Patent-Appl-SN-161254: US-Patent-Class-427-405:
US-Patent-Class-427-205; US-Patent-Class-427-253:
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US-Patont-Class•428.938; US-Patent-Class-428 .941] Avail; US
Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 11G
A .low cost coating for protecting metallic base system
substrates from high temperatures, high gas velocity oxidation,
thermal fatigue and hot corrosion is described. The coating is
particularly useful for protecting vanes and blades in aircraft
and land based gas turbine engines. A lacquer slurry comprising
cellulose nitrate containing high purity silicon powder is sprayed
onto the superalloy substrates. The silicon layer is then aluminized
to complete the coating, The Si-AI coating is less costly to
produce than advanced aluminides and protects the substrate
from oxidation and thermal fatigue for a much longer period of
time than the conventional aluminide coatings, While more
expensive Pt-AI coatings ;(-d physical vapor deposited MC(AiY
coatings may last longer r; provide equal protection on certain
substrates, the Si-AI coating exceeded the performance of both
types of coatings on certain superalloys in high gas velocity
oxidation and thermal fatigue. Also, the Si-Al coating increased
the resistance of certain superalloys to hot corrosion,
Official Gazette of the U.' Patent and r Trademark Off *A
N82-28446 *# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ION BEAM SPUTTER DEPOSITED DIAMOND LIKE FILMS
Bruce A. Banks and Sharon K, Rutledge 1982 18 p refs
Presented at Meeting of the Greater New York Chapter of the
Am, Vacuum Soc„ Yorktown Heights, N.Y.. 2 Jun. 1982(NASA-TM-82873; E-1249; NAS 1.15:82873) Avail; NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11G
A single argon ion beam source was used to sputter deposit
carbon films on fused silica, copper, and tantalum substrates
under conditions of sputter deposition alone and sputter deposition
combined with simultaneous argon ion bombardment, Simulta-
neously deposited and ion bombarded carbon films were prepared
under conditions of carbon atom removal to arival ratios of 0,
0.036, and 0:71, Deposition and etch rates were mecsured for
films on fused silica substrates, Resulting characteristics of the
deposited films are: electrical resistivity of densities of 2.1 gm/cu
cm for sputter deposited films and 2,2 gm/cu cm for simultaneous-
ly sputter deposited and Ar ion bombarded films, For films
approximately 1700 A thick deposited by either process and at
5550 A wavelength light the reflectance was 0.2, the absorptance
was 0.7, th.n absmption coefficient was 67,000 cm to the-1
and the transmittance was 0.1
	 Author
N82-29453* National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
FULLY PLASMA-SPRAYED COMPLIANT SACKED CERAM-
IC TURBINE SEAL Patent
Robert C. Bill and Donald W, Wisander, inventors (to. NASA)
Issued 22 Jun. 1982 4 p Filed 30 Mar. 1980 Supersedes
N80-24619 (18 - 15, p 1985)(NASA-Case-LEW-13268.1; US-Patent-4,336.276:
US-Patent-Appl-SN-145209: US-Patent-Class-427-34:
US-Patent-Class-415-174; US-Patent-Class-427-423) Avail: US
Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 11 A
A seal having a high temperature abradable lining material
encircling the tips of turbine blades in turbomachinery is discussed,
The minimum operating clearances between the blade tips and
the lining of a high pressure turbine are maintained, A low
temperature easily decomposable material, such as a polymer,
in powder form is blended with a high temperature oxidation
resistant metal powder. The two materials are simultaneously
deposited on ,a substrate formed by the turbine casing, Alternately,
the polymer powder may be added to the metal powder during
A review of the various lubrication regimes, with particular,
emphasis on boundary lubrication, is presented. The types of
wear debris and extent of surface damage is illustrated for each
regime. The role of boundary surface films along with their modes
of formation and drrrportant physical properties are discussed. In
addition, the effects of various operating parameters on friction
and wear In the boundary lubrication regime are considered.
Author
N82.29469*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
TRIBOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS
MADE FROM A .PARTIALLY FLUORINATED POLYIMIDE
Robert. L. Fusaro Apr, 1982 40 p refs(NASA-TM-82832; E-1199; NAS 1.15:82832) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL IIG
Preliminary tribological studies on a new polyimide formulated
from the diamine 2,2-bis [4-(4-aminophenoxy) phenyl) hexafluor-
opane (4 -BDAF) indicates polyimldes made from this diamine
have excellent potential for high temperature applications,. Two
different polyimides were formulated from the diamine, and five
different composites were formulated usin g one of the polyimides,
Composites were made using 10 weight percent (w/o) graphite
fluoride powder, 20 w/o PTFE powder, 30 w/o silver powder,
or 50 w/o carbon fibers, both graphitic and nongraphitic types,
The powder additions slid not improve the tribological properties
as much as the carbon fibers, and the graphitic fibers produced
better results than did the nongraphitic fibers. Results also
indicated that improved high temperature stability and tribologi-
cal properties may be obtained with a polyimide made from the
dianhydride pyromeilitic acid (PMDA) rather than the dianhydride
benzophenoratetracarboxylic acid (BTDA). 	 Author
N82-39401 *# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
DEPOSITION OF REACTIVELY ION BEAM SPUTTERED
SILICON NITRIDE COATINGS
A. Grill (Ben Gurion Univ. of the Negev) Aug. 1982 11 p
refs(NASA-TM-82942; E-1310: NAS 1.15:82942) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11 D
An ion beam source was used to deposit silicon nitride
films by reactively, sputtering a silicon target with beams of Ar
+ N2' mixtures. The nitrogen fraction in the sputtering gas was
0,05 to 0,80 at a total pressure of 6 to 2 millionth tors: The
ion beam current was 50 mA at 500 V. The composition of
the deposited films was investigated by auger electron spectros-
copy and the rate of deposition was determined by interferometry,
A relatively low rate of deposition of about 2 rim, one-tenth
min, was found. AES spectra of films obtained with nitrogen
fractions higher than 0.50 were consistent with a silicon to
nitrogen ratio corresponding to Si3N4. However the AES spectra
also indicated that the sputtered silicon nitride films were
cor,taminated with oxygen and carbon and contained significant
amounts of iron,,nickel, and chromium, most probably sputtered
from the holder of the substrate and target,
	 S,L.
N82-32491 * # National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
OCCURRENCE OF SPHERICAL CERAMIC DEBRIS I/! INDENTA-
TION AND SLIDING CONTACT
Kazuhisa Miyoshi and Donald H. Buckley Aug. 1982 21 p refs
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plasma spraying. A ceramic layer is then deposited directly onto (NASA-TP-2048;	 E-1072;	 NAS	 1.60:2048)
	 Avail:	 NTISthe metal polymer composite, The polymer additive mixed with HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11Gthe	 meta I is then	 completely volatilized	 to	 provide a porous Indenting experiments were conducted with the silicon carbidelayer bet-,ieen the ceramic layer and the substrate.
Official Gazette of the U.S, Patent and Trademark Office (0001) surface In Contact with a Spherical diamond indenter in Sir.Sliding friction experiments were also conducted with silicon carbide
in contact with iron and iron-based binary alloys at room tempera-
ture and 800 C. Fracture pits with a spherical particle and spherical
N82-29468 *# 	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration wear debris were observed as a result of indenting and sliding,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. Spherical debris may be produced by a mechanism that involves
BOUNDARY LUBRICATION: REVISITED a spherical-shaped fracture ali%ng the circular or spherical .
 stress
William R. Jones, Jr. 	 1982	 33 p	 refs	 Presented at Meeting trajectories Under the inel£stic deformation Zone.
	 Author
of the Am, Soc, of Lubrication Engr,, Independence, Ohio, 9 Mar.
1982(NASA-TM-82858:
	
E-1181; NAS 1.15:82858)	 Avail:
	
NTIS
HC A03/MF A01	 CSCL 11G- ,fig
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A82.41552' Phase stability In plaame-sprayod, partially stabilized
zirconia-yttrla. R. A. Miller, J. L. Smlalek, and R. G. Garlick (NASA, Lewis
Research Center, Clevelano, OH). in: Science and technology of 21rconia. Colum-
bus, OH, American Ceramic Society, Inc., (Advances in Ceramics. Volume 3)
1981, p. 241-253. 13 refs.
A82-42366 .	 Effects of heating rate on density, microstructure, and
strength of S13N4-6 wt.% Y203 and a beta-prime sialon. S. S. Campbell and
S. Dutta (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Materials Div., Cleveland, OH), (Ameri-
can Ceramic Soclety, Annual Meeting, 83rd, Washington, DC, May 3,198 1, Paper
42-B-81.) American Ceramic Society Bulletin, uol. fit, Aug. 1982, p, 854 .856, 7
refs.
The effects of the heating rate during sintering/firing on the final density, ml-
crostructure, and strength of S13N4.6 wt% Y203 and beta-prime sialon, sintered
for four hours at 1750 C, are examined, In S13N4 .6 wt% Y203 Increasing the
heating rate from 7 C/min to 25 C/min to 90 C/min results in a corresponding
decrease in the final density from 3.01 g/cu cm to 2.92 g/cu cm to 2.76 g/cucm,
In the beta -prime sialon composition all three heating rates produce an equivalent
final density of 3.13 g/cu cm. All heating rates in both compositions produce
nonhomogeneous microstructures. The room-temperature strength of Si3N4-6
wt%a Y203 increases from 372 to 510 MPa with Increased density, while the
corresponding strengths for the betaprime sialon at equivalent densities are 345
to 445 MPa.	 N;B.
A82-42924 ' The combined effects of Fe and H2 on the nitridation of
silicon. N J. Shaw (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). Journal of
Materials Science Letters, vol. 1, Aug. 1982, p. 337-340.13 refs.
In view of the support offered by previous work for the suggestion that Fe may
affect alpha-S13N4 formation and microstructural development, a two-part study
was conducted to differentiate the effects of H2 and Fe in, first, the nitridation of
pure and of Fe-containing powder in N2 and N2-4% H2, and then the nitridation
of (1 1 1) Si single crystal wafers with and without Fe powder on the surface, The
degree of nitdclation is most strongly affected by H2 at 1200 C, but by Fe at 1375
C, where Fe-containing samples in either atmosphere were almost completely
nitrided. While neither H2 nor Fe alone changed the ratio of alpha -Si3N4 to
beta-SON4, the combination of H2 and Fe increased it at both temperatures.
O.C.
9	 IN82-33521" National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
SURFACE TEXTURING OF FLUOROPOLYMERS Patent
Bruce A. Banks, Michael J. Mirtich, and James S. Sovey, Inventors(to NASA) Issued 17 Aug. 1982 5 p Filed 19 Dec. 1980(NASA-Case-LEW-13028 .1; US-Patent-4,344,996
US-Patent-Appl-SN-218588; US-Patent-Class-48-141;
US-Patent-Class-204.388; US-Patent-Class -204-192E;
US-Patent-Class -204.192EC) Avail: US Patent and Trademark
Office CSCL 11G
A method 1s disclosed for improving surface texture for adhesive
bonding, metal bonding, substrate plating, decal substrate prepara-
tion, and biomedical implant applications. The surface to be bonded
Is dusted in a controlled fashion to produce a disbursed layer of
fine mesh particles which serve as masks. The surface texture is
produced by impinging gas ions on the masked surface. The
textured surface takes the form of pillars or cones. The bonding
material, such as a liquid epoxy, flows between the pillars which
results in a bond having increased strength, for bonding metals a
thin film of metal is vapor or sputter deposited onto the texturad
surface. Electroplating or electroless plating is then used to
Increase the metal thickness in the desired amount.
Official Gazotte of the U .S. Patent and Trademark Office
N82.33522'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
OVERLAY METALLIC-CERMET ALLOY COATING SYSTEMS
Patent Application
Michael A. Gedwill, Stanley R. Levine, and Thomas K. Glasgow,
Inventors (to NASA) Filed 30 Jul. '.a82  11 p(NASA-Case-LEW-13639-1; US-Patent-Appl-SN-403378) Avail:
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11G
A substrate, such as as a to uine blade, vane, or tha S k%
which is subjected to high temperature use is coated with a base
coating of an oxide dispersed, metallic alloy (cermet). A top coating
of an oxidation, hot corrosion, erosion resistant alloy of nickel,
cobalt, or iron is then deposited on the base coating. A heat
treatment is used to improve the bonding. The base coating serves
as an inhibitor to interdiffusion between the protective 10 top
coating and the substrate. Otherwise, the protective top coating
wouid rapidly interact detrimentally with the substrate and de-
grade by spalling of the protective oxides formed on the outer
surface at elevated temperatures. 	 NASA
A82.21699 " The effect of oxygen concentration on the
boundary-lubricatin g characteristics of a C ether and a polyphenyl
ether to 300 C. W. R. Jones, Jr. (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, OH). Wear, vol. 73, Nov. 16, 1981, p. 123 . 136. 26 refs.
Ball-on-disk sliding friction experiments were carried out at 17
m/min (100 rev/min) to investigate the effect of oxygen concentra-
tion varying from 20% (air) to 0.001% (nitrogen) on the boundary-
lubricating characteristics of an unformulated C ether in the
temperature range 20 .300 C. Results were then compared with those
obtained for a five-ring polyphenylether in air and in nitrogen. The C
ethnr yielded lower wear and lower friction coefficients than a
five-ring polyphenylether in both air and nitrogen over most of the
temperature range. Friction polymer was observed around the wear
scars of most test specimens, with much greater quantities of friction
polymer produced in a low-oxygen environment. Thus, with respect
to friction polymer production, the C ether behaved very much like
the polyphenylether.	 V. L.
A8230021 • Dynamics of solid dispersions in oil during the
lubrication of point contacts. II - Molybdenum disulfide. C. Cusano
(Illinois, University, Urbana, it-) and H. E. Sliney (NASA, Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, OH). (American Society of Lubrication
Engineers, Annual. Meeting, 36th, Pittsburgh, PA, May 11-14„ 1981.)
ASLE Transactions, vol. 25, Apr.1982, p. 190-197. 18 refs.(Previously announced in STAR as N81-20275)
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N82-17367'x# TRW Defense and Space Systems'Group, Redondo
Beach, Calif
IMPROVED TACK PMR
R. A, Buyny Oct, 1981 108 p refs(Contract NAS3-22026)(NASA-CR-165432: TRW-36805-6016-UT-00) Avail: NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 07C
One reactive diluent and several high boiling solvents were
investigated for providing long shelf life tack and drape to PMR
polyimide prepreg materials. The most promising approach was
to introduce dimethoxy ethyl ether (diglyme) to the normal
methanol solvent. Compression and autoclave molding cycles
were developed for the improved tack prepreg which provided
up to 15% higher thermomechanical properties than conventional
PMR-15 composites, Near the conclusion of this investigation,
it was discovered that diglyme constituted a potential hazer(,
because its auto ignition temperature is 464 K. Consequently, i,
was recommended that diglyme should not be used as a tackifier
for PMR prepregs.	 Author
l
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A82-18432 - # Some observations in high pressure rheology
of lubricants. S. Bair and W. O. Winer (Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, GA). American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers and American Society of Lubrication Engineers, Joint Lubrica-
tion Conference, New Orleans, LA, Oct 5.7, 1981, ASME Paper
81-Lub-17. 8 p. 15 refs. Members,$2.00; nonmembers, $4.00. Grant
No. NsG-3106.
Experimental data are presented on viscosity, elastic ,shear
modulus, and limiting shear stress of 12 liquid lubricants. It is shown
that transition histories do affect the limiting shear stress of the
materials in the form of isothermal compression resulting in a lower
density and lower limiting stress than isobaric cooling. The measured
limiting shear stress agrees with EHD traction data at slide-to-roll
ratios of 0.1 or more. In pressure viscosity measurements of the
polymer solutions, it is found that for some temperatures, the
pressure viscosity coefficient of the blend is slightly less than that of
the base, which results in the crossing of the viscosity-pressure
isotherms at high pressures.	 D.L.G.
70
A82-20143" Strength distributions of SIC ceramics after
oxidation and oxidation under load. T, E. Easier, R. C. Bradt, and R.
E. Tressler (Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA).
(American Ceramic Society, Annual Conference, 4th, Cocoa Beach,
FL, Jan. 20, 1980, Paper 9-C-80C) American Ceramic Society,
Journal, vol. 64, Dec. 1981, p. 731 .734, 22 refs. Army-supported
research; Grant No. NsG-3016.
The room-temperature strength distributions of a sintered and a
hat-pressed SIC were examined as-machined, after oxidation at 1370
C, and after oxidation under load at 1370 C. The strengths were
observed to be dependent on both the duration of oxidation and the
magnitude of the applied load. Processes resulting in both strengthen-
ing and weakening behavior were observed to occur, at times
simultaneously within the same strength distribution. This dynamic
situation indicates that the strength-controlling flaw populations are
highly transient in nature.	 (Author)
A82.20741 " li Analytical and experimental evaluation of
biaxial contact stress. D. W, Richerson, D. G. Finger, and J. M.
Wimmer (Garrett Turbine Engine Co., Phoenix, AZ), International
Symposium on Fracture Mechanics of Ceramics, Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, PA, July 15- 17, 1981, Paper. 22 p. 25
refs. Research supported by the U.S. Department of Energy;
Contracts No, N00014-78-C-0547; No. DEN3.167.
Contact stress analysis was conducted for ceramic-metal and
ceramic-ceramic interfaces using a finite element model. Ceramics
Investigated included NC-132 hot-pressed silicon nitride, NC-350
reaction-bonded silicon nitride, Hexaloy SA SIC, and RBN104
reaction-bonded silicon nitride. The results are shown to be well
correlated with closed-form solution both for normal and normal-
tangential loading. The latter load condition is found to be especially
critical for ceramic materials due to the presence of a hi gh tensile
stress at the trailin g edge of the ceramic surface contact zone. it is
shown that during sliding contact or biaxial loading, the magnitude
of this tensile stress increases with the coefficient of friction. 	 V. L,
A82-35064 • #	 Progress in ceramic component fabrication tech-
nology. R. S, Storm and R. W. Lashway (Carborundum Resistant Materials Co.,
Niagara Falls, NY). AiAA, SAE, and ASME, Joint Propulsion Conference, 18th,
Cleveland, OH, June 21-23, 1982, AIAA Paper 82-1211. 6 p. Contracts No.
DEN3-17; No. DEN3-168; No. DEN3-167.
Net shape techniques have been used in the production of rotating and static
vehicular engine high-temperature components composed of sintered Alpha-SiC(SASC). Injection-molded rotors have been cold spin tested, as well as a slip-cast
combustor assembly hot rig. SASC pistons and cylinder liners have also been
constructed for an opposed piston, two-cycle diesel test rig while test results are
presented. An uncooled, minimum-friction internal combustion engine with multi-
fuel capability due to its elevated combustion temperatures appears to be achiev-
able in the near term by means of SASC techniques. The flexural strength of
SASC at 1500 C is 446 MPa, identical to that at room temperature, and excellent
strength retention has been demonstrated after 3500 hours of cyclic exposure.
O.C.
kg and 33 cc in diameter have also been produced using this technique, Use of
sintering fixtures significantly improves dimensional control. A new Si-SiC com-
posite material has also been developed with average strengths up to 1000 MPa(150 ksi) at 1200 C. 	 (Author)
A82-35431 • # Fabrication of turbine components and properties of
sintered silicon nitride. J. T. Neil, K. W. french, C. L. Quackenbush, and J, T.
Smith (GTE Laboratories, Waltham, MA), American Society of Mechanical Engl
nears, International Gas Turbine Conference and Exhibit, 271h, London, England,
Apr. 18.22, 1882, Paper 82-GT-252. 6 p. Members, $2.00; nonmembers, $4.00.
Research supported by the U.S. Department of Energy and General Motors
Corp.; Contract No. DEN3-17.
This paper presents a status report on the injection molding of sinterable silicon
nitride at GTE Laboratories, The effort involves fabrication of single axial turbine
blades and monal,thic radial turbine rotors. The injection molding process is
reviewed and the fabdration of the turbine components discussed. Oxidation
resistance and strength results of current Injection molded sintered silicon nitride
as well as dimensional checks on sintered turbine blades demonstrate that this
material is a viable candidate for high temperature structural applications,(Author)
A82.35441 * # Ceramic thermal barrier coatings for gas turbine en-
gines. R. J. Bratton, S. K. Lau, C, A. Andersson, and S. Y. Lee (Westinghouse
Research and Development Center, Pittsburgh, PA). American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers, International Gas Turbine Conference and Exhibit, 27th, Lon-
don, England, Apr. 18-22,1982, Paper 82-GT-265.4 p. 15 reins, Members, $2,00;
nonmembers, $4.00, Research supported by the Electric Power Research Insti-
tute and U,S. Department of Energy; Contracts No. NAS3-21377; No. DENS-110,
The results of studies concerning the high temperature corrosion resistance of
Zr02-Y203, Zr02-MgO, and Ca2SiO4 plasma-sprayed coatings, which may be
used as gas turbine engine thermal barriers, are reported. The coatings were
evaluated in atmospheric burner rig and pressurized passage tests, using GT No.
2 fuel in pure form and with sodium, sulfur and vanadium corrosive Impurities
doping, It is found that, while the coatings performed well In both pressurizod
passage and burner rig tests with pure fuel chemical reactions between the
ceramic coatings and combustion gases/condensates resulted in coating degra-
dation with Impure fuels. Chemical reactions between the ceramic coatings and
vanadium compounds played a critical role in coating degradation. 	 O.C.
A82.35871 ' Effects of oxidation and oxidation under load on
strength distributions of S13N4. T. E. Easier, R. C. Bradt, and R. E. Tressler(Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA), (American Ceramic So-
ciety, Annual Meeting, 82nd, Chicago, IL, Apr. 29, 1980, Paper 69-B-80.) Ameri-
can Ceramic Society, Journal, vol. 65, June 1982, p, 317-320. 18 refs.
Army-supported research; Grant No, NsG-3016,
The room-temperature strength distributions of a sintered and a hot-pressed
S13N4 were examined in the as-machined condition, after oxidation at 1370 C and
after oxidation under load at 1370 C. The strength-controlling flaw populations
were highly transient in nature. Both the duration of oxidation and the magnitude
of the applied load were observed to effect changes in strength, This dynamic
situation 1s related to both strengthening and weakening processes, which at
times may occur simultaneously in the same strength distribution.
	
(Author)
A82.37015 ' Fabrication of sinterable silicon nitride by Injection
molding. C. L. Quackenbush, K. French, and J. T. Neil (GTE Laboratories, Inc.,
Waltham, MA). (American Ceramic Society, Topical Meeting on Nonoxide
Ceramics, Bass River, MA, Oct. 5, 6, 1981.) Ceramic Engineering and Science
Proceedings, vol. 3, Jan.-Feb. 1982, p, 20-34.6 refs. qosearch supported by the
U.S. Departm6,it of Energy; Contract No. DEN3-17,
Transformation of structural ceramics from the laboratory to production re-
quires development of near net shape fabrication techniques which minimize
finish grinding. One potential technique for producing large quantities of complex-
shaped parts at a low cost, and microstructure of sintered silicon nitride fab-
ricated by injection molding is discussed and compared to data generated from
isostatically dry-pressed material. Binder selection' methodology, compounding
of ceramic and binder components, injection molding techniques, and problems
in binder removal are discussed. Strength, oxidation resistance, and microstruc
lure of sintered silicon nitride fabricated by injection molding is discussed and
compared to data generated from isostatically dry-pressed material. (Author)
Members, $2.00; nonmembers, $4.00. Research supported by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy; Contracts No r'FN3-17; No. DEN3-167; No, DEN3-168,
	
Developn4ent of Alpha Silicon Carbide components by net shape fabrication
	 ORIGIQL
	
techniques has continued in conjunction with several turbine engine programs,
	 PAGE raO
	
Progress in injection molding of simple parts has been extended to much larger
	 POOR Qllgji !'^r Ycomponents, Turbine rotors fabricated' by a one piece molding have been suc-
	
cessfully spin tested above design speeds, Static components weighing up to 4.5
	 #
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A82-35083 • # Characterization of advanced electric propulsion sys-
tems. P. K. Ray (Tuskegee Institute,Tuskegee, AL). AIAA, SAE, and ASME,Joint
Propulsion Conference, 18th, Cleveland, OH, June 21-23, 1982, A/AA Paper
82-1246. 11 p. 7 refs. Grant No. NAG3.76.
' Characteristic parameters of several advanced electric propulsion systems are
evaluated and compared. The propulsion systems studied are mass driver, rail
gun, argon MPD thruster, hydrogen free radical thruster and mercury electron
bombardment ion engine. Overall, ion engines have somewhat better character-
istics as compared to the other electricpropulsion systems, 	 (Author)
A82-35403 • # Net shape fabrication of Alpha Silicon Carbide turbine
components. R. S. Storm (Carborundum Co., Niagara Falls, NY). American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, international Gas Turbine Conference and
Exhibit, 27th, London, England, Apr, 18-22, 1982, Paper 82-GT-216,16 p. 5 refs.
NO2-32504 '# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
CHARACTERIZATION OF AN EXPERIMENTAL REFEREE
BROAUF NED SPECIFICATION (ERBS) AVIATION TURBINE
FUEL AND ERBS FUEL BLENDS
Gary T. Seng Aug.. 1982 25 p refs(NASA-TM-82883; E-1260; NAS 1.15:82883) 	 Avail: NTiS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 21D
Characterization data and comparisons of these data are
presented for three individual lots of a research test fuel designated
as an Experimental Referee Broadened Specification (EBBS)
aviation turbine fuel. This research fuel, which is a blend of
kerosene and hydrotreated catalytic gas oil, is a representation of
a kerojet fuel with broadened properties. To lower the hydrogen
content of the ERBS fuel, a blending stock, composed of xylene
bottoms and hydrotreated catalytic gas oil, was developed and
employed to produce two different ERBS fuel blends. The ERBS
fuel blends and the blending stock were also characterized and
the results for the blends are compared to those of the original
ERBS fuel. The characterization results indicate that with the
exception of the freezing point for ERBS !ot 2, which was slightly
high, the three lots, produced over a 2 year period, met all general
fuel requirements. However, although the properties of the fuels
were found to be fairly consistent, there were differences in
composition, Similarly, all major requirements for the ERBS fuel
blends were met or closely approached, and the properties of the
blended fuels were found to generally reflect those expected for
the proportions of ERBS fuel and blending stock used In their
production.	 Author
OWGINAL PAGE- CS
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28 PROPELLANTS AND FUELS
I ^l odes rocket ro ellants ! niters and oxidizer$ store
NO2 .21416'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
RESONANCE TUBE HAZARDS IN OXYGEN SYSTEMS
Ph.D. Thesis - Toledo Univ., 1975
Bert R. Phillips 1982 25 p refs Presented at Symp, on
Flammability and Sensitivity of Mater. in Oxygen Enriched
Atmosphere, Phoenix, Ariz., 31 Mar. - 1 Apr. 1982: sponsored
by the Am. Sec, for Testing and Mater.(NASA-TM-82801; E-1140; NAS 1.15:82801) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 21Y
An experimental and analytical program was carried out to
determine whether fluid dynamic oscillations could create a hazard
in gaseous oxygen flow systems. The particular fluid dynamic
oscillation studied was the resonance tube phenomena as it
was excited in a tee-shaped configuration . chwacterlsvc of
configurations found in many industrial high pressure grs flow
systems, The types of hazards that could be cawed by the
oscillations were direct heating and Ignition of the piping system
bq, the gas, the greatl y augmented heating that could occur if
inert contaminants were present, and the ignition of metallic
contaminants. Asbestos was used as the inert contaminant:
titanium, aluminum, magnesium and steel were chosen as ignitable
metallic contaminants, The oscillations in the tee-shaped
configuration were compared to oscillations driven by choked
convergent nozzles and were found to differ markedly. Temperature
generated at the and cr base of the resonance tube exceeded
1089 K for both gaseous oxygen and nitrogen and reached
1645 K when asbestos was added. Aluminum in both powder
and fiber form was readily ignited within the resonance tube
when the supply pressures were less than 8270 kPa whereas
at higher supply pressures the mixture exploded with enough
violence to destory the apparatus in less than 10 sec. In addition
to aluminum, magnesium, and titanium, samples of 400 series
st ;i:ess steels were also ignited within the resonance tube.
The ignition occurred within a few seconds after the oxygen
flow began.
	
Author
N82-26483"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EXPERIMENTS ON FUEL HEATING FOR COMMERCIAL
AIRCRAFT
R, Friedman and F. J. Stockemer (Lockheed-California Co.,
Burbank, Calif.) 1982 15 p refs Presented at 18th Joint
Propulsion Conf,, Cleveland, 21-23 un. 1982; Sponsored by
AIAA, SAE and ASME(NASA-TM-82878: E-1254; NAS 1.15:82878) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 21D
An 9xperimentai jet fuel with a -3) C freezing point was
chilled in a wing tank simulator with stperimposed fuel heating
to improve tow temperature flowability. Heating consisted of
circulating a portion of the fuel to an external heat exchanger
and returning the heated fuel to the tank. Flowability was
determined by the mass percent of unpumpabie fuel (holdup)
left in the simulator upon withdrawal of fuel at the conclusion
of testing. The study demonstrated that fuel heating is feasible
and improves flowability as compared to that of baseline, t!n heated
tests. Delayed heating with initiation when the fuel reaches a
prescribed low temperature limit, showed promise of being more
efficient than continuous heating. Regardless of the mode or
rate of heating, complete flowability (zero holdup) could not be
restored by fuel heating, The severe, extreme-day environment
Imposed by the test caused a very small amount of subfreezing
fuel to be retained near the tank surfaces even at high rates of
heating, Correlations of flowability established for unheated fuel
tests also could be applied to the heated test results if based
on boundary-layer temperature or a solid index (subfreezing
point) characteristic of the fuel.
	
Author
n	 P P	 ^ g	 ^	 . ,,	 9e
and handling; and aircraft fuels.
For related Information see also 07 Aircraft Propulsion
and Power, 20 Spacecraft Propulsion and Power, and 44
Energy Production and Conversion.
N82-276180# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EFFECT OF SOME NITROGEN COMPOUNDS THERMAL
STASIL(CY OF JET A
Albert C, Antoira Jun. 1982 20 p refs(NASA-TM-82908: NAS 1.15:82908)	 Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 21D
	
The effect of known concentrations of some nitrogen 	 {,
containing compounds on the thermal stability of a conventional
fuel, namely, Jet A was investigated. The concentration range
from 0.01 to o,i wt% nitrogen was examined. Solutions were
made containing, individuaily, pyrrole, indole, quinoline, pyridine,
	
and 4 ethylpyridine at 0.01, 0.03, 0.06, and 0A wt% nitrogen	 k
	
concentrations in Jet A. The measurements were all made by	 8using a standard ASTM test for evaluating fuel thermal oxidation
behavior, namely, ASTM D3241, 'thermal oxidation stability of
turbine fuels 1JFTOT procedure).' Measurements were made at
two temperature settings, and 'breakpoint temperatures' were
determined. The results show that the pyrrole and indols-solutions
have breakpoint temperatures substantially lower than those of
the Jet A used,	 S.L,
N82-28480'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EFFECT OF HYDROCARBON FUEL TYPE ON FUEL
Edgar L, Wong and David A, Bittker Jun. 1982 13 p refs(NASA-TM-82916; 'E-1073; NAS 1.15:82916) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 21D
A modified jet fuel thermal oxidation tester (JFTOT) procedure
was used to evaluate deposit and sediment formation for four
pure hydrocarbon fuels over the temperature range 150 to
450 C in 316-stainless-steel heater tubes, Fuel types were a
normal alkane, an alkene, a naphthene, and an aromatic, Each
fuel exhibited certain distinctive deposit and sediment formation
characteristics, The :3irec! of aluminum and 316-stainless-steel
heater tube surfaces on deposit formation for the fuel n•decane
over the same temperature range was investigated. Results
ohowed that an aluminum surface had lower deposit formation
rates at all temperatures investigated, By using a modified JFTOT
procedure the thermal stability of four pure hydrocarbon fuels
and two practical fuels (Jet A and home heating oil no, 2) was
rated on the basis of their breakpoint emperatures. Results
indicate that this method could be used to rate thermal stability
for a series of fuels. 	 Author
N82.13243•N Engineering Societies Commission on Energy,
Inc., Washington, D. C.
BARRIERS TO THE UTILIZATION OF SYNTHETIC FUELS
FOR TRANSPORTATION Final Report
Harry W. Parker and Matthew J. Reilly Oct, 1981 25 p(NASA Order C• 57307-D; Contract DE-AI01-81CS-50006)(NASA-Ct/-165517; DOE/NASA-7307/1)
	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 21D
The principal types of engines for transportation uses are
reviewed and the specifications for conventional fuels are
compared with specifications for synthetic fuels. Synfuel processes
nearing the commercialization phase are reviewed. The barriers
to using synfuels can be classified into four groups: technical,
such as the uncertainty that a new engine design can satisfy
the desired performance criteria; environmental, such as the risk
that the engine emissions cannot meet the applicable environmen-
tal standards; economic, including the cost of using a synfuel
relative to conventional transportation fuels;. and market,
involving market penetration by offering new engines, establishing
new distribution systems and/or changing user expectations.
T.M,
N82-14371 0 # United Technologies Research Center, East
Hartford, Conn,
EXTERNAL FUEL VAPORIZATION STUDY Find Report
E. J, Szetela and J, A. TeVeide Nov. 1981 92 p refs(NASA-CR-165513; UTRC.81-915326-15) HC A05/MF A01
CSCL 21D
The feasibility of external fuel vaporization in advanced aircraft
gas turbine engines is addressed. Experiments were run to
determine key fuel properties including boiling points, dew points,
critical temperature, critical pressure, heat transfer coefficients,
deposit formation rates, and deposit removal in a flowing system.
Of particular concern were the heat transfer rate in the heat
exchanger and the performance of the orifice used in the throttling
process. Three fuels were utilized in the experiments including
Jet-A. Experimental referee broad specification fuel, and e
premium No, 2 diesel fuel. Engine conditions representing the
NASA Energy Efficient Engine at sea level take^iff, cruise, and
idle were simulated in the vaporization system and it was found
that single phase flow was maintained in the heat 6.xchanger
and downstream of the throttle. Deposits encountered In the
heat exchanger represented a thermal resistance as hi(jh as
.0013 sq M 'K/watt and a deposit formation rate as high as
800 micro-gC/sq cm hr. These values are equivalent to a buildup
of 0.055 cm of thickness in 36 hours resulting in a more
severe fouling condition than originally anticipated. It was found
that the deposit can be removed by cleaning with air at a
temperature of 720 K for 10 minutes,
	 R,J.F,
N82-18402'# SRI International Corp„ Menlo Park, Calif,
OXIDATION AND FORMATION OF DEPOSIT PRECURSORS
IN HYDROCARBON FUELS Final Report
S, E. Buttrill, Jr„ Frank R, Mayo, Bosco Lan, G, A, St.John, and
David Dulin Jan. 1982 26 p refs(Contract NAS3-22510,(NASA-CR-185534;	 PYU-2115)
	
Avail	 NTIS
HC 903/MF A01 CSCL 21D
A practical fuel, home heating oil no. }'[Fuel C), and the pure
hydrocarbon, n-dodecane, were subjected to mild oxidation at
130 C and the resulting oxygenated reaction products, deposit
precursors, were analyzed using field ionization mass spectrometry.
Results for fuel C indicated that, as oxidation was initially extended,
certain oxygenated reaction products of increasing molecular
	 3
weights in the form of monomers, dimers and some trimers
were produced, Further oxidation time increase resulted in
	 {
further increase in monomers but a marked decrease in dimers
and trimers, This suggests that these larger molecular weight
products have proceeded to form deposit and separated from
the fuel mixture. Results for a dodecane indicated that yields
for dimers and trimers were very low, Dimers were produced as
a result of interaction between oxygenated products with each
other rather than with another fuel molecule. This occurred even
though fuel molecule concentration was 50 times; or more greater
than that for these oxygenated reaction products.
	 Author
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N82.102451 Aerojet Liquid Rocket Co„ Sacramento, Calif.
FUEL/OXIDIZER-RICH HIGH-PRESSURE PREBURNERS
Firml Report
L. Schoenman Oct 1981 254 p refs(Contract NAS3.21753)(NASA-CR-165404) Avails NTIS HC Al2/MF A01 CSCL
211
The analyses, designs, fabrication, and cold-flow acceptance
testing of LOX/RP-1 preburner components required for a
high-pressure staged-combustion rocket engine are discussed.
Separate designs of injectors, combustion chambers, turbine
simulators, and hot-gas mixing devices are provided for fuel-rich
and oxidizer-rich operation. The fuel-rich design adeatesses the
problem of non-equilibrium LOX/RP-1 combustion. The develop-
ment and use of a pseudo-kinetic combustion model for predicting
operaing efficiency, physical properties of the combustion products,
and the potential for generating solid cafon is presented, The
oxygen rich design addresses the design criteria for the prevention
of metal Ignition, This is accomplished by the selection of
materials and the generation of wail-mixed gases. The combining
of unique propellant injector element designs with secondary
mixing devices is predicted to be the best approach,
	 M,G,
N82-11224*# Lockheed-California Co„ Burbank,
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF FUEL HEATING AT LOW
TEMPERATURES IN A WING TANK MODEL, VOLUME 1
Final Report
Francis J, Stockemer Aug. 1981 75 p refs(Contract NAS3-21977)(NASA-CR-16539^; 	 LR-29935-Vol-1)
	
Avail:	 NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 2iD
Scale model fuel heating systems for use with aviation
hydrocarbon fuel at low temperatures were investigated, The
effect.veness of the heating systems in providing flowability and
pumpability at extreme low temperature when some freezing of
the fuel would otherwise occur is evaluated. The test tank
simulated a section of an outer wing tank, and was chilled on
the upper and lower surfaces. Turbine engine lubricating oil was
heated, and recirculating fuel transferred the heat, Fuels included:
a commercial Jet A: an intermediate freeze point distillate; a
higher freeze point distillate blended according to Experimental
Referee Broadened Specification guidelines; and a higher freeze
point paraffinic distillate used in a preceding investigation, Each
fuel was chilled to selected temperature to evaluate unpumpable
solid formation (holdup), Tests simulating extreme cold weather
flight, without heating, provided baseline fuel holdup data, Heating
and recirculating fuel increased bulk temperature significantly: it
had a relativiey small effect on temperature near the bottom of
the tank, Methods which increased penetration of heated fuel
into the lower boundary layer improved the capability for reducing
holdup.	 S,L,
N82. 11230°# Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford,
Conn. Commercial Products Div.
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE USE OF ANTIMISTING FUEL
IN TURBOFAN ENGINES Final Report, Sep. 1979 - Nov.
1980
A, Fiorentino, R. DeSaro, and T. Franz Jun. 1981 53 p refs(Contract NAS-22045)(NASA-CR-165258: AD-A104673; PWA-5697-29;
FAA-CT-81-58) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 21/4
An evaluation wa3 made on the effects of using antimisting
kerosene (AMK) on the performane of the components from the
fuel system and the combustor of a current in tiervice JT8D
aircraft engine. The objectives were to identify problems asscciated
with using antimisting kerosene and to determine the extent of
shearing or degradation required to allow the engine components
to achieve satisfactory operation, The program consisted of a
literature survey and a test program which evaluated the
antimisting kerosene fuel in laboratory acrd bench component
testing, and assessed the performance of the combustor in a
high pressure facility and in an atitude relight/cold ignition facility,
Performance of the fuel pump and control system was evalu-
ated in an open loop simulation, Thus far, results of the program
would not preclude the use of antimisting kerosene in a jet
engine application,
	 GRA
tl
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N1112.24353*# Aerojet Liquid Rocket Co,, Sacramento, Calif.
TESTING OF FUEL/OXIDIZER-RICH, HIGH-PRESSURE
PREBURNERG Final Report
B. R. Lawver May 1982 253 p refs(Contract NAS3.22647)(NASA-CR-165609; NAS 1,26:165609)	 Avail: NTIS
HC Al2/MF A01 CSCL 211
Results of an evaluation of high pressure combustion of
fuel rich and oxidizer rich LOX/RP-1 propellants using 4,0 inch
diameter prototype preburner injectors and chambers are
presented. Testing covered a pressure range from 8,9 to
17,6 MN/square meters (1292 to 2540 pale), Fuel rich
mixture ratios ranged from 0.238 to 0.367; oxidizer rich mixture
ratios ranged from 27.2 to 47.5. Performance, gas temperature
uniformity, and stability data for two fuel rich and two ozidizer
rich preburner injectors are presented for a conventional like-on-like(LOL) design and a platelet design injector. Kinetically limited
combustion is shown by the excellent agreement of measured
fuel rich gas composition and C performance data with kinetic
mcdei predictions. The oxidizer rich test results support previous
equi,ihsium combustion predictions.	 Author
N82.26482" # Solar Turbines International, San Diego, Calif.
LOW NOX HEAVY FUEL COMBUSTOR CONCEPT PRO-
GRAM
D, J. White and Alan J. Kubasco May 1982 50 p refs(Contract DEN3.145)(NASA-CR-167876: NAS 1,26:167876: DOE/NASA/0145.2:
SR82-R-4994 .08) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 21D
Three simulated coal gas fuels based on hydrogen and carbon
monoxide were tested during an experimental evaluation with a
rich lean can combustor: these were a simulated Winkler gas,
Lurgi gas and Blue Water gas, All three were simulated by
mixing together the necessary pure component species, to levels
typical of fuel gases produced from coal, The Lurgi gas was
also evaluated with ammonia addition. Fuel burning in a rich
lean mode was emphasized. Only the Blue Water gas, however,
could be operated in such fashion. This showed that the expected
NOx signature form could be obtained, although the absolute
values of NOx were above the 75 ppm goals for most oper-
ating conditions. Lean combustion produced very low NOx well
below 75 ppm with the Winkler and Lurgi gases. In addition,
these low levels were not significantly impacted by changes in
operating conditions.	 S.L.
N82.31546`# Lockheed-California Co., Burbank.
ADDITIONAL EXPER4MENTS ON FLOWABILITY IMPROVE-
MENTS OF AVIATION FUELS AT LOW TEMPERATURES,
VOLUME 2 Final Report
Francis J. Stockemer and Ronald L. Deane Aug. 1982 56 p
refs(Contract NAS3-21977)(NASA-CR-167912;	 NAS	 1.26:167912)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 21D
An investigation was performed to study flow improver additives
and scale-model fuel heating systems for use with aviation
hydrocarbon fuel at low temperatures. Test were performed in a
facility that simulated the heat transfer and temperature prof?les
anticipated in wing fuel tanks during flight of long-range commercial
aircraft The results are presented of experiments conducted in a
test tank simulating a section of an outer wing integral fuel tank
approximately full-scale in height, chilled through heat exchange
panels bonded to the upper and lower horizontal surfaces. A
separate system heated lubricating oil externally by a controllable
electric heater, to transfer heat to fuel pumped from the test tank
through an oil-to-fuel heat exchanger, and to recirculate the heated
fuel back to the test tank. 	 B.W.
A82.20748. # An experiment to evaluate liquid hydrogen
storage in space. R. N. Ebarhardt, D. A. Fester, W. A. Johns, and J.
S. Marino (Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver, CO). National Bureau
of Standards, Cryogenic Engintdring Conference, San Diego, CA,
for storage and supply of cryogenic fluids, mainly hydrogen, for use
In low gravity environments. The apparatus comprises an LAD(liquid acquisition device) and a TVS (thermodynamic vent system).
The hydrogen will be either vented or forced out by injected helium
and the flow rates will be monitored. The data will be compared with
ground-based simulations to determine optimal flow Cates for the
pressurizing gas and the release of the cryogenic fluid. It is noted that
tests on a one-g, one-third size LAD system are under way,
	 M.S.K.
A82.22240 " Deposit formation in liquid fuels. 11 - The
effect of selected compounds on the storage stability of Jet A
turbine fuel, J, H. Worstell and S. R. Daniel (Colorado School of
Mines, Golden, CO). Fuel, vol. 60, June 1981, p, 481 .484. 30 refs.
Grant No, NsG-3122.
The influence of substituted pyridines, pyrroles, indoles, and
quinolines on the storage stability of conventional Jet A turbine fuel
Is evaluated. Significant increases in the amount of deposit formed in
accelerated storage tests are found upon addition of these com-
pounds at levels as low as one ppm nitrogen. While the effect is
correlated with basicity of the nitrogen compound within a given
compound class, the correlation does not hold between classes
(pyridines, quinolines, etc.). Static hindrance at the nitrogen atom
greatly inhibits deposit promotion. The characteristics, but not the
elemental composition, of deposits vary with the identity of the
added nitrogen compound and with deposition temperature, (Author)
A82-22241 " Deposit formation in liquid fuels. I - Effect of
coal-derived Lewis bases on storage stability of Jet A turbine fuel. K.
E. Dahlin, S. R. Daniel, and J. H. Worstell (Colorado School of
Mines, Golden, CO). Fuel, vol. 60, June 1981, p. 477 .480. 24 refs.
Grant No. NsG-3122.
The development of reasonably precise techniques for the
measurement of storage stability of jet aviation fuel is described.
Lewis bases, extracted by ligand-exchange from a coal-derived liquid,
are shown to adversely affect storage stability (as determined by an
accelerated storage test) when added to Jet A turbine fuel. JFTOT
results suggesting slight decreases in thermal stability of fuel 'spiked'
(i.e„ contaminated with a measured quantity of reagent) with extract
are reported. Addition to Jet A turbine fuel of Individual hetero-
cyclic nitrogen compounds is shown to produce comparable de-
creases in storage stability. 	 (Author)
A82.23238 ` Deposit formation in liquid fuels. III - The
affect of selected nitrogen compounds on diesel fuel. J. H. Worstell,
S. R. Daniel, and G. Frauenhoff (Colorado School of Mines, Golden,
CO). Fuel, vol. 60, June 1981, p. 485.487. 11 refs. Grant No.
NsG-3122.
The influence of substituted quinolines, pyrroles, indoles, and
pyridines on deposit formation in a diesel fuel is evaluated.
Significant increases in deposition rate are found which are depen-
dent upon the basicity of the nitrogen compound within a given
compound class. These effects correspond closely with those
produced in a Jet A fuel. Removal of highly polar fuel components
renders the nitrogen compound influence inoperative. These compo-
nents are therefore participants in deposit-forming reactions,
(Author)
A82.33030 " Oxidation stability of advanced reaction-
bonded Si3N4 materials. L. J. Lindberg, D. W. Richerson; W. D.
Carruthers (Garrett Turbine Engine Co., Phoenix, AZ), and H. M.
Gersch (Ai Research Casting Co., Torrance, CA). (American Ceramic
Society, Fall Meeting, San Francisco, CA, Oct. 28, 1980, Paper
52-B-80P.) American Ceramic Society Bulletin, vol. 61, May 1982, p.
574.578. 11 refs. Contracts No. N00024.76-C-5352; No.
F33615-77-C-5171; No. DEN3.167.
Four slip-cast, injection-molded and isostatically-pressed speci-
mens of reaction-bonded silicon nitride (RBSN) were subjected to
static oxidation tests at 900 C for 10 hours. Specimens containing
8-10% interconnected open porosity of size greater than one micron
0
x Aug, 10. 14, 1981, Paper. 9 p. Contract No. NAS3.21591.
The design and verification of a Cryogenic Fluid Management
Experiment for orbital operation on the Shuttle is described. The
i`	 experiment will furnish en9ineerin data to establish desi n criteri
i
{{ 	 9	 9	 a	 exhibited a 20.30% decrease in average room temperature four-point
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Sflexure strength, while those with 10% open porosity of magnitudes
much smaller than one micron as wall as those with 2.4%
interconnected open porosity of about one micron did not decrease
in strength after 900 C exposure. It was determined that preoxida-
tion treatment at 1350 C prevents the 20.30% strength degradation
due to internal oxidation, and evidence is presented which suggests
that surface pit formation in some RBSN may result from cootaml-
nation by the furnace environment rather than any intrinsic material
properties..	 O.C.
ORIGINAL PAGE fg
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A82.33031 " Acoustic microscopy of silicon carbide materi-
als. P. K, Khandelwal, P. W. Heitman (General Motors Corp„ Detroit
Diesel Allison Div„ Indianapolis, IN), D, Yuhas, and C. L. Vorres
(Sonoscan, Inc,, Bensenville, I L).American Ceramic Society Bulletin,
vol. 61, May 1982, p, 586, 587. Research supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy; Contract No, DEN3.17.
It is shown that scanning laser acoustic microscopy (SLAM) is
able to detect such fracture-controlling flaws in dense silicon carbide
materials as surface voids, whose diameter-by-depth size is a
minimum of 75 by 17 microns in reaction-bonded SIC and 68 by 25
microns in alpha-SiC. Surface conditions such as pitting, which have
been found to limit the discernibiiity of drilled holes, become
important when pit and drilled hole sizes become comparable, O,C.
A82-35307 • # Deposit formation in hydrocarbon fuels. A. Roback, E, J,
Szetela, and L. J. Spadaccini (United Technologies Research Center, East Hart-
foro, CT). American Society of Mechanical Engineers, International Gas Turbine
Conference and Exhibit, 27th, London, England, Apr. 18 .22, 1982, Paper 82-GT-
49.9 p. 9 refs. Members, $2,00; nonmembers, $4.00. Contract No. NAS3-22277..
The hydrocarbon fuels RP-1, commercial-grade propane, JP-7 and chemically
pure propane were subjected to tests in a high pressure fuel coking apparatus
in order to evaluate their thermal decomposition limits and carbon deposition
rates in heated copper tubes. A fuel thermal stability parametric evaluation was
conducted at 136 .340 atmospheres, bulk fuel velocities of 6-30 m/sec, and tube
wall temperatures of 422 .811 K, and the effect of inside wall material on deposit
formation was evaluated infests using nickel-plated tubes. Results show .RP-1
deposit formation at wall temperatures between 600 and 800 K, with peak deposit
formation near 700 K. Substitution of deoxygenated JP-7 for RP-1 showed no
improvement, and the carbon deposition rates for propane fuels were found to
be higher than those of either of the kerosene fuels. Nickel plating of the tuve
walls significantly reduced RP-1 carbon deposition rates,	 O.C.
A82-35312 ' # Experimental study o f external fuel vaporization. E, J.
Szetela and J. A. TeVelde (United Technologies Research Center, East Hartford,
CT). American Society of Mechanical Engineers, International Gas Turbine Con-
ference and Exhibit, 27th, London, England, Apr. 18-22, 1982, Paper 82-GT-59
6 p. 9 refs. Members, $2.00; nonmembers, $4.00. Contract No. NAS3-21971.
The fuel properties used in the design of a flash vaporization system for aircraft
gas turbine engines were evaluated in experiments using a flowing system to
determine critical temperature and pressure, boiling points, dew points, heat
transfer coefficients, deposit formation rates, and deposit removal. Three fuels
were included in the experiments: Jet-A, an experimental relerree broad specifi-
cation fuel, and a premium No. 2 diesel fuel. Engine conditions representing a
NASA Energy Efficient Engine at sea-level take-off, cruise, and idle were simu-
lated in the vaporization system and it was found that single phase flow was
maintained In the heat exchanger and downstream of the throttle. Deposits en-
countered in the heat exchanger represented a thermal resistance as high as
1300 sq M K/watt and a deposit formation rate over 1000 gC/sq cm hr. C.D.
Yr
1 31 ENGINEERING (GENERAL)
Includes vacuum technology; control engineering; display
engineering; and cryogenics.
N82.13281'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE FATIGUE TESTING OF MET-
ALS	 c26
Marvin H. Hirschberg In AGARD Fatigue Test Methodology
Oct. 1981 18 p refs (For primary document see N82.13274
04.31)
Avail: NTIS HC Al2/MF A01
Material characterization and evaluation conducted for the
purpose of calculating fatigue crack initiation lives of components
operating at elevated temperatures are discussed. The major
technology areas needed to perform a life prediction of an aircraft
turbine engine hot section component and the steps required
for life prediction are outlined, These include: the determination
of the operating environment, the calculation of the thermal and
mechanical loading of the component, the cyclic stress strain
and creep behavior of the material required for structural analysis,
the structural analysis to determine the local stress strain
temperature time response of the material at the critical location
in the component. and from a knowledge of the fatigue, creep,
and failure resistance of the material, a prediction of the life of
the component.	 E,A.K.
N82-20339'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis 'Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
IDENTIFICATION OF MULTIVARIABLE HIGH PERFOR-
MANCE TURBOFAN ENGINE DYNAMICS FROM CLOSED
LOOP DATA
Walter Merrill 1982 16 p refs Presented at the 6th iFAC
°?---p. on Identification and System Piramoter Estimation,
Washington, O C., 7 . 11 Jun. 1982(NASA41VI-82785; E-1120; NAS 1.15:82785) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The multnrariabie instrumental variable approximate max-
imum likelihood (IV/AML) method or recursive time-series analysis
is used to identify the multivariable (four inputs-three outputs)
dynamics of the Pratt and Whitney F100 engine. A detailed
nonlinear engine simulation is used to determine linear engine
model structures and parameters at an operating point using
open loop data. Also, the IV/AML method is used in a direct
identification mode to identify models from actual closed loop
engine test data. Models identified from simulated and test data
are compared to determine a final model structure and parameter-
ization that can predict engine response for a wide class of
inputs. The ability of the IV/AML algorithm to identify useful
dynamic, models from engine test cata is assessed	 Author
N82.22386*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ULTRASONIC SCANNING SYSTEM FOR IMAGING FLAW
GROWTH IN COMPOSITES
Louis J. Kiraly and Erwin H. Meyn 1982 18 p Presented at
28th Intern. Instrumentation Symp., Las Vegas, Nov., 3-6 May
1982; sponsored by Instrument Sec, of Am.(NASA-TM-82799; E-1138; NAS 1.15:?279)) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11 D
A system for measuring and visually representing damage
in composite specimens while they are being loaded was
demonstrated. It uses a hobbiest grade microcomputer system
!o control data taking and image processing. The system scans
operator selected regions of the specimen while it is under load
in a tensile test machine and measures internal .J a mage by the
attenuation of a 2.5 MHz ultrasonic beam pae -t• . through the
specimen, The microcomputer dynamically r oriti,^;x_Vie position
of ultrasonic transducers mounted on a two axis triotor driven
carriage, As many as 65,536 samples can be taken and filed
on a floppy disk system in less than four minutes, 	 S.L.
N82.22387*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
MORPHOLOGICAL AND FRICTIONAL BEHAVIOR OF
SPUTTERED Mo82 FILM•
T. Spelvins 1962 18 p refs Presented at Intern, Conf. on
Met. Coatings, San Diego, Calif.. 4 .9 Apr. 1982; sponsored by
Am, Vacuum Soc.(NASA-TM-82809; E-1160; NAS 1,16:82809) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11F
From the texture and growth patterns of sputtered MoS2
films deposited on substrates, three regions are distinguished:(t) a ridge formation region; (2) an equiaxed transition zone;
and (3) a columnar-fiiberdike structure, The lubricating properties
of sputtered MoS2 films are visually identified with respect to
optical changes before and after rubbing. The orientation of the
surface microcrystaliites is identified, and the thane* in optical
properties is explained, In sliding contact the sputtered film tends
to break up at the base of the columnar region, Effective lubrication
occurs with the film remaining on the substrate. This film is.
0,18 to 0,22 microns thick,	 J,M,S,
N82.22388*# National Aeronautics and .Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
A HIGH SPEED IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RANDOM
DECREMENT ALGORITHM
Louis J. Kiraly 1982 13 p refs Presented at 1982
Aerospace/Test Measurement Symp., Las Vegas, Nev., 2-6 May
1182: sponsored by Instrument Soc. of Am.(NAttA-TM-82853: E-1192, NAS 1.15:82853) Avail: NTiS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 093
The algorithm is useful for measuring net system damping lev-
els in stochastic processes and for the development of equivalent
linearized system 'response models. The algorithm works by
summing together all sr;brecords which occur after predefined
threshold levol is crossed. The random decrement signature is
normally developed by ^,anning stored date and adding cub-
roca^s together, The high speed lroplementition of thes random
decrement algorithm exploits the digital character of sampled
data and uses fixed record lengths of 2(n) samples to greatly
speed up the process. The contributions to the random decrement
signature of each data point was calculated only once and in
the same sequence as the data were taken. A hardware
Implementation of the algorithm using random (ogid is diagrammed
and the process is shown to be limited only by the record size
and the threshold crossing frequency of the sampled data. With
a hardware cycle time of 200 ns and 1024 point signature, a
threshold crossing frequency of 5000 Hertz can be processed
and a stably averaged signature presented in real time.
	 T.M,
N82.24381*# Ohio State Univ„ Columbus.
THE ORTHOGONAL IN-SITU MACHINING OF SINGLE AND
POLYCRYSTALLINE ALUMINUM AND COPPER,
VOLUME 1 Ph.D. Thesis Find Report
Paul H, Cohen May 1982 203 p refs(Grant NsG-3164)(NASA-CR-168929; NAS 1.26:188929) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A1O/MF A01 CSCL 13H
Metal cutting is a unique deformation process characterised
by large strains, exceptionally high strain rates and few constraints
to the deformation. These factors, along with the difficulty of
directly measuring the shear angle, make chip formation difficult
to model and understand. One technique for skirting the difficulty
of 'post mortem chip measurement Is to perform a cutting
experiment dynamically in a scanning electron microscope. The
performance of the in-situ experiment with full instrumentation
allows for component force measurement, orientation measure-
ment (on a round single crystal disk) and a timing device, all
superimposed below the deformation on the TV monitor and
recorded for future viewing. This allows the Sher angle to be
directly measured for the screen along with the other needed
information, 	 S.L.
i
a
A82-46430 " Pressure pulsations above turboniolecular pumps. S,
Danziger, B, R. F. Kendall, and J. Dormer (Pennsylvania State University, Univer-
sity Park, PA). Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology, Vol. 21, Sept.-Oct.
1982, p, 893-895. 6 refs. Grant No. NsG-3301,
Lange and Singleton (1978) have observed pressure pulses above a tur-
f	 bomolecular pump. They reported that the mean pulse frequency Increased with
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the temperature of the pump cooling water and that the evolved gas was mainly
hydrogen. The present Investigation takes Into account tests conducted with a
similar pumping system. The pumping system was equipped with additional pres-
sure-monitoring equipment in order to study these pulsations In more detail. It was
found that at least two distinct types of pressure pulsations may be present in a
turbomolecular-pumpod ultrahigh vacuum system. The random hydrogen pulses
are easily eliminated for period of days by changing the cooling water to. empera
lure. The cycl'.c pulses consisting mainly of water vapor are not likely to be a
problem In normal experiments. 	 G.R.
N82.31585*# Case Western Reserve Unlv,, Cleveland, Ohio, Inst.
of Technology
COAXIAL PRIME FOCUS FEEDS FOR PARABOLOIDAL RE-
FLECTORS
R. E, Collin, H. Schilling, and L. Hebert Jul. 1982 138 p refs
(Contract NAS3-2342)(NASA-CR-167934; NAS	 1,26:167934)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 20N
A TE11 - T1011 dual mode coaxial feed for use in prime
focus paraboloidal antenna systems is Investigated. The scattering
matrix parameters of the internal bifurcation junction was deter-
mined by the residue calculus technique, The scattering parameters
and radiation fields of the aperture wero found from the Weinstein
solution, The optimum modeing ratio for minimum cross-polarization
was determined along with the corresponding optimum feed
dimensions. A peak cross-polarization lever of -58 dB Is predicted,
The frequency characteristics were also investigated and a
bandwidth of 5% is predicted over which 1*iff cross -polarization
remains below -30 dB, the input VSWR is below 1.15, and the
phase error is less than 10 deg. Theoretical radiation patterns
and efficiency curves for a paraboloidal reflector Illuminated by
this feed were computed. The predicted sidelobe level is be!ow
-30 dB and aperture efficiencies greater than 70% are possible.
ExpeerirnenfLot result* are alert presented that substantiates 'the.
theoretical results. In addition, experimental results for a'short-cup'
coaxial feed are given. The report includes extensive design data
for the dual-mode feed along with performance curves showing
cross -polarization as a function of feed parameters. The feed is
useful for low-cost ground based receiving antennas for use in
direct television satellite broadcasting service, 	 Author
N82-13302*# Arinc Research Corp,, Annapolis, Md.
THE 30/20 GHz COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE TRUNK-
ING NETWORK STUDY
William Kolb Oct. 1981 65 p(Contract NAS3-22496)(NASA-CR-165467) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
17B
Alternative transmission media for a CON .,_M ;wide trunking
network in the years 1990 and 2000 are examin r "1, The alternative
technologies comprised fiber optic cable, conventional C- and
Ku-band satellites, and 30/20 GHz satellites.-Three levels of
implementation were considered - a 10-city network, a 20-city
network, and a 40-city network. The cities selected were the
major metropolitan areas with the greatest communications
demand. All intercity voice, data, and video traffic carried more
than 40 miles was included in the analysis. In the optimized
network, traffic transmitted less than 500 miles was found to
be better served h fiber optic cable in 1990. By the year 2000,
the crossover point would be down to 200 miles, assuming.
availability of 30/20 GHz satellites. 	 Author
N82-17420*#	 Future Systems, Inc„ Gaithersburg, Md,
CROSS-IMPACT STUDY OF FOREIGN SATELLITE COM-
MUNICATIONS ON NASA'S 30/20 GHz PROGRAM
Aug. 1980
	
244 p	 refs(Contract NAS3-21500)(NASA-CR-165154; FSI-251)	 Avail: NTIS	 HC All/MF A01
CSCL 17B
A comprehensive traffic demand forecast and a scenario for 
the transition process from current satellite systems to more
r advanced systems of the 1990's are presented. Systemsconfigurations with and without the use of 30/20 GHz ars
described and these two alternatives are compared. It is
concluded that: (1) the use of 30/20 GHz will result in increased
pi
satellite capacity, which will be needed to satisfy demand: (2) the
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32 COMMUNICATIONS
includes land and global communications; communications
theory; and optical i,.ommunications,
For related information see also 04 Aircraft Commlinlca-
tons and Navigation and 17 Spacecraft Communlcatr`ons,
Command and Tracking.
use of 30/20 GHz will decrease the transmission cost, especially
for brotidband communications: (3) In some areas, particularly
Europe and Japan but also the U,S„ 30/20 GHz is the only
available frequency band for customer premise Earth stations
because of the dense tenestrial microwave networks; and (4) the
development of 30/20 GHz lechnoiogy will improve U.S. markets
for equipment and satellites in many world regions, 	 A,R.H.
N82..20362'# Hughes Aircraft Co„ El Segundo, Calif. Space
and Communications Group.
THE 30/20 GHz FLIGHT EXPERIMENT SYSTEM, PHASE 2,
VOLUME 1: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Final Report, Apr,
1980 Mar, 1981
L, Bronstein, Y. Kawamoto, J. J. Ribarich, J. R. Scope, B. J.
Forman, S. G. Bergman, and S. Reisenfeid Jul. 1961 122 p
4 Vol,(Contract NAS3-22340)(NASA-CR-165409-Vol-1; NAS 1,26:1136409-Vol-1;
SCG-810338R) Avail; NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 1'9
Summary information on the final communication system
design, communication payload, space vehicle, and development
plan for the 30/20 GHz flight experiment will be installed on
the LEASAT spacecraft which will be placed into orbit from the
space shuttle cargo bay. The communication concept has two
parts: a truck service and a customer premise service (CPS).
The trucking system serves four spot beams which are in-
terconnected in a satellite switched time division multiple access
mode by an IF switch matrix. The CPS covers two large areas
of the eastern United States with a pair of scanning beams.
M.G.
7482-20363*# Hughes Aircraft Co., E! Segundo, Calif. Space
and Communications Group,
THE 30/20 GHz FLIGHT EXPERIMENT SYSTEM, PHASE 2.
VOLUME 2: EXPERIMENT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION Final
Report, Apr, 1980 - Mar. 1981
L, Bronstein, Y. Kawamoto, J, J. Ribarich, J. R, Scope, B, J.
Forman, S. G. Bergman, and S. Reisenfeld Jul. 1981 469 p
4 Vol.(Contract NAS3-22340)(NASA-CR-165409-Vol-2: NAS 1,26:165409-Vol-2:
SCG-810339R) Avail: NTIS HC A20/MF A01 CSCL 17B
A detailed technical description of the 30/20 GHz flight
experiment system is presented. The overall communication
system is described with performar?rw anaiyscs, communication
operations, and experiment plans. Hardware descriptions of the
payload are given with the tradeoff studies that led to the final
design. The spacecraft bus which carries the payload is dis-
cussed and its interface with the launch vehicle system is
described, Finally, the hardwares and the operations of the
terrestrial segment are presented. 	 R.J.F.
N82.20364*# Hughes Aircraft Co., El Segundo, Calif. Spa-
and Communications Group.
THE 30/20 GHz FLIGHT EXPERIMENT SYSTEM, PHASE 2.
VOLUME 3: EXPERIMENT SYSTEM' REQUIREMENT
DOCUMENT Final Report Apr. 1980 - Mar. 1981
L. Bronstein, Y. Kawamoto, J. J, Ribarich, J. R, Scope, B. J.
Forman, S. G. Berman, and S. Reisenfeid Jul 1981 25 p
4 Vol.(Contract NAS3.22340)(NASA-CR-165409-Vol-3: NAS 1,26:165409-Vol-3:
SCG-810340R) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 17B
An approach to the requirements documentto be used to
procure the system by NASA is presented. The basic approach
is similar to the requirements document used in the commercial
communication satellite. Enough detail requirements are given
to define the system without tight constraints.
	 R.J.F.
N82-20366*# Hughes Aircraft Co., El Segundo, Calif, Space
and Communications Group.
THE 30/20 GHz FLIGHT EXPERIMENT SYSTEM, PHASE
2. VOLUME 4: EXPERIMENT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
PLAN Final Report, :pr. 1980 - Mar, 1981-
L. 6ronstein, Y. Kawamoto, J. J. Ribench, J. R. Scope, B. J.
Forman, S, G. Bergman; and S, Reisenfeid Jul, 1981 40 p
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4 Vol,(Contract NA53.22340)(NASA•CR-165409•Vol•4; SCG•8103411R: NAS
11.26165409 •Vol•4;	 SCG•810341R)	 Avail,	 NTIS
HC A03/MF AOI CSCL 17B
The development plan for the 30120 GHx flight experiment
system is presented. A master program schedule with detailed
development plans for each subsystem Is planned with careful
attention given to how technology items to ensure a minimal
risk. The work breakdown structure shows the organization of
the program management with detailed task definitions, The ROM
costs based on the development plan are also given, 	 RJT.
M82.26423*# Western Union Telegraph Co,. McLean, Va,
Government Systems Div.
WORLDWIDE SATELLITE MARKET DEMAND FORECAST
Final Report
J. M. Bowyer, M. Frankfort, and K. M. Steirmagel 19 Jun.
1981 124 p refs(Contract NAS3-224611(NASA•CR•167918; NASA-1 .4•W-1-Tll; NAS 1.26:167918)
Avail. NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 17B
The forecast is for the years 1.981 • 2000 with benchmark
years at 1985, 1990 and 2000, Two types of markets are
considered for this study; Hardware (worldwide total) —satellites,
earth stations and control facilities (includes replacements and
spares): and non-hardware (addressable by U.S, industry) -
planning, launch, turnkey systems and operations. These
markets were examined for the INTELSAT System (international
systems and domestic and regional systems using leased
transponders) and domestic and regional systems. Forecasts were
determined for six worldwide regions encompassing 185 countries
using actual costs for existing equipment and engineering
estimates of costs for advanced systems. Most likely (conservative
growth rate estimates) and optimistic (mid range growth rate
estimates) scenarios were em ployed for arrivin g at the forecasts
which are precented In constant 1980 U.S. dollars, The worldwide
satellite market demand forecast predicts that the market between
181 and '4 1-000 will range from $35 to $50 billion, Approximately
one-half of the world market, $16 to $20 billion, will be generated
in the United States, 	 T.M.
are highlighted Typical AMPA user link models and calculations
are presented, the principal AMPA features are described, and
the implementation of the system is demonstrated. System
tradeoffs and requirements are discussed Recommendations are
included	 ARH
N$2-31564 • # NTL, Inc., Colmmack, N.Y.
A NEW ANTENNA CONCEPT FOR SATELLITE COMMUNICA-
TIONS
G. Skahill and D, Ciccolella Jun. 1982 111 p -refs
(Contract NA$3.22887)(NASA•CR-167924; NAS
	
1.26:167924)	 Avail: NTIS
HC A06tMF A01 CSCL 20N
A novel antenna configuration o two reflecting surfaces and
a phasad array Is examined for applicatlon to satellite communica-
tions and shown to be superior In every respect to earlier designs
for service to the continental United States from synchronous orbit
The vignetting that afflicts other two reflector optical systems Is
eliminated by use of a reflecting field element. The remaining
aberrations, predornmanly coma, are isolmed in the time delay
distribution at the surface of the array and can be compensated
by ordinary Array te hnlques, The optics exhibits , Infinite bandwidth
and the frequency r*nge Is limited only by the design of the
array.	 Author
A82-10679 * A review of transhorizon propagation phenom-
ena. R. K. Crane (Environmental Research and Technology, Inc.,
Concord, MA). (International Union of Radio Science, Symposium
on the Effects of the Lower Atmosphere on Radio Propagation at
Frequencies above 1 GHz, Lennoxville, Quebec, Canada, May 26-30,
1980.) Radio Science, vol, 16, Sept,-Oct. 1981, p. 649-669. 40 refs,
Contract No, NASw-3336.
Interference Problemi; underlie the current Interest In trans.
horizon propagation, In , 'cular, statistics of the rare, high-level
fields are of interest. This paper reviews the propagation mechanisms
which produce the high-level fields and summarizes recent work in
the modeling of the transhorizon propagation. 	 (Author)
K;1_32 .266260 # Ohio State Univ., Columbus.
THE TRANSMISSION OR SCATTERING OF ELAI)TIC
WAVES BY AN INHOMOGENEITY OF SIMPLE GEOMETRY:
A COMPARISON OF THEORIES
Y. C. Sheu and L. S. Fu May 1982 96 p refs
/,Grant NsG-3269)(NASA-CR-169034, NAS 1.26;169034: TR-104) Avail; NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 20N
The extended method of equivalent Inclusion developed Is
applied to study the specific wave problems of the transmission
of elastic waves in an infinite medium containing a layer of
inhomogeneity, and of the scattering of elastic waves In an infinite
medium contain ing a perfect spherical inhomogeneity. The
elgenstrains anu o;panded as a geometric series and the method
of integration (cyr the inhomogeneous Helmholtz operator given
by Fu and Mura is adopted. The results obtained by using a
limited numb,. r of terms In the elgenstrain expansion are compared
with exact solutions for the layer problem and for a perfect
sphere, Two parameters are ,1ng!9d cut for this comparison:
the ratio of elastic moduli, and the ratio of the mass densities.
General trends for three different situations are shown. 	 J.D.
N82-28603*# Illinois Univ., Urbana-Champaign. Elec tromagne-
tics Lab.
NASA ADAPTIVE MULTISEAM PHASED ARRAY (AMPA):
AN APPLICATION STUDY Final Report, 15 Jan. - 30 Apr,
1982
R. Mittra. S. W. Lee, and W. Gee May 1982 78 p refs(Grant NAG3-149)(NASA-CA-169125-. NAS 126.169125 ►	 Avail; NTIS
HC A05/10F A01 CSCL 20N
The proposed orbital ge- retry for the adaptive multibeam
phased array (AMPA) communication system is reviewed and
some of the system's capabilities and preliminary specifications
A82-23486"$ # 30/20 GHz communications satellite
multibeam antenna. W. G. Scott, H. S. Luh, A. E, Smoll, and E. W.
Matthews (Ford Aerospace and Communications Corp,, Palo Alto,
CA). In , Communications Satellite Systems Conference, 9th, San
Diego, CA, March 7 .11, 1982, Collection of Technical Papers.
(AB2.2347609-32 ► New York, American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, 1982, p. 78-86. Contract No. NAS3-22498. (AIAA
82.0449)
A 20 GHz downlink satellite antenna design is described. The
aperture simultaneously radiates 18 fixed, 0.3 deg width pencil
beams directed at 18 cities distributed over CONUS for Trunking
Service. All beams use the same trunk frequency allocation for 18
reuses of the band. The same aperture also radiates six additional 0.3
deg spot beams for Customer Premises Service (CPS) for TDMA
beam hopping operation to small terminals anywhere in CONUS.
Each CPS beam scans one sector of CONUS and all six beams are
frequency reused in a CPS band, Offset dual reflector optics are used
with a feed array and multiport beam forming network (BFN). For
so many frequency reuses, sidelobes per beam must be 30 to 40 dB
down over CONUS. Novel dual reflector optics were devised with
shaped surfaces providing low aberrations for all beam positions over
CONUS (+ or - 12 BW by + or - 5 BW). Scan loss under 1 dB is
calculated with nearly constant sidelobes. For each beam position, a
7-element cluster of feeds is activated In the feed array with
coefficients adjusted by the BFN to maintain low sidelobes and thus
high beam isolation for ifequency reuse. 	 (Author)
A82-23508 * # Baseband-processed SS-TDMA communication
system architecture and design concepts. S. Attwood acid D.
Saboorin (Motorola, Inc., Government Electronics Div., Scottsdale,
AZ). In: Communications Satellite Systems Conference, 9th, San
Diego, CA March 7-11 1982 Collection of Technical .Papers.
l
(A82.23476 09-32) New York, American Institute of Aeronautics
ORIGINAL PAGE and Astronautics, 1982, p. 234-242. Contract No. NAS3-22502.W
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(AIAA 82.0482)	 A62-27189 	 30/20 GHz demonstration system for im-
', ?	 The architecture and system design for a commercial satellite	 proving orbit utilization. W. M. Holmes, Jr. (TRW Defense and Space
communications system planned for the 1990's was developed by 	 Systems Group, Space Systems Div., Redondo Beach, CA). In
Motorola for NASA 's L.,ewis Research Center. The system provides
	
ITC/USA/'80; Proceedings of the International Telemetering Confer-
data communications between individual users via trunking and
customer premises service terminals utilizing a central switching
satellite operating in a time-division multiple-access (TDMA) mode.
The major elements of the design incorporating baseband processing
Include: demand-assigned multiple access reservation protocol, spec-
tral utilization, system synchronization, modulation technique and
forward error control implementation. Motorola's baseband pro-
fessor design, which is being proven In a proof-of-concept advanced
technology development, w!;I perform data regeneration and message
routing for individual users on-board. the spacecraft.
	 (Author)
A82-23538" N Planning satellite communication services and
spectrum-orbit utilization. P. H. Sawitz (ORI, Inc., Silver Spring,
MD). in: Communications Satellite Systems Conference, 9th, San
Diego, CA, March 7 .11, 1982, Collection of Technical Papers.(A82-2347609-32) New York, American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, 1982, p. 489 .494. Contract No. NAS3.22885,
(AIAA 82.0526)
The relationship between approaches to planning satellite
communication services and spectrum-orbit utilization is considered,
with emphasis on the fixed-satellite and the broadcasting-satellite
services. It is noted that there are several possible approaches to
planning space services, differing principally in the rigidity with
which technical parameters are prescribed, in the time for which a
plan remains in form, and in the procedures adopted for implementa-
tion and modifications. With some planning approaches, spectrum-
orbit utilization is fixed at the time the plan is made. (fst lers provide
for greater flexibility by making it possible to postpone some
decisions on technical parameters. In addition, the two political
questions of what is equitab^e access and how it can be guaranteed in
practice play an important role.	 B.J.
A82-26713 • Conversion and matched filter approximations
for serial minimum•shift keyed modulation. R. E. Ziemer (Missouri-
Rolla, University, Rolla, MO), C. R. Ryar., and J. H. Stilwell
(Motorola, Inc,, Government Electronics Div., GE!bert, AZ). IEEE
Transactions on Communications, vol. COM-30, Mar. 1982, p.
495.509.9 refs. Contract No. NAS3.22502.
Serial minimum-shift keyed (MSK) mod:lation, a technique for
gerarating and detecting MK using series filtering, is ideally suited
for high data rate applicat',ons provided the required conversion and
matched filters can be closely approximated. Low-pass impiemerita-
tions of these filters as parallel Inphase- and quadrature-mixer
structures are r,!aracterized in this paper in terms of signal-to-noise
i	 NR	 d	 i	 d	 'I	 d i	 S	 I
once, San Diego, CA, October 14 .16, 1980. (A82.2717612-32)
Research Triangle Park, NC, Instrument Society of America, 1980, p.
189.198. Contract No. NAS3.21933.
To guard against severe rain losses at 30 and 20 GHz, techniques
are being developed which provide the high antenna gain needed to
increase communications margins and frequency reuse capability
through beam isolation, while providing complete coverage of the
U.S. Effective bandwidths from n single satellite location may then
reach tens of gigahertz, with capacity tailored to match nonuniform
geographic demand patterns. Satellite onboard processing which
includes forward-error-correction and the routing of channels to
terminals will reduce scanning antenna requirement and increase
rain margins, through the adaptive use of system margins to support
those terminals experiencing rein. These Antenna and onboard
processing techniques are adaptable to C-band and Ku-band, n
addition to Ke-band. 	 O.C.
T.
#62-36265 '	 Focal suifaces< of offset duel-reflector antennas. C. J.
Sletten and R. A. Shore (Solar Energy Technology, Inc., Bedford, MA). IE15
Proceedings, Part H -- Microwaves, Optics and Antennas, vol, 129, pt. H, no. 3,
June 1982, p. 109-115.9 refs. Contract No, NAS3-22343.
An analytical technique Is described for finding the best focal surfaces for
offset-fed dual-ref!,t„tor antennas. A ray tracing procedure traces the loci of rays
Incident on the mdai reflector onto a plane or 'screen' situated perpendicular to
a central ray of the antenna system. Given, then, by computer graphics, the best
feed locations for azimuth and elevation p!ane patterns, an aperture diffraction
method is used which can compute the sidelobe levels and beamwidths re°'•>,kl.
from aperture phase errors on scanned or multibeam patterns. High-mal,
tion Cassegrain or Gregorian antennas, with lilt angles optimir-ed accordl?r,, ht,
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hardware implementation techniques utilizing microwave devices or 	 I
lunxWid elements are presirnted. OR,amization of parameter values
resu?ea in realizations whose SNR degradation is less than 0.5 dB at
Y- error probabilities of .000001.	 (Author)
} A82-27178 ”	 Adaptive rain fade compensation. J. C. Rautio
_	 (General Electric Co., Space Div., Philadelphia, PA). in:
ITC/USA/'80; Proceedings of the international Telemetering Con-
ference, San Diego, CA, October 14. 16, 1980. (A82 .27176 12-32)
Research Triangle Park, NC, instrument Society of America, 1980, p.
	
k	 35.46. Contract No. NAS3-21745.
a A large availcble margin must be provided for satellite communi-
cations systems operating near 20 GHz, which occasionally experi-
ence fades due to rain ,attenuation. It is proposed that this margin
may be achieved in high-capacity FDMA satellites by dynamically 	 b
	
=j	 providing a large margin to those links which are experiencing deep
'	 fades, while maintaining a small fade margin on all others. Single- 	 b
beam SCPC operation and multiple-beam, satellite-switched FDMA
	
i	 systems are described, and the optimization of the dynamic FDMA 	 {
	
t ;
	 links in a severely fading environment is investigated. A solution is 	 h i
	
i	 derived' which takes into account: (1) transponder intermoc'ulation
distortion, (2) cochannel and cross-polarization antenna interference,
	
'	 and (3) ;ain fade characteristics. The sample system configuration
presented shows that such systems reach availability levels ap-
Preaching 0.9999 at Ka-Band.	 O.C.	 t
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i	 33 ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Includes test equipment and maintainability; components,
e.g., tunnel diodes and transistors; microminlaturintion; and
integrated circuitry.
For related information see also 60 Computer Operations
and Hardware and 16 Solld-State Phys/ca,
r^
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N82-24415" National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
MULTISTAGE DEPRESSED COLLECTOR FOR DUAL MODE
OPERATION Patent
Henry C. Kosmahl, inventor (to NASA) Issued 7 Jul. 1981
6 p Filed 7 Sep. 1979 Supersedes N79-32463 (17 - 23,
p 3080)(NASA-Case-LEW-13282-1; US-Patent-4,277,721:
US-Paient-Appl-SN-073579: US-Patent-Class-315-5.38;
US-Patent-Class-315-3.6) Avail: US Patent and Trademark
Office CSCL 09A
A depressed collector which captures the spent electrons of
a microwave transmitting tube at high efficiency in both high
and low power modes of operation is described. The collector
comprises entrance and end electrodes, the end electrode having
a spike extending toward entrance electrode, Intermediate
electrodes and the entrance electrode each have a central aperture
and. together, these electrodes capture most high power mode
spent electrons. The apertures of the electrodes increase in size
in a downstream direction. To capture low power mode spent
electrons a low power mode electrode is positioned between
the last intermediate electrode and the end electrode. This
electrode has a central aperture preferably smaller but no larger
than that of the last intermediate electrode. An auxili&ry low
power mode electrode may be added having a central aperture
larger than that of the low power mode electrode, All of the
electrodes are at voltages provided by a voltage divider connected
between a potential.
Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
N82-24431"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
FIRST RESULTS OF MATERIAL CHARGING IN THE SPACE
(	 t
a
ENVIRONMENT Interim Report
	 1
N. J. Stevens, F. Berkopec, J. Staskus, P. F. Mizera, H, C, Koons,
	 i	 a
E. R. Schnauss, D. R. Croley, Jr„ H, K. Kan (Aerospace Corp,),
M. S, Leung (Aerospace Corp.), W. L. Lehn (AFML) at al 15 Mar,
1981 20 p refs Prepared in cooperation with SRI International,
	 i
Menlo Park, Calif. i(Contract F04701-80-C-0081)(NASA-1'M-84743: NAS 1;15:84743; TOR-0081(6506-1)-1) 	 i	 f"
Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 09C
A satellite experiment, designed to measure potential charging
of typical thermal control materials at near geosynchronouf
R	 ?^
81
N82-15311*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Colter, Cleveland, Ohio.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE ON HIGH-
TEMPERA'VJRE ELECTRONICS
1981 134 p refs Conf. hold in Tucson, Ariz„ 25.27 Mar.
1981 Sponsored by IEEE Industrial Electronics and Control
Instrumentation Group, IEEE Solid State Circuits Council, DOE,
NFIC, NSF, LASL, and Arizona Univ,(NASA45i-84089; DE81-025058; CONF-810316) Avail;
NTIS HC AO7/MF A01 CSCL 09C
The development of electronic devices for use in high
temperatuie environments is addressed. The instrumentartonal
needs of planetary exploration, fossil and nuclear power reactors,
turbine engine monitoring, and well logging are defined. Emphasis
is place on the fabrication and performance of materials and
semiconductor devices, circuits and systems and packaging. For
Individual titles, see N82-15312 through N82-15337,
N82-15313*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
HIGH TEMPERATURE ELECTRONIC REQUIREMENTS IN
AEROPHOPULSION SYSTEMS
William C. Nieberding and J. Anthony Powell In its Proc. of
The Conf. on High-Temp, Electron. 1981 p 13-16 refs (For
primary document see N82-15311 06-33)(E-708) Avail: NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 09C
The needs for high temperature electronic and electro-optic
devices as they would be used on aircraft engines in either
research and development applications, or operational applications
are discussed. The conclusion reached is that the temperature
at which the devices must be able to function is in the
neighborhood of 500 to 600 C either for R&D or for operational
applications, In R&D applications the devices must function, in
this temperature range when in the engine but only for a moderate
period of time. On an operational engine, the reliability require-
ments dictate that the devices be able to be burned-i at
temperatures significantly higher than those at which they will
function on the engine, The major point made is that semiconduc-
tor technology must be pushed well beyond the level at which
silicon will be able to function, 	 M.G.
N82.22439s# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL RELATIVISTIC FIELD-ELECTRON
INTERACTION IN A MULTICAVITY HIGH-POWER KLYS-
TRON. 1: BASIC THEORY
Henry G. Kosmahl Apr, 1982 33 p refs Presented at the
Intern, Electron Devices Meeting, Washington, D,C., 11 Oct, 1971;
sponsored by IEEE; and the Suiar Power Space System Workshop,
H	 an; Tex., 15-18 Jan. 1979: sponsored by NASA
(NA$A,i'P-1992 : E-1017; NAS 1 ,60;1992) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 09A
A theoretical investigation of three dimensional relativistic
klystron action is desrribed, The relativistic axisymmetric equations
of motion are deriveo from the tam; dependent Lagrangian function
for a charged particle in ciectroms :metic fields. An analytical
expression of the fringing RF electric and magnetic fields within
and in the vicinity of the interaction gap and the space-charge
forces between axially and radially elastic deformable rings of
charges are both included in the formulation. This makes an
a	 accurate computation of electron motion through the tunnel of
l	 the cavities and the drift tube spaces possible, Method of analysis
is based on Lagrangian formulation, Bunching is computed usinga	 a disk model of electron stream in which the electron stream is
fr divided into axisymmetric disks of equal charge and each disk
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Is assumed to consist of a number of concentric rings of equal
charges. The Individual representative groups of slectrW6 are
followed through the interaction gaps and drift tube spaces.
Induced currents and voltages In interacting cavities are calculated
by invoking the ShockleV-Ramo theorem. 	 81W,
NU-23397*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Cryrtler, Cleveland, Ohio,
THREE-DIMENSIONAL RELATIVISTIC FIELD-ELECTRON
INTERACTION IN A MULTICAVITY HIGH-POWER KLYS-
TRON. PART 2: WORKING EQCI,TIONS
Henry G, Kosmahl Apr, 1982 45 p refs Presented at the
Intern, Electrons Devices Meeting, Washington, D.C., 11 Oct.
1971: sponsored by IEEE Also presented at the Solar Power
Space System Workshop, Houston, Tex., 15-18 Jan. 1979;
sponsc, :d by NASA. Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center(NASA-TP-2008: E-1018: NAS 1,60:2008) Avail: NTIS
AC A03/MF A01 CSCL 09C
A high power multicavity klystron amplifier was designed
and a computation package containing all equations and
procedures needed is presented. The rigorously derived three
dimensional relativistic axisymmetric equations of motion are used
to compute the bunched current and the induced RF gap voltage
for all interaction cavities except the input and second cavities,
where the linear space charge wave theory data are employed
in order to reduce the computation time, Both distAnce step
and time step integration methods are used to compute the
Fourier coefficients of both the beam current and induced
current.	 S.L.
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altitude, was gown as part of the SCATHA program, -Directf	 observations of charging of typical satellite materials in a natural
i
	
	
charging event l> 5 keV) are presented. The results show some
features which differ significantly from previous laboratory
simulations of the environment	 S,L.
N92-24432*N National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
SIMPLIFIED do TO do CONVERTER Patent Application
Robert P, Gruber, inventor (to NASA) Filed 14 Apr, 1982
17 p(NASA-Case-LEW-13495 . 1: US-Patent-Appl-SN-388188) Avail:
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 09A
A do to do converter is disclosed which has a minimum
number of components, output voltage regulation, and output
current limiting without any circuits converting the output to
any other circuits of the converter. The converter is comprised
of a transformer having a primary winding through which
current is directed in alternate directions by metal oxide
semiconductor transistors connected between the primary winding
and a do source or battery, A secondary winding of the transformer
is connected to a rectih,'tng and filter circuit to provide unidirec-
tional output current. Both windings of the transformer an carried
on the respective outer legs of an E-core with the center leg of
the core proving a leakage reactance. This leakage reactance
has the same effect as placing an inductor, in series with the
rectifiers in output circuit,	 NASA
N82-25441*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
COMPUTER MODELING OF MULTIPLE-CHANNEL INPUT
SIGNALS AND INTERMODULATION LOSSES CAUSED BY
NONLINEAR TRAVELING WAVE TUBE AMPLIFIERS
N. Stankiewicz May 1982 26 p(NASA-TP-1999; E-722; NAS 1.60:1999) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 09A
The multiple channel input signal to .9 soft limiter amplifier
as a traveling wave tube is represented as a finite, linear sum
of Gaussian functions in the frequency domain. Linear regression
is used to fit the channel shapes to a least squares residual
error. Distortions in output signal, namely intermodulation
products, are produced by the nonlinear gain characteristic of
the amplifier and constitute the principal noise analyzed in this
study. The signal to noise ratios are calculated for various input
powers from saturation to 10 dB below saturation for two
specific distributions of channels. A criterion for the truncation
of the series expansion of the nonlinear transfer characteristic is
given. It is found that he signal to noise ratios are very sensitive
to the coefficients used in this expansion. Improper or incorrect
truncation of the series leads to ambiguous results in the signal
to noise ratios. 	 Author
N82-26568' National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
COUPLED CAVITY TRAVELING WAVE TUBE WITH
VELOCITY TAPERING Patent
Denis J. Connolly, inventor (to NASA) Issued 9 Feb. 1982
7 p Filed 20 Feb, 1980(NASA-Case-LEW-12296-1: US-Patent-4.315,194:
US-Patent-Appl-SN-122966: US-Patent-Class-315-3,6:
US-Patent-Class-315-3.5: US-Patent-Class-330-43) Avail: US
Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 09A
N82-30474'/ National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE POWER SYS-
TEMS
Robert C, Finke 1982 13 p refs Presented at the 33rd
Intern. Astronautical Federation Congr„ Paris, 26 Sep. - 2 Oct.
1982(NASA-TM-82928; E-1322; NAS 1.15:82928) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 09C
The Lewis/OAST program for the development of Component
Technology for Space Power Systems is described. The program
is divided into five generic areas: semiconductor devices(transistors, thyristors, and diodes): conductors (materials and
transmission lines): dielectrics; magnetic devices; and thermal
control devices. Examples of progress in each of the five areas
is discussed, Bipolar power transistors up to 1000 V at 100 A
with a gain of 10 and a 0.5 mu sec rise and fail time are
presented, A new class of semiconductor devices with a possibility
of switching 1000 000 V is described. Several 100 kW rotary
power transformer designs and a 25 kW, 20 kHz transformer
weighting 3.2 kg have been developed. Progress on the creation
of diamond-like films for thermal devices and intercalated carbon
fibers with the strength of steel and the conductivity of copper
at one third the mass of copper is presented, 	 Author
N82-33636 '# National Aeronautics and Space AdministratEoaj.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
SUMMARY OF ELECTRIC VEHICLE do MOTOR-CONTROLLER
TESTS Final Report
E. F. McBrien and H. B. Tryon Sep. 1982 30 p refs(Contract DE-A101-77CS-51044)(NASA-TM-82863; E-1232; DOE/NASA/51044-28; NAS
1.15:82863) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 13F
The differences in the performance of do motors are evaluated
when operating with chopper type controllers, and whvn operating
on direct current. The interactions between the motor and the
controller which cause these differences are investigated. Motor-
controlled tests provided some of the data the quantified motor
efficiency variations for both ripple free and chopper modes of
operation.
	
S.L.
A82.16128 * N Experimental verification of a computational
procedure for the design of TWT-refocuser-MDC systems. J. A.
Dayton, Jr., H. G. Kosmahl, P. Ramins, and N. Stankiewicz (NASA,
Lewis Researcl Center, Cleveland, OH). IEEE Transactions on
Electron Devices, vol. ED-28, Dec. 1981, p. 1480-1489. 10 refs.
A comparison of analytical and experimental results is presented
for a high performance dual-mode helix TWT, equipped with
multistage depressed collectors (MDC), and operated over conditions
ranging from saturation to the linear regime. The computations are
carried out with advanced multidimensional computer programs
which model the electron beam as a series of disks or rings of charge
and follow their trajectories from the RF input of the TWT, through
the slow-wave structure, through the refocusing sys`em, to their
points of impact in the depressed collector. TWT performance,
collector efficiency, and collector current distribution are computed
and compared with measurements. Very good agreement is obtained
between computed and measured TWT performance and collector
efficiencies. The analytical techniques were subsequently applied to
the design of a smaller MDC of nearly equal efficiency. 	 (Author)
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A coupled cavity traveling wave tube with a velocity taper,
which affords beam wave resynchronization and thereby enhances
is described, The wave velocity reduction is achieved by reducing A82-16831 * N	 A new approach to the minimum weightllw2 14
the resonant frequencies of the individual resonant cavities as a design of switching power converters. F, C, Lee, S. Rahman, C, J,'Wu ??
function of the distance from the electron gun, through changes (Virginia	 Polytechnic Institute and State 	 University,	 Blacksburg,
' in internal	 cavity dimensions. The 	 required changes in cavity VA), and J, Kolacki (NASA, Lewis Research Center', Cleveland, OH).
dirmensions can be accomplished by gradually increasing the cavity International Power Conversion Conference, Dallas, TX, Apr xBz^fJ,
radius decreasing the gap length from cavity to cavity. The velorty 1981, Paper. 11 p, 10 refs. Contract No. NAS3.21051.
reduction is carried out without an increase in circuit resistive q new technique using the mathematical nonlinear programminglosses and the upper and lower cut off frequencies are reduced
In approximately the same manner. 	 E.A.K. ALAG is proposed to facilitate design optimizations of switching
y	 5
n: power converters.. This computer•aided::approach provides a min-
imum weight (or loss) design down to the details of component level s
and	 concurrently	 satisfies	 all	 related	 power-circuit performance t;
p
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requirements.
	 It	 also provides such design	 insights as tradeoffs
OhIGHMAL between power loss and system weight as the switching frequency is
^i
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A82.20745 N	 Hard permanent magnet development trends
and their application to A.C. machines. H. F. Mitdrum (NASA, Lewis
l	 Research Center, Cleveland, OH). Institute of Electrical and Elec-
tronics Engineers, Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, PA, Oct. 5.9, 1981,
l
	
	
Paper. 8 p. 27 refs. Research supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Contract No. DEN3.189.
The physical and magnetic properties of Mn-AI-C, Fe-Cr-Co, and
RE-TM (rare earth-transition metal intermetallics) In polymer and
l	 soft metal bonded or sintered form are considered for ac circuit
machine usage. The mp Ufacturing processes for the magnetic
materials are reviewed, and the mechanical and electrical properties
of the magnetic materials are compared, with consideration given to
the reference Alnico magnet, The Mn-AI-C magnets have the same
magnetic properties and costs as Alnico units, operate well at low
temperatures, but have poor NO temperature performance. Fe-Cr-
Co magnets also have comparable cost to Alnico magnets, and
operate at high or low temperature, but are brittle, expensive, and
contain Co. RE-Co magnets possess a high energy density, operate
well in a wide temperature range, and are expensive. Recommenda•
tion for exploring the rare-earth alternatives are offered. 	 M.S.K.
A62-41845 ' A remote millivolt multiplexer and amplifier module for
wind tunnel dots acquisition. D. B. Juanarena (Pressure Systems, Inc., Hamp-
ton, VA) and P. Z. Blumenthal (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH).
in: International Instrumentation Symposium, 28th, Las Vegas, NV, May 3-6,
1982, Proceedings. Part 1. (A82-41819 21-35) Research Triangle Park, NC,
Instrument Society of America, 1982, p. 445-456. Contract No. NAS3.22950.
A 30-channel remotely located multiplexer and amplifier module is developed
for the measurement of wind tunnel models, which substantially reduces the
amount of wiring necessary and thus provides higher accura ,y. The module
provides for a wide variety of transducer voltage rutputs to be multiplexed and
amplified within the model, and all signals are able to exit the module on two
wires. Tho module is self-calibrating, and when coupled with the electronically
scanned pressure Instrumentation widely used in wind tunnels, It allows the
modular wind tunnel models to be fabricated and checked before installation into
the wind tunnel. 	 N.B.
A62-46388' Analysts and design of a standardized control module
for switching regulators. F. C. Lee, M. F. Mahmoud ( 14-ginia Pciytechnic Insti-
tute and State University, Blacksburg, VA), Y. Yu (Xerox Corp„ F_I Segundo, CA),
and J. C. Kolecki (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). IEEE Trans-
actions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, vol. AE.S-18, July 1982, p,
478-496. 10 refs, Contract No. NAS3-20102.
Three basic switching regulators: buck, boost, and buck/boost, employing a
multiloop standardized control module (SCM) were characterized by a common
small signal block diagram. Employing the unified model, regulatorF _ rformances
such as stability, audiosusceptibility, output impedance, and step load transient.
are analyzed and key performance indexes are expressed in simple analytical
forms, More importantly, the performance characteristics of all three regulators
are shown to enjoy common properties due to the unique SCM control scheme
which nullifies the positive zero and provides adaptive compensation to the mov-
in poles o he boost and buck/boost converters This allows a simple ur ledgp	 ft	 r	 	 ..f
design procedure to be deviled for selecting the key SCM control parameters
for an arbitrarily given power stage configuration and parameter values, such that
all regulator performance specifications can be met and optimized concurrently
in a single design attempt.	 (Author)
N82-15315*# Panelvision Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa,
DEVELOPMENT OF AN 1100 DEG iF CAPACITOR
Robert E, Stapleton In NASA. Lewis Research Center Proc.
of the Conf. on High-Temp. Electron. 1981 p 25-28 ref
Prepared in cooperation with Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. (For primary document see N92-15311 -05 -33)(Contracts NAS3-6465; NAS3-10941)
Avai:: NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 09C
The feasibility of developing a high temperature capacitor
for 1100 F operation which is as small and light as conventional
capacitors for normal operat °g te•mperaty yes is discussed. Pyrolyic
boron nitride (PUN) was seleciett for the dielectric. The PSN
capacitors were made by slicing and lapping material from thick
blocks and then sputtering thin file; electrodes, These capacitors
had breakdown strengths of 7;000 voiir per mil and a dissipation
factor of less than 0,001 at 1100 F. Additional processing
switching speeds of currently available power diodes and 	 improvements were made after tenting a multi-layer or stacked
transistors permit converter operation at high switching frequen-	 PBN capacitor for 1,000 hours at 1100 F. Sputter etching the
+ os, the resulting time rates of changes of current coupled with
parasitic inductances in series with the semiconductor switches,
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produce large repetitive voltage transients across the semiconduc-
tor switches, potentially far in excess of the device voltage ratings.
The need is established for semiconductor switch protection
circuitry to control the peak voltages appearing across the
semiconductor swtiches, as well as to provide the weveshaping
action require for a given semiconductor device. The possible
tradeoffs, as well as the factgrs affecting the tradeoffs that must
be considered in order to maximize the efficiency of the
converters are enumerated.	 A. R. H,
N82.13357'K Westinghouse Electric Corp„ Lima, Ohio.
Electrical Systems Div.
HIGH VOLTAGE DC SWITCHGEAR DEVELOPMENT FOR
MULTI-KW SPACE POWER SYSTEM: AEROSPACE
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT OF THREE TYPES OF SOLID
STATE POWER CONTROLLERS FOR 200-11OCVDC WITH
CURRENT RATINGS OF 25, 60, AND 80 AMPERES WITH
ONE TYPE UTILIZING AN ELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICE
Final Report
W. W. Billings Nov. 1981 187 p(Contract NAS3-21755)(NASA-CR-165413: 	 WAED.81-05Q	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A09/MF A01 CSCL ORC
Three types of solid /tate power controllers (SSPC's) for
high voltage, high power PC system applications were developed.
The first type utilizes a SCR power switch. The second type
employes an electromechanical power switch element with solid
state commutation. Thr third type utilizes a transistor power
switch. Significant accomplishments include high operating
efficiencies, fault clearing', high/low temperature performance and
vacuum operation,
	
E.A.K.
N82-14447'# Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ.,
Blacksburg,
MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF POWER PROCESSING
SYSTEMS (MAPPS). VOLUME 1: TECHNICAL REPORT
Final Technical Report, Oct. 1977 - Aug. 1980
F. C, Lee, S. Rehman, R. A. Carter, C. H. Wu,. Yuang Yu (TRW
Defense and Space Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.), and
R. Chang (TRW Defense and Space Systems Group, Redondo
Beach, Calif.) Dec. 1980 335 p refs(Contract NAS3-21051)(NASA-CR-165538: TRW-32660-6001-RU-01) Avail: NTIS
HC Al5/MF A01 CSCL 09C
Computer aided design and .analysis techniques were applied
to power processing equipment, Topics covered include:(1) discrete time domain analysis of switching regulators for
performance analysis: (2) design optimization of power converters
using augmented Lagrangion penalty function technique;(3) investigation of current-injected multiloop controlled switching
regulators; and (4) application of optimization for Navy VSTOL
energy power system. The generation of the mathematical models
and the development and application of computer aided design
techniques to solve the different mathematical models are
discussed, Recommendations are made for future work that would
enhance the application of the computer aided design techniques
for power processing systems.	 A.R.H.
N82-12347*# Duke Univ„ Durham, N. C. Dept of Electrical
Engineering.
HIGH-FREQUENCY HIGH-VOLTAGE HIGH-POWER DC-T0-
DC CONVERTERS
Thomas G, Wilson, Harry A. Ovien, Jr„ and Paul M. Wilson
1981 11 p refs Preserted at the U.S-Japan Sci. Seminar on
Anolysis and Design in Power Electron., Kobe, Japan, 25-28 Nov.
1981(Grant NsC-3157)
Avail: NTIS HC FA02/MF A01 CSCL 09C
The current and voltage waveshapes associated with the
power transitor and the power diode in an example current-or-
voltage step -up (buck -boost) converter were analyzed to highlight
the problems and possible tradeoffs involved in the design of
high voltage high power con y rters operating at switching
frequencies in the range of 100 Khz, Although the fast
t
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N*2-22438°# Duke Univ., Dunham. N, L 	 Dept, of Electrical
Engineering.
ANALYSIS OF TRANSISTOR AND SNUBBER TURN-OFF
DYNAMICS IN HIGH-FREQUENCY HIGH-VOLTAGE
HIGH-POWER CONVERTERS
Paul M. Wilson, Thomas G. Wilson, and Harry A. Owen, Jr.[1882] G p refs(Grant NsG-3167)(NASA-CR-168760; NAS 1,26088760) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 09C
Do to do converters which operate reliably and efficiently at
switching frequenciee high enough to effect substantial reductions
in the size and weight of converter energy storage elements are
studied. A • two winding current or voltagq stepup (buck boost)
do-to-dc conv9rter power stage submodule designed to operate
In the 2.6-kW range, with an input voltage range of 110 to
180 V dc, and an output voltage of 260 V do is emphasized.
In order to assess the limitations of present day component
and circuit technologies, a design goal switching frequency of
10 kHz was maintained, The converter design requirements
represent a unique combination of hi gh frequency, high voltage,
and high power operation. The turn off dynamics of the primary
circuit power switching transistor and its associated turn
snubber circuitry are investigated, 	 S.L.
N82.23396'# General Electric Co„ Philadelphia,' Pa.	 Space
Div.
PRELIMINARY DESIGN DEVELOPMENT OF 100 KW
ROTARY POWER TRANSFER DEVICE
S. M. Weinbergar Mar, 1981 165 p refs(Contract NAS3-22266)(NASA-CR-165431; NAS 1.26:165431; GE-S1SDS4215) Avail:
NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 09C
Contactiess power transfer devices for transferring electrical
power across a rotating spacecraft interface were studied. A
power level of 100 KW was of primary Interest and the study
was limited to alternating current devices. Rotary transformers
and rotary capacitors together with the required do to ac power
conditioning electronics were examined. Microwave devices were
addressed, The rotary transformer with resonant circuit power
conditioning was selected as the most feasible approach. The
rotary capacitor would be larger while microwave devices would
be less efficient, A design analysis was made of a 100 KW,
20 kHz power transfer device consisting of a rotary trans-
former, power conditioning electronics, drive mechanism and heat
rejection system. The size, weight and efficiency of the device
were determined. The characteristics of a baseline slip ring were
presented. Aspects of testing the 100' KW power transfer device
were examined, The power transfer device is a feasible concept
which can be implemented using presently available tech-
nologies.	 Author
N82-24424°#
	
Department of Energy, Washington, l]. C. t `
DEVELOPMENT OF A DUAL-FIELD HETEROPOP ►.AR
POWER CONVERTER
David B. Eisenhaure, Bruce Johnson, Tim E, B!iamptis, and Emery
StGeorge
	
Aug. 1961	 68 p	 refs(Contract NAS3-20817: DE-A101-77CS-1044)(NASA-CR-165168; NAS 1,26:165168; R-1489)
	
Avail: NTIS r	 :)
HC A04/MF A01	 CSCL 10B
The design and testing of a 400 watt, dual phase, dual ti
rotor, field modulated inductor alternator is described. The system
is designed for use as a flywheel to ac utility line or flywheel
to do bus (electric vehicle) 	 power converter. The machine is
unique in that it uses dual rotors and separately controlled fields
to produce output current and voltage which are in phase with
each cther. Having the voltage and current in phase allows the
power electronics to be made of simple low cost components.
Based on analytical predictions	 and experimental	 results,
development of a complete 22 kilowatt (30 Hp) power conversion,
system is recommended. This system would include ,power
electronics and controls and would replace Che inductor alternator 1'
with an improved electromagnetic conversion system.
	 Author +,
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wafers before depositing electrodes resulted in a reduction in
dissipation factor. A sputtered boron nitride film applied to the
outer electrode surfaces produced a more stable capacitor. A
design for a 0.1 mu F capacitor and a summary of PBN wafer
fabrication costs are given.	 M.G.
require computer simulations and iterative calculation If potential
mops are to be generated. Several approaches ate described
and compared. A rnothod using a half-cylinder as a test chamber
and low-energy probing beams is adapted for- the measurement
of seeonary emission. 	 N,W.
N82. 17439'# Hughes Research Labs., Malibu. Calif,
A 10KW SERIES RESONANT CONVERTER DESIGN,
TRANSISTOR CHARACTERIZATION, AND BASE-DRIVE
OPTIMIZATION Final Report, S May 1980 - 15 Sep. 1981
R. Robson and D, Hancock Nov. 1981 152 p(Contract NAS3-22471)(NASA•CR-165546) Avail: NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL
09A
Transistors are characterized for use as switches in resonant
circuit applications. A base drive circuit to provide the optimal
base drive to these transistors under resonant circuit conditions
is developed and then used in the design. fabrication and testing
of a breadboard, specoborne type 10 kW series resonant
converter.	 S.L.
N82.18606s # Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa,
HIGH VOLTAGE POWER TRANSISTOR DEVELOPMENT
Final Report, Nov. 1979 ^ Sep. 1981
P. L. Hower 30 Oct. 1981 54 p refs(Contract NAS3-21949)(NASA-CR-165547; Rept-81 .9F5-HTRAN-R5) Av3il: NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 09A
Design considerations, fabrication procedures, and methods
of evaluation for high-voltage dower-transistor development are
discussed, Technique improvements vch as controlling the electric
field at the surface and preserving lifetimes in the collector region
which have advanced the state of the art in high-voltage transistors
are discussed. These improvements can be applied directly to
the development of 1200 volt, 200 ampere transistors. M.D.K,
N82-18507°# Pennsylvania State Univ„ University Park, Dept.
of Electrical Engineering,
SECONDARY ELECTRON EMISSION FROM A CHARGED
DIELECTRIC IN THE PRESENCE OF NORMAL AND
OBLIQUE ELECTRIC FIELDS M.S. Thesis
Bahram Javidi Feb. 1982 110 p refs(Grant NsG-3166)
(NASA-CR-168558) Avail: NTIS HC A06/MF AC1 CSCL
09C
The secondary electron emission coefficient was obtained
for a FEP-Teflon dielectric charged with monoenergetic electrons
normally incident upon the surface of the specimen. Measurements
'of secondary emission coefficient were done for normal and oblique
incidence with different primary beam energies in the presence
of normal and oblique electric fields. A collimated probing beam
was directed to different points on the surface of the specimen
and the released or accumulated charge was monitored using
an electrometer. The measured data for different probing beam
energies, different impact points and different angles of incidence
were plotted vs. impact nnergy and impact point. Data analyzed
by computer simulations to find the potential distribution on the
surface of the specimen and the electric field around it, is presented
and discussctdl,	 M.D.K.
N82.16608'# Pennsylvania State Univ,, University Park. Dept,
of Electrical Engineering.
MAPPING OF ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTIONS
WITH CHARGED PARTICLE BEAMS Final Report, Nov.
1977 - Feb. 1982
James W, Robinson Feb. 1982 61 p refs(Grant NsG-3166)(NASA-CR-168556) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
09C
Methods for measuring electrostatic potentials on and near
dielectric surfaces charged to several kilovolts are studied.
Secondary emission from those charged dielectrics is measured,
i Candidates for potential measurement include the induced charge,
from which potential is calculated; the trajectory endpoints of
either nigh or low energy, particles traversing the region near
_
	
	 the surface; trajectory impact on the surface: and creating ions
at points of interest near the surface. Some of the methods
k-
NS2-24426'#	 Eaton Engineering and Research Center, South- extruded bars presently available, of 31 mm diameter. Easy and hard
j
l
field, Mich. axis magnetization curves and second-quadrant recoil loop fields
STRAIGHT AND CHOPPED OC PERFORMANCE DATA FOR were measured at various temperatures ranging from -50 C to +150
A GENERAL ELECTRIC SBY436A1 DC SHUNT MOTOR C. Property variations over the cross section of a bar were also
WITH A GENERAL ELECTRIC EV-1 CONTROLLER 	 Final studied,	 (Author)Repoli
Paul C. Edie	 Oct, 1981	 58 p(Contract DEN3-123; DE-A101-77CS-61044)(NASA-CR-166607: DOE/NASA/0123-4; NAS 1,26:166607;
ERC-TR-8186) Avail: NTIS	 HC A04/MF A01 , CSCL 09C A82.20743 * #	 Power system design optimization using La-
Both straight and chopped do motor performance, data for a grange multiplier techniques. Y. Yu (Xerox Cor p., El Segundo, CA) {
General Electric. 5BY436A1 motor with a General Electric EV-1 and F. C. Lee (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
controller Is presented In tabular and graphical formats, Effects Blacksburg,	 VA).	 Power	 Conversion	 international Conference,
of motor temperature and operating voltage are also shown, Munich, West Germany, Sept, 14, 1981, Paper. 18 p. 8 refs. Contract j
The maximum motor efficiency is approximately 85% at low No. NAS3.21051.
operating temperatures in the straight do mode. Chopplr An optimization technique usin g the 'Lagrange Multiplier Meth-
efficiency can be assumed to be 95% under all operating od is proposed to facilitate design of switching power converter
conditions, For equal speeds, the motor operated in the chopped systems. The essence of the optimization is to identify the optimalmode develops slightly more torque and draws more currant
than it does in the straight mode,
	
Author battery voltage level -nd switching frequency along with the detailed iconverter design so that the total system weight including the battery k
and the
	
packaged converter is minimized, and concurrently all
specified power circuit performances are satisfied, 	 (Author)
i #82.25442"#	 Virginia	 Polytechnic Inst, 	 and	 State Univ.,
Blacksburg.	 Dept, of Electrical Engineering.
i	 INPUT FILTER COMPENSATION FOR SWITCHING REGU-
LATORS Final Report A82-20744 •	 A PWM transistor inverter for an ac electric $E
f	 Fred C. Lae and S, S, Kelkar	 10 May 1982	 56 p	 refs vehicle drive, J. M. Slicker (Eaton Engineerin g and Research Center,
1	 (Grant NAG3-81) Southfield, MI). Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,(NASA-CR-169005;	 NAS	 1.26:169005)	 Avail:	 NTIS Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, PA, Oct. 5-9, 1981, Paper. 8 p. 8 refs.
HC A04/MF A01	 CSCL 09C Research supported by the U.S. Department of Energy; Contract No.
The problems caused by the interaction between the input DEN3.125.
filter, output filter, and the control loop are discussed, The input A prototype system consisting of closely integrated motor,
r	 filter design is made more complicated because of the need to inverter, and transaxle has been built in order to demonstrate the
avoid performance degradation and also stay within the weight feasibility	 of	 a	 three-phase	 ac	 transistorized inverter for electric
and loss limitations, Conventional input filter design techniques vehicle applications. The mlcroprocessw-controlled inverter employs
are then dicussed, The concept of pole zero cancellation	 is 1
_	
reviewed: this concept is the basis for an approach to control monolithlc	 Power transistors to drive at 	 oil-cooled, three-phaseinduction traction motor at a peak output power o 
3r off 
0 kW from athe peaking of the output impedance of the	 input filter and
thus mitigate some of the problems caused by the input filter, V battery pack, Transistor safe switching requirements are
ttt The proposed approae ^ for control of the peaking of the output discussed, and a circuit is presented for recovering trapped snubber
'	 impedance of the ino^ , ' . `a r ;;; to i:se a feedforward loop working inductor energy at transistor turn - off.	 V. L.
in conjunction witlF m rt+owA loops, thus forming a total state
control scha me, The .3eskgn of the faedforward loop for a buck
j
rep, ilato,r " is de6cribed. A possible implementation of the 41
fo6viJa <cidrd J.p?q	 dassgn is suggested,	 J.D, N8Z23394*#	 Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford, )
Conn,	 Commercial Products Div.
PRELIMINARY STUDY, ANALYSIS AND DESIGN FOR A y
POWER SWITCH FOR DIGITAL ENGINE ACTUATORS
+^Ad2-1n)0,
	
'Bootstrap' charging of surfaces composed of E. C. Beattie and H. C. Zickwolf, Jr,	 Sep, 1979	 79 p	 refs
multiple materials. P. R. Stannard, L Katz, and D. E. Parks (Systems, (Contract NA83-21809)(NASA-CR-159559; NAS 1.26:159559; PWA-5543-6) 	 AvailScience and Software, to Jolla, CA). (IEEE, U.S. Defense Nuclear NTIS HC A05/MF A01	 CSCL 09A e	
-)Agency, NASA, and DOE, Annual Conference on Nuclear and Space innovative control configurations using h 	 temperature
radiation Effects,.
	
18th, Seattle, WA, July 21 .24,	 1981.) IEEE switches 20 operate actuator driving solenoids were studied. TheTransactions	 on	 Nuclear Science,	 vol.	 NS-28,	 Dec,	 1081, p. impact on engine control system life cycle costs and reliability
4563-4567. 5 refs, USAF-supported research; Contract No. NAS3- of electronic control and (ECU) heat dissipation duo to power
22536. conditioning and interface drivers were addressed. Various power
The paper examines the charging of a checkerboard array of two supply and actuation schemes were investigated, including optical
t(materials, onl y one of which tends to acquire a negative potential signal transmission and electronics on the actuator, engine driven
alone, using the NASA Charging Analyzer Program (NASCAP). The alternator, and inside the ECU. The use of a switching shunt
influence	 of	 the	 charging	 material's	 field	 causes	 the	 otherwise power conditioner results in the most significant decrease in
'non-charging' material to acquire a negative potential due to the heat dissipation within the ECU. 	 No overall control system_
'suppression	 of its secondary emission	 ('bootstrap' charging). The reliability improvement is projected by the use of remote high 1
NASCAP predictions for the equilibrium potential difference be- temperature switches for solenoid drivers. 	 J.M.S. <I(	 '1
tween	 the two materials are compared to results based on an R
analytical model
	
(Author) l
A82-23494 * #	 Dynamic switch matrix for the TDMA satellite
switching system. P, T. Ho, J. H. Wisniewski, J. R. Pelose, and H. M.
Perasso	 (Ford	 Aerospace	 and	 Communications
	 Corp., Western
A82.20505 "	 Permanent magnet p roperties of Mn-AI-C be- Development Laboratories Div., Palo Alto, CA). In: Communications
t	 tween -50 C and +150 C. Z. A. Abdelnour, H. F. Mildrum, and K. J. Satellite Systems Conference, 9th, San Diego, CA, March 7-11, 1982,
Strnat (Dayton, University, Dayton, OH), IEEE Transactions on Collection	 of Technical	 Papers.	 (A82 .2347609 .32) New York,
.	 Magnetics, vol. MAG-17, Nov, 1981, p, 2651-2653. 9 refs. Contract American	 Institute	 of	 Aeronautics
	 and	 Astronautics,	 1982,	 p.
i	 No. DEN3. 189. 135.141. 11 refs, Contract No. NAS3 .22501. (AIAA 82.0458)Anisotropic Mn-AI-C (Ni) magnets are potential substitutes for Future high capacity satellite communication systems require
z	 Alnico 5 and 8. The limited machinability of the alloy and the fact signal processing on board satellites. The onboard signal proce singthat it is cobalt-free made it particularly interestlr-'I. The low Curie includes	 switching of RF signals between multiple antennas to
point and the costly warm extrusion process needed for grain provide interconnection between the uplink and downlink beams.
orientation are drawbacks The objective of this study was a detailed This paper describes the development of a dynamic switch matrix for
magnetic characterization e.1 f ;z material for possible use in electric a TDMA satellite switching system to be used in the next generation
°	 machinery. The principal su t.n­cts of the study were the largest communications satellites. In this paper, a dynamic switch matrix, i
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iwhich includes the microwave switch matrix, the distribution control
unit and the timing source, will be described. Several different
microwave switch matrix architectures and switching devices were
evaluated and compared. A unique coupler crossbar switch matrix
architecture with dual-gate field effect transistor as switching
element was developed. Experimental results of both microwave
switch matrix (MSM) and distribution control unit (DCU) are
presented. These test results verify the MSM with coupler crossbar
architecture and dual-gate FET as switching element will meet the
future SS-TDMA system requirements, Finally, the reliability of the
dynamic switch matrix is addressed. The analysis shows reliability of
0.9981 for 7 year space operation can be achieved for the designed
dynamic switch matrix.	 ` (Author)
it is shown that the key to reproducible growth of undoped seml-insulating
GaAs by the liquid encapsulated Czoohral¢ki (LEO) technique is the control over
the melt stoichiometry, Twelve crystals wero grown trom stolchiomotdc and	 w
nonstoichiometric melts. The material was characterized by secondary ton mass
spectrometry, localized vibrational mode far Infrared spectroscopy, Hall-effect 	 y
measurements, optical absorption, and! photoluminesc yneo. A quantitative model
for the compensation mechanism In the semi-insulating material was developed
based on these measurements, The free carrier concentration is controlled by the
balance between E12 deep donors and carbon acceptors; furthermore, the Incor-
poration of EL2 is controlled by the melt stelchTmetry, Increasing as the As atom
fraction in the molt increases. As a result, semi-insulating material can be grown
only from melts above a critical As composition, The practical significance of
these results is discussed in terms of achieving high yield and reproducibility in
the crystal growth process, 	 (Author)	 x'
x
A82-40403 ` Compensation mechanism in liquid encapsulated Czo-
chralski GaAs - Importance of melt stoichiometry. D. E, Holmes, R, T. Chen,
K. A. Elliott, C. G. Kirkpatrick (Rockwc!! International Corp., Microelectronics
Research and Development Cer l - Thousand Oaks, CA), and P, W. Yu (Wright
State University, Dayton, OH). (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
GaAs Integrated Circuits 57 ymposium, San Diego, CA, Oct. 27-29, 1981.) IEEE
Transactions on Electron Devices, vol. ED-29, July 1982, p. 1045-1051. 25 refs,
Contracts No, NAS3-22224; No. F33615-81-0-1406.
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A82.23566" /f IMPATT power building blocks for 20 GHz
spaceborne transmit amplifier. J. Asmus, Y. Cho, J. deGruyl, E. Ng,
A. Giannakopoulos, and H. C. Okean (LNR Communications, Inc.,
Hauppauge, NY). In: Communications Satellite Systems Conference,
9th, San Diego, CA, March 7 .11, 1982, Collection of Technical
Papers. (A82.2347609.32) Nei: York, American Institute of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics, 1982, p. 715 .720. Contracts No. NAS3-
22491; No. F33615.80-C-1182. (AIAA 82.0498)
Single-stage circulator coupled IMPATT building block consti-
tuents of a 20-GHz solid state power amplifier (SSPA) currently
under development for spaceborne downlink transmitter usage have
been demonstrated as providing 1.5 to 2.OW RF power output at 4
to 5 dB operating gain over a 1 GHz bandwidth. Using either
commercially available or recently developed in-house GaAs
Schottky Read-profile IMPATT diodes, DC/RF power added effi-
ciencies of 14 to 15% were achieved in these amplifier stages. A two
stage IMPATT driver amplifier with similar RF output power
capability exhibited 13 + or - 0.5 dB operating gain over a 1 GHz
bandwidth.
	
(Author)
A82-36926 • # Fast recovery, high voltage silicon diodes for AC motor
controllers. V. Balodis, A, H, Berman, and C. Gaugh (Power Transistor Co„
Torrance, CA). PCl/Motorcon '82, Conference, San Francisco, CA, Mar, 29,
1982, Paper. 9 p. 5 refs. Contract No. NAS3-22539,
The fabrication and characterization of a high voltage, high current, fast recov-
ery silicon diode for use in AC motor controllers, originally developed for NASA
for use in avionics power supplies, is presented. The diode utilizes a positive bevel
PIN mesa structure with glass passivation and has the following characteristics:
peak Inverse voltage 1200 volts, forward voltage at 50 amperes - 1.5 volts,
reverse recovery time of 200 nanoseconds. Characterization data for the diode,
Included in a table, show agreement with design concepts developed for power
diodes. Circuit diagrams of the diode are also given. 	 N.B,
A82-36927 . # A 10-kW series resonant converter design, transistor
characterization, and base-drive optimization. R. R. Robson and D, J. Han-
cock (Hughes Research Laboratories, Malibu, CA). Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Annual Power Electronics Specialists Conference, 13th,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, June 14-17, 1982, Pa-
per. 12 p. Contract No. NAS3-22471
The development, components, and performance of a transistor-based 10 kW
series resonant converter for use in resonant circuits in space applications is
described. The transistors serve to switch on the converter current, which has a
half-sinusoid waveform when the transistor is in saturation. The goal of the pro-
gram was to handle an Input-output voltage range of 230-270 Vdc, an output
voltage range of 200-500 Vdc, and a current lim;t range of 0 .20 A. Testing
procedures for the D60T and D7ST transistors are outlined and base drive wave-
forms are presented. The total device dissipation was minimized and found to be
Independent of the regenerative feedback ratio at lower current levels. Dissipa•:
tion was set at within 10% and rise times were found to be acceptable. That
finished unit displayed a 9116 efficiency at full power levels of 500 V and 20 a
and 93.7%a at 500 V and 10 A,
	 M.S.K'
A62-43784 • Wideband, high speed switch matrix development for
SS-TDMA applications. W. H. Prather, B. J, Cory, R. F. Wade, W. J, Taft, and
R. E. Buzinski (General Electric Co., Fairfield, CT). In: ICC `81; International
Conference on Communications, Denver, CO, June 14-18, 1981, Conference
Record. Volume i. (A82.43778 22.32) Now York, Institute of Electrical and Elec-
tronics Engineers, Inc., 1981, p. 5,3,1 .5.3.5. Contract No. NAS3-22500,
The paper describes the design of an SS-TDMA microwave switch matrix being
developed as part of the NASA 30/20 GHz Communications Satellite Program.
A critical element in the systems development is the high-speed wideband switch-
ing capability necessary for 30/20 GHz SS-TDMA trunking service Interconnec-
tions. A proof-of-concept model of a 20-by-20 microwave switch matrix with a 2.5
GHz bandwidth and 10-nanosecond switching speeds is being developed to
realize this capability. 	 B.J.
A82.43867 ► Near optimum delay-line detection filters for serial de-
tection of MSK signals. R. E. Ziemer and C. R. Ryan (Motorola, Inc., Govern-
ment Electronics Div., Scottsdale, AZ), In: ICC '81; International Conference on
Communications, Denver, CO, June 14-18, 1981, Conference Record. Volume
3. (AB2 .43776 22-32) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
Inc., 1981, p. 56.2.1-56,2.5. 6 refs. Contract No. NAS3-22502.
A method for designing transversal delay-line filter approximations to the
matched filter for the serial detection of minimum-shift keyed (MSK) modulated
signals is given. Two configurations are characterized in terms of signal-to-noise
ratio degradation at a bit error rate (BER) of 10 to the -6th. One is shown to depart
less than 0.3 dB from the ideal matched filter performance when its parameter
values are optimized. A lumped-element equivalent is also given and shown to
provide a degradation of less than 0.4 dB at a BER of 10 to the -6th, (Author)
A82-46385 • Modeling the full-bridge series-resonant power con-
verter. R. J. King and T. A. Stuart (Toledo, University, Toledo, OH). IEEE
Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, Z. AES-18, July 1982, p.
449-459, 8 refs. Grant No. NsG-3281.
A steady state model is derived for the full-bridge series-resonant power con-
verter. Normalized parametric curves for various currents and voltages are then
plotted versus the triggering angle of the switching devices. The calculations are
compared with experimental measurements made on a 50 kHz converter and a
discussion of certain operating problems is presented.	 (Author)
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:34 FLUID MECHANICS AND HEAT
TRANSFER
Includes boundary layers; hydrodynamics; fluidics; mass
transfer; and ablation cooling.
For related information see also 02 Aerodynamics and
77 Thermodynamics and Statistics'/ Physics.
N82-11397 •# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER'S COAL-FIRED, PRESSURIZED,
FLUIDIZED-BED REACTOR TEST FACILITY
John A. Kobak and R. James Rolibuhler Oct. 1981 35 p
refs(NASA-TM-81816; E-621) Avail: NT I S HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
20D
A 200-kilowatt-thermal, pressurized, fluidized-bed (PFB)
reactor, research test facility was designed, constructed, and
operated as part of a NASA-funded^projeet to assess and evaluate
the effect of PFB hot-gas effluent on aircraft turbine engine
materials that might have applications in stationary-power-plant
turbogenerators. Some of the techniques and component's
developed for this PFB system are described. One of the more
Important items was the development of a two-in-one, gas-solids
separator that removed 95 .1- percent of the solids in 1600 F to
1900 F gases, Another was a coal and sorbent feed and
mixing syster' for injecting the fuel into the pressurized combustor.
Also important were the controls and data-acquisition systems
that enablad one person to operate the entire facility, The solid,.
liquid, and gas sub-systems all had problems that were solved
over the 2-year operating time of the facility, which culminated
in a 400-hour, hot-gas, turbine test.	 A. R. H,
N82.19493'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EFFECT OF LOCATION IN AN ARRAY ON HEAT TRANSFER
TO A CYLINDER IN CROSSFLOW
Robert J. Simoneau and G. James VanFossen, Jr. 1982 15 p
refs Proposed for presontation at the 3rd Joint Thermophy.
Fluids, Plasma and Heat Transfer Conf., St, Louis, 7-11 Jun,
1982(NASA-TM-82797; E-1131) Avail; NTIS HC A02/MF AIDI
CSCL 20D
An experiment was conducted to measure the heat transfer
from a heated cylinder in crossflow in an array ^f circular cylinders,
All cylinders had a lertithto-dir-neter ratio of 3.0. Both in-line
and staggered array patterns were studied. The cylinders were
spaced 2,67 diameters apart center-to-center in both the axial
and transverse directions to the flow. The rov; containing the
heated cylinder remained in a fixed position in the channel and
the relative locution of this row within the array was changed
by adding up to five upstream rows. The working fluid was
nitrogen gas at pressures from 100 to 600 kPa, The Reynolds
number ranged based on cylinder diameter and averageunob-
structed channel velocity was from 5,000 to 125,000. Turbulence
intensity: profiles were measured for each case at a point one
half space upstream of the row containing the heated cylinder,
The basis of comparison for all the heat transfer data was the
single row with the heated cylinder. For the in-line cases the
addition of a single row of cylinders upstream of the row
containing the heated cylinder Increased 'he heat transfer by an
average of 50 percent above the base case. Adding up to five
more rows caused no increase or decrease is 'heat transfer.
Adding rows in the staggered array cases resulted in everage
increases in heat transfer of 21, 64, 58, 46, and 46 percent for
one to five upstream rows, respectively.	 Author
N82. 11399'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio,
HIGH THERMAL POWER DENSITY HEAT TRANSFER Patent
Application
James F. Morris, inventor (to NASA) Filed 30 Oct, 1980
10 p(NASA-Case-LEW-12950 . 1; US-Patent-Appl-SN-202228) Avail:
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20D
Heat from a high temperature heat pipe is transferred through
a vacuum or a gap filled with electrically nonconducting gas to
a cooler heat pipe. The heat pipe is used to cool the nuclear
reactor while the heat pipe is connected thermally and electrically
to a thermionic converter If the receiver requires greater thermal
power density, geometries are used with larger heat pipe areas
for transmitting and receiving energy than the area for conducting
tho heat to the thermionic converter, In this way the heat pipe
capability for increasing thermal power densities compensates
for the comparatively low thermal power densities throi,gh the
electrically non-conducting gap between the two heat pipes.
NASA
N82-17453*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EFFECTS OF ARC CURRENT ON THE LIFE IN BURNER
RIG THERMAL CYCLING OF PLASMA SPRAYED ZrOSUB2-
YSUS20SUB3
R. C, Hendreks and G. McDonald 1982 9 p refs Presented
at the 6th Ann. Conf, on Composites, Cocoa Beach, Fla.,
17-21 Jan. 1982; sponsored by the American Ceramic Society(NASA-TM-82795: E-1129) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 200
An analysis of thermal cycle life data for four sets of eight
thermal barrier coated specimens representing arc currents (plasma
gun power) of 525, 600, 800, or 950 amps is presented. The
Zr02-8Y203/NiCrAlY plasma spray coated Rene 41 rods were
thermal cycled to 1040 C in a Mach 0.3-Jet A/air burner
flame. The experimental results indicate the existence of a
minimum or threshold power level which coating life expectancy
is less than 500 cycles, Above the threshold power level, coating
life expectancy more than doubles and increases with arc
current.	 T.M.
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N82. 19494*# National AeronG.rtics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
HYDRODYNAMIC AND AERODYNAMIC BREAKUP OF
LIQUID SHEETS
R, Ingebo 1982 5 p refs Proposed for presentation at the
2nd Intern. Conf. on Liquid Atomization and Spray Systems,
Madison, Wisc., 20 .24 Jun, 1982(NASA-TM-82800; E1139) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 20D
The effect of hydrodynamic, aerodynamic and liquid surface
forces on the mean drop diameter of water spr^iys that are
produced by the breakup of nonswirling and swirling 'avater sheets
in quiescent air and in airflows similar to those encountered in
gas turbine combustors is investigated, The mean drop diameter
is used to cnaracterize fuel sprays and it is a very important
factor in determining the performance and exhaust emissions of
gas turbine combustors. 	 S. L.
N82-20467'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
FLOW THROUGH ALIGNED SEQUENTIAL ORIFICE TYPE
INLETS
Robert C. Hendricks and T. Trent Stetz Mar, 1982 53 p refs(NASA-TP-1967; E-682; NAS 1.60;1967) Avail: NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 20D
Chocked flow rate and pressure profile data were taken and
studied for configurations consisting of four axially aligned,
sequential orifice inlets of 0.5 length diameter ratio with separation
distances of 0.66 and 32 diameters. A flow coefficient - reduced
temperature plot represents the flow rate data for the two cases.
At a separation distance of 32 diameters the pressure profiles
dropped sharply at the entrance and partially recovered within
each orifice - the exception being at low temperatures, whP°e
fluid jetting through the last orifice occurred. At a separation
distance of 0.66 diameter fluid jetting was prevalent at the lower
inlet temperatures. These results are in qualitative agreement
with data for four axially aligned, sequential Borda inlets and
for tubes with single sharp edge orifice or Borda inlets to L/D's
of 105 and with a water flow visualization study. 	 s. L,
N82-22463*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
GENERATION OF INSTABILITY WAVES AT A LEADING
EDGE
Marvin E. Goldstein 1982 12 p refs Proposed forpresentation
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d
at the 3rd Joint Thermophys. Fluids, Plasma and Heat Transfer
Conf., St, Louis, 7 . 11 Jun, 1982; sponsored by AIAA and
ASME(NASA-TM-82835; E-1201: ;AS 1,16:82835) Avail; NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20D
Two cases are considered. The first is concerned with mean
floy a of the Blasius type wherein the instabiiities are represented
b,; Toilmien-Schlichting waves. It is shown that the latter are
<-;fenerated fairly for downstream of the edge and are the result
of a wave length reduction process that tunes the free stream
disturbances to the Toll mien-Schlichting wave length. The other
case is concerned with inflectional, uni-directional, transversely
sheared mean flows, Such idealized flows provide a fairly good
local representation to the nearly parallel flows in Jets, They can
support inviscid instabilities of the Kelvin-Helmholtz type. The
various mathematically permissible mechanisms that can couple
these Instabilities to the upstream disturbances are discussed.
T.M.
N82.24449*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio,
MAGNETIC HEAT PUMPING Patent Application
Gerald V. Brown, inventor (to NASA) Filed 19 Feb. 1981
20 p(NASA-Case-LEW-12508-3; US-Patent-Appl-SN-235868) Avail;
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20D
The method of the invention employs ferromagnetic or
ferrimagnetic elements, preferably of rare-earth based material,
for example gadolinium, and preferably employs a regenerator.
The steps of the method comprise controlling the temperature
and applied magnetic field of the element to cause the state of
the element as represented on a temperature-magnetic entropy
diagram repeatedly to traverse a loop. The loop may have a
first portion of concurrent substantially isothermal or constant
temperature and increasing applied magnetic field, a second
portion of lowering temperature and constant applied magnetic
field, a third portion of isothermal and decreasing applied magnetic
field, and a fourth portion of increasing temperature and constant
applied 'magnetic field. Other loops may be four-sided, with, for
example, two isotherms and two adiabats (constant entropy
portions). Preferably, a regenerator may be employed to enhance
desired cooling or heating effects, with varied magnetic fields or
varying temperatures including three-sided figures traversed by
the representative point. 	 NASA
NBz-24465*# National Aeronautics and Space ldministration,
Lewis Research.Cwitkr, Cleveland, Ohio.
FLOWS THROUGH SEQUENTIAL ORIFICES WITH HEATED
SPACER RESERVOIRS
R. C, Hendricks and T. Tront Stetz (Miami Univ., Oxford, Ohio)
1982 13 p refs Presented at the 9th Intern, Cryogenics Eng.
Conf,/intern. Cryogenic Mater. Conf., Kobe, Japan, 11-14 May
1982(NASA-TM-82855; E-1224; NAS 1.15;82855) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20D
Flow rates and pressure thermal profiles for two phase choked
flows of fluid nitrogen were studied theoretically and experimen-
tally in a four sequential orifice configuration. Both theory and
experimental evidence demonstrate that heat addition in the first
spacer-reservoir adjacent to the inlet orifice is most effective in
reducing the flow rate and that heat addition in the last
spacer-reservoir is least effective. The flows are choked at the
exit orifice for large spacings and at the inlet orifice for small
spacings. The moderate addition of heat available for this
experiment did not materially alter this result for large spacings:
however, significant heat addition for the small spacings tended
to shift the choke point to the exit orifice. Nitrogen is used as
the working fluid ove r a range of states from liquid to gas with
a reducod inlet stagnation pressure range to P sub r, o = 2.
Author
N82-2E463*# National Aeronautics ;and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
COVERING SOLID, FILM COOLED SURFACES WITH A.
DUPLEX THERMAL BARRIER COATING Patent AC1Jh"-
tion
C. H. Liebert, inventor (to NASA) Filed 8 Dec. 1981 9 p(NASA Cas LEW-13450-1 • US-Patent-A I-SN=3287601 Oiva°I^
A thermal barrier coating is appliod to solid film cooled
hardware. Also, thermal barrier coating systems are used to provide
corrosion resistance and thermal protection to these base metal
surfaces. An inert gas, such as argon, is discharged through the
apertures during the application of the thermal barrier coating
system by plasma spraying. This flow of inert gas -reduces both
blocking of the holes and base metal oxidation during the
coating operation.
	
NASA
N82-26611*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
DEPOSIT FORMATION IN HYDROCARBON ROCKET FUELS
WITH I„N EVALUATION OF A PROPANE HEAT TRANSFER
CORRELATION
Philip A. Masters and Carl A. Aukerman 1982 16 p refs
Presented at 18th Joint Propulsion Conf,, Cleveland, 21.23 Jun.
1982; sponsored by AIAA, SAE and ASME(NASA-TM-82911: E-1245: NAS 1.15;82911) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20D
A high pressure fuel coking testing apparatus was designed
and developed and was used to evaluate thermal decomposition
limits and carbon decomposition rates in heated copper tubes
for hydrocarbon fuels. A commercial propane (90% grade) and
chemically pure (CP) propane were tested. Heat transfer to
supercritical propane was evaluated at 136 atm, bulk fluid
velocities of 6 to 30 m/s, and tube wall temperatures In the
range of 422 to 811 K. A forced convection heat transfer
correlation developed in a previous test effort verified a prediction
of most of the experimental data within a + tr - 30% range,
with good agreemem for the CP propane data. No significant
differences were apparent in the predictions derived from the
correlation when the carbon resistance was included with the
film resistance. A post-test scanning electron microprobe analysis
indicated occurrences of migration and interdiffusion of copper
into the carbon deposit. 	 Author
N82-28574*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research :Center, Cleveland. Ohio.
THE DRYOUT REGION IN FRICTIONALLY HEATED SLIDING
CONTACTS
R. C, Hendricks, J. Braun (Akron Univ., Ohio), V Arp, and P. J.
Giarratano (NB$, Boolder, Colo.) 1982 20 p refs Proposed
far presentation at the Intern. Heat Transfer Conf., M unich,
6-10 Sep. 1982; sponsored by the Am. Sac. of Mach. Engr.(NASA-TM-82796) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 131
Some conditions under which boiling and two-phase flow
can occur in or near a wet sliding contact are determined and
illustrated. The experimental apparatus consisted of a tool pressed
against an instrumented slider plate and motion picture sequences
at 4000 frames/sec. The temperature and photographic data
demonstrated surface conditions of boiling, drying, trapped gas
evolution (solutions), and volatility of fluid mixture components.
The theoretical modeling and analysis are in reasonable agreement
with experimental data.	 Author
N82-30498*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
FLOW VISUALIZATION STUDY' OF THE HORSESHOE
VORTEX IN A TURBINE STATOR CASCADE
Raymond E. Gaugier and Louis M, Russell Jun, 1982 33 p
refs(NASA-TP-1884: E•915 NAS 1,6011884) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20D
Flow visualization techniques were used to show the behavior
of the horseshoe vortex in a large scale , turbine stator cascade.
011 drops on the end wall surface flowed in response to local
shear stresses, indicating the limiting flow streamlines at the
surface, Smoke injected into the (low and photographed showed
time averaged flow behavior. Neutrally bouyant helium filled soap
bubbles followed the flow and showed up on photographs as
streaks, indicating the piths followed by individual fluid particles.
Preliminary attempts to control the vortex were mede by injecting
air through control Jets drilled in the end wall near the vane
leading edge. Seventeen different hole locations were tested,
one at a time, and the effect of the control- jets on the path
follwed by smoke in the boundary layer was recorded photo-
graph ically.	 S. L,
e-	 PP
NTIS HC A021MF A01 CSCL 20D
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N82-32633• # National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cle4eland, Ohio.
USE OF FIBER LIKE MATERIALS TO AUGMENT THE CYCLE
LIFE OF THICK THERMOPROTECTIVE SEAL COATINGS
R. C. Hendricks and G. McDonald Aug. 1982 14 p refs Presented
at Intern. Cont. on Met Coatings and Process Technol., San Diego,
Calif., 4-9 Apr. 1962; sponsored by American Vacuum Society(NASA-TM-82901; E-1284; NAS 1.15:82901) 	 Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20D
Some experimental and analytical studies of plasma sprayed
ZrO2-Y203 thick seal thermoprotective materials over NiCrAIY
bond coats with testing to 1040 deg C in a Mach 0.3 burner
flame are reviewed. These results indicate the need for material
to have both compliance and sufficient strength to function
successfully as a thick thermoprotective seal material, Fibrous
materials may satisfy many of these requirements. A preliminary
analysis simulating the simplified behavior of a 25 mm cylindrical
S102-fiber material indicated significant radial temperature gradi-
ents, a relati v rely cool Interace and generally acceptable stresses
over the initial portion of the thermal cycle, Subsequent testing of
these fiberlike materials in a Mach 0 .3 Jet A/air burner flame
confirmed these results.	 Author
Ne2-32634 '# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
TURBULENT SOLUTION OF THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS
FOR UNIFORM SHEAR FLOW
R. G, Deissler 1981 31 p refs Presented at the Fluid Dyn.
Meeting of the Am. Phys. Soc., Monterey, Calif., 23-24 Nov. 1981(NASA-TM-82925; E-1202; NAS 1.15:82925) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20D
To study the nonlinear physics of uniform turbulent shear flow,
the unaveraged Navier-Stokes equations are solved numerically.
This extends our previous work in which mean gradients were
absent. For initial conditions, modified three-dimensional-cosine
velocity fluctuations are used, The boundary conditions are modified
periodic conditions on a stationary three -dimensional numerical
grid. A uniform mean shear is superimposed on the initial and
boundary conditions. The three components of the mean-square
velocity fluctuations are initially equal for the conditions chosen.
A-s in the case of no shear the initially nonrandom flow develops
Into an apparently random turbulence at higher Reynolds number.
Thus, randomness or turbulence can apparently arise as a
consequence of the structure of the Navier-Stokes equations.
Except for an initial period of adjustment, all fluctuating components
grow with time. The initial equality of the three intensity compo-
nents is destroyed by the shear, the transverse components
becoming smaller than the longitudinal one, in agreement With
experiment. Also, the shear creates a small-scale structure in the
turbulence. The nonlinear solutions are compared with linearized
ones.	 Author
A82-10964' N Flow through axially aligned sequential aper-
tures of the orifice and Borda types. R. C. Hendricks and T. T. Stetz
(NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). American Society
of Mechanical Engineers and American Institute of Chemical
Engineers, National Heat Transfer Conference, 20th, Milwaukee, Wl,
Aug. 2.5, 1981, ASM' Paper 81-HT-79. 9 p. 17 refs, Members,
$2.00; nonmembers, $4.00.
Choked flow rate and pressure profile data were taken and
studied for two axially aligned sequential configurations consisting
of: (1) Four Borda type inlets of 1.9 1/D with two separation
distances of 0.8 and 30 diameters. (2) Four orifice type inlets of 0.5
1/D with two separation distances of 0.66 and 32 diameters, A
flow-coefficient reduced-temperature plot can be used to represent
the flow rate data for each geometry. At the larger separation
distances, the pressure profiles dropped sharply at the entrance and
partially recovered within each of the Borda and orifice inlet
configurations; the exception bein g the last inlet where at low
entrance temperatures, fluid jetting could occur. For the smaller
ORiGiNAL- AQGe ISOF POOR QUALI-ry
spacings fluid jetting was prevalent throughout each of the inlet
configurations at lower inlet temperatures. These results are In
qualitative agreement with data of tubes with single Borda or
sharp-edge orifice type inlets to 105 11D andwater flow visualization
studies,	 (Author)
A82.14848 " # Neat transfer in cooled porous region with
curved boundary. R. Siegel and A. Snyder (NASA, Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, OH). ASME, Transactions, Journal of Heat
Transfer, vol, 103, Nov. 1981, p, 765 .771.7 refs.
Heat transfer characteristics are analyzed for a cooled two-
dimensions l porous medium having a curved boundary. A general
analytical procedure is given in combination with a numerical
conformal mapping method used to transform the porous region into
an upper half plane. To illustrate the method, results are evaluated
for a cosine shaped boundary subjected to uniform external heating.
The results show the effects of coolant starvation in the thick regions
of the medium, and the extent that internal heat conduction causes
the heated surface to have a more uniform temperature.
	 (Author)
A82.16071 " Distorted turbulence in axisymmetric flow. P.
A. Durbin (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). Quarterly
Journal of Mechanics and applied Mathematics, vol. 34, Nov. 1981,
p. 489.500, 6 refs.
A solution to the rapid-distortion theory for small-scale turbu-
lence in flow round an axisymmetric obstacle Is derived. General
formulae for velocity covariances and Eulerian time scales are
obtained and arc evaluated for the particular case of flow round a
sphere, The large-scale limit for this flow is also discussed. (Author)
A82-16570 - N. Toward the use of similarity theory in two-
phase choked flows. R. C. Hendricks, R. J, Simoneau (NASA, Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, OH), and J, V. Sengers (Maryland,
University, College Park, MD). In: Scaling in two-phase flows;.
Proceedings of the Winter Annual Meeting, Chicago, IL, November
16.21, 1980. Meeting sponsored, by the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers. New York, American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (Heat Transfer Symposia Series. HTU Volume 14), 1980,
P. 45-53. 13 refs.
Comparison of two-phase choked flows in normalized coordi-
nates were made between pure components and available data using a
reference fluid to compute the thermophysiral properties. The
results are favorable. Solution of the governing equations for two
LNG mixtures show some possible similarities between the nor-
malized choked flows of the two mixtures, but the departures from
the pure component locii are significant. 	 (Author)
A82.39899 . Cauchy Integral method for two-dimensional solidifica-
tion Interface shapes. R, Siegel and D. J. Sosoka (NASA, Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, OH), international Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer, vol.
25, July 1982, p. 975-984. 10 refs.
A method is developed to determine the shape of steady state solidification
interfaces formed when liquid above its freezing point circulates over a cold
surface; The solidification interface, which is at uniform temperature, will form in
a shape such that the non-uniform energy convected to it is locally balanced by
conduction into the solid. The interface shape is of interest relative to the crystal
structure formed during solidification; regulating the crystal structure has applica-
tion in casting naturally strengthened metallic composites. The results also per-
tain to phase-change energy storage devices, whore the solidified configuration
and overall heat transfer are needed. The analysis uses a conformal mapping
technique to relate the desired interface coordinates to tl'e components of the
temperature gradient at the interface. These components are unknown because
the interface shape is unknown, A Cauchy integral formulation provides  second
relation involving the components, and a simultaneous solution yields the irflat^
face shape.
	 (Author)
A82-40781 " Analysis of the decay of temperature fluctuations in
Isotropic turbulence. P. A, Durbin (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,
OH). Physics of Fluids, vol. 25, Aug. 1982.p. 1328.1332, 10 refs.
The Lagrangian dispersion theory of Durbin (1980) is used to analyze experi-
ments by Warhaft and Lumley (1978) and by Sreenivasan etal. (1980) on tem-
perature fluctuations in grid-generated turbulence. Both theory and experiment
89
show that the decay exponent m depends on the ratio of the Initial length scales
of velocity and temperature, although when this ratio is greater than 2.5 such
dependence is negligible. The theory shows that m is not truly constant, but within
the range covered by the experiments It is nearly so. The agraement between.
theory and experiment lends credence to the idea that the decay of fluctuations
Is controlled largely by turbulent relative dispersion.
	 (Author)
measurements and by flow visualization; (2) Turbulence measure-
ments by a variety of single- and multi-wire hot-wire probe
techniques; and (3) Flowfield computations using the computer
code developed during the previous year's research program.
	
f
Author
N92. 1636W# Oklahoma State Univ„ Stillwater. School of
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering.
INVESTIGATIONS OF FLOWFIELDS FOUND IN TYPICAL
COMBUSTOR GEOMETRIES Semiannual Status Report,
i Jan. - 31 Jul. 1981
0, G, Utley and D, K. McLaughlin (Dynamics Technology; Inc„
Torrance, Calif.) 31 Jul. 1981 243 p refs(Grant NAG3.74)(NASA-CR-185091; SASR-211 Avail: NTIS HC Al l/MF A01
CSCL 20D
The flowfields of gas turbine combustion chambers were
Investigated. Six flowfield configurations with sidewall angles
alpha a 90 and 45 deg, and swirl vane angles phi 0, 45 and
70 deg. are characterized. Photography of neutrally-buoyant
helium-filled soap bubblsj, tufts, and injected smoke helps to
characterize the time-mean streamlines, recircuiatiort.zones and
regions of highly turbulent flow, Five hole pitot probe pressure
measurements allow the determination of time-mean velocities
u, v and w. An advanced computer code equipped with a standard
two-equation kappa-epsilon turbulence model was used to predict
corresponding flow situations and to compare results with the
experimental data. 	 J.D.H.
N82-17458•# Stanford Univ., Calif,
	 Dept, of Mechanical
Engineering.
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER HEAT TRANSFER
EXPERIMENTS: CONVEX CURVATUREEFFECTS INCLUD-
ING iNTRODU=ON AND RECOVERY 'Final Report
T. W. Simon, R. J. Moffat, J. P. Johnston, and W, M, Kays
Washington NASA Feb, 19432 217 p refs(Grants NsG-3124; NAG3-3)(NASA-CR-3510; HMT-32) Avail: NTIS HC A10/MF A01
CSCL 20D
Measurements were made of the heat transfer rate through
turbulent and transitional boundary layers on an isothermal,
convexly curved wall and downstream flat plate. The effect of
convex curvature on the fully turbulent boundary layer was a
reduction of the local Stanton numbers 20% to 50% below those
µreu'icted for a flat wall under the same circumstances. The
recovory of the heat transfer rates on the downstream flat wall
was extremely Flow. After 60 cm of recovery length, the Stanton
number was will typically 15% to 20% below the flat wall predicted
value. Variouo effects Important in the modeling of !turved flows
were studied separately. These are: the effect of initial boundary
layer thickness, the effect of freestream velocity, the effect of
freestream acceleration, the effect of unheated starting length,
and the effect ,` the maturity of the boundary layer. An existing
curvature rr.l,dh m model was tested against this broad heat
transfer daRa bSse to determine where if could appropriately be
used for heat transfer predictions,	 S.L
"482-19495'# Oklahoma State Univ., Stillwater. 	 School of
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering,
INVESTIGATIONS OF FLOWFIELDS FOUND IN TYPICAL
COMi3USTOR GEOMETRIES Semiannual Status Report,
T Aug. 1981 - 31 Jan. 1982
D. G. Utley 31 Jan. 1982 138 p refs(Grant NAG3-74)(NASA-CR-168585; SASR-3) Avail: NTIS HC A07/MF A01
CSCL20DMeasurements and computations pre being applied to an
auisymmetric swirling flow, emerging from swirl vanes at angle
phi, entering a large chamber test section via a sudden expansion
N82.194980# United Technologies Research Center, East
Hartford, Conn.
MASS AND MOMENTUM TURBULENT TRANSPORT
EXPERIMENTS WITH CONFINED COAXIAL JETS Interim
Report, 18 Feb, - 18 Oct. 1981
B. V, Johnson and J. C. Bennett Nov. 1981 157 p refs(Contract NAS3.22771)(NASA-CR-165574:	 881 .916540,8)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 20D
Downstream mixing of coaxial jets discharging In an expanded
duct was studied to obtain data for the evaluation and Improve-
ment of turbulent transport models currently used in a variety
of computational procedures throughout the propulsion community
for combustor flow modeling. Flow visualization studies s(Sowed
four major shear regions occurring: a wake region immediately
downstream of the innet jet inlet duct: a shear region further
downstream between the inner and annular,
 jets: a recirculation
zone: and a reattachment zone. A combination of turbulent
momentum transport rate and two velocity component data were
obtained from simultaneous measurements with a two color laser
velocimeter (LV) system, Axial, radial and azimuthal velocities
and turbulent momentum transport rate measurements In the
r-z and r-theta planes were used to determine the mean value,
second central moment (or rms fluctuation from mean), skewness
and kurtosis for each data set probability density function (pA.f.).
A combination of turbulent mass transport rate, concentration
and velocity data were obtained system. Velocity and mass
transport in all three directions as well as concentration
distributions were used to obtain the mean, second central
moments, skewness and kurtosis for each p . d.f. These LVAIF
measurements also exposed the existence of a large region of
countergradient turbulent axial mass transport in the region where
the annular jet fluid was accelerating the inner Jet fluid.
	 S. L,
N82.22455''# Georgia Inst. of Tech., Atlanta. 	 School of
Aerospace Engineering.
A NEW NUMERICAL APPROACH FOR COMPRESSIBLE
VISCOUS FLOWS Final Report
J, C. Wu and S. G. Lekoudis Mar. 1982 105 p refs(Grant NsG-3307)(NASA-CR-168842; NAS 1,26:168842)
	
Avail: NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 20D
A numerical approach for computing unsteady compressible
viscous flows was developed. This approach offers the capability
of confining the region of computation to the viscous region of
the flow. The viscous region is defined as the region where the
vorticity is nonnegligible and the difference in dilatation between
the potential flow and the real flow around the same geomet
is also nonnegligible. The method was developed and testr
Also an application of the proredure to the solution of th.
steady Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible internal flows
is presented.	 B.W.
N82.22458•# United Technologies Research Center, East
Hartford, Conn.
TURBOFAN FORCED MIXER-NOZZLE INTERNAL FLOW-
FIELD. VOLUME 1: A BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTAL
STUDY Final Report
Robert W, Paterson Washington NASA Apr, 1982 131 p
refs 3 Vol.(Contract NAS3.20951)(NASA-CR-3492;	 NAS	 1.26:34 192)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 20D
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of various side-wall angles alpha. New features are: the turbulence An experimental investigation of the flow field within a model
measurements are being performed on swirling as well as turbofan forced mixer nozzle is described. Velocity and the rmody-
	 knonswirling flow: and all measurements and computations are namic state variable data for use in assessing the accuracy and
	
g
s, also being performed on a confined jet flowfield with realistic assisting the further development of computational proceduresdownstream blockage 	 Recent activity falls into three categories:: for predicting the flow field within mixer nozzles are prordca.
	
1
I (1) Tima - mean flowfield characterization by five -hole pitot probe Velocity anti temperature data sugges7ed that the nozzle :mixing
I
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process was dominstod by circulations (secondary flows) of a
length scale on the order the lobe dimensions which were
associated with strong radial velocities observed near the lobe
exit plans, The 'benchmark' model mixer experiment conducted
for code assessment_ purposes Is discussed,	 NW.
N62-22469 0 # United Technologies Research Center, East
Hartford, Conn.
TURBOFAN FORCED MIXER - NOZZLE INTERNAL FLOW -
FIELD, VOLUME 2: COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMIC
PREDICTIONS Final, Report
M. J, Werle and V. N, Vasts Washington NASA Apr. 1982
90 p refs 3 Vol(Contract NAS3.20951)(NASA-CR.3493:NAS 1.26.3483) Avail: NTIS HC A05/MF A01
CSCL 20D
A general program was conducted to develop and assess a
computational method for predicting the flow properties in a
turbofan forced mixed duct, The detail assessment of the resulting
computer code is presented. It was found that the code provided
excellent predictions of the kinematics of the mixing process
throughout the entire length of the mixer nozzle, The thermal
mixing process between the hot core and cold fan flows was
found to be well represented In the low speed portion of the
flowfield.	 N.W.
N92 .22480*M United Technologies Research Center. East
Hartford, Conn.
TURBOFAN FORCED MIXER-NOZZLE INTERNAL FLOW-
FIELD. VOLUME 3: A COMPUTER CODE FOR 3-D MIXING
IN AXISYMMETRIC NOZZLES Final deport
J. P. Kreskovsky. W. R. Briley, and H. McDonald Washington
NASA Apr, 1982 129 p refs Prepared in cooperation with
Scientific Research Associated, Inc„ Glastonbury, Conn. 3 Vol.(Contract NAS3.20951)(NASA-CR-3494; NAS 1.26:3494: R81.912929) Avail: NTIS
HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 20D
A finite difference method is develop-,.' for making detailed
predictions of three dimensional subrorle turbulent flow in turbofan
lobe mixers, The governing equatio'is are solved by a forward-
marching solution procedure which corrects an inviscid potential
flow solution for viscous and theirrmal effects, secondary flows,
total pressure distortion and losses, internal flow blockage and
pressure drop, Test calculations for a turbulent coaxial )et flow
verify that the turbulence model performs satisfactorily for this
relatively simple flow, Lobe mixer flows are presented for two
geometries typical of current mixer design, These calculations
included both hot and cold flow conditions, and both matched
and mismatched Mach number and total pressure in the fan
and turbine streams. 	 N.W.
N82-24452*# Southwest Research inst„ San Antonio, Tex.
STUDY OF VAPOR FLOW INTO A CAPILLARY ACQUISI-
TION DEVICE Final Report
Franklin T. Dodge and Edgar B. Bowles Apr. 1982 64 p" refs(Contract NAS3.22664)(NASA-CR-167883: NAS 1,26:167883: SuR102-6369) Avail:
NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 20D
An analytical model was developed that prescribes the
conditions for vapor flow through the window scmen of a start
basket. Several original submodels were developed as part of
this model The submodels interrelate such phenomena as the
effect of internal evaporation of the liquid, the bubble point change
of a screen in the presence of wicking, the conditions for drying
out of a screen through a combination of evaporation and
pressure difference, the vapor inflow Tote across a wet screen
as a function of pressure difference. and the effect on wicking
of a difference between the static pressure of the liquid reservoir
and the surrounding vapor. Most of these interrelations were
verified by a series of separate effects tests, which were also
used to determine certain empirical constants in the models.
The equations of the model were solved numerically for typical
start basket designs, and a simplified start basket was constructed
to verity the predictions, using both volatile and nonvolatile test
liquids. The test results verified the trends predicted by the
model.	 S.L.
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li 02.27880*i Pom.4y)yania State Vniiv., University Pairk.
Turbomarbinery Late
'THREE DIMENSIONALF1.6W FIELD INSIDE OOMPRES1110ff
ROTOR, INCLUDING 41ADE OUNDAAY LAYERS lenniarrt-
mall Progress Report
J. M. Gelmes, M. Pauagere. and &, "LSkahminarmyana .Jun, 1982
78 p refs(Grant NsG-3268)(NASA-CR-169120: NAS 1.20;1.09120: PSU/TI[rttm;8Z4A)) Av®ik
NTIS HC A03/iv1F A01 CSCL 2069
The Reynolds stress equation, pressure strain correlra on, awA
dissipative terms and diffusion are discussed in relation Tct
turbulence modelling using the Reynolds stress model. Algebraic
modeling of Reynolds stresses and calculation of the boundary
layer over an axial cylinder are examined with regards to the
kinetic energy model for turbulence modelling. The numerical
analysis of blade and hub wall boundary layers, and an experimen-
tal study of rotor blade boundary layer in an axial flow .compressor
rotor are discussed, The Patankar-Spalding numerical method
for two dimensional boundary layers is included.	 A.R.H.
N82-31638'# Connecticut Univ., Storrs.
	 Dept. of Mechanical
Engineering.
TURBINE ENDWALL SINGLE CYLINDER PROGRAM Semian-
nual Status Report, 1 Jan. - S Jul. 1982
Lee S. Langston 9 Jul. 1982 50 p refs(Grant NsG-3238)(NASA-CR-169278;
	
NAS	 1.26:169278)
	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20D
Detailed measurement of the flow field in front of a large-scale
single cylinder, mounted in a wind tunnel is'discussed. A better
understanding of the three dimensional separation oceuring in front
of the cylinder on the endwall, and of the vortex system that is
formed is sought. A data bate with which to check analytical and
numerical computer models of three dimensional flows is also
anticipated.	 Author
N82-31639'# City'0oll. Research Foundation, New York. Turbo-
machinery Lab.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF TURBULENCE IN BLADE END
WALL. CORNER REGION
R. Rai Aug. 1982 110 p refs(Grant NAG3-122)(NASA-CR-169283; NAS 1.26:169283; RF-05438) Avail: NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 20D
Corner flows and wall pressure fluctuations, design and
fabrication of the test model, preliminary results on boundary layer,
flow visualization, turbulence intensity and spectra measurements
are presented. The design consideration and fabrication report on
the newly built wind tunnel to be used for subsequent continuation
of the research effort Is also present3d. 	 S.L.
N82-31641'# Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y, Energy Program.
EXHAUST GAS MEASUREMENTS IN -A PROPANE FUELED
SWIRL STABILIZED COMBUSTOR
M. S. Aanad Aug. 1982 177 p refs(Grant NsG-3019)(NASA-CR-169293; NAS 1.26:169293; E-82-4) Avail: NTIS
HC A09/MF A01 CSCL 20D
Exhaust gas temperature, velocity, and composition are
measured and combustor efficiencies are calculated in a lean .
premixed swirl stabilized laboratory combustor. The radial profiles
of the data betwe6n the co- and the counter swirl cases show
significant differences. Co-swirl cases show evidence of poor
turbulent awning across the combustor in comparison to the
counter-swirl cases, NO sub x levels are low in the combustor
but substantial amounts of CO are present. Combustion efficiencies
are low and surprisingly constant with varying outer swirl In
contradiction to previous results under a slightly different inner
swirl condition. This difference in the efficiency trends is expected
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to be a result of tho high sensitivity of the combustor to changes
€ In the Inner swirl, Combustor operation Is found to be the same
for propane and methane fuels. A mechanism is proposed to explain
the combustor operation and a few important characteristics
determining combustor efficiency are Identified. 	 J.D.
N42.31642*# Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y.
FLOW PROCESS IN COMBUSTORS
F. C. Gouldin Jun. 1982 16 p refs(Grant NsG-3019)(NASA-CR-169294: NAS	 1.2E:169994) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20D
Fluid mechanical effects on combustion processes in steady
flow combustors, especially gas turbine combustors were investi-
gated. Flow features of most Interest were vorticity, especially
swirl, and turbulence, Theoretical analyses, numerical calculations,
and experiments were performed, The theoretical and numerical
work focused on noncombusting flows, while the experimental work
consisted of both reacting and nonreacting flow studies. An
experimental data set, e.g., velocity, temperature and composition,
was developed for a swirl flow combustor for use by combustion
modelers for development and validation work. 	 J.D.
Niil2.31843'# Oklahoma State Univ., Stillwater.	 School of
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering,
INVESTIGATIONS OF FLOWFIELDS FOUND IN TYPICAL COM-
BUSTOR GIEOfIMETRIE$ Semiannual Status Report, 1 Feb.
31 Jul. 1962
David G. Ulley 31 Jul. 1982 252 p refs(Grant NAG3-74)(NASA-CR-169295; NAS 1.26:169295; SASR-4) Avail: NTIS
HC Al21MF A01 CSCL 20D
Experimental and theoretical research undertaken on 2-D
axisymmetric geometries under low speed, nonreacting, turbulent,
swirling flow conditions Is reported. The (low enters the test section
and proceeds into a larger chamber (the expansion ratio p/d
2) via a sudden or gradual expansion (sidewali anglo alpha = 90
and 45 degrees). inlet swirl vanes are adjustable to a variety of
vane angles with values of phi = 0, 38, 45, 60 and 70 degrees
being emphasized. 	 Author
A82.10961 * // A heat exchanger computational procedure for
temperature-dependent foulk'±g. L. M. Chlappetta and E, J, Szetela
(United Technologies Research Center, East Hartford, CT), American
Society of Mechanical engineers and American Institute of Chemical
Engineers, PJational Heat Transfer Confers?nce, 20th, Milwaukee, WI,
Aug. 2.5, 1981, ASME Paper 81-HT •1xt 8 p. 14 refs, Members,
$2.00; nonmembers, $4,00. Contract No, NAS3.21971,
A novel heat exchanger computational procedure is described
which provides a means of rapidly calculating the distributions of
fluid and wall temperatures, deposit formation, and pressure loss at
various points in a heat exchanger. The procedure is unique in that it
Is capable of treating wide variations in heat exenanger geometry
without recourse to restrictive assumptions concerning heat exchang-
er type (e.g,, co-flow, counterflow, cross flow devices, etc,)., The
analysis has been used extensively to predict the performance of
cross-counterflow heat exchangers In which ore fluid behaves as a
perfect gas (e.g ., air) while the cther fluid is assumed to be  distillate
fuel, The model has been extended to include the effects on heat
exchanger performance of t i me vary ing inflow conditions. Heat
exchanger performance degradation due to deposit formation with
time can be simulated, making this procedure useful in predicting the
effects of temperature-dependent fouling. 	 (Author)11	 1`^
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ASME Paper 81 •HT--78, 10 p, 30 refs. Members, $2,00; nonmembers,
54,00. Grants No. NsG •3124; No, NAG3.3.
Surface heat transfer rates have been measured for several
different flows on an isothermal, convexly curved surface, The
freestream velocity, boundary layer thickness, acceleration psram•
eter, and unheated starting length were varied systematically, and
both turbulent and transitional boundary layers were studied, The
effect of convex curvature on heat transfer rates is significant with
Stanton numbers reduced 20.26% below flat wall values for the some
enthalpy thickness Reynolds number, Heat transfer rates recovered
slowly on a flat wall downstream of the curved wall, and after 60 cm,
the Stanton, numbers were still 15 .20% below flat wail values, The
behavior of the boundary layer suggests the existence of an
asymptotic condition. Boundary layer thickness, freestream velocity,
and boundary layer maturity affect to initial response to the
introduction of curvature and the rate at which the asymptotic state
is approached, Convex curvature appears to Increase the boundary
layer's sensitivity to acceleration; It also delays and retards transition,
Near-laminar or early-transitional boundary layers recover from
curvature rapidly, whereas late-transitional and mature boundary
layers recover slowly, 	 J,F.
Na2.11390*# SHD Associates, Inc., Evanston, III.
SURFACE-TENSION INDUCED INSTASIUTIES , EFFECTS
OF LATERAL BOUNDARIES Final Report
S. Rosenblst, S, H. Davis, and G. M, Homay Jun. 1881 130 p
refs(Contract NAS3-22274)(NASA-CR-166530) Avail: NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL
20D
Convention in circular and rectangular cylinders Is analyzed.
The Vvatrl% equations and boundary conditions are formulated,
gfiepr said p4nlinear stability theory are considered, and the
physlcr;i irnplications of the theory are discussed, 	 J,D,H.
A02.133itff s' Eigsnvalues of the Riyleigh-Binard and
Mareaoni problems. S. Rosenblat, G. M, Homsy,_and S, H. Davis
(SAID Associates, Inc„ Evanston, ILL Physics of fluids, vol, 24, Nov.
1981, P. 2115.2117. Contract No. NAS3.22274.
The eigenvalues of the linear Ber,ard•Marangoni stability prob.
lem are discussed. Pearson and Nield boundary conditions, which
correspond to a rigid; isothermal lower boundary and a stress-free
conducting upper boundary are considered, it is shown that although
a critical value of the Marangonl number can be determined; the
number Is not, strictly speaking, an elgenvalue and cannot be used as
an elgenvalue parameter for the determination of an eigenvector set,
D.L.G,
A82-17824 • # Mean flowfields in axieymmetric combustor
geometries with swirl. D. L. Rhode, D. G. Lilley ;Dklahoma State
University, Stillwater, OK), and D. K. McLaughlin (Dynamics
Technology, Inc., Torrance, CA). American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 20th, Orlando, FL,
Jan. 11-14, ,1982, Paper 82-0177. 14 p. 31 refs, Grant No, NAG374.
Six flowfield configurations are investigated with sidewail angles
of 90 and 45 deg, and swirl vane angles of 0, 45, and, 70 deg. It is
found that central recirculation zones occur for the swirling flow
cases investigated, which emend from the inlet to, x/D = 1.7, where x
is the axial polar coordinate, and D is the test section diameter.
Five-hole pilot probe pressure measurements are used to determine
time-mean velocities, and corresponding flow situations are predicted
and compared to results of experimental data. Excellent agreement is
found for the nonswirling flow, although poor agreement is found
for swirling flow cases, especially near the inlet. The discrepancy is
attributed to the lack of realism in the turbulence model, and/or to
inaccurate specification of time-mean velocity and turbulence energy
distributions at the inlet.
	 D; L3.
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Turbulent boundary layer heat transfer experi
€?	 mb k . - A separate effects study on a convexly-curved wall. T. W.
Simon (Minnesota, University, Minneapolis, MN) and R J. Moffat	 A8217880 * #	 Atomization and combustion properties of
"	 (Stanford University, Stanford, CA). American Society of Mechani- 	 flashing injectors. A. S. P. Solomon, S. D. Rupprecht (Pennsylvania
i'	 cal Engineers and American Institute of Chemical Engineers, Nation- 	 State University, University Park; Westinghouse Research Laborato-
al Hear Transfer Conference, 20th, Milwaukee, WI, Aug, 2 .5, 1981,	 ries, Monroeville, PA), L.-D. Chen, and G. M. Faeth (Pennsylvania
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State University, University Park, PA), American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences Afeeting, 20th,
Orlando, FL, Jan, 11 .14, 1982, Paver 82-a?00. 11 p. 29 refs. Grant
No. NsG-3306.
Flashing injection Involve3 expanding a fluid through an injector
until a supersaturated state Is reached, causing a portion of the fluid
to flash to a vapor, This Investigation considered the flow,
atomization and spreading properties of flashing injectors flowing
liquids containin g dissolved gases (Jet A/air) as well as superheated
liquids (Freon 11). The use of a two stage expansion process,
separated by on expansion chamber, was found to be beneficial for
good atomization properties of flashing Injection - particularly for
dissolved gas systems, Both locally homogeneous and separated flow
models provided good predictions of Injector flow properties,
Conventional correlations dor drop sizes from pressure atomized anti
airblast injectors were successfully modified, using the separated flow
model to prescribe injector exit conditions; to correlate drop size
measurements.. Additional experimental results are provided for
spray angle and combustion properties of sprays from flashing
Injectors.	 (Author)
A82-23832 • H Solutions of the compressible Navier•Stokes
equations using the integral method, IM. M.,EIRefoee J. C, Wu, and
S, G. Lekoudis (Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA).
(American institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,. Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, 19th, St. Louis, MO, Jan. 12,15, 1981, Paper
81-0046.) AIAA Journal, vol. 20, Mar. 1982, p. 356.362. 16 refs.
Grant No. NsG-3307.
The integral representation method was used to obtain numeri-
cal solutions of the compressible, unsteady, two-dimensional Navier•
Stokes equations for subsonic flows. The equations were written
with the vorticity, the dilatation, the density, and the enthalpy as the
dependent variables. The method was tested by solving the following
problems: the flow over a flat plate, around a circular cylinder, and
around a Joukowski airfoil, The last two problems involved massive
flow separation, The approach offers the capability of confining the
domain of computations to the region where two quantities, the
vorticity and the difference in dilatation between the real flow and
the potential flow around the body, are non-negligible, 	 (Author)
A82-24748 ` Numerical analysis of confined turbulent flow,
A. Lin (Cincinnati, University, Cincinnati, OH) and H. Weinstein
(City College, New York, NY), Computersand Fluids, vol, 10,no, 1,
1982, p. 27-50. 25 refs. Grant No. NsG•3174.
The considered 'investigation is concerned with the development
of an efficient computational method for obtaining a physicai
understanding of an internal turbulent field. The employed approach
makes use of a 'two equation' type model for the turbulence to
obtain the numerical solution of a two-dimensional confined
turbulent flow. The mean flow governing equations are considered
along with the governing equation of the mean temperature artd
concentrations, and the boundary conditions. The numerical fxogt^-
dure for solving the turbulent flow is discussed, taking into.at;count
on approximation to the nonlinear terms, and the inner aot i outer
to flow In a combustion tunnel where the flame Is stabilized by a
back-facing step. Solutions for both nonreacting and reacting flow
fields are obtained which satisfactorily describe the essential features
of turbulent combustion in a lean propane-air mixture that were
observed in tN laboratory by means of high :peed Schiteren
photography.	 (Author)
A82.31445 r Natural convection with combined driving
forces. S. Ostrach 1Casa Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH)+
PCHIPhyskoChemical Hydrodynamics, vol`. 1, no, 4, 1980, p,
233=247,29 refs. Grant No. NsG•3221,
The problem of free and natural convection with combined
driving forces is considered in general and all possible configurations
are Identified, Dimensionless parameters are discussed in order to
help categorize the various problems, and existing work is critically
evaluated, four distinct cases are considered for conventional
convection and for the situation when the body force and the
density gradient are parallel but opposed. Considerable emphasis Is
given to unstable convection in horizontal layers, 	 C.D.
A82.31908 • H Tube entrance heat transfer with deposit
formation. E, J. Szetela and D. R, Sobel (United Technologies
Research Center, East Hartford, CT). American Institute. of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics and American Society of Mechorical
Engineers, Joint Thermophysics, Fluids, Plasma and ileat Transfer
Conference, 3rd, St. Louis, MO, June 7•11, 1982, AIAA Paper
,82-0918,,7 p, 21 refs.. Contract No. NAS3-21971.
A two-peak wall temperature profile was observed while flowing
a kerosene-type gas turbine fuel through a direct-resistance heated
tube at an entrance Reynolds number of about 1500. The down-
stream peak gradually diminished as deposits formed inside the tube,
and only one peak remained after seven hours. The observation is
explained qualitatively on the basis of analytical and experimental
results reported in the literature.. It is shown that the temperature
profile can be divided into five regions; development of the thermal
boundary layer, appearance of the secondary flows, .fully developed
thermal boundary layer, transition 'to turbulent flow,.and turbulent
flow. Deposits increase the tube roughness and reduce the lengfn
required for laminar -turbu!ent transition. 	 v. L.
A82-32225 " Effects of internal heat transfer on the struc
ture of self-similar blast waves. A, F. Ghon!em, S. A. Berger, A. '.
Oppenheim (California, University, ,Berkeley, CA), and M. M. Kernel
(Cairo University, ;Caifd, Egypt). Journal of Fluid Mechanics, vol.
117, ili,pr. 19$2, p, 473.491. 19 refs. NSF Grant No. ENG•78.12372;
Contt,—, .No. W7405 ENG .48; Grant No, NAG3.131,
An analysis of th p roblem of s?If-similar, nonadlabatic blast
wave8, ,,t1 sit imth 4-„nout^-,nn and radiation are allowed to take
r, 
I Oce., "snow Fhu 'pruoldA t tg oe reducible to tho Integration of a
system of six coupled nonlinear ordinary diffelential equations.
Consideration of these equations shows that although radiation tends
to produce uniform fields through temperature gradient attenuation,
coupling. Attention is given to a stability convergence analysis, the all the energy carried by radiation is deposited on the front and the
stability characteristics, and computational examples. 	 G,R. bounding _shock becomes increasingly overdriven, When conduction
is taken into account, the distribution of gasdynamic parameters in
blast waves in the case of Rosseland diffusion radiation is more
c
uniform than in the case of the Planck emission radiation, 	 O,C..A82-27000 	 Numerical modelling of turbulent flow in a
combustion tunnel. A. F. Ghon!em„ A. J. Chorin, and A. K.
Oppenheim (California, University, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,
Berkeley, CA). Royal Society (London), Philosophical Transactions, A82=35043 • # 	 Bluff-body flameholder wakes- A simple numerical so-
Series A, vol. 304, no. 1484, Mar, 9, 1982, p. 303-325. 21 refs. lution. G, H. Vatistas, S, Lin, C. K. Kwok (Concordia University, Montreal,
Contract No. W-7405-eng•48; Grant No. NsG•3227, Canada), and D, G. Utley (Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK),	 AIAA,	 j
” A numerical technique is presented for the analysis of turbulent SAE, and ASIDE, Joint Propulsion Conference, 18th, Cleveland, OH, June 21 .23,	 !
flow	 associated with combustion. The technique 	 uses Chorin's 1982, AIAA Paper 82-1177.7p. 22 refs. National Research Council Grant No.
random vortex method (rim), an algorithm capable of tracing the A-7435; Grant No, NAG3.74,
c	 = _action of elementary turbulent eddies and their cumulative effects Numerical finite difference predictions are.made of recirculation zones behind
without imposing any restriction upon their motion. In the past, the bluff-body flame stabilizers, showing quantitatively the effects of forebody
rvm has been used with success to treat nonreacting turbulent flows, geometry, blockage ratio, lateral position of the blockage and inlet swirl on the
revealing in particular the mechani+s of large-scale flow patterns, the central recirculation zone, ;A simple transient Navier-Stokes solution algorithm
and laminar flow simulation are used with 'free slip' and 'no slip' wall boundary
so-called coherent structures. Introduced here is a flame propagation conditions, thus illustrating how a basic approach may be used to solve a sophis-
'
algorithm, also developed by Chorin, in conjunctionwith volume treated fluid dynamic problem. 	 (Author)
sources modelling the mechanical effects of the exothermic process
1f
of combustion. As an illustration of its lase, the technique is applied
}
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als, Incremental successive substitution (ISS) and Newton-Flaphson (NR) proce-
d
dures are treatod as extrapolation schemes which have solution projections
bounded by a hyperfine with an externally applied thermal load vector arising
from Internal heat generation and boundary conditions. Closed constraints are
formulated which improve the efficiency and stability of the procedures by em-
rAoying closed elilpsotdat uurfaced to control the size of successive Iterations,
Governing equations are defined for nonlinear finite element models, and com-
p:..4sons are made of results using the the new method and ft ISS and NR
schemes for epoxy, PVC, and CuGe.
A62.37710 • #
	 Turbulence measurements in a confined (at using a six-
4 orientation hot-wire probe technique. S 1, Janjua, D. K, McLaughlin (Dynam-ics Technology, Inc., Torrance, CA), 0. G. Utley (Oklahoma State University,
,;Nllwater, OK), and T. Jackson, A/AA, SAE,: and ASME. Joint Propulsion Confer-
ince,18th, Cleveland, OH, June 21 .23,1982, AIAA Paper 82.1262.13 p. 22 refs.
,
'1c tract No, NAG3.74,
The six-orientation hot-wire tedirilq'le is applied to nonreac t'ng axisymmetric
Powfieids, obtaining measurements or time-mean and rms voltages at six dif-
II+;rent orientations, thus providing enough information to determine the time-mean
1 elocitles, turbulence intensities, and shear stresses,: l each location in the flow,
More are six different values of each of the above quanbVgs that can be obtained
using six sets of measurements of three adjacent orientations. Ftowfleld surveys
of both se lding and nonswirling confined lets are used to calculate estimates of
the mean velocity components and the normal and shear turbulent stresses, and
comparisons with independent data are made, A sordtivity analysis of the data
reduction technique demonstrates that the largest uncertainties are to be ex.
pasted in i ts turbulent shear force estimates. 	 C,D.
A92.39501 " Nonlinear Marangoni convection in bounded layers. I -
Circular cylindrical containers. II - Rectangular cylindrical containers. S.
Rosenblat, S, H, Davis, and G. M. Homsy (SHD Associates Inc., Evanston, IL).
Journal of Fluid Mechanics, vol. 120, July 1982, p. 91-136, 25 refs, Contract No.
NAS3.22274,
Liquid undergoing nonlinear Marangoni Instability in a circular cylinder is exam-
ined, with attention given to roll-cell develo pment and interaction. Surface deflec-
tions are neglected and the side wairW are considered as adiabatic and
impenetrable, allowing the liquid to freely slip.The nonlinear convective states are
calculated and their stability is defined, "ie behavior and amplitude of cells
forming in the liquid, heated from below,. modeled in order to derive all the
transport properties. A new small parameter i formulated which Is related to the
critical Marangoni number of the Infinite matrix expressing the eigenvalue expan-
sion of the problem. The observed roll cell amplitudes and transport properties
are shown to be available from simple olgenvalues, with double etgenvalues,
indicating the existence of two roll-states as predicted by linear theory, nonlinear
heory ii,,Ycates transitions from one steady convective state to another,
M,S.K.
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A82-41203 . # Buoyancy effects on the temperature field in downward
spreading flames. R. A. Altenkirch, D. C. Winchester, and R. Eichhorn (Ken-
tucky, University, Lexington, KY), ASME, Transactions, Journal of Heat Transfer,
vol, 104, Aug. 1982, p. 560-563. 8 refs, Grant No, NsG-3114,
It is shown that flames which spread vertically down thermally thin fuels at the
same Damkohler number, and therefore have the same dimensionless spread
rate, also have the saine dimensionless temperature fields irrespective of differ-
ences In physical size. The Frey and Tien (1976) effects of pressure on flame size
are due to the effects of pressure on the character of the induced buoyant flow.
O.C.
A82-44782 " # Flow aerodynamics modeling of an MHD swirl combus-
tor - Caliculetions and experimental verification. A. K. Gupta, J. M. (jeer, J.
F. Louis (MIT, Cambridge, MA), A. A. Busnaina, and D. G. Utley (Oklahoma State
University, Stillwater, OK). ASME, Transactions, Journal of Fluids Engineering,
vol. 104, Sept. 1982, p. 385.391; Discussion, p. 391, 392, 18 refs.. Contract No.
DE-AC0149ET-15518; Grant No. NAG3-74,
This paper describes a computer code for calculating the flow dynamics of
constant density flow in the second stage trumpet shaped nozzle section of a two
stage MHD swirl combustor for application to a disk generator. The primitive
pressure-velocity variable, finite difference computer code has been developed
to allow the computation of inert nonrea-zting turbulent swirling flows in an axisym-
metric MHD model swirl combustor. The method and program involve a stag-
gered grid system for axial and radial velocities, and a line relaxation technique
I'	 for efficient solution of tie equations. Turbulence simulation is by way of a two-
I equation Kappa-epsllon model. The code produces as output the flowfield map
of the nondimensional stream function, axial, and swirl velocity. Good agreemliilt
was obtained between the theoretical predictions and the qualitative experimer q
-tal results, The best seed injector location for uniform seed distribution at com-
bustor exit is with Injector located centrally on the combustor axis at entrance to
the second stage combustor. 	 (Author)
A8245157 • Sair-adaptive closed constrained solution algorithms
for nonlinear conduction. J. Padovan and S, Tovichakchaikul (Akron, Univer-
sity, Akron, OH). Numerical Heal. Transfer, vol. 5, July-Sept, 1982, p. 253-274.
10 re!s. Grant No. NAG3-54.
Self-adaptive solution algorithms are developed for nonlinear heat conduction
i	 i t	 i hproblems encountered in analyz ng mater a s for use in h g temperature or 	 t
cryogenic conditions, The nonlinear effects are noted to occur due to convection
and radiation effects, as well as tem perature-dependent properties of the materi-
94
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PIncludes remote sensors; measuring instruments and
gages; detectors; cameras and photographic supplies and
holography,
For aerial photography see 43 Earth Resources. For
related Information see also 06 Aircraft Instrumentation, and
19 Spacecraft Instrumentation.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
N@2.14494*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION INTO THE FEASIBIL-
ITY OF A THERMOELECTRIC HEAT FLUX GAGE
Jan C, Jones (TrI State Univ.) and G. James VanFossen, Jr.
Dec. 1981 17 p refs(NASA-TM-82750: E-1071) Avail' NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 148
An experiment was conducted to determine the feasibility
of using a commerically available thermoelectric device as a
heat flux gage, In certain research applications, the thermoelectric
heat flux gage can provide a relatively simple means to model
e warm fluid--cold wall. The experiment showed that heat flux
through the gage could be corrtriated within two percent to the
applied thermoelectric current through the device and the hot
and cold side temperature with a simple algebraic equation.
Author
N82.19821'H National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
HIGH-SPEED LASER ANEMOMETER SYSTEM FOR INTRA-
ROTOR FLOW MAPPING IN TURBOIAACHINERY
J. Anthony Powell, Anthony J. Strazisar, and Richard G. Seasholtz
Feb, 1982 22 p refs(NASA-TP-1663: E-276) Avail: NTIS HC A02/Po1F A01 CSCL
148
A fringe-type laser anemometer with innovative features is
described. The innovative features include: (1) rapid, etficlent
data acquisition processes, (2) detailed graphic display of data
being accumulated, and (3) input laser-beam positioning that
allows greater optical access to the intrarotor region. Results
are presented that demonstrate the anemometer's capability in
flow mapp ing within a transonic axial-flow compressor rotor,
M.D.K.
N$2-22481'# National Aeront vtics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Clevelan,, Ohio.
FRINGE LOCALIZATION REQUIREMEPiTS FOR T.i;REE-
DIMENSIONAL FLOW VISUALIZATION OF SHOCK WAVES
IN DIFFUSE-ILLUMINATION DOUBLE-!PULSE HOLO-
GRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY
Arthur J. Decker Apr. 1982 45 p refs(NASA-TP-1868: NAS 1.60:1868: E-757) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 14E
A theory of fringe localization in rapid-double-exposure,
diffuse-illumination holographic interferometry was developed. The
theory was then applied to compare holographic measurements
with laser anemometer measurements of shock locations in a
transonic axial-flow compreusor rotor. The computed fringe
localization error was found to agree well with the measured
localization error, It is shown how the view orientation and the
curvature and positional variation of the strength of a shock
wave are used to determine the localization error and to minimize
it. In particular, it is suggested that the view direction not deviate
from tangency at the shock surface by rnore than 30 degrees.
Author
A Pockels effect cell using a 75 cu cm DK'P crystal was
developed and used as a gas flow simulator; Index of refraction
gradients were produced in the cell by the fringing fields of
parallel plate electrodes, Calibration curves for the device were
obtained for index of refraction gradients ,in excess of
,00025 m	 S.L.
N82 .28605'// National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
LASER ANEMOMETER USING A FABRY•PEROTINTERFER-
OMETER FOR MEASURING UiEAN VELOCITY AND
TURBJLENCE INTENSITY ALONG THE OPTICAL AXIS Ir1
TURBOMACHINERY'
Richard G. Seasholtz anu Louis J. Goldman 1982 11 p refs
Proposed for preservation at the Winter Ann. Meeting of the
Am. Soc. of Mach. Engr., Phoenix, Ariz., 14-19 Nov. 1982(NASA-TM-82841; E• 1211; NAS 115:82841) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 14B
A technique for measuring a small optical axis velocity
component in a flow with a large transverse velocity component
is presented Experimental results are given for a subsonic free
let operating in a laboratory environment, and for d 0.508 meter
diameter turbine stator cascade. Satisfactory operation of the
instrument was demonstrated in the stator cascade facility with
an ambient acoustic noise level during operation of about 105 dB.
In addition, the turbulence intensity measured with the interferom-
eter was consistent with previous measurements taken with a
fringe type laser anemometer	 T. M,
N$2-31683'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Clev2!3nd, Ohio.
DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION OF A LASER VELOCIME-
TER SYSTEM FOR A LARGE TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL
Robert J. Freedman and John P. Greissing Jun. 1982 17 p
refs(NASA-TM-82886; E-1264; NAS 1.15:82886) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 148
The need for measurements of the velocity flow field about
spinner propeller nacelle configurations at Mach numbers to 0.8
was met by a specially developed laser velocimeter system. This
system, which uses an argon ion laser and 4 beam 2 color optics,
was required to operate in the hostile environment associated
with the operation of a large transonic wind tunnel. To overcome
the conditions present in locating the sensitive optics in close
proximity to the wind tunnel, an isolation system was developed.
The system protects the velocimeter from the high vibrations,
elevated temperatures, destructive acoustic pressures and low
atmospheric pressures attendant with the operation of the wind
tunnel. The system was utilized to map the flow field in front of,
behind and in betw9en the rotating blades of an advanced swept
blade propeller model at a Mach number of 0.8. The data collected
by the system will be used to correlate and verity computer analyses
of propeller nacelle flow fields and propeller performance. R.J.F.
N82-31664'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
A DIGITAL OPTICAL TORQUEMETER FOR HIGH ROTATIONAL
SPEED APPLICATIONS
t
Daniel J. Lesco, Donald R. Buchele, and Lawrence G. Oberle 	 eAug. 1982 17 p refs(NASA-TM-82914; E-1189; NAS 1.15:82914)	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 14B
A digital optical torquemeter system designed for applications
at high rotational speeds was fabricated and tested for zero stability
at speeds up to 20,000 rpm. Data obtained in a spin dfj and with
simulated inputs demonstrate that the system Is capable of
measuring torque bar twist to within 0.03 degrees 'At speeds of
N1112-23515'#) National Aeronai-tics and Space Administration.
	 30,000 rpm, The optical system uses fiber optic bun6es to trarismit
Lewis Research Center, Cleve— id, Ohio.	 light to the torque bar and to silicon avalanche detectors. ThePOCKELS-EFFECT CELL FOR GAS-FLOW SIMULATION	 system is microcomputer based and provides measurements ofDavid Vifeimer May 1982 10 p refs(NASA .TP-2007: E-1028; NAS 1.60:2007) Avail: NTIS	 i
HC A029MF A01 CSCL 148	 I	 j
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average torque and Torque as a function of angular shaft position.
The torquemeter requires no bearings or other contact between
`	 the rotating torque bar and the nonrotating optics, and tolerates
6	 movement of the torque bar as large as 1 mm relative to the
E	 optics.	 R.J.F.
i
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N82.32662'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EXTENDING THE FREQUENCY OF RESPONSE OF LIGHTLY
DAMPED SECOND ORDER SYSTEMS: APPLICATION TO THE
DRAG FORCE ANEMOMETER
Gustave C. Fralick Aug. 1982 26 p refs(NASA-TM-82927; E-1178; NAS 1.15:82927) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 14B
it is shown that a conventional electronic frequency compensa-
tor does not provide adequate compensation near the resonant
frequency of a lightly damped second order system, such as the
drag force anemometer. The reason for this is discussed, and a
simple circuit modification is presented which overcomes the
difficulty. The improvement is shown in theoretical frequency
response curves as well as in the experimental results from some
typical drag force anemometers.	 Author
N82.32670'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
NEW VERSIONS OF OLD FLOW VISUALIZATION SYSTEMS
Walton L. Howes In NASA. Langley Research Center Flow
Visualization and Laser Velocimetry for Wind Tunnels, Sep. 1982
p 59-64 (For primary document see N82-32663 23-33)
Avail: NTIS HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 14B
A small, modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer placed in series
with a much larger schilaaren optical system spanning uio fast
section is examined. In one arm of the interferometer, light from
the schlieren is focused through a pinhole and recollimating lens
to produce a reference beam which interferes vyith the remaining
object beam from the other arm. The object and reference beams
are separated only over a small interval following the test section,
and differential vibrations are greatly reduced: Color schlieren has
technical, as well as aesthetic, advantages over black-and-white
schlieren. Since each color is associated with a specific amount
of refraction, quantitative evaluation of certala refractive-index fields
becomes possible using very simple equations derived from ray
trace theory. Rainbow schlieren of an acetylene flame, and the
evaluated refractive index distribution are shown. Hoot-mean-
square refractive index fluctuations in homogeneous, isotropic
turbulence were determined using the rainbow schlieren, since
these fluctuations determine the root-mean-square refraction, which
is indicated by the overall- color of the image. 	 E.A.K.
N82-32672'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
PROP?cLLER FLOW. VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUES
Georgr3 L. Stefko, F. J. Paulovich, J. P. Grelssing, and E. D. Walker
In NAU. Langley Research Center Flew Visualization and Laser
Velocimetry for Wind Tunnels Sep. 1982 p 75-89 (For primary
document see N82-32663 23-35)
Avail: NTIS HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 14B
Propeller flow visualization techniques were tester!. The actual
operating blade shape as it determines the actual propeller
performance and noise was established. The ability to photograph-
ically determine the advanced propeller blade tip deflections, local
flow field conditions, and gain insight into aeroelastic instability is
demonstrated. The analytical prediction methods which are being
developed can be compared with experimental data. These
comparisons contribute to the verification of these improved
methods and give improved capability for designing future advanced
propellers with enhanced performance and noise characteristics.
E.A.K.
N82.32675'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
FLOW VISUALIZATION OF SHOCK-BOUNDARY LAYER INTER-
ACTION
Warren R. Hingst and Mark Jurkovich In NASA. Langley Hesearch
Center Flow Visualization and Laser Velocirietry for Wind Tunnels
Sep. 1982 p 101 .108 (For primary document see N82-32663
23.35)
AwAllt,NTIS HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 14B
Two and three-dimensional shock-boundary layer interaction
data were obtained from supersonic wind tunnel tests. These
interactions are studied both with and without boundary layer bleed.
The data verify computa11onal fluid dynamic codes. Surface static
pressure, pilot pressure, flow angularity, and bleed rates, are
studied by flow visualization techniques. Surface oil flow using
fluorescent dye and laser sheet using water droplets as the
scattering material are ust.0 for flow visualization. 	 E.A.K.
N82-32886'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lew!s'Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
STATUS OF LASER ANEMOMETRY IN TURBOMACH7NERY
Rf-SEARCH AT THE LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
R,ohard G. 'Seasholtz In NASA. Langley Research Center Flow
Visualization and Laser Velocimetry for Wind Tunnels Sep. 1982
p 227-234 refs (Fcr primary document see N82-32663 23.35)
Aval! NTIS HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 14B
Laser anemometer systems were developed for a full-annular
turbine stator cascade facility and for a compressor rotor facility;
both are ambient temperature axial flow facilities with a 20-inch
tip diameter. The optical configurations of the two anemometers
are similar single-component fringe-type backscatter systems with
a probe volume diameter of 125 microns and length of about
2 mm, l,iser anemometer measurements are compared with
numerical solutions for a transonic axial flow compressor rotor
and a turbine stator cascade.	 M.G.
N82.32688'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
DEVELOPMENT OF A LASER VELOCIMETEIR FOR A LARGE
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL
John P. Greissing and Daniel L. Whipp a In NASA. Langley
Research Center Flow Visualization and Laser Velocimetry for
Wind Tunnels Sep. 1982 p 243-247 (For primary document see
N82-32663 23.35)
Avail: NTIS HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 14B
On a 8. x 6 Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel a laser velocimeter
was utilized in the testing of advanced high speed turbopropellers.
The system, using a 15-W argon-ion laser, a 3-beam 2-axis
transmitting-receiving optics package, a zoom lens with 1- to 4-m
focal lengths, and a 0.4-m corner mirror was initially assembled
and tested in the checkout room. During the time the system was
located in the checkout area, experience was acquired in the
alignment and operation of the system and the data Pr;quisition
system and software were developed. By using air Jett 	 almulate
tunnel air flow, the system worked quite well, Hower,, , oblems
with beam alignment arose because of reduced _..:ospheric
pressure. Mounting the laser Into a vessel maintained at atmo-
spheric pressure with deflectors mounted to the external walls
improvad operation for about 2 hours before misalignment
reoccured. The system was remounted to the positioning platform
in an enclosure that, provides both thermal and acoustic isolation.
R.J.F.
N82-32689'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
SEEDING CONSIDERATIONS FOR AN LV SYSTEM IN A LARGE
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL
Robert J, Freedman In NASA. Langley Research Center Flow
Visualization and Laser'-Velocimetry for Wind Tunnels Sep. 1982
p 249-252 (For primary document see N82-32663 23-35)
Avail: NTIS HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 14B
i
ai
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When it was decided to use a laser velocimeter to measure
the properties of propellers, seeding was a great concern since
large particles fall to flow and small ones are too small to be
seen. Many methods were tried and weeded out ty using a Malvern
particle sizer. The most promising ones were tested in the tunnel
and the laser velocimeter (LV) measurements compared to
theoretical values of veoc(ty as the particle approached a blunt
nose body along a stagnation streamline. Data obtained from the
LV system, were compared with the one dimensional particle lag
calculation. This figure showed the theoretical velocity over the
blunt nose and a velocity profile for 5 um particles. This indicated
the particles were approxlmai ,^sy 5 um. The seeding method is
shown. The seed was atomized by 2 seeders run with all
12 available atomizer jets on. The atomizer seed traveled from
these two seeder through four 1 inch tubes 20 feet long to the
plenum chartiber where this cluster of tubes injected the seed
Into the air st?=am. The tubes were located 60 feet from the
model and could be moved only by shutting the tunnel down.
Future seeding plans are shown.	 R.J.F.
N11112-32690 • # National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
LV MEASUREMENTS WITH AN ADVANCED TURBOPROP
Harvey E, Neumann and J. S. Serafini In NASA, Langley Research
Center Flow Visualization and Laser Velocimetry for Wind Tunnels
Sep. 1982 p 255,256 (For primary document see N82-32663
23-35)
Avail: NTIS HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 148
Nonintrusive measurements of velocity about a spinner-
propeller-nacelle configuration were made at a Mach number of
0,8. A laser velocimwer (LV) specifically developed for these
measurements was used to determine the flow field of the
advanced swept S r ;-3 propeller. The data Will be used to study
the flaw and to vrr(ty computer prediction codes. The usefulness
of the LV data in detecting flow anomalies and to substantiate
the data quality was demonstrated. Some typical results are giwn.
Mach number profiles at the entrance of the propeller are compared
with theoretical predictions. The LV data is in excellent agreemant
with the axisymmetric, compressible, inviscid theory (without blades)
ahead of the propeller except near the hub. The data Indicate
blade blockage near the spinner. Blade to blade variations in
axial velocity for four radial positions at the propeller exist are
also given. The large apparent wake near the hub is associated
with the hub choking, The blade to blade variation of axial velocity
ahead of a shock within the blade passage is given,
	
R.J.F.
A82.40132 • Miniature drag-force anemometer. L. N. Kraus.a anc^ G. C:.
Fralick (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). In; Flow: Its me4sure-
ment and control in science and industry; Proceedings of the Second Symposium,
St, Lolls, MO, March 23-26, 1981. Volume 2. 10\82-40126 20 .35) Research
Triangle Park, NC, Instrument Society of America, 1981, p. 117-130, 8 refs,
A miniature drag-force anemometer is described which Is capable of measuring
unsteady as well as steady-state velocity head and flow direction. It consists of
a cantilevered beam with strain gages located at the base of the beam as the
force measuring element. The dynamics of the bean; ere like those of a lightly
damped second-order system with a natural frequency as high as 40 kilohertz
depending on beam geometry and material, The atiemorneter can be used in both
forward and reversed flow. Anemometer characteristics and several designs are
presented along with discussions of several applications, 	 (Author)
N82-22479'{) Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hertford,
Conn, Commercial Products Div.
THIN FILM TEMPERATURE SENSORS, PHASE 3
H. P. Grant, J. S. Przybyszewski, R. G. Claing, and W, L. Anderson
11 Jan. 1982 83 p refs(Contract NAS3-22002)(NASA- CR- 165476; NAS 1.26:165476; PWA-6708-28) Avail;
NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 148
A thin film Thermocouple system Installation for engine
test evaluation was designed, and an engine test plan was
prepared. Film adherence, curability, accuracy, and drift character-
istics were improved. Film thick less was increased to 14 microns,
and drift was reduced to less than 0.02 percent of Fahrenheit
temperature per hour on actual turbine blades at 1255 K. S.L.
97
A82.30300 • Three sensor hot wire film technique for three
dimensional mean and turbulence flow field measurement. B.
Lakshminarayana (Pennsylvania State University, University Park,
PA). 7Sl Quarterly, vol, 8, Jan.-Mar. 1982, p. 3-13. 49 refs. Grants
No. NGL-39009 .007; No. NsG-3012; No. NsG-3032.
Methods of measuring the three dimensional flow field using a
three-sensor, hot-wire probe is described in this paper, with emphasis
on the techniques developed by the a l thor's group at The Pennsyl-
vania State University. The hot wire equations, data processing
procedure, calibration techniques, and a discussion of various errors
in the measurement are Included, Some typical data acquired by this
probe is also included.	 (Author)
M2.34231 •	 Digital Imaging techniqueR+ h experimental stress anal-ysis. W. H. Peters and W. F. Hanson (South	 University, Columbia, SC).
Optical Engineering, vol. 21, May-June 1982, p, r[7-431.6 refs. Grant No. NAGS-
75,
Digital Imaging techniques are utilized as a measure of surface displacement
components in laser speckle metrology. An image scanner which is interfaced to
a computer records and stores In memory the laser speckle patterns of an object
In a reference and 9eformed configuration. Subsets of the deformed Images are
numerically correlated with the references as a measure of surface displace-
ments. Discrete values are determined around a closed contour for plane prob-
lems which then become input Into a boundary Integral equation method in order
to calculate surface traction in the contour. Stresses are then calculated within
this boundary. The solution procedure is illustrated by a numerical example of a
case of uniform tension, 	 (Author)
A82-3a9e7 • # Experimental boundary integral equation applications in
speckle interferometry. J. E, Fraley, M. A. Hamed, W. H. Peter;;, and W. F.
Ransor, (South Carolina, University, Columbia, SC), In:: Society for Fxperimental
Stress Analysis, Spring Meeting, Dearborn, MI, May 31-June 4, 101, Proceed-
ings (A82-36977 18-39) Brookfield Center, CT, Society for Experirental Stress
Analysis, 1962, p. 68-72. Grant No. NAG$-75.
A complete data analysis system utilizing laser speckle interferometry and
Experimental Integral Equation Method (ERIE) is described. A host computer
provides the optical data analysis and serves as an Input device to a PDP11 /VAX
computer for numerical analysis. The basic theory of pointwise filtering and digital
correlation is described as experimental data input to the BIE method. (Author)
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I	 Includes parametric amplifiers,
NS2 .264Sf'M KMS Fusion, Inc., Ann Arbor, Mich.
FREE ELECTRON LASERS FOR TRANSMISSION OF
ENERGY IN SPACE Find Report
S. B. Segall, H. R. Hiddleston, and G. C. Catolla Oct. 1981
40 p refs(Contract NAS3.22669)(NASA-CR-165520: NAS 1,26:166520; KMSF-U-1185) Avail:
NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20E
A one-dimensional resonant-particle model of a free electron
loser (FEL) is used to calculate laser gain and conversion efficiency
of electron energy to photon energy, The optical beam profile
for a resonant optical cavity is included in the model as an
axial variation of laser intensity, The electron beam profile is
match.4d to the optical beam profile and modeled as an axial
variation of current density, Effective energy spread due to beam
emittance is included. Accelerators appropriate for a space-based
FEL oscillator are reviewed, Constraints on the concentric optical
resonator and on systems required for space operation are
described. An example is given of a space-based FEL that would
produce 1.7 MW of average output power at 0.5 micrometer
wavelength with over 50% conversion efficiency of electrical
energy to laser energy, it would utilize a 10 m-long amplifier
centered in a 200 m-long optical cavity. A 3-amp, 65 msV
electrostatic accelerator would provide the electron beam and
recover the beam after it passes through the amplifier, Three to
five shuttle flights would be needed to place the loser in orbit.
A.R.H.
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37 MECHANICAL ENGINEERINU
Includes auxiliary systems (non-power); machine elements
and processes; and mechanical equipment,
N$2.12442• National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
MODIFIED FACE SEAL FOR POSITIVE FILM STIFFNESS
Patent
Izhak Etsion (Technion . Israel Inst. of Tech.) and Abraham Lipshitz,
Inventors (to NASA) (Technion - Israel Inst, of Tech,) issued
29 Sep. 1981 4 p Filed 7 Nov. 1979 Supersedes NBO-12414(18 03, p 0334) Sponsored by NASA(NASA-('ase-LEW-12989 . 1; US-Patent-4,291,887;
US-Patent-Appl-SN-092145: US-Patent-Class-277-27;
US-Patent Class-277-40: US- Patent- Class-277 .93R) Avail: US
Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 11A
The film stiffness of a face seal is improved without Increasing
the sealing and dam area by using an apparatus which includes
a primary seal ring in the form of a nose piece, A spring forces
a sealing surface on the seal ring into sealing contact with a
seat to form a face seal. A circumferential clearance seal is
formed in series with this face seal by a lip on the piece. The
width of the surface of the lip is subsntially the same as the
width of the sealing surface on the face seat and the clearance
between the surface on the lip and the shaft is substantially
the same as the spacing between the face sealing surfaces on
the face seal when the shaft is rotating, The circumferential
clearance seal restricts the flow of fluid fr6m a main cavity to
an intermediate cavity with a resulting pressure drop. Thu
hydrostatic opening face is strongly dependent on the face seal
clearance, and the desired axial stiffness is achieved,
Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
N82.12446*y National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
MAGNETOHVDRODYNAMICS (MHO) ENGINEERING TEST
FACILITY 2TF) 200 MWe POWER PLANT. DESIGN
REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT (DRD) Final Report
H. S. Rigo, R. W. Bercr_w, J, A, Burkhart, 1 S. Mroz, D. J.
Bents, and A. M, Hatch (MIT) Sep, 1981 88 p refs Revised
(Contract DE-A101-77ET-10789)(NASA-TM-82705: DOE/ NASA 10769-20-Rev-3) Avail: NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 108
A description and the design requirements for the 200 MWe
Inominal) net output MHD Engineering Test Facility (ETF)
Conceptual Design, are presented, Performance requirements for
the plant are identified and process conditions are indicated at
Interface stations between the major systems comprising the
plant, Also included are the description, functions, interfaces and
requirements for each of these major systems. The lastest
information (1980-1981) from the MHD technology program are
integrated with elemants of a conventional steam electric power
generating plant.	 M,D,K,
N82. 14519•K National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
APPLICATION OF SURFACE ANALYSIS TO SOLVE
PROBLEMS OF WEAR
Donald H, Buckley 1981 35 p refs Presented at the Ideele
Traeger der SURTEC Berlin '81, West Germany, 29 Jun. - 3 Jul,
1981(NASA-TM-82753; E-1069) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 20K
Results are presented for the use of surface analytical tools
including field ion microscopy, Auger emission spectroscopy
analysis (AES), cylindrical mirror Auger analysis and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Data from the field ion
microscope reveal adhesive transfer (wear) at the atomic level
with the formation of surface compounds not found in the bulk,
and AES reveals that this transfer will occur even in the presence
of surface oxides. Both AES and XPS reveal that in abrasive
wear with silicon carbide and diamond contacting the transition
metals, the surface and the abrasive undergo a chemical or
structural change which effects wear. With silicon carbide, silicon
volatilizes leaving behind a pseudo-graphitic surface and the
surface of diamond is observed to graphitize. 	 B.W,
OWGINAL PAGE 190"
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N82.16411 •N National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EFFECT OF SEALS ON ROTOR SYSTEMS
David P. Fleming 1982 i8 p refs Presented at the 52nd
Shock and Vibration Symp., New Orleans 27 .29 Oct, 198.1,
sponsored by NRL and the Machinery Vibration Monitoring and
Anal, Meeting, Oak Brook, III., 30 Mar. - 1 Apr. 1982; sponsored
by the Vibration inst.(NASA-TM-82786: E-1121) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 1IA
Seals can exert large forces on rotors. As an example, in
turbopump ring seals film stiffness as high as 90 MN/m(500,000 lb/in) have been calculated, This stiffness is comparable
to the stiffness of rotor support bearings: thus seals can play
an important part in supporting and stabilizing rotor systems.
The work done to determine forces generated in ring seals is
reviewed. Working formulas are presented for seal stiffness and
damping, and geometries to maximize stiffness are discussed,
An example F. described where a change in seal design stabilized
a previously unstable rotor. 	 Author
N82.16412*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
EFFECTSOF ARTIFICIALLY PRODUCED DEFECTS ON FILM
THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION IN SLIDING EHD POINT
CONTACTS
C. Cusano (Illinois Univ. at Urbana-Champaign) and L D. Wedeven
1981 31 p refs Presented at the Joint Lubrication Conf.,
New Orleans, 5.7 Oct. 1981; sponsored by the Am. Soc. of
Lubrication Engr, and ASME(NASA-TM-82732: E-1042) Avatk NTiS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 20K
The effects of artificially produced dents and grooves on
the elastohydrodynamic (EHD) film thickness profile in a sliding
point contact were investigated by means of optical Interferometry.
The defacta, formed on the surface of a highly polished Wil,
were held ,ttationary at various locations within and in the vicinity
of the contact region while the disk was rotating. It is shown
that the defects, having a geometry @imiiar to what can be
expected in practice, can dramatically change the film thickness
which exists when no defects are present in or near the contact,
This change in film thickness Is mainly a function of the position
of the defects in :he inlet region, the geometry of the defects,
the or(entatiws of the defects in the case of grooves, and the
depth of the defect relative to the central film thickness. Author
N82.16413'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
BASIC LUBRICATION EQUATIONS
Bernard J. Hamrock and Duncan Dowson (Leeds Univ.) Dec,
1981 87 p refs Repr. from Ball Bearing Lubrication,
chapter 5, Sep. 1981(NASA-TM-81693: E-209) AvaiL NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL
11H
Lubricants, usually Newtonian fluids, are assumed to
experience laminar flow. The basic equations used to describe
the flow are the Navier-Stokes equation of motion, The study
of hydrodynamic lubrication is, from a mathematical standpoint,
the application of a reduced form of these Navier-Stokes equations
in association with the continuity equation, The Reynolds
equation can also be derived from first principles, provided of
course that the same basic assumptions are adopted to each
case. Both methods are used in deriving the Reynolds equation,
and the assumptions inherent in reducing the Navier•Stokes
equations are specified. BecauCe the Reynolds taluation contains
viscosity and density terms and these properties depend on
temperature and pressure, it is often necessary to' couple the
Reynolds with energy equation. The lubricant properties and the
energy equation are presented. Film thickness, a parametev of
the Reynolds equation, is a function of the elastic behavior of
the bearing surface. The governing elasticity equation is there-
fore presented..	 A, R, H.
N82-19640' National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Clrveland, Ohio,
COMPOSITE SEAL FOR'TURBOMACHINERY Patent
Robert C. Bill and Lawrence P, Ludwig, inventors (to NASA)
Issued 20 Oct, 1981 5 p Filed 20 Nov. 1979 Division of
t
99
r'1S Patent Appl. SN-931090, filed 8 Aug. 1978, US Patent-4,207, HC A,021MF A01	 CSCL 20K)24 which is a divisio: M US Patent Appl. SN -810290, filed A, numerical solution of an elastohydrodynamically lubricated
27 Mar, 1977, US Fatent•4,135,851 (EHL) line contact between two long, rough-surface cylinders(NASA-Case-LEW12131 .3. US-Patent-4,295,786: that considers the frictions) heating of asperNfss was obtained.
US• Pate nt-4,207,024; US-Patent-4,136,861; Pressure distribution, temperature distribution, film thickness and
US-Patent-Appl-SN-096265: US-Patent-Appl-SN-931090; EHL losd for given speeds, lubricant properties, material properties
US-Patent-Appl-SN-80129U; US-Patent-Class-416-174; of surfaces, and surface roughness parameters were theoretically
US-Patent-Class-415-196)	 Avail:	 US Patent and Trademark solved by simultaneous solution of the elasticity equation and
Office CSCL i 1A the Reynolds equation for two partially lubricated rough surfaces.
A gas path seal suitsbie for use with a turbine entt ine or The pressure due to piperity contact was calculated by assuming
compressor is provided. A shroud wearable or abradeble by the a	 Gaussian distribution of surface irregularities, The elastic
abrasion of the rotor blades of the turbine or comr,essor shrouds deformation used for film thickness computation was found from
Me rotor blades. A compliant backing surrounds the shroud, the two kinds of pressure by ^Sane strain analysis, The temperatures
The backing is a yieldingly deformable porous material coverer) rise In the contact zone was calculated by using 01* Blok-Jaeger
with a thin ductile layer. A mounting fixture surrounds the flesh temperature model. The effects of srirfoce roughness on i4	 1
backing,
5
Official Gazette of the U,S. Patent and Trademark Office (maximumparameter, surfaceu face patterns, and temperature	 rameters waseters t rs w asstudied.	 w	 found 	 nit the	 amr m
most cases occurred in the inlet zone, and that the minimum Ifilm thickness decreased and the maximum temPerature increased
NSY-20643'#	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration as the surface roughness was increased. 	 Author
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
HIGH-SPEED MOTION PICTURE CAMERA EXPERIMENTS
OF CAVITATION IN DYNAMICALLY LOADED JOURNAL
BEARINGS NB2.•^266180#	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration, fBo 0. Jacobson and Eernard J. Hamrock 	 1982	 22 p	 refs Lewes Research Cantor, Cleveland, Ohio, I
Propos	 Coned	 for presentation at the Joint	 Lubrication	 (., LUBRICATION OF RIGID ELLIPSIDA SOLIDSWashington, D.C., 5-7 Oct. 1982: sponsored by ASME and Bernard J. Hamrock and Duncan Dowson (Leeds Unlv,, Engl•)American Society of Lubrication Engineers May 1982	 55 p refs(i ,;ASA-TM-82798; E-1137 	 NAS	 1,15:82798)	 Avail.	 NTIS (NASA-TM-81694; E-209; NAS 1.15:81694) 	 Avail: NTIS
K`' A02/MF A01	 CSCL 131 HC A04/MF AOI
	
CSCL 131A h gh=speed camera was used to investigate cavitation in The influence o* geometry on the isothermal hydrodynamicdynamically loaded journal bearings. The length-diameter ratio film separating two rigid solids wee investigated, The minimum
of the bearing, the speeds of the shaft and bearing, the surface film thickness is derived for fully flooded conjunctions by using
material of the shaft, and the static and dyna,.,Ic eccentricity of the Reynolds boundary conditions, It was found that the minimum pj
the bearing were varied. The results reveal not only the appearance film thickness had the some speed, viscosity, and load dependence
of gas cavitation, but also the 	 development of previously as	 Kapitza' classical 	 solution.	 However, the incorporation of pl
unsuspected vapor cavitation. It was found that gas cavitation Reynolds boundary conditions resulted in an additional geometry 1'
increases with time until. after many hundreds of pressure cycles, effect. Solutions using the parabolic film approximation are
there is ti constant amount of gas kept in the cavitation zone compared by using the exact expression for the film in the
of the bearing. The gas can have pressured of many times the analysis, G .!tour plots are known that indicate in 	 detail the
atmospheric pressure. Vapor cavitation bubbles, on the other pressure dr .•+;typed between the solids. 	 Authorhand, collapse at pressures lower than thL ; tmospheric pressure
and cannot be transported through a high ,;ressure zone, nor idoes the amount of vapor cavitation in a bearing increase with
findings fortime 	 Analysis is given to support the experimental N82-26619*N	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.both gas and veoor cavitation. 	 J.D.H. Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
FILM SHAPE CALCULATIONS ON SUPERCOMPUTERS}
Bernard J. Hamrock 1982	 10 p refs	 Proposed for presentation
at the Joint Lubrication Cone, Washington, 4 .6 Oct. 1982
N82.24497'M	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration, (NASA-TM-82856; E-1225; NAS 	 1.16:82856)	 Avail:	 NTIS fig'
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio. HC A02/MF A01	 CSCL 09B {
DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH-SPEED ROLLING-ELEMENT Both scalar and vector operations are described to demon-
BEARINGS. A HISTORICAL AND TECHNICAL PERSPEC- strata usefulness of supercomputers (computers with peak
computing speeds exceeding 100 million operative per second) ((TIVE
Erwin V. Zaretsky	 1982	 28 p	 refs	 Presented at the SKF in solving tribological problems, A simple kernel of the film shape j
Seventy-Fifth Anniv, Celebration Meeting, Nleuwegin, Netherlands, cell uletions in an elastohydrodynamic 	 lubricated .rectangular
9 Jun g 1982: sponsored by SKF Research avid Development contact is presented and the relevant equations are described, I
Center Both scalar and vector versions of the 4ilm shape code are(NASA-TM-82884: E-1198: NAS 1,15:82884) 	 Avail:	 NTIS presented. The run times of the two types of code indicate that
HC A03/MF A01	 CSCL 131 over a 50-to-1 speedup of scalar to vector computational time
Research on large-bore ball and roller bearings for aircraft for vector lengths typically used in elastohydrodynamic lubrication
engines is described. Tapered	 roller bearings and small-bore analysis is obtained.	 A.R.H.
bearings are discussed, Temperature capabilities of rolling element
bearings for aircraft engines have moved from 450 to 589 K(350 to 600 F) with increased reliability. High bearing speeds
to 3 million DN can be achieved with a reliability exceeding N52-25520*#	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
^	 4
that which was common in commercial aircraft. Capabilities of Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.LUBRICANT CFFECTS ON EFFICIENCY OF A HELICOPTERavailable bearing steels and lubricants were defined and
c established. Cor,%%ter programs for the analysis and design of
rolling element bearings were developed and experimentally
TRANSMISSION
Andrew M. Mitchell and John J. Ccsy	 1982 16 p refs Presented ig
verified. The reported work is a summary of NASA confribu-p at the AGARD Symp, on Probl, in 	 Bearings and	 Lubrication,
lions	 to high performance engine and transmission bearing Ottawa, Canada, 31 May - 4 Jun. 1982
capabilities. 	 R.J.F. (NASA-TM-82857: E-1226; NAS 1,15:82857; sAVRADCOM-TR-82-C-9) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 	 CSCL 1
O1C
Eleven different	 lubricants were	 used in efficiency tests
NO2.26514`#	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration, conducted on the OH-58A helicopter mein transmission usingthe NASA Lewis Research Center's 500 hp torque regenerative sLewie• Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
FRICTIONAL HEATING DUE TO ASPERITY INTERACTION helicopter transmission 	 test stand, Tests	 were	 run	 at oil-in *,
OF ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC LINE-CONTACT SURFACES
Hamrock	 23
temperatures of 355 K and 372 K, The efficiency was calculated
from a heat balance on the water running through an oil to tBankim C, Majumdar and Barnard J.	 May 1982	 p
refs	 Presented at the ASME-ASLE Joint Lubrication Cont, New water heat exchanger which the transmission was	 44avily
Orleans, 5-7 Oct. 1981 insulated, Results show an efficientcy range from 98,3% to'38,8%
' (NASA-TP-1882: E-897; NAS 	 1.60:1882)	 Avail:	 NTIS which is a 5046 variation relative to the losses associated with
100	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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insi maximum efficiency measured. For a given lubricant, the
efficiency increased as temperature increased and viscosity
decreased, There were two exrsptions which could not be
explained. Between lubricant:, eHiciUncy, was not correlated with
viscosity. There were relatively large variations in efficiency with
the different lubricants whoa viscosity generally fell in the 5 to
7 centistoks range, The lubricants had no significant effect on
the vibration signature of the transmission,	 A,R,H.
NS2.2i{74*,Q National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Researc%, Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
FULLY PLASMA-SPRAYED COMPLIANT BACKED CERAM-
IC TURBINE SEAL Patent Application
Robert C. Bill and Donald W. Wisander, inventors (to NASA)
Filed 30 Nov. 1981 8 p(NASA-Case-LEW-93268 .2, US-Patent•Appl-SN•325931) Avail;
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11A
A s,al with a high temperature abradable lining material
which enilircles the tips of turbine blades In turbomachinery was
designed. The seal is directed to maintaining the minimum
operating clearances between the blade tips and the lining of a
high pretsure turbine- A low temperature easily decomposable
material in powder form is blended with a high temperature
oxidation resistant metal powder. The two materials are
simultaneously deposited on a substrate formed by the turbine
casing, Allernately, the polymer powder may be added to the
metal powder during plasma spraying. A ceramic layer is then
deposited directly onto the metal-polymer composite. The polymer
additive mixed with the metal is then completely volatilized to
provide a porous layer between the ceramic layer and the substrate.
Thermal stresses are reduced by the porous structure which
gives a cushion iffect. No brazing is required by using only
plasma spraying for depositing both the powders of the metal
and polymer material as well as the ceramic powder.
	
NASA
N1112. 266784'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
MULTIROLLER TRAC VIOLA DRIVE SPEED REDUCER:
EVALUATION FOR AUTOMOTIVE GAS TURBINE ENGINE
Douglas A. Rohn, Neil E. Anderson, and Stuart H. Loewenthal
Jun. 1982 24 p refs Prepared in cooperation with Army
Aviation Research and Development Command, Cleveland, Ohio(NASA-TP.2027; E-1002: NAS 1,60:2027;
AVRADCOM-TR-81 .0-11) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20A
Tests were conducted on a nominal 14:1 fixed-ratio Nasvytis
multiroiler traction drive retrofitted as the speed reducer in an
automotive gas turbine engine. Power turbine speeds of
45,000 rpm and a drive output power of 102 kW (137 hp)
were reached. The drive operated under both variable roller loading(proportional to torque) and fixed roller loading (automatic loading
mechanism locked). The drive operated smoothly and efficiently
as the engine speed reducer. Engine specific fuel consumption
with the tracuan speed reducer was comparable to that with
the original helical gearset. 	 Author
N82. 26881 *# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
TOOTH PROFILE ANALYSIIS OF CIRCULAR-CUT, SPIRAL.
BEVEL GEARS
Ronald L. Huston (Cincinnati Univ.), Yaei Lin (Technion - Israel
Inst. of Technology), and John J. Coy 1982 20 p refs Presented
at the Design Engr. Tech, Cont., Washington, D.C:, 12-15 Sep.
1982: sponsored by ASME Prepared in cooperation with Army
Aviation Research and Development Command, Cleveland. Ohio(NASA-TM • 82840; E-1209: NAS 115;82840;
AVRADCOM-TR-82-C-05) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
131
An analysis of tooth profile changes in the transverse plane
of circuiar-cut, spiral-bevel crown gears is presented. The analysis
assumes a straight-line profile in the mid-transverse plane. The
profile variation along the centerline is determined by using
expressions for the variation of the spiral angle along the tooth
centerline, together with the profile description at the
mid-transverse plane. It is shown that the tooth surface is a
hyperboloid and that significant variations in the pressure angle
are possible.	 Author
NB2.26643 *# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio
RELIABILITY' MODEL FOR PLANETARY GEAR
Michael Savage (Akron Univ.), Charles A. Paridon (Hewlett Packard
Co, Sunnyvale, California), and John J. Coy (Army Aviation
Research and Development Command, Cleveland, Ohio) 1982
22 p reis Proposed for Presentation at Design Engr. Tech.
Cont. Washington, D C, 12.15 Sep 1982; sponsored by ASME
Prepared in cooperation with Army Aviation Research and
Development Command(NASA-TM-82859, NAS 1 15 82859; AVRADCOM•TR•82•C*6)
Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 131
A reliability model is presented for planetary gear trains in
which the ring gear is fixed, the Sun gear is the input, and the
planet arm is the output. The input and output shafts ate coaxial
and the input and output torques are assumed to be coaxial
with those shafts. Thrust and side loading are neglected. This
type of gear train is commonly used in main rotor transmissions
for helicopters and in other applications which require high
reductions in speed, The reliability model is based on the Weibull
distribution of the individual reliabilihes of the transmission
components. The transmission's basic dynamic capacity is defined
as the input torque which may be applied for one million input
rotations of the Sun gear Load andlife are related by a power
law. The load life exponent and basic dynamic capacity are
developed as functions of the component capacities. 	 Author
N82. 28644*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
ADVANCES IN HIGH-SPEED ROLLING-ELEMENT BEAR-
INGS
Erwin V Z6ratsky 1982 29 p refs Presented at the 16th
Ann. Israel Conf, on Mochan Engr, Haifa. Israel, 12-14 Jul.
198?„ sponsored by Technion - Israel Inst, of Tech-(N,,AAGA•TM-82910. E•1295, NAS 1.15:13:.'910! Avail: NTIS
F'C A03/MF A01 CSCL 131
Aircraft engine and transmiss ion rolling-element beating
state-of-the art is summarized	 Author
N62.28645*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
THE OPTIMAL DESIGN OF INVOLUTE GEAR TEETH WITH
UNEQUAL ADDENDA
Michael Savage (Akron Univ.). John J. Coy (Army Aviation
Research and Development Command, Cleveland, Ohio), and
Dennis P Townsend 1982 8 p refs Presented at Tenth
World Congr on System Simulation and Sci. Computation,
Montreal, 8-13 Aug .1982; sponsored by Intern Assoc. for
Mathematics and Computers in Simulation(NASA•TM•82866; E-1235: NAS 1 15;82866;
AVRADCOM-TR-82-C-7) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
131
The design of a gear mesh is treated with the objective of
minimizing the gear size for a given gear ratio, pinion torque,
pressure angle, and allowable tooth lengths. Tticth strengths
considered include scoring, pitting fatigue, and bending fatigue.
Kinematic involute interference is avoided. The design variation
on standard spur gear teeth called the long and short addendum
system, is considered in this system the mesh center distance
and pressure angle are maintained as is the ability to manufac-
ture the teeth with standard tooling. However, the pinion and
gear tooth proportions are altered in order to obtain fewer teeth
numbers for the some ratio as standard gears without kinematic
involute interference. The effect of this nonstandard gearing
geometry with on tooth strengths and gear mesh size are studied.
For a 2.1 gearing ratio, the optimal nonstandard gear design is
compared with the optimal standard gear design.
	
Author
N82-28646 *# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
A FINITE ELEMENT STRESS ANALYSIS OF SPUR GEARS
INCLUDING FILLET RADII AND RIM THICKNESS EF-
FECTS
S. H Chang (Cincinnati Univ I. R L. Huston (Cincinnati Univ.),
and J. J Coy 1982 12 p refs Proposed for presentation at
Ann. Meeting of ASME, Phoenix, Ariz_ 14-19 Nov. 1982
Prepared in cooperation with Army Aviation Research and
Development Command, Cleveland. Ohio(NASA-TM-82865; E-1234; NAS 1.15.82865,9
;
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N$2-32733'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
KINEMATIC PRECISION OF GEAR TRAINS
F. L. Litvin (Illinois Univ. at Chicago Circle), R. N. Goldrich (Illinois
i'
ii
AVRADCOM-TR,82-C-8) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF AO1 CSCL.
131
Spur gear 31ress analysis results are presented for a variety
of loading conditions, support conditions, fillet radii, and rim
thickness These results are obtained using the SAP 1V finite-
element code. The maximum stresses, occurring at the toot
surface, substantially increase with decreasing rim thickness for
partially supported rims (that is, with loose-fitting hubs). For
fui!y supported rims (that is, with tight-fitting hubs), the root
surface stresses slightly decrease with decreasing rim thickness.
The fillet radius is found to have a significant effect upon the
maximum stresses at the root surface. These stresses increase
with increasing fillet radius. The fillet radius has little effect upon
the internal root section stresses.	 Author
N82 .30552*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
PRECISIO ►i OF SPIRAL-BEVEL GEARS
F. L. Utviei (Unly, of Chicago at Chicago Circle), R. N. Goldrich(Univ, of Chicago at Chicago Circle), J. J. Coy, and E, V, Zaretsky
1982 26 p refs Presented at the Winter Ann. Meeting of
the Am, Soc, of Mach. Engr., Phoenix, Ariz,. 15 . 19 Nov. 1982
Sponsored in pert by AVRADCOM Research and Technology
Labs,(NASA-TM-82888; E-1596; NAS 1.15:82888;
AVRADCOM-TR .82-C-11) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
131
The kinematic errors in spiral bevel gear trains caused by
the generation of nonconjugate surfaces, by axial displacements
of the gears during assembly, and by eccentricity of the assembled
pears were determined. One mathematical model corresponds
!a the motion of the contact ellipse across the tooth surface,
!geometry 1) and the other along the tooth surface (geometry
11). The following results were obtained: (i) kinematic errors
induced by errors of manufacture may be minimized by applying
special machine settings, the original error may be reduced by
order of magnitude, the procedure is most effective for geometry
2 gears, (2) when trying to adjust the bearing contact pattern
between the gear teeth for geometry 1 gears, it is more desirable
to shim the gear axially: for geometry 11 gears, shim the opinion
axially: (3) the kinematic accuracy of spiral bevel drives are
most sensitive to eccentricities of the gear and less sensitive to
eccentricities of the pinion. The precision of mounting accuracy
and manufacture are most crucial for the gear, and less to for
the pinion.	 E,A.K,
M82-31891'# National Aeronautics and Space Admihistration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
INFLUENCE OF CORROSIVE SOLUTIONS ON MICROHARD
NESS ANO CHEMISTRY OF MAGNESIUM OXIDE /001/ SUR-
FACES
Hiroyuki Ishigaki (Osaka Univ,), Kazuhisa Miyoshi, and Donald H.
Buckley Aug. 1982 11 p refs(NASA-TP-2040; E-1035; NAS 1.60:2040) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20K
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analyses and hardness
experiments were conducted on cleaved magnesium oxide /001/
surfaces. The magnesium oxide bulk crystals were cleaved to
specimen size along the /001/ surface, and indentations -were
made on the cleaved surface in corrosive solutions Containing
HCI, NaOH, or HNO3 and in water without exposing the spec-
imen to any other environment. The results indicated that chloride
(such as MgC12) and sodium films are formed on the magnesium
oxide surface as a result of interactions between an HCI-containing
solution and a cleaved magnesium oxide surface. The chloride
films soften the magnesium oxide surface. In this case microhard•
noes is strongly influenced by the pH value of the solution. The
lower the pH, the lower the microhardness. Sodium films, which
are formed on the magnesium oxide surface exposed to an NaOH
containing solution, do not soften the magnesium oxide surface.
Author
Univ. at Chicago Circle), John J, Coy (AVRADCOM Research and
Technology Lab., Cleveland, Ohio), and E. V. Zaretsky 1982 40 p
refs Proposed for presentation at the Winter Ann. Meeting of the
ASME, Phoenix, 16.19 Nov. 1982(NASA-TM-82887; E-1191; NAS 1.15:82887;
AVRADCOM-TR-82-C-10) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
131
K',nematic precision is affected by errors which are the result
of shfler Intentional adjustments or accidental defects In manufac-
turing and assembly of gear trains. A method for the determination
of kinematic precision of gear trains is described. The method Is
based on the exact kinematic relations for the conta^t point motions
of the gear tooth surfaces under the Influence of errors. An
approximate method is also explained. Example applications of
the general approximate methods are demonstrated for gear trains
consisting of involute (spur and helical) gears, circular arc(Wildhaber•Novikov) gears, and spiral bevel gears, Gear noire
measurements from a helicopter transmission are presented and
discussed with relation to the kinematic precision theory.	 S.L.
NS2.32734 •# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
THE INFLUENCE 	 SURFACE DENTS AND GROOVES ON
TRACTION IN SLIDING EHD POINT CONTACTS
C. Cusano (Illinois Univ., Urbana -Champaign) and L. D. Weaeven
1982 14 p refs Proposed for presentation at the Joint Lubrication
Conf., Washington, D.C., 5-7 Oct., 1982; sponsored by AMSE and
Am. Soc. of Lubrication Engr,(NASA-TM-82943; E-1345; NAS 1.15:32943) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20K .
Changes in traction, caused by dents and grooves on a highly
polished ball, are Investigated as these defects approach and go
through sliding elastohydrodynamic point contacts. The contacts
are formed with the ball loading against a transparent disk. The
ball and thus the topographical features are held stationary at
various locations in the vicinity and within the contact while the
disk is rotating. These topographical features can cause substan-
Val changes in the traction when compared to traction obtained
with smooth surfaces. 	 S.L.
N82.32735"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
PLASTIC DEFORMATION AND WEAR PROCESS AT A SUR-
FACE CURING UNLUBRICATED SLIDING
Ta,!ltashi Yamamoto (Tokyo Univ, of Agriculture and Technology,japan) and Donald H, Buckley 1982 36 p refs Proposed for
presentation at the Joint Lubrication Conf„ Washington. D.C.,
4.6 Oct. 1982; sponsored by ASME and the Am. Soc. of Lubrication
Eng::(NASA-TM-82820; E-1168; NAS 115:82820) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20K
The plastic deformation and wear of a 304 stainless sti 31
surface sliding against an aluminum oxide rider with a spherical
surface (the radius of curvature: 1,3 cm) were observed by using
scanning electron and optical microscopes. Experiments were
conducted in a vacuum of one million Pa and in an environment
of fifty thousandth Pa of chlorine gas at 25 C. The load was
500 grams and the sliding velocity was 0.5 centimeter per second.
The deformed surface layer which accumulates and develops
successively is left behind the rider, and step shaped proturbances
are developed even after single pass sliding under both environ-
mental conditions. A fully developed surface layer is gradually
torn off leaving a characteristic pattern. The mechanism for tearing
away of the surface layer from the contact area and sliding track
contour is explained assuming the simplified process of material
removal based on the adhesion theory for the wear of materials..
S. I_
A
of
N82-32736"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EFFECT OF SHOT PEENING ON SURFACE FATIGUE LIFE OF
CARBURIZED AND HARDENED AISI 9310 SPUR GEARS
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Dennis P. Townsend and Erwin V. Zaretsky Aug. 1982 14 p
refs(NASA•TP-2047; E-936; :AS 1.60;2047) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 131
Surface fatigue tests were conducted on two groups of AISI
9310 spur gears. Both groups were manufactured with s^ndard
ground tooth surfaces, with the second group subjected to an
additional shot peening process on the gear tooth flanks. The
gear pitch diameter was 8.89 cm (3.5 in,). Test conditions were a
gear temperature of 350 K (170 F), a maximum Hertz stress of
1.71 billion N/sq m (240,000 psi), and a speed of 10,000 rpm.
The shot peened gears exhibited pitting fatigue lives 1.6 times
the life of standard gears without shot peening. Residual stress
measurements and analysis indicate that the longer fatigue life is
the result of the higher compressive stress produced by the shot
peening. The life for the shot peened gear was calculated to be
1.5 times that for the plain gear by using the measured residual
stress difference for the standard and shot peened gears. The
measured residual stress for the shot peened gears was much
higher than that for the standard gears, 	 S.L.
N11112•32737'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
WEAR MECHANISM BASED ON ADHESION
Takashi Yamamoto and Donald H. Buckley Aug. 1982 13 p
refs(NASA-TP-2037; E-1118; NAS 1.60:2037) 	 Avail; NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 11A
Various concepts concerning wear mechanisms and deforma-
tion behavior observed in the sliding wear track are surveyed.
The mechanisms for wear fragment formation is discussed on the
basis of adhesion. The wear process under unlubricated sliding
conditions IS explained in relation to the concept of adhesion at
the interface during the sliding process. The mechanism for
tearing away the surface layer from the contact area and forming
the sliding track contour is explained by assuming the simplified
process of material removal based on the adhesion theory. S.L.
A82.18434 K a Effect of surface roughness on elastohydro-
dynam:c line contact. B. C. Majumdar and B. J. Hamrock (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OK American Society of
Mechanical Engineers and American Society of Lubrication Engi-
neers, Joint Lubrication Conference, New Orleans, LA, Oct. 57,
1881, ASME Paper 81-Lub-23. 7 p. 17 refs, Members, $2,00;
nonmembers, 54,00.
A numerical solution of an elastohydrodynamic lubrication
(EH L) contact between two long rough surface cylinders is obtained.
A simultaneous solution of an elasticity equation and the Reynolds
equation for two partially lubricated rough surfaces is used to obtain
a theoretical solution of pressure distribution, elastohydrodynamic
load and film thicknesses for given speeds. A theoretical solution is
also found for lubricants with pressure dependant viscosity, material
properties of cylinders, and surface roughness parameters, Elastic
deformation is found from hydrodynamic and contact pressure using
plane strain analysis, and results indicate that for a constant central
film thickness, increasing the surface roughness decreases the EHL
load and there is little variation in minimum film thicknesses as the
surface roughness is increased. 	 D.L.G.
A82.18436 . N Effects of ultra-clean and centrifugal filtration
on rolling-element bearing life, S, H. Loewenthal (NASA, Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, OH), D. W. Moyer (Tribon 6oaring Co.,
Cleveland, CH), and W. M. Needelman (Pall Corp., Glen Cove, NY).
American Society of Mechanical Engineers and American Society of
Lubrication Engineers, Joint Lubrication Conference, New Orleans,
LA, Oct. 5.7, 1981, ASME Paper 81-tub-35. 9 p. 20 refs. Members,
$2.00; nonmembers, $4.00,
Fatigue tests were conducted on groups of 65-mm bore diameter
deep-groove ball bearin gs in a MIL-L-23699 lubricant under two
levels of filtration to determine the upper limit in bearing life under
the strictest possible lubricant cleanliness conditions. Bearing fatigue
lives, surface distress and weight loss were compared to previous
bearing fatigue tests in contaminated and noncontaminated oil filters
having absolute removal ratings of 3, 20, 49, and 105 microns, with
lubricant and sump temperatures maintained a1 347 K. Ultra clean
lubrication was found to produce bearinit fatigue lives that were
approximately twice that obtained in previous tests with contami-
nated oil using 3 micron absolute filtration, It was also observed that
the centrifugal oil filter has the same effectiveness as a 30 micron
absolute filter in preventing surface damage. 	 D.L.G,
A82.16680 • Adhesion and friction of single-crystal
diamond in contact with transition metals. K.'Miyoshi and D. H.
Buckley (NASA, Leyvis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). Applica-
dons of Surface Science, vol. 6, 1980, p. 161 .172, 12 refs.
An investigat ion %vas conducted to examine e thi adhesion and
friction of single-crystal diamond in contact with various transition
metals and the nature of metal transfer to diamond. Sliding friction
experiments were conducted with diamond in sliding contact with
the metals Yttrium, titanium, zirconium, vanadium, iron, cobalt,
nickel, tungsten, platinum, rhenium and rhodium. All experiments
were conducted with loads of 0.05 to 0.3 N, at a sliding velocity of
0.003 m per minute, in a vacuum of 10 to the •81h Pa, at room
temperature, and on the (1 i1) plane of diamond with sliding in the
110 line ty pe direction, The results of the investigation indicate that
the coefficient of friction for diamond in contact with various metals
is related to the relative chemical activity of the metals in high
vacuum. The more active the metal, the higher the coefficient of
friction. All the metals examined transferred to the surface of
diamond In sliding.	 (Author)
A82-19335 " /i Optimal tooth numbers for compact standard
spur gear sets. M. Srvage (Akron, University, Akron, OH), J. Coy
(U.S. Army, Propulsion Laboratory, Cleveland, OH), and D. P.
Townsend (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH), Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers, Design Engineering Technical
Conference, Hartford, CT, Sept, 20 .23, 1981, Paper 81-DE's 115, 9
p. 23 refs. Members, $2,00, nonmembers, $4.00.
The design of a standard gear mesh is treated with the objective
of minimizing the gear size for a given ratio, pinion torque, and
allowable tooth strength. Scoring, pitting fatigue, bending fatigue,
and the kinematic limits of contact ratio and interference are
considered. A desi gn space is defined in terms of the number of teeth
on the pinion and the diametral pitch. This space is then combined
with the objective function of minimum center distance to obtain an
optimal design region. This region defines the number of pinion teeth
for the most compact design, The number is -a function of the gear
ratio onl y. A design example illustrating this procedure is also given,(Author)
A82-30022 " Effect of tangential traction and roughness on
crack initiation/propagat". %p during rolling contact. N. Soda (Tokyo,
University, Tokyo, Japans and T. Yamamoto (NASA, Lewis Re-
search Center, Cleveland, OH; Tokyo University of Agriculture and
Technology, Tokyo, Japan). (American Society of Lubrication
Engineers, Annual Meeting, 36th, Pittsburgh, PA, May 11. 14, 1981,)
ASLE Transactions, vol. 25, Apr. 1982, p. 198.205; Discussion, p.
205; Authors' Closure, p. 205, 206. 17 refs.
(Previously announced in STAR as N81-11395)
A82.35036 a rir Small gas turbine combustor primary zone develop-
ment. R. E. Sullivan; A. S. Novick, G. A. Miles (General Motors Corp., Detroit
Diesel Allison Div., Indianapolis, IN), and D. Briehl (NASA, Lewis Research Con-
ter, Cleveland, OH), AIAA, SAE, and ASME, Joint Propulsion Conference, 16th,
Cleveland, OH, June 21-23, 1982, AIAA Paper 82-1159. 11 p. 6 refs. Contract
No. NAS3-22762.
Designers of small gas turbine engines prefer a close coupled compressor to
turbine shafting arrangement, which in some designs necessitates the use of a
a	 annuls combustor. des methodology for obtains tsmall reverse-flow r mbu . A design me h g o btaini g h
maximum performance potential of these combustors is necessary. This paper
describes an approach to optimize the design process and gain insight into pri-
mary zone performance through interactive theoretical analyses and experimen-
tal tests. Three candidate combustor designs are described which address the
performance limiting problem areas associated with small annular combustors.
Design methodology centers around understanding and controlling primary zone
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aerodynamics and the interaction of the distribOod fuel with Internal airtlow pat-
torns, Complete three-dimensional flow field analytical performance prodwtion
procedures are presented and results ctYnpared with performance and emission
measurements described by probes located at the exit of the primary zone, The
effective use of analytical performance prediction methods in the design process
is demonstrated,	 (Author)
Y)
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A82-35062 1 # Combustor development for automotive gas turbines.
P. T. Ross, J, R. WillISMs (General Motors Corp., Detroit Diesel Allison Div„
Indianapolis, IN), and D. N. Anderson (NACM, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,
OH), AIAA, SAE, and ASME, Joint PropufsrGn Conference, 181h, Cleveland, OH,
June 21 .23, 1982, AIAA Paper 82. 1208, 9 p. 9 refs, Research supported by the
U,S, Department of Energy; Contract No. DEN3-168.
The development of a combustion system for the AGT 100 automotive gas
turbine engine Is described, A maximum turbine inlet temperature of 1288 C Al
reached during the regenerative cycle, and air up to 1024 C is su pplied to the
combustor Inlet. A premix/prevaporization ceramic combustor employing vari-
able geometry to control burning zone temperature was deve loped and tested.
Tests on both metal and ceramic combustors showed that emissions were a
function of burner inlet temperature (BiT). At 999 C BIT, NO(x) emissions were
two orders of magnitude below program goals, and at the same temperature but
at a different variable geometry position, the CO was 30 times below program
goal. Tests to evaluate the durability of the ceramic materials showed no failures
during steady-state operation; however, some cracks developed in the dome
during extended transient operation.
	
C.D,
A82-35468 • # Nonlinear analyst* of rotor-bearing systems using com-
ponent mode synthesis. H, D. Nelson, W. L, Meacham (Arizona State Univer-
sity, Tempe, AZ), D, P. Fleming (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH),
and A. F. Kascak (U.S. Army, Propulsion Laboratory, Cleveland, OH). American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, Intemational Gas Turbine Conference and
Exhibit, 27th, London.. England, Apr. 18.22, 1982, Paper 82-x+'403,10 p,19 refs.
Members, $2.00; no,imembers, $4.00. Grant ivo. NAG3-6.
The metnod of component mode synthesis is developed to determine the
forced response of nonlinear, multishaft, rotor-bearing systems. The formulation
allows for simulation of system response due to blade loss, distributed unbalance,
base shock, maneuver loads, and specified fixed frame forces. The motion of
each rotating component of the system is described by superposing constraint
modes associated with boundary coordinates and constrained processional
modes associated with Internal coordinates, The precessional modes are trun-
cated for each component and the reduced component equations are assembled
with the nonlinear supports and Interconnections to form a set of nonlinear system
equations of reduced order. These equations are then numerically integrated to
obtain the system response, A computer program, which is presently restricted
to single shaft systems, has been written and results are presented for transient
system response associated with blade loss dynamics with squeeze film damp-
ers, and with interference rubs. 	 (Author)
A82.37654 * Performance of PTFE-lined composite journal bearings.
H. E, Sliney (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH) and F. J. Williams(Rockwell International Corp., North American Aviation Div„ Los Angeles, CA),
American Society of Lubrication Engineers, Annual Meeting, 37th, Cincinnati, C;;,
May 10-13, 1982, Preprint 82-A&I- to-1.7 p. 10 refs, Contract No, NAS3.22123,(Previous' announced In STAR as N82-17263)
N82-10401 *H Cleveland State Univ„ Ohio, Dept, of Mechanical
Engineering,
A MULTI-PURPOSE METHOD FOR ANALYSIS OF SPUR
BEAR TOOTH LOADING Final Report
R, Kasuba, J, W, Evans, R. August, and J. L. Frater Oct, 1981
106 p refs(Contract NAS3-18547)(NASA-CR-165163) Avail: NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL
131
A large digitized approach was developed for the static and
dynamic load analysis of spur gearing, An iterative procedure
was used to calculate directly the 'variable-variable' gear mesh
stiffness as a function of transmitted load, gear tooth profile
errors, gear tooth deflections and gear hub torsional deformation,
and position of contacting profile, points. The developed approach
cen be used to analyze the loads, Hertz stresses, and PV for
i the normal and high contrast ratio gearing, presently the
modeling is limited to the condition that for a given gear all
leeth have identical spacing and profiles (with or without surface
i	 imperfections), Certain types of simulated sinusoidal profile errorst	 end pitting can cause interruptions of the gear mesh stiffnessI
function and, thus, increase the dynamic loads in spur gearing.
In addition, a finite element stress and mesh subprogram was
developed for future introduction Into the main program for 	 4.
calculating the near tooth bending stresses under dynarnic
loads.	 A ?'H.
N62 .11446*# Rockotdyne, Canoga Park, Calif. 	 iiADVANCED SUPERPOSITION METHODS FOR HIGH SPEED
TURBOPUMP VIBRATION ANALYSIS Interim Report
C. E. Nielson and A. D, Company 19 May 1981 86 p refs(Contract NAS3-22480)(NASA-CR-186379;	 Ri/RD81 . 149)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 131
The small, high pressure Mark 48 liquid hydrogen twbopurop
rims analyzed and dynamically tested to determine the cause of
high speed' vibratr at an operating speed of 92,400 r pm. This
approaches the design point operating speed of 95,000 rpm,
The initial dynamic analysis in the design stage and subsequent
further analysis of the rotor only dynamics failed to predict the
vibration characteristics found during testing, An advanced
procedure for dynamics analysis was used in this Investigation.
The procedure involves developing accurate dynamic models of
the rotor assembly and casing assembly by finite element analysis.
The dynamically instrumented assemblies are independently rap
tested to verify the analytical models. The verified models are 	 yi
then combined by modal superposition techniques to develop a 	 I
completed turbopump model where dynamic characteristics lire
determined. The results of the dynamic testing and analysis
obtained are presented and methods of moving the high speed
vibration characteristics to speeds above the operating range
are recommended. Recommendations for use of these advare;ed 	 ii
dynamic analysis procedures during initial design phases are
given.	 Author
N82 . 11448*M Mechanical Technology, Inc„ Latham, N, Y.
PRELIMINARY STUDY OF TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES FOR STIRLING ENGINE RECIPROCATING
HEALS Final Report
Donald F. Wilcock, Leo Hoogenboom, Maarten Meinders, and
Word O, Winer Aug, 1981 82 p Prepared in cooperation
with Georgia Inst. of Tech,(Contracts DEN3 .227; DE-A101.77CS-61040)(NASA. CR-165479; DOE/NASA/0227-1; MTI82-TR-4) Avail:
NTIS HC A05/MF A01 QSCL 11A
Methods of determining the contact surface temperature in
reciprocating seals are investigated, Direct infrared measurement
of zurface temperatures of a rod exiting a loaded cap seal or
simulated seal are compared with surface thermocouple measure-
ments. Significant cooling of the surface requires several
milliseconds so that exit temperatures m*y be considered
representative of internal contact temperatures, 	 S,L..
N82 .11467*# Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford,
Conn. Commercial Products Div.
JTSD HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE
IMPROVEMENT Progress Report, Sep, 1978 - Apr. 1981
W. 0. Geffin 11 Nov. 1981 47 p ref(Contract NAS3.20630)(NASA•CR-165531;	 PWA-5515. 162)	 Avail;	 NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 131
An improved performance high pressure compressor with
potential application to all models of the JTSD engine was
designed. The concept consisted of a trenched abradable rubstrip
which mates with the blade tips for each of the even rotor
stages, This feature allows tip clearances to be set so blade
tips run at or near the optimum radius relative to the flowpath
wall, without the danger of damaging the blades during t7ansients
and maneuvers. The improved compressor demonstrated thrust
specific fuel consumption and exhaust gas temperature improve-
ments of 1.0 percent and at least 10 C over the takeoff and
climb power range at sea level static conditions, compared to a
bilF of- material high pressure compressor, Surge margin also
im rov edpercentage	 s ve	 we o ra tp 4 oint ov r the high power pe tit 9
range. 'A thrust specific fuel consumption improvement of 0,7
percent at typical cruise conditions was calculated based on the
sea level test results, 	 B.W.
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NS2.1146111 Rocketdyne, Canoga Park, Calif,
LIQUID OXYGEN TURSOPUMP TECHNOLOGY Firtel
Report
C. E, Nielson Nov. 1981 262 p refs(Contract NAS3.21356)(NASA-CR •165487,	 RI/RD81 » 199)	 Avail;	 NTIS
HC Al2/MF A01 CSCL 131
A small, high-pressure, LOX turbopump Was designed,
fabricated and tested, The pump is a single-stage centrifugal
type with power to the pump supplied by a single-stage
partial admission axial-impulse turbine, Design conditions included
an operating speed of 7330 red/s (70,000 rpm), pump dis.
charge pressure of 2977 N/sgcm (4318 psis), and a pump
fhwrate of 16.4 Kg/s (38.21 lb/s). The turbopump contains a
self-compensating axial thrust balance piston to eliminate axial
thrust loads tm the bearings during steady-state operation, Testing
of the turbopump was achieved usng a gaseous hydrogen
high-pressure flow to drive the turbine, which generally is propolled
by LOX/LH2 combustion products, at 1041K (1874 R) inlet
temperature and at a design pressure ratio of 1,424. Test data
obtained with the turbopump are presented which incrude
head flow-efficiency performance, auction performance. balance
piston perfcrmance and LOX seal performance, Mechanical
performance of the turbopump is also discussed. 	 Author
N82. 124441 Chrysler Corp., Detroit. Mich,
AOT-102 AUTOMOTIVE GAS TURBINE Summary Report
Jun. 1981 434 p refs Sponsored by NASA. Lewis Research
Center Prepared jointly with Williams Research Corp., Walled
Lake, Mich,(Contract DE-ACO2.76CS-52749)(NASA • CR•165353: DOE/NASA/2749-81/1) Avail: NTIS
HC A19/MF A01 CSCL 131
Development of a gas turbine powertrain with a 30% fuel
economy improvement over a comparable S1 reciprocating engine,
operation within 0.41 HC, 3.4 CO, and 0.40 NOx grams per
mile emissions levels, and ability to use a variety of alternate
fuels Is summarized. The powertrain concept consists of a
single -shah engine with a ceramic inner shell for containment
of hot gasses and support of twin regenerators. it uses a
fixed-geometry, lean, premixed, prevaporized combustor, and a
ciiramic radial turbine rotor supported by an air-lubricated journal
bearing. The engine is coupled to the vehicle through a widerange
continuously variable transmission, which utiflces gearing and a
variable-ratio metal compression belt, A response assist flywheel
is used to achieve acceptable levels of engine response. The
package offers a 100 lb weight advantabe in a Chrysler K Car
front-wheel-drive installation. initial layout studies, preliminary
transient thermal analysis, ceramic inner housing structural
analysis, and detailed performance analysis were carried out for
the basic engine,	 S. L.
to geosynchronous equatorial orbit and beyond are evaluated.
The pumps operate to 68 atmospheres (1000 psi) discharge
pressure end fiowrates suited to cryogenic engines using either
LOX/methane or LOX/hydrogen pro pellants in thrust ranges from
445 to 8900 N (1CO to 2000 lb F)• Analysis of the various
pumps and drivers indicate that the low specific speed requirement
wid make high fluid efficiencies difficult to achieve. a s such,
multiple stages are required: In additio ,), all pumps require inducer
stages. The most attractive main pumps are he multistage
centrifugal pumps,	 &L.
N82.14520N Massachusetts Inst. of Tech„ Cambridge. National
Magnet Lab,
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET
SYSTEM FOR MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC (MHD) ENGI-
NEERING TEST FACILITY (ETF) 200 MWe POWER PLANT
Final Report
Nov. 1981 269 p refs(Grant NAG3.100)(NASA-CR-185053;
	
FBNML-NAS-E-2) 	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC Al2/MF A01 CSCL 14B
A super conducting magnet system conceptual dei.ign to
most the requirements of n magnotohydrodynamic test facility
power train is presented, A detailed description of the magnet
Is accomphnied by numerous engineering drawings, Functional
requirements, system Interfaces, and design criteria are reviewed,
System limits, safety precautions, operational procedures, and
maintenance procedures are discussed, 	 R.J.F.
N82.16409*N Transmission Research, Inc„ Cleveland, Ohio,
TRACTIO°J CONTACT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AT
HIGH SPEEDS Interim Report
Joseph L. Tevaarwerk (Applied Tribology Ltd.) Sep. 1981
193 p refs(Contract DEN3 .35: EC=77-A-31-1011)(NASA-CR-165226; DOE/NASA/0035 -11
	
Avail, NTIS
HC A09/MF .A01 CSCL 131
The results of traction tests performed on two fluids are
presented. These tests covered a pressure range of 1.0 to 2.5 GPa,
an inlet temperature range of 30 'C to 70 'C, a speed range of
10 to 80 m/sec, aspect patios of .5 to 5 and spin from 0 to
2.1 percent. The test results are presented in the form of two
dimensionless parameters, the initial traction slope and the
maximum traction peak, With the use of a suitable theological
fluid model the actual traction curves measured can now be
reconstituted from the two fluid parameters. Moa%s importantly,
the knowledge of these parameters together with the fluid
rheological model, allow the prediction of traction under conditions
of spin, slip and any combination thereof, Comparison between
theoretically predicted traction under these conditions and those
measured in actual traction tests shows that this method gives
good results.	 Author
:E 105
NS2.12445'# Bales-MCCo:,j Tractionmatic, Inc„ El Paso, Tex.
DESIGN STUDY OF A CON'!TINUOUSLY VARIABLE ROLLER
CONE TRACTION CVT FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES Final
Report
Dan K. McCoin and R, D. Walltor Sep. 1980 197 p refs(Contract DENS-115; EC-77-A-31-1044)(NASA-CR • 169841: DOE/NASA/0115.30/1;
Bolas-McCoin-80-BMT-002) Avail: NTIS HC A09/MF A01
CSCL 131
Continuously variable ratio transmissions (CVT) featuring cone
and roller traction elements and computerized controls are studied.
The CVT meets or exceeds all requirements set forth in the
design criteria, Further, a scalability analysis indicates the basic
concept is applicable to lower and higher power units, with
upward scaling for increased power being more readily ac-
complished.	 S. L.
N42.13427*# Aerojet Nuclear Systems Co., Sacramento, Calif.
LOW-THRUST CHEMICAL PROPULSION SYSTEM PUMP
TECHNOLOGY Final Report
R. L Sabiers and A, Siebenhaar Mar. 1981 201 p refs(Contract NAS3-21960)(NASA-CR-165219) Avail; NTIS HC A10/MF A01 CSCL
13K
Candidate pump and driver systems for low thrust cargo
orbit transfer vehicle engines which deliver large space structures
ORIGINAL PAGE r,
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N82.16410*# Eaton Corp., Southfield, Mich. 	 Engineering
and Research Center.
SMALL PASSENGER CAR TRANSMISSION TEST, CI9EV-
ROLET MALIBU 2000 TRANSMISSION WITH LOCKUP
M. P. Bujold Aug, 1981 245 p refs(Contracts DEN3-124: DE-AI01-77CS-51044)(NASA-CR-165182; DOE/NASA/0124 . 6; ERC-TR •8125) Avail:
NTIS CSCL 13F
The small passenger car transmission test was initiated to
supply electric vehicle manufacturers with technical information
regardlog the performance of commercially available transmissions,
This information would enable EV manufacturers to design a
more energy efficient vehicle. With this information the manufac-
turers would be able to estimate vehicle driving range as well
as speed and torque requirements for specific road load
performance characteristics; This report covers the testing of a
Chevrolet Malibu 2000 automatic transmission with lockup. The
transmission was tested in accordance with a passenger car
automatic transmission test code (SAE J651b) which required
drive performnce, coast performance, and no load test conditions.
Under these test conditions, the transmission attained maximum
efficiencies in the mid 90 percent ran ge both for drive performan be
test and coast performance tests. The torque, speed and efficiency
curves map the complete performance characteristics 'tor the
Chevrolet Malibu 2000 automatic transmission with lockup.
Author
I
1r
3
NS2.186030# Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group. East Hanford.
Conn, Commercial Products Div.
JT9D CERAMIC OUTER AIR SEAL SYSTEM REFINEMENT
PROGRAM Progress Report, Jan. 1979 - Feb, 1981
W. 0. Gaf in 27 Jan, 1982 84 p refs(Contract NAS3.20630)(NASA•CR-166654:
	
PWA-5516.165)	 Avail-	 NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL I IA
The abradability and durability characteristics of the plasma
sprayed system were improved by refinement and optimization
of the plasma spray process and the metal substrate design.
The acceptability of the final seal system for engine testing was
demonstrated by an extensive rig test program which ivaluded
thermal shock tolerance, thermal gradient, thermal cycle, erosion,
and abradability tests. An interim seal system design was also
subjected to 2500 endurance test cycles in a JT9D-7 engine.
TIM,
N82.20640•# SKF Technology Se (ices, King of Prussia, Pa.
Technology Services.
SPHERICAL ROLLER BEARING ANALYSIS, SKF COMPUT-
ER PROGRAM SPHERBEAN. VOLUME 1: ANALYSIS Final
Report, Jun, 1878 • Dec, 1980
R. J. Kleckner and J. Pirvics Dec. 1980 86 p refs 3 Vol.(Contract NA83.20824)(NASA-CR-165203; NAS 1:26:165203, AT81D006-Vol•1)
Avail' NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 131
The models and associated mathematics used within the
SPHERBEAN computer program for prediction of the thermome-
chanical performance characteristics of high speed lubricated
double row spherical roller bearings are presented, The analysis
allows six degrees of freedom for each roller and three for each
half of an optionally split cage. Roller skew, free lubricant, inertial
loads, appropriate elastic and friction forces, and flexible outer
ring are considered, Roller quesidynamic equilibrium is calculated
for a bearing with up to 30 rollers per row, and distinct roller
and flange geometries are specifiable. The user is referred to
the material contained here for formulation assumptions and
algorithm do p il,	 J.D.H.
Ne2•R;:,i1 P # SKF Technology Services, King of Prussia, Pa,
Trchr;;rogy Services.
SPHERICAL ROLLER BEARING ANALYSIS. SKF COMPUT-
ER PROGRAM SPHERBEAN. VOLUME 2; USER'S MANUAL
Final Report; Jun. 1978 - Dec. 1980
R. J, Kleckner and G. Dyba Dec. 1980 150 p refs 3 Vol.(Contract NAS3.20824)(NASA-CR-165204; NAS 1.26:165204: AT81DO07-Vol-2)
Avail: NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 131
The user's guide for the SPHERBEAN computer program
for prediction of the thermomechanical performance characteris-
tics of high speed lubricated double row spherical roller bear-
ings is presented, The material presented is structured to guide
the user in the practical and correct implementation of
SPHERBEAN, Input and output, guidelines for program use, and
sample executions are detailed. 	 J.D.H..
N82-20642'# SKF Technology Services, King of Prussia, Pa.
Technology Services.
SPHERICAL ROLLER BEARING ANALYSIS. SKF COMPUT-
ER PROGRAM SPHERBEAN. VOLUME 3: PROGRAM
CORRELATION WITH FULL SCALE HARDWARE TESTS
Find Report, Jun, 1978 - Dec. 1980
R. J. Kleckner, J. W. Rosenlieb, and G. Dyba Dec. 1980
225 p refs 3 Vol.(Contract NAS3-20824)(NASA-CH-166205: NAS 1.26:165205; AT81DO08•Vol•3)
-Avail: NTIS HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 131
o The results of a series of full scale hardware tests compar-
ing predictions of the SPHERBEAN computer program with
measured data are presented, The SPHERBEAN program predicts
i	 the thermomechanical performance characteristics of high speed
F lubricated double row spherical roil- , bearings. The degree of
correlation between performs- n predicted by SPHERBEAN and
measured data is demonstrated. Experimental and calculated
f
	
	 performance data is compared over a range in speed up to
19,400 rpm (0.8 MON) under pure radial, pure axial, and
combined loads,
	 J.D.H.
N82-24496 0 # Eaton Engineering and Research Center, South-
field. Mich.
SMALL PASSENGER CAR TRANSMISSION TEST: MER-
CURY LYNX ATX TRANSMISSION Final Report
M. P. Bujold Sep, 1981 336 p(Contract DEN3 .124: DE•AIOI.77CS-61044)(NASA•CR-165510, DOE/NASA/0124.7: NAS 126:165510;
ERC-TR-8191) Avail: NTIS HC A15/MF A01 CSCL 131
The testing of a Mercury Lynx automatic transmission is
reported, The transmission was tested In Accordance with 'bs
passenger car automatic transmission test code (SAE J651b) a> 0-lh
required drive performance, coast performance, and no 1(* 1:LL+t
conditions, Under these conditions, the transmission autFz;d
Maximum efficiencies in the mid-ninety percent range both for
drive performance test and couat performance tests. The toque,
speed, and efficiency curves are presented, which provide the
complete performance characteristics for the Mercury Lynx
automatic transmission.
	
J,D,
N111112 .26Fi60# Illinois Univ., Chicago. 	 Dept. of Materials
Engineering.
MATHEMATICAL ;MODELS FOR THE SYNTHESIS AND
OPTIMIZATION OF SPIRAL BEVEL GEAR TOOTH SUR-
FACES Final Report
F. L. Litvin, Pernaz Fishman, and Robert N. Goldrich Jun, 1982
122 p refs(Grant NAG3.48)(NASA-CR-3653:	 NAS	 126:3563)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 131
The geometry of spiral bevel gears and to their rational
design are studied, The nonconjugate tooth surfaces of spiral
bevel gears are, in theory, replaced (or approximated) by
conjugated tooth surfaces, These surfaces can be generated by
two conical surfaces, and by a conical surface and a revolution,
Although these conjugated tooth surfaces are simpler than the
actual ones, the determination of their principal curvatures and
directions is still a co.nplicated problem. Therefore, a new
approach, to the solution of these is proposed. Direct relationships
between the principal curvatures and directions of the tool surface
and those of the generated gear surface are obtained. With the
aid of these analytical tools; the Hertzian contact problem for
conjugate tooth surfaces can be solved, These results ate useful
in determining compressive load capacity and surface fatigue
life of spiral bevel gears. A general theory of kinematical errors
exerted by manufacturing and assembly errors is developed. This
theory is used to determine the analytical relationship between
gear misalignments and kinematical errors. This is important to
the study of noise and vibration in geared systems, 	 S. L.
N82.26679'# Anderson (William J.), North Olmsted, Ohio,
BEARINGS: TECHNOLOGY AND NEEDS Final Report
William J. Anderson May 1982 21 p refs Presented at the
59th Meeting of the Propulsion and Energetics Panel SVmp. on
Problems in Bearings and Lubrication, Ottawa, 31 May 3 Jun,
1982; sponsored by AGARD(Contract NAS3-23157; DA Frol, 1 Lt-62209-AH-76)(NASA-CR-167908; NAS 1,26:167908) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 131'
A brief status report on bearing technology and present and
near-term future problems that warrant research support is
presented, For rolling element bearings a material with improved
fracture toughness, life data in the low Lambda region, a
comprehenaive failure theory verified by life data and incorporated
into dynamic analyses, and an improved corrosion resistant alloy
are perceived as important needs. For hydrodynamic bearings
better definition of cavitation boundaries and pressure distributions
for s7, freeze film dampers, and geometry optimization for minimum
power loss in turbulent film bearings are needed. Far gas film
bearings, foil bearing geometries that form more nearly optimum
film shapes for maximum load capacity, and more effective surface
protective coatings for high temperature operation are needed.
Autnor
N82-26680*# California State Univ., Los Angeles. 	 Dept. of
Mechanical Engineering, 	 ?'
ELECTROSTATIC FUEL CONDITIONING OF INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES
Phillip I. Gold 15 Jun. 1982 117 p refs(Grant NAG3-73)
106
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7:7.7'_.
(NASA-CR•160029; NAS 1.26;13=029) 	 Avail: 'NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSC' 21A
Diesel engines were tested to determine if they are influenced
by the presence of electrostatic and magnetic fields, Field forces
were applied In a variety of configurations including pretreatment.
of the fuel and air, however. no affect on engine performance
was observed.	 S.L.
N93.271430M Curtiss-Wright Corp., Wood-Ridge, N.J. Rotary
Engine Facility.
ADVANCED STRATIFIED CHARGE ROTARY AIRCRAFT
E1401NE DESIGN STUDY
P. Badgley, M. Berkowitz, C. Jones, D. Myers. E. Norwood, W.
8, Pratt, 0. R. Ellis (Cessna Aircraft Corp.), G. Huggins (Cessna
Aircraft Corp.), A. Mueller (Cessna Aircraft Corp), and J. H,
Hembrey (Cessna Aircraft Corp.) 29 Jan. 1982 149 p refs(Contract NAS3.21285)(NASA•CR.165398; NAS 1.281165398; CWWR-81.021) Avail:
NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 21A
A tuchnology base of now developments which offered
potential benefits to ry general aviation engine was compiled
and ranked. Using design approaches selected from the ranked
list, conceptual design studies were performed of on advanced
and a highly advanced engine sized to provide 186/250 shaft
Kw/HP under ctnise conditions at 7620/25,000 m/ft altitude.
These are turbocharged, direct-injected stratified charge engines
Intended for commercial introduction in the early 1990's. The
engine descriptive dov; includes tables, curves, and drawings
depicting configuration, performance, weights and sizes, heat
rejection, ignition and fuel injection system descriptions, mainte-
nance regNiremer ,ts, and scaling data for varying power. An
engine-airframe integration study of the resulting engines in
advanced airframes was performed on a comparative basis with
current production type engines. 'Ma results show airplane
performance, costs, noise & installation factors. The rotary-enoined
airplanes display c i stantial improvements over the baseline,
including 30 to 35% lower fuel usage. 	 A.R.H.
N82 .29607*# Cincinnati Univ., Ohio. 	 Dept, of Mechanical
Engineering
ON FINITE ELEMENT STRESS ANALYSIS OF SPUR
GEARS
S, H, Chang and R. L. Huston Jul. 1982 53 p refs(Gran: NsG-3188)(NASA-CR-167938: NAS 1.26:167938) 	 Avail- NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 131
Spur gear stress analysis results are presented for a variety
of loading conditions, support conditions, root radii, and time
thicknesses. These results are obtained using the SAP-IV finite
element code. The maximum stresses, occurring at the root
surface. substantially increase with decreasing rim thickness for
partially supported rims )that is, with loose fitting hubs). For
fully supported rims (that is, wi,h tight fitting hubs), the root
surface stresses slightly decrease with decreasing rim thickness.
The fillet radius has a significant effect upon the maximum stesses
at the root surface. These stresses increase with decreasing fillet
radius. Finally, the fillet radius has little effect upon the internal
root section stresses,	 S. L,
A82.11783 • N The AGT101 technology - An automotive
alternative. R. A. Rackley and K. A, Davis (Garrett Turbine Engine
Co„ Phoenix, AZ). in; Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering
Conference, 16th, Atlanta, GA, August 9 . 14, 1681, Proceedings.
Volume 2. (A82. 1170102.44) New York, American Society of
Mechanical Engineer, 1981, p. 1403 .1407. Contract No. DEN3-167.
The Advanced Gas Turbine Powertrain System Development
Project is oriented at providing the United States automotive
industry the technology base necessary to produce gas turbine
powertrains for automotive applications that will have; (1) reduced
fuel consumption, (2) the ability to use a variety of fuels, (3) low
omissions, and (4) competitive cost/performance. The AGT101
powertrain being developed consists of a regenerated single-shaft gas
turbine engine flat rated at 74.6 kW (100 hp) coupled to a
split-differential gerbox and a Ford automatic overdrive production
transmission. Ferfotimance predictions for the AGT101 powertrain
represent a 59-percent improvement in mileage estimates over a 1985
conventionally-powered automobile for the combined federal driving
cycle.	 (Author)
i
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A82.18407 • Alignment of fluid molecules in an EHD
contact, J. L. Lauer, L. E, Keller, F. H, Choi, and V. W. King
(Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, MY). American Society of
Lubrication Engineers and American Society of Mechenlcal En-
gineers, Lubrication Conference, New Orleans, LA, Oct. 5.7 1981,
ASLE Prsdrint 81-LC-5C•1, 8 P, 7 refs. Members, $2.00; non-
members, $4.00. Grants No. AF-AFOSH-78 .3473; No, NsG•3170.
Dichroic Infrared emission s pa4tra have been obtained from an
operating elostohydrodynamic contact under conditions showing
unequivocally that the molecules of the fluid are aligned tinder shear
flow in the bulk of the fluid and that the extent of the alignment is
increased by the presence of an additive in a small concentration.
This work applied particularly to polyphenyl ether and to 1,1,2-
trichloroathane as the- additive, but similar results have been obtained
with Folycyclohexyls and the sam t additive. The observation of two
separate glass transitions for the polycyclohexy) solution is an
indication of the occurrence of a phase separation in the Hertzian
inlet zone. A model has been developed to explain the effect of these
Phenomena and their relation to traction.	 (Author)
A82.18426' // Measurement of oil film thickness for applica-
tion to slasmnoric Stirling engine rod seals, A. I. Kreuter (Carrier
Corp., Research Div„ Syracuse, NY). American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers and American Society of LubK-eodon Engineers, Joint
Lubrication Conference, New Orleans, LA, Oct, 5.7, 1981, ASME
Paper 81•Lub•9. 5 p. 10 refs. Members, $2.00; nonmembers, 54.00.
Contract No. DEN3.22.
The rod seal in the Stirling engina has the function of separating
high pressure gas from low or ambient pressure oil. An experimental
apparatus was designed to measure the oil film thickness distribution
for an elastomeric seal in a reciprocating application, Tests were
conducted on commercial elastomeric seals having a 76 mm rod and
a 3.8 mm axial width. Test conditions included 70 and 90 seal
durometers, a sliding velocity of 0.8 m/sec, and a zero pressure
gradient across the seal An acrylic cylinder and a ty pical synthetic
base automotive lubricant were used, The experimental results
showe 10-,:!t
 the effect of seal hardness on the oil film thickness is
considerable. A comparison between analytical and experimental oil
film profiles for an elastomeric seal during relatively high speed
reciprocating motion showed an overall qualitative agreement.
	
J, F,
A82.18431 . // Regimes of traction in concentrated contact
lubrication. S. Bair and W, 0. Winer (Georgia Institute of Technol-
ogy, Atlanta, GA), American Society of Mechanical Engineers and
American Society of Lubrication Engineers, Joint Lubrication
Conference, New Oricans, LA, Oct, 5 .7, 1'981, ASME Paper
81-Lub-16. 5 p. 11 refs. Members, $2.00; nonmembers, $4.00. Grant
No. NsG.3106,
Experimental evidence is presented for the exis'ence of three
regimes of traction in concentrated contacts. Data are obtained in a
roiling contact simulator by varying the lubricant, temperature,
rolling speed, load and surface roughness at a fixed slide-to-roll rati
At lower thicknesses the mixed regime is encountered, and traction is
increased due to asperity interaction, while at higher film thick•
nesses, the lubricant pressure is distributed over a greater area than
the Hertzian region, resulting in a lower average pressure and reduced
traction,
	 D.L.G.
A82.18449 " y Single pass rub phenomena - Anaivsi: 4nd
experiment. F. E. Kennedy (Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH),
American Society of Mechanical Engineers and American Society of
Lubrication Engineers, Joint Lubrication Conference, New Orleans,
LA, Oct. 5.7, 1981, ASME Paper 81-Lub-55. 7 p. 10 refs, Members,
52,00; nonmembers, $4.00. Grant No. NsG•3253.
An experimental and analytical investigation is presented of
omtact phenomena for the case of a fully-dense copper gas path seal
segment which is rubbed by a single steel blade tip at room
temperature. The experiments were executed on a pendulum-type
test device, with forces, rub energy, surface temperature and residual
deformation being determined far each single-path rub test. The
thermal and mechanical factors influencin g single pass rub surface 	 i
temperatures were modeled analytically. It is found that large plastic 	 .'.	 , :a
strains occurred on or near the contact surface of the copper rub
A
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A82-35038 • # AGT 100 automotive gas turbine system development.
H, E, G, Helms (General Motors Corp., Detroit Diesel Allison Div„ Indianapolis,
IN). AIAA, SAE, and ASME, Joint Propulsion Conference, 181h, Cleveland, OR
Juno 2I .23, 1982, AIAA Paper 82-1165.91 p, Reso&rch sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Energy; Contract No. DEN3.168.
General Motors Is developing an automotive gas turbine system that can be an
alternate poworplant for future automobiles, Work sponsored by DOE and admin-
istered by NASA Lewis Research Center Is emphasizing small component aero-
F'
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specimens. A study of the influence of various material properties on 	 dynamics and high-tomporaturo structural ceramics, Reliability requirements of
surface temperature showed that increased thermal conductivity of 	 the AGT 100 turbine system includo chemical and structural ceramipgomponont
the stationary com ponent played a role in lowering contact 	 stability In the gas turbine environment. The power train system, Its configuration
temperatures. increased thermal conductivity of the moving blade tip 	 and schedule are presented, and Its performance lest id. The aerodynamic com-
comoonent and increased thermal diffusivity of the stationary
	
ponont development is reviewed with discussions on the compressor, turbine,
motorist also had a beneficial affect,
	
O.C.	 regenerator, Interturbino duct and scroll, and combustor. Ceramic compor:l+ntdevelopment is also reviewed, and production cost and required capital invrhtt-
ment are taken Into consideration,
	 D L,G,
	A82.35039 ' #	 AGT101 automotive gas turbine system development.
R A, Rackley and J. R. Kidwell (Garrott Turbine Engine Co„ Phoenix, AZ), AiAA,
SAE, and ASME, Joint Propulsion Conference, 180, Cleveland, OH, June 21-23,
1982, AIAA Paper 82.1166.8 p. Research sponsored by the U,S, Department of
Energy; Contract No. DEN3.167,
The AGT101 automotive gas turbine system consisting of a 74 , 6 kw rogone-
rated single-shaft gas turbine engine, is presented. The development and testing
of the system is reviewed, and results for aerothermodynamic components indi-
cate that compressor and turbine performance levels are within one percent of
projected levels, Ceramic turbine rotor development is encouraging with suc-
cossful cold spin testing of simulated rotors to speeds over 12,043 redls¢4, Spin
cost results demonstrate that ceramic materials having the required strength
levels can be fabricated by net shape techniques to the thick hub cross section,
which vadlies the feasibility of the single-stage radial rotor in single -shaft engines.
D.L.G.
A82.35061 ' # AGT100 turbomachinery. D. L. Tipton and T. F. McKaln(General Motors Corp., Detroit Diesel Allison Div., Indianapolis, IN), AIAA, SAE,
and ASME; Joint Propulsion conference, 18th, Cleveland, OR June 21-23, 1982,
AIAA Paper 82-1207. 11 p, Research supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy; Contract No. DEN3-168.
High-performance turbomachinery components have been designed and
tested for the AGT100 automotive engine. The required wide range of operation
coupled with the small component size, compact packaging, and low cost of
production provide significant aerodynamic challenges. Aerodynamic design end
devalopment testing of the centrifugal compressor and two radial turbines are
described. The compressor achieved design flow, pressure ratio, and surge mar-
gin on the initial build. Variable inlet guide vanes have proven effectiva in modulat-
ing flow capacity and In Improving part-speed efficiency. With optimum use of the
variable inlet guide vanes, the initial efficiency goals have been demonstrated in
the critical Idle-to-70% gasifier speed range. The gasifier turbine exceeded initial
performance goals and demonstrated good performance over a wide range. The
radial power turbine achieved 'developed' efficiency goals on the first build,(Author)
A82-35321 ' # The A;GT 101 advanced automotive gea turbine. R, A.
Rackley and J. R. Kidwell (Garrett Turbine Engine Co„ Phoe , i ,X, AZ), American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, International Gas Turbine Conforence and
Exhibit, 27th, London, England, Apr. 18-22, 1982, Paper 82-GT-72.9 p. Members,$2,00; nonmembers, $4.00. Research supported by the U,S. Department of En-
ergy; Contract No, DEN3.167.
A development program is described whose goal is the accumulation of the
technology base needed by the U,S, automotive industry for the production of
automotive gas turbine powertrains. Such gas turbine designs must exhibit re-
duced fuel consumption, a multi-fuel capability, and low exhaust emissions, The
AGTI01 powertraln described is a 74 ,6 kW, regenerated single-shaft gas turbine,
operating at a maximum inlet temperature of 1644 K and coupled to a split
differential gearbox and automatic overdrive transmission. The engin,:+s single
stage centrifugal compressor and single stag p radial inflow turbine are mounted
on a common shaft, and will operate at a maximum rotor speed of 100,000 rpm.
All high temperature components, including the turbine rotor, are ceramic.
O.C.
	
A82-35462 . #	 Engine dynamic analysis with general nonlinear finite
element codes. II - Bearing element implementation, overall numerical
characteristics and benchmarking. J, Padovan, M. Adams, P. Lam (Akron,
University, Akron, OH), D. Fortis, and L Zeld (Northeastern University, Boston,
MA), American Society of Mechanical Engineers, International Gas Turbine Con-
ference and Exhibit, 27th, London, England, Apr, 18-22, 1982, Paper 82-GT-292
9 p, 12 refs. Members, $2.00; nonmembers, $4,00. Grant No, NsG-3283,
Second-year efforts within a three-year study to develop and extend finite
element (FE) methodology to efficiently handle the transient/steady state re-
sponse of rotor-bearing -stator structure associated with gas turbine engines are
outlined, The two main areas aim at (1) implanting the squeeze film damper
element Into a general purpose FE code for testing and evaluation; and (2)
determining the numerical characteristics of the FE-generated rotor-bearing-sta-
tor simulation scheme. The governing FE field equations are set out and the
solution methodology is presented, The choice of ADINA as the general-purpose
A82.19334 ` # Surface geometry of circular cut spiral bevel
gears, R, L. Huston (Cincinnati, University, Cincinnati, OH) and J. J.
Coy AS. Army, Propulsion Laboratory, Cleveland, OH). American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, Design Engineering Technical
Conference, Hartford, CT, Sept. 20.23, 1981, Paper 81-DET 114, 6
p. 7 refs. Members, $2,00; nonmembers, $4,00, Grant No, NsG-3188.
An analysis of the surface geometry of spiral bevel gears formed
by a circular cutter is presented. The em phasis Is upon determining
the tooth surface principal radii of curvature of crown (flat) gears.
Specific results are presented for involute, straight, and hyperbolic
cutter profiles, It is shown that the geometry of circular cut spiral
bevel gears is somewhat simpler than a theoretical logarithmic spiral
bevel gear.	 (Author)
A82-21967 " Anaerobic polymers as high vacuum leak
sealants. B. R. F. Kendall (Pennsylvania State University, University
Park, PA). Journal of Vacuum Scisnce and Technology, vol. 20, Feb,
1982, p, 248, 249, 5 refs. Research supported by the Pennsylvania
Research Corp,; Grant No. NsG-3301.
Anaerobic polymers are useful as solventless leak sealants with
good vacuum properties at moderate temperatures, Loctite 290 can
seal leaks in a range generally encountered in carefully constructed
ultrahigh vacuum and high vacuum systems, it was found that small
leaks are sealed b.—.t under vacuum, ::rhereas large leaks should be
sealed at atmospheric pressure. The high-temperature behavior of
Loctite 290 is limited by its fast cure, which prevents deep
penetration into small leaks; cracking eventually occurs at the
entrance to the leak. Repeated thermal cycling to about 300 C is
possible, however, provided viscosity, curing time, and leak size are
properly matched to ensure penetration into the body of the leak.
This may require special formulations for high temperature vacuum
applications.	 J.F.
A82.27079 " N Development of CdO-graphite-Ag coatings for
gas bearings to 427 C. B. Bhuahan (Mechanical Technology, Inc.,
Tatham, NY). in: Wear of materials 1981; Proceedings of the
International Conference, San Francisco, CA, March 30-April 1,
1981. (A02.27051 12.37) New York, American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers, 1981, p. 735-746.21 refs. Research supported by
the Mechanical Technology, Inc.; Contracts No. DEN3 .43; No.
EY-76 C-02.2749.
Graphite is one of the most commonly known lubricants. Its
effr,ctiveness in a range between room temperature (RT) and 540 C Is
rrportedly improved by adding cadmium oxide. CdO-graphite
powder in a gas carrier has been used in numerous applications that
rely on dry lubrication. A coating of this composition was developed
and successfully tested in foil air bearings for long periods up to a
temperature of ,427 C and at a normal coirtacting load (during
starting and stopping) of 14 kPa based on bearing projected area. The
addition of ultra-fine silver to the CdO-graphite has improved the
coating endurance. At 427 C, the CdO-graphite-Ag coating ,per-
formed better than CdO-graphite without silver, both for extended
periods at 14 kPa loading and for limited periods rt 35 kPa, At 288
C, the coating was tested for an extended period up to 28 kPa and
has also successfully completed high-speed shock tests to an
acceleration level of 100g. 	 (Author)
yk
FE code is explained, and the numerical operational characteristics of the direct
integration approach of FE-generated rotor-bearing-stator simulations Is doter-
mined, including benchmarking, comparison of explicit vs, Implicit methodologies
of direct Integration, and demonstration problems, 	 C.D.
ORIGINAL FAME 9S
A82-35M • # Design and development of a ceramic neA) tu! dine for	 OF POOR QUALITY
the AGT101. D. G. Finger ilnd S. K. Gupta (Garrett Turbine Engine Co., Phoenix,
AZ). AMA, SAE, and ASME, Joint Propulsion Conference, 18th, Cleveland, OH,
June 21.23, 1982, AIAA Paper 82-1209, 9 p, Contrast No, DEN3.167,
An Acceptable and feasible ceramic turbine wfwe: 'design has been achieved,
and the relevant temperature, stress, and success probability analyses are dis-
cussed. The design Is described, the materials selection presented, and the
engine cycle conditions analysis parameters shown. Measured MOR four•point
strengths are indicated for room and elevated temperatures, and en gine condi-
tions are analyzed for various cycle states, materials, power stag=s, turbine inlet
temperatures, and speeds. An advanced gas turbine ceramic turbine rotor ther-
mal and stress model is developed, and cumulative probability of survival is
shown for first and third-year properties of SIC and Si3N4 rotors under different
operating conditions, computed for both blade and hub regions, Temperature and
stress distributions for steady-state and worst-case shutdown transients are do-
picted.	 C D,
A62-1!243 • # On the automatic generation of FEM models for com-
plex gears - A work-in-progress report R. J. Drago (Boeing Vertol Co„ Phila-
delphla, PA). American Gear Manufacturers Assoclafion, Meeting, San Diego,
CA, Feb, 1082, Paper. '36 p, Contract No. NA.S0-22143,
A description is presented of the development and use 0 a prepmeessor to
create a NASTRAN finite element model of a complex spur, hellcat, or spiral
bevel gear quickly, Inexpensively, and accurately. The preprocessor creates a
ready to run NASTRAN input deck Including the executive, case control, and bulk
data sections. It generates nodes and solid elements to model spur, helical, or
spiral bevel gear teeth with Integral shafting. Eithbr a complet6 gear shafting
model or a symmetric model Ig created, The fundamental huilding bock of the
gear model Is the base layar. Thsfl) base layer is the mesh configuration of one
layer of one tooth sbgrriant which is in turn duplicated, translated, and rotated to
create the completed model of the gear. Once the base layer Is created, the
construction of the finite element model Is straightforward.
	 G.R.
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38 QUALITY ASSURANCE AND
,	 RELIABILITY
Includes product sampling procedures and techniques; and
quality control.
NS2.186120# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
METAL HONEYCOMB TO POROUS WIREFORM SUB-
STRATE DIFFUSION BOND EVALUATION
A, Very, P. E, Moorhead, and D. R, Hull 1882 12 p refs
Presented at the Spring Con?. of the Am. Soc. for Nondestructive
Testing, Boston, 22 .25 Mar. 1982(NASA-; '-82793; E-969) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
14D
Two nondestructive techniques were used to evaluate diffusion
bond quality between a metal foil honeycomb and porous wireform
substrate. The two techniques, cryogrophics and scousto-
ultrasonics, are complementary in revealing variations of bond
integrity and quality in shroud segments from an experimental
aircraft turbine engine.	 S.L.
N82. 19660'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
I	 Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EXPERIENCE WITH MODIFIED AEROSPACE RELIABILITY
!	 AND QUALITY ASSURANCE METHOD FOR WIND TUR-
SINES
i William E. Klein 1982 11 p refs Proposed for Presentation
at 9th Ann. Engr. Conf. on Reliability, Hershey, Penn„ 16 . 18 Jrtm.
1982 Revised(Contract DE-A101-76ET-20320)
L	 (NASA-TM-82803: DOE/NASA/20320-38; E-1142) Avail:
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 14D
The SR&QA approach assures that the machine is not
hazardous to the public or operating personnel, can operate
unattended on a utility grid, demonstrates reliability ordratior„
and helps establish the quality assurance and maintainability
requirements for future wind turbine projects. The approach
consisted of modified failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA)
during the design, phase, minimal hardware inspection during
parts fabrication, and three simple documents to control activities
during machine construction and operation, Five yaars experience
shows that this low cost approach works well enough that it
should be considered by others for similar projects. 	 T.M,
N82 .20651'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
INTERRELATION OF MATERIAL MICROSTRUCTU RE,
ULTRASONIC FACTORS, AND FRACTURE TOUGHNES(. OF
TWO PHASE TITANIUM ALLOY
Alen Vary and David R. Hull 1982 25 p refs Presented at
the Spring Conf, of the Am. Soc, for Nondestructive Testing,
Boston, 22-25 Mar. 1982(NASA-TM-82810; E-1151: NAS 1.15:82810) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 14Dr	
The pivotal role of an alpha-beta phase microstructure in
governing fracture toughness in a titanium alloy, 11-662, is
demonstrated, The interrelation of microstructure wicl fracture
toughness is demonstrated using ultrason ;r measurement
techniques originally developed for nondestructive evaluation
and materiel property characterization, It is shown that the findings
determined from ultrasonic measurements agree with conclusions
based on metallurgical, metallographic, and fractographic
observations concerning the importance of alpha-beta morphology
in controlling fracture toughness in two phase titanium alloys.
Author
(NASA-CR-3508) Avail, NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCi, 140
The quantitative understanding of ultrasonic nondestructive
evaluation parameters such as the stress wave factor were
studied. Ultrasonic input/output characteristics for an isotropic
.elastic plate with transmitting and receiving longitudinal transduc-
ers coupled to the some face were analyzed. The asymptotic
normal stress is calculated for an Isotropic elastic half space
subjected to a uniform harmonic normal stress applied to a
circular region at the surface. The radiated stress waves are
traced within the plate by considering wave reflections at the
top and bottom faces. The output voltage amp[' ;ids of the
receiving transducer Is estimated by considering only longitudinal
wwas, Agreement is found between the output voltage wave
packet amplitudes and times of arrh:al due to multiple reflections
of the longitudinal waves,	 E.A,K.
A82.14400 . A pad perturbation method for the dynamic
coefficients of tilting-pad journal bearings. P. E. Affairs, J, K. Parseil,
and L. E. Barrett (Virginia, University, Charlottesville, VA). Wear,
vol. 72, Oct. 1, 1981, p, 29 .44. 14 refs. Contract No, EF=76. 5-
01 .2479; Grant No. NsG-0105.
A pad assembly method for analyzing tilting-pad bearings is
presented. The method results In the complete coefficient matrix for
a tilting-pad bearin g, the matrix is independent of the pad inertia, the
pitch frequency and the number of degrees of freedom of the pad. A
pad assembly method is i!sad because it allows the collection of more
bearing data with lap, computer time than a brute force iterative
procedure. The results given show the complete dynamical matrices
for a five-pad tilting-pad bearing both Including and ionoring the
damping effects of the unloaded (top) pads. For a symmetrical
tilting-pad bearing the reduced cre,strcoupling coefficient are zero
when the moment of inertia of the pad is ignored. 	 (Author)
ORIGINAL PAGE 15
OF POOR QUALITY
N$2.18813'# Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge, Dept,
of Mechanical Engineering.
ULTRASONIC INPUT-OUTPUT FOR TRANSMITTING AND
k RECEIVING LONGITUDINAL TRANSDUCERS COUPLED TO
SAME FACE OF ISWROPIC ELASTIC PLATE Final
Report
James H, Williams, Jr., Hire Karagulle, and Samson S. Lee
Washington, D.C, NASA Feb. 1982 29 p refs
pp	 (Grant NsG-3210)
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STRUCTURAL MECHANICS
Includes structural element design and weight analysis;
fatigue; arid therms' stress.
For applications see 05 Aircralt Design, Testing and
Performance and 16 Spacecraft Design, Testing and
Performance.
NS2.11491*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research tenter, Cleveland. Ohio.
INTEGRATED ANALYSIS OF ENGINE
Christos C. Chamis 1981 24 p refs Presented at the Ann.
Meeting of the ASME, Washington, D.C., 16 .21 Nov. 1981(NASA-TM-82713; E•996) Avail: NTIS HC AO2/MF A01 CSCL
20K
The need for light, durable, fuel efficient, cost effective
aircraft requires the development of engine structures wh'.ch are
flexible, made from advaced materials (including composites).
resist higher temperatures, maintain tighter clearances and have
lower maintenance costs, The formal quantification of any or
several of these requires Integrated computer programs (multi-
level and/or interdisciplinary analysis programs interconnected)
for engine structural analysis/design. Several integrated analysis
computer prorams are under development at Lewis Reseach
Center. Those programs include: (1) COBSTRAN-Composite Blade
Structural Analysis, (2) CODSTRAN*Composite Durability
Structural Analysis, (3) CISTRAN-Composite Impact Structural
Analysis, (4) STAEBL-StruTailoring of Engine Blades, and(5) ESMOSS-Engine Structures Modeling Software System. Three
other related programs, developed under Lewis sponsorship, are
described.	 Author
N82. 16419*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE FATIGUE TESTING OF MET-
ALS
Marvin H. Hirschberg Dec, 1981 24 p refs(NASA-TM-82745; E-1058) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 20K
The major technology areas needed to perform a life
prediction of an aircraft turbine engine hot section component
are discussed and the steps required for life prediction are outlined.
These include the determination of the operating environment,
the calculation of the thermal and mechanical loading of the
component, the cyclic stress-strain and creep behavior of the
material required for structural analysis, and the structural analysis
to determine the local stress-strain-temperature-time response
of the material at the critical location in the components. From
a knowledge of the fatigue, creep, and failure resistance of the
material, a prediction of the life of the component is made.
Material characterization and evaluation conducted for the purpose
of calculating fatigue crack initiation lives of components operating
at elevated temperatures are emphasized.	 J.D.H.
N82•20666*H National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Resaarch Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ELASTIC-PLASTIC FINITE-ELEMENT ANALYSES OF
THERMALLY CYCLED SINGLE-EDGE WEDGE SPECIMENS
Albert Kaufman Mar. 1982 27 p refs(NASA-TP-1982: E-687; NAS 1.60:1982) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20K
Elastic-plastic stress-strain analyses were performed for
single-edge wedge alloys subjected to thermal cycling in fluidized
beds, Thres cases (NASA TAZ-8A alloy under one cycling condition
and 316 stainless steel alloy under two cyo!ing conditions) were
analyzed by using the MARC nonlinear, finitwelement computer
program. Elastic solutions from MARC showed good agreement
with previously reported solutions that used the NASTRAN and
IS03DQ computer programs. The NASA TAZ-8A case exhibited
no plastic strains, and the elastic and elastic-plastic analyses
gave identical results. Elastic•,plastic analyses of the 316 stainless
steel alloy showed plastic strain reversal with a shift of thn
mean stresses In the compressive direction. The maximum
equivalent total strain ranges for these cases were 13 to
22 percent greater than that calculated from elastic analyses..
Author
N92.20566'# National Aeronautics and Space AdminisUaliom
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ELASTIC-PLASTIC FINITE-ELEMENT ANALYSES OF
THERMALLY CYCLED DOUBLE-EDGE WEDGE SPECI-
MENS
Albert Kaufman and Larry E. Hunt Mar. 1982 31 p refs(NASA-TP-1973; E-626; NAS 1.60:1973) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20K
Elastic-plastic stress-strain analyses were performed for
double-edge wedge specimens subjected to thermal cycling in
fluidized beds at 316 and 1088 C. Four cases involving different
nickel-base alloys (IN 100. Mar M •200, NASA TAZ-BA, and
Rene 80) were analyzed by using the MARC nonlinear, finite
element computer program. Elastic solutions from MARC showed
good agreement with previously reported solutions obtained by
using the NASTRAN and IS03DQ computer programs. Equivalent
total strain ranges at the critical locations calculated by elastic
analyses agreed within 3 percent with those calculated from
elastic-plastic analyses, The elastic analyses always resulted in
compressive mean stresses at the critical locations. However,
elastic-plastic analyses showed tensile mean stresses for two of
the four n!loys and an increase In the compressive mean stress
for the hig'^est plastic strain case.	 M.G,
N82.21604'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
COUPLED BENDING-BENDING-TORSION FLUTTER OF A
MISTUNED CASCADE WITH NONUNIFORM BLADES
Krishna Rao V. Kaza (Toledo Univ J and Robert E, Kielb 1982
20 p refs Presented at the 23rd Struct„ Structural Dyn., and
Mater. Conf., New Orleans; 10-12 May 1982(NASA-TM-82813; E-1156; NAS 1.15:82813) Avail; NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20K
A set of aeroelastic equations describing the motion of an
arbitrarily mistunad cascade with flexible, pretwiotad, nonuniform
blades is developed using an extended Hamilton's principle. The
derivation of the equations has its basis in the geometric nonlinear
theory of elasticity in which the elongations and shears are
negligible compared to unity A general expression for foreshorten-
ing of a blade is derived and is explicity used in the foromlation.
The blade aerodynamic loading in the subsonic and supersonic
flow regimes is obtained from two dimensional, unsteady,
cascade theories. The aerodynamic, inertial and structural coupling
between the bending (in two planes) and torsional motions of
the blade is included. The equations are used to investigate the
aeroelastic stability and to quantify the effect of frequency
mishphing on flutter in turbofans. Results indicate that a moderate
amount of intentional mistuning has enough potential to alleviate
flutter problems in unshrouded, high aspect ratio turbofans. S,L,
N82-24501'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
NONLINEAR STRUCTURAL AND LIFE ANALYSES OF A
COMBUSTOR LINER
V. Moreno (Pratt and Whitey Air_reft Group, East Hartford,
Conn,): G. J, Meyers (Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East
Hartford, Conn.), A. Kaufman, and G. R. Halford 1982 23 p
refs Proposed for presentation at the Symp. on Advances and
Trends in Struct. and Solid Mach„ 4 .7 Oct. 1982, Washington.
D.C,; sponsored by NASA and Georgetown Univ.(NASA-TM-82846: E-1216: NAS 1.15:82846) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20K
Three dimensional, nonlinear finite element structural analyses
were performed for a simulated combustor liner specimen to
assess the capability of nonlinear analyses using classical inelastic
material models to represent the thermoplastic creep response
of the one half scale component. Results indicate continued cyclic
hardening and ratcheting while experimental data suggested a
stable stress strain response after only a few loading cycles.
The computed stress strain history at the critical locstioh was
put into two life prediction methods, strainrange partitioning and
a Pratt and Whitney combustor life prediction method to evaluate
their ability to predict cyclic crack initiation, It is• found that the
life prediction analyses over predicted the observed cyclic crack
initiation life,
	 E,A.K,
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N82-31708 • # National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
TENSILE BUCKLING OF ADVANCED TURBOPROPS
C. C. Chamis and R. A. Aiello 1982 25 p refs Presented at
the 23rd Struct., Struct. Dyn, and Mater, Conf., New Orleans,
10-12 May 1982; sponsored by AIAA, ASME, ASCE and AHS(NASA-TM-82896; E-1276; NAS'1.15:82':;:-6) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20K
Theoretical studies were conducted to determine analytically
the tensile buckling of advanced propeller blades (turboprops) in
centrifugal fields, as well as the effects of tensile buckling on
other types of structural behavior, such as resonant frequencies
and flutter. Theoretical studies were also conducted to establish
the advantages of using high performance composite turboprops
as compared to titanium. Results show that the vibration frequen-
cies are not affected appreciably prior to 80 percent of the tensile
tit
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Na2.24502*N National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
EVALUATION OF INELASTIC CONSTITUTIVE MODELS FOR
NONLINEAR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Albert Kaufman 1982 22 p refs Presented at the Symp. on
Nonlinear Constitutive Relations for High Temp. Appl„ Akron,
Ohio, 19 .20 May 1982: sponsored by NASA and Akron Univ.(NASA-TM-82845: E-1215: NAS 1.16:82845) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20K.
The influence of inelastic material models on computed
stress-strain states, and therefore predicted lives, was studied
for thermomechanically loaded structures. Nonlinear structural
analyses were performed on a fatigue specimen which had been
subjected to thermal cycling in fluidized beds and on a mechanip-
ally load cycled benchmark notch specimen. Four Incremental
plasticity creep models (isotropic, kinematic, combined isotropic
kinematic, combined plus transient creep) were exercised using
the MARC program, Of the plasticity models, kinematic hardening
gave results most consistent with experimental observations. Ufa
predictions using the computed strain histories at the critical
location with a stralnrange partitioning approach considerably
overpredictod the crack initiation life of the thermal fatigue
specimen.	 S.L.
N82.267010# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
BIRD IMPACTANALYSIS PACKAGE FOR TURBINE ENGINE
FAN BLADES
Murray S. Hirachbein 1982 20 p refs Presented at 23rd
Struct, Dyn. and Mater. Conf., Now Orleans, 10-12 Previously
announced in IAA as A82 .30162 May 1982; Sponsored by
AIAA, ASME, ASCE, a:Ad AHS(NASA-TM-82831:
	
NAS	 1.15:82831)
	
Avail:
	
NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20K
For abstract see A82.30162
speed. Some frequencies approach zero as the tensile buckling
speed Is approached. Composites provide a :substantial advantage
over titanium on a buckling speed to weight basis. Vibration modes
change as the rotor speed is increased and substantial goometrio
couplhlp is present. 	 R.J.F.
N$2-33744 '# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
NONLINEAR CONSTITUTIVE THEORY FOR TURBINE ENGINE
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Robert L. Thompson In NASA, Langley Research Center Res.
In Struct. and Solid Mech,, 1982 Oct. ''982 p 67-96 refs (For
primary document see N82-33739 24-$^)
Avail; NTiS HC Al9/MF A01 CSCL 20K
A number of viscriplastic constitutive theories and a conven.
tional constitutive theory are evaluated and compared in their ability
to predict nonlinear stress-strain behavior in gas turbine engine
components at elevated temperatures. Specific application of these
theories is directed towards the structural analysis of combustor
liners undergoing transient, cyclic, thermomechanical load histories.
The combustor liner material considered in this study is Hastelloy
X. The material constants for each of the theories (as a function
of temperature) are obtained from existing, published experimental
data. The viscoplastic theories and a conventional theory are
Incorporated Into a general purpose, nonlinear, finite element
computer program, Several numerical examples of combustor
liner structural analysis using these theories are given to demon-
strate their capabilities. Based on the numerical stress-strain results,
the theories are evaluated and compared.	 Author
N82-31707 '# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center-, Cleveland, Ohio.
LARGE DISPLACEMENTS AND STABILITY ANALYSIS OF
NONLINEAR PROPELLER STRUCTURES
Robert A. Aiello 1982 18 p refs Presented at the 10th NASTRAN
User's Colloq., Nei# Orleans, 13 .14 May 1982
(NASA-TM-82850; 	 NAS	 1.15:82850)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20K
The use of linear rigid formats in COSMIC NASTRAN without
DMAP procedures for the analysis of nonlinear propeller structures
is described. Approaches for updating geometry and applying
follower forces for incremental loading are demonstrated, Compari-
sons are made with COSMIC NASTRAN rigid formats and other
Independent finite element programs. Specifically, the comparisons
Include results from the four approaches for updating the geometry
using RIGID FORMAT 1, RIGID FORMATS 4 and 13, MARC and
MSC/NASTRAN. It is shown that 'user friendly' updating ap-
proaches (without DMAPS) can be used to predict the large
displacements and instability of these nonlinear structures. These
user friendly approaches can be easily implemented by the user
and predict conservative results.	 Author
A82-39852 • Impact resistance of fiber composites, C. C. Chamis and
J. H. Sinclair (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). In: Composite
materials: Mechanics, mechanical properties and fabrication; Proceedings of the
Japan-U.S. Conference, Tokyo, Japan, January 12-14,1981, (A82-39851 19-39)
Barking, Essex, England, A pplied Science Publishers, 1982, p. 1-11.
Stress-strain curves are obtained for a variety of glass fiber and carbon fiber
reinforced plastics In dynamic tension, over the stress-strain range of 0.00087-
2070/sec. The test method is of the one-bar block-to-bar type, using a rotating
disk or a pendulum as the loading apparatus and yielding accurate stress -strain
curves up to the breaking strain. In the case of glasdt fiber reinforced plastic, the
tensile strength, strain to peak impact stress, total strain and total absorbed
energy all Increase significantly as the strain rate Increases, By contrast, carbon
fiber reinforced plastics show lower rates of increase with strain rate. It is recom-
mended that hybrid composites incorporating the high strength and rigidity of
carbon fiber reinforced plastic with the high impact absorption of glass fiber
reinforced plastics be developed for use In structures subjected to impact load-
ing .	 O.C.
A82-40357 . Extended range stress Intensity factor expressions for
chevron-notched short bar and shat rod fracture toughness specimens.
J. L. Shannon, Jr., R. T. Bubsey, W. S, Pierce (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, OH), and D. Munz (Karlsruhe,Unlversitat, Karlsruhe, West Germany),
International Journal of Fracture, vol. 19, July 1982, p, R55-R58.
A62-40358 • Crack displacements for J/I/ testing with compact
specimens. T. W. Orange (NASA, Lewis Research Center; Cleveland, OH).
International Journal of Fracture, vol, 19, July 1982, p. R59-R61. 5 refs.
The suggestion is made that the standard compact specimen (with opening
displacement measured at the crack mouth) may be entirely suitable for J-
integral determinations if a very simple conversion factor is used. Experimental
determination of J-Integral values requires the measurement of displacements at.
the points of load application. For the compact specimen this is a difficult task.
On the basis of studies reported by Newman (1979) and Fisher and Buzzard(1980), it is suggested that for any J-based test the standard compact specimen
can be used, A very good approximation to the load point displacement (within
3.4 percent) can beobtained by measuring the crack mouth displacement and
multiplying by 0.773. 	 G,R.
N82-14531 a jy Arizona Univ.. Tucson.	 Dept. of Aerospace
and Mechanical Engineering,
THE APPLICATION OF PROBABILISTIC DESIGN THEORY
TO HIGH TEMPERATURE LOW CYCLE FATIGUE
112	 ORIGiNAL PAGE.7 IS
OF POOR QUALITY
N82.24503'# Georgia lost. of Tech., Atlanta. Center for the
Advancement of Computational Mechanics.
CREEP CRACK -GROWTH: A NEW PATH - INDEPENDENT
T SUB O AND COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES
R. B. Stonesifer and S, N. Atluri Dec. 1981 141 p refs(Grant NAG3-38) 	
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Paul H. Wirsching	 Nov. 1981	 224 p	 refs (NASA•CR-168930:
	
NAS	 1,26.168930)	 Avail:	 NTIS(Grant NAG3 .41) HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 20K(NASA•CR•165488) 	 Avail: NTIS	 HC A10/MF A01	 CSCL Two path independent Integral parameters which show some
20K degree of promise as fracture criteria are the CO and delta T
Metal fatigue under stress and thermal cycling is a principal sub c integrals, The mathematical aspects of these parameters
mode of failure in gas turbine engine hot section components are reviewed, This Is accomplished by deriving generalized vector
such as turbine blades and disks and combustor liners. Designing forms of tote parameters using conservation laws which are valid
for fatigue Is subject to considerable uncertainty, e.g., scatter in for arbitrary, three dimensional, cracked bodies with crack surface
cycles to failure, available 	 fatigue test data	 and operating tractions (or applied displacements), body forces, Inertial effects
environment data, uncertainties it	 the models used to predict and large deformatiorz. Two principal conclusions are that delta
stresses, etc. Methods of analyzing fatigue lest data for T sub c is a valid crack tip parameter during nonsteady as well
probabilistic design purposes are summarized. The general strain as steady state creep and that delta T su.1 c has an energy rate
life as well as homo- and hetero-scedastic models are considered, interpretation whereas C* does not. An efficient, small displace.
Modern probabilistic design theory is reviewed and examples ment, infinitestimal 	 strain, displacement based finite element
are presented which illustrate application to reliability analysis model is developed for general elastic/plastic material behavior.
of gas turbine engine components,
	 A.R.H. For the numerical studies, this	 model is specialized to two
dimensional plane stress and plane strain and to power law
creep constitutive relations, 	 S,I_
N82 . 17821*# Battelle Columbus Labs„ Ohio,
STRESS EVALUATIONS UNDER ROLLING/SLIDING
CONTACTS Final Report
J, W. Kennel and J. L. Tevaarwerk 30 Oct. 1981 54 p refs(Contract NAS3.22808)(NASA-CR-165561; G7782) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01
CSCL 20K
The state of stress beneath traction drive type of contacts
were analyzed. Computing stress pc And stress reversals on various
planes for points beneath the suio— ..are examined. The effect
of tangential and axial friction under gross slip conditions is
evaluated with the models, Evaluations were performed on an
RC (rolling contact) tester configuration and it is indicated !hat
the classical fatiguu stresses are not altered by friction forces
typical of lubricated contact. Higher values of friction can result
in surface shear reversal that exceeds the stresses at the depth
of maximum shear reversal under rolling contact.	 E.A.K.
N82-195834#
	
Virginia Polytechnic Inst. anal State Univ.,
Blacksburg. Dept, of Engineering Science and Mechanics,
FINITE-ELEMENT MODELING OF LAYERED, ANISOTROPIC
COMPOSITE PLATES AND SHELLS: A REVIEW OF RECENT_
RESEARCH
J. N. Reddy In Shock and Vibration Information Center The
Shock and Vibration Digest, Vol. 13, No. 12 Dec. 1981 p 3-12
refs (For primary document see N82-19562 10.39)(Grants NAG3-208: AF-AFOSR-0142-81)
Avail: SVIC, Code 5804, Naval Research Lab., Washington,
D.C. 20375; $15.00/set CSCL 20/11
Finite element papers published in the open literature on
the static bending and free vibration of layered, anisotropic, and
composite plates and toells are reviewed. A literature review of
large-deflection bending and large-amplitude free oscillations of
layered composite plates and shells is also presented. Non-finite
element literature is cited for continuity of the discussion, J.D.H.
N82 .20684• # Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, Ohio.
FATIGUE LIFE PREDICTION IN BENDING FROM AXIAL
FATIGUE INFORMATION
S. S. Manson and U. Muralidharan Feb. 1982 38 p refs(Grant NAG3-39)(NASA-CR-165563; NAS	 1,25:165563)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20K
Bending fatigue in the low cyclic life range differs from
axial fatigue due to the plastic flow which alters the linear
stress-strain relation normally used to determine the nominal
stresses. An approach Is presented to take into account the
plastic flow in calculating nominal bending stress (S sub
bending) based on true surface stress, These functions are derived
in closed form for rectangular and circular cross sections, The
nominal bending stress and the axial fatigue stress are plotted
as a function of life iN sub S) and these curves are shown for
several materials of engineering interest, 	 S. L.
N82.28702'# Cincinnati Univ.. Ohio,
MICROSTRUCTURAL EFFECTS ON THE ROOM AND
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE LOW CYCLE FATIGUE BEHAV-
IOR OF WASPALOY M.S, Thesis Final Report
Bradley A. Lerch May 1982 194 p refs(Grant NsG-3263)(NASA Z:R-165497; NAS 1.26:165497) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A09/MF A01 CSCL 20K
Longitudinal specimens of Waspaloy containing either coarse
grains with small gamma or fine grains with large gamma were
tested in air at a frequdncy of 0.33 Hz or 0.50 Hz. The coarse
grained structures exhibited planar slip on (111) planes and
precipitate shearing at all temperatures. Cracks initiated by a
Stage 1 mechanism and propagated by a striation forming
mechanism. At 700 C and 800 C. cleavage and intergranular
cracking were observed. Testing at 500 C, 700 C, and 800 C
caused precipitation of grain boundary carbides. At 700 C,
carbides precipitated on slip bands. The fine grained structures
exhibited planar slip on (111) planes. Dislocations looped the
large gamma precipitates, This structure led to stress saturation
and propagation was observed. Increasin g temperatures resulted
in increased specimen oxidation for both heat treatments. Slip
band and grain boundary oxidation were observed. At 800 C,
oxidized grain boundaries were cracked by intersecting slip bands
which resulted in intergranular failure. The fine specimens had
crack initiation later in the fatigue life, but with more rapid
propagation crack propagation,	 A.R.H.
N82-28706*# Cincinnati Univ., Ohio. Dept. of Materials Science
and Metallurgical Engineering.
MECHANISMS OF DEFORMATION AND FRACTURE IN
HIGH TEMPERATURE LOW CYCLE FATIGUE OF RENE 	 1
80 AND IN 100 Final Report
Glenn Roy Romanoski, Jr. Mar. 1982 227 p refs(Grant NsG-3263)(NASA4,R.165498: NAS 1.26:165498)	 Avail: NTIS
HC A1't/MF A01 CSCL 20K
Specimens tested for the AGARD strain range partitioning
program were investigated, Rene 80 and IN 100 were tested in
air and in vacuum at 871 C, 925 C, and 1000 C; and in the
coated and uncoated condition. The specimens exhibited a	 ,(
multiplicity of high-temperature low-cycle fatigue damage.
Observations of the various forms of damage were consistent
with material and tasting conditions and were generally in 	 a
agreement with previous studies. in every case observations
support a contention that failure occurs at a_particular combina-
tion of crack length and maximum stress. A failure criterion
which is applicable in the regime of testing studied is presented.
The predictive capabilities of this criterion are straight forward,
	
1
	
Author	 t
rN82-28713*# Illinois Univ, Urbana-Champaign.	 Dept. of
Theoretical and Applied Mochanics. 	 s
BOUNDARY LAYER THERMAL STRESSES IN ANGLE-PLY
COMPOSITE LAMINATES, PART 9 Final Report
S. S. Wang and I. Choi Feb. 1981 56 p refs 6 Vol,
(Contract NsG-3044)(NASA-CR-165412; NAS 1.26:165412)
	 Avail; NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 20K
Thermal boundary-layer stresses (near free edges) and
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20K
Conservation laws of elasticity for nonhomogeneous materials
were developed and were used to study the crack behavior in
adhesively bonded lap shear joints, By using these laws and the
fundamental relationships in fracture mechanics of Interface cracks,
the problem is reduced to a pair of linear algebraic equations,
and stress intensity solutions can be determined directly by
information extracted from the far field. The numerical results
obtained show that: (1) in the lap-shear joint with a given
adherend, the opening mode stress Intensityfactor, (K sub i) is
always larger than that of the shearing-mode (K sub 2); (2) (K
sub 1) is not sensitive to adherent thickness abut (K sub 2)
increases rapidly with increasing thickness; and 13) (K sub 1)
and (K sub 2) increase simultaneously as the interfacial crack
length increases, 	 Author
N82-28717*# Illinois Univ,, Urbana-Champaign, 	 Dept. of
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
EDGE DELAMINATiON IN ANGLE-PLY COMPOSITE
LAMINATES, PART 6 Final Report
S. S. Wang Feb. 1981 50 p, refs 6 Vol.(Grant NsG-3044)(NASA-CR-165439; NAS 1,26:165439)
	
Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20K
A theoretical method was developed for describing the edge
delamination stress intensity characteristics in angle-ply composite
laminates. The method is based on the theory cl anisotropic
elasticity. The edge delamination problem is ftrmulated using
Lekhnitskii s complex-variable stress potentials and an especially
developed eigenfunction expansion method. The method pre-
dicts exact orders of the three-dimensional stress singularity in
a delamination crack tip region, With the aid of boundary
collocation, the method predicts the complete stress and
displacement fields in a finite-dimensional delaminated composite.
Fracture mechanics parameters such as the mixed-mode stress
intensity factors and associated engr9v release rates for edge
delamination can be calculated explicity. Solutions are obtained
for edge delaminated (theta-theta theta-theta) angle-ply
composites under uniform axial extension. Effects of delamination
lengths, fiber orientations, lamination and geometric variables
are studied.	 Author
N82 .26718*# Illinois Univ., Urbana-Champaign. 	 Dept, of
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
BOUNDARY-LAYER EFFECTS IN COMPOSITE LAMINATES;
FREE-EDGE STRESS SINGULARITIES, PART 6 Final
Report
S. S. Wanag and I, Choi Apr. 1981 38 p refs 6 Vol.(Grant NsGr3044)(NASA-CR-165440; NAS 1.26:165440) 	 Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20K
A rigorous mathematical model was obtained for the
boundary-layw free-edge stress singularity in angleplied and
crossplied fibr,r composite laminates. The solution was obtained
using a method consisting of complex-variable stress function
potentials and eigenfunction expansions. The required order of
the boundary-layer stress singularity is determined by solving
the transcendental characteristic equation obtained from the
homogeneous solution of the partial differentir„i equations.
Numerical results obtained show that the boundary-layer stress
singularity depends only upon material elastic constants and fiber
orientation of the adjacent plies. For angleplied and crossplied
laminates the order of the singularity is weak in general. Author
N82-29619*# Georgia Inst. of Tech„ Atlanta. Center for the
Advancement of Corr — itational Mechanics.
CREEP CRACK-GROWTH: A NEW PATH-INDEPENDENT
INTEGRAL IT SUB c), AND COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES
Ph.D. Thesis Final Report
R, B. Stonesifer and S. N. Atluri Jul. 1982 112 p refs(Grant NAG3-38)(NASA-CR-167897; NAS 1.26:167897) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 20K
The development of valid creep fracture criteria is considered,
Two path-independent integral parameters which show some
degree of promise are the C* and (Delta T)sub c integrals, The
mathematical aspects of these parameters are reviewed by deriving
generalized vector forms of the parameters using conservation
laws which are valid for arbitrary, three dimensional, cracked
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displacements were determined by a an eigenfunction expansion
technique and the establishment of an appropriate particular
solution. Current solutions in the region away from the singular
domain (free edge) are found to be excellent agreement with
existing approximate numerical results, As the edge is approached,
the singular term controls the near field behavior of the boundary
layer. Results are presented for cases of various angle-ply
graphite/epoxy laminates with (theta-theta theta/ theta)
configurations, These results show high interiaminar (through-the-
thickness) stresses. Thermal boundary-layer thicknesses of different
composite systems are determined by examining the strain energy
density distribution in composites, It is shown that the boundary-
layer thickness depends on the degree of anisotropy of each
individual lamina, thermo mechanical properties of each ply, and
the relative thickness of adjacent layers. The interiaminar thermal
stresses are compressive with increasing temperature. The
corresponding residual stresses are tensile and may enhance
interpiy delaminations.	 A.R.H.
N82.26714*# Illinois Univ., Urbana-Champaign. 	 Dept, of
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics,
ANALYSIS OF CRACKS EMANATING FROM A CIRCULAR
HOLE IN UNIDIRECTIONAL FIBER REINFORCED COM-
POSITES, PART 2 Final Report
S, S, Wang and J. F. You Feb. 1981 35 p refs 6 Vol.
(Grant NsG-3044)(NASA-CR-165433; NAS 126:165433)	 Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20K
An analytical method is developed for cracks emanating from
a circular hole in an off-axis unidirectional fiber-reinforced
composite, The method which is formulated by using conservation
laws of elasticity and fundamental relationships in anisotropic
fracture mechanics,. provides a convenient and accurate means
to examine the complicated crack behavior, when used in
conjunction with a suitable numerical scheme such as the finite
element method, The formulation is eventually reduced to asystem
of linear algebraic equations of mixed-mode stress intensity factors.
Fracture parameters, describing crack-tip deformation and fracture
in the composite, are obtained explicitly. Effects of material
anisotropy and crack/hole geometry are examined also, Of
particular interest are the energy release rates associated with
crack extension: their values are oval ru",ied for various cases.
Results show that mixed-mode stress intensity factors and energy
release rates associated with the cracks emanating from a hole
change very appreciably with fiber orientation in the composite,
K sub 1 and G increase monotonically with increasing theta;
but K sub 2 reaches its maximum at theta = 45 deg, and then
decreases gradually as theta increases further.	 Author
N82 .26716*# Illinois Univ., Urbana-Champaign, 	 Dept. of
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
INTERLAMINAR CRACK GROWTH IN FIBER REINFORCED
COMPOSITES DURING FATIGUE, PART 3 Final Report
S, S, Wan g and H. T. Wang Feb. 1981 37 p refs 6 Vol
(Grant NsG-3044)(NASA-CR-165434; NAS 1.4'6:165434) 	 Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20K
Interlaminar crack gwoth behavior in fiber-reinforced
composites subjected to faltigue loading was investigated
experimentally and theoretically. In the experimental phase,
inter-laminar crack propagation rates and mechanisms were
determined for the cases of various geometries, laminate
parameters and cyclic stress levels. A singular hybrid-stress finite
element method was used in conjuction with the experimental
results to examine the local crack-tip behavior and to characterize
the crack propagation during fatigue, Results elucidate the basic
nature of the cyclic delamination damage, and relate the
interiaminar crack growth rate to the range of mixed-mode
crack-tip stress intensity factors. The results show that crack
growth rates are directly related to the range of the mixed-mode
cyclic stress intensity factors by a power law relationship,Author
N82-26716*# Illinois Univ., Urbana-Champaign.
	 Dept, of
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics,
ANALYSIS OF INTERFACE CRACKS IN ADHESIVELY
BONDED LAP SHEAR JOINTS, PART 4 Final Report
S, S, Wang and q. F. Yau Feb. 1981 39 p refs 6 Vol.(Grant NsG-3044)jr	 (NASA-CR-165438; NAS 1.26:165438) 	 Avail: NTiS
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bodies with crack surface tractions (or applied displacements).
body forces, inertial effects, and large deformations. Two principal
conclusions are that (Delta T)sub c has an energy rete Interpreta-
tion whereas CO
 does not. The development and application of
fracture criteria often involves the solution of boundary/initial
value problems associated with deformation and stresses. The
finite element method is used for this purpose An efficient,
small displacement, infinitesimal strain, displacement based finite
element model is specialized to two dimensional plane stress
and plane strain and to power law creep constitutive relations.
A mesh shifting/ remeshing procedure is used for simulating crack
growth. The model is implemented with the quartz-point node
technique and also with specially developed, conforming,
crack-tip singularity elements which provide for the r to the
[n-0 +n)) power strain singularity associated with the HRR
crack-tip field. Comparisons are made with a variety of analytical
solutions and alternate numerical solutions for a number of
problems.
	 J. D.
NO2-33738"# Dayton Univ., Ohio. Dept. of Aerospace Mechrin-
ics.
A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF CRACK INITIATION AND GROWTH
AT STRESS CONCENTRATION SITES interim Technical
R*port, 1 Jan. - 31 Aug. 1982
D. S. Dawicke, J. P. Gallagher, G. A. Hartman, and A. M. Rajendran
Sep. 1982 30 p refs
(Grant NAG3.246)(NASA-CR- 169358; NAS 1.26:169358; UDR-TR-82-119; ITFIA)
Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20K
Crack initiation and propagation models for notches are
examined, The Dowling crack initiation model and the E1 Haddad
et al. crack propagation model were chosen for additional study.
Existing data was used to make a preliminary evaluation of tho
crack propagation model. The results indicate that for the crack
sizes in the test, the elastic parameter K gave good correlation
for the crack growth rate data. Additional testing, directed
specifically toward the problem of small cracks initiating and
propagating from notches is necessary to make a full evaluation
of these initiation and propagation models. 	 S.L.
ment functions are taken as algebraic polynomials. in the present
paper the method is demonstrated on blade models having camber.
Com parisons are first made with results in the literature for
nonrotating twisted plates and various disagreements between results
are pointed out. A method for depicting mode shape information is
demonstrated, permitting one to examine all three components of
displacement, Finally, the analytical procedure is demonstrated on
rotating twisted blade modes, both without and with camber.(Author)
A82.32303 " Path-independent integrals in finite elasticity
and inelasticity, with body forces, inertia, and arbitrary crack-face
conditions. S. N. Atluri (Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta,
GA). Engineering Fracture Mechanics, vol. 16, no. 3, 1982, p.
341 .364, 17 refs. Contract No, N00014.78-C-0636; Grants No.
AF•AFOSR•81 .0057; No. NAG3.38.(Previously announced in STAR as N81.32547)
A82-35408 " # Comparison of beam and shell theories for the vibra-
Vons of thin turbomachinery blades. A. W, Leissa (Ohio State University,
Columbus, OH) and M. S. Ewing (U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs,
CO), American Society of Mechanical Engineers, international Gas Turbine
Conference and Exhibit, 27th, London, England, Apr. 18-22, 1982, Paper 82-GT-
223. 12 p, 36 refs, Members, $2,00; nonmembers, $4,00. Grant No. NAG3,36.
Vibration analysis of turbomachinery blades has traditionally been carried out
by means of beam theory. in recent years two-dimensional methods of blade
vibration analysis have been developed, most of which utilize finite elements and
tc .d to require considerable computation time. More recently a two-dimensional
method of blade analysis has evolved which does not require finite elements and
Is based upon shell equations, The present investigation has the primary objective
to demonstrate the accuracy and limitations of blade vibration analyses which
utilize one-dimensional, beam theories, it Is found that beam theory is generally
Inadequate to determine the free vibration frequencies and mode shapes of
moderate to low aspect ratio turbomachinery blades, The shallow shell theory,
by contrast, is capable of representing all the vibration modes accurately. How-
ever, the one-dimensional beam theory has an Important advantage over the
two-dimensional shell theory for blades and vibration modes. it uses fewer de-
grees of freedom, thus requiring less computer time. 	 G.R.
A82-11298 " Vibrations of cantilevered shallow cylindrical
shells of rectangular planform, A. W. Leissa, J. K. Lee, and A. J,
Wang (Ohio State University, Columbus, OH). Journal of Sound and
Vibration, vol, 78, Oct. 8, 1981, p, 311 .328. 25 refs, Grant No.
NAG3.36,
A cantilevered, shallow shell of circular cylindrical curvature and
rectangular planform exhibits free vibration behavior which differs
considerably from that of a cantilevered beam or of a flat plate.
Some numerical results can be found for the problem in the
previously published literature, mainly obtained by using various
finite element methods. The present paper is the first definitive study
of the problem, presenting accurate non-dimensional frequency
parameters for wide ranges of aspect ratio, shallowness ratio and
thickness ratio, The analysis is based upon shallow shell theory.
Numerical results are obtained by using the Ritz method, with
algebraic polynomial trial functions for the displacements. Conver-
gence is investigated, with attention being given both to the number
of terms taken for each co-ordinate direction and for each of the
A62.36782 " On a study of the /Delta T/c and C/asterisk/ integrals
for fracture analysis under non-steady creep. R. B. Stonesifer and S. N. Atluri(Georgia institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA). Engineering Fracture Mechanics,
vol. 16, no. 5, 1982, p. 625 .643.14 refs. Grants No. NAG3-38; No. AF-AFOSR-81-
0057.
Applications of a vector quantity, path-independent integral which has an en-
ergy interpretation to the characterization of crack-tip fields in the range from fast
to slow crack propagation are examined. The crack tip characterization parame-
ter is defined in terms of a conservation integral for an area around the crack tip
in a two-dimensional cracked body, The actual physical interpretation of the
parameter is shown to be the difference in crack lengths displayed by two identi-
cal bodies which have equal load histories. A steady-state value is obtained for
the parameter for cases of steady-state creep and Is shown to be related to the
standard path-independent integral for macroscopic self-similar crack growth
under mode I conditions. A finite element model is developed for viscoplastic
material models, using an initial strain approach with steps in a size employed in
tangent stiffness methods.
	 M.S.K.
three components of displacement. Accuracy of the results Is also _:f
established by comparison with finite element results for shallow
shells and with other accurate flat plate solutions, 	 (Author)
A82-39514 "
	 On the solution of creep Induced buckling in general
structure. J. Padovan and S. Tovichakchaikul (Akron, University, Akron, OH).
Computers and Structures, vol. 15. no, 4, 1982, p. 379-392. 17 refs, Grant No.
A82-19341 • #	 Vibrations of twisted rotating blades. A. W. NAG3-54.
Leissa, J. K. Lee (Ohio State University, Columbus, OH), and A. J. This paper considers the pre and post buckling behavior of general structures
Wang. American Society of 4echanical Engineers, Design Engi- exposed to high temperature fields for long durations wherein creep effects
neering Technical Conference, Hartford, CT Sept. 20L23, 1981, become significant. The solution to this problem is made possible through the use
Paper 81-DET-127. 8 p. 22 refs. Members, $2.00; nonmembers, of closed upper bounding constraint surfaces which enable the development of
$4.00. Grant No. NAG3-36, a new time stepping algorithm. This permits the stable and efficient solution of
The literature dealing with vibrations of turbomachinery blades structural problems which exhibit indefinite tangent properties. Due to the mannerof constraining/bounding successive iterates, the algorithm developed herein isis voluminous, but the vast majority of it treats the blades as beams, largely self adaptive, inherently stable, sufficiently flexible to handle geometric
	 fIn a previous	 paper a two-dimensional analytical procedure was material and boundary induced nonlinearity, a,ld can be incorporated into either
	 jdeveloped and demonstrated on simple models of blades having finite element or difference simulations. To 111mtrate the capability of the proce-
camber, The procedure utilizes shallow shell theory along with the dure, as well as, the physics of creep induced pre and post buckling behavior,
classical Ritz method for solving the vibration problem. Displace- the results of several numerical experiments are included.
	 (Author)
	 s
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I Ae2-40066 ' Moving singularity creep crack growth analysis with the
/Delta T/c and C/asterisk/ integrals. R. B. Stonesifer and S. N. Atlud (Georgia
Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA). Engineering Fracture Mechanics, vol, 16,
no. 6, 1982, p. 769.782, 11 refs, Grant No. NAG3.38.
The physical meanIN of tLelta Tie and Its applicability to creep crack growth
are reviewed. Numerical evaluation of (Delta T)c and C(asterisk) Is discussed
with results being given for compact specimen and strip geometries, A moving
crack-tip singularity, creep crack growth simulation procedure to described and
demonstrated, The results of several crack growth simulation analyses Indicate
Y_
	
	
that creep crack growth in 304 stainless steel occurs under essentially steady-
state conditions. Based on this result, a simple methodology for predicting creep
crack growth behavior Is summarized.	 (Author)
s
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A82-42863 ' # On ultrasonic factors and fracture toughness. L. S. Fu(Ohio State University, Columbus, OH). In; Symposium zn Nondestructive Evalu-
ation, 13th. San Antonio, TX, April '21 .23,1981. Proce9dings. (A82-4285121-38)
San Antonio, TX, Southwest Research Institute,1982, p " 149-160.17 refs. Grant
No. NsG•3269.
Recent experimental and theoretical studies on ultrasonics have shown that the
scattering of elastic waves by material defects yields data which characterize
crack properties, such as size and orientation, and also the mechanical properties
of the given material, In the present study, elaatodynamic fields due to the pres-
ence of a pair of inhomogeneities in a material of plate geometry are investigated
by the method of equivalent inclusions, The stress amplitude change of the plates
during the passage of plane lime-harmonic waves is found, and the relation
between fracture toughness and ultrasonic factors Is determined. The approach
used does not assume the existence of a sharp crack in the material 	 O.C.
A82.45869 ' On finite deformation elsate4ARaticity. S, Nemat-Nasser(Northwestern University, Evanston, IL), international Journal of Solids and
Structures, vol. 18, no. 10, 1982, p. 857-872 59 refs. Grant No. NAG3-i34,
Lee (1969) has proposed a theory based on the decomposition of the total
deformation gradient to an elastic and plastic part, and from it has concluded that
the additive decomposition of the strain rates holds only approximately.11barda
and Lee (1981) have declared that Lee's 'exact finite-deformation kinematics
shows the almost universal assumption that the total velocity strain or rate of
deformation is the sum of elastic and plastic rates to be In error'. Hence questions
are raised regarding the validity of essentially all finite deformation elasto-plas-
ticity theories. The present investigation Is concerned with these questions. It is
shown that the additive decomposition of the strain rates follows from all common
finite elasto-plasticity concepts. Leo's theory is examined, and it Is shown that this
theory also leads to an additive strain rate decomposition, and therefore, his
conclusion stems from misinterpretation, It is found that the elastic and the plastic
strain rates considered by Lee do not correspond to the same configuration. They
are, therefore, not compatible measures.	 G.R.
A82-46109 • Interface cracks in adhesively bounded lap-shearjoints. S. S, Wang and J, F. You (Illinois, University, Urbana, IL), International
Journal of Fracture, vol. 19, Aug.1982, p. 295.309.29 refs. Grant No. NsG-3044.
A study on the elastic behavior of Interface cracks in adhesively bonded lap-
shear joints is presented. The problem is Investigated by using a recently devel-
oped' method of analysis based on conservation laws in elasticity for
nonhomogeneous solids and fundamental relationships in fracture mechanics of
dissimilar materials, The formulation leads to a pair of linear algebraic equations
in mixed-mode stress intensity factors. Singular crack-tip stress intensity solu-
tions are determined' directly by Information extracted from the far field. Stress
Intensity factors and associated energy release rates are obtained for various
cases of interest, Fundamental nature of the interfacial flaw behavior in lap-shear
adhesive joints is examined in detail. 	 (Author)
a
posite laminates is formulated in terms of the theory of anisotropic elasticity. The
basic structure of the boundary-layer field solution is obtained by using Lekhnit-
N	 skiff's stress potentials (1963), The boundary-layer stress field is found to be
singular at composite laminate edges, and the exact order or strength of the}	 boundary layer stress singularity is determined using an elgenfunction expansion
h	 method. A complete solution to the boundary-layer problem Is then derived, and
I	 i	 the convergence and accuracy of the solution are analyzed, comparing results
with existing approximate numerical solutions. The solution method is demon-
strated fora symmetric graphite-epoxy composite. 	 V.L.	 1
A82-46806 ••# Boundary-layer effects in composite laminates. I - Free-
edge stress singularities. II - Free-edge stress solutions and basic charac-
teristics. S. S, Wang and I. Choi (Illinois, University, Urbana, IL). ASME,
Transactions, Journal of Applied Mechanics, vol. 49, Sept. 1982, p. 541-560, 44
refs, Grant No. NsG-3044.
The fundamental nature of the boundary-layer effect in fiber-reinforced com-
')
.,
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43 EARTH RESOURCES N$2.134900#	 Engelhsfd industries, Inc. Edison, NADEVELOP AND TEST FUEL CELL POWERED 'dN-11111TEIncludes remote sensing of earth resources by aircraft and INTEGRATED TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEM. 	 POASE 3:
spacecraft; photogrammetry; and aerial photography. FULL-SCALE POWER PLANT DEVELOPMENT	 Gkk,!tarlyi For Instrumentation see 05 Instrumentation and Photogra• Report. Feb. -- Apr. 1901
k. phy. A, Koutmen	 24 Jun.'1981	 50 p(Contract DEN3.241)(NASA•CR-165328; DOE/NASA/0241+1: QR • 1) 	Avail: NTIS	 iNC A03/MF A01 CSCL 108
N82-14562•#	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration, An integrated 5 kW power system based upon methanol 	 l
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. fuel and a phosphoric acid fuel cell operating at about 473 K is
I RELIABLE AERIAL THERNIOORJI ►HY FOR ENERGY described. Description includes test results of advanced fuel Cali
CONSERVATION Final Report catalysts, a semiautomatic acid replenishment system and a
John R. Jack and Robert L. Bowman	 Aug. 1981	 35 p	 refs completed 5 kW methanol/system reformer. The results of apreliminary system test on a reformerlstack/inverter combinationOriginal contains color illustrations(Contract DE•AIOI-79CS•20270) are reported. An initial design for a 25 kW stack is presented.(NASA•TM•81766: DOE/NASA/202701: E•828)	 Avail: NTIS Experimental plans are outlined for data acquisition necesaary
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL OBB for design ofa50 kW methanol/steam reformer. Activities related
A method for energy conservation, the aerial thermography to complete mathematical modelling of the integrated powersystem, including wasteheat utilization, are described, 	 E.A,K,survey, is discussed, It locates sources of energy losses and
f wasteful energy management practices. An operational map is
presented for clear sky conditions. The map outlines the key tenvironmental conditions conductive to obtaining reliable aerial
thermography. The map is developed from defined visual and
heat loss discrimination criteria which are quantized based on
fiat roof heat transfer calculations. 	 E.A,K,
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N82. 18684	 National Aeronautics and	 ace Administration.Sp OF POOR QUALITYLewis Resea ch Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
GROUND-TRUTH OBSERVATIONS OF ICE-COVERED
NORTH SLOPE LAKES IMAGED BY RADAR
W, F. Weeks	 Oct. 1981	 24 p	 refs	 Prepared in Cooperation g
with CRREL, Hanover, N.H.(NASA•TM•84127; AD-A108342; CRREL-8119)	 A''ya G NTIS
HC A02A01
	
CSCL 08/8/MF
Field observations support the interpretation that differences
in the strength of radar returns from the ice covers of lakes on
the North Slope of Alaska can be used to determine where the
lake is frozen completely to the bottom, An ice/frozen soil
interface Is indicated by a weak return and in ice/wafer interface
by a strong return. The immediate value of this result is that
SLAR (side-looking airborne radar) imagery can now be used to
prepare maps of large areas of the North Slope showing where
the lakes are shallower or deeper than 1.7m (the approximate
draft of the lake ice at the time of the SLAR flights). The bathymetry
of these shallow lakes is largely unknown and is not obvious
from their sizes or outlines, Such information could be very useful,
for example in finding suitable year-round water supplies.
Author (GRA)
N82-24525'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
LANDSAT REMOTE S ►iNSING: OBSERVATIONS OF AN
APPALACHIAN MOUNZAINTOP SURFACE COAL MINING
AND RECLAMATION OPERATION
Oct, 1979 7 p ref Original contains color imagery. Original
photography may be purchased from the EROS Data Center,
Sioux Falls, S.D. 57198 Original contains color illustrations
ERTS(E82-10247; NASA-TM-84194; NAS 1.15;84194) Avail:
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 081
The potential bsnefits of using LANDSAT remote sensing
date by state agenrdes as an aide in monitoring surface coal
mining operations rire reviewed, A mountaintop surface mine in
eastern Kentucky was sun:eyed over a 5 year period using satellite
multispectral scanner data that were classified by computer
analyses, The analyses were guided by aerial photography and
by ground surveys of the surface mines procured in 1976. The
application of the LANDSAT data Indir-ates that: (1) computer
classification of the various lanidcover categories provides
information for monitoring the progress of surface mining and
reclamation operations; ( 2) succ_,ssivo yearly changes in barren
and revegetated areas can be qualitatively assessed for surface
mines of 100 acres or more of disrupted area;. (3) barren areas
consisting of limestone and shale mixtures may be recognized,
and revegetated areas in various stages of growth may be identified
against the hilly forest background. 	 E.A.K.
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includes specific energy conversion systems, e.g., fuel
cells and batteries global sources of energy, fossil fuels;
geophysical conversto,l; hydroelectric power; and wind
power,
For related Information see also Oil' ,Aircraft Propulsion
and Power, M Spacecraft Propulsion and Power, 28
Propellents and fuels, and 85 Urban Technology and
Transportation,
44 ENERGY PRODUCTION AND
CONVERSION
N82-10503'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio.
EFFECT OF POSITIVE PULSE CHARGE WAVEFORMS ON
THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF LEAD-ACID TRACTION
CELLS Final Report
John J. SmithricP Sep, 1981 11 p refs(Contract DE-AIOi-77CS-51044)(NASA-TM-82709; E-991; DOE/NASA/51044 .22) Avail:
NVS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IDA
The effects of four different charge methods on the energy
conversion efficiency of 300 ampere hour lead acid traction cells
were Investigated, Three of the methods were positive pulse
charge waveforms; the fourth, a constant current method, was
used as a baseline of comparison, The positive pulse charge
waveforms were: 120 Hz full wave rectified sinusoidal; 120 Hz
silicon controlled rectified; and i kHz square wave. The constant
current charger was set at the time average pulse current of
each pulse waveform, which was 160 amps. The energy efficiency
does not include charger losses, The lead acid traction cells
were charged to 70 percent of rated ampere hour capacity in
each case. The results of charging the cells using the three
different pulse charge waveforms indicate there was no significant
difference in energy conversion efficiency when compared to
constant current charging at the time average pulse current
value.	 Author
N82-1`4151'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
SOLAR CELL DEVELOPMENT FOR THE POWER EXTENSION
PACKAGEC.osmo R, Baraona and James L. Cioni (NASA, Johnson Space
Canter)	 1981	 8 p refs Presented at the 16th Intersoc,
Energy Conversion Conf„ Atlanta, 9 . 14 Aug. 1981(NASA-TM-82685; E=922) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
10A
The PEP is a 32 kilo,t<'.a.-.t flexible substrate, retrievable, solar
ar'.ry system for use on the Space Shuttle. Solar cell costs will
be, reduced by increasing cell area aid simplifying cell and
coverglass fabrication proce3ses and specifications. The cost goal
Is to produce cells below ffi33^ per watt, Two and ten ohm-cm
silicon cells were investigated. In phase I of the cell development
program a few thousand candidate cells will be produced and
evaluated for utility and quality. in phase 11 a large number of
cells will be fabricated to verify production readiness and cell
yields and costs. This schedule is compatible with PEP initial
operational capability In 1984, Approximately 140,000 large area(5.9 x 5.9 cm) cells will be required for two PEP solar arrays.
The status of the cell development and testing, including a radiation
damage test and side-by-side comparison of candidate cell types
with pre- and post-irradiation airplane calibration of outer space
short-circuit current, is reported. 	 T,M.
N82-12553'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio.
ANALYTIC INVESTIGATION OF EFFICIENCY AND PERFOR-
MANCE LIMITS IN KLYSTRON AMPLIFIERS USING
MULTIDIMENSIONAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS; MULTI-
STAGE DEPRESSED COLLECTOPS; AND THERMIONIC
CATHODE LIFE STUDIES
H. G. Kosmahl In NASA. Johnson Space Censer Workshop
on Microwave Power Transmission and Reception 1980 p
139.146 refs (For primary document see N82-12538 03-44)
Avail: NTIS HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Due to complexity of the program which used a hydrodynamic,
axially and radially deformable disk-ring model and the resulting
long computing time only the output gap was investigated. Results
from independent studios were used to Initiate the starting
eondition4 foe the electrons and the RF voltage using ou: program.
Although this method of computation Is leas exact than processing
the entire klystron interaction In 3-Dimensions it is shown +fist,
for a confined pow focused throughout the penultimate cavity,
radial velocities remain very smell and the beam is highly laminar.
It is concluded that possible errors resulting from trotting only
the output cavity in 3-D would remain small.
	 T.M.
N82.12574'# National Aeronautics find	 Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
PERFORMANCE OF ADVANCED CHROMIUM ELEC-
TRODES FOR THE NASA REDOX ENERGY STORAGE
SYSTEM Finial Report
Randall F. Gehn, JoAnn Charleston, Jerd S, Ling, and Margaret
A, Reid Nov, 1981 23 p _refs(Contract DE-A104-GOAL-12726)(NASA-TM-82724: E-1025; DOE/NASA/ 12726 .15) Avail:
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10C
Chromium electrodes were prepared for the NASA Redox
Storage System with most the performance requirements for
solar, photovoltaic, wind-turbine and electric utility applications.
Gold-lead catalyzed carbon felt electrodes up tp 930 sq em
were fabricated and tested in single cells and multicell stacks
for hydrogen evolution, coulombic efficiency, catalyst sic-bility
and electrochemical activity. Factors which asfect the overall
performance of a particular electrode include the carbon felt lot,
the cleaning treatment and the gold cetalyzation method. Effects
of the chromium solution chemistry and impurities on charge/
discharge performance are also presented, 	 Author
N82. 13504•# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis 0 ,;search Center, Cleveland, Ohio.CATALYTIC COMBUSTION OF RESIDUAL FUELS
Daniel L Bulzon and Robert R. Tacina 1981 20 p refs
Presented at 5th Workshop on Catalytic Combustion, San Antonio,
Tex., 15 . 16 Sep. 1981(Contract DE-A101.77ET-10360)
(NASA-TM-82731; E-1040) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF AOt
CSCL 21B
A noble metal catalytic reactor was tested using two grades
of Petroleum derived residual fuels at specified inlet air tempera.
tures, pressures, and reference velocities. Combustion efficiencies
greater than 99,5 percent were obtained, Steady state operation
of the catalytic reactor required inlet air temperatures of at least
800 K, At lower inlet air temperatures, upstream burning in the
promixing zone occurred which was probably caused by fuel
deposition and accumulation on the pramixing zone walls.
Increasing the inlet air temperature prevented this occurrence.
Both residual fuels contained about 0.5 percent nitrogen by weight.
NO sub x emissions ranged from 50 to 110 ppm by volume at
15 percent excess 02. Conversion of fuel-bound nitrogen to 6'1
sub x ranged from 25 to 50 percent,
	 M,D.K.
N82-13509'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
GAS-TURBINE CRITICAL RESEARCH ADD ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT PROJECT Annual Report
John S. Clark, Philip E, Hodge, Carl E. Lowell, David N, Anderson,
and Donald F, Schultz Mar, 1981 50 p refs(Contract DE-AI01-77ET-10350)(NASA-TM-81708; DOE/NASA/2593-24; E-737) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 10B
A technology data base for utility gas turbine systems capable
of burning coal derived fuels was developed. The following areas
are investigated: combustion: materials; and system studies. A
two stage test rig is designed to study the conversion of fuel
bound nitrogen to NOx. The feasibility of using heavy fuels in
catalytic combustors is evaluated, A statistically designed series
of hot corrosion burner rig teats was conducted to measure the
corrosion rates of typical cis turbine alloys with several fuel
contaminants, fuel additives and several advanced thermal barrier
coatings are tested. Thermal barrier coatings used in conjunction
with low critical alloys and those used in a combined cycle
system in which the stack temperature was maintained above
the acid corrosion temperature are also studied.	 E,A.K,
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NO2. 14033 0# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio
ALUMINUM SLADE DEVELOPMENT FOR THE MOD-OA
2MKiLOWATT WIND TURBINE Final Report
Bradford S. Unscott. Richard K. Shaltens, and A, G. Eggers(Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburg) Dec. 1981 43 p refs(Contract DE•AB29.76ET-20370)(NASA-TM-82594: DOE/NASA-20370/20) AvelL NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL IDA
The rotor blade configuration, fabrication methods, analyses.
operating experience, design modifications, and cost are described.
Each 60-h-(18.3-m-) long aluminum blade used current aircraft
fixed wing and rotary wing design and fabrication technologies.
Structural damage, repairs, and modifications that occurred during
6500 hours of operation are summarized, 	 T.M.
N82.16477'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
NEW FEATURES AND APPLICATIONS OF PRESTO, A
COMPUTER CODE FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF REGEN-
ERATIVE, SUPERHEATED STEAM TURBINE CYCLES
Yung K, Choo and Peter J. Steiger Jan. 1982 39 p refs(NASA-TP-1964: E-721) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
10B
The code was designed to analyze performance at valves-wide-
open design flow. The code can model conventional steam cycles
as well as cycles that include such special features as process
steam extraction and induction and feedwater heating by external
heat sources. Convenience features and extensions to the special
features were incorporated into the PRESTO code. The features
are described, and detailed examples illustrating the use of both
the original and the special features are given. 	 T.M.
1600 F gives an efficiency about one and one-half points higher
than preheating to BDO F for all plant sizes, For each plant size
raid preheat temperature there is an oxidizer enrichment level
and MHD generator length that gives the highest plant effi-
ciency.
	
B.W.
N112. 16495*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
THE NASA LEWIS LARGE WIND TURBINE PROGRAM
R. L. Thomas and D. H. Baldwin 1981 24 p refs Presented
at the 5th Biennial Wind Energy Cont. and Workshop, Washington,
MC, 6.7 Oct. 1981(Contract DE-AI01.79ET-20305)(NASA-TM-82761; DOE/NASA/20305 .7: E-1082) Avail:
NTIS HC A01/MF A01 CSCL 108
The program is directed toward development of the technology
for safe, reliable, environmentally acceptable large wind `turbines
that have the potential to generate a significant amount of
electricity at costs competitive with conventional electric
generation systems. in addition, these large wind turbines rf..st
be fully compatible with electric utility operations and interface
requirements. Advances are made by gaining a better understand.
ing of the system design drivers, Improvements In the analytical
design tools, verification of design methods with operating field
data, and the incorporation of new technology and innovative
designs. An overview of the program activities is presented and
includec results from the first and second generation field machines(Mod-OA. -1, and .2), the design phase of the third generation
wind turbine (Mod-5) and the advanced technology projects, Also
included is the status of the Department of Interior WTS-4
machine.	 T.M.
N82. 16476'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
VARIABLE GAIN FOR A WIND TURBINE PITCH CONTROL
Final Report
Robert C. Seidel and Arthur G. Birchenough Dec. 1981 14 p
refs(Contract DE-A101-76ET-20320)(NASA-TM-82751; DOE/NASA/20320.34; E-1067) Avail•
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IDA
The gain variation is made in the software logic of the
pitch angle controller. The gain level is changed depending upon
the level of power error. The control uses low gain for low
pitch activity the majority of the time. If the power exceeds ten
percent offset above rated, the gain Is increased to a higher
gain to more effectively limit power, A variable gain control
function3d well in tests on the Mod-0 wind turbine.	 T.M.
N$2.16481"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio.
SUMMARY AND EVALUATION OF THE CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN STUDY OF A POTENTIAL EARLY COMMERCIAL
MHD POWER PLANT (CSPEC) Final Report
P. J, Steiger and P. F. Penko Jan. 1982 22 p refs(Contract DE-A101.77ET-10769)(NASA-TM-82734: DOE/NASA/10769 . 21; E-1046) Avail:
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 108
The conceptual design study of a potential early commercial
MHD power plant (CSPEC) Is described and the results are
summarized. Each of two contractors did a conceptual design
of an approximately 1000 MWe open-cycle MHD/steam plant
with oxygen enriched combustion air preheated to an intermediate
temperature in a metallic heat exchanger. The contractors were
close in their overall plant efficiency estimates but differed in
their capital cost and cost of electricity estimates, primarily because
of differences in balance-of-plant material, contingency, and
operating and maintenance cost estimates. One contractor
concluded that its MHD plant design compared favorably in cost
of electricity with conventional coal-fired steam plants, The other
contractor is making such a comparison as part of a follow-on
study. Each contractor did a preliminary investigation of part-
load performance and plant &..,,lability. The results of NASA
studies investigating the effect of plant size and oxidizer preheat
temperature on the performance of CSPEC-type MHD plants
are also described. The efficiency of a 1000 MWe plant is about
three points higher than of a 200 MWe plant, Preheating to
N82.18691'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio,
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF AN INTEGiIAL CATALYTIC
COMBUSTOR: HEAT EXCHANGER FOR STIRLING
ENGINES
Daniel L. Bulzan 19L1 20 p refs Presented at the 1982
Intern. Congr. and Exposition, Detroit, 22 .26 Feb. 1982; sponsored
by SAE(Contract DE-A101-77CS.51040)(NASA-TM-82783; DOE/NASA/51040.36) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IDA
The feasibility of using catalytic combustion with heat removal
for the Stirling engine to reduce exhaust emissions and also
improve heat transfer to the working fluid was studied using
spaced parallel plates. An internally air-cooled heat exchanger
was placed between two noble metal catalytic plates. A preheated
fuel-air mixture passed between the plates and reacted on the
surface of the catalyzed plates, Heat was removed from the
catalytic surface by radiation and convection to the aircooled
heat exchangers t • control temperature and minimize thermal
nitrogen oxide en,a+Ntins. Test conditions were inlet combustion
air temperatures from 850 to 900 K, inlet velocities of about
10 m/s, equivalence ratios from 0.5 to 0.9, and pressures from
1,3x10 to the 6th power to 2.0x10 to the 5th power Pa. Propane
fuel was used for all testing, Combustion efficiencies greater
than 99.5 percent were measured. Nitrogen oxide emissions
ranged from 1.7 to 3.3 g NO2/kg fuel, The results demonstrate
the feasibility of the concept and indicate that further investigation
of the concept is warranted. 	 A.R.H.
N82.18694*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ASSESSMENT OF STEAM-INJECTED GAS TURBINE
SYSTEMS AND THEIR POTENTIAL APPLICATION
Robert J. Stochl Feb. 1982 21 p refs(NASA•TM+132735: E-1047) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 10B
Results were arrivAdl at by utilizing and expanding on
information presented in the literature, The results were analyzed
and compared with those for simple gas turbine and combined
cycles for both utility power generation and industrial cogeneration
applications, The efficiency and specific power of simple gas
turbine cycles can be increased as much as 30 and 50 percent,
respectively, by the injection of steam into the combustor.
Steam-injected gas turbines appear to be economically competitive
a
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with both simple gas turbine and combined cycles for small,
clean -fuel-fired utility power generation and industrial cogenera-
tion applications, For large powerplants with integrated coal
gasifiers, the economic advantages appear to be marginal, TM.
N82.196700# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
PHOSPHORIC ACID FUEL CELL TECHNOLOGY STATUS
Stephen N. Simons, Robert 8, King, and Paul R, Prokopius 1981
20 p refs Presrinted at Fuel Cells: Technol. Status and Appl.,
Chicago 18 .18 Nov. 1981; sponsored by Institute of Gas
Technology(Contract DE.AI01 .80ET 17088)(NASA-TM-82791; DOE/NASA/17088 .31	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IDA
A review of the current phosphoric acid fuel cell system
technology development efforts is presented both for multimega-
watt Systems for electric utility applications and for multikilowatt
systems for on-site integrated energy system applications.
Improving fuel cell performance, reducing cost, and Increasing
durability are the technology drivers at this time. Electrodes,
matrices, intercell cooling, bipolar/separator plates, electrolyte
management, and fuel selection are discussed. 	 B.W.
N82.18671`# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
MECHANISM AND MODELS FOR ZINC METAL MORPHOL-
OGY IN ALKALINE MEDIA
Charles E. May, and Harold E. Kautz Dec, 1981 36 p refs(NASA-TM-82768; E-1090) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL IDA
Based on experimental observations, a mechanism is
presented to explain existence of the different morphologies of
electrodeposited zinc in alkaline solution, The high current density
dendrites appear to be due to more rapid growth on the nonbasal
crystallographic planes than on the basal plane, The low current
density moss apparently results from dissolution from the
nonbasaf planes at low cathodic voltages, Electrochemical models
were sought which would produce such a phenomenon. The
fundamental plating mechanism alone accounts only for different
rates on different planes, not for zinc dissolution from a plane
in the cathodic region. Fourteen models were explored; two models
were in accord with the proposed mechanism, One involves rapid
disproportionation of the zinc -#-1 species on the nonbasel planes.
The other Involves a redox reaction (corrosion) between the
zinc-zincate and hydrogen-water systems,
	
S. L.
N82-19872'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
PERFORMANCE AND OPERATIONAL ECONOMICS
ESTIMATES FOR A COAL GASIFICATION COMBINED-
CYCLE COGENERATION POWERPLANT
Joseph J. Nainiger, Raymond K, Burns, and Annie J. Easley
Mar, 1982 32 p refs(NASA-TM-82729, E-1032) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 10B
A performance and operational economics analysis is
presented for an integrated-gasifier, combined-cycle (IGCC) system
to meet the steam and baseload electrical requirements. The
effect of time variations in steam and electrial requirements Is
included. The amount and timing of electricity purchases from
sales to the electric utility are determined, The resulting expenses
for purchased electricity and revenues from electricity sales are
estimated by using an assumed utility rate structure model,
Cogeneration results for a range of potential IGCC cogeneration
system sizes are compared with the fuel consumption and costs
of natural gas and electricity to meet requirements without
cogeneration. The results indicate that an IGCC cogeneration
system could save about 10 percent of the total fuel energy
presently required to supply steam and electrical requirements
without cogeneration, Also for the assumed future fuel and
electricity prices, an annual operating cost savings of 21 percent
to 26 percent could be achieved with such a cogeneration system,
An analysis of the effects of electricity price, fuel price, and
system availability indicates that the IGCC cogeneration system
has a good potential for economical operation over a wide range
in these assumptions. 	 R.J.F.
N92•19673•# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE OF THE PHOTOVOLTAIC.
POWERED GRAIN MII.L.AND WATER PUMI► 'ATTANGAYE,
UPPER VOLTA Summary Report, Mar. 1919 - Apr. 1991
James E, Martz, Anthony F. Fatsjczak, and Richard De Lombard
Feb. 1982 69 p refs Sponsored In part by Bureau for
Development Support(NASA-TM-82767; E-1089) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01
CSCL 108
The first two years of operation, of a stand alone photovol.
taic (PV) power system for the vilia,e of Tangaye, Upper Volts
in West Africa are described, The purpose of the experiment
was to demonstrate that PV systems could provide reliable
electrical power for multiple use applications in remote areas
where local technical expertise is limited. The 1,8 kW (peak)
power system supplies 12O-V (d.c,) electrical power to operate
a grain mill, a water pump, and mill building lights for the
village. The system was initially sized to pump a part of the
village water requirements from an existing Improved well, and
to meet a portion of the village grain grinding requirements.
The data,. observations, experiences, and conclusions developed
during the first two years of operation are discussed. Reports of
tests of the mills used in the project are included. 	 B,W.
N82 .20668'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio,
PERFORMANCE MAPPING STUDIES IN REDOX FLOW
CELLS
Mark A. Hoberecht and Lawrence H. Thalier Sep. 1981 12 p
refs(Contract DE-A104-GOAL-12726)(NASA-TM-82707: DOE/NASA/12726 . 13; NAS 1.15:82707:
DE82.003288) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL AA
Pumping power requirements in any flow battery sy.,.am
constitute a direct parasitic energy loss. It is therefore useful to
determine the practical lower limit for reactant flow rates, Thmugh
the use of a theoretical framework based on electrochemical
first principles, two di rferent experimental flow mapping techniques
were developed to evaluate and compare electrodes as a function
of flow rate. For the carbon felt electrodes presently used in
NASA-Lewis Redox cells, a flow rate 1.5 times greater than
the stoichiometric rate seems to be the requLsd minimum,
Author
N82 .21710'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
MICROPROCESSOR CONTROL SYSTEM FOR 100-
KILOWATT MAD-OA WIND TURBINES Final Report
Ted W. Nyland and Arthur G. Birchenough Jan. 1982 26 p
refs(Contract DE-AI01-76_T-20370)(NASA-TM-82711; E-10006; NAS 1.15:82711:
DOE/NASA/20370 .22) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
10A
The microprocessor system and program used to control
the operation of the 200-kW Mod-OA wind turbines is described.
The system is programmed to begin startup and shutdown
sequences automatically and to control yaw motion. Rotor speed
and power output are controlled with integral and proportional
control of the blade pitch angle, included in the report are a
description of the hardware and a discussion of the software
programming technique. A listing of the PL/M software program
is Owen.
	
Author
N82-21712'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE OF THE REGENERATOR
FOR THE CHRYSLER UPGRADED AUTOMOTIVE GAS
TURBINE ENGINE Final Report
Jerry M. Winter and Ralph C, Nussle Feb, 1982 62 p refs(Contract DE-A101-77CS-51040)(NASA-TM-82671: E-953: DOE/ NASA16 `.040-32: NAG
1.15:82671) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 108
Automobile gas turbine engine rvger;drator performance was
studied in a regenerator test facility '-hat provided a satisfactory
simulation of the actual engine operating environment but with
independent control of airflow and gas flow. Velocity and
temperature distributions were measured immediately dowtt'stream
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of froth the core high• pressure•side outlet and the core low-
prossure R slde outlet, For the original engine housing, the
regenerator temperature effectiveness was 1 to 2 percent higtwf
then the design value, and the hest tranefor effectivbtiiess was
2 to 4 percent lower than the design value over the range of
test conditions simulating 60 to 100 percent of gas generator
speed. Recalculating the design values to account for seal leakage
decreased the design heat transfer effectiveness to values
consistent with those measured heroin, A baffle Installed in the
engine housing high-pressure-side inlet provided more uniform
velocities out of the regenerator but did not Improve the
effectiveness, A housing designed to provide more uniform axial
flow to the regenerator was also tested. Although temperature
uniformity was improved, the effectiveness values were not
improved. Neither did 50•percont flow, blockage (90 degree
segment) applied to the high-pressure side Inlet change the
effectiveness significantly. 	 Author
i
N82.21714• N National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
METHOD FOR PREDICT. NG IMPULSIVE NOISE GENER-
ATED BY WIND TURBINE ROTORS
Larry A Vitema 1882 7 p refs Presented at the intern.
Cont. an Noise Control Eng., Son Francisco, 17-19 May 1982(Contra.t DZ-AIOi-76ET-20320)(NASA-TM-82794; E-1128; DOE/NASA/20320 .36; NAS
1.15.82794) Avail; .NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 108
Largo wind turbines can generate both broad band and
impulsive noises. Those noises can be controlled by proper choice
of rotor design parameters such as rotor location with respect
to the supporting tower, tower geometry and tip speed. A method
was developed to calculate the impulsive noise generated when
the wind turbine blade experiences air forces that are periodic
functions of the rotational frequency. This phenomenon can occur
when the blades operate in the wake of the support tower and
the nonuniform velocity field near the ground duo to wind shear.
Results from this method were compared with measured sound
spectra taken at locations of one to two rotor diameters from
the DOE/NASA Mod • l wind turbine, The calculated spectra
generally agreed with the measured data in both the amplitude
of the predominant harmonics and the roll of rate with frequency.
Measured sound pressure levels far from the Mod-1 (16 rotor
diameters). however, were higher than predicted, Simultaneous
measurements in the near and far field indicated that the
propagation effects could enhance the sound levels by more
than 10 de above that expected by spherical dispersion. These
propagation effects are believed to be due to terrain and
atmospheric characteristics of the Mod-1 site.	 Author
N92.22649'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EFFECT OF ROTOR CONFIGURATION ON GUYED TOWER
AND FOUNDATION DESIGNS AND ESTIMATED COSTS
FOR INTERMEDIATE SITE HORIZONTAL AXIS WIND
TURBINES
G. R, Frederick (Toledo Univ.). J. R. Winemiiler, and J. M, Savino
Mar, 1882 39 p refs(NASA-TM-82804; 00E/NASA/20320 .39: NAS 1,16;82804)
Avail; NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 10B
Three designs of a guyed cylindrical tower and Its foundation
for an intermediate size horizontal axis wind turbine generator
are discussed, The primary difference in the three designs is the
configuration of the rotor. Two configurations are two blade rotors
with teetering hubs - one with full span pitchable blades, the
other with fixed pitch blades. The third configuration is a
three-bladed rotor with a rigid hub and fixed pitch blades. In all
configurations the diameter of the rotor is 38 maters and the
axis of rotation is 30,4 meters above grade, and the power
output iE 200 kW and 400 W. For each configuration the
design Is based upon for the most severe loading condition either
operating wind orhurricaee conditions, The diameter of the tower
Is selected to be 1.5 meters (since It was determined that this
would provide sufficient space for access ladders within the tower)
with guy rods attached at 10.7 meters above grade, Completing
a design requires selecting the requirea thicknesses of the various
cylindrical segments, the number and diameter of the guy rods,
the number and size of soil anchors, and the size of the central
foundation. The lower natural frequencies of vibration are
determined for each design to ensure that operation near
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resonance does not occur Finally, a cost estimate is prepared
for each design. A preliminary design and cost estimate of a
cantilever tower (cylindrical and not guyed) and its foundation
is also presented for each of the three configurations, 	 Author
NS2.22672$i# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
IMPROVED CHROMIUM ELECTRODES FOR REDOX CELLS
Patent Appkadon
Vinod Jalan (Giver, Inc,), Margaret A. Reid, and Jo Ann Charleston,
Inventors Ito NASA) Filed 26 Feb. 1982 13 p(NASA•Coce•LEW-13863 .1; US-Patent-Appl•SN-362621) Avail;
NTIS HC A02/MP A01 CSCL 10C
An improved electrode having t ,7old costing for use In the
anode compartment of a REDOX cell is described, The anode
fluid utilizes a chromic/chromous couple. A carbon felt Is soaked
in methanol, rinsed In water, dried and thou heated in KOH
after which It is again washed In dolonized water and dried.
The felt is then rnolstened with a methanol water solution
containing chloroauric azid and is stored in a dark place while
still in contact with the gold-containing solutlm After all the
gold-containing solution Is absorbed in the felt, the latter is
dried by heat and then heat treated at p substantially greater
temperature. The felt Is then suitable for use as an electrode
and is wetted with water or up to two molar HCI prior to
Installation in a REDOX cell, The novelty of the invention Iles In
the use of KOH for cleaning the felt and the use of alcohol as
a carrier for the gold together with the hest treating procedure,
NASA
N82-22873•# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lrrwls Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
LIGHT WEIGHT NICKEL BATTERY PLAGUE P.—tar.A.
Application
M. A. Reid, R, E. Post, and D. G. Soltis, inventors (to NASA)
Filed 19 Feb, 1982 9 p(NASA-Cose•LEW-13349 . 1; US•Patent,Appl-SN-360478) Avail:
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10C
Fabrication of a nickel plaque which may be coated with
another suitable metal or compound to form an electrode for
use in a fuel cell or Battery Is described, A flexible, porous,
pletabie, plastic substrate is positioned against a diffuser together
with an spertured support plbie In a conduit. Flanges are clamped
together on gaskets which prevent leakage of fluid from the
conduit for bypassing of the substrate by the field, Treatment
solutions are directed under pressure from a container by a
pump through the substrate, diffuser and spertured support to a
treatment solution collector. The treatment solutions are first e
sensitizer, then distilled water, a catalyst solution, distilled water
and, lastly, a nickel plating bath solution, 	 T.M.
N82.23878'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
PARAMETRIC PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF STEAM-
INJECTED GAS TURBINE WITH A THERMIONGC .ENERGY-
CONVERTER-LINED COMBUSTOR
Yung K, Chao and Raymond K. Burns Feb, 1982 21 p efs(NASA-TM-82738; E-1048; NAS 1,15:82736) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10B
The performance of steam-Injected gas turbines having
combustors lined with thormlonic energy converters (STIG/TEC
systems) was analyzed and compared with that of two baseline
systems; a steam-injected gas turbine (without a TEC-lined
combustor) and a conventional combined gas turbine/steam
turbine cycle. Common gas turbine parameters were assumed
for all of the systems. Two configurations of the STIG^TEC system
were investigated, In both cases, steam pro ucad in an
exhaust-heat-recovery boiler cools the TEC collectors, It is then
Injected into the gas combustion stream and expanded through
the gas turbine. The STIG/TEC system combines the advantage
of gas turbine steam injection with the conversion of high-
temperature combustion heat by TEC's, The addition of TEC's
to the baseline steam-injected gas turbine improves both its
efficiency and specific power. Depending on system configuration
and design parameters, the STIG/TEC system can also achieve
higher efficiency and specific power than the baseline combined
cycle,
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H. Bankaitis Mar. 1982 49 p refs(Contract DE-A101-76ET•20320)(NASA-TM,'82784: E-1116: DOE/NASA/20320 .37: NAS
1.15:82784) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 108
Wind-driven turbine generators are being evaluated as an
alternative source of electric energy. Areas of favorable location
for the wind-driven turbines (high wind density) coincide with
areas of nigh incidence of thunderstorm activity. These locations,
coupled with Rs 30-m or larger diameter rotor blades, make
the wind-driven turbine blades probable terminations for light-
ning strikes, Several candidate systems of lightning accommoda.
tion for composite-structural-material blades were designed and
their effectiveness evaluated by submitting the systems to
simulated lightning strikes, The test data were analyzed and
system design were reviewed on the basis of the analysis. T.M.
N82.23684'N National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
WIND TURBINE DYNAMICS
Robert W. Thresher, ad, (Oregon State Univ., Corvallis) May
1981 422 p refs Workshop held In Cleveland 24.26 Feb,
1981 Sponsored in part by DUE(NASA-CF-2185: NAS 1,55:2185: CONF•81.226:
SERI/CP-635-1238) Avail: NTIS HC A18/MF A01 CSCL
108
Recent progress in the analysis and prediction of the dynamic
behavior of wind turbine generators is discussed. The following
areas were addressed: (1) the adequacy of state of the art analysis
tools for designing the next generation of wind power systems;
42) the use of state of the art analysis tools designers: and(3) verifications of theory which might be lacking or inadequate,
Summaries of these ipformative discussions as well as the
questions and answers which followed each paper are documen-
ted in the proceedings. For individual titles, see N82.23685
through N82-23733,
N82.23698•# Naticnai Aeronautics and Space t', Wriistration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
APPLICATIONS OF THE DOE/NASA WIND TURBINE
ENGINEERING INFORMATION SYSTEM
Harold E. Neustadtor and David A. Spera In its Wind Turbine
Dyn. May 1981 p 113 . 120 refs (For primary document seo
N82-23684 14.44)
Avail: NTIS HC A18/MF A01 CSCL 108
A statistical analysis of data obtained from the Technology
and Engineering Information Systems was made. The systems
analyzed consist of the following elements: (1) sensors which
measure critical parameters (e.g„ wind speed and direction, output
power, blade loads and component vibrations). (2) remote
multiplexing units (RMUs) on each wind turbine which frequency-
modulate, multiplex and transmit sensor outputs: (3) on-site
instrumentation to record, process and display the sensor output:
and (4) statistical analysis of data. Two examples of the capabilities
of these systems are presented. The first illustrates the
standardized format for application of statistical analysis to each
directly measured parameter. The second shows the use of a
model to estimate the variability of the rotor thrust loading,
which is a derived parameter. 	 Author
N82.23699`# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
CALCULATION OF GUARANTEED MEAN POWER FROM
WiND TURBINE GENERATORS
David A, Spero In its WindTurbine Dyn. May 1981 p 139.150
refs (For primary document coo N82-23684 14.44)
Avail: NTIS HC A18/MF A01 CSCL 108
A method for calculating the 'guaranteed moan' power output
of a wind turbine generator is !,,oposed, The term 'mean power
refers to the average power generated at specified wind speeds
during short-term tests. Correlation of anemometers, the method
of bins for analyzing non-steady data, the PROP Code for predicting
turbine power, and statistical analysis of deviations in test data
from theory are discussed. Guaranteed mean power density for
the Clayton Mod-OA system was found to be 8 watts per square
motor less than theoretical power density at all power levels,
with a confidence level of 0.999. This amounts to 4 percent of
rated power.	 Author
N82•23707°# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio,
WHIRL FLUTTER ANALYSIS OF A HORIZONTAL-AXIS
WIND TURBINE WITH A TWO-BLADED TEETERING
ROTOR
David C. Janatzko and Krishna R. V. Kozo (Toledo Univ,) In
NASA, Lewis Research Center Wind Turbine Dyn, May 1981
p 201-210 refs (For primary document see N82.23684 14.44)
Avail: NTIS HC A18/MF A01 CSCL 106
Whirl flutter and the effect of pitch-flap coupling on teetering
motion of a wind turbine were investigated, The equations of
potion are derived for an idealized five-degree-of-freedom
mathematical model of a horizontal-axis wind turbine with a
two-bladed teetering rotor. The modal accounts for the out-of-
plane bending motion of each blade, the teetering motion of
the rotor, and both the pitching and yawing motions of the
r6liar support. Results show that the design is free from whirl
flutter. Selected results are presented Indicating the effect of
variations in rotor support damping, rotor support stiffness, and
pitch-flap coupling on pitching, yawing, teetering, and blade
bending motions,	 Author
N82.23710'y National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cloveland, Ohio.
COMPARIFON OF UPWIND AND DOWNWIND ROTOR
OPERATION OF THE DOE/NASA 100-kW MOD-0 WIND
TURBINE
John C. Glasgow, Dean R. Miller, and Robert D. Corrigan in
its Wind Turbine Dyn, May 1981 p 225 .234 refs (Fur primary
document see N82-23684 14.44)
Avail: NTIS HC A18/MF A01 CSCL 108
Tests were conducted on a 38m diameter horizontal axis
wind turbine, which had first a rotor downwind of the supporting
truss tower and then upwind of the tower. Aside from the
placement of the rotor and the direction of rotation of the drive
train, the wind turbine was identical for both tests, Three aspects
of the test results are compared: rotor blade bending loads,
rotor teeter response, and nacelle yaw moments, As a result of
the tests, it is shown that while mean flatwise bending moments
were unaffected by the placement of the rotor, cyclic fletwise
bending tended to increase with wind speed for the downwind
rotor while remaining somewhat uniform with wind speed for
the up=wind rotor, reflecting the effects of increased flow
disturbance for downwind rotor, Rotor teeter response was not
significantly affected by the rotor location relative to the tower,
but appears to reflect reduced teeter stability near rated wind
speed for both configurations. Teeter stability appears to return
above rated wind speed, however. Nacelle yew moments are
higher for the upwind rotor but do not indicate significant design
problems for either configuration, 	 T.M.
N82-23711 0 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
A REVIEW OF RESONANCE RESPONSE IN LARGE
HORIZONTAL-AXIS WIND TURBINES
Timothy L. Sullivan In Its Wind Turbine Dyn. May 1981
p 237-244 refs (For primary document see N82-23684 14-44)
Avail: NTIS HC A18/MF A01 CSCL 108
Field operation of the Mod-0 and Mod-1 wind turbines is
described, Operational experience shows that 1 per rev excitation
exists in the drive train, high aerodynamic damping prevents
resonance response of the blade flatwise modes, and teetering
the hub substantially reduces the chordwise blade response to
odd harmonic excitation. These results can be used by designer
as a guide to system frequency placement, in addition It Is
found that present analytical techniques can accurately predict
wind turbine natural frequencies, 	 T.M.
ORIGINAL PAGE 1S
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Nl2.237300# 	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration, N82.26637'X	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
THE NASA-LaRC WiND TURBINE SOUND PREDICTION NASA REDOX SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROJECT STA.
CODE TUS
-	 Larry A. Viterna in Its Wind Turbine Dyn, May 1981	 p 411 .418 A. W. Nice
	 1981	 18 p	 refs	 Presented at the 4th Battery
refs (For primary document see N82-23684 14-44) and Electrochem Contractors Cant,, Washington, 2.4 Jun, 1981
Avail: NTiS	 HC AiS/MF A01	 CSCL 1OB (Contract DE-AI01.80AL-12726)
Since regular operation of the DOE/NASA MOD-1 wind (NASA-TM-82665, E-939. DOE/NASA/12726 .9; NAS
turbine began in October 1979 about 10 nearby households 1.15:82666) Avail. NTIS 	 HC A02/MF A01	 CSCL 10A
have complained of noise from the machine. Development of NASA-Redox energy storage systems developed for solar
the NASA•LeRC with turbine sound prediction code began in power applications and 	 utility load leveling	 applications are
'	 May	 1980 as part of nn effort to understand and reduce the discussed. The major objective of the project is to establish the
noise generated by MOD-1. Tone sound levels predicted with technology readiness of Redox energy storage for transfer to
this code are in generally good agreement with measured data industry for product devoh'+pment and commercialization by
taken in the vicinity MOD-1
	
wind turbine (loss than 2	 rotor Industry. The approach is to ,;ompetitively contract to design,
diameters). Comparison in the far field indicates that propagation build, and test Redox systemi progressively from preprototype
effects duo to terrain and atmospheric c3nditions may be to prototype multi-kW and .megawatt systems and conduct
p	 amplifying the actual sound levels by about 6 d8, Parametric supporting technology advancement tasks. The Redox electrode
"	 analysis using the code has shown that the predominant and membrane are fully aJequate for multi-kW solar related
contributions to MOD-1
	
rotor noise are: (1) the velocity deficit applications and the viability of the 	 Redox system tec?''Anology
In the wake of the support tower. (2) the high rotor speed: and as demonstrated for multi-kW solar related applications, TI.l status(3) off column operation. 	 Author of the NASA Redox Storage System Project is describes along
j with the goals and objectives of the project elements. 	 Author
N82 .246470 N 	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration, i
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, N82.26790'#
	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
s	 DESIGN OF A 35-KILOWATT BIPOLAR NICKEL - HYDROGEN Lewis Research Cantor, Cleveland, Ohio,
BATTERY FOR LOW EARTH ORBIT APPLICATION OPTIMIZATION OF THE OXIDANT SUPPLY SYSTEM FOR
Robert L, Cataido and John J. Smithrick	 1982	 10 p	 refs	 To COMBINED CYCLE MHD. POWER PLANTS
be presented at the 17th Intersoc, Energy Conversion Eng, Conf., Albert J. Juhasz
	
1982	 14 p	 refs	 Presented a the 20thLos Angeles, 8 . 13 Aug. 1982: sponsored by IEEE, AIAA, ACS, Symp, on the Eng. Aspects of Magnotohydrodyn„ Irvine, Calif.,AIChE, ANS, ASME and SAE 14.16 Jun, 1981 iINASA-TM-82844: E-1214; KAS
	
1,15:82844)	 Avail: NTIS (Contract DE-AIOI-77ET,t0769)HC A02/MF A01
	
CSCL 10C (NASA-TM-82909; E-1294: DOE/NASA/10769-27; NAS
The needs of multikilowatt storage for low	 Earth orbit 1.15:82909)	 Avail: NTIS	 HC A02/MF A01
i,pplications are featured, The modular concept, with projected An in-depth study was conducted to determine what, if any,
energy densities of 20-24 'W-hr/lb and 700 .900 Whr/ft3, has improvements could be made on the oxidant supply system for
significant Improvements over state of the art capabilities. Other combined cycle MHD power plants which could be reflected in
design features are; active cooling, a new scheme for 1 ­12.02 higher thermal efficiency and a reduction in the cost of electricity,
recombination, and pore size engineeripg of all cell components, COE. A systematic analysis of air separation process varitions
T.M. which snowed that the specific energy consumption could be
minirnized when the product stream oxygen concentration is about
70 mole percent was conducted. The use of advanced air y
compressors, having variable speed and guide vane position
N82-24717 *# 	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration, control, results in additional power savings. The study elso fed
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, to the conceptual design of a new air separation process, sized
HIGH VOLTAGE V-GROOVE SOLAR CELL Patent Applica- for a 500 MW sub a MHD plant, referred to a internal compression
tion is discussed. In addition to its lower overall energy consumption, \,
J. C.	 Evans, Jr., A. T.	 Chai, and
	 C.	 P.	 Goradia, inventors (to potential capital cost savings were identified for air separation
NASA)	 Filed 18 Mar. 1982	 11 p plants using this process when constructed in a single large air(NA SA- Case- LEW-13401 .2: US-Patent-Ap,pi-SN-359388) Avail: separation	 train	 rather than	 multiple	 parallel	 trains,	 typical	 of
NTIS HC A02/MF A01
	 CSCL IDA conventional practice	 B.W. i
A high voltage multijunction solar cell is disclosed. The cell
is composed of a plurality of discrete voltagn generating regions,
or unit cells, which are formed in a single semiconductor wafer f
and are connected together so that the voltages of the individual N82.26807'#	 Natlbnal Aeronautics and Space Administration,
cells are additive. The unit cells comprise doped regions of opposite Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
conductivity types separated by a gap. V-shaped grooves are MOD-2 WIND TURBINE SYSTEM CLUSTER RESEARCH
formed in the wafer and thereafter the wafer is oriented so that TEST PROGRAM, VOLUME 1: INITIAL PLAN E-1290 Final
ions of one conductivity type can be implanted in one face of Report
the groove while the other face is shielded, A metallization layer Larry H, Gordon
	
Mar. 1982	 92 p	 refs	 2 Vol,
is applied and selectively etched away to provide connections (NASA-TM-82906; NAS 1.15:82906; DOE/NASA/20305.8)
between the unit cells. 	 NASA Avail: NTIS HC A05/MF A01	 CSCL 10A
Upon completion of the design and development of three
Mod-2 wind turbines, a series of research experiments are planned j
N82.28838'ff 	 National Aeronautics 	 Space Administration.and to gather data on and evaluate the performance, environmental jeffects,	 and	 operation of a cluster as well as a single, largeLewis Research Center, Clevela nd, Ohio, multimegawatt wind turbine. Information on the programIMPACT OF UNIFORM ELECTRODE CURRENT DISTRIBU- objectives,	 a	 Mod-2 system description, a planned schedule,TION ON ETF organizational roles, and responsibilities, is included. 	 T.M.David J. Bents	 1982	 10 p	 refs	 Presented at the 20th
Aerospace Sci. Meeting,. Orlando, Fla.. 11-14 Jan 1982(Contract DE•AI01-77ET-10769) )(NASA-TM-82875: E-1044: NAS 1.15:82875. N82-27838'#	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
DOE/NASA/10769-24) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
	
CSCL Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, s10A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
The design impacts on the
	 ETF electrode consolidation STUDIES OF POTENTIAL EARLY COMMERCIAL P-Ho
network associated with uniform channel electrode current POWER PLANTS (CSPEC) s
distribution are examined and the eltcrnate consolidation design R. J. Sovie, J. M. Winter, A. J, Juhasz, and R. D. Berg (Gilbert
which occur are presented con ,; ;red to the basaline (non-uniform Associates, Inc,)	 1982	 27 p	 refs	 Presented at the 20th
current) design with respect to performance, and hardware Symp. on the Eng, Aspects of Magnetohydrodyn., Irvine, Calif.,
requirements, A rational basis is given for comparing the 14.16 Jun. 1982
requirements for the different designs and the savings that result (Contract DE-A101 .77ET-10769) j
from uniform current distribution. Performance and cost Impacts (NASA-TM-82897; 5OE/NASA/10769 .26: NAS 1.15:82897) j
upon the combined cycle plant are discussed. 	 Author Avail: NTIS	 HC A03/MF A01	 CSCL 1OB
t
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US• Patent- Class-357 .30) Avail: US Patent and Trademark
Office CSCL 1DA
A method is provided for making a high voltage multifunction
solar cell. The cell comprises a plurality of discrete voltage
generating regions, or unit cells, which are formed in a single
semiconductor wafer and are connected together so that the
voltages of the individual ueo* are additive. The unit cells comprise
doped regions of opposite :conductivity types separated by a
gap. The method includes forming V-shaped grooves in the wafer
and thereafter orient,og the wafer so that ions of one conductiv-
ity type can be implanted in one face of the groove while tie
other face Is shielded. A metallization layer is applied and
selectively etched away to provide connections between the unit
cells, Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
F
d
A conceptual design study of the MHD/steam plant that
incorporates the use of oxygen enriched air preheated in a metallic
;t heat exchanger as the combustor oxidant showed that this plant
is the most attractive for early commercial applications, The
variation of performance and cost was investigated as a function
of plant size. The contractors' results for the overall efficiencies
are in reasonable agreement considering the slight differences
In their plant designs. NASA LeRC is reviewing cost and
performance results for consistency with those of previous studies,
including studies of conventional steam plants. LeRC in house
efforts show that there are still many tradeoffs to be considered
for these oxygen enriched plants and considerable variations can
be made in channel length and level of oxygen enrichment with
little change in overall plant efficiency, 	 A.R.H.
N92. 28786*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
ROLLHLG RESISTANCE OF ELECTRIC VEHICLE TIRES
FROM TRACK TESTS
Miles 0. Dustin and Ralph J. Slavik Jun. 1982 26 p refs
Sponsored in part by NASA(Contract DE-A101-77CS-51044)(NASA-TM-82836; DOE/NASA/51044-24; NAS 1,95;82836)
Avail, NTiS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 13F
Special low-rolling-resistance tires were made for DOE's
ETV-1 electric vehicle. Tests were conducted on these tires and
on a set of standard commercial automotive tires to determine
the rolling resistance as a function of time during both constant-
speed tires and SAE J227a driving cycle tests. The tests were
conducted on a test track at ambient temperatures that ranged
from 15 to 32 C (59 to 89 F) and with tire pressures of 207
to 276 kPa (30 to 40 psi). At a contained-air temperature of
38 C (100 F) and a pressure of 207 kPa (30 psi) the rolling
resistances of the electric vehicle tires and the standard
commercial tires, respectively, were 00102 and 0.0088 kilogram
per kilogram of vehicle weight. At a contained -air temperature
of 38 C (100 F) and a pressure of 276 kPa (40 psi) the rolling
resistances were 0.009 and 0.0074 kilogram per kilogram of
vehicle weight, respectively. 	 Author
N82.29708' National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
ADVANCED INORGANIC SEPARATORS FOR ALKALINE
BATTERIES Patent
Dean W. Sheibley, inventor (to NASA) Issued 25 May 1982
5 p Filed 27 Feb, 1981 Supersedes N81-22466 (19 - 13,
p 1777)(NASA-Case-LEW-13171-1; US-Patent-4,331,746;
US.Patent-Appl-SN-238790: US-Patent-Cass-429.144:
US-Patent-Class-429-261: US- Patent- Class-429-254) Avail: US
Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 10C
A flexible, porous battery separator comprising a coating
applied to a porous, flexible substrate is described. The coating
comprises: (1) a thermoplastic rubber-based resin which is
insoluble and unreactive in the alkaline electrolyte: (2) a polar
organic plasticizer which is reactive with the alkaline electrolyte
to produce a reaction product which contains a hydroxyl group
and/or a carboxylic acid group: and (3) a mixture of polar
particulate filler materials which are unreactive with the electro-
lyte, the mixture comprising at least one first filler material having
a surface area of greater than 25 meters sq/gram, at least one
second filter material having a surface area of 10 to 25 sq
meters/gram, wherein the volume of the mixture of filler materials
is less than 45% of the total volume of the fillers and the
binder, the filler surface area per gram of binder is about 20 to
60 sq meters/gram, and the amount of plasticizer is sufficient
to coat each filler particle. A method of forming the battery
separator is also described-
Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
N82-29717"# National Aeronautics and Space Admimstration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio.
TECHNIQUES FOR ENHANCING DURABILITY AND
EQUIVALENCE RATIO CONTROL IN A RICH-LEAN,
THREE-STAGE GROUND POWER GAS TURBINE COMBUS-
TOR
Donald F. Schultz 1982 14 p refs Presented at 1982 Joint
Power Generation Conf., Denver, 17 .21 Oct, 1982; sponsored
by ASME(Contract DE-A101-77ET-10350)(NASA-TM-82922; DOE/NASA/10350-33-E-1313, NAS
1.15:82922) Avail; NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Rig tests of a can-type combustor were performed to
demonstrate two advanced ground power engine combustor
concepts; steam cooled rich-burn combustor primary zones for
enhanced durability; and variable combustor geometry for three
stage combustion equivalence ratio control. Both concepts proved
to be highly successful in achieving their desired objectives. The
steam cooling reduced peak liner temperatures to less than
800 K. This offers the potential of both long life and reduced
use of strategic materials for liner fabrication. Three degrees of
variable geometry were successfully implemented to control airflow
distribution within the combustor. One was a variable blade angle
axial flow air swirler to control primary airflow while the other
two consisted of rotating bands to control secondary and
tertiary or dilution air flow.	 B.W.
N82.30700*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
RESULTS OF CHOPPER-CONTROLLED DISCHARGE LIFE
CYCLING STUDIES ON LEAD ACID BATTERIES
John G, Ewashinka and Steven M. Sidik 1982 17 p refs
Presented at the 77tn Intersoc. Energy Conversion Eng, Cont,
Los Angeles, 8-1^1 Aug, 1982 Sponsored in part by DOE(NASA-TM-82912; DOE/NASA/51044.26: E-1293; NAS
1.15:82912) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10C
A group of 108 state of the art nominally 6 volt lead acid
batteries were tested in a program of one charge/discharge cycle
per day for over two years or to ultimate battery failure. The
primary objective was to determine battery cycle life as a function
of depth of discharge (25 to 75 percent), chopper frequency(100 to 1000 Hz), duty cycle (25 to 87,5 percent), and average
discharge current (20 to 260 A), The secondary objective was
to determine the types of battery failure modes, if any, we;e
due to the above parameters. The four parameters above were
incorporated in a statistically designed test program.	 R,J,F.
N82-30704°# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Levis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
LEWIS PRESSURIZED, FLUIDIZED-BED COMBUSTION
PROGRAM. DATA AND CALCULATED RESULTS
R, James Rollbuhler Mar. 1982 63 p refs(NASA-TM-81767: E-830; NAS 1,15:81767) Avail: NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 10B
N82.29709'r National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 	 A 200 kilowatt Unermall. pressunzeo, nuimzeD DeD trror
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. 	 reactor and research test facility were designed, constructed,
METHOD OF MAKING A HIGH VOLTAGE V-GROOVE 	 and operated, The facility was established to assess and evaluate
SOLAR CELL Patent	 the effect of PFB hot gas effluent on aircraft turbine engine
John C. Evans, Jr, An-Ti Choi, and Chandr< P. Goradta, inventors 	 materials that may have applications in stationary powerplant.(to NASA Issued 22 Jun, 1982 6 p Filed 24 Dec. 1980 	 turbogenerators, The facility was intended for research and
Supersedes N81 . 16529 (19 - 07, p 092,	 development work and was designed to operate over a wide(NASA-Case-LEW-13401-1; US-Patent-;.:95,503: range of conditions, These conditions included the type and rate
US-Patent-Appl=SN-219678; US-Patent-Class-29.572: of consumption of fuel (e.y , coal) and sulfur reacting sorbent
US-Patent-Class-136-249: US-Patent-Class-148-1,5;
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material: the ratio of feed fuel to sorbent material; the ratio of
feed fuel to combustion airflow; the depth of the fluidized reactio-
bed: the temperature and pressure In the reaction bed; and the
type of test unit that was exposed to the combustion exhaust
goes.	 S,L.
N82.30710'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EXPERIENCE AND ASSESSMENT OF THE DOE-NASA
MOD-1 2000-KILOWATT WIND TURBINE GENERATOR AT
BOONE, NORTH CAROLINA Final Report
John L. Collins, Richard K. Shaltene, Richard H. Poor (General
Electric, Philadelphia), and Robert S. Barton (General Electric,
Philadelphia) Apr. 1982 55 p refs(Contract DE-AI01-76ET-20366)(NASA-TM-82721; 9-1020; DOE/NASA/20366-2: NAS
1.15;82721) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 10A
The Mod 1 program objectives are defined.. The Mod 1 winl
turbine is described. In addition to the steel blade operated on
the wind turbine, a composite b:ade was designed and manufac-
tured. During the early phase of the manufacturing cycle of
Mod 1A configuration was designed that identified concepts such
as partial span control, a soft tower, and upwind teetered rotors
that were incorporated in second and third generation industry
designs. The Mod 1 electrical system performed as designed,
with voltage flicker characteristics within acceptable utility limits.
Power output versus wind speed equaled or exceeded design
predictions. The wind turbine control system was operated
successfully at the site and remotely from the utility dispatcher's
office, During wind turbine operations, television interference was
experienced by the local residents, As a consequence, operations
were restricted. Although not implemented, two potential solutions
were identified, In addition to television interference, a few local
residents complained bout objectionable sound, particularly the
'thump' as the blade passed behind the tower. To eliminate
objections, the sound generation level was reduced by 10 dB
by reducing the rotor speed from 35 rpm to 23 rpm, Bolts In
the drive train fractured. A solution was identified but not
implemented. The public reaction toward the Mod i wind turbine
ttrogram was overwhelmingly favorable, 	 S.L.
N82-30713' National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
INTEGRATED GASIFIER COMBINED CYCLE POLYGENERA-
TION SYSTEM TO PRODUCE LIQUID HYDROGEN
Raymond K, Burns, Peter J. Steiger, and Richard M, Donovan
Jul, 1982 37 p refs(NASA-TM-82921; E-1308; NAS 1.15:82921) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 10A
An integrated gasifier combined cycle (IGCC) system which
simultaneously produces electricity, process steam, and liquid
hydrogen was evaluated and compared to IGCC syrlems which
cogenerate electricity and process steam. A nv;nber of IGCC
plants, all employing a 15 MWe has turbi;ie and producing
from 0 to 20 tons per day of liquid hydrogen and from 0 to
20 MWt of process steam were con.idered, The annual revenue
required to own and operate such plants was estimated to be
significantly lower than the potential market value of the products,
The results indicate a significant potential economic benefit to
configuring IGCC systems to produce a clean fuel in addition to
unleaded gasoline fuel, Helium diesel test results are compared
with the characteristics of current diesel engines and other Stirling
engines. External surface temperature data are also presented.
Emission and temperature results are compared with the
Federal requirements for diesel underground mine engines, The
durability potential of Stirling engines is discussed on the basis
of the experience gaind during the engine tests, 	 Author
N82.307150# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
SYNTHETIC BATTERY CYCLING TECHNIQUES
Harold F. Leibecki and Lawrence H. Thaller 1982 8 p refs
Proposed for presentation at the 4th ESTEC Spacecraft Power
Conditioning Seminar, Noordwijk, Netherlands, 9 . 11 Nov. 1982:
sponsored by ESA(NASA-TM-82945: E-1351; NAS 1,15:82945) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10C
Synthetic battery cycling makes use of the fast growing
capability of computer graphics to illustrate some of the basic
characteristics of operation of individual electrodes within an
operating electrochemical cell, It can also simulate the operation
of an entire string of cells that are used as the energy storage
subsystem of a power system, The group of techniques that as
a class have been referred to as Synthetic Battery Cycling is
developed in part to try to bridge the gap of understanding that
exists between single cell characteristics and battery system
behavior.
	
Author
N82-30716 4# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
NICKEL-HYDROGEN BIPOLAR BATTERY SYSTEMS
Lawrence H. Thaller 1982 9 p refs Proposed for presentation
at the 4th ESTEC Spacecraft Power Conditioning Seminar,
Noordwijk, Netherlands, 9-11 Nov, 1982; sponsored by ESA(NASA-TM-82946; E-1352; NAS 1.15:82946) Avail: NTiS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Nickel-hydrogen cells are currently being manufactured on a
semi-experimental basis, Rechargeable nickel-hydrogen systems
are described that more closely resemble a fuel cell system
than a traditional nickel-cadmium battery pack, This has been
stimulated by the currently emerging requirements related to
large manned and unmanned low earth orbit applications. The
resultant nickel-hydrogen battery system should have a number
of features that would lead to improved reliability, reduced costs
as well as superior energy density and cycle lives as compared
to battery systems constructed from the current state-of-the-art
nickel-hydrogen individual pressure vessel cells. 	 90,
N82.30717'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
CATALYTIC COMBUSTION OF ACTUAL LOW AND
MEDIUM HEATING VALUE GASES
Daniel L, Bulzan 1982 19 p refs Presented at the Joint
Power Generation Conf., Denver, 17-21 Oct. 1982(Contract DE-A101-77ET-10350)(NASA-TM-82930; E-1326; DOE/NASA/10350-34; NAS
1.15;82930) Avail; NTIS HC A02/M1` A01 CSCL 10A
Catalytic combustion of both low and medium heating value
electricity	 and	 process
	 steam	 in	 relatively small	 industrial gases using actual coal derived gases obtained from operating
applications,	 Author gasifiers was demonstrated. A fixed bed y--cifier with a complete( product gas cleanup system was operated in on air blown mode
to produce low heating value gas, A fluidized bed gasifier with
a water quench product gas cleanup system was operated in
N82-30714'#	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration. both an air enriched and an oxygen blown mode to produce
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. long and medium, heating value gas. Noble metal catalytic reactors
ASSESSMENT OF A 40-KILOWATT STIRLING ENGINE FOR were evaluated in 12 cm flow diameter test rigs on both low
UNDERGROUND MINING APPLICATIONS and medium heating value gases. Comt ustion efficiencies 	 1
James E. Caireili, Gary G. Kelm, and Jack G. Slaby 	 Jun, 1982 greater than 99,5% were obtained with all coal derived gaseous 	 l
75 p	 refs fuels. The NOx emissions ranged from 0.2 to 4 g NO2 kg fuel, 	 i(Contract DI-BM-JO-100026) E.A,K.(NASA-TM-82822;	 E-1171; NAS	 1.15:82822)
	
Avail: NTIS
HC A04/MF A01	 CSCL 081
K An assessment of alternative power souces for underground
i mining applications was performed: A 40-kW Stirling research
 N82.31764" National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Lewisengine was tested to evaluate its performance and emission Research Center, Cleveland,characteristics when operated with helium working gas and diesel
fuel, The engine, the test facility, and the test procedures are HIGH VOLTAGE PLANAR MULTIJUNCTION SOLAR CELL
described. Performance and emission data for the engine operating
with helium working gas and diesel	 fuel are reported and
patMt
John C. Evans, Jr., An -79 Chai, and Chandra P: Goradia, inventors
R
compared with data obtained with hydrogen working gas and (to NASA)	 Issued 24 Dec. 1980	 6 p	 filed 24 Dec,. 1980
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Supersedes N81.16528 (19 - 07, p 0927)(NASA-Case-LEW-134001; US-Patent-4,341,918;
US-Patent-Appl-SN-219677; US-Patent-Class-136-249;
US-Patent-Class-357-30) Avail: US Patent and Trademark Office
CSCL 10A
A high voltage multijunction solar cell is provided wherein a
plurality of discrete voltage generating regions or unit cells are
formed _ in a single generally planar semiconducta. , body. The unit
cells are comprised of doped regions of opposite conductivity type
separated by a gap or undiffused region. Metal contacts connect
adjacent cells together in series so that the output voltages of
the individual cells are additive. In some embodiments, doped
field regions separated by a overlie the unit cells but the cells
may be formed in both faces of the wafer.
Official Gazette of the U .S. Patent and Trademark Office
N82.31769. # National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
MICRONIZED COAL BURNER FACILITY Patent Application
F. D. Calfo and M. W. Lupton, inventors (to NASA) Filed 30 Jun.
1982 13 p(NASA-Case-LEW-13426-1; US-Patent-Appl-SN-393588) Avail:
NTiS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10B
A combustor or burner system in which the ash resulting from
burning a coal in oil mixture is of submicron particle size is
described. i he burner system comprises a burner section, a flame
exit nozzle, a fuel nozzle section, and an air tube by which
preheated air is directed into the burner section. Regulated air
pressure is delivered to a fuel nozzle. Means are provided for
directing a mixture of coal particles and oil from a drum to a
nozzle at a desired rate and pressure while means returns excess
fuel to the fuel drum. 	 Author
N82-31776 '# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
GAS TURBINE CRITICAL RESEARCH AND ADVANCED TECH-
NOLOGY (CRT) SUPPORT PROJECT Annual Report, Fiscal
Year 1980
Edward R. Furman, David N. Anderson, Michael A. Gedwill, Jr.,
Carl E. Lowell, and Donald F. Schultz Jul. 1982 '47 p refs(Contract DE-AI01-77ET-10350)(NASA-TM-82872; E-1247; NAS 1,15:82872) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 10A
The technical progress to provide a critical technology base
for utility gas turbine systems capable of burning coal-derived fuels
is	 summarized. 	 Project	 tasks	 include	 the	 following:(1) combustion - to investigate the combustion of coal-derived
fuels and the conversion of fuel-bound nitrogen to NOx; (2)
materials - to understand and prevent the hot corrosion of turbine
hot section materials; and (3) system studies - to integrate and
guide the technological efforts. Technical accomplishments include:
an extension of flame tube combustion testing of propane - Toluene
Fuel Mixtures to vary H2 content from 9 to 18 percent by weight
and the comparison of results with that predicted from a NASA
Lewis General Chemical Kinetics Computer Code; the design and
fabrication of combustor sector test section to test current and
advanced ce!^',Zustor concepts; Testing of Ratalytic combustors
with residual and coal-derived liquid fuels; testing of high strength
super alloys t%) evaluate their resistance to potential fuel impurities
wing doped clean fuels and coal-derived liquids; and the testing
and evaluation of thermal barrier coatings and bond coatings on
conventional turbine materials.	 Author
N82-31777 '# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ON THE CAUSE OF THE FLAT-SPOT PHEt4OMENON OB-
SERVED IN SILICON SOLAR CELLS AT LOW TEMPERATURES
AND LOW INTENSITIES
V. G, Weiz9r, J. D. Broder, H. W. Brandhorst, and A. F. Forestied
1982 14 p refs Presented at the 3rd European Symp. on
Photovoltaic Generators in Space, Bath, England, 4-6 May 1982;
sponsored by RAE, U.K. Dept. of Industry and ESA,
(NASA 7M -8290:-?; E-1286; NAS 1.15:82903) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF AQ1 CSCL 10A
A model Is pmsented that explains the 'flat-spot' (FS) power
loss phenomenon observed in silicon solar cells operating deep
space (low temperature, low Intensity) conditions. Evidence is
presented suggesting that the effect is due to localized metallurgical
interactions between the silicon substrate and the contact
metallization. These reactions are shown to result in localized
regions in which the PN junction Is destroyed and replaced with a
metal-semiconductor-like interface. The effects of thermal treat-
ment, crystallographic orientation, junction depth, and metalluriza-
tion are presented along with a method of preventing the effect
through the suppression of vacancy formation at the free surface
of the contact metallization. Preliminary data indicating the
effectiveness of a TiN diffusion barrier in preventing the effect
are also given,
	
Author
N82-32853'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM SUNLIGHT CONCENTRATION
LEVEL IN SPACE FOR 3 .4 CASCADE SOLAR CELLS
Henry B. Curtis 1982 14 p refs Presented at the 3rd European
Symp. on Photovoltaic Generators in Space, Bath, Engl., 4 .6 May
1982; sponsored by RAE and ESA(NASA-TM-82899; E-1282; NAS 1.15:82899) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10A
The optimum range of concentration in space for III-V cascade
cells has been calculated using a realistic solar cell diode equation.
Temperature was varied with concentration using several models
and ranged from 55 deg at one sun to between 80 deg and
200 deg C at I00 suns, A varlety of series resistance and internal
resistances were used. Coefficients of the diffusion and recombina-
tion terms are strongly temperature dependent. The study indicates
that the maximum efficiency of 30 percent occurs in the 50 to
100 X sun concentration range provided series resistance is below
0.015 ohm sq cm and cell temperature is about 80 C at 100
suns.	 Author
N82-32854'# National' Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
LARGE AREA LOW-COST SPACE SOLAR CELL DEVELOP-
MENT
C. R. Baraona and J. L. Cioni (NASA. Johnson Space Center,
Houston, Tex.) 1982 9 p refs Presented at the 3rd European
Symp. on Photovoltaic. Generators in Space, Bath, Engl., 4-6 May,
1982; sponsored by RAE and ESA(NASA-TM-82902; E-1285; NAS 1.15:82902) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10A
rk development program to produce large -area (5.9 x 5.9 cm)
space quality silicon solar cells with a cost goal of 30 $/watt is
described. Five cell types under Investigation include wraparound
dielectric, mechanical wraparound and conventional contact
configurations with combinations of 2 or 10 ohm-cm resistivity,
back surface reflectors and/or fields, and diffused or ion implantedjunctions. A single step process to cut cell and cover-glass
simultaneously is being developed. A description of cell develop-
ments by Applied Solar Energy Corp., Spectrolab and Spire is
included. Results are given for cell and array tests, performed by
Lockheed, TRW and NASA. Future large solar arrays that might
use cells of this type are discussed. 	 Author
N62.33828 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
DESIGN DESCRIPTION OF THE TANGAYE VILLAGE PHOTO-
VOLTAIC POWER SYSTEM
James E. Martz and Anthony F. Ratajczak Jun. 1982 113 p
refs(NASA-TM-82917; E-1305; NAS 1.15:82917)
	 Avail: NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 10A
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The engineering design of a stand alone photovoltaic (PV)
powered grain mill and water pump for the village of Tangaye,
Upper Volta Is described, The socioeconomic effects of reducing
the time required by women in rural areas for drawing water and
grinding grain were studied, The suitability of photovoltaic technol-
ogy for use in rural areas by people of limited technical training
was demonstrated. The PV system consists of a 1.8-kW (peak)
solar cell array, 540 ampere hours of battery storage, instrumenta-
tion, automatic controls, and a data collection and storage system.
The PV system Is situated near an Improved village well and
r`
	
	
supplies d .c, power to a grain mill and a water pump, The array is
located In a fenced area and the mill, battery, instruments, controls,i
	
	 and data system are in a mill building, A water storage tank is
located near the -:;ell. The system employs automatic controls
t	 which provide batter; charge regulation and system over and under
voltage protection, This report includes descriptions of the
engineering design of the system and of the load that It serves; a
discussion of PV array and battery sizing methodology; descriptions
(	 of the mechanical and electrical designs Including the array, battery,
l	 controls, and instrumentation; and a discussion of the safetyfeatures. The system became -operational on March 1, 1979.
Author
N82.33829 '# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
ON THE ROAD PERFORMANCE TESTS OF ELECTRIC TEST
VEHICLE FOR CORRELATION WITH ROAD LOAD SIMULATOR
Final Report
Miles 0. Dustin and Ralph J. Slavik Aug. 1982 27 p refs(Contract DE-AI01-77CS-51044)(NASA-TM-82900; E-1283; DOE/NASA/51044-25; NAS
1.15:82900) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 13F
A dynamometer (road load simulator) is used to test and
evaluate electric vehicle propulsion systems. To improve correlation
between system , tests on the road load simulator and on the
road, similar performance tests are conducted using the same
itehicle. The results of track tests on the electric propulsion system
;;est vehicle are described. The tests include range at constant
opeeds and over SAE J227a driving cycles, maximum accelerations,
maximum gradability, sad tire rolling resistance determination. Road
power requirements and energy consumption were also determined
from coast down tests.	 S.L.
A 1-kW preprototype redox storage system that has undergone
characterization tests and been operated as the storage device for a
5-kW (peak) photovoltaic array is described and performance data
are presented, Loss mechanisms are discussed, and simple design
changes leading to appreciable increases in efficiency are suggested,.
The effects on system performance of nonequilibrium between the
preduminant species of complexed chromic ion in the negative
electrode reactant solution are summarized. It fa noted that with the
aid of the prototype system, control concepts have been shown to be
valid and trouble free and some insight has been gained into
interactions at the mutual interfaces of the redox system, the
photovoltaic array, the load, and the control devices. 	 C, R,
A82.44242 • Advances in high output voltage silicon solar cells. R. A.
Arndt, A. Meulenberg, J. F. Allison (COMSAT Laboratories, Clarksburg, MD), and
V, G, Weizer (NASA, Lewis Research Conter, Cleveland, OH). In: Photovoltaic
Specialists Conference, 15th, Kissimmee, FL, May 12-15, 1981, Conference
Record. (A82.44928 23.44) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc., 1991, p. 92 .96,14 refs. Research sponsored by the Communica-
tion Satellite Corp,: Contract No. NAS3-21227.
Solar cells have been fabricated from 0,1 ohm -cm, p-type silicon by means of
a two-step diffusion process of emitter formation in order to delineate the factors
limiting V(oc) in conventionally structured cells with the goal of achieving 700 mV,
The cells are 200 microns thick and 2 x 2 cm In area with ap lanar front surface
that has an anti -reflection coating of tantalum oxide, as well as Cr-Au-Ag contact
metallization on both sides of the cell,. The Cr-Au-Ag is applied over an aluminum
diffused layer on the back, while It is applied through small holes ,'n the anti-
reflection coating on the front. Results show that the best of these celis exhibits
an open-circuit voltage of 654 mV under AMO illumination. 	 N.B.
A82-44944 • Thin foil silicon solar cells with coplanar back contacts.
F. Ho, P. A. Iles (Applied Solar Energy Corp„ City of Industry, CA), and C. R.
Baraona (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). In: Photovoltaic Spe-
cialists Conference, l5th, Kissimmee, FL, May 12-15,1981, Conference Record.(A82-44928 23 .44) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
Inc„ 1981, p. 102-106. 8 refs, Contract No. NAS3-22228.
To fabricate 50 microns thick, coplanar back contact (CBC) silicon sonar cells,
wraparound )unction design was selected and proved to be effective. The pro-
cess sequence used, the cell design, and the cell performance ore described,
CBC cells with low solar absorptance have shown AMO efficiencies to 13%, high
cells up to 14%; further improvements are projected with predictable optimiza-
tion,
	
(Author)
N82.33830'# National Aeronautics and Space Administratleii.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL POWER FROM LARGE
HORIZONTAL-AXIS WIND TURBINES
Larry A, Viterna and David C. Janetzke Sep 1982 21 p refs
Presented at the 5th Biennial Conf. and Workshop on Wind Energy,
Washington D.C., 5-7 Oct. 1981(Contract DE-A101-76ET-20320)(NASA-TM-82944; E-1346; DOE/NASA/20320 .41; NAS
1.15:82944) Avail-, NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10A
A method for calculating the output power from large horizontal-
axis wind turbines is presented. Modifications to the airfoil
characteristics and the momentum portion of classical blade
element-momentum theory are given that improve correlation with
measured data. Improvement is particularly evident at low tip-speed
ratios where aerodynamic stall can occur as the blade experiences
high angles of attack. Output power calculated using the modified
theory is compared with measured data for several large wind
turbines. These wind turbines range in size from the DOE/NASA
100 kW Mod-O (38 m rotor diameter) to the 2000 kW Mod-1
(61 m rotor diameter). The calculated results are in good agreement
with measured data from these machines,
	 Author
A82-11774 " # NASA pre ototype redox storage system for
a photovoltaic stand-alone application, N. H, Hagedorn (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH), In: Intersociety Energy
Conversion Engineering Conference, 16th, Atlanta, GA, August 9-14,
1981, Proceedings. Volume 1. (A82 .11701 02 .44) New York, Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1981, p, 805-811.
A82.44957' Fabrication of multifunction high voltage concentrator
solar cells by Integrated circuit technology. G. J. Valco, V. J. Kapoor (Case
Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH), J. C. Evans, Jr., and A.-T. Chaff(NASA, Lewis Research Center; Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland,
OH). In: Photovoltaic Specialists Conference, 15th, Kissimmee, FL, May 12-15,
1981, Conference Record, (A82-44928 23-44) New York, Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1981, p. 187-192, NASA-supported research,
Standard integrated circuit technology has been developed for the design and
fabrication of planar multijunction (PMJ) solar cell chips, Each 1 cm x 1 cm solar
chip consisted of six n(-I-) /p, back contacted, intemally series interconnected unit
cells. These high open circuit voltage solar cells were fabricated on 2 ohm-cm,
p-type 75 microns thick, silicon substrates. A five photomask level process em-
ploying contact photolithography was used to pattarn for boron diffusions, phor-
phorus diffusions, and contact metallization- Fabricated devices demonstrated an
open circuit voltage of 3.6 volts and a short circuit current of 90 mA at 80 AMI
suns. An equivalent circuit model of the planar multi-junction solar cell was
developed.	 (Author)
A82-45027 ° The effects of controls and controllable and storage
loads on the performance of stand-alone photovoltaic systems. R. C. Cull(NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH) and A. H, Eltimsahy (Toledo,
University, Toledo, OH). In: Photovoltaic Specialists Conference, 15th, Kissim-
mee, FL, May 12-15,1981. Conference Record. (A82-44928 23 .44) New fork,
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1981, p. 621-626. NASA-
supported research,
Stand-alone photovoltaic systems have been modeled and analyzed from
sunlight in to consumer product out. By including the consumer product in the
analysis, concepts such as 'product storage' (a storage tank for water or cold-
plates for refrigeration) and loads controllable by the system controller have been
added to the system analysis. From a controls analysis viewpoint, this adds state
variables to the system. The result is that the system controller can make operat-
ing control decisions on the energy flow between these various system elements
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to optimize system performance and reduce system cost. The effects on system
performance of various control schemes employing these concepts are
presented. Analysis of water pumping and/or refrigeration systems show possi
blo performance Improvements of greater than 15% with the addition of controlla.
ble loads with product storage.	 (Author)
A4245055 • A theory of the n4-p silicon solar cell. C. Goradia (Clove-
land State University, Cleveland, OH), I. Weinberg, and C. Baraona (NASA, Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, OH). In: Photovoltaic Specialists Conference, 15th,
Klssimmee, FL, May 12-15, 1981, Conference Record, (A82 .44928 23 .44) New
Y r% Instltlda of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.,1981, p. 855.660.11
refs. "'rant No. NAG3.144,
A computer model has been developed, based on an analytical theory of the
high baso resistivity BSF n(+)(pi)p(+) or p(+)(nu)n(+) silicon solar cell. The model
makes very few assumptions and acounts for nonuniform optical generation,
generation and recombineflon in t4:a junction space charge region, and bandgap
narrowing in the heavily doped regions. The paper presents calculated results
based on this model and compares them to available experimental data. Also
discussed is radiation damage in high base resistivity n(+)(pi)p(+) space solar
calls.	 (Author)
A8245325 • 40-kW phosphoric acid fuel cell field test- Project plan.
R, R. Woods (Gas Research institute, Chicago, IL) and R. A. Duscha (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH). In: Fuel cells: Technology status and
applications: Proceedings of the Symposium, Chicago, IL, November 16.18,
°	 1881. (A8245317 23 -44) Chicago, IL, Institute of Gas Technology, 1982, p.
215-231.
C	 N82-10495') Gilbert/Commonwealth, Reading, Pa.MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS MHD ENGINEERING TEST
FACILITY ETF 200 MWE POWER PLANT. CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN ENGINEERING REPORT CDER, VOLUME 3:
COSTS AND SCHEDULES Final Report
Sep, 1981 Sl p 5 Vol.(Contracts DEN3-224: DE-A101.77ET-10769)(NASA-CA-165452-Vol-3: DOE/ NASA/0224-1-Vol•3) Avail:
NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 108
The extimated plant capital cost for a coal fired 200 MWE
electric generating plant with open cycle magnetohydrodynamics
is divided into principal accounts based on Federal Energy
Regulatory Commision account structure, Each principal account
is defined and its estimated cost subdivided into identifiable
! and major equipment systems, The cost data sources for compiling
the estimates, cost parameters, allotments, assumptions, and
contingencies, are discussed. Uncertainties associated with
developing t50 t! Abs are quantified to show the confidence level
acquired, Guldeiirsos gstablished in preparing the estimated
costs are ihcluded, Based on an overall milestone schedule related
to conventional power plant scheduling experience and starting
procurement of MHD components during the preliminary design
phase there is a 6 1/2-year construction period. The duration
of the project from start to commercial operation is 79 months,
The engineering phase of the project is 4 1/2 years: the
construction duration following the start of the mail power block
is 37 months,	 A.R,H.
N82-10505*# Stirling Thermal Motors, Inc., Ann Arbor, Mich.
EVALUATION OF THE POTENTIAL OF THE STIRLING
ENGINE FOR HEAVY DUTY APPLICATION Final Report
R. J. Meijer and B. Ziph Oct. 1981 62 p refs(Contract NAS3.22226)(NASA-CR=165473) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
10B
A 150 hp four cylinder heavy duty Stirling engine was
evaluated. The engine uses a variable stroke power control system,
swashplate drive and ceramic insulation. The sensitivity of the
design to engine size and heater temperature is investigated.
Optimization shows that, with porous ceramics, indicated
efficiencies as high as 52% can be achieved. it is shown that
the gain in engine efficiency becomes insignificant when the
heater temperatura is raised above 200 degrees F.	 E.A.K.
N82-10006"# DHR, Inc., Washington, D.C.
MARKET ASSESSMENT OF PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER
SYSTEMS FOR AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS IN
MEXICO
William Steigelmann and Itil Asmon (ARD, Inc.) Jul. 1981)
i
J
135 p refs(Contracts DEN3-180: DE-A101-79ET-21485)(NASA-CR-165441: DOE/NASA/0180 .3)	 Avail: NTIS
HC A07/ tAF A01 CSCL 10A
The first year of cost-competitiveness, the market potential,
and the environment in which PV systems would be marketed
and employed were examined. Market elements specific to Mexico
addressed Include: (1) useful applications and estimates of the
potential market for PV systems: (2) power requirements and
load profiles for applications compatible with PV usage:.(3) operating and cost characteristics of power systems that
compete against PV: (4) national development goals in rural
electrification and rural services, technology programs and
government policies that influence the demand for PV In. Mexico.,(5)financing mechanisms and capital available for PV acquisition:(6)channels for distribution, installation and maintenance of PV
Systems; and (7) appropriate methods for conducting business
In Mexico,	 A.R.H.
N82-116450{) Stonehart Associates, Inc., Madison, Conn.
SURVEY ON AGING ON ELECTRODES AND ELECTROCAT-
ALYSTS IN PHOSPHORIC ACID FUEL CELLS Progress
Report
Paul Stonehart and John Hochmuth Oct, 1981 73 p refs(Contract DEN3.176)(NASA-CR-165505: DOE/NASA/,0176 .81/3) Avail: NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 10A
The processes which contribute to the decay in performance
of electrodes rssed in phosphoric acid fuel :cell systems are
discussed. Loss of catalytic surface area. corrosion of the carbon
support, electrode structure degradation, electrolyte degradation,
and impurities in the reactant streams are identified as the major
areas for concern.	 J.M.S.
N1112-115"*# Spire Corp., Bedford, Mass.
PROCESSING OF SILICON SOLAR CELLS BY ION IMPLAW
TATION AND LASER ANNEALING Final Report
J, A. Minnucci, K. W, Matthei, and A. C. Greenwald Feb. 1981
78 p refs(Contract NAS3-21276)(NASA-CR-165283:	 FR-10066)
	
Avail;	 NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL t0A
Methods to improve the radiation tolerance of silicon cells
for spacecraft use are described. The major emphasis of the
program was to reduce the process-induced carbon and oxygen
impurities in the junction and base regions of the solar cell, and
to measure the effect of reduced impurity levels on the
radiation tolerance of cells. Substrates of 0.1, 1.0 and 10.0
ohm-cm float-zone material were used as starting material in
the process sequence, High-dose, low-energy ion implantation
was used to form the junction in n+p structures. Implant annealing
was performed by conventional furnace techniques and by pulsed
laser and pulsed electron beam annealing. Cells were tested for
radiation tolerance at Spire and NASA-LeRC, After irradiation
by 1 MeV electrons to a fluence of 10 to the 16th power per
sq cm, the cells tested at Spire showed no significant process
induced variations in radiation tolerance. However, for cells
tested at Lewis to a fluence of 10 to the 15th power per
sq cm, ion-implanted cells annealed in vacuum by pulsed electron
beam cpasistently showed the best radiation tolerance for all
cell resistivities.	 Author
N82-11547*# Munising Paper Div., Neenah, Wis.
DiEVfELOPMENT OF BATTERY. SEPARATOR COMPOSITES
Final Report, Oct, 1976 - Nov. 1961
Gee -ge F, Schmidt and Hobert E, Weber Nov, 1981 56 p
refs(Contract NAS3-20583)(NASA-CR-165508) Avail: NTIS He A04/MF A01 CSCL
10C
Improved inorganic-organic separators developed by NASA
were commercially prepared. A single-ply asbestos substrate was
developed, as well as alternative substrates based on cellulose
and on polypropylene fibers. The single-ply asbestos was bound
with butyl rubber and was functionally superior to the formerly
used polyphenylene oxide saturated sheet. Commercially prepared
separators exhibited better measured separator properties than
the NASA standard. Cycle life in Ni/Zn and Ag/Zn cells was
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frelated to substrate, decreasing in the order, asbestos >
cellulose paper > nonwoven polypropylene. The cycle life of
solvent-coated separators was better than aqueous In NI/Zn cells,
while aqueous coatings were better In Ag/Zn cells.	 T.M.
iY1112 .12570•# Gilbert/Commonwealth, Reading, Pa.
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS (MIiD) ENGINEERING TEST
FACILITY (ETF) 200 MWe POWER PLANT. CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN ENGINEERING REPORT (CDER). VOLUME 1:
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Final Report
Sep. 1981 48 p(Contracts DEN3-224; DE-AI01-77ET-10769)(NASA•CR-165452-Vol-1: DOE/NASA-0224/1-Vol-1) Avail;
NTiS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 108
Main elements of the design are identified and explained,
and the rationale behind them was reviewed. Major systems
and plant facilities are listed and discussed. Construction cost
and schedule estimates are presented, and the engineering issues
that should be reexamined are identified. The latest (1980.1981)
information from the MHD technology program is integrated
with the elements of a conventional steam power electric
generating plant.	 T.M.
N92-12571 •# Boeing Co., Seattle. Wash,
TESTING OF SOLAR CELL COVERS AND ENCAPSULANTS
CONDUCTED IN A SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENT
Final Report
D. A. Russell Nov. 1981 267 p(Contract NAS3-22222)(NASA-CR-165475:	 D180-26590. 1)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC Al2/MF A01 CSCL 10A
The materials included in the evaluation were 0211 micro-
sheet, FEP-A used as a cover and as an adhesive, DC 93-500
adhesive, PFA 'hard coat' used as a cover. GE 615/UV-24 used
as a cover, GR 650 used as a cover, and electrostatically bonded
7070 glass. The test environments were 1 MeV electron Irradiation
interspersed with thermal cycling, 0,5 MeV proton irradiation
interspersed with thermal cycling and UV exposure interspersed
with thermal cycling, Summary data is given describing the
response of the test materials both visually and electrically to
the three different environments, 	 T.M.
NS2 .12572'# United Technologies Corp., South Windsor, Conn,
Power Systems Div.
LOW NO SUB X HEAVY FUEL COMBUSTOR CONCEPT
PROGRAM Final Report, 23 Oct. 1979 - Jul. 1981
Paul Russell, George Beal, and Bruce Hinton 15 Oct. 1981
99 p refs Prepared in cooperation with Pratt and Whitney
Aircraft, East Hartford, Conn,(Contracts DEN3-149; DE-A101-77ET-13111)(NASA-CR-165512: DOE/NASA/0149-•1: QTR-3236) Avail:
NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 1OB
A gas turbine technology program to improve and optimize
the staged rich lean low NOx combustor concept is described.
Subscale combustor tests to develop the design information for
optimization of the fuel preparation, rich burn, ol.64 .--r quench,
and lean burn steps of the combustion process were run, The
program provides information for the design of high pressure
full scale gas turbine combustors capable of providing environmen-
tally clean combustion of minimally of minimally porcessed and
synthetic fuels. It is concluded that liquid fuel atomization and
mixing, rich zone stoichiometly, rich zone liner cooling, rich zone
residence time, and quench zone stoichiometry are important
considerations in the design and scale up of the rich lean
combustor.	 E.A.K.
N82-"a1,73*# Stonehart Associates, Inc„ Madison, Conn,
PREPARATION AND EVALUATION OF ADVANCED
ELECTROCATALYSTS FOR PHOSPHORIC ACID FUEL
CELLS Quarterly Report
Paul Stoneha t, John Baris, John Hochmuth, and Peter Pagliaro
SO Sep. 1981 31 p(Contracts DEN3-176: DE-A103-BOET-17088)(NASA-CR- 1,65519: DOE/NASA/0176-81/4: OR-7) Avail;
NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL t0A
A number of electrocatalvst combinations were prepared and
chersaerized, These electrocatalysts were formulated to contain
platinum combined with transition metal carbide forming_ elements
(W, Mo, V) for cathodes and platinum combined with palladium
for anodes. High resolution electron microscopy was used to
determine the crystallite size and dispersion of platinum-palladium
alloy electrocatalysts in order to provide analytical support for
the electrochemical determinations of the particle dispersions,
An equation was derived which correlates palladium crystallite
size with electrochemical hydrogen adsorption. Based on
comparisons of electrocatalyst performances in the presence of
pun hydrogen and hydrogen containing carbon monoxide, it
was shown that the apparent. poisoning of the electrocatalyst
by carbon monoxide is influenced by the electrode structure.
DOE
NS2-13605*# Paragon Pacific, Inc., El Segundo, Calif.
DEVELOPMENT REPORT: AUTOMATIC SYSTEM TEST AND
CAUB',`;ATION (ASTAC) EQUIPMENT Final Report
Robert J, Thoren Jul, 1981 26 p ref(Contracts DEN3-203: DC-A101.76ET-20320)(NASA-CR-165403: DOE/NASA/0203.1: PPI .3009 .4) Avail:
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 10A
A microcomputer based automatic test system was developed
for the daily performance monitoring of wind energy system
time domain (WEST) analyzer, The test system consists of a
microprocessor based controller and hybrid interface unit which
are used for inputing prescribed test signals into all WEST
subsystems and for monitoring WEST responses to these signals.
Performance is compared to theoretically correct performance
levels calculated off line on a large general purpose digital
computer. Results are displayed on a cathode ray tube or are
available from a line printer, Excessive drift and/or lack of
repeatability of the high speed analog sections within WEST is
easily detected and the malfunctioning hardware identified using
this system,	 E.A.K.
NE2-13505*# Eaton Engineering and Research Center, South-
field, Mich,
THE ac PROPULSION SYSTEM FOR AN ELECTRIC VEHICLE,
PHASE 1 Final Report
Steven Geppert Aug. 1981 307 p refs(Contracts DEN3-125; DE-A101.77CS-51044)(NASA-CR-165480: DOE/NASA/0125-1; ERC-1'R-8101) Avail:
NTIS HC A14/MF A01 CSCL 10B
A functional prototype of an electric vehicle ac propulsion
system was built consisting of a 18.65 kW rated ac induction
traction motor, pulse width modulated (PWM) transistorized
inverter, two speed mechanically/ shifted automatic transmission,
and an overall drive/vehicle controller. Design de.elopmental
steps, and test results of individual components and the complex
system on an instrumented test frame are described. Computer
models were developed for the inverter, motor and a representative
vehicle, A preliminary reliability model and failure modes effects
analysis are given,	 E.A.K.
NS2-13507'# Case Western Reserve Univ„ Cleveland, Ohio.
TRANSIENT CATALYTIC COMBUSTOR MODEL Find
Report
James S, Tien May 1981 87 p refs(Grant NsG-3230; Contract DE-AI01-77CS-51040)(NASA-CR-165324; DOE/NASA/3230.1)	 Avail: NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 108
A quasi-steady gas phase and thermally thin substrate model
is used to analyze the transient behavior of catalytic monolith
combustors in fuel lean operation, The combustor response delay
is due to the substrate thermal ineria, Fast response is favored
by thin substrate, short catalytic bell length, high combustor
inlet and final temperatures, and small gas channel diameters.
The calculated gas and substrate te,rperature time histoy at
different axial positions provides an understanding of how the
catalytic combustor responds to an upstream condition change.
The computed results also suggest that the gas residence times
in the catalytic bed in the after bed space are correlatable with
the nondimensional combustor response time, The model also
performs steady state combustion calculations: and the computed
steady state emission characteristu•s show agreement with
available exoerimental data in the range of parameter: covered.
A catalytic combustor design for automotive gas turbine engine
which has reasonably fast response ( < 1 second) and can
satisfy the emission goals in an acceptable total combustor length
is possible.
	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS	 S.L.
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N82.135060# Life Systems, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.
ENDURANCE TEST AND EVALUATION OF ALKALINE
WATER ELECTROLYSIS CELLS Annual Report
K. A. Burke and F. H. Schubert Nov, 1981 46 p refs(Contract NAS3.21287)(NASA-CR-165424; 	 TR-376.16)	 Avail;	 NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 10C
Utilization in the development of multi-kW low orbit power
systems is discussed, The following technological developments
of alkaline water electrolysis cells for space power application
were demonstrated; (1) four 92.9 cm2 single water electrolysis
cells, two using LST's advanced anodes and two using LSTs
super anodes; (2) four single cell endurance test stands for life
testing of alkaline water electrolyte cells: (3) the solid performance
of the advanced electrode and 355 K; (4) the breakthrough
performance of the super electrode; (5) the four single cells for
over 5.000 hours each significant cell deterioration or cell failure.
it is concluded that the static feed water electrolysis concept is
reliable and due to the inherent simplicity of the passive water
feed mechanism coupled with the use of alkaline electrolyte has
greater potential for regenerative fuel cell system applications
than alternative eleotrolyzers. A rise in cell voltage occur after
2,000-3,000 hours which was attributed to deflection of the
polysulfone end plates due to creepage of the thermoplastic,
More end plate support was added, and the performance of the
cells was restored to the initial performance level. 	 E.A.K.
rats(Contract DEN3 . 180; DE-AIOI.79ET-20485)(NASA-CR-165477; DOE/NASA/0180.2: C4100 .60) Avail:
NTIS HC AO8/MF A01 CSCL t0A
Results of a month-long study in Morocco aimed at assessing
the market potential for stand-alone photovoltaic systems in
agriculture and rural starvice applications are presented, The
following applications, ,requiring less than 15 kW of power, are
described: irrigation, cisttie watering, refrigeration, crop processing,
potable water and educational TV, Telecommunications and
transportation signalling applications, descriptions of power and
energy use profiles, assessments of business environment,
government and private sector attitudes towards photovoltaics,
and financing were also considered, The Moroccan market presents
both advantages and disadvantages for American PV manufactur-
ers, The principle advantages of the Moroccan market are: a
limited grid, Interest in and present use of PV in communications
applications, attractive investment incentives, and a stated policy
favoring American Investment. Disadvantages include: lack of
government incentives for PV use, general unfamiliarity with PV
technology, high first cost of PV, a well-established market network
for diesel generators, and difficulty with financing, The market
for PV in Morocco (1981 . 1986), will be relatively small, about
340 kwp. The market for PV is likely to be more favorable in
telecommunications, transport signalling and some rural services.
The primary market appears to be in the public (Le,, government)
rather than private sector, due to financial constraints and the
high price of PV relative to conventional power sector. M.D,K.
NSZ-13610*# Acurex Corp., Mountaia View, Calif. 	 Energy
and Environmental Div.
DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGH-TEMPERATURE DURABLE
CATALYST FOR USE IN CATALYTIC COMBUSTORS FOR
ADVANCED AUTOMOTIVE GAS TURBINE ENGINES Final
Report
H. Tong, G. C, Snow, E. K, Chu, R. L. S. Chang, M. J. Angwin,
and S. L. Pessagno Sep. 1-381 169 p rofn(Contracts DEN3 .83: DE-AIOI.77CS-51040)(NASA-CR-166396: DOE/NASA/0083 . 1)	 Avail: NTIS
HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 10B
Durable catalytic reactors for advanced gas turbine engines
were developed, Objectives were: to evaluate furnace aging as
a cost effective catalytic reactor screening test, measure reactor
degradation as a function of furnace aging, demonstrate
1,000 hours of combustion durability, and define a catalytic
reactor system with a high probability of successful integration
Into an automotive gas turbine engine. Fourteen different catalytic
reactor concepts were evaluated, leading to the selection of one
for a durability combustion test with diesel fuel for combustion
conditions. Eight additional catalytic reactors were evaluated and
one of these was successfully combustion tested on propane
fuel. This durability reactor used graded cell honeycombs and a
combination of noble metal and metal oxide catalysts. The reactor
was catalytically active and structurally sound at the end of the
durability test. 	 E,A,K,
N82.13511 *# Westinghouse Research and Development Center,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
CELL MODULE AND .FUEL CONDITIONER DEVELOPMENT
Quarterly Report, .Pd. - Sep. 1981
D. Q. Hoover, Jr. Oa 1981 59 p(Contracts DEN3 . 161: DE-A101.80ET-17088)(NASA-CR-165462; DOE/NASA/0161-9;
Rapt-81-9D1-MARED-R1) Avail; NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
l0A
The results of pretesting and performance testing of Stack
564 are reported, The design features, progress in fabrication
and plans for assembly of Stack 800 are given. The status of
endurance testing of Stack 560 is reported. The design, fabrication,
test procedures and preliminary tests of the 10 kW double
counterflow reformer and the reformer test stand are described.
Results of vendor_ contacts to define the performance and cost
of fuel conditioning system components are reported, The results
of burner tests and continuing development of the BOLTAR
program are reported. 	 T.M.
NS2-14628*# Institute of Gas Technology, Chicago, Ili.
STABILIZING PLATINUM IN PHOSPHORIC ACID FUEL
CELLS Quarterly Report
Robert J. Remick Oct. 1981 19 p refs(Contracts DEN3 . 208: DE-1101-80ET-17088)(NASA-CR-185483; DOE/NASA-0208/3: IGT-61051; QR-3)
CSCL IDA
A carbon substrate for use in fabricating phosphoric acid
fuel cell cathodes was modified by catalytic oxidation to stabilize
the platinum catalyst by retarding the sintering of small platinum
crystallites. Results of 100-hour operational tests confirmed that
the rate of platinum surface -area loss observed on catalytically
oxidized supports was less than that observed with unmodified
supports of the same starting material. Fuel cell electrodes
fabricated from Vulcan XC-72R, which was modified by cata-
lytic in a nitric oxide atmosphere, produced low platium sintering
rates and high activity for the reduction of oxygen in the phosphoric
acid environment,
	
N.W.
N82-14636*# General Dynamics/Convair, San Diego, Calif.
STUDY OF MLiLTI-MEGAWATT TECHNOLOGY NEEDS FOR
PHOTOVOLTA'!C SPACE POWER SYSTEMS. VOLUME 1:
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
D. M. Peterson and R. L. Pleasant 1 Aug, 1981 28 p refs
2 Vol(Contract NAS3-21951)(NASA-CR-165323-Vol-1; Rept-111.2401-204) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF AOi CSCL 10A
Possible missions requiring multimegawatt photovoltaic space
power systems in the 1990's time frame and associated power
system technology needs are examined, The following concepts
for photovoltaic power approaches are considered: planar arrays,
concentrating arrays, hybrid systems using Rankine engires,
thermophotovoltaic and AC/DC power management approaches,
battery, fuel cell, flywheel energy storage, and interactions with
the electrical ion engine injection and stationkeeping system.
The levels of modularity for efficient, safe, constructable,
serviceable, and cost effective system design are analyzed, and
the benefits of alternate approaches developed. Both manned
low Earth orbit and unmanned geosynchronous Earth orbit
applications were examined for technological development.
Technology developments applicable to power systems which
appear to have benefits independent of the absolute power level
are suggested,	 M.D,K,
-f
N82-14627 *# DHR, Inc.. Washington, D.C.
MARKET ASSESSMENT OF PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER
SYSTEMS FOR AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS IN
MOROCCO Final Report
Henry Steingass and Itil Asmon (ARD, Inc.) Sep, 1981 157 p
ti
N82-14637 *# General Dynamics/Convair, San Diego, Calif.
STUDY OF MULTI •MEGAGVATT TECHNOLOGY NEEDS FOR
PHOTOVOLTAIC SPACE POWER SYSTEMS, VOLUME 2
Final Report
D. M. Peterson and R. L. Pleasant 19 Mar. 1981 285 p
.t
`e
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refs	 2 Vol. The results of a preliminary system test on a reformer/stack/
f (Contract NAS3-21861) inverter combination are reported, An initial design for a 25 kW(NASA•CR•165323-Vol•2: GOC-AST-81-019-Vol • 2)	 Avail: stack is presented,	 Experimental plans are outlined for data
NTIS HC A13/MF A01	 CSCL t0A acquisition necessary for design of a 60 kW methanol/steam
Possible missions requiring multimegawatt photovoltaic space reformer. Activities related to complete mathematical modelling
power systems in the 1990"s time frame and power system of the Integrated power system, including wastehest utilization
technology needs associated with these missions are examined. ere described.	 T.M.
Four specff:
	
task areas were considered: (1) missions requiring
power in the I-10 megawatt average power region; (2) alternative
power sytterns and component technologies; (3) technology goals
aed sen.5itivity trades and analyses: and (4) technology recom- N11112.1641112*# 	 Energy Research Corp„ Danbury, Conn,
mendations, Specific concepts for photovoltaic power approaches TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT FOR PHOSPHORIC ACID
considered were:	 planar arrays, concentrating arrays, hybrid FUEL CELL POWERPLANT, PHASE 2	 Final Technical
systems using Rankine engines, thermopholovoltaic approaches; Report
all with various photovoltaic cell component technologies, Various Larry Christner	 Dec, 1881
	
159 p	 refs
AC/DC power management approaches, and battery, fuel cell, (Contracts DEN3 . 87, DE•AI03.79ET-11272)
and flywheel energy storage concepts are evaluated, interactions (NASA•CR-166426; DOE/NASA/0067.78/7)
	
Avail: NTiS
with the electrical ion engine injection and stationkeeping system HC A08/MF A01	 CSCL 10A
are also considered.	 M.D.K. The development of materials, cell c,tmponsnta, and reformers
for on site integrated energy systems is described, Progress
Includes: (1) host-treatment of 26 sq cm, 350 oq cm and
1200 sq cm cell test hardware was accomplished, Performance
N82 .16527 • N 	 Bumo and Roe, Inc„ Woodbury, N, Y. of fuel cells Is Improved by using this material; (2) electrochemical IMHD OXIDANT INTERMEDIATE TEMPERATURE CERAMIC and chemical corrosion rates of heat-treated and as-molded
HEATER STUDY Final Report graphite/phenolic resin composites In phos phoric acid were
A. W. Carlson, 1. 	 L. Chait, D. P. Saari, and C. L. Marksberry determined: (3) three cell, 6 in, x i6 in, stacks operated for up
Sep, 1981
	
199 p	 refs	 Prepared in cooperation with Fluidyne to 10,000 hours and 12 in, x 17 in, five cell stacks were tested
Engineering Corp, for 5,000 hours; (4)	 a	 three cell	 6	 in, x	 15 in, stack with t(Contract DEN3 .107: DE•AIOI-77ET•10769) 0.12 mg Pt/sq cm anodes and 0,26 mg Pt/sq cm cathodes(NASA-CH- 165453;
	DOE/NASA-0107/3)	 Avail:	 NTIS was operated for 4,500 hours: and (5) an ERC proprietary high x
HC A09/MF A01	 CSCL 10A bubble pressure matrix. MAT-1, was tested for up to 10,000
The use of three types of directly fired ceramic heaters for hours.	 A.R.H.
preheating oxygen enriched air to an intermediate temperature p	 1
of 1144K was investigated, The three types of ceramic heaters m
are:	 (1) a fixed bed, periodic flow ceramic brick regenerative
heater; (2) a ceramic pebble i +agenerative heater, The heater N82-16483 *# Engelhard Industries, Inc„ Edison, N.J, 	 Industries
design, performance and operating characteristics under condi- Div
tions in which the particulate matter is not solidified are evaluated, DEVELOP AND TEST FUEL CELL POWERED ON-SITE
A comparison and overall evaluation of the three types of ceramic INTEGRATED TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEMS, 	 PHASE of —
heaters and temperature range determination at which the FU&L•SCALE POWER PLANT DEVELOPMENT 	 Quarterly
particulate matter in the MHD exhaust gas is estimated to be a Report, May - Jul, 1981
dry powder are presented. 	 E.AK. 25 Aug. 1981	 36 p	 refs(Contracts DEN3.241; DE-AI01-80ET-17088)(NASA-CR-165455: DOE/NASA/0241-2; OR-2) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01
	
CSCL 1013
N82 . 164790 N 	 New Mexico Univ., Albuquerque,	 Dept, of A schematic and physical layout is given for the 5kWintegrated system and the development status of individual tElectrical end Computer Engineering. components is described. The results of using a one dimensional 1STUDY OF THE PHOTOVOLTAIC EFFECT IN THIN FILM mathematical model of the 5kW reformer are presented. Plans 1BARIUM TITANATE Annual Report fora single-tube reformer test unit for the acquisition of W, W, Grannemann and Vineet S, Dharmadhikarl
	 Jan. 1982 temperature profile data are described, Tentative specifications24 p
AG 1.961 for a 5OkW tic to-ac inverter are listed. Performance data are I(Grant 
NAG -(N ana	 186091; EE•273(82)NASA•931 . 1)	 Avail: 	 NTIS given on two 3-call 	 stacks incorporating semiautomatic acidreplenishment systems an6 improved electroc9talysts, A qualifica•HC A02 / MF A01 	 CSCL t0A tion test on methanol/steam reforming catalyst T2107RS IsFerroelectric films of barium titanate were synthesized on reported, including a portion in which the catalyst was deliberately
silicon and quartz substrates, and the photoelectric effect in the poisoned with 800 ppm ethanol in the feed. 	 Authorstructure consisting of metal deposited farroelectric barium titanate
film silicon was studied, A photovoltage with polarity that depends
on the direction of the remanent polarization was observed, The
deposition of BaTiO3 on silicon and fused quartz substrates was
accomplished by an RF sputtering technique, A series of experi- N82.16484*# 	 General Electric Co„ Cincinnati, Ohio,	 Aircraft
ments to study the growth of farroelectric BsT103 films on single Engine Business Group,DEMONSTRATION OF CATALYTIC COMBUSTION WITHcrystal silicon and fused quartz substrates were conducted, The RESIDUAL FUEL Final Reportfarroelectric character in these films was found on the .basis of W, J, Dodds and E. E. Ekstodt
	 Aug, 1981
	
106 p	 refsevidence from	 the	 polarization	 electric field	 hysteresis	 loops, (Contracts DEN3-155: DE-A101-77ET-10350)capacitance voltage and capacitance temperature techniques (NASA-CR-165369; DOE/NASA/0155-1: R81AEG590)	 Avail: 3and from X-ray diffraction studies.	 S,L, NTIS HC A06/MF A01
	 CSCL 10B j
An experimental program was conducted to demonstrate.
catalytic combustion of a residual fuel oil, Three catalytic reactors, 1
N811•16480"# 	 Engelhard Industries, Inc,, Edison, N.J. including a baseline configuration and two backup configurations
DEVELOP AND TEST FUEL CELL POWERED ON-SITE based on baseline test results, were operated on No, 6 fuel nit,
INTEGRATED TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEMS.	 PHASE 3: All reactors were multielement configurations consisting of ceramic
FULL-SCALE POWER PLANT DEVELOPMENT	 Quarterly honeycomb catalyzed with palladium on stabilized alumina, Stable
Progress Report, Feb. -Apr. 1981 operation on residual oil was demonstrated with the baseline
24 Jun. 1981
	
51 p configuration at a	 reactor inlet temperature of about 825 	 K(Contracts DEN3-241': DE-A101.80ET-17088) (1025 F). At low inlet temperature, operation was precluded by(NASA-CR-165328; DOE/NASA/0241-1: QR-1)	 Avail: NTIS apparent plugging of the catalytic reactor with residual oil. Reduced r
HC A04/MF A01	 CSCL 10A plugging tendency was demonstrated in the backup reactors by
Progress toward anintegrated 5kW power system based increasing the size of the catalyst channels at the reactor inlet,
upon methanol fuel and a phosphoric acid fuel cell operating at but plugging still occurred at inlet temperature below '725 K
about 473 K is described in	 detail. Description includes test (845 F). Operation at the original design inlet temperature of }	 a
results of advanced fuel cell catalysts, a semi-automatic acid td
a replenishment system and a completed 5kW methanol/steamincluded,reformer. Design features of a 5kW fuel cell stack- are ORIGINAL PAGE
OF POOR QUALITY
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589 K (600 F) could not be demonstrated, Combustion efficiency NS2.176061 Mathematical Sciences Northwest, Inc., Bellevue,
above 99 . 6% was obtained with less then 5% reactor pressure Wash,;f drop, Thermally formed NO sub x levels were very low (lo OVERVIEW STUDY OF SPACE POWER TECHNOCOOIESthan 0 , 5 g NO2/kg fuP
.l) but nearly 100% conversion of VON THE ADVANCED ENERGETICS P ROGRAM
fuel-bound nitrogen to NO sub x was observed. 	 M.D.K R. Taussig, S, Gross, A, Miliner, M. Naugebsuer, W. PthlQips, J, ll
Powell, E. Schmidt, M, Wolf, and G. Woodcock	 Oct. 1981
341 p	 refs(Contract NAS3-22477)
NO2.16486*#	 Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich, (NASA• CR. 165269;	 MSNW1169)	 Avail;	 NTIS
ADVANCED GAS TURBINE (AGT) POWERTRAIN SYSTEM HC A15/MF A01 CSCL 108
INITIAL DEVELOPMENT REPOPT
	 Progress Report, Space power technologies are reviewed to determine the }20 May - 24 Sep, 1979 state-of-the-art and to identify advanced or never concepts which i
Aug, 1980
	 150 p	 Prepared in cooperation with AiReaarch promise large increases in performance, The potential for incresed
Mfg, Co„ Phoenix, Ariz. performance is judged relative to benchmarks based on technolo-(Contract OEN3 .37) gies which have been flight tested, Space power technology j	 +(NASA-CR-166130: DOE/NASA/0037.80 2; concepts selected for their potentially high performance are ai	 z
DDA-ADR-10086) Avail: NTIS HC A07/MF A01
	 CSCL 10B prioritized in a list of R & D topical recommendations for the 1
The powertrain cosists of a single shaft regenerated gas NASA program on Advanced Energetics. The technology
turbine engine utilizing ceramic hot section components, coupled categories studied are solar collection, nuclear power sources,
to a slit differential gearbox with b ,t available variable stator energy conversion, energy storage, power transmission, and power
torque converter and an available
	 Ford intergal overdrive processing, The emphasis is on also,, is power generation in space
fow,aspeed automatic transmission. Predicted fuel economy using for satellite on board elmtric power, for electric propulsion, or
gasoline fuel over the combined federal driving cycle (CFDC) is for beamed power to spacecraft. Generic mission categories such
15.3 km/t, which represents a 59% improvement over the as low Earth orbit missions and geosynchronous orbit missions
spark-ignition-powered. baseline vehicle. Using DF2 fuel, CFDC are used	 to distinguish general requirements placed on the
mileage estimates are 17 .43 km/1. Zero to 96.6 km/hr performance of power conversion technology. Each space power
acceleration time is	 11,9 seconds with a four-second acclea- technology is judged on its own merits without reference to
lion distance of 21.0 m.
	
The ceramic radial	 turbine rotor is specific missions or power systems, Recommendations include
discussed along with the control system for the powertain, T.M. 31 space power concepts which span the entire collection of
technology categories studied and represent the clltical technolo-
gies needed for higher power, lighter weight, more efficient power,
conversion in space,
	
Author
N82-164940 #	 (IT Research Inst., Chicago, III.
INTERNATIONAL MARKET ASSESSMENT OF STAND- ti
ALONE PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER SYSTEMS FOR COTTAGE
INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS Final Report N82-17607*# United Technologies Corp„ South Windsor, Conn, ri
Therese M. Philippi	 Nov. 1981	 290 p	 refs Power Systems Div. ;z ^(Contracts DEN3.197, DE•A10179ET•20485)(NASA-CR-1135287; DUE/NASA/0197-1; IITRI-J06619)	 Avail' ELECTROCHEMICAL ENERGY STORAGE FOR AN OR-SITING SPACE STATION j#
NTIS	 HC A13/MF A01	 CSCL 10B R. E. Martin	 Dec. 1981
	 61 p	 refs
The final result of an international assessment of the market (Contract NAS3.21293)
for stand-alone photovoltaic systems in cottage industry applica- (NASA•CR-165436:	 FCR•3142)	 Avail.	 NTIS
tions is reported. Nonindustrialized 	 countries without centrally HC A04/MF A01	 CSCL 10C
planned economies were considered, Cottage industries were The system weight of a multi hundred kilowatt fuel cell
defined as small	 rural	 manufacturers, employing
	
less than electrolysis cell energy storage system
	 based upon alkaline
50 people, producing consumer and simple products. The date electrochemical cell technology for use in a future orbiting space
to support this analysis were obtained from secondary and ekpert station In low Earth orbit (LEO) was studied, Preliminary system
sources in	 the	 U.S. and in-country field investigations of the conceptual design, fuel cell module performance characteristics,
Philippines and Mexico. The noar•term market for photovoltsies subsystem and system weights, and overall system efficiency jj
for rural cottage industry	 appears impact
demonstration projects and pifo5 prop 	 ba ed on an In-depth turedantd^ effich^ icyiipon ene gyl sto age system ewe ghtris
study	 of the	 nature
	
of cottage
	 industry, its tale in the rural investigated, The weight of an idvanced technology system
economy, the electric energy requirements of cottage industry, featuring high strength filament wound reactant tanks and a )
and a financial analysis of stand -alone photovoltaic systems as fuel	 cell	 module employing lightweight 	 graphite electrolyte
compared to their most viable competitor, diesel driven generators, reservoir plates is defined.	 E.A.K. 7
Photovoltaics are shown to be a better long-term option only 9
for very low power requirements. Some of these uses would
include clay mixers,	 grinders, centrifuges, lathes,
	 power saws
and lighting of a workshop. 	 Author NS2.17608*#	 Eaton Engineering and Research Center, South-
field, Mich.	 Engineering and Research Center,
STRAIGHT AND CHOPPED DC PERFORMANCE DATA FOR
N82. 17603*#	 Gilbert/Commonwealth, Reading, Pa, A RELIANCE EV-280AT MOTOR WITH A GENERALELECTRIC EV•1 CONTROLLER Final ReportMAGNETORYDRODYNAMICS (MHD) ENGINEERING TEST Paul C. Edie
	 Sep. 1981
	
58 p iFACILITY (ETF) 200 MWe POWER PLANT CONCEPTUAL (Contracts-DEN3-123: DE-A101-77CS-51044)DESIGN ENGINEERING REPORT (CDER) Final Report (NASA-CR•165447: DOE/NASA/0123.3: ERC-TR•8175) Avail:Sep, 1981	 593 p	 refs NTIS HC A04/MF A01	 CSCL 108 i(Contracts DEN3 .224; DE-AI01-77ET-10769) Straight and chopped DC motor performances for a Reliance(NASA-CR-165452-Vol•5: DOE/NASA/0224-1-Vol-5)
	 Avail: EV-250AT motor with an EV-1 controller were examined. EffectsNTiS HC A25/MF A01
	
CSCL 108 of motor temperature and operating voltage are shown. It isThe reference conceptual design of the magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) Engineering Test Facility (ETF), a prototype 200 MWe found that the maximum motor efficiency Is approximately 85%at low operating temperatures in the straight DC mode. Chopper
t.
coal-fired electric generating plant designed to demonstrate the efficiency is 95% under all operating conditions, For equal speeds,
commercial feasibility of open cycle MHD, is summarized. Main the motor operated in the chopped mode develops slightly more
elements of the design, systems, and plant facilities are illustrated, torque and draws more current than it does in the straight DCSystem design descriptions are included for closed cycle cooling mode,	 EA. K, •
water,	 industrial	 gas systems,	 fuel
	
oil,	 boiler flue	 gas,	 coal t
management, seed management, slag management, plant ,r
industrial waste, fire service water, oxidant supply, MHD power
train,	 magnet, heat recovery/seed 	 recovery, inverter, heating, N82-17615*#	 Stonehart Associates, Inc., Madison, Conn.
ventillating, and air conditioning, and electrical.
	
N.W. PREPARATION AND EVALUATION OF ADVANCED
ra ELECTROCATALYSTS FOR PHOSPHORIC ACID FUEL aCELLS	 Quarterly Report, Oct. - Dec. 1981
i Paul Stonehart, John Baris, John Hochrnuth, and Peter-Paglisro t
Dec. 1981	 44 p
}^ 132.
NTIS HC A03/MF AOi CSCL 106
The performance and emissions from a rich-lean combustor
fired on simulated coal gas fuels were Investigated using a 12.7-cm
diameter axially-staged burner originally designed for operation
with high heating value liquid fuels. A simple, tubular fuel injector
was substituted for the liquid fuel nozzle; no other combustor
modifications were made. Four test fuels wore studied including
three chemically bound nitrogen-free gas mixtures with higher
heating values of 88, 227, and 308 kj/mol (103, 258 and
349 Btu/scl), and a 227 kj/mo) (258 Btu/scf) heating value
doped with ammonia to produce a fuel nitrogen content of 0.5%(wt), Stable, ultra -low nitrogen oxide, smoke-free combustion was
attained for the nitrogen-free fuels. Results with the doped fuel
indicated that less than 6% conversion of NH3 to nitrogen oxide
levels below Environmental Protection Agency limits could be
achieved. In some instances, excessive CO levels were encoun-
tered, It Is shown that use of a burner design employing a less
fuel-rich primary zone than that found optimum for liquid fuels
would yield more acceptable CO emissions. 	 A.R.N.
N82.13693*# Structural Composites Industries, Inc„ Azusa,
Calif.
DESIGN, EVALUATION, AND FABRICATION OF LOW-COST
COMPOSITE ULADES FOR INTERMEDIATE-812E WIND
TURBINES final Report
Oscar Weingart Sep. 1981 210 p refs(Contracts DEN3 . 100; DE-A101-79ET-20320)(NASA-CR-165342; DOE/NASA/0100 . 1: SCI-81520) Avail:
NTIS HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Low cost approaches for production of 60 h long glass
fiber/resin composite rotor blades for the MOD-OA wind turbine
were identified and evaluated. The most cost-effective configura-
tion was selected for detailed design. Subelement and subscale
specimens were fabricated for testing to confirm physical and
mechanical properties of the composite blade materials, to develop
and evaluate blade fabrication techniques and processes, and to
confirm the structural adequacy of the root end joint. Full-scale
blade tooling was constructed and a partial blade for tool and
process tryout was built, Then two full scale blades were fabricated
and delivered to NASA-LeRC for installation on a MOD-OA wind
turbine at Clayton, New Mexico for operational testing. Each
blade was 60 ft, long with 4.5 ft. chord at root end and 2575 Ibs
weight including metal hub adapter. The selected blade configura-
tion was a three cell design Constructed using a resin impregnated
glass fiber tape winding process that allows rapid wrapping of
primarily axially oriented fibers onto a tapered mandrel, with
tapered wall thickness. The ring winder/transverse filament tape
process combination was used for the first time on this program
to produce entire rotor blade structures, This approach permitted
the complete 'blade to be wound on stationary mandrels, an
Improvement which alleviated some of the tooling and process
problems encountered on previous composite blade programs.
Author
N82 . 18698*# DHR, Inc., Washington, D.C.
MARKET ASSESSMENT OF PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER'
SYSTEMS FOR AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS IN
NIGERIA Final Report
David Staples, Henry Steingrass, and Ja ynes Nolfi (ARD, Inc,,
Burlington, VtJ Oct. 1981 115 p refs(Contracts DEN3-180: DE-A101-79ET-20485)(NASA-CR-165511; DOE/NASA/0180-4: C4100 .50) Avail:
NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 10A
The market potential for stand-alone photovoltaic systems
in agriculture was studied. Information is presented on technical
and economically feasible applications, and assessments of the
business, government and financial climate for photovoltaic sales,
It is concluded that the market for stand-alone systems will be
large because of the availability of captial and the high pre-
mium placed on high reliability, low maintence power systems.
Various specific applications are described, mostly related to
agriculture, 	 R.J.F.
N82-19669'# Arizona State Univ., Tempe.
SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACT OF PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER
AT SCHUCHULI, ARIZONA Final Report
Donald Bahr, Billy G. Garrett, and Carolyn Chrisman Oct. 1980
161 p refs(Contracts DEN3-50; DE-A101-79ET-20485)
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(Contract DEN3 . 176; Contract DE-A103.80ET•17088)(NASA-CH-165594; DOE/NASA/0176.81/5; OR-8) Avail:
NTiS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL IDA
Two cooperative phenomena are required the development
of highly efficient porous eiectrocatalysts. (i) is an increase in
the electrocatalytic activity of the catalyst particle; and (2) is
the availability of that etsctrocatalyst particle for the electrome-
chanical reaction. The two processes interact with each other
so that improvements in the electrochemical activity must be
coupled with improvements in the availability of the electrocatalyst
for reaction, Cost effective and highly reactive alectrocatalysts
were developed, The utilization of the electrocatslyst particles in
the porous electrode structures was analyzed. It is shown that
a large percentage of the electrocatalyst in anode structures Is
not utilized. This low utilization translates directly into a noble
metal cost penalty for the fuel cell.
	 E.A.K.
N82.18888'N Gilbert/Commonwealth, Reading, Pa.
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS (MHO) ENGINEERING TEST
FACILITY (ETF) 200 MWe POWER PLANT. CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN ENGINEERING REPORT (CDER). VOLUME 4:
SUPPLEMENTARY ENGINEERING DATA
Sep. 1981 S48 p refs(Contract DEN3 .224; DE-A101-77ET-10769)(NASA•CR-165452-Vol-4; DOE/NASA/0224 .1-Vol-4) Avail:
NTIS HC A23/MF A01 CSCL 10B
The reference conceptual design of the Magnetohydrodynamic
Engineering Test Facility (ETF), a prototype 200 MWe coal-fired
electric generating plant designed to demonstrate the commercial
feasibility of open cycle MHD is summarized, Main elements of
the design are identified and explained, and the rationale behind
them is reviewed, Major systems and plant facilities are listed
and discussed. Construction cost and schedule estimates, and
identification of engineering issues that should be reexamined
are also given, The latest (1980 . 1981) information from the
MHD technology program are integrated with the elements of a
conventional steam power electric generating plant. Sup-
plementary Engineering Data (Issues, Background, Performance
Assurance Plan, Design Details, System Design Descriptions and
Related, Drawings) is presented.. 	 M.D.K.
N82.18689*# Applied Solar Energy Corp., City of Industry,
Calif.
DEVELOPMENT OF THIN WRAPAROU;.'D JUNCTION
SILICON SOLAR CELLS Final Report, Sep. 1980 - Nov,
1981
F. Ho and P. A. Iles Nov, 1981 43 p refs(Contract NAS3-22228)(NASA-CR-165570) Avail: NTiS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
10A
The state of the art technologies was applied to fabricate
50 micro thick 2x4 cm, coplanar back contact (CBC) solar cells
with AMO efficiency above 12%. A requirement was that the
cells have low solar absorptance. A wraparound junction (WAJ)
with wraparound metallization was chosen. This WAJ approach
avoided the need for very complex fixturing, especially during
rotation of the cells for providing adequate contacts over dielectric
edge layers. The contact adhesion to silicon was considered
better than to an insulator. It is indicated that shunt resistance
caused by poor WAJ diode quality, and series resistance from
the WAJ contact, give good cell performance, The cells developed
reached 14 percent AMO efficiency (at 25 C), with solar
absorptance values of 0.73. Space/cell environmental tests were
performed on these cells and the thin CSC cells performed well.
The optimized design configuration and process sequence were
used to make 50 deliverable CBC cells. These cells were all
above 12 percent efficiency and had an average efficiency of
-13 percent, Results of environmental tests (humidity-temperature,
thermal shock, and contact adherence) are also given,
	 E.A.K.
N82.18690'N Unaed Technologies Corp., South Windsor, Conn.
Power Systems Div.
LOW NO GUBx HEAVY FUEL COMBUSTOR CONCEPT
PROGRAM. PHASE 1A: COAL GAS ADDENDUM Final
Report, 29 Jun. - Oct. 1981
Thomas Rosfjord and Richard Soderquist Jan. 1982 43 p
refs(Contract DEN3-149: DE-A101-77ET-13111)(NASA• CR-165577: DOE/NASA/0149-2: GTR-3932) Avail:
N82-22886*# Acurox Corp., Mountain View, Calif, 	 Energy
and Environment Div,
COMPUTER MODEL OF CATALYTIC COMBUSTION/
STIRLING ENGINE HEATER HEAD Final Report
E. K. Chu May 1981 '186 p refs(Contract DEN3. 186; DE-AIOI.77CS-51040)(NASA-CR-165378; DOE/NASA/01116-1; NAS 1,26:185378;:
FR-81-75/EE) Avail. NTIS HC A(-'B/MF A01 CSCL 108
The basic Acurex NET code was modified to analyze specific
problems for Stirling engine heater hood applications. Specifically,
the code can model: an Adiabatic catalytic , monolith reactor, an
externally cooled catalytic cylindrical reactor/flat plate reactor, a
coannular tube radiatively cooled reactor, and a monofith)c reactor
radiating to upstream and downstream heat exchangers. 	 T,M,
N82.22875*# ECO, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.
CATHODE CATALYST FOR PRIMARY PHOSPHORIC FUEL
CELLS Quarterly Report, Jul. - Sep. 1880
Fraser Walsh Sep. 1980 17 p refs(Contract DEN3.150)(NASA-CR-165198; DOE/NASA/0160-80/6; NAS
1,26:165198) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL IDA
Alkylation of Vulcan XC-72 provided the most stable bond
type for linking CoTAA to the surface of the carbon; this result
is based on data obtained by cyclic voltammetry, pulse voltsm-
metry and by release of 14C from bonded CoTAA. Half-cell
tests at 100 C in 85% phosphoric acid showed that CoTAA
bonded to the surface of carbon (Vulcan XC-72) via an alkyla-
tion procedure Is a more active catalyst than is platinum based
on a factor of two improvement in Tafel slope; dimeric CoTAA
has catalytic activity equal to platinum. Half-cell tests also showed
that bonded CoTAA catalysts do not suffer a loss in potential
when air is used as a fuel rather than oxygen, Commercially
available PTFE was shown to be stable for four months in
200 C 85% phosphoric acid based on lack. of chantte in surface
welting p,-op6rties, tit and physical characteristics, When stressed
electrochemically in 150 C 85% phosphoric acid, PTFE also
showed no changes after one month. 	 Author
N62-22770*# DHR, Inc., Washington. D.C.
MARKET ASSESSMENT OF PHOTOVOLTAIC POWE^
SYSTEMS FOR AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS IN
COLOMBOA Final Report
William Steigeimann and Sergio Neyeloff Nov. 1981 124 p
refs Presented in cooperation with Associates in Rural
Development, Inc„ Burlington, Vt,(Contracts DEN3-180: DE-A101-79ET-20485)(NASA-CR-165624; DOE/NASA-0180/5)	 Avail: NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 108
The market p,)tential for photovoltaic systems in the
agricultural sector of Colombia is assessed, Consideration was
given to over twenty specific livestock production, crop production.
and rural services applications requiring less than 15 kW of
power without backup power. Analysis revealed that near-term
potential exists for photovoltaic technology in applications in coffee
depulging, cattle watering, rural domestic users, rural water supply
134
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(NASA-CR-165651; DOF/NASA/0050 . 1)	 Avail. NTIS	 N82.21713 r # Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.
HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 10A
The social and economic Impact of photovoltaic power on _a
small, remote native American village is studied. Village history,
group life, energy use in general, and the use of photovoltaic
powered appliances are discussed. No significant impacts due
to the photovoltaic power system were observed. 	 R.J.F.
Advanced Energy Systems Div,
CELL MODULE AND FUEL CONDITIONER DEVELOPMENT
Quary#ily Report, Oct, - Dec. 1981
J. N), Feret Jan, 1982 51 p(Contract DEN3-161; Contract. DE-AIOI-BOET-17088)(NASA-CR-165620: DOE/NASA/0161 .9A; NAS 1;26:16562;
OR-9) Avail; NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL IDA
The efforts performed to develop a phosphoric acid fuel cell(PAFC) stack design having a 10 kW power rating for operation
at higher than atmospheric pressure based on the existing Mark
11 design configuration are described. The work involves;(1) Performance of pertinent functional analysis, trade studies
and thermodynamic cycle anal ysis far requirements definition and
system operating parameter selection purposes, (2) characteriza-
tion of fuel cell materials and components, and performance
testing and evaluation of the repeating electrode components,.(3) establishment of the state-of-the-art manufacturing technol.
ogy for all fuel cell components at Westinghouse and the
fabrication, of short stacks of various sites, and (4) development,
of a 10 kW PAFC stack design for higher pressure operation
utilizing the top down systems engineering approach.	 Author
N82.20E611 TRW, Inc„ Redondo Beach, Calif.
CHOPPER-CONTROLLED DISCHARGE LIFE CYCLING
STUDIES ON LEAD-ACID BATTERIES Final Report
Joseph J. Kraml and Ernest P. Ames Mar, 1982 79 p rats
Sponsored in part by DOE(Contract DEN3.88)(NASA-CR-165615; NAS 1.26:165615)	 Avail: NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 10C
State-of-the-art 6 volt lead-acid golf car batteries were tested.
A daily charge/discharge cycling to failure points under various
chopper controlled pulsed do and continuous current load
conditions was undertaken, The cycle life and failure rrzdes were
investigated for depth of discharge, average current chopper
frequency, and chopper duty cycle. It is shown that battery life
Is primarily and Inversely related to depth of discharge and
discharge current. Failure mode is characterized by a gradual
capacity loss with consistent evidence of cell element aging.
E.A.K.
N82 .21709 •N ECO, Inc- Cambridge, Mass.
CATHODE CATALYSTS FOR PRIMARY PHOSPHORIC ACID
FUEL CELLS Final Report
Dec. 1981 60 p refs(Contracts DEN3-150; DE,AIOl-BOET•170881l(NASA-CH-165678; NAS 1.26165578;
DOE/NASA/150. 81/7) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
10A
Alkylation or carbon Vulcan XC-72, the support carbon, was
shown to provide the most stable bond type for linking cobalt
dehydrodibenzo tetraazannulene (CoTAA) to the surface of the
carbon; this result is based on data obtained by cyclic voltammetry,
pulse voltammetry and by release of 14C from bonded CoTAA.
Half-cell tests at 100 C in 85% phosphoric acid showed that
CoTAA bonded to the surface of carbon (Vulcan XC-72) via an
alkylation procedure is a more active catalyst than is platinum
based on a factor of two improvement in Tafel slope: dimeric
CoTAA had catalytic- activity equal to platinum. Half-cell tests
also showed that bonded CoTAA catalysts do not suffer a loss
in potential when air is used as a fuel rather than oxygen.
Commercially available polytetrafluroethylene (PTFE) was :shown
to be unstable in the fuel cell environment with degradation
occurring in 2000 hours or less. The PTFE was stressed at
200 C in concentrated phosphoric acid as well as electrochemic-
ally stressed In 150 C concentrated phosphoric acid; . the
surface chemistry of PTFE was observed to change significantly.
Radiolabeled PTFE was prepared and used to verify that such
chemical changes also occur in the primary fuel cell environ-
ment.	 R,J.F.
N82-21711*# ECO, inc., Cambridge, Mass.
CATHODE CATALYST FOR PRIMARY PHOSPHORIC ACID
FUEL CELLS Final Report
Fraser Walsh Dec. 1981 60 p(Contract DEN3 . 150; Contract DE-A101.80ET-17088)(NASA-CR-165578; DOE/NASA/150.81/7; NAS
1.26:165578) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 G6CL 10A
Three carbon surface functional ization procedures were carried
out on Vulcan XC•72, the support carbon in the phosphoric
acid fuel cell. The resulting functionalized carbons were reacted
with carbon 14.laboled trimethylamine and with carbon 14-labeled
dimethylamino tetra azannulene, The release of the carbon 14
from these bonded carbons was measured. Based on the results
obtained. the alkylation procedure of carbon functionalization was
identified as providing the most stable bond between the carbon
surface and the organic electrocatalyst,
	 R.J.F,
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anti small irrigation, rural telephones, rural 	 health	 posts; and tContraets OEN3 . 183; DE-AI0177ET•13111)
vaccine refrigeration	 Market suo would be in the 	 1200 to (NASA-Cn-165327-Vol1; DOE/NASA/0183 . 1; NAS
2500 kWp range in the 1981 to 86 timaframe. Positive factors 126,165327•Vol•l)	 Avail • NTIS	 HC A10/MF A01	 CSCL
influencing the market sire include a lack of electrical soNices, 21D
poter<r,,u', for developing the Llano% Orrentales Territory, high fuel A fuel quality processing study to provide a data base for
coati in remote	 areas, balance of system availability 	 the an intelligent tradeoff between advanced turbine technology and
presence of wealthy land owners, and 	 a	 large government- liquid fuel quality, and	 also, to guide the development of
sponsored contract for photovoltaic (PV) .powered rural telephone specifications of future synthetic fuels anticipated for use In the
systems. The anticipated eligibility of photovoltaic equipment for time period 1986 to 2000 is given. Four technical performance
loans would	 be	 a	 further positive	 factor in	 market potential, tests	 are	 discussed:	 on-site	 pretreating, existing refineries to
Important negative factors include relatively Inexpensive energy upgrade fuels, now refineries to upgrade fuels, and data evaluation.
in deve:oped locations, reliance on hydropower, lack of familiar • The base case refiner y is a modern Midwest refinery processing
ity with PV equipment, a lack of financing, and established foreign 200,000 BPD of a 60/40 domestic/import petroleum crude mix
competition in PV technology, Recctrimendations to American The synthetic crudes used for upgrading to marketable products
PV manufacturers attempting to develop the Colombian market and turbine fuel are shale oil and coal liquids Of these syncrudes,
are given.	 R.J.F. 60,000 BPD pro	 rocessed in the existing petroleum refinery,
requiring additional process units and reducing petroleum feed,
and in a new refinery designed for processing each syncrude to
produce	 gasoline, distillate fuels. rosid	 fuels, and turbine	 fuel,
N82 .23702'N	 Massachusetts rnst of Toch . Cambridge	 Dept. JPGs and coke. An extensive collection of synfuol p -partiesand upgrading data was prepared for the application of a linearof Aoronsutics and Astronautics
REVIEW OF ANALYSIS METHODS FOR ROTATING
F A
program model to investigate the most economical production
slate meeting petroleum product specifications and turbine fuelsSYSTEMS	 PERIODIC COEFFICIENTS
John Dugundji and John H. Wendell in NASA	 Lewis Research of various quality grades	 Technical and economic projectionswere developed for 36 scenarios, based on 4 different crudeCenter	 Wind Turbine Dyn 	 May 1981	 p 165. 172	 refs (For
document see N82-?3684 14.44)primary feeds to either modified existing or now refineries operated in 2(Grant NsG•3303) different modes to produce 7 differing grades of turbine fuels,
Avail , NTIS	 HC A18/MF A01	 CSCL 108 A required product selling price of turbine fuel for each processingfouto was calculated. Procedures and projected economics wereTwo of the more common procedures for analyzing the stability
and forced response of equations with periodic coefficients ara developed for on-sito treatment of turbine fuel to moot limitations
rov;owod. the use of Floquat methods, and the use of multiblade of impurities and emission of pollutants.	 R.J,R
coordinate and harmonic balance methods. The analysis pro
eeduros of those periodic cooffierent systems are compared with
those of the more familiar constant coefficient systems. 	 Author
135
N62.24650 # Parsons (Ralph M.1 Co., Pasadena, Card.
FUEL QUALITY/PROCESSING STUDY, VOLUME 21
APPENDIX. TASK 1 LITERATURE SURVEY Final Report
J. B. OHara, A. Bola, N. E. Jontz, H. W. Klumpe, H. E. Kessler,
H. T. Kotzot, and B. L, Loran Apr. 1981 274 p Tots 2 Vol.(Contract DEN3 . 183; DE-AIOI-77ET•13111)(NASA-CR-I65327 •Vol-2; DOE/NASA/0183-i: NAS
1.26;165327-Vol »2) Avail. NTIS HC Al2/MF A01 CSCL
21D
The results of a literature survey of fuel processing and fuel
quality are given. Liquid synfuols produced from coal and oil
shale are discussed, Gas turbine fuel propetrty , specifications are
discussed. On-site fuel pretreatment and emissions from stationary
pas turbines are discussed, Numerous data tables and abstracts
are given.	 R,J.F.
N82 .24661 0 # General Electric Co., Schenectady, N: Y. 	 Gas
Turbine Div,
LOW NOx HEAVY FUEL COMBUSTOR CONCEPT PRO-
GRAM, PHASE 1 Final Report
Martin B. Cutrono Oct, 1981 251 p(Conlracts DEN3 .147; DE-A101.77ET-13111)
(NASA-CR• 165449; DOE/NASA/0147 . 1: NAS 1.26:166449)
Avail: NTIS HC Al2/MF AD  CSCL 108
Com,bustlon tests were completed with seven concepts,
including three rich/loan concepts, three loan/loan concepts, and
one catalytic cc,lbustor concept. Tasting was conducted with
ERRS petrolean, distillate, petroleum residual, and SRC-II
coal-derived li(,uid fuels over a range of operating conditions for
the 12:1 p , )ssure ratio General Electric MS7001E heavy-duty
turbine, Blonds of EROS and SRC-11 fuels were used to vary
r,uel properties over a wide range. In addition, pyridino was added
to the EROS and residual fuels to vary nitrogen level while
holding other fuel properties nonstant, Test results Indicate that
low levels of NOx and fuolbound nitrogen conversion can be
achieved with the rich/loan combustor concepts for fuels with
nitrogen contents up to 1,0% by weight, Multinozzle rich/lean
Concept 2 demonstrated dry low Nox emissions within 10-15%
of the EPA Now Source Performance Standards goals for SRC-11
fuel, with yields of approximately 15%, while meeting program
Goals for combustion efficiency, pressure drop, and exhaust gas
temperature profile, Similar, if not superior, potential was
demonstrated by Concept 3, which is a promising rich/lean
combustor design.
	
T.M.
N82 .24646'# Jet Propulsion Lob., California Inst. of Tech,,
Pasadena.(SUBSYSTEMS DESIGN AND COMPONENT DEVELOP-
MENT FOR THE PARABOLIC DISH MODULE FOR SOLAR
THERMAL POWER SYSTEMS] Annual Technical Report
C, K. Stein 16 Mar. 1982 30 p Prepared In cooperation
with NASA. Lewis Research Center(Contracts NAS7 . 10; DE-AT04.81AL-16228)(NASA-CR-168941; DOE/JPL-1060.61; JPL-Pub-82-22 • NAS
126:168941) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL IDA
Solar thermal power systoma parabolic dish activities r ne
summarized. Subsystem desigi;a of concentrators, receivers,
engines, dower converters, and thermal transport are discussed.
Analyses, test results, field tests, small community system
development and the parabolic dish test site are also included,
Author
N62 .24646',N Engelhard Industr:__a, Inc., Edison, N,J.
DEVELOP AND TEST FUEL CELL POWERED ON-SITE
INTEGRATED TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEMS: PHASE 3:
FULL-SCALE POWER PLANT DEVELOPMENT Quarterly
Report, Aug. - Oct. 1981
28 Apr: 1982 59 p rofb(Contracts DEN3.241; DE-AI •%. gOET-17088)(NASA-CR-165568; DOE/ NASA/ 241 .3; NAS 1.26:166568:
OR-3) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 10B
Tne development of a commercially viable and cost-effective
phostiheric acid fuel call powered on-site integrated energy system(OS/icS) is described. The fuel ce p offers energy officients in
the range of 35 .40`?6 of the higher heating value of available
fuels In the form of electrical energy. in addition, by utilizing
the, thermal energy generated for heating, ventilating and
air-conditioning (HVAC), a fuel cell OS/iES could provide total
energy offhioncios in the neighborhood of 80 0/]. Also, the Engolhard
fuel call Oo'/IES offers the Important Iiicontivo of replacing
imported oil with domestically produced methanol, including
coal-derived methanol.	 T.M.
r: N82.248490# Parsons (Ralph ,vi.) Co., Pasadena, Calif.
FUEL QUALITY PROCESSING STUDY, VOLUME 1 Final
Report
J B, OHara, A, Belo, N. E. Joni?, H. T. Syverson. H. W. Klumpe,
R. E. Kessler. H. T, Kotzot, and B, L, Loran Apr. 1981 203 p
refs 2 Vol.
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N82.24686*# Edda (Howard), Inc„ Bellevue, Wash,
COLLECTION AND DISSEMINATION OF THERMAL
ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM INFORMATION FOR THE
PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY
Howard Edda in Courtesy Associates, Inc. Proc, of the DOE
Thermal and Chem. Storage Ann. Contractor's Rev, Meeting Mar.
1981 p 133.136 role (For primary document see N82.24652
15.44)
(Contrect DEN3.190)
Avail: NTIS HC A16/MF AOI CSCL 10A
The collection and dissemination of thermal energy storage(TES) system technology for the pulp and paper industry with
the intent of reducing fossil fuel usage is discussed, The study
plan is described and a description presented of example TES
systems,	 Author
N82.24726*# Westinghouse Electric Corp., Concordville, Pa,
LOW NOx HEAVY FUEL COMBUSTOR CONCEPT PRO-
GRAM. PHASE 1: COMBUSTION TECHNOLOGY
GENERATION Final Report
H. G. Lew, D. R. Carl, G. Vermes, E. A, DeZubay, J. A, Schwab,
and D, Prothroe Oct. 1981 143 p refs(Contract DEN3-146: DE-AI01-77ET-13111)(NASA.CR-165482: DOE/NASA/0146.1; NAS 1,26:165482)
Avail: NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 10B
The viability of low emission nitrogen oxide INOx) gas turbine
combustors for industrial and utility application. Thirteen different
concepts were evolved and most were tested. Acceptable
Performance was aemonstrated for four of the combustors using
EBBS fuel and ultralow NOx emissions were obtained for lean
catalytic combustion. Residual oil and coal derived liquids
containing fuel bound nitrogen (FBN) were also used at test
fuels, and it was shown that staged rich/lean combustion was
effective in minimizing the conversion of FBN to NOx. The rich/lean
concept Was tested with troth modular and integral combustors,
While the ceramic lined modular configuration produced the best
results, the advantages of the all metal integral burners make
them candidates for future development. An example of scaling
the laboratory sized combustor to a 100 MW size engine is
included in the report as are recommendations for future work,
Author
(Contracts DEN3.97; DE-A104.80AL-12726)(NASA-CR •165218; DOE/NASA/0097 .80/1; NAS
1,26:165218) Avail: NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 10C
Improved catalyzation techniques that Included a pretreatment
of carbon substrate and provided normalized carbon surface for
uniform gold deposition were developed, This permits efficient
use of different batches of carbon felt materials which ' Initially
vary signifirail;ly in their physical and surface chemical properties,
as well as their electrochemical behgvier. Further modification
of gold impregnation technique gave the best performing
electrodes, In addition to She linear sweep voltammetry, cyclic
voltarnmetry was used to determine the effects of different
activation procedures on the Cr(3)/Cr(2) Redox and H2 evolution
reactions. The roles of carbon, gold and lead in the overall Redox
cycle are identified. The behavior of the electrodes at both normal
battery operating potentials and more extreme potentials is
discussed preparing efficient and stable electrodes for the energy
storage battery is implicated.	 E,A,K.
N62-27837*# Gilbert/Commonwealth, Reading, Pa.
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS (MHO) ENGINEERING TEST
FACILITY (ETF) 200 MWa POWER PLANT. CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN ENGINEERING REPORT (CDER). VOLUME 2:
ENGINEERING. VOLUME 3: COSTS ANC SCHEDULF,S
Final Report
Sep, 1981 163 p Volume 3 is included as MF 5 Vol,.(Contracts DEN3 .2Z4: DE-Ai01.77ET-10769)(NASA-CR-165452-Vol•2; NASA-CR-165452-Vol-3: NAS 1.26;
165452-Vol-3; NAS 1.26: 165452-Vol-2:
DOE/NASA/0224 . 1) Avail: NTIS HC E08/MF A01 CSCL
10B
Engineering design details for the principal systems, system
operating modes, site facilities, and structures of an engineering
test facility (ETF) of a 200 MWE power plant are presented.
The ETF resembles a coal-fired steam power plant in many ways,
It is analogous to a conventional plant which has had the coal
combustor replaced with the MHD ,power train, Most of the
ETF components are conventional, They car., however, be sized
or configured differently or perform tidditional functions from
those in a conventional coal power plant. The boiler not only
generates steam, but also performs the functions of heating the
MHD oxidant, recovering seed, and controlling emissions. 	 S,L.
N82.29718*# Institute of Gas Technology, Chicago, Ill.
Engineering Research Div.
STABILIZING PLATINUM IN PHOSPHORIC ACID FUEL
CELLS Final Report, Dec. 1980 - Mar, 1982
Robert J. Remick Jul. 1982 47 p refs(Contracts DEN3 .208: DE-A101-BOET-17088)(NASA-CR-161606; DOE/NASA/0208 .4; NAS 1.26:165606;
Rept-61051) Avail; NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Platinum sintering on phosphoric acid fuel cell cathodes is
discussed. The cathode of the phosphoric acid fuel cell uses a
high surface area platinum catalyst dispersed on a conductive
carbon support to minimize both cathode polarization and
fabrication costs, During operation, however, the active surface
area of these electrodes decreases, which in turn leads to
decreased cell performance. This loss of active surface area is a
major factor in the degradation of fuel cell performance over
time.	 S.L.
N82-29719*# California Univ., Berkeley. 	 Legal Inzt.
CURRENT LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES IN THE
COMMERCIALIZATION OF PHOSPH0111C ACID FUEL
CELLS Final Report
John T, Nimmons, Kevin D. Sheehy, Joel R. Singer, and Tom
C, Gardner Jan. 1982 238 p refs(Grant NAG3-111, Contract DE-AID1-80ET-17088)(NASA-CR-167867; DOE/NASA/0111 . 1: NAS 1.26:167867)
Avail: NTIS HC All/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Legal and institutional factors affecting the development and
commercial diffusion of phosphoric acid fuel cells are assessed.
Issues for future research and action are suggested. Perceived
barriers and potential opportunities for fuel cells in central and
dispersed utility operations and on-site applications are reviewed,
I as
­ —ell as the general concept: of commercialization as appliedFLOW CELL Final Report	 to emerging energy technologies.
	 AuthorVinod Jalan, Herbert Stark, &nd Jose Ginee Sep. 1981 82 p
refs
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N82-26836*# Detroit Diesel Allison, Indianapolis, Ind,
LOW NOx HEAVY FUEL COMBUSTOR CONCEPT PROGRAM
Final Report
A. S, Novick and D. L, Troth Oct, 1981 206 p refs(Contracts DEN3-148: DE-x101-77ET-13111)(NASA-CR-165367: NAS 1,26:165367, DDA-EDR-10594;
DOE/NASA/0148-1) Avail: NTIS HC A10/MF A01 CSCL
10B
The development of the technology required to operate an
industral gas turbine combustion system on minimally processed,
heavy petroleum or residual fuels having high levels of fuel-bound
nitrogen (FBN) while producing acceptable levels of exhaust
emissions is discussed, Three combustor concepts were de-
signed and fabricated. Three fuels were supplied for the combustor
test demonstrations: a typical middle distillate fuel, a heavy
residual fuel,. and a synthetic coal-derived fuel. The primary concept
was an air staged, variable-geometry combustor designed to
produce low emissions from fuels having high levels of FBN,
This combustor used a long residence time, fuel-rich primary
combustion zone followed by a quick-quench air .mixer to rapidly
dilute the fuel rich products for the fuel-lean final burnout of
the fuel, This combustor, called the rich quench lea,,. (RQL)
combustor, was extensively tested using each fuel over'.ne entire
power range of the model 570 K engine. Also, a series of
parameteric tests was conducted to determine the combustors
sensitivity to rich-zone equivalence ratio, lean-zone equivalence
ratio, rich-zone residence time, and overall system pressure drop,
Minimum nitrogen oxide emissions were measured at 50 to
55 ppmv at maximum continuous power for all three fuels, Smoke
was less than a 10 SAE smoke number.
	 M.G.
N82-25640*# Giner, Inc., Waltham, Mass,
REQUIREMENTS FOR OPTIMIZATION OF ELECTRODES
AND ELECTROLYTE FOR THE IRON/CHP,OMIUM REDOX
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N82.29720*# DHR, Inc, Washington, D.0	 saws sa a unit, to this way, the cost of the coverglass isAPPLICATION OF PHOTOVOLTAIC ELECTRIC POWER TO 	 reduced, since the tolerance on glass size is telexed, and costly
g	 THE RURAL EDUCATION/COMMUNICATION NEEDS OF 	 coverglass/toll alignment procedurds are eliminated. Adhesive
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES Final Report	 investigateu were EVA. FEP-Teflon sheet and DC 93 . 500, Details
Anil Cabrael, David Delansanta, and George Burrill Jul, 1982	 of processb+g and results are reported. 	 B.W.
61 p ref Prepared in cooperation with Associates in Rural
Development, inc„ Burlington, Vt. Sponsored in part by Agency
for International Development(Contract DEN3.248)(NASA-CR-167894; NAS 1.26:167894) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 108
The suitability (i.e., cost competitiveness and reliability) of
photovoltaic (f V) power systems for rural applications in
developing countries is considered. Potential application sectors
include health delivery, education and communication where small
amounts of electricity are needed to meet critical needs. Author
N82.29721 *# Aerospace Corp., El Segundo, Calif.ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF THE 40 KILOWATT
FUEL CELL SYSTEM FIELD TEST OPERATION Final
Report
Gary Bollonbacher May 1982 160 p refs(Contract DE-A101 . 80ET•17088; NASA Order C-42701 D)(DOE/NASA/2701.1: NASA-CR-167923) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 10A
This environmental assessment examines the potential
environmental consequences, both adverse and beneficial, of the
40 kW fuel cell system system field test operation. The assessment
is of necessity generic in nature since actual test sites were not
selected. This assessment provides the basis for determining the
need for an environmental impact statement. In addition, this
assessment provides siting criteria to avoid or minimize negative
environmental impacts and standards for determining candidate
test sites, if any, for which site specific assessments may be
required	 S.L.
N82 .30705*# Engelhard Industries, Inc., Edison, N,J.
DEVELOPMENT AND TEST FUEL CELL POWERED ON-SITE
INTEGRATED TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEMU. PHASE 3:
FULL-SCALE POWER PLANT DEVELOPMENT Quarterly
Report, Nov. 1981 Jan. 1982
A. Kaufman 21 Jun. 1982 61 p refs(Contracts DEN3 .241: DE •A 101.80ET-17088)(NASA-CR-167898; DOE/NASA/0241-4; NAS 1,26;167898:
QR-4) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 10B
The on-site system application analysis is summarized.
Preparations were completed for the first test of a full-sized
single cell, Emphasis of the methanol fuel processor development
program shifted toward the use of commercial shell-and-tube
heat exchangers. An improved method for predicting the
carbon-monoxide tolerance of anode catalysts is described. Other
stack support areas reported include improved ABA bipolar plate
bonding technology, improved electrical measurement techniques
fo,r specification testing of stack components, and anodic corrosion
behavior of carbon materials.	 Author
N82.30706'# Spire Corp., Bedford, Mass,
DEVELOPMENT OF A LARGE AREA SPACE SOLAR CELL
ASSEMBLY Final Report, .Jul 1981 - Mar. 1982
M. B. Spitzer May 1982 65 p refs(Contract NAS3.22236)(NASA-CR-167929: NAS 1,26:167929; FR-10081) Avail:
NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL t0A
N82.30709*# Tanksley (W. L,) and Associates, Inc„ Brook
Park, Ohio.
VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF THREE GUYED TOWER
DESIGNS FOR INTERMEDIATE SIZE WIND TURBINES
Robert J. Christie Mar, 1982 113 p refs(Contract NAS3.21900)(NA '%-CR-165589; DOE/NASA/1900-i; NAS 1,26:165689)
Avail: NTiS HC P,06/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Three guyed tower designs were analyzed for intermediate
size wind turbines, The four lowest natural frequencies of vibration
of the three towers concepts were estimated, A parametric study
was performed on each tower to determine the effect of varying
such tower properties as the inertia and stiffness of the tower
and guys, the inertia values of the nacelle and rotor, and the
rotational speed of the rotor. Only the two lowest frequencies
were in a range where they could be excited by the rotor blade
passing frequencies. There two frequencies could be tuned by
varying the guy stiffness, the guy attachment point on the tower,
the tower and mass stiffness, and the nacelle/rotor/power train
Masses.	 Author
N82-30711*# Ionics, Inc.. Watertown, Mass,
ANION PERMSELECTIVE MEMBRANE Summary Report
Russell B. Hodgdon and Warren A. Wait? Apr. 1982 75 p(Contracts DEN3 .204; DE-A104.80AL-12726)(NASA-CR-167872; DOE/NASA/0204 . 1; NAS 1.26:167872)
Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL IDA
The synthesis and fabrication of polymeric anion p<;msalsctiva
membranes for redox systems are discussed, Variations of the
prime candidate anion membrane formulation to achieve better
resistance and/or lower permeability were explored. Processing
parameters were evaluated to lower cost and fabricate larger
sizes. The processing techniques to produce more membranes
per batch were successfully integrated with the fabrication of
larger membranes. Membranes of about 107 cm x 51 cm were
made in excellent yield. Several measurements were made on
the larger sample membranes, Among the data developed were
water transport and transference numbers for these prime
candidate membranes at 20 C. Other work done on this system
included ch tracterization of a number of specimens of candidate
membranes which had been returned after service lives of up to
sixteen months. Work with new polymer constituents, with new
N•P.'s, catalysts and backing fabrics is discussed. Some work
was also done to evaluate other proportions of the ingredients
of the prime candidate system. The adoption of a flow selectivity
test at elevated temperature was explored,
	
Author
N82.30712*# Westinghouse Research and Development Center,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
CELL MODULE AND FUEL CONDITIONER DEVELOPMENT
Final Report, Oct. 1979 - Jan. 1982
D, 0, Hoover, Jr. Feb. 1982 393 p(Contracts DEN3-1131: DE-A101-80ET-17088)(NASA-CR . . 165193: DOE/NASA/0161 . 10: NAS 116:185193:
WEC-82-901=MARED-R1) Avail: NTIS HC A17/MF A01 CSCL
l0A
The phosphoric acid fuel cell module (stack) development
The development of a large area high efficiency solar cell which culminated in an 80 cell air-cooled stack wnh separated
assembly is described. The assembly consists of an ion implanted gas cooling and treed cooling plates is described. The performance }
silicon	 solar toll and glass cover. The important attributes of of the 80 cell stack was approx, 100 mV per cell higher than
fabrication are the use of a back surface field which is compatible that attained furing phase	 1. The components and materials
with a	 back surface	 reflector, and	 integration of coverglass performed rtably for over 6000 hours in a 5 cell stack, The
application	 and cell fabrications. Cell development experiments t„iconcepe; design of a fuel conditioning system is described.
concerned optimization of ion implan tation processing of Author
2 ohm.rm boron-doped silicon. Process parameters were selected
based on these experiments and cells with area of 34.3 sq cm
wre fabricated. The average AMO efficiency of the twenty-five
best cells was	 13,9% and the best bell had an efficiency of N82-30722 *# 	 National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C,
-.-14.4%. An important innovation in cell encapsulation was also Metallurgy Div.
developed.	 In	 this technique, the coverglass is applied before NON-NOBLE CATALYSTS AND CATALYST SUPPORTS FOR	 XI
the cell is sawed to final size. The coverglass and cell are then PHOSPHORIC ACID FUEL CELLS 	 Final Report, Oct.
1979 - Sep. 1981 M
A. J. MCAhster Sep, 1981 38 p refs(NASA Order C-46229-D: Contract DE-A101-80ET-17088)
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(NASA• CR . 165289; DOE/NASA/6229 .2; NAS 1,26:165289)
Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 10A
Tungsten carbide, which is active for hydrogen oxidation, is
CO tolerant and has a hexagonal structure is discussed Titanium
carbide is inactive and has a cubic structure, Four different samples
of the cubic alloys W sub x-1T'i sub XC sub 1-y were found to
be active and CO tolerant. When the activities of these cubic
alloys are weighted by the reciprocal of the square to those of
highly forms of WC. They offer important insight into the nature
of the active sites on W.0 anode catalysts for use in phosphoric
acid fuel cells.	 E.A.K.
N82-32855 • # PRC Systems Sciences Co., Tucson, Ariz.
GALLIUM ARSENIDE SOLAR ARRAY SUBSYSTEM STUDY
Final Report, Jan. 1981- Feb. 1982
F. O. Miller Feb. 1982 221 p refs(Contract NAS3 22667)(NASA-CR-167869;	 NAS	 1,26:167869) 	 Avail; NTIS
HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 10A
The effects on life cycle costs of a number of technology
areas are examined for a gallium arsenide space solar array. Four
specific configurations were addressed: (1) a 250 KWe LEO mission
- planer array; (2) a 250 KWe LEO mission - with concentration;
(3) a 50 KWe GEO mission planer array; (4) a 50 KWe GEO
mission with concentration.. For each configuration, a baseline
system conceptual design was developed and the life cycle costs
estimated in detail. The baseline system requirements and design
technologies were then varied and their relationships to life cycle
costs quantified. For example, the thermal characteristics of the
baseline design are determined by the array materials and masses,
The thermal characteristics in turn determine configuration,
performance, and hence life cycle costs, 	 Author
N82-32856 . # Westinghouse Electric Corp„ Madison, Pa. Synthe-
tic Fuels Div.
LOW AND MEDIUM HEAPING VALUE COAL GAS CATALYTIC
COMBUSTOR CHARACTERIZATION
John A. Schwab Nov. 1982 137 p refs(Contracts DEN3-277; DE-AI01-77ET-10350)(NASA-CR-165560; DOE/NASA/0277-1; NAS 1,26:165560) Avail:
NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 10B
Catalytic combustion with both low and medium heating value
coal gases obtained from an operating gasifier was demonstrated;
A practical operating range for efficient operation was determined,
and also to identify potential problem areas were identified for
consideration during stationary gas turbine engine design. 'the test
rig consists of fuel injectors, a fuel-air premixing section, a catalytic
reactor with thermocouple instrumentation and a single point, water
cooled sample probe. The test rig included inlet and outlet transition
pieces and was designed for installation into an existing test loop.
S.L.
N82-33827'# Solar Turbines International, San Diego, Calif.
LOW NOx HEAVY FUEL COMBUSTOR CONCEPT PROGRAM
Final Report
David J, White, Richard T. LeCren, and Anthony P. BatAkis Nov.
1981. 	 93 p refs(Contracts DEN3 .145; DE-AI01-77ET-13111)(NASA-CR-165481; DOE/NASA/0145.1; NAS 1.26:165481;
SR81-R-4761-21) Avail: NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 10B
A total of twelve low NOx combustor configurations, embodying
three different combustion concepts, were designed and fabricated
as modular units. These configurations were evaluated experimen-
tally for exhaust emission levels and for mechanical integrity.
Emissions data were obtained in depth on two of the configura-
tions.
	 R.J.F.
A82-11712 * N	 Direct conversion of light to radio frequency
energy. J. W. Freeman and S. Simons (Rice University, Houston,
TX). In: Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference,
16th, Atlanta, GA, August 9-1. 4, 1981, Proceedings. Volume 1,
(A82-11701 02 .44) New York, American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, 1981, p. 95, 96, Research supported by the Brown
Foundation of Houston; Grant No, NAG3.29.
A description is Presented of the test results obtained with the
latest models of the phototron, The phototron was conceived as a
replacement for the high voltage solar cell-high power klystron
combination for the solar power satellite concept. Physically, the
phototron is a cylindrical evacuated glass tube with a photocathode,
two grids, and a reflector electrode in a planar configuration. The
phototion can be operated either in a biased mode where a low
voltage is used to accelerate the electron beam produced by the
photocathode or in an unbiased mode referred to as self-oscillation,
The device is easily modulated by light input or voltage to broadcast
in AM or FM. The range of operation of the present test morfol
phototrons is from 2 to 200 MHz, 	 G,R.
A82.11816 * # Characteristic dynamja energy equations for
Stirling cycle analysis,. V. H. Larson (Cleveland State University,
Cleveland, OH). In: lntersociety Energy Conversion Engineering
Conference, 16th, Atlanta, GA, August 9 .14, 1981, Proceedings.
Volume 2. (A82. 11701 02.44) New York, American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, 1981, p. 1942-1947. 12 refs. Grant No.
NsG-3257.
A82.24695' An assessment of alternative fuel cell designs
for residential and commercial cogeneration. R, A. Wakefield
!Mathtech, Inc., Washington, DC). In: The 1980's - A forest of
energy decision trees; Proceedings of the Region Six Conference, San
Diego, CA, February 20.22, 1980, (A82.2468310.44) New York,
Institute of Flectrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1980, p.
160.165. 'fesearch sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy;.
Contract No, DEN3-89.
A comparative assessment of three fuel cell systems for
application in different buildings and geographic locations is pre-
sented. The st -,d y was performed at the NASA Lewis Center and
comprised the fuel cell design, performance in different conditions,
and the economic parameters. Applications in multifamily housing,
stores and Hospitals were considered, with a load of 10kW-1 MW.
Designs were traced through system sizing, simulation/evaluation,.
and reliability analysis, and a computer simulation based on a
fourth-order representation of a generalized system was performed.
The cells were all phosphoric acid type cells, and were found to be
incompatible with gas/electric systems and more favorable economi-
cally than the gas/electric systems in hospital uses, The methodology
used provided an optimized energy-use. pattern and minimized
back-up system turn-on.
	 M.S.K.
A82.37078 ' # Winding for the wind. 0, Weingart (Structural Composites
Industries, Inc., Azusa, CA). In: Reinforced Plastics/Composites Institute, Annual
Conference, 37th, Washington, DC, January 11-15,1A82, Preprints.. (A82-37081
18.24) New York, Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc„ 1982 (Session 22-C). 8
p. 5 refs. Research supported by the U.S.. Department of Energy; Contract No,
DEN3-100,
The mechanical properties and construction of epoxy-impregnated fiber-glass
blades for wind turbines are discussed, along with descriptions of blades for the
Mod OA and Mod 5A WECS and design goals for a 4 kW WECS, Multicell
structure combined with transverse filament tape windi reduces labor and
material costs, while placing a high percentage of 0 deg fibers spanwise in the
blades yields improved strength and elastic properties, The longitudinal, trans-
verse, and shear modulus are shown to resist stresses exceeding the 50 Ib/sq
ft requirements, with constant stress resistance expected until fatigue failure is
approached. Regression analysis Indicates a fatigue life of 400 million operating
cycles, The small WECS under prototype development features composite
blades, nacelle, and tower, Rated at 5 .7 kW in a 15 mph wind, the machine
operates over a speed range of 9-53.9 mph and is expected to produce 16,200
kWh annually in a 10 mph average wind measured at 30 ft. 	 M.S,K.
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45 ENVIRONMENT POLLUTION
Includes air, noise, thermal and water pollution; environ-
ment monitoring; and contamination control.
MU-13864*# United Air Lines, Inc,. San Francisco, Calif.
Maintenance Operations Center.
AN AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR GLOIAL ATMOIIPNE111C
SAMFUNO USING 5 .747 AIRLINERS Flnel Npott
Ken 0, Lew, Ulf R. C. Gustafsson, and Robert E. Johnson Oct.
1981 31 p refs(Contract NAS3.17867)(NASA-CR-165264:	 UAL-C•80.31-33)
	
Avail:	 NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 13B
The global air sampling program utilizes commercial aircrafta
in scheduled service to measure atmospheric constituents. A
fully automated system designed for the 747 aircraft is described.
Airline operational constraints and data and control subsystems
are treated. The overall program management. system monitoring,
and data retrieval from four aircraft inglobal service is de-
scribed.	 E.A.K.
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N82 .29777"# G•Prrett Turbine Engine Co., Phoenix, Ariz.
COMPUTATIONS OF SOOT AND AND NO SU IB X EMIS-
SIONS FROM GAii TURBINE COMBUSTORS Final Report
S. K. Srivatsa May 1982 300 p refs(Contract NAS3-225-12)(NASA-CR-167930; ;VAS 1.26:167930. Rept-21 .4309) Avail:
NTIS HC A13/MF A01 CSCL 13B
An analytical program was conducted to compute the soot
and NOx emissions from a combustor and the radiation heat
transfer to the combustor walls. The program involved the
formulation of an emission and radiation model and theincorporation of this model into the Garrett 3-D Combustor
Perfomance Computer Program. Computations were performed
for the idle, cruise, and takeoff conditions of a JT8D can
combustor. The predicted soot and NOx emissions and the
radiation heat transfer to the combustor walls agree reasonably
well with the limited experimental data available.	 Author
46 GEOPHYSICS	 hours, and appears to coexist with the plums sheet. More consistent
Includes aeronomy; upper and lower atmosphere sturiies; 	 measurements of the cold-ion population at midnight or at other
Ionospheric and magnetospheric physics; and geomagne.
	
local times would require the biasing of the ion detector with nspcct
tism.
	
to the spacecraft, or the controlling of spacecraft potential. A.L.W.
For space radiation see 93 Space Rad/allon.
NaZ-211451 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
OZONE AND AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS
Porter J, Perkins In NASA. Marshall Space Flight Center Proc,:
6th Ann. Workshop on Meteorol. and Environ. Inputs to Aviation
Systems Dec, 1981 p 40 .44 refs (For primary document see
N82-21139 12-01)
Avail: NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 04A	 ORIGiNAL PAGE 19
OF POOR QUALITY
A82-37450 • # Aircraft sampling of the sulfate layer ~ear the tropo-
pause following the eruption of Mount St. Helens. E. A ezberg, D. A,
Otterson, W. K. Roberts, and L. C. Papathakos (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, OH). Journal of Geophysical Research, vol.. 87, Apr. 20, 1982, p.
3123.3127.9 refs.
Twenty-three filter sampling flights of the NASA Lewis F-106 aircraft, were
conducted in the Great Lakes region between June 4 and Dec, 23,1980, following
the major eruption of Mount SL Helens on May 16, The IPC-1478 filters were
exposed over an altitude range spanning the local tropopause, A filter sample
exposed above the tropopause on June 5 indicated a sulfate level 50 times the
baseline measurements, which is consistent with the trajectory predictions of the
leading edge of the cloud on Its second transit around the earth. Subsequent
measurements over a period of 7 months revealed the existence of a layer of
sulfate above the tropopause that decayed to a level of about 4 times previously
measured ba;kground levels by the beginning of August, Concentration of nitrate
above the tropopause exhibited considerable variability and showed some en-
hancemen' compared with previously measured concentration levels. On the
basis of the null results of X ray fluorescence measurements, there is no evidence
of ash particle concentrations of greater than 3,4 microns/cu m persisting in the
layer above the tropopause following the second transit of the cloud. (Author)
A82.31009' Field-aligned ion streams in the earth's mid-
night region. R. C. Olsen (Alabama, University, Huntsville, AL),
Journal of Geophysical Research, vol, 87, Apr. 1, 1982, p,
2301-2310, 20 refs. Grant No. NsG •3150; Contract No. NAS8
30563.
Plasma measurements from the University of California at San
Diego auroral particles experiment on the geosynchronous Applied
Technology Satellite 6 in the midnight region show that the
low-energy ion fluxes (1100 eV) are field aligned and are well
characterized as thermal populations (110 eV) with a streaming
velocity of 30 .100 km/s along the magnetic field line. The lowest
energies are found prior to injections, on quiet days, with an increase
of the streaming velocity evident when an injection occurs near the
satellite. Multiple peaks in the ion distribution functions are
attributed to the presence of different ions species (H/+/, He/+/,
0/+/, 0/2+/) streaming at similar velocities, both during quiet times
and as the plasma velocity increases in response to an injection.
(Author)
A82-32630 " The hidden ion population of the magneto-
sphere, R. C. Olsen (Alabama, University, Huntsville, AL). Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 87, May 1, 1982, p. 3481 .3488. 12 refs.
Contracts
	
No,	 NAS5.23481;	 No.	 NAS8.33982;	 No,
FP4701-77-C-0062; Grant No, NsG-3150,
The presence of a coI6 ion population in the magnetosphere
which is normally hidden from particle detector observation by the
positive charging of the spacecraft is reported. Ion and electron data
were obtained from particle detectors or, the ATS 6 and SCATHA
satellites designed to measure the 1-eV to 80-keV plasma population.
The cold, isotropic ion population, with temperature 1 eV and
density 10-100/cu cm, was detected only when the spacecraft were
in eclipse, when spacecraft potential had dropped from +10 V in
sunlight to +4 to +5 V. The hidden ion population was found at
geosynchronous altitude only during geomagnetically quiet times and l
when there has been an absence of geomagnetic activity for several 3
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47 METEOROLOGY AND CLIMATOLOGY
Includes weather forecasting and modification.
N42-1611159"# FWG Associates, Inc„ Tullahoma, Tenn.
DESIGN OF PHOTOTYPE CHARGED PARTICLE FOG
DISPERSAL UNIT Final Report
Frank G. Collins, Walter Frost, and Philip Kassel Washington,
D.C. NASA Dec. 1981 41 p refs(Contract NAS3-33641)(NASA-CH-3481; M364) Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
046
The unit vi= designed to be easily modified so that certain
features that influence the output current and particle size
distribution could be examined. An experimental program was
designed to measure the performance of the unit. The program
described includes measurements in a fog chamber and in the
field, Features of the nozzle and estimated nozzle characteristics
are presented.	 T.M.
ORIGINAL, PAGE 1.
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52 AEROSPACE MEDICINE
Includes physiological factofs, biological effects of radia-
	
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
tion; and weightlessness. 	 OF POOR QUALITY
!!112 .239760 # Thermo Electron Corp„ Waltham, Mass.
EVALUATION OF LEFT VENTRICULAR ASSIST DEVICE
PUMP BLADDERS CAST FROM ION•SPUTTERED POLYTET-
RAFLUORETHYLENE MANDRELS
Mar. 1982 103 p refs(Contract NAS3.22476)(NASA-CR-167904; NAS 1,26:167904; TE200.230.82) Avail:
NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 06B
A highly thromboresistant blood contacting interface for use
in implanstable blood pump is investigated. Biomaterials mechan-
ics, dynamics, durability, surface morphology, and chemistry are
among the critical consideration pertinent to the choice of an
appropriate blood pump bladder material. The use of transfer
cast biopolymers from ion beam textured surfaces is investigated
to detect subtle variations in blood pump surface morphology
using $iomer as the biomaterial of choice, The efficacy of ion
beam sputtering as an acceptable method of fabricating textured
blood interfaces is evaluated. Aortic grafts and left ventricular
assist devices were implanted in cloves; the blood interfaces
were fabricated by transfer casting methods from ion beam
textured polytetrafiuorethylens mandrels, The mandrels were
textured by superimposing a 15 micron screen mash; ion
sputtering conditions were 300 volts beam energy, 40 to 50 mA
beam, and a mandrel to source distance of 25 microns.	 B.L.
t
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54 MAN/SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY AND
LIFE SUPPORT
Includes human engineering; biotechnology; and space
suits and protective clothing.
NO2.167430# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
A HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL OF AN OUTER HAIR CELL
Bo 0. Jacobson 1982 14 p refs To be presented at the
19th Ann. Northeast Bioengr, Conf., Hanover, New Hampshire,
15 . 16 Mar. 1982; sponsored by the Thayer School of Engineering
Dartmouth Med, School, IEEE, ASME, and the American Society
for Engineering Education(NASA-TM-82773: E-1098) Avail: NTiS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 06P
Or* the model it is possible to measure the force and the
force direction for each individual hair as a function of the flow
direction and velocity. Measurements were made at the man
flow velocity .01 m/s, which is equivalent to a flow velocity in
the real ear of about 1 micrometers. The kinematic viscosity
of the liquid used in the model was 10,000 times higher than
the viscosity of perilymph to attain hydrodynamic equality. Two
different geometries for the sterocilia pattern were tested. First
the force distribution for a W-shaped sterocilia pattern was
recorded. This is the sterocilia pattern found in all real ears. It
is found that the forces acting on the hairs are very regular and
perpendicular to the legs of the W when the flow is directed
from the outside of the W. When the flow is reversed, the
forces are not reversed, but are much more irregular. This can
eventually explain the half wave rectification of the nerve
signals. As a second experiment, the force distribution for a
V-shaped sterocilia pattern was recorded, Here the forces were
irregular both when the flow was directed into the V and when
it was. directed against the edge of the V	 T.M.
ORIGINAL PAGE I
OF POOR QUALITY
N82 . 19147*# National Aeronautics and Space Administratlon,
Lewis Research Center "Ieveland, Ohio,
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
Frank Hrach In NASA, Langley Research Center Elac. Flight
Systems Feb. 1982 p 247-252 (For primary document see
N82-19134 10.01)
Avail: NTIS HC Al2 /MF A01 CSCL 06K
A82-13289 " N Veiling glare reduction methods compared for
ophthalmic applications. D. R, Buchele (NASA, Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, OH). Applied Optics, vol. 20, Nov. 1, 1981, P.
3787.3791. 11 refs.
Veiling glare in ocular viewing was simulated b y viewing the
retina of an eye model through a sheet of light-scattering material lit
from the front. Four methods of glare reduction were compared,
namely, optical scanning, polarized light, viewing and illumination
paths either coaxial or intersecting at the object, and closed circuit
TV. Photographs show the effect of these methods on visibility.
Polarized light was required to eliminate light specularly reflected
from the instrument optics. The greatest glare reduction was
obtained when the first three methods were utilized together. Glare
reduction using TV was limited by nonuniform distribution of
scattered light over the image.	 (Author)
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59 MATHEMATICAL AND COMPUTER
SCIENCES (GENERAL)
N11112-301149 0 #2.3 li48 •	National Aeronautics and Space Administration. ORIGNINIAL PAeYt7E ISLewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
CONSTRUCTION OF SOLUTIONS FOR SOME NONLINEAR OF' POOR QUALITY liTWO-POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS u
James A. Pennline	 1982	 24 p	 refs	 Presented at the 30th{
Ann, Meeting of the Soc. for Ind, and Appl. Math„ Stanford, $a
Calif., 19.23 Jul, 1982(NASA-TM-82937; E • 1335; NAS	 1,15:82937)	 Avail;	 NTIS
HC A02/MF A01	 CSCL 12A
Constructive existence and uniqueness results for boundary
value problems associated with some simple special cases of
the second order equation y" -
	
f(x,y,y') 0 * or . x < or
1, are sought. The approach considered is to convert the differential
equation and boundary conditions to an integral equation via ?^
Green's functions, and then to apply fixed point and contraction ?.
map principles to a sequence of successive approximations. The
r-	 approach is tested on several ap plied problems, Difficulties In
trying to prove general theorems are discussed, 	 M.G.
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6O COMPUTER OPERATIONS AND
HARDWARE
Includes computer graphics and data processing.
For components see 33 Electronics and Electrical Eng-
neering.
NS2.16748'# Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ„
Blacksburg.
MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF POWER PROCESSING
SYSTEMS (MAPPS). VOLUME 2: APPENDICES Finial
Technical Report, Oct. 1977 - Aug. 1900
F. C, Lee, S, Redman, R. A. Carter, C. H. Wu, Yuan Yu (TRW
Defense and Space Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.), and
R. Chang (TRW Defense and Space Systems Group, Redondo
Bosch, Calif,) Dec, 1980 210 p refs(Contract NAS3.21061)(NASA-CR-166639; TRW32660 .6001-RU-01) Avail: NTIS
HC AIO/MF A01 CSCL 09B
The computer programs and derivations generated in
support of the modeling and design optimization program are
presented. Programs for the buck regulator, boost regulator, and
buck boost regulator are described, The computer program for
the design optimization calculations is presented, Constraints for
the boost and buck-boost converter were derived. Derivations of
state space equations and transfer functions are presented.
Computer lists for the converters are presented, and the input
parameters justified. 	 J.D.H.
N112-17879•# Case Western Reserve Univ„ Cleveland, Ohio.
INVESTIGATION AND EVALUATION OF A COMPUTER
PROGRAM TO MINIMIZE THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLIGHT
TIME TRACKS Final Report. io Sop. 1950 • 12 Aug. 1221
Frederic I. Parke 12 Aug. 1981 160 p(Grant NAG3-101)(NASA•CR•168419) Avail: NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL
098
The program for the DC 8 •D3 flight planning was slightly
modified for the three dimensional flight planning for DC 10
aircrafts. Several test runs of the modified program over the
North Atlantic and North America were made for verifying the
program, While geopotential height and temperature were used
in, a previous program as meteorological data, the modified
program uses wind direction and speed and temperature received
from the National Weather Service. A scanning program was
written to collect required weather information from the raw
data received in a packed decimal format, Two sets of weather
data, the 12-hour forecast and 24-hour forecast based on
0000 GMT, are used for dynamic processes in testruns, In order
to save computing time onl y the weather data of the North
Atlantic and North America is previously stored in a PCF file
and then scanned one by one.	 R.J.F.
N82.17880'# Case Western Reserve Univ„ Cleveland, Ohio.
Dept, of Computer Engineering and Science,
SHADED COMPUTER GRAPHIC TECHNIQUES FOR
VISUALIZING AND INTERPRETING ANALYTIC FLUID
FLOW MODELS Final Report, Jul. 197P - Jun. 1981
Frederic I. Parke Jun. 1981 17 p refs(Grant NsG-3207)(NASA•CR-168418) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
09B
Mathematical models which predict the behavior of fluid
flow in different experiments are simulated using digital computers.
The simulations predict values of parameters of the fluid flow(pressure, temperature and velocity vector) at many points in
the fluid. Visualization of the spatial variation In the value of
these parameters is important to comprehend and check the
data generated, to identify the regions of interest in the flow,
and for effectively communicating information about the flow to
others. The state of the art imaging techniques developed in
the field of three dimensional shaded computer graphics is applied
to visualization of fluid flow, Use of an imaging technique known
as 'SCAN' for visualizing fluid flow, is studied and the results
are presented. 	 S, L.
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
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61 COMPUTEr, PROGRAMMING AND
SOFTWARE
Includes computer programs, routines, and algorithms,
N82-311171'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
A GENERALIZED MEMORY TEST ALGORITHM
Edward J. Milner Jul. 1982 11 p refs(NASA-TM-82874; E•1250; NAS 1.15:82874) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 09B
A general algorithm for testing digital computer memory is
presented. The test checks that (1) every bit can be cleared and
set in each memory work, and (2) bits are not erroneously cleared
and/or set elsewhere in memory at the same time. The algorithm
can be applied to any size memory block and any size memory
word. It is concise and efficient, requiring the very few cycles
through memory. For example, a test of 16-bit-word-size memory
requries only 384 cycles through memory. Approximately
15 seconds were required to test a 32K block of such memory,
using a microcomputer having a cycle time of 133 nanoseconds.
Author
N82.33020'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
AUTOMATED PROCEDURE FOR DEVELOPING HYBRID COM-
PUTER SIMULATIONS OF TURBOFAN ENGINES. PART 1:
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
John R. Szuch, Susan M. Krosel, and William M. Bruton Aug.
1982 120 p refs(NASA-TP-1851: E-779; NAS 1.60:1851)
	
Avail: NTIS
HC A06/MF A01 CSCL 09B
A systematic, computer-aided, self-documenting methodology
for developing hybrid computer simulations of turbofan engines is
presented. The methodology that Is pesented makes use of a
host program that can run on a large digital computer and a
machine-dependent target (hybrid) program. The host program
performs all the calculations and data manipulations that are
needed to transform user-supplied engine design Information to a
form suitable for the hybrid computer. The host program also
trims the self-contained engine model to match specified design-
point Information. Part I contains a general discussion of the
methodology, describes a test case, and presents comparisons
between hybrid simulation and specified engine performance data.
Part II, a companion document, contains documentation, in the
form of computer printouts, for the test case. 	 Author
N$2-31988'# SKF Technology Services, King of Prussia, Pa.
Technology Services Div.
HIGH SPEED CYLINDRICAL HOLLER BEARING ANALYSIS.
SKF COMPUTER PROGRAM CYGEAN. VOLUME 2: USER'S
MANUAL Final Report
G. J. Dyba and R. J. Kleckner Jun. 1981 147 p refs(Contract NAS3.22690)(NASA-CR-165364; NAS 1,26:1653134; SKF-AT61D049-Vol-2)
Avail: NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 09B
CYBEAN (CYlinddcai BEaring ANalysls) was created to detail
radially loaded, aligned and misaligned cylindrical roller bearing
performance under a variety of operating conditions, Emphasis
was placed on detailing the effects of high speed, preload and
system thermal coupling. Roller tilt, skew, radial, circumferential
and axial displacement as well as flange contact were consid-
ered. Variable housing and flexible out-of-round outer ring geome-
tries, and both steady state and time transient temperature
calculations were enabled. The complete range of elastohydrody-
namic contact considerations, employing full and partial film
conditions were treated in the computationof raceway and flange
contacts. The practical and correct implementation of CYBEAN Is
discussed. The capability to execute the program at four different
levels of complexity was Included. In addition, the program was
updated to properly direct roller-to-raceway contact load vectors
automatically in those cases where roller or ring profiles have
small radii of curvature. Input and output architectures containing
guidelines for use and two sample executions are detailed. R.J,F.
N82.31969'# SKF Technology Services, King of Prussia, Pa.
RESEARCH REPORT. USER'S MANUAL FOR COMPUTER
PROGRAM ATS7YO03 SHASERTi7. STEADY STATE AND
TRANSIENT THERMAL ANALYSIS OF A SHAFT BEARING
SYSTEM INCLUDING BALL, CYLINDRICAL AND TAPERED
ROLLER BEARINGS Final Report
G. B. Hadden, R. J. Kleckner, M. A. Ragen, and L Sheynin May
1981 254 p refs(Contract NAS3-22690)(NASA-CR-165365; NAS 1.26:165365; SKF-AT81 D040) Avail;
NTIS HC Al21MF A01 CSCL 09B
The SHABERTH program is capable of simulating the thermo-
mechanical performance of a load support system consisting of a
flexible shaft supported by up to five rolling element bearings.
Any combination of ball, cylindrical, and tapered roller bearings
can be used to support the shaft. The user can select models in
calculating lubricant film thickness and traction forces. The
formulation of the cag6 pucite;!rolling element interaction model
was revised to improve solution numerical convergence characteris-
tics.	 S.L.
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Pi$2.26810*# Systems Science and Software, San Diego, Calif.
ADDITIONAL EXTENSIONS TO THE NASCAP COMPUTER
CODE, VOLUME 1 Contractor Report, 9 Sep. 1960 - 22 Dec.
11161
M, J. Mandell, I. Katz, and P. R. Stannard Oct. 1981 246 p
refs Revised(Contract NAS3.2253f',(NASA-0-167866; NAS 1.26:167855; SSS-R-82-5249-Rev)
Avail: NTIS HC Al1/MF A01 CSCL 09B
Extensions and revisions to a computer code that comprehen-
sively analyzes problems of spacecraft charging (NASCAP) are
documented. Using a fully three dimensional approach, it cEn
accurately predict spacecraft potentials under a: variety of
conditions. Among she extensions are a multiple eisctron/ion
gun test tank capability, and the ability to mode: jinisotropic
and time dependent space environments. Also documented are
a greatly extended MATCHG program and the preliminary version
of NASCAP/LEO. The interactive MATCHG code was developed
into an extremely powerful tool for the study of material-
environment interactions. The NASCAP/LEO, a three dimensional
code to study current collection finder conditions of high voltages
and short Debye lengths, was distributed for preliminary tasting,
M.G.
N82.31970'# SKF Technology Services, King of Prussia, Pa.
RESEARCH REPORT: USER'S MANUAL FOR COMPUTER
PROGRAM AT81Y005. PLANETSYS, A COMPUTER PROGRAM
FOR THE STEADY STATE AND TRANSIENT THERMAL ANALY-
SIS OF A PLANETARY POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM Final
Report
G. B. Hadden, R. J. Kleckner, M. A. Ragen, G. J. Dyba, and L.
Sheynin May 1981 142 p refs(Contract NAS3-22690)
(NASA-CH-165366; NAS 1.26:165366; SKF-AT81D044) Avail:
NTIS HC A07/MF A01 CSCL 09B
The material presented is structured to guide the user in the
practical and correct implementation of PLANETSYS which is
capable of simulating the thermomechanical performance of a
multistage planetary power transmission. In this version of
PLANETSYS, the user can select either SKF or NASA models in
calculating lubricant film thickness and traction forces. 	 Author
l
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f	 62 COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Includes computer networks.
i
NE2.228180# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ADVANCEMENTS IN REAL-TIME ENGINE #IMlJ1ATWN
TECHNOLOGY
John R, Sxuch 1982 12 p refs To bs prevented at the
18th Joint Propulsion Conf., Cleveland, 21-,?3 Jun. 1982
Sponsored In part by AIAA, SAE and AS? IE(NASA-TM-82826; E-1177; NAS 1.16;828,6) Avail; NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 21E
The approaches used to develop real-time engine simulations
ars reviewed. Both digital and hybrid (analog and digital)
techniques are discussed and specific examples of each are cited.
These approaches are assessed from the standpoint of their
usefulness for digital engine control development. A number of
NASA sponsored simulation research activities, aimed at exploring
real-time simulation techniques, are described. There Include the
development of a microcomputer-based, parallel processor system
for real-time engine simulation. 	 M.G.
ORIGINAL' PAGE fS
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63 CYBERNETICS
Includes feedback and control theory.
For related information see also 54 Man/System rechnol.
agy and Ute Support.
N11112 .3089211# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
AESOP: A COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN PROGRAM FOR
LINEAR MULTIVARIARLE CONTROL SYSTEMS
Bruce Lehtinen and Lucille C, Geyser 1982 7 p ref Presented
at the Am. Control Conf.. Arlington, Va., 14-i6 Jun. 1982(NASA-TM-82871; E-1246; NAS 1.15:82871) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF AO1 CSCL 09ff
An interactive computer program (AESOP) which solves
quadratic optimal control and is discussed. The program can
also be used to perform system analysis calculations such as
transient and frequency responses, controllability, observability,
etc., in support of the control and filter design computations,
M.G.
ORIGINAL PAGE t,3
OF POOR QUALITY
A82.13143' Model degradation effects on sensor failure
detection. G. G. Leininger (Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN).
In: Joint Automatic Control Conference, Charlottesville, VA, June
17.19, 1981, Proceedings. Volume 2. (A82 .13076 03.63) New York,
American institute of Chemical Engineers, 1981. 8 p. (FP-3A), 11
refs, Grants No. NsG-3171; No. NsG-317; No. NsG-3084.
This paper discusses the effects of imperfect modeling on the
detection and isolation of sensor failures, For systems with non-zero
set points, deterministic inputs or non-zero noise biases, the model
mismatch appears as a bias on the stochastic innovation process, This
bias, if left unaccounted for,. would be sufficient to declare a false
alarm failure in one or more sensors, A practical design procedure
based upon the Generalized Likelihood Ratio (GLR) form uses a
finite data window sequential t-test to detect and isolate model
mismatch effects and soft sensor failures. Application to an eighth
order model of the QCSEE turbofan engine is discussed, 	 (Author)
A82.19064' # A tensor approach to modeling of nonhomo-
geneous nonlinear systems. S. Yurkovich and M. Sain (Notre Dame,
University, Notre Dame, IN). In: Annual Allerton Conference on
Communication, Control, and Computing, 18th, Monticello, IL,
October 8. 10, 1980, Proceedings. (A82-19051 07 .63) Urbana, IL,
University of Illinois, 1980, p, 604.613. 13 refs. Grant No.
Ns G-3048.
Model following control methodology plays a key role in
numerous application areas. Cases in Point include flight control
systems and gas turbine engine control systems, Typical uses of such
a design strategy involve the determination of nonlinear models
which generate requested control and response trajectories for
various commands. Linear multivadable techniques provide trim
about these motions; and protection logic is added to secure the
hardware from excursions beyond the specification range. This paper
reports upon experience in developing a general class of such
nonlinear models based upon the idea of the algebraic tensor
product.	 (Author)
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64 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS	 convergence methods for vector sequences is proposed. A
Includes Iteration, difference equations, and numerical	 simplified version of minimal polynomial extrapolation Is empha-
approximation,
	
sized. The convergence or this method Is analyzed and it is
Pp	show  that it is especially suitable for accelerating the convergence
of vector sequences that are obtained when ono solves linear
systems of equations iteratively.	 M.G,
N 111112.148494 National Aeronautics and Space Adminivratioi,.
Lewis Research Center Cleveland, Ohio.
APPLICATION OF INTEGRATION ALGORITHMS IN A
PARALLEL PROCESSING ENVIRONMENT FOr THE
SIMULATION OF JET ENGINES
Susan M, Krosef and Edward J. Milner 1982 26 p refs To
be presented at the 16th Ann, Simulation Symp., Tampa, Fla„
17. 19 Mar. 1982(NASA.TM•82746; E-1059) Avail: NTIS HC A021MF A01
CSCL 12A
Tha application of Predictor corrector integration algorithms
developed for the digital parallel processing environment are
investigated. The algorithms are Implemented and evaluated
through the use of a software simulator which provides an
approximate representation of the parallel processing hardware.
Test cases which focus on the use of the algorithms are presented
and a specific application using a linear model of a turbofan
engine is considered, Results are presented showing the effects
of Integr4tionstop size and the number of processors on simulation
6ccutacy. Real time performance, lmerprocessor communication,
and algorithm startup are also discussed.	 B,W.
N82 .228224 M National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Cantor, Cleveland, Ohio.
MULTIPLE-GRID ACCELERATION OF LAX-WENDROFF
ALGORITHMS
Gar/ M. Johnson Mar, 198222 p refs(NASA-TM^82843; E-1213; NAB 1.16;82843) AvaW NTiS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 12A
A technique for accelerating the convergence of a one-step
Lax•Wandroff method to a steady-state solution Is discussod
and its applicability extended to the more general class of two-step
Lox-Wondrolf methods. Several two-step methods which land
to quite efficient multiple grin) algorithms are discussed. Computa-
tional results are presented using the full two dimensional Euler
equations for both subcritical and shocked supercritical flows.
Extensions and generalizations are mentioned. 	 M,G.
A82.31438 • Numerical comparisons of nonlinear convey-
pines accelerators, D, A, Smith (puke University, Durham, NCI and
W. F. Ford (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Computer Services Div.,
Cleveland, OH), Mathematics of Cotnputatlon, vol. 38, Apr, 1982, p.
481 ,499. 23 refs, Grant No. N%G -3100.
As part of a continuing program of numerical tests of
convergence accelerators, the iterated Aitken's Daita-squared moth-
od, Wynn's epsilon algorithm, Brazinski's theta algorithm, and
Levin's a transform are compared on a broad range of test problems;
linearl y convergence alternating, monotone, and irregular-sign series,
logarithmically convergent scri ps, power method and Bernoulli
method sequences, alternating and monotone asymptotic series, and
tome perturbation series arising In applications. to each category
either the epsilon algorithm or the u transform gives the best results
of the four methods tested, In some cases differences among
methods are slight, and In others they are quite striking. 	 (Author)
ORiGiNAL PAGV tS
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N11112 .24868 0 N National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
RELAXATION SOLIQTION OF THE FULL EULER EQUA-
TIONS
Gary M. Johnson 1982 9 p refs Presented at the 8th
Intern. Conf on Numerical Methods in Fluid Dyn„ Anchon, West
Germany, i8 Jun. 2 Jul, 1982; sponsored by Deutsche
Forachungsgemeinschaft, Dornier Gan.b.H,. Mosserschmitt-
Boolkow-Blohm G,m,b H:, ONR andERO
(NASA-TM-82889; E-1285; NAB 1.16:82889) Avalh NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 12A
A numerical procedure for the relaxation solution of the full
steady Euler equations is described, By embedding the Euler
system in a second orde, surrogate system, central dlfforancing
may be used In subsonic regions while retaining matrix forms
well suited to iterative solution procedures and convergence
acceleration techniques. Hence, this method allows the develop-
mont of stable, fully conservative differeneing schemes for the
solution of quite general inviscid flow problems, Results are
presented for both subcritical and shocked supercritical internal
,lower. Comparisons, are made with a standard time dependent
solution algorithm.	 Author
t
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N82.2907W# Notional Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis nosoarch Cantor, Clovoiand, Ohio.
ACCELERATION OF CONVERGENCE OF VECTOR SE-
QUENCES
Awom Sidi (Tochnion-lsrool Inst. of Technology, Hails), William
F Ford, and David A. Smith (Duke Univ,) 1982 10 p refs
Prosented at the 30th Annnt. Meeting of the Soc. for Ind, and
Appl. Matti. Stanford. Calif 19 .23 Jul 1982(NASA-TM-82931. E-1324; NAB 1.16182931) Avail: NTIS
[	 HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 12A
u	 A general approach to the construction of accelerated
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include• topology and number theory. r;
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A62-33605 •	 Diffraction by a finite strip. M, R Williams (Purdue Unlver-
sity, West Lafayette, IN), Ouarforly Journal of Mechanics and Applied Mathomat-
lcs, vol. 35, Feb, 1982, p. 103 .124. 7 refs. Grant No. NsG•3292.
A new approach is prnsentod to diffraction problems Involving plane strip
barriers or slit apertures, These are problems that display the effects of multiple
Interacting edges. The approach taken here provides exact, compact solutions.
The theory Is Introduced through a series of examples that are, In fact, the
'standard' problems of the subject, diffraction of a plane oblique wave by a silt,
for example. In each case, the solutions are found to depend explicitly on a single
'special' function and Its Fourier transform, These fundamental functions are
described, with the emphasis placed on practical computational methods. The
example problems are all couched In the language of acoustics.
	 C.R.
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Includes sound generation, transmission and attenrr®tion,
For noise pollution sae 45 Enwronment Pollution,
N82.12890*#National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
NUMERICAL TECHNiOUES IN LINEAR DUCT ACOUSTICS,
1980 .81 UPDATE
Kenneth J Baumeister 1981 51 p refs Presented at the
102 Winter Ann. Meeting, Washington, O C. 16 .20 Nov, 1981:
sponsored by ASME(NASA-TM-82730: E-1034) Avail: NTIS HC A04/MF A01
CSCL 20A
A review is presented covering finite element and finite
difference analysis of small amplitude (linoar) sound propagation
in straight and variable area ducts- This review stresses the
now work performed during the 1980 . 1981 tLne frame, althoLgh
a brief discussion, of earlier work is also included. Emphasis is
placed on the latest state of the art in numerical techniques,
Author
N82. 12891 4 #National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
VERIFICATION OF AN ACOUSTIC TRANSMISSION
MATRIX ANALYSIS Gt SOUND PROPAGATION IN A
VARIABLE AREA DUCT WITHOUT FLOW
J H. Miles 1981 15 p rots Presented M the 102 Meeting
of the Acoustical Soc, Of Am.. Miami Beach, Fla., 1 .4 Dec.
1981(NASA-TM-82741; E-1053) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 20A
A predicted standing wave pressure and phase angle profile
for a hard wall rectangular duct with a region of converging-
diverging area variation is compared to published experimental
measurements in a study of sound propagation without flow,
The factor of 1/2 area variation used is sufficient magnitude to
produce large reflections. The prediction Is based on a transmission
matrix approach developed for the analysis of sound propagation
in a variable s-ee duct with and without flow. The agreement
between the measured and predicted results is shown to be
excellent.	 Author
N82 .14881 0 l/National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
MODE PROPAGATION IN NONUNIFORM CIRCULAR
DUCTS WITH POTENTIAL FLOW
Y. C. Cho and K U. Ingard (MIT) 1982 15 p refs Presented
at the 20th Aerospace Sci, Conf., Orlando, Fla., 11 . 14 Jan.
1982(NASA-TM-82776; E-1086; AIAA- Paper- 82-0122) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20A
A previously reported closed form solution is expanded to
determine effects of isentropic mean flow on mode propagation
in a slowly converging-diverging duct, a circular cosh duct. Un
the assumption of uniform steady fluid ,density, the mean flow
Increases the power transmission coefficient. The increase is
directly related to the increase of the cutoff ratio at the duct
throat With the negligible transverse gradients of the steady
fluid variables, the conversion ifrom one mode to another is
negligible, and the power transmission coefficient remains
unchanged with the moan flow direction reversed. With a proper
choice of frequency parameter, many different modes can be
made subject to a single value of the power transmission loss.
A systematic method to include the effects of the gradients of
the steady fluid variables is also described.	 B.W.
N52.15847 • y National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio.
APPLICATION OF STEADY STATE FINITE ELEMENT AND
TRANSIENT FINITE DIFFHf:ENCE THEORY TO SOUND
PROPAGATION IN A VARIABLE AnEA DUCT: A COMPAR-
ISON WITH EXPERIMENT
Kenneth J. Baumeister. W. Eversman (Missouri Univ„ Rolla), R.
J. Aatley (Missouri, Univ,, Rolla), end J. W. White (Tennessee
Univ.. Knoxville) 1981 14 p refs Presented at the 7th
Acroacoustics Conf., Palo Alto, Calif., 5-7 Oct, 1981: sponsored
by AIAA(NASA-TM-82678: E-980) Avail. NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
20A
Sound propagation without slow in a rectangular duct with
a converging-diverging area variation was studied experimentally
and theoretically. The area variation was of sufficient magnitude
to produce large reflections and induce model scattering. The
rms (root-mean-squared) pressure and phase angle on both the
flat and curved surface were measured and tabulated. The steady
state finite element theory and the transient finite difference
theory are in good agreement with the data. It is concluded
that numerical finite differe^ce end finite element theories appear
Ideally suited for handling duct propagation problems which
encounter large area variations, 	 M.G.
N82-18808 • # National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
NOISE OF THE SR-3 PROPELLER MODEL AT 2 DEG AND
4 DEG ANGLE OF ATTACK
James H. Dittmar and Robert J. Joracki Doc 1981 30 p
ruts(NASA-TM-82738: E-10511 Avail: NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 20A
The noise effect of operatin g supersonic tip speed propellers
at angle of attack with respect to the Incoming flow was
determined. Increases in the maximum blade passage noise were
observed for the propeller operating at angle of attack. The noise
increase was not symmetrical with one wall of the wind tunnel
having significantly more noise increase than the other wall.
This was apparently the result of the rotational direction of the
propeller. The lack of symmetry of the noise at angle of attack
to the use of oppositely rotating propellers on opposite sides of
an airplane fuselage as a way of minimizing the noise duo to
operation at angle of attack. 	 J.D.H.
N82-16809 11 # National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
A SHOCK WAVE APPROACH TO THE NOISE OF SUPER-
SONIC PROPELLERS
James H, Dittmar and Edward J. Rice Dec. 1981 19 p refs(NASA-TM-82752; E-1088) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 20A
To model propeller noise expected for a turboprop aircraft,
the pressure ratio across the shock at the propeller tip was
calculated and compared with noise data from three propellers.
At helical tip Mach numbers over 1.0, using only the tip shock
wave, the model gave a fairl y good prediction of the noise for
a bladed propalle: and for a propeller swept for aerodynamic
purposes. However for another propeller, which was highly swept
and designed to have noise cancellations from the inboard propeller
sections, the shock strength from the tip over predicted the
noise. In general the good agreement Indicates that shock theory
is a viable method for predicting the noise from these super,
sonic propellers but that the shock strengths from all of the
blade sections need to be properly Included. 	 M.G,
N82 - 19944•# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
EFFECT OF FACILITY VARIATION ON THE ACOUSTIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE SINGLE STREAM NOZ-
ZLES
Orlando A. Gutierrez 1980 38 p refs Presented at the
100th Meeting of the Acoust. Sec. of Am.. Los Angeles,
17-21 Nov. 1980(NASA-TM-81635:E-646) Avail: NTiS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
20A
The characteristics of the jot noise produced by three single
stream nozzles were investigated statistically at the NASA-Lewis
Research Center outdoor jet acoustic facilit y , The nozzles consisted
of a 7.6 cm diameter convergent conical, a 10.2 cm diameter
convergent conical and an 8-lobe daisy nozzle with 7.6 cm
equivalent diameter flow area. The same nozzles were tested
previously at cold flow conditions in other facilities such as the
Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) 7.3 m acoustic wind tunnel.
The acoustic experiments at NASA covered pressure ratios from
1.4 to 2.5 at total temperatures of 811 K and ambient. The
date obtained with four different microphone arrays are compared'.
The results are also compared with data taken at the RAE facility
and with a NASA prediction procedure. 	 Author
9
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N82.21038"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
FORWARD ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE OF A MODEL
TURBOFAN DESIGNED FOR A HIGH SPECIFIC FLOW(OF-14)
James G. Lucas, Richard P. Woodward, and Charles J. Michels
Mar, 1982 20 p refs(NASA-TP-1968; E-777; NAS 1.60:1968) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20A
Forward noise and overall aerodynamic performance are
presented for a high-tip-speed fan having an exceptionally high
average axial Mach number at the rotor inlet. This high Mach
number Is intended to attenuate forward noise at both the
design-speed takeoff point, and at the unconventional low-
pressure-ratio, design•spoed approach point. As speed was
increased near design, all forward noise components were reduced,
and tear noise In the discharge duct was increased, indicating
that the high Mach number flow at the rotor face is attenuating
forward noise at takeoff, The fan at takeoff is some 5.5 to
11 dB quieter than several reference fans, Data at the point
closest to approach indicated tentatively that the design-speed
approach mode was 3 dB quieter than the conventional mode.
M.G.
N82 .21998" b National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
A PRELIMINARY COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SR-3
PROPELLER NOISE IN FLIGHT AND IN A WIND TUNNEL
James H. Dittmar and Paul L. Lasagna 1982 14 p refs
Presented at the 103rd Meeting of the Acoust, Soc. of Am„
Chicago, 27-30 Apr. 1982(NASA-TM-82805; E-1144: NAS 1,15:82805) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20A
The noise generated by supersonic-tip-speed propellers is
addressed. Models of such propellers were tested for acoustics
In the Lewis 8-by-6-foot wind tunnel. One of these propeller
models, SR-3, was tested in flight on the Jetstar airplane and
noise data were obtained. Preliminary comparisons of the
maximum blade passing tone variation with helical tip Mach
number taken in flight with those taken in the tunnel showed
good agreement when corrected to the same test conditions,
This indicated that the wind tunnel is a viable location for
measuring the noise of these propeller models. Comparisons of
the directivities at 0.6 and 0.7 axial Mach number showed
reasonable agreement. At 0.75 and 0.8 axial Mach number the
tunnel directivity data fell off more towards the front than did
the airplane data. A possible explanation for this is boundary
layer refraction which could be different in the wind tunnel from
that in flight, This may imply that some corrections should be
applied to both the airplane and wind tunnel data at the
forward angles. At and aft of the peak noise angle the boundary
layer refraction does not appear to be significant and no correction
appears necessary. 	 M.G.
N82-24942•# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
AEROACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE OF AN EXTERNALLY
BLOWN FLAP CONFIGURAYriON WITH SEVERAL FLAP
NOISE SUPPREtilSION DEVICES
Daniel J, McKinzie, Jr, May 1982 30 p refs(NASA-TP-1995: E-573; NAS 1,60:1995) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20A
Small scale model acoustic experiments were conducted to
measure the noise produced in tho flyover and sideline planes
by an engine under the wing externally blown flap configuration
in its approach attitude, Broadband low frequency noise reductions
as large as 9 dB were produced by reducing the separation
distance between the nozzle exhaust plane and the flaps.
Experiments were also conducted to determine the noise
suppression effectiveness in comparison with a reference
configuration of three passive types of devices that were located
on the jet impingement surfaces of the reference configuration.
These devices produced noise reductions that varied up to 10 dB
at reduced separation distances. In addition, a qualitative estimate
of the noise suppression characteristics of the separate devices
was made. Finally static aerodynamic performance data were
obtained to evaluate the penalties Incurred by these suppression
devices, The test results suggest that further parametric studies
are required in order to understand more fully the noise
mechanisms that are affected by the suppression devices used.
M.G.
N82.31068*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
FINITE ELEMENT- INTEGRAL SIMULATION OF STATIC AND
FLIGHT FAN NOISE RADIATION FROM THE JT15D
TURBOFAN ENGINE
Kenneth J. Baumeister and Scott J. Horowitz (Lockheed• Georgia,
Marietta) 1982 16 p refs Presented at the Winter Ann.
Meeting of the Am. Soc. of Mach, Engr., Phoenix, Ariz.,
14-19 Nov. 1982(NASA-TM-82936; E-1332; NAS 1,15:82936) Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20A
An iterative finite element integral technique is used to
predict the sound field radiated from the JT15D turbofan inlet.
The sound field is divided into two regions: the sound field
within and near the inlet which is computed using the finite
element method and the rao;ation field beyond the inlet which
Is calculated using an integral solution technique. The velocity
potential formulation of the acoustic wave equation was employed
in the program. For some single mode JT15D data, the theory
and experiment are in good agreement for the far field rariiation
pattern as well as suppressor attenuation, Also, the computer
program is used to simulate flight effects that cannot be performed
on a ground static test stand. 	 Author
k
't
N82-22951 *y National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
PRESSURE TRANSFER FUNCTION OF A JT160 NOZZLE
DUE TO ACOUSTIC AND CONVECTED ENTROPY FLUC-
TUATIONS
J. H. Miles 1982 39 p refs Presented at the 103rd Meeting
of the Acoust, Soc, of Am„ Chicago, 26-30 Apr. 1982(NASA-TM-82842: E-1212: NAS 1,15:82842) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20A
An acoustic transmission matrix analysis of sound propagation
In a variable area duct with and without flow is extended to
include convected entropy fluctuations, The boundary conditions
used in the analysis are a transfer function relating entropy and
pressure at the nozzle Inlet and the nozzle exit impedance. The
nozzle pressure transfer function calculated is compared with
JT15D turbofan engine nozzle data. The one dimensional theory
for ,sound propagation in a variable area nozzle with flow but
without convected entropy is good at the low engine speeds
where the nozzle exit Mach number is low (M=0,2) and the
duct exit impedance model is good. The effect of convected
entropy appears to be so negligible that it is obscured by the
inaccuracy of the nozzle exit impedance model, the lack of
information on the magnitude of the convected entropy and its
phase relationship with the pressure, and the scatter in the data,
An improved duct exit impedance model is required at the higher
engine speeds where the nozzle exit Mach number is high(M=0,56) and at low frequencies (below 120 Hz).
	
B,W,
N82-32082'x# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ROUGH ANALYSIS OF INSTALLATION EFFECTS ON TUR-
BOPROP NOISE
Paul A. Durbin and John F. Groeneweg 1982 17 p refs Proposed
for Presentation at the Acoust. Soc. of Am„ Orlando, Fla.,
8-12 Nov, 1982(NASA-TM-62924; E-1316; NAS 1.15:82924)	 Avail: NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 20A
A rough analysis of noise from a propeller operated at angle
of attack, and in the nonuniform flow due to a line vortex
approximating a wing flow field suggests installation can significantly
affect turboprop noise levels. On one side of the propeller, where
the blades approach the horizontal plane from above, decreaoes
of noise occur, while on the other side noise increases. The noise.
reduction is due to negative interference of steady and unsteady
sources. An angle of attack, or distance between propeller and
vortex, exists fer which noise is a minimum.
	
Author
A82.17603 - N Propeller tip vortex - A possible contributor to
aircraft cabin noise. B. A. Miller, J. H. Dittmar, and R. J. Jeracki
(NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,OH).JournalofAircraft,
vol, 19, Jan, 1982, p, 84-86, 8 refs.
Wind tunnel model tests support the hypothesis that a propeller
tip vortex mk)y subject a downstream wing surface to greater
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excitation than would be experienced by the aircraft fuselage side LYC•81.32•Voi•2)	 Avail: NTIS	 HC All/MF A01	 CSCL 20A
wall exposed to propeller-generated noise, ultimateiy transmitting The internal noise generated by an Avco Lycoming YF-102
this structural response to incident dynamic pressure to the cabin engine combustor installed in a tact rig was recorded, The one
interior. Even if structure-borne excitations are less efficient than third octave band pressor- level spectra it presented, 	 S.L.
airborne excitations in the creation of cabin noise, the higher level of
a:a firmer could still govern cabin noise levels. 	 O.C. '
NB2-27080•	Georgia. inst, of Tech„ Atlanta.	 School of
Aerospace Enginaering. )
N82.16810*#	 Georgia Inst. of Tech„ Atlanta. 	 School of ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF TURBOFAN INLETS 	 Final
Aerospace Engineering. Technical Report, 1 Sep. 1974 . 31 Oct. 1981
PREDICTION OF SOURID RADIATION FROM DIFFERENT Ben T. Zinn, Robert K, Slgman, and Scott J. Horowitz 	 31 Oct. j
PRACTICALJETENWNE INLETS Semiannual Status Report, 1981	 6 p	 refs(Grant NsG-3038)1 Jun, 1881 - 1 Dec, 1981
Ben T. Zinn and William L. Meyer 	 1982	 127 p	 refs (NASA•CR-169016; 	 NAS	 1.26:169016)	 Avail.	 NTIS(Grant NAG3 .67)(NASA-CR-165120) . Avail: NTIS	 HC A07/MF A01	 CSCL
HC A02 MF A01	 CSCL 20A/The acoustic field within a duct con tainingt	 fi nonuniform
.	 t
29A steady flow was predicted. This analysis useded the  finite element
The computer codes necessary for this study were developed method to calculate the velocity potential within the duct. 	 S,L.
and checked against exact solutions generated by the point source
method using the NASA Lewis QCSEE inlet geometry, These
computer codes were used to predict the acoustic properties of
the following five inlet configurations:	 the	 NASA	 Langley A82.10454" //	 ArAlytiiat and experimental investigation of
I Belimouth, the NASA Lewis JT15D-1 Ground Test Nacelle, and the propagation and attenuation of sound In extended reaction linedthree finite hyperbolic inlets of 50, 70 and 90 degrees. Thirty -five ducts. A. S. Hersh ( Hersh Acoustical Engineering, Chatsworth, CA),
computer runs were done for the NASA Langley Belimouth. For S. B. Dong (California, University, Los Angeles, CA), and B. Walker.
each of these computer runs, the reflection coefficient at the American institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aeroacoustics
duct exit plane was calculated as was the far field	 radiation Conference, 7th, Palo Alto, CA, Oct. 5- 7, 1981, Paper 81.2014. 31 p.pattern, Thess results are presented in both graphical and tabular 10 refs. Contract No. NAS3.21975,f form with many of the results cross plotted so that trends in Results are presented of an analytical and experimental study ofthe results verses cut-off ratio	 (wave	 number)	 and tangential the attenuation and propagation of harmonically excited soundmode number may be easily identified. 	 Author waves in an extended reaction	 lined cylindrical duct. The duct
i geometry considered consisted of an annular outer region of bulk
material surrounding an inner cylinder of air. The coupled wave
N82. 18994•#	 California Univ.,	 Los Angeles.	 School of equations governing the motion of the sound in both the inner and
i Engineering and Applied Science. annular regions were solved numerically. The numerically predicted
THE VELOCITY FIELD NEAR THE ORIFICE OF A HELM• attenuation and propagation constants were in excellent agreement
HOLTZ RESONATOR IN GRAZING FLOW with	 measured	 values	 using	 Kevlar	 as	 the	 liner	 material	 for
Andrew F. Charwat and Bruce E. Walker	 Mar. 1981	 53 p plane-wave mode (0,0) excitation over the frequency from 100 to
refs 7,000 Hz, Although the numerical model was verified using Kevlar, It(Grant IvsG •3236) can be used with any fibrous constructed bulk liner, The results of(NASA-CR,168548; 	 UCLA•ENG-81-101)	 Avail:	 NTIS this study demonstrate that a good start has bnen made on theHC A04/MF A01	 CSCL 20A
Measurement of the time-dependent velocities induced inside numerical	 modelling	 of	 the	 acoustic	 performance	 of extended
and outside the opening of acoustically excited, two-dimensional reaction liners.	 (Author)
Helmholtz resonator imbedded in a grazing flow are presented.
The remarkably clear structure of the perturbation field which
evokes a pulsating source and a coherently pulsating vortex-image A82.10460 • N
	
Sound	 generated	 in	 a	 cascade	 by	 three-
'lid-pair is described, The simple phenomenological	 model' which
correlates the variation in the 	 components of the acoustic dimensional disturbances convected in a subsonic flow. H. Atassi and
impedance with the velocity of the grazing flow is discussed G. Hamad (Notre Dame, University, Notre Dame, IN). American 1and extended,	 Author institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aeroacoustics Conference,
7th, Palo Alto, CA, Oct. 5.7, 1981, Paper 81 .2046. 14 p, 20 refs, 4
Grant No, NsG-3195.
Discrete tone sound generation in a subsonic fan subject to
N82-21031 •	Avco L cornin	 Div., Stratford, Conn.^	 Y	 g three-dimensional disturbances is investigated. The analytical model
YF 102 IN-DUCT COMBUSTOR NOISE MEASUREMENTS used treats the fan rotor and stator as linear cascades of thin airfoils
WITH A TURBINE NOZZLE, VOLUME 1	 Final Report, Sep. in a rectangular duct subject to athree-dimensional gust for which a1978 - Mar. 1981
Craig A, Wilson and James M. OConnell 	 Sep. 1981	 83 p complete aerodynamic theory already exists. The sound pressure can
refs
then be cast as the sum of a finite number of discrete sound waves
ttract NAS3-21974) (modes) the magnitude of which depends on an unknown function
i.. ^ SA•CR-165562-Vo1 • 1; NAS 1.26:165562-Voi-1; satisfying a singular integral equation. Similarity rules are derived to "ft
LYC•81 . 32-Vol-1)
	
Avail: NTIS	 HC A04/MF A01	 CSCL 20A reduce	 the	 problem	 to that of atwo-dimensional gust, Three- ^)- The internal noise generated by an Avco Lycoming YF • 102 dimensional effects on the cut -off condition, the sound pressure, and
engine combustor installed in a test rig was recorded, Two the acoustic power are first investigated for each mode. The theory is
configurations were tested one with and one without the first then applied to noise generated by typical rotor-wake-defect and
stage turbine nozzle installed. Acoustic probes and accessories rotor-tip-vortex disturbances interacting with a stator. 	 (Author)
were used. Internal dynamic pressure level measurements were
made at ten locations within the combustor. The combustor rig,
the test procedures, and data acquisition and reduction systems
are described. Tables and plots of narrow band and one third A82-14044 " N
	
Methods for the calculation of axial wave
octave band pressure level spectra are included, 	 S.L, numbers in lined ducts with mean flow. W. Eversman (Missouri-
Rolla,	 University,	 Rolla,	 MO). Acoustical Society of America,
Meeting, 101st Ottawa, Canada, May 18-22, 1981, Paper. 45 p. 50
N82-21032•#	 Avco Lycoming Div., StratforJ, Conn, refs. Grant No. NsG•3231.A survey is made of the methods available for the calculation ofYF 102 IN-DUCT COMBUSTOR NOISE MEASUREMENTS
WITH A TURBINE NOZZLE, VOLUME 2 Final Report axial wave numbers in lined ducts. Rectangular and circular ducts
c Craig A, Wilson and James M, OConnell 	 Sep. 1981	 232 p with both uniform and non-uniform flow are considered as are ducts 1	 4
refs with peripherally varying liners. A historical perspective is provided(Contract NAS3-21974) by a discussion of the classical methods for computing attenuation(NASA-CR-165562-Vol-2; NAS 1.26:165562-Vol-2: when no mean flow is present. When flow is present these techniques
ai	 (
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bccume either impractical or impossible. A number of direct
cigenvalue_determination schemes which have been used when flow is
present are discussed. Methods described are extensions of the
classical no-flow technique, perturbation methods based on the
no-flow technique, direct integration methods for solution of the
eigenvalue equation, an integration•iteration method based on the
governing differential equation for acoustic transmission, Galerkin
methods, finite difference methods, and finite element methods.(Author)
A82-17663 • y Acoustic transmission in lined flow ducts • A
finite element eigenvalue problem. R. J. Astiey (Canterbury, Univer-
sity, Christchurch, New Zealand) and W. Eversman (Missouri-Rolla,
University, Rolla, MO). In: International Conference on Finite
Elements In Flow Problems, 3rd, Banff, Alberta, Canada, June 10.13,
1980, Proceedings. Volume 2. (A82.1765106.34) Calgary, Alberta,
Canada, University of Calgary, 1981, p. 123.132. 6 refs. Research
supported by the Boeing Wichita Co.; Grant No. NsG'-3231.
The problem of acoustical transmission in lined ducts with
subsonic mean flow is of considerable practical interest in the
context of fan noise attenuation in the ducted inlet regions of
turbofan aircraft engines. If nonaxisymmetric liners are present, a
loss of axial symmetry results, and the study of acoustic transmission
involves the solution of a full two-dimensional eigenvalue problem.
The reported investigation is concerned with such an eigenvalue
Problem. The employed method of solution is effectively a two-
dimensional analog of an approach considered by Astley and
Eversman (1979). The approach makes use of a Galerkin Finite
Element Method whereby the weighting and basis functions are
generated automatically by the discretization. 	 G. R.
A62-36195 • Conversion of acoustic energy by loseless liners. 1h,
Mohring (Max-Planck-Imlitut filr Stromungsforschung, Gottingen. West Ger,
many) and W. Eversman (Missouri-Rolla, University, Rolla, MO). Journal of
Sound and Vibration, vol, 82, June 8, 1982, p, 371-381. 16 refs. Grant No,
NsG-3231.
The Blokhintzev acoustic energy equation is applied to a two-dimensional duct
containing a uniform flow with a finite length lining. It is shown that the difference
of the incident and outgoing acoustic energy differs in general from the energy
dissipated in the liner, the difference being related to the displacements at the
liner's edges. It is shown that in the case of a locally reacting lossless liner for
frequencies below the first cut-off frequency and for low Mach number acoustic
energy is generated if the flow and the incident sound wave are in the same
direction and is absorbed if these two directions are opposite unless special edge
conditions are met. Furthermore it is shown under the same conditions that the
ratio of the reflection coefficient at finite flow velocity to the reflection coefficient
at vanishing velocity is to first order in Mach number independent of the liner
characteristics. A numerical calculation confirms these predictions at least for
mass-like linear admittance. 	 (Author)
A82-45165 The -acoustical structure of highly porous open-call
foams. R. F. Lambert (fAinnesota, University ^linneapolis, MN). Acoustical So-
cietyofAmerica, Journal, vol. 72, Sept. 1982, p. 8794187.12 refs. NSF Grant No.
MEA-80-11362; Grant No. NAG3-161.
This work concerns both the theoretical prediction and measurement of struc-
tural parameters in open-cell highly porous polyurethane foams. Of particular
Interest are the dynamic flow resistance, thermal time constant, and mass struc-
ture factor and their dependence on frequency and geometry of the cellular
structure. The predictions of cell size parameters, static flow resistance, and heat
transfer as accounted for by a Nusselt number are compared with measurement.
Since the static flow resistance and Inverse thermal time constant are Interrelated
via the'mean' pore size parameter of Blot, only two independent measurements
such as volume porosity and mean filament diameter are required to make the
predictions for a given fluid condition. The agreements between this theory and
nonacoustical experiments are excellent. 	 (Author)
E
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Includes atomic structure and molecular spectra.
NB2-210330 # Avco Lycomins Div., Stratford, Conn.
VF 102 IN-DUCT COMBUSTOR NOISE MEASUREMENTS
WITH A TURBINE NOZZLE, VOLUME 3 Final !Report
Craig A, Wilson and Jameo M. OConnell Sep, 1981 244 p
refs(Contract NAS3.21974)(NASA•CR•165562-Vol-3; NAS 1.26;165562-Vol-3;
LYC-81.32-Vol-3) Avail; NTIS HC At 1/MF A01 CSCL 20A
The internal noise generated by an Avco Lycoming YF-102
engine combustor installed in a test rig was recorded. The narrow
band pressure level spectra is presented. 	 S.L.
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includes light phenomena.
N92.160971 National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Ressairch Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ROLE OF aPTICAL COMPUTERS IN AERONAUTICAL
CONTROL APPLICATIONS
Robert J. Baumbick In NASA. Langley Research Center Opt.
Inform. Process, for Aerospace Appl. Dec. 1981 p 33 .43 (For
primary document see N82 . 15894 06-74)
Avail: NTIS HC A16/MF A0) CSCL 30F
The role that optical computers play in aircraft control is
determined. The optical computer has the potential high speed
capability required, especially for matrix/matrix operations. The
optical computer also has the potential for handling nonlinear
simulations in real time. They are also more iomostible with
Mw optid signal transmission. Optics also pal mit the use of
passive sensors to measure process variables. No ciloctrical energy
need bo supplied to the armor, Complex interfacing betwom
optical sensors and the optical computer is avoided if ft optical
sensor outputs can be directly processed by the optical
r	 computer.	 S.L.
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75 PLASMA PHYSICS
Includes magnetohydrodynamics and plasma fusion.
For ionospheric plasmas see 46 Geophysics. For space
plasmas see 90 Astrophysics.
N82-12943*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
END REGION AND CURRENT CONSOLIDATION EFFECTS
UPON THE PERFORMANCE OF AN MHD CHANNEL FOR
THE ETF CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
S; Y. Wang and J. Marlin Smith [1981] 9 p refs To be
presented at the ,20th Aerospace Sci. Cent, Orlando, rla„
11-14 Jan. 1982; sponsored by AIAA(Contract DE-A101.7;fET-10769)(NASA-TM-82744; DOE/NASA/10769-22; E-1057) Avail;
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 201
The effects of MHD channel end regions on the overall
power generation were considered. The peak plant thermodynamic
efficiency was found to be slightly lower then for the active
region (41%). The channel operating point for the peak efficiency
was shifted to the supersonic mode (Mach No,. M sub c approx,
1.1) rather than the previous subsonic operation (M sub c approx.
0,9). The sensitivity of the channel performance to the B-field.
diffuser recovery coefficient, channel load parameter, Mach
number, and combustor pressure is also discussed. In addition,
methods for operating the channel in a constant-current mode
are investigated, This mode Is highly desirable from the standpoint
of simplifying the current and voltage consolidation for the inverter
system. This simplification could result in significant savings in
the cost of the equipment, The initial results indicate that this
simplification is possible, even under a strict Hell field constraint,
with resonable plant thermodynamic efficiency 440,5%).
	
N.W.
N82-13908*11 National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EFFECT OF VACUUM EXHAUST PRESSURE ON THE
PERFORMANCE OF MHD DUCTS AT HIGH D-FIELD
J. Marlin Smith, J. L, Morgan, and Shih-Yang Wang 1982
13 p refs Presented at the 20th Aerosr ace Sci, Meeting,
Orlando, Fla., 11-14 Jan. 1982; spwrored by AIAA(Contract DE-A101-77ET-1076W(NASA-TM-82750; DOE/NASA/10769-23; F-1066) Avail:
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 201
The effect of area ratio variation on the performance of a
supersonic Hall MHD duct is investigated. Results indicate that
for a given combustion pressure there exists an area ratio below
which the power generating region of the duct is shock free
and the power output increases linearly with the square of the
magnetic field. For area ratios greater than this, a shock forms
in the power generating region which moves upstream with
increasing magnetic field strength resulting in a less rapid raise
in-the power output. The shock can be moved downstream by
either increasing the combustion pressure of decreasing the
exhaust pressure. The influence of these effects upon duct
performance is presented.	 B.W.
N82-25961*11 National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
RESULTS AND COMPARISON OF HALL AND DW DUCT
EXPERIMENTS
J, Marlin Smith and J. L. Morgan 1982 10 p refs Proposed
for presentation at the 20th Symp. on Eng, Aspects of Magnetohy-
drodyn„ Los Angeles, 14-16 Jun. 1982(Contract DE-A101-77ET-10769)(NASA-TM-82864: DOE/NASA/10769-25; E1233: NAS
1,15:82864) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 201
Experimental data from recent tests of a 45 deg diagonal
wall duct are presented and compared with the results of a
similar Hall duct, It is shown that while the peak power density
of the two devices is approximately .equal that the diagonal
wall duct produces greater total power output due to its ability
to better utilize the available magnetic field.	 Author
Ii
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A82.17889 • # End region and current consolidation effects
upon the performance of an MHO channel for the ETF conceptual
design. S. Y. Wang and J. M. Smith (NASA, Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, OH). American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 20th, Orlando, FL, Jan. 11-14, 1982,
Paper 8,2.0325.5 p. 6 refs.
It is noted that operating conditions which yielded a peak
thermodynamic efficiency (41%) for an EFT-size MHD/steam power
plant were previously (Wang at al., 1981; Staiger, 1981) Identified by
considering only the active region (the primary portion for power
production) of an MHD channel. These previous efforts are extended
here to include an investigation of the affects of the channel end
regions on overall power generation. Considering these effects, the
peak plant thermodynamic efficiency is found to be slightly louvered(40,7%); the channel operating point for peak efficiency is shifted to
the supersonic mode (Mach number of approximately 1.1) rather
than the previous subsonic operation (Mach number of approxi-
mately 0.9). Also discussed Is the sensitivity of the channel
performance to the B-field, diffuser recovery coefficient, channel
load parameter, Mach number, and combustor pressure. 	 C.R.
A82-17941 ' y Impact of uniform electrode current distribu-
tion on ETF. D. J. Bents (NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,
OH). American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, 20th, Orlando, FL, Jan, 11-14, 1982, Paper
82.0423. 8 p. 5 refs.
A basic reason for the complexity and sheer volume of electrode
consolidation hardware in the MHD ETF Powertrain system is the
channel electrode current distribution, which Is non-uniform. If the
channel design is altered to provide uniform electrode current
distribution, the amount of hardware required decreases consider-
ably, but at the possible expense of degraded channel performance.
This paper explains the design impacts on the ETF electrode
consolidation network associated with uniform channel electrode
current distribution, and presents the alternate consolidation designs
which occur. They are compared to the baseline (non-uniform
current) design with respect to performance, and hardware require-
ments. A rational basis is presented for comparing the requirements
for the different designs and the savings that result from uniform
current distribution. Performance and cost impacts upon the
combined cycle plant are discussed.	 (Author)
A82.20292 " ii Effect of vacuum exhaust pressure on the
performance of MHD ducts at high B-field. J. M. Smith, J. L.
Morgan, and S.-Y. Wang (NASA, Lewis R%%arch Center, Cleveland,
OH). American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, 20th, Orlando, FL, Jan, 11. 14, 1982, Paper
82.0396. 10 p.
The effect of area ratio variation on the performance of a
supersonic Hall MHD duct showed that for a given combustion
pressure there exists an area ratio below which the power generating
region of the duct is shock free end the power output increases
linzarly with the square of the magnetic field. For area ratios greater
than this, a shock forms in the power generating region which moves
upstream with increasing magnetic field strength resulting in a less
rapid raise in the power out put. The shock can be moved
downstream by either increasing the combustion pressure or de-
creasing the exhaust pressure. The influznce of these effects upon
duct performance is presented in this paper.	 (Author)
N82- 10880*# Colorado State Univ„ Fort Collins, 	 Dept, of
Physics
Y
_a
EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION OF BIASED SOLA21 ARRAYS
WITH THE SPACE PLASMA Annual Report
Harold R. Kaufman and Raymond S. Robinson May 1981
71 p refs(Grant NsG-3196)(NASA-CR-165485) Avail; NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
201
The phenomenon of unexpectedly large leakage currents
collected by small exposed areas of high voltage solar arrays
operating in a plasma environment was investigated. Polyimide(Kapton) was the insulating material used in all tests, Both positive
bias (electron collection) and negative bias (ion+, collection) tests
157
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were performed, A mode change in the electron collection effects in operating systems is developed. System performance and
+ F	mechanism was associated with a glow discharge process and cost data have been developed for the standard CCMHD/steam cycle
l	 was found to be related to the neutral background density, Results as powered by both direct fired cyclone combustors and selected
indicate that the glow discharge collection mode does not occur coal gasifiers. In addition, a new CCMHD thermodynamic cycle has
in a space environment where the background density Is been identified.	 (Author)
cnsiderably lower than that of the vacuum facility used, 	 B.W. i
A82.20760 • y	 MHD channel performance for potential early
N@2.240780M Wichita State Univ„ Kens, 	 Dept, of Mechanical commercial	 MHD power plants. D, W, Swallom (Avco•Everett
Engineering, Research Laboratory, Inc., Everett, MA). Intersoc/ety Energy Con-
NUMERICAL MODELING OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL
CONFINED FLOWS Final Report
version Engineering Conference, 16th,Ar1anta,GA,Aug,9.14, 1981,
Paper, 7	 15	 Contract No, DEN3.51.Mahesh S. Greywall	 Aug, 1981	 76 p	 refs p.	 refs,The commercial viability of full and part load early commercial(Grant NsG-3186: Contract DE-AI01-77ET•10769)(NASA•CR-165583: 	 NAS	 1.26:165683)	 Avail:	 NTIS MHD power plants is examined. The load conditions comprise a mass 1
HC A05/MS A01	 CSCL 201 flow of 472 kg /sec in the channel 	 Rosebud coal, 34% by volume
A three dimensional confined flow model is presented, The In the	 idizoxygen	  oxer preheated to 922 K, and a one percent by
flow field is computed by calculating velocity and enthalpy along mess seeding with K. The full load condition is discussed in terms of
a set of streamlines, The finite difference equations are obtained a combined cycle plant with optimized electrical output by the MHD
by applying conservation principles to streamtubes constructed channel. Various wiectrical	 load parameters, pressure ratios, and
around the chosen streamlines. With appropriate substitutions magnetic field profilas are considered for a baseload MHD generator,
k	 for the body force terms, the approach computes three dimensional with a finding that a decelerating flow rate yields slightly highermagnetohydrodynamic channel flows. A listing of a computer electrical output than a constant flow rate. Nominal and part load
code, based on this approach is presented in FORTRAN IV conditions are explored, with a reduced gas mass flow rate and an
language, Tice code computes three dimensional compressible enriched oxygen content, Ar, enthafpy extraction of 24 .6% and an
viscous flow through a rectangular duct, with the duct cross isentrapic efficiency of 74.2% is predicted for nominal operation of a
section specified along the axis,	 S.L. 526 MWe MHD generator, with higher efficiencies for part loadpi
operation,	 M.S.K.
(i
A82.11117 • 	 Turbulence in argon shock waves. J. A. John-
son, I11, J, P, Santiago, and L , 1 (Rutgers University, New Brunswick. A82.26952 "	 Standing waves along a microwave generatedNJ), Physics Letters, vol. 83A, June 29, 1981, p. 443.445, 12 refs, surface wave plasma. J. Rogers and J. Asmussen (Michigan State
L	 Grant No, NsG•3280. University, East Lansing, MI). IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science,Irregular density fluctuations with turbulsnt•like behavlors are vol. PS-10, Mar, 1982, p, i M6.24 refs. Chant No. NOG-32°9.found in ionizing shock fronts produced by an arc-driven shock tube, Two surface wave plasma columns, generated by microwaveElectric probes are used as the primary diagnostic. Spectral analyses
'
power in argon at gas pressures 	 0.05 tort to 330 tort, interactshow statistical patterns which seem frozen-in and characterizable by althe same discharge tube to form standing surface waves. Radial
r )^
a dominant mode and its harmonics, 	 (Author) electric field and azimuthal magnetic field outside the discharge tube
are measured to be 90 deg out of phase with respect to axial position
and to decay exponentially with radial distance from the tube axis.
A82. 17585 "	 Stoichlometrycontrolled	 compensation	 in Maximum	 light emission	 occurs at the position of maximum
liquid encapsulated Czochralski GaAs. D. E. Holmes, R, T. Chen, K. azimuthal magnetic field and minimum radial electric field. Electron
R.	 Elliott, and C. G. Kirkpatrick (Rockwell	 International Micro- temperature and density are measured at low pressures with double l
electronics Research and Development Center, Thousand Oaks, CA). probes inserted into the plasma at a null of radial electric field,
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 40, Jan. 1, 1982, p. 46 .48. 15 refs, Measured electron densities compare well with those predicted by
Contract No. NAS3 .22224. Gould-Trivelpiece surface wave theory.	 (Author)
It is shown that the electrical compensation of undoped GaAs
grown by the liquid encapsulated Czochralski technique is controlled
by the melt stoichiometry, The concentration of the deep donor EL2
In the crystal depends on the As concentration in the melt, increasing ufrom about 5 x 10 to the 15th per cu cm to 1.7 x 10 to the 16th per
cu	 cm	 as the As n:om	 fraction increases from 0.48 to 0,51, M
Furthermore,	 it is shown
	
that the free-carrier concentration of
semi-insulating GaAs is determined by the relative concentrations of
EL2 and carbon acceptors.. As a result, semi-insulating material can
be obtained only apove a critical As concentration (0.475-atom
fraction in the material here) where the concentration of EL2 is
sufficient to compensate residual acceptors. Below the critical As
concentration the material is p type due to excess acceptors. zi
(Author)
i
s
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A82.20747 " II	 Comparative analysis of CCMHD power plants.
r F. N. Alyea, C. H. Marston, V. B. Mantri (General Electric Co.,Energy Systems Programs Dept., Philadelphia, PA), B. G. Geisen ,
dorfer (Babcock and Wilcox Co., 	 Fossil Power Generation Div., {-
Barberton, OH), and H. Doss (Bechtel National, Inc., San Francisco,
CA). Symposium on the Engineering Aspects of MHD, 19th,
Tullahoma,	 TN, June	 1547, :1981, Paper.	 8 p.. Contract No. rDEN3.135; No, DE-AC01.7,3ET=10818.
A study of Closed Cycle MHD (CCMHD) power generation
systems has been conducted which emphasizes both advances in
component conceptual design and overall system performance. New
design data are	 presented for the high temperature, regenerative
argon heaters (HTRH) and the heat recovery/seed recovery (HRSR)
subsystem. Contamination of the argon by flue gas adsorbed in the i
HTRH is examined and a model for estimation of contamination
^a
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76 SOLID-STATE PHYSICS	 surface diffusion activation energies for various materials on pol y-
Includes superconductivity, 	 crystalline Cu, Al, Pb, Au, and Ni, The values for different impurity
For related information, see also 33 Electronics end	 species on each of these substrates are approximately inde pendent ofimpurity species within the experimental uncertaint y, suggesting theElectrical Engineering and 36 users and Masers.
	 absence of strong chemical bondin g effects on the diffusion, (Author)
N$2-11969'# Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst„ Troy, N. Y. Dept,
of Electrical Computer and Systems Engineering.
LOW TEMPERATURE GROWTH AND ELECTRICAL CHAR-
ACTERIZATION OF INSULATORS FOR 3AAS MISFETS
Semiannual Status Report, 1 May - 31 Get. 1981
J. M. Borrego and S. K, Ghandhi 31 Oct. 1981 11 p(Contract NAG3.176)(NASA-CR-164972) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
208
Progress in the low temperature growth of oxides and layers
on GaAs and the detailed electrical characterization of these
oxides is reported, A plasma anodization system was designed,
asaamblod, and put into operation, A measurement system was
assembled for determining capacitance and conductance as s
function of gate voltage for frequencies in the range from 1 Hz
to 1 MHz. Initial measurements were carried out in S(-Si02
capacitors in order to test the system and in GaAs MIS capacitors
abricated using liquid anodization.
	 J,M.S.
N82-23030'# Rockwell International Corp., Thousand Oaks,
Calif, Microelectronics Research and Developmant Center,
HIGH PURITY LOW DISLOCATION GaAs SINGLE CRYS-
TALS Find Report, 26 Feb, 1980 - 24 Feb. 1981
R. T. Chen, D. E. Holmes, and C. G, Kirkpatrick Jan. 1982
46 p(Contract NAS3-22224)(NASA-CR-165533: NAS 1.26;165593; ERC41054.36FR) Avail:
NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 20B
Recent advances in GaAs bulk crystal growth using the LEC(liquid encapsulated Czochralski) technique are described. The
dependence of the background impurity concentration and the
dislocation density distribution on the materials synthesis and
growth conditions were investigated. Background impurity
concentrations as low as 4 x 10 to the 15th power were observed
in undoped LEC GaAs. The dislocation density In selected
regions of Individual ingots was very low, below the 3000 cm
,3000/sq cm threshold. The average dislocation density over a
large annular ring on the wafers fell below the 10000/sq cm
level for 3 inch diameter ingots, The diameter control during
the program advanced to a diameter variation along a 3 Inch
ingot less than 2 mm.
	 Author
A82.13754 • Undoped semi-insulating LEC GaAs - A model
and a mechanism. J. R. Oliver, R. D. Fairman, R, T. Chen (Rockwell
International Microelectronics Research and Development Center,
Thousand Oaks, CA), and P. W. Yu (Wright State University, Dayton,
OH). Electronics Letters, vol, 17, Oct. 29, 1981, p. 839. 841. 8 refs.
Contract No, NAS3.22224.
Undoped semi-insulating GaAs grown by the high-pressure liquid
encapsulated Czochralski (LEC) method has been produced for use
in direct ion implantation in several laboratories. A clear understand-
ing of the factors controlling impurity transport and compensation in
these materials has been Jacking to date. In this work, detailed
characterization has been performed on undoped semi-insulating
crystals grown from both Si02 and PBN crucibles followed by a
proposed impurity model and compensation mechanism. (Author)
A82.21965 " Surface diffusion activation energy determina-
tion using Ion beam microtexturing. S. M. Rossnagel and R. S.
Robinson (Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO). Journal of
Vacuum Science and Technology, vol. 20, Feb. 1982, p. 195. 198. 18
refs. Grant No. NAG3.43.
The activation energy for impurity atom (adatom) surface
diffusion can be determined from the temperature dependence of the
spacing of sputter cones. These cones are formed on the surface
during sputtering While simultaneously adding impurities. The
impurities form clusters by means of surface diffusion, and these
clusters in turn initiate cone formation. Values are given for the
A82.30335' Ouasrliquid states observed on ion beam
microtextured surfaces. S, M. Rossnagel and R. S, Robinson
(Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO). (American Vacuum
Society, National Symposium, 28th, Anaheim, CA, Nov, 2-6, 1981,)
Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology, vol. 20, Mar, 1982, p,
506.509. 13 refs. Grant No. NAG3.43,
Liquid-like properties have been observed on surface structures
developed by means of ion beam microtexturing, The structures
Include cones, pyramids, or wavelike formations, The observed
liquid4ike effects are drips andripples on the sides of cones, droplet
formation, the apparent flow and coalescence of closely packed
structures, wetting angle and other surface tension effects, and the
bending of cones by additional heating. The bulk temperatures are in
the range of 50 .600 C, These effects are seen to some extent on Cu,
Al, Au, Pb, and Ni substrates.
	 (Author)
A82.31276' Impedance conversion using quantum limit
nonreciprocity for superconductor-insulator-superconductor mixer
compensation. S. R, Whiteley (California, University, Berkeley, CA).
Applied Physics Letters, vol. 40, May 1, 1982, p. 842, 843, 8 refs.
NSF Grant No. ECS-79.23877; Contract No, NAG3.88.
It is shown how a superconductordnsulator-superconductor
ISIS) mixer when inductively terminated at the IF port has inductive
reactance at the signal port, This reactance may be used to
compensate for the geometric capacitance of a conventionally
operated SIS mixer over twice the bandwidth available through signal
port resonance techniques,	 (Author)
A82-38411 ° OM-VPE growth of Mg-doped GaAs. C, R. Lewis, W. T.
Dietze, and M. J. Ludowlso (Varian Corporate Solid State Laboratory, Palo Alto,
CA), Electronics Letters, vol. 18, June 24,1982, p. 569, 570.5 refs. Contract No.
NAS3.22232.
The epitaxial growth of Mg-doped GaAs by the organometallic vapor phase
epitaxial process (OM-VPE) has been achieved for the first time. The doping is
controllable over a wide range of input fluxes of bis (cyclopentadienyl) mag-
nesium, (C5H5)2Mg, the organometallic precursor to Mg.	 (Author)
A82-41546 ' Electron beam Induced damage In ITO coated Kapton.
1, Krainsky, W. L. Gordon, and R. W, Hoffman (Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, OH). Applications of Surface Science, vol, 9, 1981, p. 39-46.17 refs,
Grant No. NsG-3197.
Data for the stability of thin conductive indium tin oxide films on 0.003 inch thick
Kapton substrates during exposure of the surfaceto electron beams are re-
ported, The electron beam energy was 3 keV and the diameter was about 0.8
mm. Thermal effects and surface modifications are considered. For primary
current greater than 0.6 microamperes, an obvious dark discoloration with diame-
ter approximately that of the beam was produced. The structure of the discolored
region was studied with the scanning electron microscope, and the findings are
stated. Surface modifications were explored by AES, obtaining spectra and sec-
ondary emission coefficient as a function of time for different beam intensities. In
all cases beam exposure results in a decrease of the secondary yield but be-
cause of thermal effects this change, as well as composition changes, cannot be
directly interpreted in terms of electron beam dosage. 	 C.D.
A82-42912 • Stationary state model for normal metal tunnel junction
phenomena. S. R. Whiteley and T. K. Gustafson (California, University, Berkeley,
CA), IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. CE-18, Sept. 1982, p,
1387-1398. 21 refs. NSF Grant No. ECS-79-23877; Grant No, NAG3-88.
A model applicable to normal metal tunnel junctions is presented. This model,
referred to herein as the stationary state model, is an extension of the extended
basis function theory of Kleinman and Duke (197'>). Under the assumption that
elastic tunneling is the dominant transport mechanism under static bias, the
theory has boon extended to include the case where there is an ac component
of bias potential, and the fluctuation spectrum has been derived, In this approach
structure eigenstates are used as the basis, allowing observables to be evaluated
without recourse to the perturbation theory inherent in the transfer Hamiltonian
model. Comparison is made to the appropriate results of the first order transfer
i
'a
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Hamiltonian model, and it is found that there is close but not always exact
agreement to lowest order In the tunneling exponential, The stationary state j
model should be accurate with large barrier transmission, as It includes all orders
of the tunneling exponential, The model as presented hero should be applicable l
to normal metal tunnel junctions, where elastic tunneling is the dominant transport
mechanism (under static bias), up to Infrared excitation frequencies.	 (Author)
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A62.46426 •
	
Ion-bssm-Induced topography and surface diffusion. R.
S. Robinson and S. M, Rossnagol (Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO),(Amedcan Vacuum Sodoly, Annual Symposium on Plasma and Ion-Beam Pro-
cossing, 13th, Yorktown Heights, NY, June 2, 1882.) Journal of Vacuum Science
and Technology, vol, 21, Sept.-Oct. 1982, p. 790-797, 32 rots, Grant No. NAGS-
43.
It is pointed out that the development of surface topography along with en-
hanced surface and bulk diffusion processes accompanying ion bombardment
have generated growing interest among users of ion beams and plasmas for thin
film or material processing. Interest in these processes stems both from attempts
to generate topographic changes for specific studies or applications and from the
need to suppress or control undesirable changes. The present Investigation pro-
vidos a summary of the current status of Impurity-induced texturing, with empha-
sis on recent developments. Particular attention is given to the texturing
accompanying deposition of an Impurity material onto a solid surface while simul-
taneously etching the surfaco with an ion beam. A.description of experimental
i	 considerations Is provided, and a thermal•diffusion model is discussed along with t
the development of sputter cones, and aspects of impact•enhanced surface
diffusion.	 G.R.
A82.46517 •	 Effect of malt stolehlomstry on twin formation In LEC	 rt
GaAs. R. T. Chen and D. E, Holmes (Rockwell international Microelectronics
Research and Development Center, Thousand Oaks, CA), Electrochemical So- 	 fi
ciety, doumai, Vol. 129, Oct. 1982, p. 2382, 2383. 6 refs. Contract No, NA.S3-
22224.
It is shown that the incidence of twin formation in large diameter, undoped,
(100 LEO. GaAs is reduced when tie rirtllt composition is slightly As-rich. Twenty
GaAs crystals were grown from stoichiometric and nonstoichiometric melts. The
results suggest that the barrier to twin formation Is related to the stoichiometry
of the solid at the solidification front.	 C,D.
i
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77 THERMODYNAMICS AND
STATISTICAL PHYSICS
includes quantum mechanics; and Bose and Fermi
statistics,
For related information see also 25 lnoiyanlc and Physical
Chemistry and 34 Fluid Mechanics and Meat Transfer,
N82.32188'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT COMBUSTION PROPER-
TIES OF HYDROCARBONS WITH AIR. PART 1: PROPERTIES
IN SI UNITS
Sanford Gordon Jul. 1982 397 p refs(NASA-TP-1906; E-946; NAS 1.60:1906) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A17/MF A01 CSCL 20M
Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties were
calculated for a wide range of conditions for the reaction of
hydrocarbons with air. Three hydrogen-carbon atom ratios (H/C =
1.7, 2.0, 2.1) were selected to represent the range of aircraft
fuels.. For each of these H/C ratios, combustion properties were
calculated for the following conditions: Equivalence ratio: 0, 0.25,
0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25 Water - dry air mass ratio: 0, 0.03 Pressure,
kPa: 1.01325, 10.1325, 101.325, 1013,25, 5066,25 (or in atm: 0.01,
0.1, 1, 10, 50) Temperature, K: every 10 degrees from 200 to
900 K; every 50 degrees from 900 to 3000 K Temperature, R:
every 20 degrees from 360 to 1600 R; very 100 degrees from
1600 to 6400 R. The properties presented are composition, density,
molecular weight, enthalphy, entropy, specific heat at constant
pressure, volume derivatives, isentroplc exponent, velocity of
sound, viscosity, thermal conductivity, and Prandtl number. Property
tables are based on composites that were calculated by assuming
both (1) chemical equilibrium (for both homogeneous and heterog-
eneous phases) and (2) constant compositions for all temperatures.
Properties in SI units are presented in this report for the Kelvin
temperature schedules.	 Author
N82.32189'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,.
THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT COMBUSTION PROPER-
TiES OF HYDROCARBONS WITH AIR, PART 4: COMPOSI-
TIONS CORRESPONDING TO RANKINE TEMPERATURE
SCHEDULES IN PART 3
Sanford Gordon Jul. 1902. 281 p refs(NASA-TP-1909; E-94b; NAS 1.60;1909)	 Avail: NTIS
HC A18/MF A01 CSCL 20M
The equilibrium compositions corresponding to the thermodynam-
Ic and transport combustion properties for a wide range of
conditions for the reaction of hydrocarbons with air are presented.
The compositions presented correspond to Rankine temperature
schedules.	 J.M.S.
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N82-32187'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT COMBUSTION PROPER-
TIES OF HYDOCARBONS WITH AIR. PART 2: COMPOSI-
TIONS CORRESPONDING TO KELVIN TEMPERATURE SCHED-
ULES IN PART 1
Sanford Gordon Jul. 1982 281 p refs(NASA-TP-1907; E-947; NAS 1.60:1907) 	 Avail: NTIS
HC A13/MF A01 CSCL 20M
The equilibrium compositions that correspond to the thermody-
namic and transport combustion properties for a wide range of
conditions for the reaction of hydrocarbons with air are presented.
Initially 55 gaseous species and 3 coin condensed species were
considered in the calculations. Only 17 of these 55 gaseous species
had equilibrium mole fractions greater than 0.000005 for any of
the conditions studied and therefore these were the only ones
retained in the final tables. 	 J.M.S.
N82-32188. # National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis iesearch Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT COMBUSTION PROPER-
TIES OF HYDROCARBONS WITH AIR. PART 3: PROPERTIES
IN US CUSTOMARY UNITS
Sanford Gordon Jul. 1982 362 p refs(NASA-TP-1908; E-948; NAS 1.60:1908) 	 Avail NTIS
HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 20M
Thermodynamic and transport properties are presented for a
wide range of conditions for the reaction of hydrocarbons with air..
The values given are in U.S, customary units. 	 J.M.S.
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81 ADMINISTRATION AND
MANAGEMENT
Includes management planning and research.
NO2.20006'N National Awiwautics and S pace Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Clwvwand, Ohio,
LOCAL AND NATIONAL IMPACT OF AEROSPACE
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
John F. McCarthy, Jr. Dec. 1881 10 p refs Presented at
Cleveland City Club, Ohio, 4 Dec. 1991(NASA-TM-82775; E-1108) Avail. NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL OSA
An overview of work at the NASA Lewis Research Center
In the areas of aeronautics space, and energy Is presented. Local
and national impact of the work is discussed. Some aspects of
the U.S. research and technology base, the aerospace Industry,
and foreign competition are discussed. In conclusion, U.S. research
and technology programs are cited as vital to U.S, economic
health.	 Author
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85 URBAN TECHNOLOGY AND
TRANSPORTATION
Includen applications of space technology to urban
problems, i xi- )logy transfer, technology assessment; and
Surface and' mess transportation.
For related information see 03 Atr Transportation and
Safety, 16 Space Transportation, and 44 Energy Production
and Conversion,
N92,130136# National Aeronautics and Space ,Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio,
T25T RESULTS AND FACILITY DESCRIPTION FOR A
40-KILOWATT STIRLING EN®INE Final Re-AW
Gary G, Kelm, James E, Cahill, and Robert ' J, Waiter Jun,
1991 47 p refs
iControct DE.AIOI.77CS-51040)
INASA-TM-82620: DOE/NASA/51040.27, E-871) Avail:
NTiS HC A03/MF AOI CSCL 1OB
A 40 kilowatt Stirling engine, Its test support facilities, and
the experimental procedures used for these tests are described,
Opersting experience with the engine is discussed, and some
initial test results are presented 	 S.L.
N82-26051 *# National Aaronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Oliio,
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF A nOWNSIZED ADVANCED
GAS-TURBINE ENGINE IN A SUBCOMPACT CAR
John L Klann and Roy L. Johnsen 1982 25 p refs Presented
at the 18th Joint Propulsion Cont.. Cleveland, 21-23 Jun. 1982(Contract DE•A101.77CS-51040)(NASA-TM-82848; E-1218; NAS 1.16:82648;
DOE/NASA/51040.40) Avail: NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
Relative fuel economy advantages exist for a ceramic turbine
engine when it is downsized for a small wto wzfe investigated.
A 75 kW (100 hp) single shaft engine unww >.,evelopment was
analytically downsized to 37 kW (50 hp) and Analyzed with a
metal belt continuously variable transmission in a synthesized
car. With gasoline, a 25% advantage was calcut :: ted over that
of a current spark ignition engine, scaled to the same power,
using the same transmission and car. With diesel fuel, a 21%
advantage was calculated over that of a similar diesel engine
vehicle.
	
Author
N82-27191 *# National. Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Cantor, Cleveland, Ohio,
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER TECHNI-
CAL PUBLICATIONS ANNOUNCED IN 1981.
May 1982 295 p(NASA-TM-82838: E•1205, NAS 1.15:82838) Avail: NTIS
HC A13/MF A01 CSCL 05B
Technical reporting that resulted from the scientific and
engineering work performed and managed by the Lewis Research
Center in 1981 are indexed and abstracted. All the publications
were 3nnounced in the 1981 issues of STAR (Scientific and
'technical Aerospace Reports) ago/or IAA (international Aero-
space Abstracts), Ir Ouded are research reports, journal articles,
conference presentations, patent applications, and theses. A total
of 384 technical publications is listed. 	 Author
N82.31160*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
PROGRESS ON ADVANCED do AND ac INDUCTION
DRIVES FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Harvey J. Schwartz 1922 16 p refs Presented at the Drive
Elec, Amsterdam '82, Amsterdam, 25-29 Oct. 1982(Contract DE-A101-77CS-51044)(NASA-TM-82895; E1273; NAS 1,15:82895:
13F
/NASA/51044-27) Avail: MT:S HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
Progress is reported in the development of complete electric
vehicle propulsion systems, and the results of tests on the Road
Load Simulator of two such systems representative of advanced
do and ac drive technology are presented. One is the system
used in the DOE's ETV-1 integrated test vehicle which consists
fii
of a shunt wound do traction motor under microprocessor control
using a transistorized controller. The motor drives the vehicle
through a fixed ratio transmission. The second system uses an
ac induction motor controlled by transistorize6 pulse width
modulated inverter which drives through a two speed automatically
shifted transmission. The inverter and transmission both operate
under the control of a microprocessor. The characteristics of
these systems are also compared with the propulsion system
technology available in vehicles being manufactured at the
inception of the DOE program and with an advanced, highly
integrated propulsion system upon which technology development
was recently initiated.
	
Author
N42. 11993*# Rasor Associates, Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.
JET IMPINGEMENT HEAT TRANSFER ENHANCEMENT FOR
THE GPU•3 STIRLING ENGINE
Douglas C. Johnson, Craig W. Congdon, Lester L, Begg, Edward
J. Britt, and Lanny G. Thieme Oct, 1981 28 p refs(NASA-TM-82727: DOE/NASA/51040/33) Avail: NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 13F
A computer model of the combustion-gas-side heat transfer
was developed to predict the effects of a jet impingement system
and the possible range of improvements available, Using low
temperature (316 C (600 F)) pretest data in an updated rn^Aol,
a high temperature silicon carbide let impingement heat 'tansfer
system was designed and fabricated. The system mode( aradicted
that at the theoretical maximum limit, let Impi't gement enhan:ed
heat transfer can: (1) reduce the flame temperature by 275 C(500 F); (2) reduce the exhaust temperature by 110 C (200 F);
and (3) Increase the overall heat into the working fluid by 10%.
all for an increase in required pumping power of less than 0.5%
of the engine power output. Initial tests on the GPU-3 Stirling
engine at NASA-Lewis demonstrated that the let impingement
system Increased the engine output power to[l efficiency by
5% - 8% with no measurable increase in pumping power. The
overall heat transfer coefficient was increased by 65% for the
maximum power point of the tests.	 A.R,H.
N82-16937 0 # AiResearch Mfg, Co., Phoenix, Ariz.
ADVANCED GAS TURBINE (AGTI POWERTRAIN SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT FOR AUTOMOTIVE APPLICATIONS
Progress Report, Oct, 1979 - Jun. 1980
Nov, 1980 431 p refs(Contract DEN3.167)(NASA-CR•165175; DOE/NASA/0167.80/1;
AiResearch-31-3725; PR-1) Avail: NTIS HC A19/MF AOI
CSCL 13F
Progress in the development of a gas turbine engine to
improve fuel economy, reduce gaseous emissions and particulate
levels, and compatible with a variety of alternate fuels is reported,
The powertrain Is designated AGT101 and consists of a
regenerated single shaft gas turbine engine, a split differential
gearbox and a Ford Automatic Overdrive production transmission,
The powertrain is conteolled by an electronic digital microprocessor
and associated actuators, instrumentation, and sensors, Standard
automotive accessories are driven by engine power provided by
an accessory pad on the gearbox. Component/subsystem
development progress is reported in the following areas:
compressor, turbine, combustion system, regenerator, gearbox/
;raremission, structures, ceramic components, foil gas bearing,
bearings and seals, rotor dynamics, and controls and acces-
sories.	 J.M.S.
N82-16936*# Boeing Computer Services Co„ Tukwila, Wash,
HYBRID AND ELECTRIC ADVANCED VEHICLE SYSTEMS(HEAVY) SIMULATION Final Report
Ronald A. Hammond and Richard K, McGehee Nov, 1981
89 p refs(Contract O !*N3-151; DE-AI01-77CS-510441(NASA-CR-165536: DOE/NASA/0151-1; BCS-40357) Avail:
NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 13F
A computer program to simulate hybrid and electric advanced
vehicle systems (HEAVY) is described, it is intended for use
early in the design process; concept evaluation, alternative
comparison, preliminary design, control and management strategy
development, component sizing, and sensitivity studies, It allows
the designer to quickly, conveniently, and economically predict
N82.34312'# Mechanical Technology, Inc., Latham, N, Y,
AUTOMOTIVE STIRLING ENGINE MOD 1 DESIGN REVIEW,
VOLUME 3 Final Report
Aug. 1982 362 p refs Review held in Cleveland, 22.23 May
1980 3 Vol.(Contracts DEN3 .32; DE-AIOI.77CS-51040)(NASA-CR-167397; DOE/NASA/0032 .18-Vol-3; NAS
1.20:167937;	 Rept-80ASE142DR1-Vol-3) 	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A16/MF A01 CSCL 13F
Engineering drawings for the stirling engine, extemai heat, hot
and cold engine, engine drive, and control systems and auxiliaries
are provided. Vehicle integration is also illustrated. 	 N.W.
!F
1S
Vls
the performance of a proposed drive train. The user defines the
€ystem to be simulated using a library of predefined component
models that may be connected to represent a wide variety of
C	 propulsion systems, The development of three models are
i	 discussed as examples. 	 M,G,
N82.18088'# Department of Transportation, Cambridge, Mass,
FUEL ECONOMY AND EXHAUST EMISSIONS CHARACTER-
ISTICS OF DIESEL VEHICLES: TEST RESULTS OF A
PROTOTYrE FIAT 131TC 2,4 LITER AUTOMOBILE
S, S, Quayle Jan. 1982 58 p refs(NASA Order C-32817-0; Contrpct DE-AI01-80CS-50194)
(NASA-CR-165535; DOE/NASA/2817-2:
DOT-TSC-NASA-81 .2) Avail; NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
13F
The results obtained from fuel economy and emission tests
conducted on a prototype Fiat 131 turbocharged diesel vehicle
are presented. The vehicle was tested on a chassis dynamometer
over selected drive cycles and steady-state conditions. Two fuels
were used, a United States number 2 diesel and a European
diesel fuel. Particulate emission rates were calculated from dilution
tunnel measurements and large volume particulate samples were
collected for biological and chemical analysis, It was de ►ermined
that turbocharging accompanied by complementary modifications
results in small but substantial improvements in regulated
emissions, fuel economy, and performance. Notably, particulate
levels were red ,iced by 30 percent, 	 Author
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N82-29235'# Mechanical Technology, Inc., Latham , N. Y.
Stirling Engiia Systems Div,
AUTOMOTIVE STIRLING ENGINE DEVELOPMENT PRO-
GRAM Quarterly Technical Progress Report, 1 Apr. - 30 Jun.
1981
Steven Pillar, Al Richey, Mark Dowdy, and Kelly Mather May
1982 111 p refs(Contracts DEN3-32: EC-77-A-31-10040)(NASA•CR-167907; DOE/NASA/0032-15; NAS 1.26:167907:
MTI .91ASE229QT13) Avail: NTIS HC A06/MF A01 CSCL
13F
The background and history of the Stirling engine, the
technology, materials, components, controls, and systems, and a
technical assessment of automotive stirling engines are pre-
sented.	 Author
N82-31168'# Detroit Diesel Allison, Indianapolis, Ind.
CERAMIC APPLICATIONS IN TURBINE ENGINES Semian-
nual Report, 1 Jan, - 30 Jun, 1980
S. Michael Hudson, Michael A. Janovicz, and Franklin A, Rockwood
Nov. 1980 177 R(Contracts DEN3-17: EC-77-A-31-1040)(NASA-CR-165197 NAS 1.26:165197; EDR-10383) Avail:
NTIS HC A09/MF A01 CSCL 13F
The design and testing of gas turbine engines employing
ceramic components is discussed. Thermal shock and vibration
test results as well as spin tests of various engine components
are discussed.	 R.J.F.
N82-34311'#
	
Mechanical Technology, Inc., Latham, N. Y. ##
AUTOMOTIVE STIRLING ENGINE MOD 1 DESIGN REVIEW,
VOLUME 1 Final Report I
Aug. 1982	 654 p	 refs	 Presented at Automotive Stirling Engine(ASE) Mod 1 engine Design Review, Cleveland, 22-23 May 1980
:I Vol. ?{(Contracts DEN3-32; DE-A101-77CS-51040)(NASA-CR-16'1935; DOE/NASA/0032-16-Vol-1; NAS I1.26:167935;	 MTI.80ASE142DR1-Vol-1)	 Avail:	 NTIS
HC A99/MF A01 CSCL 13F s1
' Risk assessment, safety analysis of the automotive stirling
engine (ASE) mod I, design criteria and materials propertles for
the ASE mod I and reference engines, combustion are flower+
development, and the mod I engine starter motor are discussed.
The stirling engine system, external heat system, hot engine
system, cold engine system, and engine drive system are also adiscussed.	 N.W.
st	 164^
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90 ASTFIOPHYSiCS
Includes cosmology; and Interstellar and interplanetary
gases and dust.
A82 .23750 " Potentials of surfaces in space. E. C, Whipple
(California, University, La Jolla, CA). Reports on Progress in Physics,
vol, 44, Nov, 1981, p. 1197-1250. 334 refs. Grants No.
NGL-05 .005 .007; No, NAG3.152; Contract No, (04701.77-C•0062.
The subject of surface potentials on naturai and artificial bodies
in space is reviewed with particular emphasis on recent develop-
ments, Following a brief survey of work done up to the early 1970s
on the charging of astrophysical objects in interstellar and interplane-
tary space and spacecraft charging, the various charging mechanisms
in space are examined, including the collection of plasma particles,
photoemission, and secondary electron emission by electron impact
and ion impact, and the effects on charging of nonisotropic plasmas,
wakes, and environmental magnetic and electric fields are considered,
The concept of equilibrium potential is discussed, along with
differential charging, potential barriers and discharge processes. The
measurement of spacecraft potentials Is then considered, and recent
I	 work on spacecraft potential modification and control by active andE`
	
	
passive means is presented. Finally, astrophysical applications where
charging effects may be important are discussed, and areas for
i	 further work are indicated. 	 A.L.W.
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Ja9  LUNAR AND PLANETARY
EXPLORATION
Includes planetology; and manned and unmanned flights.
For spacecraft design see 18 Spacecraft Dlv*n TisNnp,
and Performance. For apace stations see 15 Launch
Vehicles and Space Vahkles.
A82.29316 4	 Evidence for Pu•244 fission tracks in hibonites
from Murch6on carbonaceous chondrite. R. S. Ratan (California
Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Earth and Space 	 ^^,^^^^^ ^^+^
Sciences Div., Pasadena, CA; Carnegie Institution of Washington,
Washington, DC) and P S. Tamhane (Carnegie Institution of
	 OF POOR ^,JlJALITY
Washington, Washiw;! n, DC; Tate Institute of Fundamental Re-
search, Bombay, India). Earth and Planetary Sclar ,. ; titters, vol. 58,
no. 1, Mar. 1982, p. 129.135. 15 refs. Grant No. N<iGW38.
r,
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92 SOLAR PHYSICS
Includes solar activity, solar flares, solar radiation and
sunspots.
A82.10156 * VLA observations of solar active regions at 6
cm wavelength. M. R. Kundu, E. J. Schmahl, and A, P. Rao(Maryland, University, College Park, MD). Astronomy and Astro-
physics, vol, 94, no. 1, Jan. 1981, p. 72 .79. 24 refs. NSF Grant No.
ATM-78-21762; Grants No, NGR-21.002 . 199; No. NsG-5320; No.
NsG-398.
Synthesized maps of two solar active regions obtained from
observations with the Very Large Array (VLA) with 9-aresec
resolution are presented. The most intense sources in these regions
are found to be associated with filamentary structures and magnetic
neutral lines as shown in H-.alpha and photospheric magnetograms..
These sources are not located directly over sunspots in disagreement
with earlier observations. EUV and X-ray observations have suggested
that similar structures should be visible at cm wavelengths around
but, outside of, sunspots if the magnetic field is sufficiently strong.
These results are consistent with the locations of hot (greater than
1,000,000 K) plasmas in active regions expected from generalization
based on optical photographs. Given the sizes of the radio sources,
the volume emission measures of soft X-rays observed from OSO.8
rule out the possibility of thermal bremsstrahlung being of any
significance, as far as the 6 cm emission is concerned. Therefore,
gyroresonance absorption process is the most likely cause of 6 cm
emission from these sources, and its likelihood is enhanced by the
magnetic field geometry that is known to exist over filaments and
neutral lines.	 (Author)
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A82.26003 * Time variability and structure of quiet sun
sources at 6 cm wavelength. F. T. Erskine and M. R. Kundu
(Maryland, University, College Park, MD). Solar Physics, vol. 76,
Mar, 1982, p. 221-237. 14 refs. NSF Grant No. ATM-76.22415;
Grants No. NGR-21 .022. 199; No. NsG-398.
Results are presented of a detailed -wdy of quiet sun emitting
regions at 6 cm and their correspondence with regions observed at
optical wavelengths. The Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope was
used to obtain a 12-hr synthesis map of a quiet sun region with a
resolution of 6 aresec. Comparison of this map with a Ca(+) K
filtergram indicates the features on the 6-cm map to correspond to
Ca(+) K chrornospheric networks and cells. In addition, about 72`Yo
of the magnetic field enhancements observed on photospheric
magnetograms coincides with 6-cm emissive regions. Intercompar ►son
of the 12-hr synthesis map, a 4-hr synthesis map and 6-cm fan beam
scans along with the Ca(+) K and magnetogram results reveals all of
the time varying 6 -cm elements to be located on Ca(+) K networks,
and about 40% of them to be coincident with magnetogram
enhancements. Lifetimes of the time-varying sources vary from a few
minutes to several tens of minutes, and intensity varies by factors of
2 t 7.
	 A.L.W.
t A82.27323 * Magnetic structure of a flaring region pro-
ducing impulsive microwave and hard X-ray bursts. M. R. Kundu, E.
J. Schmahl (Maryland, University, College Park, MD), and T.
Velusamy. Astrophysical Journal, Part 1, vol. 253, Feb. 15, 1982, p.
963.974. 18 refs. NSF Grant No. ATM-78-2176; Grants No.
NGR-21 .002-199; No. NsG-5320; No. NsG-398.
Using VLA observations of the 1B/M1 flare of June 25, 1980,
6-cm 'snapshot' maps are synthesized. The spatial and temporal
resolutions during the 9 minutes of the impulsive phase were,
respectively, 1 aresec x 2 aresec and 10 s. Some displacement is
noted between the locations of the burst source and the preflare loop
structures seen in the preflare map. The burst peak occurred on the
neutral line of the preflare polarization map, between the two
oppositely polarized microwave 'loop' structures approximately 40
aresec long. Concurrent hard X-ray observations were made of the
burst, although these had no spatial resolution. The 6-cm maps show
c
	
	
the locations of a number of the X-ray burst spikes. The 6-cm burst
was fully resolved into at least eight components, many of which
were bipolar.	 C. R.
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SUBJECT HEADING
	
TITLE
_.	 EXTENSION
A0111123101111
Thin film temperature sensors, phase 3 --- for
engine-test evaluation
[NISA-CR-1654763
	 pC097 N82-22479
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analysis
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ABUNDANCE
Evidence for Pu-244 fission tracks in hibonites
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p0075 A82-33031
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION
Acoustic transmission in lined flo g ducts - A
finite element eigenvalue problem
p0154 A82-17663
Numerical techniques in linear duct acoustics,
1960-8I update
(NASA-TM-82730]	 p0151 N82-12890
Verification of an acoustic transmission matrix
analysis of sound propagation in a variable area
duct without flow
(NASA-TM-82741]	 p0151 N82-12891
Application of steady state finite element and
transient finite difference theory to sound
propagation in a variable area duct: A
comparison with experiment
[NASA-TM-82678]	 p0151 N82-15847
Pressure transfer function of a JT15D nozzle due
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[NASA-TM-82842]	 p0152 U82-22951
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CF6 jet engine performance improvement: Nigh
pressure turbine active clearance control
(NASA-CR-1655561	 p0027 N82-28297
ACTIVE VOLCANOES
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ACTUATORS
EleQtromechani.cal actuators
U82-19148
Preliminary study, analysis and design for a power
switch for digital engine actuators
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p0085 N82-23394
Kevlar/PMP-tS reduced drag DC-9 reverser stang
fairing
['NASA-CP-1654481	 p0052 H02-31448
ADAPTIVE CONTROL
NT ACTIVE CCNTROL
Role of optical computers in aeronautical control
applications
p0156 N62-15897
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application study
[ NASA-CP- 1691251	 p0079 N82-28503
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[ NASA-CR- 1679121	 p0074 N82-31546
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Universal binding energy relations in metallic
adhesion
(NASA-TM-e27061	 p0n58 N82-11183
Application of surface analysis to solve problems
of wear
[NASA-TM-82753)	 p0099 N82-14519
Thin film temperature sensors, phase 3 --- for
engine-test evaluation
[ NASA-Cn- 1654761	 pC097 N62-22479
Refractory coatings
[NASA-CASE-LEN-13169
-Z1 	p0061 N82-30371
Wear mechanism based on adhesion
[NASA-TP-2037]
	 p0163 N82-32737
ADHESION TESTS
Adhesion and friction of single-crystal diamond in
contact with transition metals
p0103 A82-18680
►DHISIVE BONDING
Interface cracks in adhesively bounded lap-shear
joints
p0116 A82-46109
Analysis of interface cracks in adhesively bonded
lap shear joints, part 4
[N4SA-CR-1654381	 p0114 1182-26716
ADMITTANCE
U ECTRICAL IMPEDANCE
ADSORBENTS
Analysis of infrared emission from thin adsorbates
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p0056 A82-21431
Analytical and experimental investigation of the
propagation and attenuation cf sound in extended
reaction lined ducts
[ AIAA PAPER 81-20141	 p0153 A82- 10454
Aereacoustic performance of an externally blown
flap coufiquration with several flap noise
suppression, devices
[NASA-TP-1995]
	 p0152 N82-24942
IERODYNAMIC BUZZ
U UT^BR
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SUBJICT INDEX
AEIDDIRRHIC CHARACTERISTICS
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
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Numerical modelling of turbulent flow in a
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solution
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combustor - Calculations and experimental
verification
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Numerical analysis and FORTRAN program for the
computation of the turbulent wakes of
turbomachinery rotor blades, isolated airfoils
and cascade of airfoils
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Development of a locally mass flux conservative
computer code for calculating 3-D viscous flow
in turbomachines
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A new numerical approach for compressible viscous
flows
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Turbofan forced mixer-nozzle internal flowfield.
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algorithms
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Rime ice accretion and its effect on airfoil
performance
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Computer program for calculating full potential
transonic, quasi-three-dimensional flow through
a rotating turbomachinery blade row
[NASA-TP-2030]	 p0005 N82-28247
Past generation of threo-dimensional computational
boundary-conforming periodic grids of C-type ---
for turbine blades and propellers
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Flow process in combustors
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COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
Experimental verification of a computational
procedure for the design of TWT-refocuser-MDC
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Modeling and Analysis of Power Processing Systems
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Computer program for aerodynamic and bladinq
design of multistage axial-flow compressors
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Interactive-graphic flowpath plottinq for turbine
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CAS22 - FORTRAN program for fast design and
analysis of shock-free airfoil cascades using
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Design of supercritical cascades with high solidity
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User's manual
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manual
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-- wing deicing pads
[NASA-CR-165607]
	 p0002.982-22142 dl
Additional extensions to the HASCAP computer code,
	 1
volume 2
(NASA-CH-1678561
	 p0040 982-26377
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Finite element-initpgral sixulaLicn of static and
flight fan noise radiation from the JT15n
turlofan engino
[NASA-TC-829361	 0152 N62-31068
Automated procedure for develorin q h ybrid computer
simulations of turbofan engines. Part 1:
"enoral description.
[NxsA-T2-1051]
	
p0146 NO2-33020
COMPUTERS
NT DTGITAL COMPUTERS
HT RYDRID CC`IPUTFRS
NT MTCEOC.OHFUTERS
C_OMCENiRAT10N (COMPOSITION)
NT NOISIURE' COI1T,'SNT
CONCENTRATORS
Subsystems design an al component develcFment for
the parabolic dish module fcr solar thermal
power systems
fNASA-CF,-168941]; 	 p0135 N82-24646
Determination of optimum sunlight concentration
level in spare fee 3-4 cascade solar cells
(NASA-TM-82899]	 p0126 H82-32U53
CONDENSATES
Experimental and theoretical studies of the laws
governing condensate deposition from combustion
eases
pOO57 A82-28709
CONDENSATION
Effects of condensation and surface action. on the
structure of steady-state fronts
A82-19360
CONDITIONS
HT XUITA-JOUKOWSKT CONDITOCN
CONDUC71MG MEDIA
II NDUCTCRS
CONDUCTIVE RZAT TRkNSTER
float transfer in cooled porous region with curved
boundary
Self-alaptive closed constrained solution9 A82-14848
algorithms for nonlinear conduction
p0094 A82-45157
Numerical simulation of one-dimensional heat
transfer in composite bodies with phase change
--- wing deicing pads
[NASA-CF-165607] 	 p0002 N82-22142
CONDUCTORS
NT ELECTRIC CCNDUCTOCS
NT ELEC711CLYTES
NT ION EXCHANGE MEMEPANE ELECTRCLYTES
NT MOLTEN SALT FLFC4ROLYTES
N7 E[ICICCONDUCTORS
NT SUPERCONCUCTORS
Component technology for space power systems
[NASA-TM-E2928]	 pOOP2 102-341474
CONFERENCES
Symposium /Intr3rnational/ on Coabusti:•;!r 18th,
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, kin ar:.^,
Canada, August 17-22, 1580, Preceedip-qG
P0056 A82-28651
Spacecraft Charging Technolcqy, 1980
[NASA-CP-2182]
	
p0037 H82-14213
Proceedinas of the Confcrence on Niqh-temperature
Electronics
(NASA-TM-E40691	 p0081 N82-15311
Future propulsion opportunities for commuter
airplanes
[NASA-TM-82880]	 p0018 N82-24203
CONFLUENCE
U NVFRCENCF.
CONFORMAL MAPPING
Oblique-incidence secondary emission from charged
dielectronics
P0039 N82-14227
CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATIONS
U NFOTIMAL MAPPING
CONSERVATION
NT ENERGY CONSERVATION
CONSERVATION LAWS
Multiple-grid acceleration of Lax-Wendroff
algorithms
(NASA-TM-82843]	 p0149 N62-22922
CONSTITUTIONAL DIAGRAMS
U ASF EIAGRAMS
CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
Nonlinear structural and life analyses of a
combustor liner
[NASA-TM-82846]
	 p0111 N82-24501
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Nonlinear const,itutiva thoo; y
 for turbine engine
structural analysis
P0112 M82-33744
CONSTRUCTION
Study of aulti-negavatt technology needs for
photovoltaic space power systec_, Volume 1:
Executive summary
[NASA-Ch-165323-YOL-1]
	 p0130 N82-14636
CONSTRUCTION IS SPACE
U BITAT ASSEMBLY
CONSONABLES (SPACECRRFT)
NT PROPELLANT STORAGE
NT STORABLE PROPELLANTS
CONSUMPTION
NT ENEEdY CONSUMPTION
NT FUEL CONSUMPTION
CONTACT RESISTANCE
Follinq resistance of electric vehicle tires from
track tests
[NASA-TH-132836) 	 pO124 062-28786
CONTAMINANTS
NT TRACE CONTAMINANTS
CONTAMINATYON
NT FUEL CONTAMINATION
CONTOURS
Analytic investigation of effect of end-wall
contouring on stator performance
[NASA-TP-1943]	 p0003 X82-14051
Comparison of experimental and analytical
performance for contoured endwall stators
[NASA-TM-828771	 p0019 U82-26299
CONTROL DEVICES
U NTROL EQUIPMENT
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
The effects of controls and controllable and
storage loads on the performance of stand-alone
photovoltaic systems
p0127 A82-45027
Sensor failure detection system --- for the FI00
turbofan engine
(NASA-CH-1655151
	 p0023 N82-13145
CONTROL SIMULATION
A tensor approach t fx wodeliuq of nonhomogeneous
nonlinear systems
p0148 A82-19064
CONTROL SURFACES
NT EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS
NT GUIDE VANES
NT JET VANES
CONTROL THEORY
The role of modern control theory in the design of
controls for aircraft turbine engines
[NASA-TM-82815]	 p0018 N82-22262
CON>r IDMI. v1 112HOSPRERES
Yf s C^1^ A fvsAS: OSRUERES
Past recovery, high voltage silicon diodes for AC
motor controllers
p0086 A82-36926
Straight and chopped DC performance data for a
General Electric 5BY436AI DC shunt motor with a
General Electric EV-1 controller
[NASA-CR-165507)	 p0085 N82-24425
Summary of electric vehicle do rotor-controller
tests
[NASA-TM-82863]	 p0082 N82-33636
CONVECTION
NT FREE CONVECTION
Gas turbine ceramic-coated-vane concept with
convection-coaled porous metal core
[NASA-TP-19421	 p0016 N82-14090
CONVECTIVE FLOW'
Sound generated in a cascade by three-dimensional
disturbances convected in a subsonic flow
[AIAA_PAPER 81-20461	 p0153 A82-10460
Neat transfer in cooled porous region with curved
boundary
p0089 A82-14848
Nonlinear Marangon! convection in bounded layers.
I Circular cylindrical containers. II -
Rectangular cylindrical containers
CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER	
P0094 A82-39501
Effects of condensation and surface notion on the
structure of steady-state fronts
A82-19360
An experimental investigation into the feasibility
of a thermoelectric heat flux gage
[NASA-TH-82755]	 p0095 U82-14494
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CONTIAGENCE
Numerical ccepaciEons of nonlinear conserrlence
accelerators
p0149 142-31438
Acc clot: atiau of convergence of vector sequences[NASA-':M-82971 ]	 p0149 NO2-29075
CONTERTAPLANE:;
U SA01 AIFCFAFT
CONVYRTE°5
A 10-kV series resonant converter design,
tra_asistor charncterizati::n, and Lase-drive
optimization
p0066 A82-36927
CONVEXITY
turbulent boundary layer heat transfer
experiments: Convex curvature effects including
introduction and recovery
[NASA-CR-35111	 p0090 H82-17456
COOLING
NT ATP COCLIt1G
N1 FILM rCCLING
HT :MFA1 CCCLING
Low-thrust Isp sensitivity study
[ NASA-CR- 1656211
	
p0045 N82-22,309
COPPER
The orthogonal in-situ machining of single and
pclycrystnlliue aluminar, and copper, volume I
f NASA-CR- 16119291 	 p0076 N82-24361
COPPER ALLOYS
Nigh temperature low cycl fatigue mechanisms for
nickel base and a coppe base alloy
[NASA-CL'-35431	 p0064 N82-26436
CONES
Corp compressor exit staqe study. Volume 4: Data
and 'performance report for the best stage
configuration
(NASA-CP-1653571	 p0023 N82-14092
Coro Compressor exit stage study. Volume 5:
Design and performance report for the Rotor
c/Stator E confiquration
[NASA-CR-16513581	 p0023 N82-14093
CORICLIS EFFECT
The influence of Coriolis forces on gyroscopic
motion of spinning blades,
[ASME PAPER B2-GT-1631
	
p0030 A82-35384
'Coriolis resonance $ within a rotating duct ---
flow induced vibrations in centrifu gal compressors
P0012 A82°37938
CORKER FLON
Dilution let behavior in the turn section of a
reverse flow combustor
(AIAA PAPER 82-C1921
	 p0021 182-20291
Experimental study of turbulence in blade end wall
ccrner region
[IIASA-CF-1692831	 pC091 N82-31639
CORP13SCULAR RADIATION
NT FLFCTRCH BEAMS
NT frFRCF.TIC PAP-_ICLIS
NT RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAMS
CORRELATION
HT ANGULAR CORRELATICN
CORROSION
NT H,.4 CORROSION
Influence of corrosive solutions on microhardness
and chemistry of magnesium oxide /001/ surfaces
[NASA--P-2n4')j	 p0102 H82-31691
CORROSION PREVENTION
Metkod of protecting a surface with a
s ilicon-slurry/alumini.de coating	 coatings
for gas turbine engine blades and vanes
r NASA -CABF-LvW-13343-11
	p0n68 N62-28441
CORROSION RI:SIS'.ANCE
mi Cx7rAT.ICI1 :,ESISTANCE
Development of improved high temperature coatinq^s
for IN-792 + HE
[NASA-CP-IES?S51
	
p0063 N82-14333
Review of NASA progress in thermal harrier
coatings for stationary gas turbines
(NASA-TM-817161	 p0058 N82-17335
Covering solid, film cooled snzfaces with a duplex
thermal barrier coatinq
[NASA-CASE-L3M-13450-11
	 p0088 N62-25463
CORROSION TESTS
Long-term hiqh-v.*ltu:ity oxidation and hot
corrosion testing of several NiCrAl and FeCrl,1
base oxide dispersion strengthened alloys
p0062 882-37151
Friction and wear of iron So corrosive metal
[NASA -TP- 19851	 p0058 NB2-20291
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CORONOOM
U UMIMOM OXIDES
COST ANALYSIS
Cost/benefit studies of advanced materials
technologies for future aircraft turbine
ehqines: Materials for advanced turbine engines
[NASA-CH-1678491 	 pnO26 082-25254
COST EFFECTIVENESS
Comparative analysis of CCMND power plants --
Closed Cycle MND
p0158 A82-20747
Coss ESTIMATES
Magnetohydrodynamics MUD Engineering Test Facility
RTF 200 MMe power plant. Conceptual Design
Eagiaeeriaq Report CDER. Volume 3: Costs and
schedules
EXASA-CR-165452-VOL-3]	 p0128 N82-10495
Susmary and evaluation of the conceptual design
study of a potential early commercial AND power
plant (CSPEC)
[ NASA-TM-82734]	 p0111 182-16481
COSTS
NT LIFE CYCLE COSTS
CONNTEE-WTATING IRRILS
Precision of spiral,-bevel gears
[NASA-TM-82888)	 p0102 :82-30552
COUPLING
In-plane inertial coupling in tuned and severely
mistuned bladed disks
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-208]	 p0012 A82-35460
Coupled cavity traveling wave tube with velocity
tapering
[NASA-CASE-LEM-12296-1] 	 p0002 M82-26568
COTEUNGS
Testing of solar cell covers and eacapsulants
conducted in a simulated space environment
[NASA-CR-165475] 	 p0129 N82-12571
COVELL AETE:OD
11 MERICAL INTEGRATION
CONLINGS
Low speed testing of the inlets designed for a
tamden-fan v/,5TOL nacelle --- conducted in the
Lewis 10 by 10 foot wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-82728]	 p0003 982-11042
Thrust reverser for a long duct fan engine --- for
turbofan engines
[NASA-CASE-LEM-13199- 1] 	p0019 N82-26293
CRACK FORMATION
U ACK INITIATION
CRACK GEOMETRY
Creep crack-growth: A now path-independent T sub
o and computational studies
(NASA-CR-168930]	 p0113 N82-24503
CRACK INITIATION
Effect of tangential traction and roughness on.
crack initiation/propagation during rolling
contact
p0103 A82-30022
Turbine blade nonlinear structural and life analysis
[iIAA PAPER 82-10561	 p0021 A82-34981
Analysis of crack propagation :s an energy
absorption mechanism in metal matrix composites
[NASA-CR-165051] 	 p0052 N82-14288
Elevated temperature fatigue tfcstin9 of metals
[NASA-TI1-82745]	 p0111 N82-161'19
Mechanisms of deformation and fracture in high
temperature low c ycle fatigue of Rene 80 and IN
100
[NASA-CR-1654981	 p0113 M82-26706
A preliminary study of crack initlation and growth
at stress concentration sites
[NASA-CH-1693581	 pO115 982-33738
CRACK PROPAGATION
Effect of tangential traction and roughness on
crack initiation/propagation during rolling
contact
p0103 A82-30022
Effects of oxidation and oxidation under load on
strength distributions of Si3N4
[ACS PAPER 69-8-80]
	
pOO71 A82-35871
On a study of the /Delta T/c and C/asterisk/
integrals for fracture analysis under non-steady
creep
pO115 A82-36782
Moving singularity creep crack growth analysis
with the /Delta T/c and C/asterisk/ integrals
--- path-independent vector and energy rate line
integrals
pO116 A82-40066
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Crack displacements for j/I/ testing Nit4 compact
specimens
p0112 482-40358
Analysis of crack propagation as an energy
absorption mechanism in natal mntrix eompooktes
	
[NASA-CR 165051 1 	p0052 W62-14288
Micromechartica.l predictions of crack propagation
and fracture energy is a single fiber
baron/alumLnum model composite
	
[NASA-CR-1685501	 p0052 N82-1832..6
Fnvironaental eftaets on defect growth in
composite materials
	[NASA-CF-165213]	 p0052 U82-20248
Ultrasonic scanning system for imaging flaw growth
in com;osites
	
[NASA-7M-e27991	 p0076 p82-22386
Creep crack-g:ovth: A now path-independent T sub
o and computational studies
	
[ NASA -CR- 1689301	 pO 113 NU-24503
fracture mechanics criteria for turbine engine hot
section components
	
[NASA-CR-167896]	 p0027 N82-25257
Interlaninar crack growth in fiber reinforced
composites during fatigue, part 3
	
[ NASA-CR- 1654341	 pO 114 082- 267 15
Creep crack-growth: A new path-independent
Integral (T sub c), and computationul studies
	
[ NASA -CF- 1678571	 pO 1 14 N82-29619
A preliminary study of crack initiation and growth
at stress; concentration sites
	
[ NASA -CR- 1693581
	
pl 115 N82-33738
(,BACKING (FRACTURING)
NT STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
Interface cracks in adhesively bounded lap-shear
joints
pO116 A82-46109
CRACKS
Analysis of cracks emanating from a circular hole
in unidirectional fiber reinforced composites,
part 2
	
(NASA-CR-1654331	 pO 114 N82-26714
Analysis of interface cracks !.n adhesively bonded
lap shear joints, part 4
	
[NASA-CB-1654381 	 p0114 N82-26716
CRASRNS
An assessment of the crash fire hazard of liquid
hydroqen fueled aircraft
	
[NASA-CR-1655261	 p0013 N82-19196
CRATERS
NT "NAB CRATERS
NT MrIEORIxE CRATERS
CHIEF ANALYSIS
Moving sinquiarity creep crack growth analysil.r.
with the /Delta T/c and C/asterisk/ integrals
-- path- i,.uepeodent vector and energy rate The
integrals
pO116 A82-40066
Creep crack-growth: A new path-independent
Integral (T sub c), and cisputntior.1 studies
	
[NASA-CE-1678971	 p0114 N82-29619
CREEP BUCKLING
On the sclutiou of creep induced buckling in
general structure
p0115 A82-39514
CREEP PROPERTIES
NT SHEAR CREEP
on h study of the /Delta T/c and C/asterisk/
integrals for fracture analysis under non-steady
creep
p0115 AB2-36782
Creep crack-growth: A new path-independent T sub
o and computational studies
	
IIAS4-CF,-1684301	 pO 113 482- 24 503
CREEP BOPTURE STRENGTH
Creep and rupture of an ODs alloy witch high stress
rupture ductility --- Oxide Dispersion
Strengthened
p0065 A82-40335
structure and creep rupture prapertiec of
directionally solidified eutectic
gamma/gamma-prime-alpha alloy
p0062 A82-42774
",he influence of orientation cn the tress rupture
properties of nickel- Lase superalloy sjngle
crystals
p0062 A82-47397
the influence of cobalt on thetensile and
stress-rupture properties of the nickel-base
superalloy MAR-M247
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p0063 A82-47399
Creep shear bekAvior of the oxide dispersion
strengthened superalloy NA 6000E
[NASA-TN-82704]	 p0056 182-10195
CEEEp TESTS
Fatigue and creep-fatigue deformation of several
nickel-base superalloys at 650 C
p0062 ►82-47398
CglTATRONS
U AYELING WAVE TUBES
CREVICES
U ACKS
C/ITERIA
YT STRUCTURAL DUISIGN CRITERIA
CRITICAL EACH NUMBRR
U CH NUMBER
CRITICAL REYNOLDS RUBBER
U YNOLDS NUNPER
CROSS FLON
Flow distributions and discharge coefficient
effects for jet array impingement with initial
crossflow
[ASBE PAPER 82-GT-1561	 p0011 A82-35379
CROSS POLARIZATION
Coaxial prime focus feeds for paraboloidal
reflectorb
[NASA-CR-167934]	 p0078 N82-31585
CROSSLINKING
Cross-linked polyviwyl alcohol films as alkaline
tottery separators
[11ASA-TM-828021	 p0054 182-22327
C2YOGZ5IC FLUID STORAGE
An experiment to evaluate liquid hydrogen storage
iu space
A82-20748
Cryogenic fluid management experiment
[NASA-CR-1654 435.1	 p0035 082-15117
CRYOGENIC FLUIDS
IT LIQUID HYDROGEN
NT LIQUID OXYGEN
CRYOGENIC ROCKET PIOPeLL&NTS
NT LIQUID FUELS
Study of vapor flow into a capillary acquisition
device --- for cryogenic rocket propellants
[NASA-CH-167003]	 p0091 H82-24452
CRYOGENICS
Plows through sequential orifices with heated
spacer reservoirs
[NASA-TM-820551	 p0088 082-24455
CRYSTAL DEFECTS
1T CRYSTAL DISLOCATIONS
HT VACANCIES (CRYSTAL DEFECTS)
Material and processing needs for silicon solar
cells in space
p0032 H82-26336
CRVSTIL DISLOCATIONS
on finite deformation elasto-plasticity
pO116 A82-45869
The Influene;e of orientation on the stress rupture
properties of nickel-base superalloy single
crystals
p0062 4132-47397
Nigh purity low dislocation GaAs single crystals
[NASA-C.`R-1655931	 p0159 H82-23030
CRYSTAL &ROUTE
NT CZOCHRALSKI METHOD
NT DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION (CRYSTALS)
NT VAPOR PULSE EPITAXY
Undoped semi-insulating LEC GaAs - A model and a
mechanism --- Liquid Encapsulated Czochralski
p0159 A62-13754
CRYSTAL LATTICES
NT CLOSE PACKED LATTICES
NT FACE CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES
CRYSTAL OPTICS
Investigation of a comb-type slow-wave structure
for millimeter-we,ve masers
A82-18368
Pockels-effect cell for qas-flaw simUlatior
[NASA-TP-2007]	 p0095 N82-23515
CRYSTAL RECTIFI=HS
Fast recovery, hiqh voltage silicon diodes for AC
motor controllers
p00B6 A82-36926
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
Cauchy integral method for two-dimensional
solidification interface shapes
p0089 A82-39899
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i
Mechanism and models for zinc metal n crphology in
alkaline media
[ NASA-714-0 2 7 6 8	 pO120 N82-19671
Morpholog ical and frictional behavior of sputtered
MoS2 films
[NASA-TM- 82809]
	
p0076 NO2-22387
CRYSTAL SURFACES
Influence of mineral oil and additives on
microhardness and surface cieyimtry of mt.gnemiun
oxide (001) surface
[NASA-TP -1986] 	 p0067 N82-20316
CRYSTALLIZATION
HT DIRECTICNAL SOLIDIFIC47ION (CRYSTALS)
NT 6f CRYSTALLIZATION
CRYSTALLOGRAPBY
crystallographic texture in
oxide-dispersion-strengthened alloys
,90062 A82-40041
CRYSTALS
NT COPED CRYSTALS
IT LIQUID CRYSTALS
IT FOLYCRYSTALS
NT SINGLE CRYSTALS
CUBIC LATTICES
NT FACE CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES
CORING
Nigh-temperature resins
p0051 A82-42657
CURRENT CONVERTERS (AC TO DC)
Simplified do to do converter[NASA-CASE-LEN-13495-1] 	 p00.82 B82-24432
CURRENT DENSITY
On the cause of the flat spot phenomenon observed
in silicon solar cells at low temperatures and
low intensities
p0044 1182-44965
Additional extensions to the HASCAP copputer code,
volume 3[NASA-CR-167857]	 pO04O H52-26376
CURRENT DISTRIBUTION
Impact of uniform electrode current distribution
on ETT -- Enqineerinq TelSt Facility MHD generator
[AIAA PAPER 02-04231
	
pO157 A82-17941
Impact of uniform electrode current distribution
on ETF[NASA-TM-828751 	 pO123 M82-25636
CURRENT REGULATORS
Input filter compensation for switching regulators
[NASA-CH-169005]	 pOOe5 N82-25442
CURRENT STABILIZERS
U RRENT REGULATORS
CURVITUBE
Turbulent boundary layer heat transfer
experiments; Convex curvature effects including
introduction and recovery
[NASA-CH-35101	 p0090 982-17456
CURVED SURFACES
U 1i7OURS
U APES
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
Precision of spireil-bevel gears
[NASA-TM-82888]	 p0102 M82-30552
COTTERS
Surface geometry of circular cut spiral bevel gears
[ ASME PAPER 8 1 -DET- 11 4]	 pO 106 A82- 19334
CUTTING
NT METAL CUTTING
Surface geometry of circular cut spiral bevel gears
[ ASME PAPER 81-DFT-- 11 4]	 pO108 A62- 19334
CYCLES
NT STIRLING CYCLE
NT STEESS CYCLES
NT 'THERMODYNAMIC CYCLES
CYLINDRICAL ALTERBODIES
U LINDRICAL BODIES
CTLINDBICAL BODIES
NT ROTATING CYLINDERS
Surface-tension induced instabilities: Effects of
lateral boundaries
[NASA-CR-165530]	 p0092 N82-11390
Turbine endwall single cylinder Frogram{NASA-CR-169278	 pOD91 N82-31636
C1?LINDRICAL PLASMAS
Standing waves along a micro fiave generated surface
wave plasma
pO158 'A82-26952
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
Vibrations of cantilevered shallow cylindrical
shells of rectangular planforn
pf)115 ►82-11290
CTLIIDIIOIDS
U LINDRIC ►L BODIES
CEOCMEALSKI n ETROD
Stolchioaetry-controlled compensation in .liquid
encapsulated Czochralski GaAs
p0158 A82-17585
Compensation mechanism in liquid encapsulated
Czochralski GaAs Importance of melt stoichiometry
p0086 A82-40403
Effect of celt.gtoichiometry on twin formation in
LEC GaAs -- Liquid Encapsulated Czochralski
technique
p0160 A82-46517
D
DAERO (DATA ANALYSIS)
U TA PROCESSING
DARAGN
IT IEP►CT DAMAGE
IT RADIATION DAMAGE
DAMPIO
IT VI"DRATION DAMPING
An experimental investigation of gapwise
periodicity and unstordy aerodynamic response in
an oscillating cascade. volume 2: Data report.
Part I: Text and mode I data
[NASA-CB-165457-VOL-2-PT-I]	 p0006 'H82-18180
Extending the frequency of response of lightly
damped second order systems: hpplication to the
drag force anemometer
[NASA-TM-829271	 p0096 U82-32662
DAMPING FACTOR
U $PING
DAMPING I1 PITCH
U CPING
U TCN (INCLINATION)DiarxiS IN QUILL.
U $PING
DAMPING IN YAM
U $PING
U M
DAMPNESS
U ISTURE CONTENT
DANGER
U z ►RDS
DART TURBOPROP ENGINES
U RBOPROP ENGINES
DATA ACQUISITION
A remote millivolt multiplexer and amplifier
module for wind tunnel data acquisition
p0083 A82-41845
DATA ADAPTIiB EVALUATOR/MONITOR
U TA PROCESSING
DATA ANALYSIS
U TA PROCESSING
DATA PROCESSING
IT OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING
IT PARALLEL PROCESSING (COMPUTERS)
IT SIGNAL PROCESSING	 i
Applications of the DOE/NASA wind turbine
engineering information system
DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT	
n' 122 N82-23696
IT DIGITAL COMPUTERS
IT HYBRID COMPUTERS
IT MICROCOMPUTERS
IT MICROPROCESSORS
D►sJ TRANSMISSION	 PIT FREQUENCY DIVISION $UL`IPLE ACCESS
DC (CURRENT)
0 RECT CURRENT
DC 9 AIRCRAFT
Kevlar/PMR-15 reduced drag DC -9 reverser stang
fairing
[NASA -CR- 165448]	 p0052 U82-31446
DC 10 AIRCRAFT
Investigation and evaluation of a computer program
to minimize three-dimensional flight time tracks[NASA -CR- 1684191	 pO145 982-17879
Advanced turboprop 4estbed systems study[NASA-CR-167895] 	 ,90014 N82-33375
DEADDRIGRT
U ATIC LOADS
DEBRIS
Occurrence of spherical ceramic debris in
indentation and sliding contact	 i
[NASA-TP-2048]	 p0069 H62-32491 ]
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POORDECII	 QUg41Ty HT VACUUM DEPOSITION
NT CIIFMILDMINESCENCF We VAPOR DEPOSITION
HT TLF.CTRCN EMISSICN Deposit .formation is liquid fuels. II - The effect
NT EXHAUST EMISSION of selected compounds on the storaqe stability
NT MICECIIAVF EMISSION of Jot A turbine fuel
HT SECONDARY EMISSICN pD074 A02-22240
NT SOLAR RADIO BURSTS Ion beam sputter deposited diamond like films
HT SOLAR RADIO EMISSION [ NASA-TM-82073]	 p0069 $82-28445
'DECONPOSITIO n Deposition of reactively ion beam sputtered
NT PROPELLANT DECOMPOSITICH silicon nitride coatings
NT 711FBMAL DECOMPOSITION [NASA-TM-829421	 p0069 1182-30401
Quantitative separation of tetralLn hydroperoxido Ion beam nicrotexturing and enhanced surface
from its dec6LhVosition products by high diffusion
performance liquid chromatography [1ASA-CR-167948]	 p0065 N82-31509
p0048 482-15696 DEPOSI';TS
_ DECr,OjAU ESSION Analysis of infrap0 emission from thin.adsorbates
U USURE FEDUCTION p0056 A82-21431
DEAu SPACE Deposit formation in liquid fuels. III - The
NT INTERPLANETARY SPACE effect of selected nitrogen compounds on diesel
On the cause of the flat-spot phenomenon observed fuel
in silicon solar cells at low temperatures and p0074 482-23238 1
low intensities --- in deep apace environments Deposit formation in hydrocarbon fuels
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High temperature composites. Status and future
directions
[NASA-TM-829291
	
p0051 N82-30336
TIBER RELEASE
Hybridized polymer matrix composite
[ NASA-CR- 1653401	 p0051 N82- 12 13 9
FIBER STRENGTH
Tonsile properties of SIC/aluminum filamentary
ccsposites - T'%ermal deqradation effects
p0053 A82-46220
Indentation law for composite laminates
NASA-CR- 1654601	 p0052 B82-15123
Strength advantages of chemically polished boron
fibers before and after reacti.cn
 with aluminum
[NASA-TH-828061	 p0049 N82-21258
Method and apparatus for strengtheninq boron fibers
--- high temperature oxidation
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13826-1] 	 p0050 N82-26385
FIBERGLASS
I] ASS FIBERS
FIBERS
NT BORON FIOPRS
NT GLASS FIBERS
NT HAIR
NT REINFORCING FIBERS
FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
Low temperature growth and electrical
characterization of insulators for GaAs MISFETS
[ NASA -CF- 1649721	 p0159 N82-11959
FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)
Electric and magnetic fields[ NASA-CP- 1656041
	
p0045 N82-28350
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
NT HARRIER AIRCRAFT
FILABEITS (SOLAR PHYSICS)
O LAB PROMINENCES
FILLETS
A finite element stress analysis of spur qears
includinq fillet radii and rim thickness effects
[ WASA-TM-82865 ]	 pO101 U82-28646
On finite element stress analysis of spur years
[NASA-CR-1679381	 p0107 N82-29607
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FILE COOLING
Coveting solid, film cooled surfaces with a duplex
thermal barrier coatinq
[WASH-CASE-LEW-13450-11
	
p00BB N82-25463
FILM THICKNESS
Alignment of fluid molecules in an END contact
[ASLE PREPRINT 81-LC-5C-I] 	 p0107 A82-18407
measurement of oil film thickness for application
to elastoeric Sticlinq engine rod sells
[ASMk PAVER 81-LUB-91	 POW A82-18426
Effects of artificially proddeed defects on film
thickness distribution in sliding END point
contacts
{NASA-TM-827321 pOO99 W82-16412
Geometry and starvation effects in hydrodynamic
lubrication
(NASA-Tm-828071
	 pOC42 N82-20240
Lubrication of rigid ellipsida solids
[NASA-TM-816941	 p0100 M82-25518
FILTERING
U LTRATION
FILTRATION
Effects of ultra-clean and centrifugal filtration
on rolling-element bearing life
{ASME PAPER 81-LUB-351 	1010.3 A82-18436
FINISHES
NT PLAZES
FINER DIFFERENCE 7030111
A simple finite difference procedure for the
vortex controlled diffuser
CAIAA PAPER 82-0109]	 pG030 A82-17788
Bluff-body f,lameholdev wakes - A simple numerical
solution
[AIAA PAPER 82-11771 	 p0093 A82-35043
Numerical techniques in linear duct acoustics,
1900-81 update
[NASA-T6-82730)	 p0151 N82-12890
Application of steady state finite element and
transient finite difierence theory to sound
propagation in a variable area duct: A
comparison with experiment
[NASA-TM-826781	 pO151 U62-15847
Turbofan forced mixer-nozzle internal flovfield.
Volume 3: A computer code for 3-D mixing in
axisymmetric nozzles
[NASA-CE-34941
	 p0091 N82-22460
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
Acoustic transmission in lined flow ducts - A
finite element eiquavaiue problem
P0154 A81-17663
A finite element formulation of Euler equations
for the solution of steady transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 82-0062 .1
	 p0009 A82-17759
An iterative finite element-integral techni que for
predicting sound radiation from turbofan inlets
in steady flight
[AIAA PAPER 82-01241 	 p0030 A82-17796
Application of a finite element algorithm for the
solution of steady transonic Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 02-0970]	 p0010 A82-31939
Enjine dynamic analysis with general nonlinear
finite element codes. II - Bearing element
implementation, overall numerical
characteristics and benchmarking
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-2921
	 pO108 A82-35462
investigation of rotational transonic flows
throuqh ducts using a finite element scheme
[AIAA PAPER 82-12673 	 p0012 A82-37711
On the automatic generation of PER models for
complex gears - A work-in-progress report
pO109 A82-48243
A multi-purpose method for analysis of spur gear
tooth loadinq
[NASA-CR-1651631	 pO104 982-10401
Numerical techniques in linear duct acoustics,
1980-81 update
[WASH-TM-827301	 pO151 N82-12890
Application of steady state finite element and
transient finite difference theory to sound
propagation in a variable area duct: A
comparison with experiment
[NASA-TM-82678]
	
pO151 N82-15847
Research and development program for non-linear
structural modeling with advanced
time-temperature dependent constitutive
relationships
j NASA-CR-165533]	 p0024 982-16080
Elastic-plastic finite-element analyses of
thermally cycled doable-edge wedge specimens
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[ NASA-TP- 19731	 p0111 N82-20566
Ncnlinear structural and life analyses of a
combustor liner(RASA-TM-02946]
	 p0111 V82-24501
A finite element stress analysis of spur gears
includinq fillet radii and rim thickness effects
[NASA-TN-82865]	 p0101 N82-28646
Finite element-intogral simulaticn of static and
flight fan noise radiation f ccm the JT15D
turbotan engine
fNhsA-71N- 829361	 p0152 N82-31068
Inrqe displacements and stability analysis of
nonlinear propeller structures
[NASA-TM-82850]	 p0112 N82-31707
FINITE VOLUME HETHOD
Finite volume calculation of three-dimensional
potential flow around a propeller
(AIAA PAPER 82-C9571	 p0010 A62-31933
TINE PNYVENTION
An assessmont of the crash fire hazard of liquid
hydrogen, tueled aircraft
[ NASA-CP- 165526]	 p0013 N82- 19 196
FIFES
Hybridized polymer matrix ccmFOsite
f Nisi-CF- 165340 i	 p0051 N82- 12139
FISHTAILING
U 9
FISSION
Evidence for pu-244 fission tricks in hibonites
from Murchison carbonaceous cbend rite
p0166 A82-29316
FIXED-KING AIRCRAFT
g RCRAF[ CC.NFIGURATICNS
FLAME FRONTS
U AME PROPAGATION
PLANE HOLDERS
Rxperimontal zta3y of the effects of secondary air
on the omissions and stability of a lean
premixed combustor
(AIAA PAPER 82-10721	 p0021 A82-34992
Bluff-body flamehclder wakes - A simple numerical
solution
[AIAA PAPER 02-11771
	
p0093 A82-35043
!LANE INTERACTION
U EMICAL REACTIONS
U AML' PROPAGATION
FLAME PROPAGATION
Secondary effects in combustion instabilities
leading to flashback
[AIAA PAPER 82-00371	 p0056 A82-17746
Nnmorical modelling of turbulent flow in a
ccmhustion tunnel
p0093 AB2-27D00
Flame structure in a swirl stabilized combustor
inferred by radiant emission measurements
p0056 A82-28694
Numerical modeling of turbulent combustion in
premixed gases
pD056 A82-28708
Effects of heat loss, preferential diffusion, and
flame stretch on flame-front instability and
extinction of prcaane/air mixtures
p0057 A82-32677
on the openinq of premixed Punsen flame tips
p0057 A82-37570
On stability of premixed flames in stagnation -
Pcint flow
p0057 A82-37574
Buoyancy effects on the terferature field in
downward spreading flames
p0094 A82-41203
PLANE STABILITT
Plane structure in a swirl stabilized combustor
inferred by radiant emission measurements
p0056 A82-28694
Lean-licit extinction of propane/air mixtures in
the stagnation-point flow
p0057 A82-28236
Effects of heat loss, preferential diffusion, and
flame stretch Ln flame-front instability and
extinction of pi:opane/air mixtures
p0057 A82-32677
Cn stability of premixed flames in stagnation -
Pcint flow
P0057 A82-37574
The premixed flame in uniform straining flow
p0055 A82-43194
PLANE TEMPERATURE
Effects of heat loss, preferential diffusion, and
flame stretch on flame-front instability and
extinction of propane/air mixtures
p0057 A82-32877
Buoyancy effects on the temperature field in
downward spreading flames
p0094 A82-41203
FLAMES
NT DIFFUSION FLAMES
9T PREMIXED FLAMES
FLAMMABILITY
Resonance tube hazards in oxyqen systems
[NASA-TM-82801]
	
p0072 M92-21415-
FLAHEABLE CASES
MT GASEOUS FUELS
NT LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
FLAP CONTROL
0 ECHAFT CONTROL
FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
YT EXTERNALLY BLOw9 FLAPS
FLASHBACK.
Secondary effects in combustion instabilities
leading to flashback
[AIAA PAPER 82-00371
	
p0056 A82-17746
FLASNING (VAPORIZING)
Atomization and combustion properties of flashing
injectors
j AIAA PAPER 82-0300] 	 p0092 A82-17860
Experimental study of external fiiel vaporization
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-59)	 p0075 A82-35312
External fuel vaporization study
(NASA-CH-165513]
	 p0073 N82-14371
Investigation of spray characteristics for
flashing injection %^f tuels containing dissolved
air and superheated fuels
[NASA-CR-3563]
	 p0027 N82-26295
FLAT PLATES
Two dimensional stagnation point floc of a dusty
gas near an oscillatiaq plate
p0012 A82-37535
FLANS
U FECTS
FLEXING
Thermal degradation of the tensile properties of
undirectionally reinforced FP-kl203/EZ 33
magnesium composites
[NASA-TH-82817]
	 p0049 N82-21260
FLEXURE
U EXING
FLIGHT CONTROL
NT THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
A tensor approach to modeling of nonhomoqeneous
nonlinear systems
p0148 A82-19064
FLIGHT PLAYS
The NASA MERIT program 	 Developing new concepts
for accurate 'flight planning
fAIAA PAPER 82-034D)	 p0014 A82-17894
Investigation and evaluation of a computer program
t-o minimize three-dimensional flight time tracks
[NASA-CR-168419]	 p0145 U82-17879
Ozone and aircraft operations
p000I NO2-21145
FLIGHT SIMULATION
A real time Pegasus propulsion system model for
VSTOL piloted simulation evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 81-2663) 	 p0020 A82-19221
FLIGHT SIMULATORS
A real time Pegasus propulsion system model ifor
VSTOL piloted simulation evaluation
( NASA -TM-82770 ]	 p0016 1182-13.144
FLIGHT TESTS
Measuring the spacecraft and environmental
interactions of the 8-cm mercury ion thrusters
on the P80-1 mission
p0043 182-15438
In-flight acoustic results from an advanced-design
propeller at Mach numbers to 0.8
[ AIAA PAPER 82- 1120 ]	 P0021 A82-35017
A preliminary comparison between the SRt-3
propeller noise in flight and in a Wind tunnel
(NASA-TM-82805]	 p0152 N82-21998
FLIGHT TIME
Investigation and evaluation of a computer program
to minimize three-dimensional_ flight time tracks
[NASA-CR-168419]	 p0145 982-17879
FLOOD PREDICTIONS
Dynamics of snow cover in mountain regions of the
Aral Sea basin, studied using satellite
photographs
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Review of analysis methods for rctatinq systems
with periodic coefficients
p0135 N82-23702i	
now CNABACTERISTICS
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY'
NT TLAMX STABILITY
NT FLCW DISTRIBUTICN
NT FLOW STABILITY
NT PLOW VELOCITY
Characteristics of the flow in the annulus-wall
region of an axial-fl cw ccaFressor rotor blade
passage
[)IAA GAPER 82-04131 p0009 A82-17933
Novel improved PRE polyimides
[NASA -TN-827331 p0049 N82-11117
Node propagation in nonunifcr n circular ducts with
potential flow
(NASA-TM-82766( pO151 N82-14881
Calculation of the flow field including boundary
layer effects for supersonic mixed compression
inlets at an gles of attack
[NASA-CB-1679411 p0009 1182- 29269
now CBIRTS
Interactive-graphic flowpath platting for turbine
oagines[NASA-TM-e27561 p0017 N82-15041
FLOW COEFFICIENTS
NT DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT
FLOW DIRECTION INDICATORS
Miniature drag-force anemometer
FLOW DISTORTION
Distorter) turbulence in axisymmetric flow
p0089 A82-16071
FLOW DISTRIBUTION
k	 She effect cf inflow velocity profiles on the
{	 performance of supersonic ejector nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 81-0273]	 p0002 A81-32548
On the prediction of swirling flowfields found in
axisymmetric combustor geometries
p0029 A82-12120
Mean flowfields in axisymmetric combustor
geometries with swirl
[AIAA PAPER 82-0177]	 p0092 A82-17824
Three-dimensional flow calculations including
boundary layer effects for supersonic inlets at
angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 82-00611	 p0005 A82-19778
Numerical analysis of confined turbulent flow
p0093 A82-24748
in-flight acoustic results from an advanced-design
propeller at Mach numbers to 0.8
[AIAA PAPER 82-1120]	 p0021 A82-35017
Small gas turbine combustor primary zone development
[AIAA PAPER 02-11591	 pO103 A82-35036
Three-dimensional flow field in the tip region of
a compressor rotor passage. I - Mean velocity
profiles and annulus wall boundary layer
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-111	 pO011 A82-35280
Plow distributions and discharge coefficient
effects for iet array impingement with initial
crossflow
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-1561
	
p0O11 A82-35379
Turbulence measurements in a confined let using a
six-orientation hot-wire probe technique
[ AIAAA PAPER 82-12621	 pn094 A82-37710
Interaction of upstream flow distortions with high
Mach number cascades
[NASA-TM-E27591	 p0003 N82-12043
Core compressor exit stage study. Volume 4: Data
and performance report for the best stage
configuration
[ NASA-CR- 1653571	 p0023 N82- 14092
Core compressor exit stage study, volume 5:
Design and performance re port for the Rotor
C/Stator B confiytsration
[ NASA-CF.- 1653581	 pn023 H02-14093
Investigations of flowfields found in typical
combustor geometries
[NASA-CR-1650611
	
pOO90 N82-15360
Investigations of flowfields found in typical
combustor geometries
[NASA-CP,-1685851	 pG090 N82-19495
Turbofan forced mixer-nozT_le internal flcwfield.
Vclume 1: A benchmark experimental study
[NASA-Cp-34921	 p0090 N82-22450
Turbofan forced mixer-nozzle internal flowfield.
Volume 2: Computational fluid dynamic predictions
[NASA-CH-34931	 p0091 $02-22459
Investigation of the tip clearance flow inside and
at the exit of a compressor rotor passage
[NASA-CH-169004]	 p0026 $82-25253
A FORTRAN program for calculating three
dimensional, inviscid and rotational flown with
shock raves in axial compressor blade rows:
User's manual
[NASA-CH-35601	 p000B N82-26230
Three dimensional flow field inside compressor
rotor, including blade boundary layers
[NASA-CH-169120]	 p0091 1182-27606
Tarbine endwall single cylinder program
[NASA-CR-169278]	 p0091 M82-31638
Investigations of flowfields found in typical
combustor geometries
[NASA-CH-169295]	 p0092'M82-31643
Development and utilization of a laser velocimeter
system for a large transonic wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-828861	 p0095 N82-31663
Propeller flow visualization techniques
p0096 U82-32672
Ly measurements with an advanced turboprop
p0097 N82-32690
FLOW EQUATIONS
MT HELMHOLTZ VOHTICITY EQUATION
A finite element formulation of Euler equations
for the solution of steady transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 82-0062] 	 p0009 A82-17759
An example of a solution to transonic equations
for shock-free flow about a symmetric profile
A82-26439
Development of a locally mass flux conservative
computer code for calculating 3-D viscous flow
In turbaa7ac Mikes
[NASA-CH-3539]	 p0007 N82-22214
Computer program for calculating full potential
transonic, quasi-three-dimensional flow through
a rotating turbomachinery blade row
[NASA-TP-20301	 pOOOS N82-28247
FLOE FIELDS
U ON DISTRIBUTION
FLOW CEONETAT
Thermal and flow analysis of a convection,
air-cooled ceramic coated porous metal concept
for turbine vanes
[ASME PAPER 81-HT-48]	 p0020 A82-10952
Turbulent boundary layer heat transfer experiments
A separate effects study on a convexly-curved
wall
[ASME PAPER 81-HT-78]	 p0092 A82-10963
Plow through axially aligned sequential apertures
of the orifice and Borda types
[ASME PAPER 81-HT-791	 p0089 A82-10964
Mean flowfields in axisymmetric combustor
geometries with swirl
[AIAA PAPER 82-0177]	 p0092 A62-17824
Multiqrid simulation of asymptotic curved-duct
flows using a semi-implicit numerical techrique
p0010 i.U2=29003
.Bluff-body flameholder wakes - A sim ple numerical
solution
[AIAA PAPER 82-1177]	 p0093 A82-35043
A comprehensive method for preliminary design
optimization of axial gas turbine stages
[AIAA PAPER 82-1264]	 p0030 A82-3509.1
The use of optimization techniques to design
controlled diffusion compressor bladinq
[ASME PAPER 821*GT-1491
	
p0022 A82-35373
The use of optimization techniques to design
controlled diffusion compressor bladinq
(NASA-TM-827631 	 p0016 N82-14094
Investigations of flowfields found in typical
combustor geometries
[NASA-CR-1650611	 p0090 N82-15360
FLOW /EASURENENT
Interaction of compressor rotor blade wake with
wall boundary layer/vortex in the end-vall region
[ASME PAPER 81-GB/GT-11	 p0010 A82-19301
Three sensor hot wire/file technique for three
dimensional mean and turbulence flaw field
measurement
p0097 A82-30300
Three dimensional flow field inside the passage of
a low speedaxial flow compressor rotor
[AIAA PAPER 62-10061 	 p0011 A82-31964
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Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer
devoloFsent an a fan rotor blade
rAIAA PAPER 82-1nn73	 p0011 A82-31965
Flow distributions and discharge coefficient
effects for jot arrayimpingement with initial
crossflow
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-1561	 p0011 A82-35379
Turbulence-measurementn in a confined jet using a
six-orientation hot-vire probe technique
rAIAA PAPER 82-12621	 p0094 A62-37710c	
Miniature draq-force anemometer
p0097 A82-40132
Extending the frequency of response of lightly
dapped second order systems: Application to the
d rag force anemometer
rNASA-TM-829271	 p0096 N82-32662
Status of laser anemometey in turbomachinery
r	 research at the Lewis Research Center
pOO96 N82-32686
FLOW PATTERNS
U OW DISTRIDOTION
FLO$ RATE
U OW VELOCITY
Fron SEPARATION
U UNDARY LAYER SEP.',RATTON
U PAP,ATED FLOW
FLOW STABILITY
HT EOUNCARY LAYP.n STABILITY
NT FLAME STABILITY
Nonlinear Marangoni convection in bounded layers,
I - Circular cylindrical corta:Euers. IT -
Pectanqular cylindrical cont;f,nors
p0094 A82-39501
FLOP THEORY
NT MIXING LENGTH FLCW THECRY
Distorted turbulence in axisymmetric flow
p0089 A82-16071
FLOW VELOCITY
The effect of inflow velocity profiles on the
performanceof supersonic ejector nozzles
rAIAA PAPER 81-02731
	 po002 A81-32548
Flow through axially aligned sequential apertures
of the. orifice and Dorda types
[ASME PAPER 81-HT-79]	 p0089 A82-10964
Distorted turbulence in axisymmetric flow
p0089 A82- 16071
Secondary effects in combustion instabilities
leading to flashback
rAIAA PAPER R2-OD37]	 p0056 A82-17746
Measurement and prediction of mean velocity and
turbulence structure in the near wake of an
airfoil
p00ID A82-26137
Investigation of the tip-clearance flow inside and
at the exit of a compressor rotor passage. I -
Mean velocity field
(ASME PAPER 82-GT-121	 p0011 A82-35281
The velocity field near the orifice of a Helmholtz
resonator in grazing flow
[ NASA-CR- 160548]	 p0153 U82-18994
NASA Nedox cell stack Shunt current, pumping
power, and cell performance tradeoffs
rNASA -TN-026861	 pOO54 N82-19333
High-speed laser anemometer system for intrarotor
flow mappinq in tucbomachinery
r NASA-Tr- 16631
	 p0095 N82-19521
Flow through aligned sequt+ntial orifice type inlets
(NASA-TP-1967]	 p0067 N82-20467
Performance mapping studies in Bedox flow cells
rNASA-TM= 827071	 p0120 N62-20668
Numerical modeling of three-dimensional confined
flows
rNASA-Cb-1655831	 p0158 N82-24078
Three dimensional mean velocity and turbulence
cbaracteristics in the annulus wall region of an
axial flow compressor rotor passage
r NASA-CR- 1690031 	 p0026 N82-25252
Acoustic properties of turbofan inlets
[NASA-CL-169016]	 p0153 N82-27090
Laser anemometer using a Fabry=Perot
Interferometer for measuring mean velocity and
turbulence intensity along the optical axis in
turbomachinery
rNASA-TH-828411	 p0095 482-20605
Velocity gradient method for calulatinq velocitieu
in an axisymmetric unnular duct
K
	
	 {NASA-TP-2029	 p0005 N132-29270
FLOW VISUALIZATION
NT NUMERICAL FLOW VISUALIZATI"'N
Flow through axially aligned sequential apertures
of the orifice and Dorda types
[ASME PAPER a t-RT-79]
	 p0009 A82-10960
Secondary effects in combustion instabilities
leading to flashback
[AIAA PAPER 82-00371	 p0056 A82-17746
Application of image processing techniques to
fluid flow data analysis
[NASA-TN-82760]	 p0004 02-16049
Shaded computer graphic techniques for visualizing
and interpreting analytic fluid flow models
[MASA-CR-1684181	 p0145 N82-17600
Fringe local.zation requirements for
three-dimensional flaw visualization of shock
waves in diffuse-illumination double-pulse
holographic interfecometry
[NASA-TP-1068'	 p0095 U82-22481
New versions of old flow visualization systems
p0096 082-32670
Propeller flow visualization techniques
Flow visualization of ahock-boundary
p0096N82-32672
ayer 
interaction
p0096 N82932675
FLONSSrsRS
NT HOT-WIRE FLOWMETERS
FLUID E004PARIES
IT LIQUT,D-SOLT,D INTERFACES
FLUID 9721EICS'
IT 'AERODYNAMICS
NT AEIIOTHERMODYNAMICS
IT COAPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
IT CYLINDRICAL PLASMAS
IT ELASTOHYDRODYNAMICS
NT G1lS DYNAMICS
NT STDRODYNAMICS
IT AAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
IT MOTOR AERODYNAMICS
Itgenvalues of the anyltlig6-oauard and Marangoni
problems
pOO92 ►82-13396
Effect of locatioa in an array on beat transfer to
a cylinder in crossflow
[NASA-TM-82797] p0087 U62-19493
FLUID FILMS
NT SQUEEZE FILMS
Measurement of oil fil,s thickness for application
to elastomeric Stirling engine rod seals
[ASME PAPER 81-LUB-9] pO107 A82-18426
FLUID FLOW
NT AIR FLOW
NT AIR JETS
IT ANNULAR FLOW
IT AXIAL FLOW
IT AII'SYMMETRIC FLOW
IT BLASIUS FLOW
IT BOUNDARY LAYER PLOW
IT BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
NT CAP$LLARY FLOW
NT CASCADE FLOW
NT CAVITATION FLOW
IT CHANNEL FLOW
IT COAXIAL FLOW
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NT COMPRESSIBLE FLOW
IT CONVECTIVE FLOW
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NT CROSS FLOW
NT DUCTED FLOW
IT FUEL FLOW
IT GAS FLOW
IT INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW
NT INLET FLOW
IT INVISCID FLOW
NT JET FI,OW
IT LAMINAR FLOW
IT LIQUID FLOW
IT NONUNIFORM FLOW
IT NOZZLE FLOW
IT ORIFICE FLOW
NT OSCILLATING PLOW
NT PARALLEL PLOW
IT PIPE PLOW
WT POTENTIAL FLOW
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IT RADIAL FLOW
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Application of image processinq techniques to
fluid flow data analysis
[NASA-TM-827691
	
p0004 M82-16049
A hydrodynaaic model of an cuter hair cell
[NASA-TM-e27731
	 pO143 N82-16743
Shaded computer graphic techniques for visualizinq
dud tnterpretinq anal y tic fluid rlcw models
j NASA-CR- 1684 181	 p0145 M82-1780A
Investiquticns of Flowfieids found in typical
ccebuster geom&t Cios
[ NASA-CF- 1685857	 pOO90 M82-19495
Analytical investigation of ncnrecoverable stall
[11ASA-TM-8274?1	 pD018 1182-21-195
Experimentsa on fuel. heat nq fcr ccamercial aircraft
[ NASA-TM-828781
	
P0072 1182-26483
FLUID INJECTION
NT GAS INJEC^ION
FLUID JETS
NT AlR JETS
NT FREE JET S
FLUID MECHINICS
HT AFROCYNAMICS
NT AEROTHERMODYNAMICS
HT COMPUTATICNAL FLUID DYNAMICS
NT CYLINDFTCAL PTASMAS
NT ELASTOHYDRODYNAMICS
NT FLUID DYNAMICS
NT GAS CYNAMICS
NT HYDRODYNAMICS
NT MAGHtTCHYDRODYNAMICS
NT FOTOF APPODYNA3ICS
Modified face seal for positive film stiffness
[NASA-CASE-LPW-12989-11	 p0099 N82-12442
Flows through sequential orifices with heated
spacer reservoirs
[NASA-TM-828551
	 p0088 N82-24455
FLDIDI nD BED PROCESSORS
Lewis Research Contor ts Coal-fired, pressurized,
fluidized-bed reactor test facility
[NASA-TM-816161	 p00e7 1482-IG317
Elastic-plastic finite-element atalyses of
thermally cycl;x-d single-edge wedge specimens
[ NASA-TP- 1982 1	 pO 111 N82-20565
Lewis pressurized, fluidized-bed combustion
program. Data and calculated results
[NASA-TM-817671	 p0124 N82-30704
Catalytic combustion of actual law and medium
heatinq value gases
[NASA-TG-829301	 P0125 N82-30717
PLUORINATION
Trihological evaluation of composite materials
made from OA partially fluorinated polyiside
[NASA-TM-8:28321	 p0069 M82-29459
FLUORINE COMPOUNDS
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rupture ductility -- Oxide Dispersion
Strengthened
pnO65 A82-40335
Croap shear behavior of the oxide dispersion
strengthened superalloy MA 5000E
( NASA -Rl1-627041	 p0058 N82-10195
PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Turbine blade nonlinear structural and life analysis
rAIAA PAPER 82-10561	 p0021 A82-34981
Blade loss transient dyns , -kic acalysis of
turbomachinery
rAIAA PAPER 82-10571	 p0030 A82-34982
Prediction of composite hygral behavior made staple
r NASA-TM-827801	 p0049 NO2- 16 181
Prediction of sound radiation from different
practical let engine inlets
r NASA-cR- 1651201 	 pO 153 N82- 16810
A p plication of an airfoil stall flutter computer
prediction program to a three-dimensional wing:
Prediction versus experiment
rNASA-CR- 1685061	 p0007 N82-19169
The NASA-Le RC wind turbine sound prediction code
pn123 N82-23730
Large displacements and stability analysis of
nonlinear propeller structures
(NASA-TM-82B501	 p0112 N82-31707
PREDICTIONS
NT FLCCD PREDICTIONS
NT NOISE PREDICTION
NT NOISE PREDICTION (AIRCRAFT)
NT PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
PRIBI!A71BS
U ATTNG EQUIFMEH-
PREHEATING
U ATING
PRPHIIID FLAMES
Time resolved density measurements in premixed
turbulent flames
rATAA PAPER 82-00361	 p0036 A82-22033
Flame structure in a swirl stabilized combustor
inferred by radiant emission measurements
pnO56 A82-26694
Lean-limit extinction of propane/air mixtures in
the stagnation-point flow
pn057 A82-28736
Experimental study of the effects of secondary air
on the emissions and stability of a lean
premixed combustor
rAIAA PAPER 82-10721	 p0021 A82-34992
or, the opening of premixed Bunsen flame tips
p0057 A82-37570
On stability of premixed flames in stagnation -
Point flow
P0057 A82-37574
the premixed flame in uniform straininq flow
pOO55 A82-43194
ravelling
Effect of fuel-air-ratio nonuniformity on
emissions of nitrogen oxides
(NASA-TP-1798]	 p0016 282-13143
PREPARGS
On determination of fibre fraction in continuous
fibre composite materials
9111E5I11ITERING
U NTERING
PRRSSRRE
NT NIGH PRESSURE
NT SIGN VACUUM
NT INLET PRESSURE
NT ISOSTATIC PRESSURE
NT LOW PRESSURE
NT LUMINOUS INTENSITY
NT SOUND PRESSURE
NT ULTRAHIGH VACUUM
NT WALL PRESSURE
PRRSSORE CHANSIRS
Lewis pressurized, fluidized-bed combustion.
program. Data and calculated results
[NASA-TM-81767]	 p0124 982-30704
PRESSURE IFFRCTS
Effect of vacuum exhaust pressure on the
performance of MUD ducts at high B-field
[AIAA PAPER 82-0396] 	 p0157 A82-20292
Effect of vacuum exhaust pressure on the
performance of MUD ducts at hiqh D-field
(WASH-TM-82750]	 p0157 N82-13908
PRESSURE GRADIENTS
Real time pressure signal system for a rotary engine
[NASA-CASE-LBW-13622-1]	 p0019 982-26294
Comparison of experimental and analytical
performance for contoured eadwall stators
[NASA-TM-828771	 pOO19 M82-26299
Experimental study of turbulence in blade end wall
corner region
(NASA-CH-169283]	 p0091 W82-31639
PRESSURE REASURERERT
Flow through aligned sequential orifice type inlets
(9ASA-TP-19671	 p0087 982-20467
PRESSURE PROBES
U ESSURE SENSORS
PRESSURE PULSES
Pressure pulsations above turbomolecular pumps
p0076 A82-46430
PRESSURE RATIO
Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic
compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios
of 1.63 and 1.78, respectively, and with design
pressure ratio of 1.82
[NASA=TP-19741	 p0017 UO2-19222
Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic
compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios
of 1.63 and 1.77, respectively, and with design
pressure ratio of 2.05
[NASA-T^--20011	 p0018 N82-22269
PRESSURE REDUCTION
Thermal and flow analysis of a convection,
air-cooled ceramic coated porous metal concept
for turbine vanes
[ASME PAPER 81-dT-481	 p0020 A82-10952
PRESSURE SENSORS
Real time pressure signal system for a rotary engine
(NASA-CASE-LEW-13622- 11	 p0019 982-26294
PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
U ESSURE SENSORS
PRESSURE VESSELS
NT PR,CBURNERS
PRESSURE RATES
U ASTIC WAVES
PRESSURE MELDING
NT DIFFUSION WELDING
PRESSURIZING
NT rUEL TANK PRESSURIZATION
PRETNISTIIG
U ISTING
PREVENTION
NT CORROSION PREVENTION
NT FIRE PREVENTION
NT ICE PREVENTION
PRIRART BATTRRIES
NT ALKALINE BATTERIES
NT NICKEL ZINC BATTERIES
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Advanced turboprop testbed systems study. volume
is Testbed program objectives and priorities,
drive system and aircraft design studies,
evaluation and recommendations and wind tunnel
test plans
[NA^.:,-CR-167928-VOL-11	 p0028 U82-32370
Advanced turboprop testbed systems study
[NASA-CR-167895]	 p0014 W82-33375
PROPAGATION (EITENSION)
NT CRACK PROPAGATION
NT FLAME PROPAGATION
PROPAGATION MODES
Analytical and experimental investigation of the
propagation and attenuation of sound in extended
reaction lined ducts
[11AA PAPER 81-20141	 p6153 A82-10454
Mode propagation in nonuniform circular ducts with
potential flow
[NASA-TM-82766]	 p0151 N82-14881
PROPAGATION VELOCITY'
Buoyancy effects on the temperature field in
downward spreading flames
PROBABILITY
I1 Oe EDI:Y THEORY
PROBIIBXLITY THEORY
The application of probabilistic design theory to
kigh temperature low cyclefatigue
[NASA-CR-1654081,
	p0112 Nat-14531
PROBLIM SOLVING
NT ITERATIVE SOLUTION
Multiple-grid acceleration of Lax-Nendroff
algorithms
[NASA-TM-82843]	 p0149 N62-22922
Construction of solutions for some nonlinear
two-point boundary value problems
[NASA-TM-829371	 p0144 N82-30949
PROCEDURES
NT BOUNCARY INTEGRAL METHOD
NT FINITE. PLEMENT METHOD
NT FINITE VOLUME METHOD
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
Fuel quality processing study, volume 1
(NASA-CE-165327-VOL-11
	
P0135 N82-24649
Fuel quality/processing study 7olume 2:
Appendix, Mask I literature survey
(NASA-CR-165327-VOL-2j	 p0135 N82-24650
PROCESS HEAT
Collection anti dissemination of thermal energy
storage system information for the pulp and
paper industry
p0136 N82-24686
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
AGT 100 automotive gas turbine system development
[AIAA FADER 82-11651
	 p0108 A82-35038
ACT101 automotive gas turbine system development
[AIAA PAPER 82-11661
	
p0108 A82-35039
Integrated analysis of engine structures
[NASA-TM-82713]	 pnII1 N82-11491
Solar cell development for the power extension
package
[NASA-TM-826851
	 p0118 N82-11551
Cooled variable.-area radial turbine technology
program
[NASA-CR-1654081	 pOO24 N82-19221
Local and national impact of aerospace research
and technology
[NASA-TM-027757
	 p0162 N82-20006
Energy efficient engine shroudless, hollow fau
blade technology report
i NASA-CR-165586]	 p0024 N62-21196
Pyrolytic graphite collector development program
[NASA-CR-1679091	 p0052 N82-29363
Current legal and institutional issues in the
commercialization of phosTherie acid fuel cells
[NASA-CR-1678671	 p0136 N82-29719
Component technology for space power systems
[NASA-TM-829281	 p0O82 N82-30474
PRODUCTION COSTS
Comparative analysis of the conceptual design
studies of potential early commercial MIID power
plants (CSPEC)
[NASA-TM-82897]	 p0123 N82-27838
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
Technology development for phosphoric acid fuel
cell pcverplant, phase 2
[ NASA-CR- 165426 ]	 p0131 N82-16482
PRODUCTION METHODS
U ODUCTION ENGINEERING
PRODUCTS
NT REACTION PRODUCTS
PROGRAM VERIFICATION (COMPUTERS)
Experimental verification of a computational
procedure for the design of TAT-refocuser-MDC
systems - - Multistage Depressed Collectors
p0082 A82-16128
Spherical roller bearing analysis. SKF computer
program SPBERBEAN, Volume 3: Program
correlation with full scale hardware tests
[NASA-CR-165205]	 p0106 N82-20542
Additional extensions to_khe NASCAP computer code,
volume 2
[NASA-CR-1678561
	 p0040 "882-26377
A generalized memory test algorithm
[ NASA-TM-82874]	 p0146 N82-31971
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
NT FORTRAN
PROGRAMS
HT NASA PROGRAMS
NT SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT AF,SEARCH
PROJECTILES
NT HYPERVELOCITY PRCJECTILES
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PROPANE
Lean-limit extinction of propane/air mixtures in
the stagnation-point flow
p0057 ►82-28736
Effects of heat loss, preferential diffusion, and
flame stretch on flame-front instability and
extinction of propane/air mixtures
pD057 A82-32877
Deposit formation in hydrocarbon fuels
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-49]	 p0075 A82-35307
Deposit formation in hydrocarbon racket fuels with
an evaluation of a propane heat transfer
correlation
[NASA-TN-82911]
	
p0088 H82-26611
PROPELLANT COMBUSTION
IT SOLID PROPELLANT COMBUSTION
PROPELLANT DECOMPOSITION
Deposit formation in hydrocarbon fuels
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-491	 p0075 A82-35307
PROPELLANT EVAPORATION
Study of vapor flow into a capillary acquisition
device --- for cryogenic rocket propellants
[NASA-CH-167883] '	 p0091 N82-24452
PROPELLANT PROPERTIES
NASA/General Electric broad-specification fuels
combustion technology program - Phase I results
and status
[AIAA PAPER 82-10891	 p0021 A82-35000
Characterization of an Experimental Referee
Broadened Specification (EBBS) aviation turbine
fuel and ERRS fuel blends
[HASA-TM-82083]	 p0072 082-32504
PROPELLAN' STORAGE
Cryogenic fluid management experiment
[NASA-CR-165495]	 p0039 U82-15117
PROPELLANT TANKS
Cryogenic fluid management experiment
[NASA-CE-1654953	 'p0039 082-15117
PROPELLANT TRANSFER
Cryogenic fluid management experiment
[NASA-CR-165495]	 p0039 N82-15117
PROPELLANTS
NT CRYOGENIC ROCKET PROPELLANTS
NT ROCKET PROPELLANTS
NT RP-I ROCKET PROPELLANTS
NT STORABLE PROPELLANTS
PROPELLER BLADES
Tensile buckling of advanced turboprops
[NASA-TM-82896]	 P0112 U82-31708
Impact of advanced propeller technology on
aircraft/mission characteristics of several
general aviation aircraft
[NASA-CE-167984]	 p0009 N82-33347
PROPELLER EFFICIENCY
Perford;dnce degradation of propeller/rotor systems
due to rime ice accretion
[AIAA PAPER 82-0286]	 p0014 A82-28322
Evaluation of wind tunnel performance testings of
an advanced 45 deg swept 8-bladed propeller at
Mach numbers from 0.45 to 0.85
[NASA-CR-35051	 p0007 U82-19178
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propeller at Mach numbers to 0.8
[A?AA PAPER 82-11201	 p0021 A82-:.5017
PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS
Propeller tip vort4Rx - A possible contributor to
aircraft cabin noise
pO 152 A82- 17603
Fast generation of three-dimensional computational
boundary-con£ormins	 q periodic grids of C-type ---
for turbine blades and propellers
[NASA-CR-165596)
	
p0009 802-28253
PROPELLERS
NT PRCPELLEF FANS
Finite volume calculation of three-dimensional
potential. flow around a propgller
[AIAA PAPER 82-09571	 p0010 A82-31933
Noise of the SP-3 propeller model At 2 deg and 4
deg angle of attack
f NASA-TM-827381	 p0151 N82-16808
A shock wave approach to the noise of supersonic
Propellers
[NASA-7M-82742)	 p0151 N82-16009
Evaluation of wind tunnel performance testings of
an advanced 45 leg swept e- bladed propeller at
mach numbers from 0.45 to n.85
[ NASA-CF.
-350a
 1	 pn007 N82-19178
A preliminary comparison between the SR-3
propuller noise in flight and in a wind tunnel
[ NASA-TM-828051	 p0152 N82-21998
Future propulsion opportunities for commuter
airplanes
[NASA-TM-828801	 p001B N82-24203
Summary and recent results from the NASA advanced
High Speed Propeller Fesearch Program
(NASA-TM-629911	 p0001 N82-26219
Propulsion opportunities for future commuter
aircraft
[ NASA -TM-829151	 pO019 N82-26298
Large displacements and stability analysis of
nonlinear propellor structures
(NASA-TM-828501p0112 N82-31707
Rough analysis of installation effects on
turboprop noise
[NASA-TM-82924)
	
pO152 N82-32062
Propeller flow visualization techniques
p0096 N82-32672
Development of a laser veloctmeter for a large
transonic wind t anel
pn096 N82-32688
LV measurements with an advanced turboprop
pOO97 N82-32690
PROPULSION
NT AUXILIARY PROPULSION
HT CHEMICAL PROPULSION
NT ELECTRIC PROPULSION
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPULSION
NT JF.T PROPULSION
NT LOW THRRST PROPULSION
NT BASS DRIVERS (PAYtOAD CELIVERY)
NT SOLRE ELECTRIC PROPULSION
NT SPACECRAFT PROPULSION
NASA research activities in acropropulsion
r NASA-TM-827@81	 p0017 N82-16084
A p iecovise linear state variable technique for
real time propulsion system simulation
[NASA-TM-82851'1	 p0018 N82-24201
PROPULSION SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
NASA research in aircraft propulsion
[ASME PAPER 82-CT-1771	 p0022 A82-35389
Computational methods for internal flows with
emphasis on turbomachinery
[NASA-TM-82764]	 p0003 N82-13113
NASA research in aircraft propulsion
[ NASA -TH-8277 I )	 pO0 16 N82- 13 146
The role of modern control theory in the design of
controls for aircraft turbine engines
[NASA-TM-82015)	 pO01B N82-22262
Future propulsion opportunities for commuter
airplanes
[ NASA-TM-828801
	 p0018 N82-24203
Integrated propulsion for near-Earth space
missions, volume 1: Executive summary
[NASA-CR-167889-VOL-1)	 p0045 N82-33424
Integrated propulsion for near-Earth space
missions. Volume 2: Technical
[NASA-CR-167889-VOL-2)	 p0046 H82-33425
PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
30-cm mercury ion thruster technology
p0046 A82-15434
A-87
Characteristics of the LaRC/Hughes J-series 30-cm
engineering aodel thruster
p0046 A82-15435
Measuriny the spacecraft and environmental
interactions of the 8-cm mercury ion thrusters
on the P80-1 mission_
pO043 A82-15438
V/STOL propulsion control technology
[A1AA PAPER 81- 2634]	 p0029 A02-16909
A real time Pegasus propulsion system model for
VSTOL piloted simulation evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 81-2663)	 p0020 A82-19221
Characterization of advanced electric propulsion
'systems
fAIAA PAPER 82-12461	 p0071 A82-35083
JT8D high pressure compressor performance
improvement
[NASA-CR-1655311	 pO104 N82-11467
The ac propulsion system for an electric vehieie,
phase i
[NASA-CR-165400]	 P0129 N82-13506
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) powertrain system
development for automotive applications
[NASA-CH-1651751	 p0163 N82-16937
Comparison of two parallel/series flow turbofan
propulsion concepts for supersonic V/STOL
[NASA-TH-827431	 p0004 $82-18178
NASA/HAA Advanced Rotorcraft Technology and Tilt
Rotor Workshop. Volume 5: Propulsion Session
[NASA-TM-042071	 pOO15 'N82-23241
A piocewise linear state variable technique for
real time propulsion system simulation
[NASA-TM-82851]	 p0018 N82-24201
Summary and recent results from the NASA advanced
High Speed Propeller Research Program
[NASA-Ttl-82891]
	
p0001 N82-262.19
Propulsion opportunities for future commuter
aircraft
[NASA-TH-829151	 p0019 N82-26298
Systems integration
p0042 N82-27371
On the road performance tests of electric test
vehicle for correlation with road load simulator
[NASA-TH-82900]	 pO127 N82-33829
PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY
NT PROPELLER EFFICIENCY
Propulsion study for Small Transport Aircraft
Technology (STAT), Appendix B
[NASA-CR-165499-APP-B] 	p0022 N82-10036
Small passenger car transmission test: Chevrolet
Malibu 2000 transmission with lockup
[NASA-CH-1651821
	
p0105 N82-16410
PROSTHETIC DEVICES
Fabrication and wear test of a continuous
fiber/particulate composite total surface hip
replacement
[NASA-TM-817461	 p0066 N82-11211
Texturing polymer surfaces by transfer canting ---
cardiovascular prosthesis
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13120-I]
	
p0068 N82-28440
PROTECTION
NT CORROSION PREVENTION
NT ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
NT THERMAL PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
NT CERAMIC COATINGS
NT REFRACTORY COATINGS
Thermal-barrier-coated turbine blade study
(NASA-CH-165351]	 p0023 N82-10040
Fabrication and wear test of a continuous
fiber/particulate composite total surface hip
replacement
[NASA-TM-81746]	 p0066 N82-11211
Progress in protective coatings for aircraft gas
turbines: A Review of NASA sponsored research
[NASA-TH-827401	 p0058 H82-12216
Tailored plasma sprayed MCrAlY coatings for
aircraft gas turbine applications
(NASA-CH-165234J	 p0064 N82-19360
Sputtered silicon nitride coatings for wear
protection
[NASA-TM-82819]
	
p0067 N82-20314
Effect of aluminum phosphate additions on
composition of three-component plasma-sprayed
solid lubricant
[NASA-TP-1990]	 p0059 M82-21298
Some properties of RP sputtered hafnium nitride
coatings
[NASA-TH-628261	 p0067 U82-21331
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Covering solid, film cooled snrfAcen with a duplex
thermal barrier coating
fNA3A-CASE-LEN-13450-11	 p0088 982-25463
Method of protecting a surface with a
silicon-Flurry/aluminide coating --- coatings
for gas turbine engine blades and vanes
(NASA-CASE-LXV-13343-1] 	 P0060 N82-26441
Advanood ceramic coating development for
Industrial/utility gas turbines
[NASA-cr-1698521 	 p0065 V02-33494
Overlay metallic-cermet alloy coating systems ---
for gas turbine engines
fNAFA-CASE-LEw-13639-11	 p0070 N82-33522
PULSATING PLOW
U STEADY FLCV
PULSR CHARGING
Effect of positive pulse charge waveforms on the
energy efficiency of lead-acid traction cells
(NASA-TM-82709]	 p0118 W82-10503
PULSE DURATION MODULATION
A PUM transistor inverter fcr an ac electric
vehicle drivo
P0085 A82-20744
PULSE MODULATION
NT PULSE DURATION MCDULATICN
PULSE TIME MODULATION
NT PULSE DUFtTION MODULATION
PULSE WIDTH MODULATICN
U LSF DURATICN MODULATION
PULSED LASERS
O ptically pumped high-pressure DF-0O2 transfer laser
A82-10 193
PULSES
NT P R ESSURE PULSES
PUMPS
NT DLCGA PUMPS
117 CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
NT MOLECULAR PUMPS
NT TURBINE PUMPS
Low-thrust chemical propulsion system pump
technology
f NASA-CF- 1652191
	
p0105 N82-13427
NASA F.edox cell stack shunt current, pumping
power, and cell performance tradeoffs
fNASA-TM-826661	 pOO54 N82-19333
Operational performance of the
photovoltaic-powered grain mill and water pump
at Tanqaye, Upper Volta
f NASA-TM-827571	 p3120 NO2-19673
Design description of the Tangaye Village
photovoltaic power system
(NASA-TM-829171	 p0126 N82-33828
PUNCHES
Motion of a rigid punch at the boundary of an
orthotropic visroelastic half-plane
A82-26436
PWR (MODDLATION)'
U LSE DURATION MODULATION
PYEEI (TEADF;Mk\HE)
U RQ'^YLICAT£ GLASS
PTROGRAPRALLOT
U MFOSITE nh'FRIALS
U NOLYTIC ORAPNI-Z
U FENCIORY MATERIALS
PTBOLYTIC aEaPHITE
ion 'beam textured graphite electrode plates --
high efficiency electron tubs devices
f NASA -C$8u-L?N-12919 - 21	 pO050 W82-26386
Pyrclytic graphite collector-development program
f ivii-CF- 1670091
	 pOO52 Ne2-29363
PIROLTTIC MATERIALS
NT PYFOLYTIC GRAPHITE
PTBOMETET
7 APEPATURE NYASUREMENT
PYREOLTS
4T INCOLES
Deposit formation in liquid fuels. TIT - T'he
effect of sxlocted nitrogen ccmpounds on diesel
fuel
p0074 7iU2-23230
P7e-2 SATELLITE
U 1THA SATELLITE
Q
QUALITY
NT ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
QUAI,ITT CONTROL
Experience with modified anrospace reliability and
quality assurance method for rind turbines
[NASA-TM-82803)	 p01_10 M82-19550
Fuel.quality processing study, volume 1
[NASA-CE-165327-VOL-1]	 p0135 N82-24649
Fuel quality/processing study. volume 2:
Appendix. Task I literature survey
[MASH-CR-165327-VOL-2]
	
pO135 NO2-24650
QUARRIES
U MIS (EXCAVATIONS)
QOAITE
First results of material charging in the space
environment
[NASA-TH-847431	 p0081 082-24431
QEIROLIEE
Deposit formation in liquid fuels. III - The
affect of selected nitrogen compounds on diesel
fuel
pD074 A82-23238
R
RI1CNS (GRASS)
Optimal tooth numbers for compact standard spur
gear sets
(ASME PIKE 01-DET-1151	 p0103 A82-19335
RADIAL FLOP
Design and development of a ceramic radial turbine
for the AGT10I
l CorioliPA resonance 09within a rotating duct ---
flow induced vibrations in centrifugal compressors
p0012 A82-37938
Cooled variable nozzle radial turbine for rotor
craft applications
[NASA-CR-165397 '	 p0028 N82-29323
Three dimensional flow measurements in a turbine
scroll
[NASA-CR-1679201	 p0009 M82-32310
RADIANT FLUX DENSITT
NT LUMINOUS INTENSITY
Calculation of guaranteed mean power fros rind
turbine generators
p0122 N82-23699
RADIANT HEATING
High thermal power density heat transfer ---
thermionic converters
{NASA-CASE ,LEN-12950-1]	 p0087 N82-11399
RADIANT INTENSITT
U DIANT FLUX DENSITY
RADIATION ABSORPTION
NT ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
RADIATION DAMAGE
Electron beam induced damage is ITO coated Rapton
-- Indium Tin Oxide
pO159 A02-41546
Solar cell development for the power extension
package
[NASA-TM-826851
	
p0118 082-11551
Effects of processing and dopant on radiation
damage removal in silicon solar cells
(NASA-TM-820921	 p0042 482-31443
RADIATION DISTRIBUTION
NT ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS
NT DIFFRACTION PATTERNS
RADIATION EFFECTS
NT RADIATION DAMAGE
Effect of gamma irradiation on the friction and
wear of ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene
p0062 A82-10674
HASCAP simulation of laboratory charging tests
using multiple electron guns
p0033 A82-18319
Testing of solar cell covers and encapsulants
conducted in a simulated space environment
(NASA-CR-1654751
	
p0129 W02-12571
RADIATION HEATING
U DIANT HEATING
RADIATION INTENSITY
U DIANT FLUX DENSITY
RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
NT INFRARED DETECTORS
RADIATION PRESSURE
NT LUMINOUS INTENSITY
NT SOUND PRESSURE
RADIATION RESISTANCE
U DIATION TOLERANCE
RADIATION SPECTRA
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RADIATION TOLERANCE
Processino of silicon solar cells by ion
implantation and laser annealing
( 9ASA-rp -1652031	 pO 128 1182-11546
RADIATIVE IRA! TRANSFER
Computer yodel of catalytic combustion/Stirling
ungine keator head
[ 11ASA -CR- 1653781	 p0134 M82-22666
Computations of soot and and NO sub t emissions
from qas turbine combustors
[NASA-co-167936i	 pO139 W02-29777
RADIATIVE TRANSFER
NT FADIATIVY HEAT TRANSFE$
Numerical comparisons of nonlinear convergence
accelerators
pO149 A82-31438
RADIO ASTRONOMY
VLA observations of solar active regions at 6 c n
wavelength
pO167 A82-10156
RADIO BURSTS
NT SOLAR RADIO BURSTS
RADIO CONNUNICATION
NT TIME DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS
Satellite-aided land mobile communications system
implementation considerations
[NASA-TM-82961
	
P0036 N82-25290
RADIO EMISSION
N4 SOLAF RADIO BURSTS
NT SOIAR RADIO EMISSION
RADIO EQUIPMENT
NT SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS
NT-TRANSPCNDERS
RADIO FREQURRCIE-a
NT EXTREMELY NIGH FREQUENCIES
NT HIGH FREQUENCIES
RADIO ENIIQUENCY DISCEARGE
Standinq waves alonq a microwave generated surface
wave plasma
pO158 A82-26952
Throe-dimensional relativistic field-electron
interaction in a multicavity high-power
k ly€tron, Part 2: Worklnq Equations
[ HA5A-TP-20001	 p0081 N82-23397
RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
A review o,1
 transhorizon propagation phenomena
p0079 A82-1009
RADIO INTERFERENCE
U DZO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
RADIO BELLY SYSTEMS
HT TIME DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS
RADIO TRANSMISSION
NT MICR CWAVF TRANSMISSION
NT TPANSHCRI?ON RADIO PROPAGATION
RADIO RAVES
HT CLNTIMEIFR WAVF5
AT MICPOWAVF EMISSION
NT MILLIMETER WAVES
NT SOLARRADIO BURSTS
NT SOLAR RADIO R4tS5ION
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
NT PLUTONIUM 244
RADIOACTIVE WASTES
Feasibility of an earth-to-space rail launcher
system --- emphasizin q nuclear waste disposal
a pplic,ttion
fTAF PAPER 82-461	 p0033 A82-44659
RADIOMETERS
UT TNFRAREE DETFCTOPS
RADIOS INSITIVITY
U UTA'ION TOLERA'.ICE
RIILCON ACCELERATORS
Characterization of advanced electric propulsion
systems
(AIAA RAPER 42-12461	 pg071 A82-35083
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(NASA-CR-165572] 	 p0027 N82-27309
STRUTS
Energy efficient engine: Turbine transition duct
model technology report
(NASA-CR-1679961	 p0029 MO2-33394
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STUDIES
U VESTIGATION
SUBCIRCDITS
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SUBLAYFRS
U BS^:BATES
SUBBEFLECTORS
Focal surfaces of offset dual-reflector antennas
p0080 A82-36265
SUBSONIC FLOM
Sound generated in a cascade by-three-dimensional
disturtances convected in a subsonic flow
rA,AA PAPER 81-20461	 p0153 A82-10460
Aecoelastic characteristics of a cascade of
nistuned blades in subsonic and supersonic flows
[ASMk PAPER 81-DET-1221 	 p0021 A82-19337
Solutioam of the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations using the integral method
[AIAA PAPER 81-0046]	 p0093 A82-2383:2
Three dimensional flow field inside the passage of
slow speed axial flow compressor rotor
rAIAA PAPER 82-10063	 p0011 ►82-31964
Solution of the unsteady subsonic thin airfoil
problem
Some aspects of calculating flows about012 A82-41267
three-dimensional subsonic inlets
rNASA-TM-827893	 p0004 082-25213
3955051C SPEED
Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic t/STOL
aircraft
[NASA-TE-82747]	 p0003 982-13112
SUBSTRATES
Transient catalytic combustor model
rNASA
-ca- 1653247	 pO129 002-13507
Refractory coatings
rMASA-CASE-LEY-13169-21 	 p0061 M82-30371
Ion beam microtexturing and enhanced surface
diffusion
[NASA-CH-167948]	 p0065 082-31509
SULFATES
Aircraft sampling of the sulfate layer near the,
tropopause following the eruption of roupt St.
Helens
pO140 A82-37450
SULFATION
Thermodynamics and kinetics of the sulfation of
porous calcium silicate
[NASA-TM-827691
	 pOO48 962-15119
SULFIDES
MT INORGANIC SULFIDES
NT MOLYBDENUM SULFIDES
SULFUR COMPOUNDS
NT INORGANIC SULFIDES
MT MOLYBDENUM SULFIDES
MT ORGANIC SULFUR COMPOUNDS
MT SULFATES
SUNLIGHT
Determination of optimum sunlight concentration
level in space for 3-4 cascade solar cells
[NASA-TM-82899]
	 pO126 082-32853
SUPERALLOYS
U IT RESISTANT ALLOYS
39PZKNARGEES
Preliminary results on performance testing of a
turbocharged rotary combustion engine
COASA-TM-827721	 p0017 N82-21194
Advanced stratified charge rotary aircraft engine
design study
[NASA-CR-165398]	 p0107 MO2-27743
SUPERCHARGING
U PERCHARGERS
SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS
conceptual design of superconducting magnet system
for Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) Engineering Test
facility (ETF) 200 MMe power plant
[NASA-CR-165053]	 p0105 N82-14520
SUPERCONDUCTORS
Impedance conversion using quantum limit
nonreciprocity for
superconductor-insulator-superconductor mixer
compensation
p0159 A82-31276
SUPERCRITIC►L FLOE
Design of supercritical cascades with high solidity
[NASA-CR-165600]	 p0007 M82-22210
SUPERHEATING
investigation of spray characteristics for
flashing injection of fuels containing dissolved
air and superheated fuels
[NASA-CE-3563]
	 p0027 M82-26295
SUPZRNTBRID BIT,121ALS
YT GRAPHITE-EPDXY COMPOSITES
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
V/STOL propulsion control technology
(AIAA PAPER 81-26341
	 p0029 A82-16909
Com parison of two parallel /series flow turbofan
propulsion concepts for supersonic v/STOL
[AIAA PAPER 81-2637]
	
p0020 A82-19214
NASA research in supe,sonLc propulsion: A decade
of progress
[NASA-TM-828627	 p0019 N82-26300
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Effect of vacuum exhaust pressure on the
performance of MUD ducts at high D-field
[NASA-TM-e27501	 pO157 N82-13908
SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIGCRAFT RESIARCE
Advanced technology for controlling pollutant
esissi.ons from supersonic cruise aircraft
P0001 N81-10004
SUPERSONIC TLON
Aeroolastic characteristics of a cascade of
mistuned blades in sxbsonic and supersonic flows
[ ASME PAPER 8 1-BET- 122] 	 p0021 •192- 19337
A shock wave approach to the nciee of supersonic
propellers
( NASA-TM-827521	 p0151 N.12-16809
A FCRTRAN program for calculating three
dimensional, inviscid and rotational flows With
shock waves in axial compressor blade rows:
User's manual
[NASA-CR-35601	 p0008 N82-26230
Calculation of the flow field includinq boundary
ki	 layer effects for supersonic mixed compression
^i	 inlets at angles of attack
(NASA-CF-1679411	 p0009 N82-29269
SUPEESONIC FLOW INLETS
U PERSONIC INLETS
SUPERSONIC INLETS
Three-dimensional flow calculations including
boundary layer effects for supersonic inlets at
ang le of attackG:	 [AIAA PAPER 82-00611	 p0005 A82-19778
Calculation of the flow field Including boundary
layer effects for supersonic x.txed compression
inlets at angles of attack(NASA-CF-167941 1 	p0009 482-29269
SUPERSONIC JET PLO n
Forms of three-dimensional supersonic free jets in
Linear approximation
A82-19196
[	 SUPERSONIC NOZZLES
r '	 The effect of inflow velocity profiles on the
performance of supersonic ejector nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 81-02731	 p0002 A81-32548
SUPERSCNIC SPEEDS
Noise of the SR-3 propeller model at 2 deg and 4
i1Eq angle of attack
(NASA-TM-827381	 p0151 N82-16808
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Flow visualization of shock-boundary layer
interaction
p0096 N82-32675
LV measurements with an advanced turboprop
pC097 N82-32690
SURFACE DEFECTS
Aco gs3tic microscopy of silicon carbide materials
o0075 A82-33031
Effects of artificially produced defects on film
thickness distribution in sliding EHD point
contacts
(NASA-TN-827321	 p0099 N82-16412
eaundary lubrication: Fevisited
(NASA-TM-828581
	
p0069 N82-29459
SURFACE DIFFUSION
Surface diffusion', activation energy determination
Using ion berry xicrotexturinq
'p0159 A82-21965
Ion-beam-induced topograph( and surface diffusion
p0160 A82-46426
SURFACE ENERGY
Universal binding energy relations in metallic
adhesion
(NASA-TN-e27061	 p0058 N82-11783
SURFACE FINISHING
Small axial turbine stator technology program
(NASA-CR-165502)	 p0028 N82-32367
Surface torturing of fluoropolymers
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13028-i1 	p0070 N82-33521
SUEFACI GEOMETRY
Surface geometry of circular cut spiral bevel gears
(ASME PAPER 8I-CET-1141	 p0108 A82-19334
Geometrical aspects of the trihological properties
of graphite fiber reinforced Folymide composites
_	 (yASA-TM-827571
	
p0066 N82-15198
SURFACE INTERACTIONS
U RFACE REACTIONS
SURFACE PROPERTIES
NT ADHESICN
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NT INTERFACIAL TENSION
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NT SURFACE DEFECTS
MT SURFACE ENERGY
NT SURFACE ROUGHNESS
NT SURFACE TEMPERATURE
NT WALL TEMPERATURE
Potentials of .surfaces in space
p0165 A62-23750
Quasi-liquid states
-
observed on Lou bean
ricrotextured surfaces
p0159 A82-30335
Diff,ereatisl charging of high-voltaqe spacecraft -
The equilibrium potential of insulated surfaces
p0041 A82-35547
Simulation of charging response of SCATHA (P78-2)
satellite
p0039 N82-14250
Surface chemistry and wear behavior of
single-crystal silicon carbide sliding against
iron at temperatures to 1500 C in vacuum
(NASA-TP-1947]	 p0067 H02-19374
Boundary lubrication: Revisited
[NASA-TM-828587	 p0069 N82-29458
Influence of corrosive solutions on n icrohardness
and chemistry of ragnesium oxide /001/ sucfaceaJ
[NASA-TP-20401	 p0102 N82-31691
SURFACE REACTIONS
Universal binding energy relations in metallic
adhesion
(NASA-TM-827061	 p0058 N82-11183
Influence of mineral oil and additives on
nicrohardness and surface chemistry of magnesium
oxide (001) surface
[NASA-TP-1986]	 p0067 N82-20316
Triboloqical properties of sintered
polycrystalline and single crystal silicon carbide
(NASA-TM-828291	 p0068 H82-24343
SUarACE ROUGHNESS
Effect of tangential traction and roughness on
crack initiation/propaqation during rolliaq
contact
pO103 A82-30022
The effect of rotor blade thickness and surface
finish on the performance of a small axial flow
turbine
(ASME PAPER 62-GT-222]	 p0022 A82-35409
The effect of rotor blade thickness and surface
finish on the performance of a small axial flow
turbine
(NASA-TM-827261	 p0003 N82-13114
Evaluation of left ventricular assist device pump
bladders cast from ion-spattered
polytetrafluorethylene mandrels
[NASA-CR-167904]	 p0142 N82-23976
Frictional heatinq due to asperity interaction of
elastohydrodynamic line-contact surfaces
[NASA-TP-1882]	 p0100 N82-25514
Ion beam textured graphite electrode plates --
high efficiency electron tube devices
(NASA-CASE-LEW-12919-21	 p0050 N82-26386
Texturing polymer surfaces by transfer ,astinq ---
cardiovascular prosthesis
(NASA-CASE-LEW-13120-11	 0068 N82-28440
The influence of surface dents and grooves on
traction in slidinq EHD point contacts
[NASA-TM--82943]	 p0102 H82-32134
591FACE TREPELATUNE
NT WALL TEMPERATURE
Sing) .e pasta rub phenomena - Analysis and experiment
[¢:nME PAPER 81-LUB-55] 	 p0107 A82-18449
Preliminary study of temperature measurement
techniques for Stirling engine reciprocating seals
[NASA-CR-1654791	 p0104 N82-11466
SURFACE TENSION
U TERFACIAL TENSION
SURFACE TREATMENT
U AFACE FINISHING
SURFACE VEHICLES
NT AUTOMOBILES
NT ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES
NT ELECTRIC HYBRID VEHICLES
NT ELECTRIC MOTOR VEHICLES
SURFACE WAVES
Standing waves along a microwave generated surface
wave plasma
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[NASA-CR-165327-VOL-21 	 p0135 N82-24650
SVEAT COOLING
Heat transfer in cooled porous region with curved
boundary
p0089 A82-14848
SHELLING
Prediction of composite hygral behavior made simple
[NASA-TM-827801	 pV,49 N82- 16 18 1
SNIRLIEG
Near flovfields in axisymmetric combustor
geometries with swirl
[AIAA PAPER 82-n177]	 p0092 A82-17624
Modeling parameter influences on MHD swirl
combustion nozzle design
[AIAA PAPER 82-09841
	
p0011 A82-31947
SWIRLING VANES
U REULENT WAKES
SNITCHES
NT SWITCHING CIRCUITS
SWITCHING
NT MICROWAVE SWITCHING
NT RACKET SWITCHING
Inp ut .filter compensation fer switching regulators
[NASA-CE- 1690051 	 p0085 N82-25442
SWITCHING CIRCUITS
High power solar array switching regulation
p0043 A82-11736
A new approach to the minimum weight/loss design
of switching power converters
pOO82 A82-16831
Dynamic switch matrix for the TDMA satellite
switchinq system
[AIAA 82- 0458 1	 pOOe5 A82-23494
A 19-kW series resonant converter design,
transistor rharacterizaticn, and base-drive
optimization
pOO86 A82-36927
Videband, high speed switch matrix development for,
SE-IDMA applications
p0086 A82-43784
Modeling the full-bridge series-resonant power
converter
p0U86 A82-46385
Analysis and design of a standardized control
module for switching regulators
p0083 a82-46.388
A InkW series resonant converter design,
transistor characterizaticn, and base-drive
optimization
[ NASA-CF..- 165546 J 	 p0084 N82-17439
Analysis of transistor and snubber turn-cff
dynamics in high-frequency high-voltage
hiqh-power converters
[ NASA-CR- 1687601	 p0084 N82-22438
SWITCHING ELEMENTS
U ITCHING CIRCUITS
SYMMETRICAL BODIES
NT ARISYMMETRIC BODIES
NT CYLINDRICAL BODIES
NT FAIRINGS
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NT SPHERES
SYNCBRCNISM
NT B17 SYNCHRCNIZATION
SYNCBPONOUS MOTORS
Mass Driver Two - A status report
p0046 A82- 18 19 1
SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES
Voltaqe gradients in solar array cavities as
possible breakdown sites in
spacecraft-charging-induced lischarges
p0038 A82-18317
Planning satellite communication services and
spectrum-orbit utilization
[ AIAA 82-05261	 p0080 A82-23538
Analytical modeling of satellites in
geosyncliranous environment
p0037 NB2- 14258
Use of charging control guidelines for
geosyrchronous satellite design studies
p0037 NO2-14263
Communications satellite systems capacity analysis
[NASA-CE-1679111	 p0034 N82-27331
SYNTHETIC FIBERS
NT GLASS FIBERS
SYNTHETIC FUELS
H^_ LT-QUID FUELS
Low No sub x heavy fuel combustor concept program
(NASA-CR-165512)	 p0129 N82-12572
Barriers to the utilization of synthetic fuels for
transportation
[NASA-CR-165517] 	 p0073 N82-13243
Fuel quality processing study, volume I
[NASA-CE-165327-VOL-11 	p0135 N82-24649
Fuel quality/processing study. Volume 2:
Appendiz. Task 1 literature survey
[NASA-CH-165327-VOL-2]
	
p0135 082-24650
Low NOS heavy fuel combustor concept program
[NASA-C&-1653671	 p0136 N82-25635
Techniques for enhancing durability and
equivalence ratio control in a rich-lean,
three-stage ground power gas turbine combustor
[NASA-TI1-82922]	 p0124 082-29717
SYNTHETIC RESINS
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NT KEVLAR (TRADEMARK)
NT THERMOPLASTIC FILMS
NT THERMOPLASTIC RESINS
NT THERMOSETTING RESINS
SYNTHETIC ROBBERS
NT ELASTOMERS
SYSTEM FAILURES
Model degradation effects on sensor failure
detection
p0148 k82-13143
Sensor failure detection system --- for the FI00
turbofan engine
[NASA-CR-1655151 	 p0023 N82-13145
SYSTEMS DESIGN
U STEMS ENGINEERING
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) Engineering Test
Facility (ETF) 200 Mwe power plant. Design
Requirements Document (DRD)
[NASA-TM-827051	 p0099 N82-12446
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) Engineering Test
Facility (ETF) 200 MNe power plant., Conceptual
Design Engineering Report (CDFR). 'Volume 4:
Supplementary engineering data
[RASA-CR-165452- VOL-41	 p0133 M82-18688
STSTEES INTEGRATION
Systems integration
p0042 N82-27371
SYSTEMS SIMULATION
Design and verification of a nultiple fault
tolerant control system for STS applications
using computer simulation
[AIAA 81-21731	 p0035 A82-10124
A tensor approach to modeling of nonhomogeneous
nonlinear systems
pO148 A82-19064
Modeling the full-bridge series-resonant power
converter
p0086 A82-46385
T
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TANGENTS
Experimental and analytical results of tangential
blowing applied to a subsonic V/STOL inlet
[AIAA PAPER 82-1084.1	 p0005 A62-35195
Experimental and analytical results of tangential
blowing applied to a subsonic y/STOL inlet
[NASA-TM-828471	 p0004 U82-24165
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
NT FUEL TANKS
NT PROPELLANT TANKS
NT WING TANKS
TANTALUM
A status review of NASA's COSAN (Conservation. Of
Strategic Aerospace Materials) program
[NASA-TM-828521
	
p0060 N82-24326
TUBA
U ME DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS
TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING
Propulsion study for Small Transport Aircraft
Technology (STAT)
[NASA-CR-1654991	 p0022 082-10037
Overview study of Space Power Technologies for the
advanced energetics program --- spacecraft
[NASA-CH-1652691	 p0132 NB2-17606
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The AGTIDI technology - An automotive alternative
pO 107 A82- 11783
30-cm mercury ion thruster technology
p0046 A82-15434
Comparative anal ysis of CCMHD power plants ---
Closed Cycle MHO
. p0158 A82-20747
An assessment of alternative fuel cell designs for
residential and commercial cogeneration
p0138 A82-24695
Component technology for space power systems
[IAF PAPER 82-4081	 p0043 A82-44750
Numerical techniques in linear duct acoustics,
1980-81 update
[NASA-TM-827301	 pO 151 N82-12890
Study of multi-megawatt technology needs for
photovoltaic space power systems. Volume I:
F:ecutive summary
[NASA-CR-165323-VOL-1]	 p0130 N82-14636
Study of multi-megavatt technology needs for
photovoltaic space power systems, volume 2
[ NASA-CR- 165323-VOL-2 ] 	 pO 130 N82- 14637
Overview study of Space Power Techncloqies for the
advanced energetics program --- spacecraft
[ NASA-CR-1652691	 p0132 N82-17606
Cell module and fuel conditioner development
[NASA-CE-1656201
	
p0134 N82-21713
PMR polyimides-review and update
[NASA-TM-829211	 p0068 N82-24342
Cost/benefit studies of advanced materials
technologies for future aircraft turbine
engines: Materials for advanced turbine engines
[NASA-CE-1678491
	
p0026 N82-25254
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Local and national impact of aerospace research
and technology
[NASA-TM-827751	 p0162 N62-20006
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
Market assessment of photovoltaic power systems
for agricultural applications in Mexico
[NASA-CR-165441]	 p0126 N82-10506
TEETERING
whirl flutter analysis of a herizontal-axis wind
turbine with a tvo-bladed teetering rotor
p0122 N82-23707
TEFLON (TRADEMARK)
Secondary electron emission yields
p0038 N82-14226
Oblique-incidence secondary emission from charged
dielectronics
p0039 N82-14227
Secondary electron emission from a charged
dielectric in the presence of normal and oblique
electric fields
[NASA-CR-1685581	 p0084 N82-18507
First results of material charging in the space
environment
[NASA-TM-847431	 pO061 N82-24431
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Worldwide satollite market demand forecast
[NASA-CE-167918]	 p0079 N82-25423
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TEMPERATURE
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TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Magnetic heat pumping
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12508 -3] 	p0088 N82-24449
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
A"h pat erebanger computational procedure for
A-109
temperature-dependent fouling
[ASME PAPER 81-HT-75]	 p0092 A82-10961
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U MPERATURE GRADIENTS
TEEPEEATNBE DISTRIBUTION
Analysis of the decay of temperature fluctuations
In isotropic turbulence
p0089 A82-40781
Buoyancy effects on the temperature Tield in
downward spreading flames
p0094 A82-41203
TEMPERATURE EPPBCTS
Permanent magnet properties of Mn-A1-C between -50
C and +150 C
p0085 A82-20505
On the solution of creep induced buckling in
general structure
P0115 A82-39514
creep and rupture of an ODS alloy with high stress
rupture ductility --- Oxide Dispersion
Strengthened
p0065 A82-40335
Effects of heating rate on density,
microstructure, and strength of Si3N4-6 wt.%
7203 and a beta-prime sialon
[ACS PAPER 42-B-811
	
p0070 G82-42366
Effects of fan inlet temperature dfsturbencee on
the stability of a turbofan engine
[NASA-TM-82699]	 p0017 N97-18222
Environmental effects on defect growth in
composite materials
[NASA-CR- 165213]
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TEMPERATURE FIELDS
U MPEHATURE DISTRIBUTION
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS
Frictional heating due to asperity interaction of
elastohydrodynamic line-ceutact surfaces
[NASA-TP-1882]	 p0100 N82-25514
Use of fiber like materials tai augment the cycle
life of thick thernoprotective seal_coatLugs
[NASA-TM-82901]	 p0089 882-32633
TEMPERATURE INVERSIONS
NT INTERFACIAL TENSION
TERPERATORR MEASUREMENT
Dilution jet behavior in the turn section of a
reverse flow combustor
[AIAA PAPER 82-01921	 p0021 A82-20291
Preliminary study of temperature measurement
techniques for Stirling engine reciprocating seals
[NASA-CR-165479]	 p0104 982-11466
TEMPERATURE SENSORS
Thin film temperature sensors, phase 3 --- for
engine-test evaluation
[NASA-CR-165476]	 p0097 882-22479
TENSILE PROPERTIES
on determination of fibre fraction in continuous
fibre composite materials
p0051 A82-38133
Tensile properties of Sic/aluminum filamentary
composites - Thermal degradation effects
p0053 182-46220
The influence of cobalt on the tensile and
stress-rupture properties of the nickel-base
superalloy MAR-M247
p0063 A82-47399
TENSILE STRENGTH
Strength. advantages of chemically polished boron
fibers before and after reaction with aluminum
[NASA-TM-828061	 p0049 982-21258
Thermal degradation of the tensile properties of
undirectionally reinforced FP-A3203/RZ 33
magnesium composites
[NASA-TM-82817]	 p0049 NBZ-2t2b0
Correlation of tensile and shear strengths of
metals with their friction properties
[NASA-TM-82828]	 p00f4 N82-1143,75
Method and apparatus for strengthening bnC*,4 fibers
--- high temperature oxidation
[HASH-CASE-LEW-13826-1]	 p0050 N82"29385
TENSILE STRESS
Ultrasonic scanning system for imaging flaw growth
in composites
[NASA -TM- 82799]	 p0076 U82-22366
Tensile buckliug of advanced turboprops
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Impact resistance of fiber composites
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Application of a gripping system to test a
uniaxial graphite fiber reinforced composite
/FMF 15/Celion 6000/ in tension at 316 C
p0051 A82-40796
TENSOR ANALYSIS
A tensor approach to modeling cf nonhomogeneous
ncnlinear systems
p0148 A82-19064
Alternatives for jet engine control
[NASA-CF-1688941 	 p0026 N82-23247
TERNARY ALLOYS
Hard permanent magnet develcpment trends and their
application to A.C. machines
p0083 A82-20745
TERNARY SYSTEMS
Nicral ternary alloy having improved cyclic
oxidation resistance
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13339-1]	 p0061 N82-31505
TERNARY SYSTEMS (DIGITAL)
0 GITAL SYSTEMS
TEHRESTRIAL MAGNETISM
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U ST EQUIPMENT
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TEST EQUIPMENT
Advanced turboprop testbed systems study. Volume
1: Testbed program objectives and priorities,
drive system and aircraft design studies,
evaluation and recommendations and wind tunnel
test plans
[NASA-CR-167928-VOL- I1 	p0028 N82-32370
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NT COMBUSTION WIND TUNNELS
NT SHCCK TUNNELS
NT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
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End region and current consolidation effects uprpn
the performance of an MH0 channel for the ETF
conceptual design --- Engineering Test Facility
[ AIAA PAPER 82-0325 1 	p0157 A82-17889
Impact of uniform electrode current distribution
on ETF --- Engineerin •; Test Facility MHD generator
[AIAA rAPER 82-0423 1 	pO157 A82-17941
Magnetohvdrodynamics MHD Engineering Test Facility
ETF 200 MWe power plant, Conceptual Design
7ngineerinq Report CDER. Volume 3: Costs and
schedules
[ NASA-CR- 165452-VOL-3 1	 p0128 X82-10495
Levis Research Center 1 coal-fired, pressurized,
fluidized-bed reactor test facility
[NASA-TM-81616]	 p0087 H82-11397
Magoetohydrodynamics (MHD) Engineerinq Test
Facility (ETF) 200 MWe power plant. Design
Requirements Document (DRD)
[NASA-TM-82705]	 p0099 N82-12446
Magnetohydrodynamics (MAD) Engineering Test
Facilfty (ETF) 200 MWe power plant Conceptual
Design Enqineerinq Belort (CDER)
[NASA -CE-165452-VOL-51 
	
pn 132 N82-17603
Maqnetohydrodynamics (NED) Engineering Test
Facility (ETF) 200 MWe power plant. Conceptual
Design Engineering Report (CDER). Volume 4:
Supplementary engineering data
[NASA-CE-165452-VOL-41	 p0133 U82-18688
The aerospace technology laboratory (a
perspective, then and now)
[NASA-TM-82754]	 pOG31 N82-19229
Magnetobydrodynamics (MHD) Engineering Test
Facility (ETF) 200 MWe power plant. Conceptual
Design Engineerinq Report (CDER). Volume 2.
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Texturing polymer surfaces by tl:ansfer casting ---
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Ion bean microtexturinq and enhanced surface
diffusion
jHASA-CR-167948]	 p0065 U82-31509
Surface texturing of fluoropolymers
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13028-1]	 p0070 982-33521
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TF34 Convertible Engine System Technology Program
p0022 A82-40521
Effect of a part span variable inlet guide vane on
TF34 fan performance
[NASA-CH-165458] 	 p0023 982-12075
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LANDSAT Remote Sensing: Observations of as
Appalachian mountaintop surface coal mining and
reclamation_ operation --- kentuck y
[E82-10247]	 p0117 982-24525
TNEOnEMS
NT FLOQUET THEOREM
TnnnMAL CONDUCTIVITY
self-adaptive closed constrained solution
algorithms for nonlinear conduction
p0094 A82-45157
Gas-turbine critical research and advanced
technology support project
[NASA-TM-81708]	 p0118 U82-13509
TSREnAL CONTROL COATINGS
Ceramic thermal barrier coatings for gas turbine
engines
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-?.165) 	 p0071 A62-35441
Development of imprG;`td high temperature coatings
for IN-792 F HF
[NASA--,2H-165395]	 p0063 N82-14333
Review of NASA progress in thermal barrier
coatings for stationary gas turbines
[NASA-TM-81716]	 p0058 x82-17335
Effects of arc current on the life in burner rig
thermal cycling of plasma sprayed ZrOsub2-
isub20sub3
[NASA-TM-82795]	 p0087 N82-17453
Evaluation of present thermal barrier coatings for
potential service in electric utility gas turbines
[NASA-CR-165545] 	 p0063 N82-18368
Performance of laser glazed Zr02 TBCs in cyclic
oxidation and corrosion burner test rigs
[NASA-TM-82830]	 p0059 N82-22346
First results of material charging in the space
environment
[NASA-TM-84743]	 p0081 N82-24431
Improved thermal barrier coating system
-[NASA-CASE-LEW-13324-1] 	 p0060 N82-26431
Effect of fuel to air ratio on Mach 0.3 burner riq
hot corrosion of Zr02-Y203 thermal barrier
coatings
[NASh-TM-82879]	 p0061 N82-30373
Failure mechanisms of thermal barrier coatings
exposed to elevated temperatures
[NASA-TM-82905]	 p0061 M82-32461
THERMAL CONVECTION
U EE CONVECTION
THERMAL CURRENTS
U NVECTIVE FLOW
TunHAL CYCLING TESTS
High temperature durable catalyst development
p0056 182-20739
Anaerobic polymers as high vacuum leak sealants
p0108 A82-21967
Work of fracture in aluminum metal-matrix composites
p0053 A82-31339
A simplified design proc6dure for life prediction
of rocket thrust chambers
[AIAA PAPER 82-12511	 p0043 A82-35087
Thermal fatigue and oxidation data of TAZ-8A and
M22 alloys and variations
[NASA-CR-165407] 	 p0063 N82-10193
Effects of arc current on the life in burner rig
thermal cycling of plasma sprayed Zrosub2-
rsub20sub3
[NASA-TM-82795]	 p0087 'N82-17453
Elastic-plastic finite-element analyses of
thermally cycled single-edge wedge specimens
[N1SA-TP-1982]	 p0111 N82-20565
Elastic-plastic finite-element analyses of
thermally cycled double-edge wedge specimens
( NASA-TP-1973 ]	 p0 11 1 M92-20566
High temperature low cycle fatigue mechanisms for
nickel base and a copper base alloy
(NASA-Cx-3543]	 p0064 U82-26436
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Microstructucal effects on the room and elevated
temperature low cycle fatigue behavior of gaspaloy
[ NASA -CR-165497]	 pO113 882-26702
Failure mechanisms of thermal karrier coatings
exposed to elevated temperatures
[NASA-TM-829053
	 p0061 N82-32461
Use of fiber like materials to augment the cycle
life of thick thormopcotective seal coatings
{ NASA-TM-829011	 p0009 N82-32633
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION
Deposit formation in hydrocarbon fuels
fASME PAPER R2-GT-491
	 p0n75 A82-35307
THERMAL DEGRADATION
Tensile properties of FiC/aluminum filamentary
composites - Thermal degradation effects
p0053 A82-46220
Thermal oxidative degradation reactions of
perfluoroalkylethers
F
[NASA-CR-1655161	 p0048 N82-12135
Thermal degradation of the tensile properties of
undivectionally reinforced PP-A2203/EZ 33
C	 magnesium composites
I	 [NASA-TM-828171	 p0049 N82-21260
Thermal and oxidative degradation studies of
formulated C-others by gel-permeation
chromatography
[ NASA -TP-199'1)	 pOC68 N82-21332
Thermal oxidative degradation reactions cf linear
1	 perfluoroalky lethers
t	 [NASA-TM-82834]	 pOO68 W82-26468
r	 THERMAL EFFECTS
t	 U MPERATURE EFFECTS
THERMAL EFFICIENCY
U ERMODYNAMIC EFFICIFNCY
THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE
n AT STORAGE
THERMAL EIPANSION
Thermal expansion accommodaticn in a jet engine
frame
p0029 182-11999
THERMAL FATIGUE
Comparative thermal fatigue resistance of several
oxide dispersion strengthened alloys
p0062 A82-11399
Thermal expansion accommodation in a jet engine
frame
pCO29 A82-11999
Fatigue of Ni-A1-Mo aligned eutectics at elevated
temperatures
pOO52 A82-13403
Thermal fatigue and oxidation data of TAZ-8A and
M22 alloys and variations
[NASA-CF-1654071	 pO063 N82-10193
revelopment o£ improved high temperature coatings
for IN-792 + HF
f NASA-CF- 165395 1
	p0063 N82-14333
THERMAL MAPPING
Reliable aerial thermography for energy conservation
[ NASA-TM-817661	 pn 117 N82- 14552
TAEBMAL POWER
U FROGENEFATOBS
THERMAL PROPERTIES
U ERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
THERMAL PROTECTION
Progress in protective coatings for aircraft gas
turbines: A Review of NASA EFcnsored research
p	 [NASA-TM-827401	 p0058 N82-22216
Covering solid, film cooled surfaces with a duplex
thermal barrier coating
(NASA-CASE-LEW-13450- 11
	p0068 N82-25463
Use of fiber like materials to augment the cycle
life of thick thermoprotective seal coatings
f NASA-TM-829011
	 pOO89 1;82-32633
THERMAL BESISTINCE
A heat exchanger computational Frocedure for
tempetature-dependent fouling
fASME PAPER 81-HT-751
	 p0092 A82-10961
Thermal-barrier-coated turbine blade study
f. NASA-CR 165351 1 	p0023 N82-10040
TBEBMAL SHIELDING
U AT SHIELDING
THERMAL STABILITY
NT TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
Deposit formation in liquid fuels. I
	 Effect of
coal-derived Lewis bases on storage stability of
Jet A turbine fuel
p0074 A82-22241
oxidation stability of advanced reaction-bonded
Si3N4 materials
THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCI
fACS PAPER 52+-B-80P1
	
p0074 A82-33030
Phase stability in plasma-sprayed, partially
stabilized zirconia-yttcia
p0070 A82-41552
Thermal oxidative degradation reactions of
perfluoroalkylethers
[NASA-CH-1655161
	
p0048 N82-12135
Effect of some nitrogen compounds thermal
stability of jet A
(NASA-T0-82908)	 p0072 N82-27519
Effect of hydrocarbon fuel type on fuel
[NASA-TM-82916]	 p0072 082-28460
THERMAL STRESSES
The application of probabilistic design theory to
high temperature low cycle fatigue
[NASA-CR-1654887	 p0112 Net-14531
Factors influencing the thermally-induced strength
degradation of D/Al composites
[NASA-TM-828231	 p0050 N82-24297
Fully6,plasma-sprayed compliant backed ceramic
turbine seal
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13268-2]	 p0101 N82-26674
Boundary layer thermal stresses in anqle-ply
composite laminates, part I --- graphite-epoxy
composites
[NASA-CR-1654121	 p0113 N82-26713
Modulus, strength and thermal exposure studies of
FP-Al203/aluminum and FP-Al203/magnesium
composites
[NASA-TM-82868]	 p0050 082-30335
TEERNIONIC CONVERTERS
High thermal power density heat transfer ---
thermionic converters
[NASA-CASE-LEY-12950-1]	 p0087 N82-11399
Parametric performance analysis of steam-injected
gas turbine with a
thermionic-energy-converter-lined combustor
[nASA-Tn-82736)	 p0121 H62-23678
THERNIONIC EMITTERS
Modification of spacecraft potentials by thermal
electron emission on ATS-5
p0040 A92-16194
TEEREIONIC REACTORS
A N ENGINES
TEEREOCSEMICAL PROPERTIES
HT HEAT OF COMBUSTION
TEERMOCHEHISTRY
Materials science issues encountered during the
development of thermochemical concepts --- in
screening of reactions for solar energy
applications
A82-10021
THERMOCOUPLES
Thin film temperature sensors, phase 3 --- for
engine-test evaluation
[NASA-CR-1654761 	 p0097 082-22479
THERMODYNAMIC CYCLES
HT STIRLING CYCLE
Evaluation of the potential of the Stirling engine
for heavy duty application
(NASA-CR-165473]	 pO128 N82-10505
New features and applications of PRESTO, a
computer code for the performance of
regenerative, superheated steam turbine cycles
[NASA-TP-19541	 p0119 N82-16477
Evaluation of inelastic constitutive models for
nonlinear structural analysis --- for aircraft
turbine engines
[RASA-TM-82845]	 p0112 N82-24502
TEEREODTNAMIC EFFICIENCY
End region and current consolidation effects upon
the performance of an MHD channel for the ETF
conceptual design --- Engineering Test Facility
[AIAA PAPER 82-0325]	 pO157 A82-17889
Evaluation of the potential of the Stirling engine
for heavy duty application
[NASA-CR-1654731	 p0128 N82-10505
Bud region and current consolidation effects upon
the performance of an MHD channel for the ETF
conceptual design	 '
(NASA-TM-827441
	 p0157 N82-12943
Summary and evaluation of the conceptual design
study of a potential early commercial MHD power
plant (CSPEC)
[NASA-TM-827343	 p0119 N82-16481
Development of thin wraparound junction silicon
solar cells
(NASA-CE-1655701
	 p0133 082-18689
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TEEENODII►NIC PROPERTIES
NT EMISSIVITY
NT ENTHALPY
NT ENTROPY
NT NEAT OF COMBUSTION
NT SURFACE ENERGY
NT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
NT 7HERNAL EXPANSION
HT 7HFRMAL STABILITY
4T TNERMOPHYSICAY, PROPERTIES
Experimental study of external fuel vaporization
rASME FArER 82-GT-591	 pOO75 A82-35312
Thermodynamics and kinetics of the sulfation of
porous calcium silicate
(NASA-TM-e27691	 p0048 N82-15119
Designing with fiqer-rein forced plastics (planar
random composites)
]NASA-TM-82812]	 p0050 N82-24300
Research report: User's manual for computer
program AT81YO05. PLANETSYS, a computer program
for the steady state and transient thermal
analysis of a planetary power transmission systew
r NASA-CR-165366]	 p0146 N82-31970
Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons with air. Part I: Properties
in SI units
(NASA-TP-19061	 p0161 N82-32186
Thermcdynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons with air, Part 2: Compositions
ccrrespondinq to Kelvin temperature schedules in
part I
[ NASA -TP- 1907 1 	p0161 N82-32187
Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons with air. Part 3: Properties
in US customary units
[ NASA-TP- 19081	 pO W W82-32j88
Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons with air.. Bart 4: Compositions
corresponding to Rankine temperature schedules
in part 3
f NASA-TP- • 1919]	 p0 161 N82-32189
Large area low-cost space solar cell development
r, NASA-TM-82 q 02 	 pO126 N82-32854
1I1fiiRODINANICS
ST hP.ECTHRRMODYNAMICS
AT COMBUSTION PHYSICS
Materials science issues encountered during the
development of thermochemical concepts --- in
screening of reactions for --elar energy
applications
A82-10021
CcmFutational methods .fcr internal flows with
eephasis on turbomachinery
{ NASA-TM-02764 1 	p0003 N82-13113
Effect of lccation in an array on heat transfer to
a cylinder in crossfiow
[NASA-TM-82797]	 p0087 N82-19493
Spherical roller hearing analysis. SKF computer
program SPHERBEAN. Volume 1: Analysis
[ NASA-CF- 165203 1 	pO 106 N82-20540
Spherical roller bearin g analysis. SKF computer
program SPHERBEAN. Volume 2: User d s manual
[NASA-CF-165204]	 p0106 N82-20541
Spherical roller bearing analysis. SKF computer
program SPIERBEAN. Volume 3: Program
correlation with full scale hardware tests
[NASA -CR-1652051	 p0106 N82-20542
Low-thrust chemical propulsion system propellant
expulsion and thermal conditioning study,
Executive summary
{ NASA-CP-1656221
	
p0045 N82-24287
bow-thrust chemical propulsion system propellant
expulsion and thermal conditioning study
[NASA-CR-1678411
	
p0045 R82-24288
THEEMONECHANICS
U EFMCDYNArTCS
THERMOMETRY
U MPEFATURR CEASUREMENT
THENHOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES
NT EMISSIVITY
NT TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
NT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
NT THERMAL STADILITY
Toward the use of similarity theory In two-phase
choked flows
p0089 A82-16570
THRRHO PETSICS
U EFMCDYNAMICS
TEEEEOPLASTIC FILES
Advanced inorganic separators for alkaline batteries
[YASA-CASE-LEN-13171-1]
	
pO124 N82-29708
TEIEEOPLASTIC RESINS
IT THERMOPLASTIC FILMS
Method of making formulated plastic separators for
soluble electrode cells
Designing ► with Efigersreinforced plastics (planar
random composites)
[NASA-TM-82812]	 p0050 N82-24300
Advanced inorganic separators for alkaline batteries
(NASA-CASE-LEN-13171-1] 	 pO124 N82-29708
TEEEROPLASTICITY
Nonlinear structural and life analyses of a
combustor liner
[NASA-TM-02846]	 pO111 982-24501
THIEROSETTING RESINS
NT EPDXY RESINS
NT KEVLAR (TRADEMARK)
Designing with figer-reinforced plastics (planar
random composites)
[NASA-TM-828121	 pOO50 982-24300
THEEEOSTABILITY
U ERNAL STABILITY
TNIREOTEOPISE
U ISOTROPY
U MPERATURE EFFECTS
TEEREOVISCOILASTICITY
Research and development program for non-linear
structural modeling with advanced
time-temperature dependent constitutive
relationships
[NASA-CR-165533]	 p0024 N82-16080
?NICENESS
The effect of rotor blade thickness and surface
finish on the performance of a small axial flow
turbine
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-2221	 p0022 A82-35409
The effect of rotor blade thickness and surface
finish on the performance of a small axial flow
turbine
[NASA-TM-82726]	 p00D3 N82-13114
Gas turbine ceramic-coated-vane concept with
convection-cooled porous metal core
[NASA-TP-1942]	 p0016 N82-14090
A finite element stress analysis of spur gears
including fillet radii and rim thickness effects
(MASH-TH-82865]	 p0101 U82-28646
Small axial turbine stator technology program
[NASA-CR-165602]	 p0028 N82-32367
THIn AIRFOILS
Measurement and prediction of mean velocity and
turbulence structure in the .near wake of an
airfoil
p0010 A82-26137
solution of the unsteady subsonic thin airfoil
problem
pOO12 A82-41267
THIN FILES
NT ENERGY ABSORPTION FILMS
Ion-beam-induced topography and surface diffusion
p0160 A82-46426
Study of the photovoltaic effect in thin film
barium titanate
-[NASA-CR-1650811	 pO131 N82-16479
Morphological and frictional behavior of sputtered
MoS2 filas
[NASA-TM-82809]	 p0076 N82-22367
Thin film temperature sensors, phase 3 --- for
engine-test evaluation
.NASA-CE-1654761 	 p0097 N82-22479
Ion beam sputter deposited diamond like films
[NASA-TM-82873]	 p0069 982-28445
The dryout region in frictionally heated sliding
contacts
[NASA-TM-827961	 p008B N82-28574
THIN RILLS
On the solution of creep induced buckling in
general structure
pO115 182-39514
?ERIE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
The three-dimensional boundary layer on a rotating
helical blade
p0009 A82-15459
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer
development on a fan rotor blade
[AIAA PAPER 82-10071	 p0011 A82-31965
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Development of a simplified procedure for thrust
chamber life prediction
[NASA•,CR-165585]	 p0044 M82-21253
TRRNST CONTROL,
YT THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
Y/STOL propulsion control technology
[AIAA PAPER 81-2634]	 p0029 A92-16909
Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic 7/STOL
aircraft
[NASA-TH-82747]	 p0003 N82-13112
THRUST DISTRIBUTION
Tests of a D vented thrust deflecting nozzle
behind a simulated turbofan engine
[HAS►-CR-3508]	 p0006 962-17122
Inert gas ion thrullter
(NASA-CH-1655211	 p0044 N82-21252
THRUST LOADS
Applications of the DOE/NASA wind turbine
engineering information system
pO122 N82-23696
THRUST RXT12SAL
Thrust reverser for a long duct fan engine - for
turbofan engines
[MAS►-CASE-LEW- 13199-1]	 p0019 N82-26293
THRUST VXC20R CONTROL
Effect of a part span variable inlet guide vane on
T734 fan performance
[RASA-CE- 165458] 	 p0023 N82-12075
A real time Pegasus propulsion system model for
YSTOL piloted simulation evaluation
[NASA-TH-827701	 p0016 982-13144
Performance of a 2D-CD nonazisymmetric exhaust
nozzle on a turbojet engine at altitude
[NASA-TM-82881]	 p0005 N82-26241
TBRUSTORS
U CKET ENGINES
THUNDERSTORMS
NASA research programs responding to workshop
recommendations
N82-21146
TILTIZG ROTORS
A pad perturbation method for the dynamic
coefficients of tilting-pad journal bearings
p0110 A82-14400
TIME
NT FLIGHT TIME
TIRE DIVISION HULTIPLE ACCESS
30/20 GHz communications satellite nultibeam antenna
(AIAA 82-04493	 p0079 A82-23486
Dynamic switch matrix for the TD21A satellite
switching system
[AIAA 82-04581	 p0085 A82-23494
easeband-processed SS-TDMA communication system
architecture and design concepts
[AIAA 82-04821	 p0079 A82-23508
Open-loop nanosecond-synchronization for wideband
satellite communications
p0036 A82-27224
Wideband, high speed switch matrix development for
SS-TDMA applications
p0086 A82-43784
TISE MARCHING
On the solution of creep induced buckling in
general structure
pO115 A82-39514
TISE SERIES ANALYSIS
Illustration of a now test for detecting a shift
in mean in precipitation series
A82-13217
Identification of oultivariable hi gh ,performance
turbofan engine dynamics from closed loop data
[NASA--TM-82785]	 p0076 N82-20339
TIN COMPOUNDS
NT "TIN OXIDES
TIN OIIDZS
Electron beam induced damage in ITO coated Kapton
--- Indium Tin Oxide
p0159 A82-41546
Secondary electron emission yields
TIP SPEED	
p0038 N82-14226
Forward acoustic performance of a model turbofan,
designed for a high specific flow (QF-14)
[NASA-TP-19681	 p0152 N82-21036
TIPS
NT BLADE TIPS
TIRES
Rolling resistance of electric vehicle tires from
track tests
THREE DIMENSIONAL FLON
I	 NT SECCNDABY FLOW
Characteristics of the flow in the annulus-vall
region of an axial-flow compressor rotor blade
passage
[AIAA PAPER 82 -0413]	 p0009 A82-17933
y	 Forms of three-dimensional supersonic .free jets in
linear approximatlon
' k82-19196
Three-dimensional flow calculations including
boundary layer effects for supersonic inlets at
angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 82-0061]	 p0005 A82-1.4778
Three sensor hot wire/file technique for three
dimensional mean and turbulence flow field
measurement.
p0097 A82-30300
Finite volume calculation of three-dimensional
potential flaw around a propeller
,-
	
	 [ AIAA PAPER 82-04571	 pO010 A82-31933
Three dimensional flow field inside the passage of
a low speedaxial flow compressor rotor
(AIAA PAPER 82-1006]	 pO011 482-31964
Three-dimensional flow field in the tip reglou of
a compressor rotor passage. I - Mean velocity
profiles and annulus wall boundary layer
[ ASME PAPER 82-GT-111	 p0011 A82-35280
Three-dimensional flow field in the tip region of
a compressor rotor passage. II - Turbulence
properties
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-2341	 p0011 A82-35416
Three-dimensional shock struct..ure in a transonic
flutter cascade
p0006 A82-37937
Development of a locally mass flux conservative
computer code for calculating 3-D viscous flow
in turbomachines
[NASA-CE-35391	 p0007 N82-22214
Turbofan forced mixer-nozzle internal flowfield.
Volume 3: A computer code for 3-D mixing in
axisymmetric nozzles
[NASA—CB-349 4 1	 p0091 1182-22460
Fringe localization requirements for
three-dimensional flow visualization of shock
waves in diffuse-illumination double -pulse
hclographic interferometry
[NASA-TP-18691	 p0095 N82-22481
Numerical modeling of .three-dimensional confined
flows
[NASA-CP-1655831
	 p0158 N82-2407U
Scme aspects of calculating flows about
three-dimensional subsonic inlets
[NASA-TN-82789]
	
p0004 N82-25213
Three dimensional mean velocity and turbulence
characteristics in the annulus wall region of an
axial flow compressor rotor passage
[ NASA-CR- 169003]	 p0026 N82-25252
The design and instrumentation of the Purdue
annular cascade facility with initial data
acquisition and analysis
[NASA-CR-167861]	 pO008 N82-26237
Comparison of experimental and analytical
performance for contoured endwall stators
[NASA-TM-828771	 p0o19 N82-26299
Three dimensional flow field inside compressor
rotor, including blade boundary layers
(NASA-CP- 169120}	 p0091 N82-27696
Computer program for calculating full potential
transonic, quasi-three-dimensicnal flow through
a rotatinq turbumachinery blade row
[ NASA -TP-2030'1	 p0005 N82-28247
Turbine endwalA single cylinder program
r, NASA-CV- 	 p009Y N82-311`38
Three dimensional fRow measurements in a turbine
scroll
[ NASA-CP- 1679201
	
p0009 M82-32310
THREE DIMENSIONAL NOTION
NT SECCNDAEY FLOW
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
=THROTTLING
External fuel vaporization study
F	 ( NASA-CB- 165513]	 p0073 N82-14371
1 Ti/BUST
'NT FOCKFT THRUST
THRUST CHAMBERS
A simplified design procedure for life prediction
of rocket thrust chambers
R	 [AIAA PAPER 92-12511	 pOD43 A82-35087
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[NASA-4M-82836]	 pO124 N82-28786
On the road performance tests of electric test
vehicle for correlation with road load simulator
[NASA-TM-82900)
	 pO127 N82-33829
TITTANATES
NT BARIUM TITANATES
312/2108
Structural dynamics of shroudless, hollow, fan
blades with composite in-lays
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-2841 	 p0022 A82-35456
Energy efficient engine shrcud"less, hollow fan
blade technology report
[NASA-CP,-165586]	 p0024 N82.21196
Straetural dynamics of shroudless, hollow fan
blades with composite in-lays
[ NASA-TM-82816)	 pOO 18 N82-22266
TITANIUM Ae'1015
Interrelation of material micrestructure,
ultrasonic factors, and fracture toughness of
two phase titanium alloy
[NASA-TM-8281D)	 pO110 N82-20551
Method and apparatus for coating substrates using
lasers
[NASA-CASE-LEN-13526-11 	p0059 N82-22347
TITANIUM COMrOUNDS
NT VARIUM TITANATES
TOLERANCES (PHTSIOLOGY)
NT 81DILTICN TOLERANCE
TOLLMEIN-SCELICITING WAVES
Generation of instability wares at a leading edge
[NASA-TH-82835]	 p0087 M82-22453
TONOUETRY
U ESSURE MEASUREMENT
TOOLS
NT MILLING MACHINES
TOPOGRAPHY
Ion-beam-induced topography and surface diffusion
p0160 A82-46426
TORQUE
Small passenger car transmission test: Chevrolet
Malibu 2000 transmission with lockup
(NASA-CE-165182] 	 pO 105 N82-16410
Small passenger car transmission test: Mercury
Lynx ATI transmission
[NASA-CE-1655101 	 p0 106 N82-24496
TORQUE MEASURING APPARATUS
U ROUEMETERS
TORQOENETEBS
A digital optical torquemeter for high rotational
speed applications
[NASA-TM-82914)	 p0095 N82-31664
TORSIONAL STRESS
Forced torsional properties of PHR comphsites with
varying nadir, ester concentrations and
proce"inq histories
pO051 A82-45630
Failure analysis of a tool steel torque shaft
[NASA-TM-e2758)	 p0058 N82-11184
TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEMS
Develop and test fuel cell powered on-site
integrated total energy system. Phase 3:
Full-scale power plant development
[ NASA-CR- 165328'1 	 pO 1 17 N82-13490
Technology development for phosphoric acid -fuel
cell powerplant, phase 2
[ N ASA-CR- 165426 ) 	 pO 131 M82-16462
Develop and test fuel cell powered on-site
integrated total energy systems. Phase 3:
Full-scale power plant development
[ NASA-CR- 165455)	 pO 131 H82-16483
TONERS
Effect of rotor configuration on guyed tower and
foundation designs and estimated costs for
intermediate site horizontal axis wind turbines
NASA-'tM-82804 )	 p0121 N82-22645
Vibration analysis of three guyed tower designs
for intermediate size wind turbines
[NASA-CR-165589]	 p0137 N82-30709
TRACI CONTAMINANTS
An automated system for global atmospheric
sampling using 8-747 airliners
[ NASA-CR- 165264'1 	 pO 139 N82-13554
TRAC7105
Regimes of traction in concentrated contact
lubrication
[ASME PAPER 81-LUB-16]	 p0107 182-18431
Design study of a continuouely variable roller
cone traction CVT for electric vehicles
[NASA-CF-159841]	 pO105 1182-12445
Traction contact performance evaluation at high
speeds
Sts11ss 1evaluations under rollinq/slidi
	
409
ng contacts
[NASA-CR-165561] 	 p0113 982-17521
qultiroller traction drive sped reducer:
Evaluation for automotive gas turbine engine
[NASA-TP-2027)
	 pO101 U82-2667t)
The influence of surface der.ts and grooves on
traction in &liding ELO point contacts
[NASA-TM-02943)	 p0102 082-32734
TRAINING ,IINULATORS
NT FLIGHT SIMULATORS
TRAJECTORIES
DT ELECTRON TRAJECTORIES
MT HOOK-EARTH TRAJECTORIES
IT PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES
TRANSCENDENTAL FUNCTIONS
IT PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
IT TANGENTS
TRANSDUCERS
IT PRESSURE SENSORS
TRANSFER POICTIOWS
Pressure transfer function of a JT15D nozzle due
to acoustic and convected entropy fluctuations
[NASA-TH-82842)	 pO152 N82-22951
TRA;SFER ORBITS
Mass driver reaction engine characteristics and
Performance in earth orbital, transfer missions
p0046 A82-18199
Propulsion system options for low-acceleration
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The ac propulsion system for an electric
vehicle, phase I
[NASA-CR-165480]	 p0129 082-13506
Straight and chopped DC performance data fora
reliance EV-250AT motor with a General
Electric EV-1 controller
[NASA-CR-165447]	 pD132 N82-17608
Straight and chopped DC performance data for a
General Electric 5BY436A1 DC shunt Rotor with
a General Electric EV-1 controller
rHASA-CH-165507]	 p0085 N82-24425
Small passenger car transmission test: Mercury
Lynx ATI transmission
ENASA-CR-1655101	 p0106 082-24496
LCO, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
Cathode catalysts for primary phosphoric acid
fuel cells
[NASA-CR-165578]	 p0134 082-21709
Cathode catalyst for primary phosphoric fuel cells
(NASA-CR-1651981	 p0134 082-22675
sCOLN NATION►LE SUPERIENRE DE NECHANIOUS ET
D O AEROTRCHNIOUE, POITIERS (PRANCE).,
on stability of premized:flames in stagnation
Point flow
p0057 A82-37574
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Pool (RONARD), INC., BELLEVUE, EASY.
Collection and dissemination of thermal emec9y
storage system information for the pulp and
paper industry
pO136 U82-24686
RIC, INC., NEWTON, MASS.
Moderate temperature Na cells. III -
Electrochemical and structural. ,studios of
Cr0,5VC.5S2 and its Na intercalates
Moderate temperature Na cells IV - pVS2 and2 15732
NbS2C12 as rechargflab.le cathodes in mclton
NAAlC14
p0055 A82-15743
ENNEGY RESEARCH CORP., DANBURY, CONN.
Technology development for tbcspboric acid Duel
cell powerplant, phase 2
[NASA-CP-165426)	 pO131 N82-16482
ENGELRARO INDUSTRIES, INC., E DISON, N.J.
Develop and test fuel cell powered on-silo
integrated total energy oyster. Phase 3:
Full-scale pover plant development
[NASA-CR-1653283 	 pO117 N82-13490
Develop and test fuel cell powered on-site
integrated total energy systems. Phase 3:
Pull-scale power plant development
[NASA-CB-1654553
	 pO131 082-16483
Develop and test fuel cell powered on-site
integrated total energy systems: Phase 3:
Pull-scale power plant development
[NASA-CR-1655683 	 p0135 N82-24648
Development and test fuel cell rcwered on-site
integrated total energy systems. phase 3:
Pull-scale power plant development
[NASA-CR-1678983	 p0137 N82-30705
ENGINEERING SOCIETIES COMMISSION ON ENENGY, INC.,
nASHINGTON, D. C.
Barriers to thn utilization of synthetic, fuels
fcr transportation
[NASA-CR-1655173	 p0073 N82-13243
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH AND TECENCLOGT, INC.,
CONCORD, MUSS.
A review of transhorizon propagaticn phhnomena
p0079 ABZ-10679
F
TLON RESEARCH, INC., RENT, RASH..
Finite volume calculation of three-dimensional
potential flow around a propeller
(AIAA PAPER e2-09573	 p0010 A62-31933
FLOIDTNB ENGINEERING CORP., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN..
M11D oxidant intermediate temperature ceramic
heater study
( NASA-CR- 1654533	 pO131 N82-15527
FORD AEROSPACE AND COMMUNICATIONS CORP., PALO ALTO,
CALIF.
30/20 GHz communications satellite multibea n
Antenna
(AIAA 82-04491	 p0079 A82-23486
Dynamic switch matrix for the TCMA satellite
switching system
[AIAA 82-04583	 p00E5 A82-23494
FORD MOTOR CO., DEARBORN, MICH.
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) powertrain system
initial development report
(NASA-CP-165130 1	pO132 H82-16485
FUTURE SYSTEMS, INC., GAITHERSBURG, MD.
Cross-impact study of foreign satellite
communications on NASA's 30/20 GHz program
[NASA-CP-1651541	 p0018 N82-17420
FVG ASSOCIATES, INC., TDtLAROMA, TENN.
Design cf prototype charged particle fog
dispersal unit
[NASA-CF-34813	 pO141 N82-16659
G
GARRETT TOBBINE ENGINE CO., PNCENII, ARIZ..
Analytical and experimental evaluation of
blaxial contact stress
pO011 A82-20741
Oxidation stability of advanced reaction-bonded
313N4 materials
rics PAPER 52-B-80P1	 p0074 A82-33030
AGT101 automotive gas turbine system development[AIAA FAPER 82.1166] 	 90108 182-35039
The AGT 101 advanced automotive gas turbine
CASME PAPER 82-GT-721	 pO108 A82-35321
Design and devolopaeat of a ceramic radial
turbine for the AGT101
[AIAA PAPER 02-12093	 p0109 A62-35400
Applications of high-temperature powder total
aluminum alloys to small gas tdrbimes
pOO65 182-48244
Cooled variable-area radial turbine technology
program
[NASA-CR-165408]	 p0024 062-19221
Study of advanced propulsion systems for Small
Transport Aircraft Technology (STAT) program
[RASA-CH-1656101	 pD026 UO2-24202
Computations of soot and and NO yub x-emissions
from gas turbine combustors
[NASA-CH-167930]	 p0139 X02-29777
GAS RISNARCH INST., CHICAGO, SLL.
40-kwphosphoric acid fuel cell field test -
Project plan
p0120 A82-45325
GENERAL APPLIED SCIENCE LAMS., INC., NESTEORTs N. I.
Experimental study of the effects of secondary
air on the emissions a4d stability of a lean
premixed combustor
[AIAA PAPER 62-1072]	 p0021 A82-34992
GENERAL DINANICS/CONVAIR, Sk'v DISCO, CALIF,
Design and verification of a multiple fault
tolerant control system for STS applications
using computersimulation
[AIAA 81-21731	 p0035 1182-10124
Real-time computer simulation/amulation for
verification of multi-fault-tolerant control
of Centaur-in-Shuttle
(AIAA 81-22833	 p0040 A82-13494
Centaur capabilities for communications
satellite launches
(AIAA PAPER 82-0558]	 p0034 A82-36266
Neal-tiro- microcomputer simulation for space
Shu^tt e/Ceuta-- a-vionic-
p0033 A82-48245
Study of multi-megawatt technology needs for
photovoltaic space power systems. Volume is
Executive summary
[N ►SA-CR-165)x -VOL-1] 	p0130 N82-14636
Study of mult$-Ougawatt technology needs for
photovoltaic space power systems, volume 2
rNASA-CB-165323-VOL-2]	 p0130 N82-14637
Low-thrust chemical propulsion system propellant
expulsion and thermal conditioning study.
Executive summary
[NASA-CR-165622]	 p0045 N82-24287
Low-thrust chemical propulsion system propellant
expulsion and thermal conditioning study
(HAS ►-CH-167841)	 p0045 N82-24288
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., CINCINNATI, 0210.
Effects of vane/blade ratio and spacing on fan
noise
[AIAA PAPER 81-2033]	 p0029 A82-10457
Thermal expansion accommodation in a jet engine
frame
p0029 A82-11999
V/STOL propulsion control technology
[AIAA PAPER 81-2634]	 p0029 182-16909
Turbine blade nonlinear structural and life
analysis
[ ►IAA PAPER 82-10561 	 90021 A82-34981
Blade loss transient dynamic analysis of
turbomachinery
PAPE RCAIAA 
	
]NASA/General Electricbroad-specificationA
	
982
fuels
combustion technology program - Phase I
results and status
[AIAA PAPER 82-10893	 p0021 A62-35000
Progress in the development of energy efficient
engine components
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-275]	 pD030 A82-35450
optical tip clearance sensor for aircraft engine
controls
[AIAA PAPER 82-1131]
	
p0015 A62-37691
Core compressor exit stage study. Volume 4:
Data and performance report for-the best stage
configuration
[NASA-CE-165357]	 90023 X82-14092
Core compressor exit stage study. Volume 5:
Design and performance report for the Rotor
C/stator E configuration
[NASA-CR-165358)	 p0023 082-14093
Demonmtratios of catalytic combustion with
residual fuel
[NASA-CR-165369]	 p0131 N82-16484
i	 .
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C16 lot engine performance improvement; High
pressure turbine roundness
[NASA-CR-1655551	 p0024 N82-17174
CF6 Jet Engine Diagnostics Program: High
pressure compressor clearance investigation
[NASA-CH-1655801	 p0025 N82-21197
Thrust reverser fora long duct fan engine
[NASA-CASE-LEY-13199-11
	 pOO19 W82-26293
Core compressor exit stage study, ., olume 6
[NASA-CR- 1655531 	p0027 MO2-27310
CF6 jet engine performance improvement: High.
pressure, turbine active clearance control
[NASA-CP-1655561
	 V0027 N82-28297
The CF6 jet engine performance improvement: Low
pressure turbine active clearance control
[NASA-CP-1655571	 p0029 N82-33393
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., EVENDALE, OHIO.
7hroo-dimensionml flow field in the tip region
of a compressor rotor passage. I - Mean
velocity profiles and annulus yal.l boundary
leyer
[ASHE PAPER 82-GT-111
	 POOII A82-3528y
7hree-dimensional flow field in the tip region
of r, compressor rotor passage.. II - Turbulence
properties
{ASME PAPER 02-0T-2341
	
p0011 A82-35416
Cost/benefit studies of advanced materials
t4mchnolegies for future aircraft turbine
eng ines; Materials for advanced turbine engines
(NASA-CS-167S491
	 p0026 N82-25254
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., FAIRFIELD, CONN.
Pideband, high speed svikcli matrix development
for SS-TOMA applications
p0006 A82-43784
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LYNN, MASS.
Effects of vane/blaae ratio and spacing on fan
nci=e
[AIAA PAPER 81-20331	 p0029 A02-10457
7F34 Convertible Engine System Technology Program
p0022 A82-40521
Effect of a part span Variable inlet guide vane
on TP34 fan performance
[NASA-CR-1654581
	 p0023 NO2-12075
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Comparative analysis of CCM9D power plants
p0150 A82-20747
Adaptive rain fade compensation
p0080 A82-27178
Preliminary design development of 100 KR rotary
power transfer device
[ NASA-CP- 16543 1 1 	p0084 N82-23395
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
Optical tip clearance sensor for aircraft r9ngine
controls
[AIAA PAPER 82-11311	 p0015 A82.37691
Low NOx heavy fuel combustor concept program,
phase
[NASA-CR-165449'1	 p0135 N8:,24651
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., ST. PETEFSRORG, FLA.
Thermal=barrier-coated turbine :lade study
[NASA-CF-165351]	 p0023 N82-10040
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., SYRACUSE, 0. Y.
Low NO sub x heavy fuel combustor concept
program phase IA gas tests
[NASA-Ch-167&771	 p0055 N82-25337
GEAEHAL MOTORS CORP., INDIANAPCLIS, IND.
Acoustic microscopy of silicon carbide materials
pOC75 A02-33031
Small gas turbine combustor primary zone
development
[ AIAA PAPER 02- 1159 )
	 pO 103 Ad2-3503b
ACT 100 automotive gas turbine; system development
[AIAA PAPER 82-1165)	 p0108 A82-35036
AGT100 turhomachinery
(AIAA PAPER 02-12071	 pO108 A82-35061
Comhustor development for automotive gas turbines
[AIAA FAPIRP2-1208 )
	 p0.104 A62-35062
GEORGIA INST. 
OF 
TECH., ATLANTA+
An iterative finite element-integral technique
for predicting sound radiation from turbofan
inlets in steady fliqht
[ALAA PAPER 82-01241 	 p0030 :A82-1779u
Regimes of traction in concentrated contact
lubrication
[ ASME. PAPER 8 1-LIIB- 16 1	 p0107 A82-18431
Some observations in high pressure theology of
lubrirantc
[ASME PAPER 81-LUR-171 	 p0070 A82-IP432
Some observations in high pressure rheology of
luaricants
[ASME PAPER 81-LUB-171	 p0070 A82-18432
Solutions of the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations using the integral method
[AIAA PAPER 81-0046]	 p0093 A82-23832
Path-independent integrals in finite elasticity
and inelasticity, with body forces, inertia,
and arbitrary crack-face conditio.as
pO115 A02-32303
on a study of the /Delta T/c and C/asterisk/
integrals for fracture analysis under
non-steady creep
pO115 A02-36782
Moving singularity creep crack growth analysis
with the /Delta T/c and C/asterisk/ integrals
pO116 A82-40066
Preliminary study of temperature measurement
techniques for Stirling engine reciprocating
seals
[NASA-CR-165479)	 pO104 N82-11466
Prediction of sound radiation from different
practical jet engine inlets
[MASA-CR-165120)	 p0-153 MO2-16810
A new wiserical approach for compressible
viscous flows
[MAS ►-CO-168842)	 p0090 N82-22455
Creep crack-growths A new path-independent T
sub o and copputational studies
(WA-CH-1689301	 pO113 NO2-24503
Acoustic properties of turbofan inlets
[NASA-CR-169016]	 p0153 N82-27090
Creep crack-growth: Anew path-independent
integral (T sub c), and computational studies
(NASA-CH-167897)	 p0114 H82-29619
Development of a spinning wave heat engine
[MASA-C8-165611)	 p0028 N82-31328
GILBERT/COMMONNRALTE, READING, PA.
Magnetohydrodynami.:s MUD Engineering Test
Facility ETP 200 NNe power plant. Conceptual
Design Engineering Report COED. Volume 3;
Costs and schedules
NASA-CR-165452-VOL-33	 pO128 N82-19495
Magnetohydrodynamics (MUD) Engineering Test
Facility (ETF) 201) MYe power plant.
Conceptual Design Engineering Report (CDER).
Volume is Executive summary
[NASA-C8-165452-VOL- 11 	p0129 N82-12570
Magnetohydrodynamics (MUD) Engineering Test
Facility !ETF) 200 MYe power plant Conceptual
Design Engineering Report (CDER)
[NASA-CR-165452-VOL-5)	 p0132 N82-17603
Magnetohydrodynamics (MUD) Engineering Test
Facility (ETF) 200 NYe power plant.
Conceptual Design Engineering Report (CDER).
Volume 4: Supplementary engineering data
[NASA-CR-165452-VOL-47 	 p0133 N82-18688
Magnetohydrodynamics (MUD) Enqineerinq Test
Facility (ETF) 200 MYe power plant.
Conceptual Design Engineering Report (CDER).
Volume 2: Engineering. Volume 3: Costs and
schedules
[NASA-CR-165452-VOL-21
	
pO136 N82-27037
GINES, INC., MAL`PHAM, MASS.
Requirements for optimization of electrodes and
electrolyte for the iron/chromium Redoz flow
Coll
(NASA-CR-1652181	 pO136_M82-25640
GTE LABS., INC.,-NALTHAM, MASS.
Fabrication of turbine components and properties
of sintered silicon nitride
[ASML•' PAPER 62-GT-252)	 p0071 A82-35431
Fabrication c': sinterable silicon nitride by
injection molding
p0071 A82-37015
H
HAMILTON STANDARD, WINDSOR LOCKS, CONN.
Evaluation of wind tunnel performance testinqs
of an advanced 45 deg swept 8-bladed propeller
at Mach numbers from 0.45 to 0.85
[NASA-CR-35051	 pUD07 H82-19178
HERSH ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERING, CHATSWORTH, CALIF.
Analytical and experimental investigation of the
propagation and attenuation of sound in
extended reaction lined ducts
(AIAA PAPER 81-20141 	 p0153 982-10454 tq
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MUGEES AIRCRAFT Fi., EL SEGUNDO, CALIF.
The 30/20 Oft flight experiment system, phase 2.
Ycluse I: Executive summary
[NASA-CR-465409-VOL-I1	 p0078 NO2-20362
:Aa 30/20 GHz flight experiment system, phase 2.
volume 2: Experiment system description
[NASA-CR-165409-VOL-2]
	
P0078 N82-20363
The 30/21 GHz flight experiment system, phase 2.
volume 3
	
Experiment s ystem requirement
document
rNASA-CR-165409-VOL-31	 p0078 W02-20364
The 30/201 GHz flight experiment system, phase 2.
Yelumo 4: Experiment system davolopsant plan
(NASA-CR-165409-VOL-41 	 p0078 W82-20365
HUGNFS AIRCRAFT CO., MALIBU, CALIF.
A 10-kit series resonant converter design,
transistor characterization, and base-drive
optimization
p0006 A82-36927
H45CIS AIRCRAFT CO., TORRANCE, CALIF.
ryrolytic graphite collector development program
['NASA-CR-1679091	 p0052 N82-29363
HUGHES RESEARCH LABS., MALIBU, CA-1.11.
30-cm mercury ion thruster tochuology
00046 A82-15434
Charncteristics of the LuRC/Hn4has J-series
3C-cm engineering model thruster
p0046 A82-15435
Retrofit and acceptance test of 30-c n Lou
thrusters
{ NASA-CR- 1 652591	 p0044 N82-12133
A IOkN series resonant converter design,
transistor characterization, and bass-drive
optimization
[NASA-CR-1655461	 pOO84 NO2-17439
1
SIT RESEARCH INST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Thermal fatique and oxidation data of TA7.-BA and
M22 alloys and variations
[NASA-CR-1654071 	 p0063 NO2-10193
International market assessment of stand-alone
photovoltaic power systats fcr cottage
industry applications
(NASA-CF-1652071	 pO132 N82-1a494
ILLINOIS UNIT., CHICAGO.
Mathematical models for the synthesis and
optimization of spiral bevel gear tooth surfaces
(NASA-CR-35531
	
p0106 N82-25516
ILLINOIS UNIT., URBANA.
Interface cracks in adhesively bounded lap-shear
joints
p0116 A82-46109
Boundary-layer effects in composite laminates. I
- yreq-edgo stress singularities. .II -
Free-edge stress solutions and basic
characteristics
p0116 A82-46006
ILLINOIS UNIV., URBANA-CHIMPAIGN.
Boundary layer thermal stressas in angle-ply
Composite laminates, pant I
(NASA-CT-165412)	 pO113 W02-26713
Analysis of cracks emanatinq from a circular
hole in unidirectional fiber reinforcod
composites, part 7
[NASA-Cp-1654331	 p0114 N82-26714
Interlaminar crack growth in Ciber reinforced
composites ftAring fatigues part 3
[NASA-CV-1654341	 p0114 N82-26715
Analysis of interface cracks in adhesively
bonded lap shear joints, part 4
[NASA-CR-1654381	 pO114 NO2-26716
Edqe dolamination in angle-ply composit6
laminates, part 5
[ NASA -CR-1654391 	 p0114 H02-26717
Doundary-la yor offects in composite laminates:
Prue-edgo stress singularities, part 6
[NASA-CP-1614401	 pO114 N82-26710
NASA Adaptive Multiboam Phasod Array (AMPA): An
application study
[NA5.1-CP-1691251	 p0079 N82-28503
INSTITOT FUER THLORETISCHE STROEHUNGSMECHANIK,
GOETTINGEN (WEST GERMANY).
A cam Fu tational design methcd for transonic
turbomachiaary cascades
[ASME PAPER 02-0-117 1	p0022 A82-35348
INSTITOTT OF GAS TECHNOLOGY, CHICAGO, ILL.
stabilizinq platinum in phosphoric acid fuel cells
ri
[NASA-CR-165403]	 p0130 W02-14628
Stabilizing platinum in phosphoric acid kuel calls
(NASA-CR-165606]	 pO136 U82-29718
IONICS, INC., NATKRTONN, MASS.
Anion porasalactive membrane
(NASA-CH-167872] 	 pO137 182-30711
J
JET PROPULSION LAN., CALIFORNIA INST. Or'TNCE.,
PASADENA.
Evidence for PU-244 fission tracks in hibonites
from Murchison carbonaceous chogdrLto
pO166 A82-29316
Raman study of the improper forroolectric phase
transition in iron iodine boracite
A82-30297
Subsystems design and component development for
the parabolic dish modulo for solar thermal
power systems
(NASA-CR-1689411	 pO135 N82-24646
K
KANSAS UNIV., LANRENCE.
Numerical simulation of sheath structure and
currout-voltage characteristics of a
conductor-dielectric disk In a plasma
p0040 A82-15904
Numerical simulation ok plasma insulator
intorao;,ivis in space. Part 1 	 The self
coilsistwit calculation
p0039 N82-14272
Numerical simulation of plasma insulator
interactions in space. Part 2. Dielectric
effects
p0039 W02-14273
KANSAS UNIV. CENTRR FOR RESEARCH, INC., LAM111CR.
Icing tunnel tests of a composite porous leading
edge for use with a liquid anti-ico system
(NASA-CH-1649661	 p0014 N82-11052
KARLSRUHE UNIT. (NEST GERMAN!)._
Extended range stress intensity factor
expressions for chevron-notched short bar and
short rod fracture toughness specimens
p0112 A02-40357
KENTUCKY UNIT., LEXINGTON.
Buoyancy effects on the temperature field in
downward spreading flames
p0094 A82-41203
KRS FUSION, INC.. ANN ARBOR, MICH.
Free electron lasers for transmission of energy
in space
(NASA-CR-1655201	 pO09H NO2-25499
L
LIFE SYSTEMS, INC., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Alkaline regenerative tuol call systems for
enorgy storage
P0042 A02- 11706
Endurance test and evaluation of alkaline water
electrolysis calls
[NASA-CH-1654241	 p0130 N82-13508
LITTLE (ARTHUR D.), INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
Au assessment of the crash fire hazard of liquid
hydrogen fueled aircraft
[NASA-CR-165526] 	 p0013 N82-19196
LNR COMMUNICATIONS, INC., HAUPPAUGE, 1. T.
IMPATT power building blocks for 20 Gllz
spaceborne transmit amplifier
[AIAA 02-04901
	
p0006 182-23566
LOCKHEED-CALIFORNIA CO., BURBANK.
Experimental study of fuel heating at low
temporatures in a winq tank model, volume 1
[NASA-CH-1653911 	 p0073 NO2-11224
Additional experiments on flowability
improvements of aviation fuels at low
temperatures, volume 2
(NASA-CR-1679121	 p0074 N82-3154b
LOCKHEED-GHORGIA CO., MARIETTA.
Advanced turboprop testped systems study.
Volume 1: Tostbed progrdm objecti'Ves and
priorities, drivo sysstem and aircraft desiqn
studies, evaluation and recommendations and
wind tunnel test plans
[NASA-CR-167920-VOL-11 	 p0020 N82-32370
LONELL UNIT., MASS.
Effect of gamma Irradiation oil the friction and
C-7
nICRIGAE STATE UNIT., EA.-T LANSING.
Standing waves along a microwave generated.
surface wave plasma
p0156 A02-26952
MICHIGAN TECHNOLOGICAL UNIT., HOUGHTON.
Solute transport during the cyclic oxidation of
Ni-Cr-Al alloys
[NASA-CR-165544]	 p0064 N82-27462
MINNESOTA UNIT'., MINNEAPOLIS.
Turbulent ;boundary layer heat transfer
experiments - A separate effects study on a
convexly-curved wall
[ASME PAPER 81-NT-78]	 pD092 A82-10963
The acoustical structure of highly porous
open-cell foams
p0154 A82-45165
HISSOUnI UNIT., ROLLA.,
Methods for the calculation of axial wave
numbers in lined ducts with mean flow
p0153 A82-14044
Acoustic transmission in lined flow ducts - A
finite element eiqenvalue problem
pO154 A82-17663
Conversion and matched filter approximations for
serial minimum-shift keyed modulation
p0080 A82-26713
Conversion of acoustic energy by lossless liners
pO154 A82-36195
MOTOROLA, INC., SCOTTSDALE, ARIZ.,
Daseband-processed SS-TDMA communication system
architecture and design concepts
[AIAA 82-0482]
	
p0079 A82-23508
Near optimum delay-line detection filters for
serial detection of MSK signals
p0086 A82-43867
MUNISING PAPER DIV., NRENAN, WIS.-
Development of battery separator composites
[NASA-CR-165508]	 p0128 N82-11547
N
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES NATIONAL RESEARCH
COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, D. C.,
Nicral ternary alloy having improved cyclic
oxidation resistance
[NASA-CASE-LEN-13339-11
	 p0061 N62-31505
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
WASHINGTON, D.,C.
Bibliography of NASA published reports on
general aviation, 1975 to 1981
[UASA-TM-83307]
	 rDO01 NB2-19132
NASA research programs responding to workshop
rzcommendations
N82-21146
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. AMES
RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.
A theory of the n-i-p silicon solar call
pO128 A82-45055
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADHINISTRATION.,
LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
Electromechanical actuators
N87-19148
UATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
Non-noble catalysts and catalyst supports for
phosphoric acid fuel cells
[NASA-CH-1652891
	 p0137 N82-30722
NATAL AIR PROPULSION TEST CENTER, TRENTON, 5,4
Rotor fragment protection program: Statistics
on aircraft gas turbine ngine rotor failures
that occurred in O.S. commercial aviation
during 1978
(NASA-CH-t65388]	 pD027 N82-27316
NEW MEXICO UNIT., ALBUQUERQUE.
Study of the photovoltaic effect in thin film
barium titanate
[NASA-CFI-165081]	 pO131 N82-16479
NIELSEn ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH, INC., MOUNTAIN
TIEN, CALIF.
Rapid approximate determination of nonlinear
solutions - Application to aerodynamic flows
and design/optimization problems
k
]
S^
	
p0012 A82-35571
	 k '
MORTEEASTERN UNIT., BOSTON, MASS.
Engine dynamic analysis with general nonlinear
finite element codes. II - Bearing element
implementation, overall numerical
characteristics and benchmarkinq
[ASME PAPER 82-GT-292,]	 p0108 A82-35462
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wear of ultrahigh molecular weight pclyetbylene
P0062 A82-10674
M
MARTIN_ MARIETTA AEROSPACE, DEXTER, COLO.
An experiment to evaluate liquid hydrogen
storage in space
A82-20748
Primary propulsion/large space system
interaction study
[NASA-CR-1652771	 p0044 N82-18315
MARTIN MARIETTA CORP., BETHYSDA, MD.
Cryoqeaic fluid management experiment
[NASA-CP-1654953
	 p0039 W82-15117
MARYLAND UNIT., COLLEGE PARK.
VLA observations of solar active regions at 6 cn
wavelength
pO 167 A82- 10 156
Toward the use of similarity theory in two-phase
choked flows
p0089 A82-16570
Time variability and structure of quiet sun
sources at 6 cn wavelength
p0167 A82-26003
Magnetic structure of a flaring region producing
impulsive microwave and hard X-ray bursts
p0167 182-27323
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH., CANERIDGE.
Modeling parameter influences cn MND swirl
combustion nozzle +ies3.gn
[AIAA PAPER 82-09841	 p0011 A82-31947
Aerodynamic damping measurements in a transonic
ccmpressor
( ASHE PAPER X12-GT - 287 ]	 pDO 1? A82-35459
in-plane inertial coupling in tuned and severely
mistuned bladed disks
[ASME PAPER B2-GT-2887	 pOO12 A82-35460
Flow aerodynamics modeling of an MUD swirl
combustor - Calculations and experimental
verification
p0094 A82-44782
Conceptual design of superconducting magnet
systele for Magnetohydtodynamic (MHD)
Engineering Test Facility (F,TP) 200 MPe power
plant
[NASA--CR-165053]	 pO105 N82-14520
Ultrasonic input-outpdt for transmitting and
receiving longitudinal transducers coupled to
same face of isotropic elastic plate
[NASA-CFI-35061	 pO110 N82-18613
Review of analysis methods for rotatinq systems
with periodic coefficients
p0135 N82-23702
A PORTRAIT program for calculating three
dimensional, inviscid avid rotational flows
with shock waves in axial compressor blade
rows: User's manual
[NASA-CP.-35603	 p0008 N82-26230
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES NORTHWEST, INC., BELLEVUE,
WASH.
Overview study of Space Power Technologies for
the advanced energetics program
[NASA-CP-1652691
	 p0132 N82-17606
MAY-PLANCK-INSTITOT POER STROERUNGSFORSCHUNG,
GOET7IMCEN (WEST GERMANY).
Conversion of acoustic energv by lossless Uners
pO154 A82-36195
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP., ST. LOUIS, MO.
Tests of a D vputeti thrust deflecting nozzle
tehind a simulated turbofan a.ngine
[NASA-CP-35081	 p0006 N82-17122
MECHANICAL TECHEOLOGT, INC., LATHAM', N. Y.
Development of CdO-graphite-Aq coatings for gas
bearings to 427 C
pO108 A02-27079
Preliminary study of temperature measurement
techniques for Stirling engine recipcor7ating
seals
[NASA-CR-1654791 	 p0104 N82-11466
Automotive Stirling engine development program
[NASA-CF-1679077 	 pO164 X82-29235
Automotive Stirling Engine Mod l Design Review,
volume I
[NASA-Cr,-167935]	 pO164 N82-34311
Automotive Stirling Engine Mod l Design Review,
volume 3
[ NASA-CN- 167.1571 	 p0164 N82-34312
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NORTHROP CORP., BANTHORNE, CALIF.
Tangential blowing for control of strong normal
shock - Boundary layer interactions on inlet
ramps
(AIAA PAPER 82-1082]	 p0005 A82-37684
nOITVINSTEIN UNIT., EVANSTON, ILL.
Lean-limit extinction of propane/air mixtures in
the stagnation-point flow
p0057 A82-28736
Effects of heat loss, preferential diffusion,
and flame stretch on flame-front instability
and extinction of propaue/air mixtures
p0057 A82-32877
On the opening of premixed Bunsen flamo tips
p0057 A82-37570
On stability of premixed flames in stagnation -
Point flow
p0057 A82-37574
On finite deformation elasto-plasticity
p0116 A82-45869
nOTRE DANL UNIT., IND.
Sound generated in a cascade by
three-dimensional disturbances convected in a
subsonic flow
(AIAA PAPER 81-2046)	 p0153 A82-10460
A tensor approach to modeling of nonhomogeneous
nonlinear systems
pO146 A82-19064
Alternatives for jet engine control
[NASA-CR-168094]	 p0026 N82-23247
NTL, INC., COLMNACK, N.Y.
Anew antenna concept for satellite communications
(NASA-CR-167924)
	 p0079 N92-31584
0 + 609116LL AND ASSOCIATES, IN C., PITTSBURGH, PA.
A simplified design procedure for life
prediction of rocket thrust chambers
(AIAA PAPER 82-1251]	 pOO43 A82-35087
Development of a simplified procedure for thrust
chamber life prediction
(NASA-CP-1655851	 p0044 N82-21253
OHIO STATE UNIT., COLUMBUS.
Vibrations of cantilevered shnllcv cylindrical
shells of. rectangular planform
p0115 A82-11296
Vibrations of twisted rotating blades
(ASME PAPER 81-DET-1211	 p0115 A82-19341
Aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils with ice
accretions
(AIAA PAPER 82-02821	 p0010 A82-22081
Ccmrariscn of beam and shell thaories for the
vibrations of thin turbomachinery blades
(ASME PAPER 82-OT-2231
	 p0115 A82-35408
On ultrasonic factors and fracture toughness
p0116 A82-42863
Rime ice accretion and its effect on airfoil
performance
( NASA-CP- 1655991	 p0008 N82-24166
The orthogonal in -situ machining of single and
polycrystalline aluminum and copper, volume I
(NASA-CR-1689291
	
p0076 N82-24361
The transmission or scatterinq of elastic waves
by an inhomogeneity of simple geometry: A
c:cmFarison of theories
f NASA-CR- 1690341	 pO079 N82-26526
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV., STILLNATEB.
On the prediction of svirlinq £lcwfieids found
in axisymmetric combustor geometries
p0029 A82-1212C
A simple finite difference procedure for the
vortex controlled diffuser
(AIAA PAPER 82-01091	 p0030 A82-17788
Mean flovfields in axisymmetric combustor
geometries with swirl
(AIAA PAPER 82-01771	 p0092 A82-•17824
Modeling parameter influences on MHD swirl
combustion nozzle desiqn
(AIAA PAPER 62-09841
	 p0011 A82-31947
Bluff-body flameholder wakes - A simple
numerical solution
(AIAA PAPER 82-11771
	 p0093 A82-35043
Turbulence measurements in a confined jet using
a six-orientation hot-wire probe technique
£AIAA PAPER 92-12621
	 p0094 A82-37710
Flow aerodynamics modeling of an MRD_swirl
rcobustor - Calculations and experimental
verification
pC094 A82-44782
Investigations of flovfields found in typical
combustor geometries
(NASA-CF- 1650f11
	
p0090 N82- 15360
Investigations of flowfields found in typical
combustor geometries(NASA-CB-1605851 p0090 N82 -19495
Tnvestiqations of flowF iolds found in typical
combustor geometries
(NASA-CE-1692951
	 pOO92 N82-31643
OPERATIONS RESEARCH, INC., SILVER SPRING, HD.
Plauning satellite communication services and
spectrur-orbit utilization
(AIAA 82-05261
	 pOO80 A82 -23538
P
PANELVISION COEP., PITTSBURGH, PA,;
Development of an 1100 ;leg P capacitor
p0083 N82-15315
PARAGON PACIFIC, INC., EL SEGUNDO, CALIF.
Development report: Automatic System Test and
Calibration (ASTAC) equiFvent
(NASA-CF-1654031 	 p0129 N82-13505
PARSONS (RALPH M.) CO., PASADENA, CALIF.
Fuel quality processing study, volume 1
(NASA-rF-165327-VOL-11 	 p013` N82-24649
Fuel quality/processinq study Voluva 2:
Appendix. Task I literature survey
fNAOA-CR-165327-VOL-21
	 p0135 N82-24650
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIV., UNIVERSITY PARR.
The three-dimensional boundary layer on a
rctatinq helical blade
Atomization and combustion properties of 
flashinq ininctors
(AIAA PAPER R2-03001
	 pOO92 A82-17680
Characteristics of the flow in the annulus-wall
region of an axial-flow compressor rotor blade
passage
(AIAA PAPER 82-04131	 p0009 A82-17933
Interaction of compressor rotor blade wake with
wall boundary layer/vortex in the end-wall
region
(ASME PAPER 81-GR/GT-I]
	 p0010 A82-19301
Strength distributions of SiC ceramics after
oxidation and oxidation under load
[ACS PAPER 9-C-80C]	 p0071 A62-20143
Anaerobic polymers as high vacuum leak sealants
n0108 A82-21967
Effects of blade loading and rotation on
compressor rotor wake in end wall regions
[AIAA PAPER 82-01931
	 p0010 A82-22063
Measurement and prediction of mean velocity and
turbulence structure in the near wake of an
airfoil
p0010 A82-26137
Three sensor hot wire/film technique for three
dimensional mean and turbulence flow field
measurement
p0097 A82-30300
Three dimensional flow field inside the passage
of a low speed axial flow compressor rotor
(AIAA PAPER 82-10061	 p0011 182-31964
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer
development on a fan rotor blade
[AIAA PAPER 82-10071	 p0011 A82-31965
Three-dimensional flow field in the tip region
of a compressor rotor passage. I - dean
velocity profiles and annulus wall boundary
layer
(ASME PAPER 82-GT-11)	 p0011 A82-35280
Investigation of the tip-clearance flow inside
and at the exit of a compressor rotor passage.
i - Mean velocity field
(ASME PAPER 82-GT-12]	 p0011 A62-35281
Three-dimensional flow field in the tip region
of a compressor rotor passage. II - Turbulence
properties
(ASRE PAPER 82-GT-2343
	 p0011 A82-35416
Effects of oxidation and oxidation under load on
strength distributions of Si3N4
(ACS PAPER 69-B-801
	 p0071 A82-35871
Pressure pulsations above turbomolecular pumps
p0076 A82-46430
Oblique-incidence secondary emission from
charged dielectronics
p0039 M82-14227
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Numerical analysis and FORTRAN program for the
computation of the turbulent wakes of
turbomachinery rotor blades, isolated airfoils
and cascade of airfoils
(NASA-CH-35091	 p0006 N82-18184
Secondary eleetroo emission from a charged
dielectric in the presence of normal and
oblique electric fields
(NASA-CR-1685587	 p0084 N82-18507
Mapping of electrical potential distributions
with charged parti-alc. beams
[NASA-CR-1685561	 pDO84 N82-18500
Application of an airfoil stall flutter computer
prediction program to a three-dimensional
wing : Prediction versus experiment
[NASA-CR-168586] 	 p0007 N82-19169
Three dimensional mean velocity and turbulence
characteristics in the annulus wall region of
an axial flow compressor rotor passage
(NASA-CH-1690031	 p0026 N82-25252
Investigation of the tip clearance flow inside
and at the exit of a compressor rotor passage
(NASA-CR-1690041	 p0026 N82-25253
Investigation of spray characteristics for
flashing injection of fuels containing
dissolved air and superheated fuels
rNASA-CH-35631	 p0027 N82-26295
Three dimensional flow field inside compressor
rotor, including blade boundary layers
rNASA-CR-1691201
	 p0091 N82-27686
PITTSBURGH UNIV.,
Investigation into the role of NaCl deposited on
oxide and metal substrates in the initiation
of hot corrosion
(NASA-CR-i650291	 pDO63 482-13217
POKER TRANSISTOR CO., TORRANCE, CALIF.
Fast recovery, high voltage silicon diodes for
AC motor controllers
p0086 A82-36926
PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT, PAST DARTFORD, CONN.
Tailored plasma sprayed MCrAlY ccatings for
aircraft gas turbine applications
(NASA-CF-165?,341	 p0064 N82-19360
PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT GROUP, EAST HARTFORD,
CONN.
Improved plasma grayed MCrAlY ccatings for
aircraft gas turbine applicaticns
p0065 A82-20742
J18r high pressure compressor performance
improvemont
rNASA-CF-1655311
	
p0104 N82-11467
Low NO sub x heavy fuel combustor concept program
NASA-CE 1655121 	 p0129 K82-12572
sensor failure detection system
(NASA-CF-1(355151	 p0023 N82-13145
study of controlled diffusico stator bladinq.
1, Aerodynamic and mechanical design report.
rNASA-CF-1655001 	 pn424 N82-16081
J74n ceramic outer air seal system refinement
program.
f NASA-CF-16555141	 pD106 N82-18603
Energ y efficient Pngine shreudless, hollow fan,
blade technology report
rNASS-CP-1655861	 p0024 N82-21196
Fnergy efficient engine exhaust mixer model
technclogy
rNASA-cr-1654591	 p0025 N82-22264
Alvanced Low-Emissions Catalytic-Combustor
Proqram, phase
rNASA-CP-1594561 	 pOn25 N82-22265
Thin film temperature sensors, phase 3
r NASA -CP-1654761	 pOn97 N82-22479
Analysis of high load dampers
(NASA-CN-1095131p0026 H82-23240
Preliminary study, analysis and design for a
power switch for digital engine actuators
rNASA-C p-1585591	 p0085 NB2-23394
Performance deterioraticn due to acceptance
testing and flight. loads; J790 jet engine
*liagnostic program
r NASA-CP- 1655721	 p0027 N82-27309
F747/3T9D fliqht loads and their effect on
engine runuinq clearances and perfcrmance
deterioration; FCI:C NAIL/P and RA ,JT9D engine
diagnostics programs
(NASA-CP-1655731
	
p0027 N82-28296
Energy efficient engine: High Fressure turbine
uncooled rig technology report
rNASA-CF-1651491	 p0031 H82-32383
structural tailoring of engine blades (STAERL)
(NASA-CR-167949]	 p0028 N82-33391
Energy efficient engine: Turbine transition
duct modil technology report
rNASA-CF-1679961	 p0029 N82-33394
PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT GRODP, NEST PALE BEACH,
PL A.
computer modeling of fan-exit-oplitter spacing
effects on F100 response to distortion
rNASA-CF-1676791	 p0025 N82-23246
PRC SYSTEMS SCIENCES CO., TOCSON, ANIZ.
Gallium arsenide solar array subsystem study
(NASA-CF-167869]	 p0138 N82-32855
PRINCETON UNIV., N. 0.
pass Drivex TV0 - A status report
p0046 A82-18191
Mass driver reaction engine characteristics and
performance in earth orbital transfer missions
p0046 A82-16199
A small scale lunar launcher for early lunar
material utilization
p0032 A82-35617
The supply of lunar oxyaen to low earth orbit
p0032 A82-35618
PURDUE UNIV., LAFAYETTE, IND.
Model degradation effects on sensor failure
detection
p0148 A82-13143
water ingestion into jet engine axial compressors
fAIAA PAPER 82-01961
	 p0030 A82-17836
Three-dimensional flow calculations including
boundary layer effects for.superscnic inlets
at angle of attack
rAIAA PAPER 02-n0611
	 p0005 A82-19778
Diffraction by a finite strip
p0150 A82-33605
Solution of the unsteady subsonic thin airfoil
prollem	
p0012 A82-41267
Indentation law for composite laminates
(NASA-CR-1654601
	 p0052 N82-15123
The design and instrumentation of the Purdue
annular cascade facility with initial data
acquisition and analysis
fNASA-CR-1678611
	
p0008 N62-26237
Effects of cobalt on the microstructure of
Udimet 700
(NASA-CH-1656051
	 p0064 N82-28409
Calculation of the flow field including boundary
layer effects for supersonic mixed compression
inlets at angles of attack
rNASA-CR-1679411	 p0009 N82-29269
MC carbide structures in M(lc2)ar-M247
rNASA-CH-1678921
	 p0064 N82-30374
PURDUE UnIY.,SCEOOL OF SCIENCE AT INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Application of a finite element algorithm for
the solution of steady transonic Euler equations
fAIAA PAPER 82-0970)
	 p0010 A82-31939
Investigation of rotational transonic flows
through ducts using a finite element scheme
fAIAA PAPER 82-1267]	 p0012 A62-37711
Q
QUY.3NSBOROUGH CONEUNITY COLLEGE, BAYSIDE, N. Y.
The influence of gamma prime on the
recrystallization of an oxide dispersion
strengthened superalloy - MA 60005
p0062 A82-47393
R
RASOR ASSOCIATES, INC., SUNNYVALE, CALIF.
Jet impingement heat transfer enhancement for
the GPU-3 Stirling esgine
rNASA-TM 827271
	 pO163 N82-11993
RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INST., TROY, N. Y.
Fatigue of Ni-Al--Mo aligned eutectics at
elevated temperatures
p0052 A82-13403
Alignment of fluid molecules in an END contact
(ASLE PREPRINT 81-1,C-5C-11	 p0107 A82-18407
Analysis of infrared emission from thin adsorbates
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p0056 A82-21431
Low temperature growth and electrical
characterization of insulators for GaAs MISFETS
[NASA-CR-164972] 	 pO159 N82-11959
NICE DRIP., HOUSTON, TEN.
Direct conversion of light to radio frequency
energy
pO138 A82-11712
ROCKSlDEl1, CANOGA PARK, CALIF.
Advanced superposition methods for high speed
turbopuap vibration analysis(NASA-CR-165379] 	 pO104 N82-11465
Liquid oxygen turbopuap technology(NASA-CR-165407] 	 pO105 H82-11468
Reusable rocket engine maintenance study
[NASA-CR-1655693
	 p0044 982-16172
ROCKWELL IBTERNATION ►L CORP., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Performance of PTFE-lined composite ,journal
bearings
[ASLR PREPRINT 82-AN-IA-1]
	 pO104 A82-37854
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., THOUSAND OAKS, CALIF.
Undoped semi-insulatinq LEC GaAs - A model and a
mechanism
p0159 A82-13754
Stoichionetry-controlled compensation in liquid
encapsulated Czochralski GaAs
p0158 A02-17585
Compensation mechanism in liquid encapsulated
Czochralski GaAs importance of melt
stoichiometry
Effect of melt stoichiometry on twin 0	
0403
formation
in LEC GaAs
pO160 A82-46517
High purity low dislocation GaAs single crystals(NASA-CR-165593]	 p0159 N82-23030
ROYAL 
AIRCRAFT 
ESTSDLISBS_N*, ramBoRpggm lEl4L1!!Di2
Fatigue tests with a corrosive environment
N82-13282
RUTCRES onl y., saw NRUNSNICK, N. J.
Turbulence in argon shock waves
pO 158 A82-11117
J
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., GLASTONBURY,
CONN.
Turbofan forced tixer-nozzle internal flowfield.
Volume 3: A computer code for 3-D mixing 1A
axisymmetric nozzles(NASA-CR-34941	 p0091 N82-22460
SHD ASSOCIATES, INC., EVANSTON, I11.
Eigenvalues of the Rayleigh-Denard and Narangoni
problems
p0092 182-13396
Nonlinear Narangoni convection in bounded
layers. I - Circular cylindrical containers.
II - Rectangular cylindrical containers
;0094 A82-39501
surface-tension induced instabilitizs: Effects
of lateral boundaries(NASA-CR-165530]	 p0092 N82-11390
SKF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES, KING OF PRUSSIA, PA.
Spherical roller tearing analysis. SKF computer
program SPHERDEAN. Volume 1: Analysis( NASA-CF- 1652031 	 pO106 N62-20540
spherical roller bearing analysis. SKF computer
program SPHERBEAN. Volume 2: Oser l s manual(NASA-CF-1652041	 p0106 N82-20541
Spherical roller beating analysis. SKF computer
b
,	 program SPHERDEAN. Volume 1: Program
f4	 correlation with full scale hardware tests(NASA-CF-1652051
	
p0106 N82-20542
High speed cylindrical roller hearing analysis.
SKF computer program CYSTAN. Volume 2:
User's manual
rNASA-CF-1653641 	 pO146 N82-31968
Research report: User's manual for computer
program AT81YO03 SHARERTH. Steady state and
transient thermal analysts of a shaft bearing
system includin g hall. cylindrical and tapered
roller tesIrings(NASA-CR-1653651	 p0146 N82-31969
Fesearch report	 User's manual for computer
program AT81TO05. PLANETSYS, a computer
program for the steady state and transient
f	 thermal analysis of a planetary power
1i
f1
transmission system(NASA-CR-1653663
	
pO146 N82-31970
SOLAR ENERGY TX'.'BNOLOGY, INC., BEDFORD, MASS.
Focal surfaces of offset dual-reflector antennas
pO08O A02-36265
SOLAR TUBBINLS INTERNATIONAL, SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
Low NOx hea.vv fuel combustor concept program
[NASA-CR-1670761	 p0074 N82-26402
Advanced ceramic coating dovolerment for
industrial/utility gas turbines
[NASA-CR-1690521 	 pOO65 N82-33494
Lou NOx heavy fuel combustor concept program.[NASA-CB-1654811	 pO138 N82-338$7
SONOSCAN, INC., DENSENVXLL , ILL.
Acoustic nicrose-opy of silicon carbide materials
p0075 A82-33031
SOOTS CAROLINA UNIT., COLUMBIA.
Digital imaging techniques in experimental
stress analysis
p0097 A82-34231
Experimental boundary integ ral equation
applications in speckle €nterferomptcy
p0097 A82-36987
SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INST., SAN ANTONIO, 131.
Study of vapor flow into a capillary acquisition
device(NASA-CR-1670831
	
p0091 182-24452
SPIRE COBP., BEDFORD, MASS.
Processing of silicon solar cells b y ion
implantation and laser annealinq(NASA-CR-1652831
	
pO128 N82-11546
Development of a large area space solar cell
assembly(NASA-CR-167929] 	 p0137 N82-30706
SRI INTERNATIONAL CORP., MENLO PAWN, CALIF.
Oxidation and formation of deposit precursors in
hydrocarbon fuels(NASA-CR-165534]	 p0073 W82-18402
First results of material charging in the space
environment[NASA-TH-847433
	
p0081 N62-24431
STANFORD UNIV., CALIF.
Turbulent boundary layer heat transfer
experiments - A separate effects study on a
convexly-curved wall(ASME PAPER 81-11T-781	 p0092 A82-10963
Turbulent boundary layer heat transfer
experiments: Convex curvature effects
including introduction and recovery
[NASA-CH-3510] 	 p0090 N82-17456
STEVENS INST. OF TECH., AOBOKEN, N. J.
The influence of Coriolis forces on gyroscopic
motion of spinning blades(ASNE PAPER 02-GT-1631 	 p0030 A82-35384
STIRLING THERMAL MOTORS, INC., ANN ARBOR,, MICH.
Evaluation of the potential of the Stirling
engine for heavy duty application(NASA-CR-165473]	 p0128 N82-10505
STONENABT ASSOCIATES, INC., MADISON, CONN.
Survey on aging on electrodes and
electrocatalysts in phosphoric acid fuel cells(NASA-CR-1655051	 p0120 NO2-11545
Preparation and evaluation of advanced
electrocatalysts fsir phosphoric acid fuel cells(NAS ,k-CE-165519]	 p0129 N82-12573
Preparation and evaluation of advanced
electrocatalysts for phosphoric acid fuel cells(NASA-CE-1655941	 pO132 N82-17615
STRUCTURAL COMPOSITES INDUSTRIES, INC., AZUSA, CALIF.
Winding for the wind
pO138 A82-37078
Design, evaluation, and fabrication of low-cost
composite blades for intermediate -size wind
turbines[NASA-CR-1653421	 p0133 `NO2-18693
SYSTEMATICS GENERAL COUP., STERLING, VA.
Communications satellit3 systems capacity analysis(NASA-CR-1679111
	
p0034 N82=27331
SYSTEMS CONTROL, INC., PALO ALTO, CALIF.,
Sensor failure detection system(NASA-CR-1655151	 p0023 N82-13145
SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND SOFTWARE, LA JOLLA, CALIF.
Space Shuttle Orbiter charging(AIAA PAPER 82-0119]	 p0040 A82-17793
Validation of the NASCAP model using spaceflight
data(AIk1 PAPER 82-02691
	 p0036 A82-17072
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$ Bootstrap* charging of surfaces composed of
a oltLpla materials
P0085 A82-18316
VISCiP simulation of laboratory charging tests
using multiple electron guns
pD033 A82-18319
Differential charging of hiqh-voltage spacecraft
- The equilibrium potential of Insulated
surfaces
p0041 A82-35547
Representation and material charging response of
geoplassa environments
p0039 V82-14249
Simulation of charging response of SCATHA
(P78-2) satellite
p0039 N82-14250
STS212S SCIENCE AND SOFTVARZ, SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
Charging of a large object in low polar Earth
orbit
p0039 N82-14275
Additional extensions to the WASCAP computer
code, volfine I
[NASA-CR-1678551 	 p0146 N82-25810
Additional extensions to the NASCAP computer
code, volume 2
[NASA-CR-1678561	 p0040 N82-26377
Additional extensions to the HASCAP computer
code, volume 3
[NASA-CH-167857]	 p0040 N82-26378
TAMISLXT (N. L.) AND ASSOCIATES, INC., BROOK PARK,
OHIO.
Vibration analysis of three guyed tower designs
for intermediate size wind turbines
p0137 H82-30709
TATA INST.,OF FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH, BONDAT (INDIA).
Evidence for Pu-244 fission tracks in hibonites
from Murchison carbonaceous chondri..te
pO 166 A82-29316
TXCNNION - ISRAEL INST. OF 2ECN., HAIFA.
modified face seal for positive film stiffness
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12989-1]	 p0099 NE12-12442
TRL-AVIV UNIT..(ISR ►1L).
On stability of premixed flames in stagnation -
Point flow
p0057 A82-37574
TELICTIE CAE, TOLEDO, OHIO.
Cooled variable nozzle radial turbine for rotor
craft applications
[NASA-CE-1653971	 p0028 N82-29323
TELEDYNE CONTINENTAL MOTORS, MOBILE, ALA.
ExhaL,st emissions reduction for intermittent
combustion aircraft engines
[NASA-CR-1679141
	 p0029 N82-33392
TELEDYNE CONTINENTAL MOTORS, MUSKEGCN, MICH.
Liqhtweiqht diesel engine designs for commuter
type aircraft
[NASA-CF-1654701 
	
p0023 M82-11068
TENNESSEE UNIV. SPACE INST., TULLAHCMA.
$ Coriolis resonance' within a rotating duct
p0012 A82-37938
TEXAS AGE UNIV., COLLEGE STATICN,
Performance degradation of propellor/rotor
systems due to rime ice accretion
[AIAA PAPER 82-02861	 p0014 A82-28322
THERMO ELECTRON CORP., WALTHAM, MASS.
Evaluation of left ventricular assist device
pump bladdevrs cast fccm icn-sputter7d
polytetrafluorethylene mandrels
[NASA-CF-1679041 	 p0142 N82-23976
THERMO MECHANICAL SYSTEMS CO., CANOGA PARK, CALIF.,
Development of a locally mass flux conservative
computer coda for calculatinq 3-D viscous flow
In turl:omachines
(NASA-CR-35391	 p0007 NO2-22214
TOKYO UNIT. (JAPAN).
Effect of tangential traction and roughness on
crack initiation/propagation during rolling
contact
p0103 A82-30022
TOLEDO UNIV., OHIO.,
Aeroolastic characteristics of a cascade of
mistuned blades in subsonic and supersonic flows
CASME PAP?n 81-DET-1221	 p0021 A82-19337
The effects of controls and ccntrcllable and
storage loads on the perfcreance of
stand-alone photovoltaic systems
p0127 A82-45027
Modeling the full-bridge sp ries-resonant power
converter
p0086 182-46385
Numerical simulation of one-disenslonal heat
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70115 A 82-354CB p0079 N82-28503 P0007 982-22214 70044 N82-111" 777
NAG3-38
p0115 082-32303
NAG3-152
P0165 A82-2375 0
NAS3-20836
70012 A82-35571
NAS3-21955
70044
1
N82-1831
pO115 A82-36782 NAG3-161 NAS3-20951 MAS3-21960
p!1116 A82-40066 70154 A82-45165 70090 N82-22458 70105 N82-134p0113 N 62-24503 NAG3-175 70091 1182-22459 NAS3-21961
70114 N82-29619 70259 N82-11959 70091 N82-22460 p0038 N82-142`NAG3-19- NAG3-208 NAS3-21040 NAS3-21971
p0113 N62-20564 70113 N82-19563 70046 A82-15434 p0092 082-105'NAC3-41 NAG3-242 NAS3-21051 p0093 A82-315f p0112 H82-14531 p0014 A82-28322 70082 A82-16831 70075 A82-35
NAG3-43 NAG3-246 70085 082-20743 NAS3-2.1974
70159 A82-21965 70115 902-33738 70083 N82-14447 pO153 M82-21(
Y
{ p0159 A62-30335 NASA ORDER C- 32817-D p0145 N82-16748 pO153 1182-21^
p0160 A62-46426 p0164 N82-18068 NAS3-21052 70155 N82-21"
p0065 N82-315n3 FASA ORDER C- 41581- II 70046 082-15435 MAS3-21975
NAG3-44 p0027 N82-27316 NAS3-21227 90253 082-1D
pOO63	 N82-13217 NASA CRDER C-4270 ID 70127 082-44942 9AS3-.21977 «.
NAG3-47 70137 N82-29721 NAS3-21276 p0073
€ 70030 A82-35384 NASA ORDER C- 46229-D 70128 N82-11546 p0074
N82-II^€'
1182-11
NA.G3-'18 70137 N82-30722 NAS3-21260 NAS3-21995 1
p0106 1482-25516 NASA ORDER C- 57307-D P0046 082-11762 p0022 N82-1
P0073 H82-13243
-1p0022:NB2
D-2
^_..-..,^. mmµ_
..	 r- • a .
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NAS3-21957 NA93-22444 NA53-22739 p0097 A82-30300
P026 NO2-24202 0047 A02-37713 p0025 082-23246 p0006 062-18184
t1►53-22802 NAS3-22461 NAS3-22762 030-3016
p0197 1102-22479 P0079 1102-25423 p0103 A82-35D36 p0071 A02-20143
i NAS3-22091 NA59-22471 M►S3-22771 P0071 AB2-35871
pOO24 402-19221 p0086 A02-36927 p0090 902-19496 NSG-3019
NA41-72005 p0084 1182-17439 NA53-22808 p0056 A82-22033
P1028 1102-293?3 NA33-22276 p0113 1182. 17521 pOO56 A82-28694
4AS3-22'108 p0142 1102-23976 NAS3-22876 p0091 1182-31641
P0124 1102-16081 NAr3-22477 p0047 A02-37713 p0092 N82-31642
N453-22019 P1132 N82-17606 NA53-22802 NSG-3032
p0006 N82-18180 SASS-22480 p0033 A82-44659 P0097 A82-30300
pOOn9 N92-26229 p0104 082-11465 p0033 082-29345 NSG-3036
IikS3-22q 53 NAS3-22481 NAS3-22885 p0030 A82-17796p0030 A82-34982 pOO23 N82-13145 p0080 A82-23538 p0153 962-2709011153-22055 NAS3-22402 NAS3-22867 0SG-3044
p9024 N82-1608n pOO13 1102-19196 p0079 1182-31584 P0116 A82-46109
NAS3-1 2)57 NA53-22491 NAS3-22880 082-6006
P0029 X82-16909 P0086 462-23566 p0034 $82-27331
P0116
p0113 082-226713
► NAS3-22162 4AS3-22496 NA53-22901 pO114 N82-26714
pOO 2n 482-10457 0078 1182-13302 p0034 A82-36286 p0114 082-26715
NAS3-22109 NA53-22498 NA53-22905 p0114 1182-26716p0n28 1182-32367 p0079 A82-23486 p0036 A02-36925 p0114 982-26717
NAS3-22123 NA53-22500 NAS3-22914 p0114 082-26718
p0104 A82-37854 p0086 A82-43784 p0034 A82-36286 NSG-3048N1S3- 22134 NAS3-22591 NA53-22950 pOl4B A82-19064
4TS3-:21432'2
N82-10039
NAS3-2250285
A82-23494 A82-41845 N82-23247
N►S3-2315783 N5G-3050002
6
p0 109 A02-4024 1 pn079 A82-23508 p0106 1182-26679 p0065 A82-40335
a NAS3-22140 pt`060 A82-26713 NAS3-33541 NSG
-3075
pODIC A02-31931 p0086 A02-43867 p0141 N82-16659 p0011 A82-35379
NAS?- 2149 NAS3-22505 PASS-23481 NSG-3079
P0023 n82-11068 p0052 N82-29363 p0040 A82-16194 p0012 A82-35459
NAS3-22155 NAS3-22510 p0140 A82-32630 p0012 A82-35460p0007 1182-21150 p0073 N82-18402 NAS7-10 NSG-3004
NAS?-22171 NAS3-22517 p0135 N82-24646 pD148 A82-13143'
pCO56 A82-2fl651 pp048 N82-12135 NASB-30563 NSG-3105
NAS3-22117 NA53-22518 p0140 A82-31009 p0110 A82-14400p0046 b02-it 767 p0626 1182-23248 NASO-33902 1150-3106
NA. 53-22220 IIAS3-22524 p0140 A82-32630 p0107 A02=18431
p0025 1182-22268 pOO25 1182-22267 NOS-HA-1008 p0070 A82-18432
NAS3-22221 NA53-22525 p0056 A82-28651 p0070 A62-18432
pOD?5 1102-22263 p0028 1182-33391 NGL-05-005-007 NSG-3107
11AS3-22222 NAS3-22530 p0165 A62-23750 A82-20709
p0129 N82-12571 p0041 A92-18312 NGL-39-009-OD7
P002
P00112 A82-3'/535
NAS3-?2,224 IIAS3-22512 p0097 A82-30300 NSG-3114
pOI59 A82-13754 p0006 NO2-16044 NGH-21-002-199 p0094 A82-41203
p0150 A82-17585 p0008 X82-26239 p0167 A82-10156 USG-3122
p0386 A02-40403 p0009 N82-20253 p0167 A82-27323 p00 A82-15696
p0160 A82-46517 NAS3-22536 NGH-21-022-199 p074 A82-22240
pC159 N82-230,10 pOO40 A82-17793 p0167 A82-26003
07
p0074 A82-22241
NAS3-22226 p0030 A82-17872 NHC A-7435 p0074 A82-23238
P0128 1162-10505 P0085 A82-18318 p0093 A82-35D43 NSG-3124
N453-22228 p0033 A82-18319 NSF ATH-76-22415 p0092 A82-10963
p 0127 A82-44944 00111 A82-35547 p0167 A82-26003 p0U90 1182-1.7456
p0133 1182-18684 p0146 NO2-25010 NSF ATM-77-14821 NSG-3128
z NAS3- M32 p004D 1182-26377 A82-19360 p0053 A82-31339
p0159 A82-39411 p0040 882-26378 NSF ATM-78-2176 p0053 A02-46220.
1tAS3-12236 NA53-22439 782-27323 USG-3150
p 0137 1182-10706
NAS3-22Pa286
A82-36926
p78-2
NSF ATP-78-217b2 p0040 A82-16194
NAS3-22266
2 p0167 A82-10156 p0140 A82-31009COB4 11 82-2;395 p0139 U82-29777 NSF ATII-80-13153 p0140 'A82-32630
NA5.3-22274 NAS3-22550 A82-19360 NSG-3157
p0092 A82-13396 p0027 N82-25257 NSF CBE-79-23680 p0083 1182-12347
pC894 A82-39501 `4AS3-22647 pOO56 A62-28651 p0084 6182-22438
p0092 N82-11390 p0074 N82-24353 NSF DHR-79-23573 NSG-3160
NAS3-22277 NAS3-22649 A82-30002 p0149 A82-31438
P0075 A82-35317 p0044 N82-21253 NSF ECS-79-23877 NSG-3164 r
NAS"c-22324 NAS3-22650 pD159 A82-31276 p0076 1182-24361
p0135 A82-10124 p0045 N82-24287 p0159 A82-42912 NSG-3166
pOO40 A82-13494 p0045 N82-24288 NSF BNG-76-10232 p0039 1182-14227
HAS3-223433
hE2-48245 NAS3-22p0044
-37571 pOO84 082-18507
N82-16172 NSF ENGp78512372 p0084 1182-18508
p0078 1182-2036? NAS3-22659 P0093 A82-32225 NSG-3169
P0078 N82-20363 p0098 N82-25499 NSF NEA-80-11362 p0057 A82-28709
p0078 N62-20364 NAS3-22661 p0154 A82-45165 MSG-3170
pCO78 N82-20365 p0034 A82-35082 NSG-317 p0107 .A82-18407.
NAS3-22341 p0045 N82-33424 p0148 A82-13143 p0056 A82-21431
p0036 A82-27224 p0046 N82-33425 NSG-330 NSG-3171w: NAS3-22342 NAS3-22664 p0063 A82-47400 p0140 A82-13143p0078 N82-31585 p0091 N82-24452 NSG-398 USG-3174
NAS3-22341 NAS3-22665 p0167 A82-10156 p0093 A82-24748p0080 A82-36265 p0047 A82-35056 p0167 A82-26003 NSG-3176
NAS3-22346 pD045 N82-22309 p0167 'A82-27323 p0046 A82-18191p0028 1182-32370 NAS3-22667 NSG-3011 p0046 482-18199
a
NAS3-22347 p0138 N82-32855 p 0045 1182-24285 p0032 A82-35617p0014 1482-33375 NA53-22690 p0045 982-28350 p0032 A62-35618
NAS3-22369 p0146 N82-31968 NSG-3012 NSG-3185
p0007 H82-22211 p0146 N82-31969 p0010 A82-19301 p0052 1182-15123NAS3-22371 p0146 N82-31970 p0010 A82-22063 MSG-3186
p0063 N82-14333 p0010 A82-26137 p0158 082-24078
D-3
I
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p0076 A112-46430 pO152 1182-21036 505-33-52
1
NSG-3303 00152 MO2-22951 p0111 082-21604
pO135 902-23702 p0152 0e2-31068 505-33-62
0SG-330% p0152 W82-32082 p0049 082-14207
p0007 M82-19169 p0089 982-32634 p0052 1102	 1512
9SG-3306 505-32-12 00049 MP2-16181
p0092 1182-17880 pOv16 082-13146 p0018 MP2-22266;
p0027 M82-26295 00090 M82-22458 00050 Wi12-24300
NSG-3307 p0091 N82-22459 00113 002-2671
00093 A82-23632 p0091 W82-22460 pO114 902-x671,_
p0090 082-22455 505-32-22 pO1144 1102-2671;	 .
$SG-33 11 p0018 M82-25250 p0114 N82-2671(	 1
p0005 A02-19778 505-32-32 p0114 082-2671
p0009 N82-29269 p0016 082-13143 pO114 X82-26718
WSG-5320 p0016 1182-15040 00112 002-31707	 ►
p0167 A82-10156 00087 082-19494 00112 002-31701
P0167 A82-27323 p0072 M82-32504 p0020 002-33391
$0014-80-C-0586 505-32-42 505-36-22
P0057 A82-37570 p0022 N82-10039 p0087 M82-22453;" 
N00014-78-C-0547 p0066 082-15198 505-41-22 y	
y
.
p0071 A82-20741 00066 082-15199 P00le W82-242033.-
0'00014-78-C-0616 p0099 N82-16411 00019 1182-26297^'
p0115 Ae2-32303 p0099 M82-16412 p0019 082-262981
N00014-80-C-0566 p0099 082-16413 p0069 982-29459.
p0057 A02-32077 p0143 MO2-16743 505-42-62
p0057 A02-37574 p0048 N82-17263 00006 W82-17122
N00014-80-G-0079 p0067 M82-20313 00004 M82-1817E
p0056 A02-28651 p0059 082-21300 p0004 002-2416`
NtCO14-81-K-0438 00068 082-21332 p0004 082-25211
A82-30002 pOO60 x82-24322 p0019 082-2731-`
N00024-76-C-5352 p0088 982-24455 00020 1182-293211
P0074 A02-33030 pOlOO 082-25514 505-43-02 1fi
$00173-80-8-4575 p0100 M82-25518 00005 082-28241`
p0056` A82-21431 p0100 M82-25519 505-43-22
W-7405-LNG-48 p0068 W82-26468 00005 982-2624 -
p0056 A82-17746 p0101 082-28644 505-43-43
p0093 A82-27000 pO101 M82-28645 p0020 *B2-313;
p0056 A82-28708 p0101 982-28646 505-44-12-
s
A82-30002 00107 Ne--29607 p0008 082-2411f	 -
p0093 A82-32225 p0102 M82-30552 00013 1182-3025
1-40-184E p0089 M82-32633 505-55-32
p0117 N82-14552 pO102 M82-32733 p0033 M82-293!€
307-90-00 pO102 M82-32734 505-61-22
p0016 082-14090 505-32-52 00081 N82-233	 s
500-42-62 p0004 962-15020 506-52-12
p0003 N82-11043 p0006 082-16044 p0105 082-134
500-55-12 p0149 M82-22922 00045 N82-223
p0003 N82-12043 pO149 M82-24859 00088 082-266;s
503-04-72 p0008 M82-26239 506-52-42 y
PO0n9 N92-33347 p0005 982-28247 00042 082-242'
505-03-22 p0009 M82-28253 506-53-12 i3
p0025 W82-22265 p0005 082-29270 00058 082-1111
505-04-82 505-32-68 p0099 N82-145:
p0007 082-22214 p001 8 M82-21195 00120 082-196
505-15-22 505-32-72 00058 082-20-.
p0017 082-19220 p0017 982-15041 p0067 $82-204}
505-31 -32 p0017 M82-16084 p0059 M82-2121
p0068 082-24342 p0072 N82-27519 p0067 082-21•€
505-32 p0016 082-15039 p0072 W82-28460 00059 082-22.
505-32-2 p0161 082-32186 00060 N82-22`'
pO152 082-24942 p0161 M82-32187 00068 NO2-22 i
p0020 N82-33389 p0161 082-32188 00050 NB2-24:
505-32-2A p0161 082-32189 p0068 082-243.;
p0024 N82-16081 505-32-82 00050 M82-30•-
pnn17 1482-19222 p0095 082-22481 p0069 082-304t
pOO18 N92-22269 p0095 N82-28605 00102 N82-31E.
p0027 N82-27310 p0095 M82-31664 00069 N82-3211
505-32-2n 505-33-12 00102 N82-327',
p0003 082-14x'51 p0058 M82-10195 00103 M82-327;
p0095 N82-14494 p0058 N82-11182 p0061 082-334'.
p0087 N82-19493 p0048 N82-15119 506-53-16
p0004 082-26234 p0066 N82-15197 p0066 N82-162
p0004 N82-26240 p0059 082-22346 506-53-22
p0005 082-28250 p0064 082-27462 00076 N82-223
p008B 082-30496 p0061 N82-32461 506-55-42
pO028 NB2-32367 505- 33-22 00128 082-11_
505-32-CIA p0111 N82-16419 00118 NB2-I1.°j
p0017 082-18222 p0110 N82-18613 p0042 N82-29'
00019 082-25255 polio N82-20551 P0042 N82-311
505-32-68 p011I N82-20565 p0126 N82-31
pn076 082-20339 POIll N82-20566 00126 N82-32
p0147 N82-22915 pOill N82-24501 p0126 N82-321
p0148 082-30992 p0112 082-24502 _506-55-52 {
pn146 082-31971 p0064 N82-26436 p0130 N82-131
p0146 N82-33020 p0113 082-26702 00054 M82-2^1	 *;
505-32-02 p0113-982-26706 p012 082-21,
PO M N82-12890 505-33-32 00125 082-31
n0151 N82-12891 p0110 082-18612 506-55-72
x0151 N82-14881 p0049 M82-21259 p0037 N82-13
p1151 NO2-15847 p0051 N82-30336 p0037 082-1
p0006 $82-18184 p0083 082-1,
yy
^	 ''I
vto
-31 ee
pnlO4 A02-19334
p0107 1182-296C7
1150-3195
p0153 Ae2-10461)
196
p 0 157 082-10690
NSG-3197
p0154 Ae2-41546
p0(130 N82-14226
M55-3207
p0145 M82-17080
NSG-3217
pO110 1182-18613
NSC-32'12
pOOO9 A82-17933
p0011 A82-35280
pn011 A82-35201
p0011 A82-35416
pOO26 t-102-25252
p0026 N82-25253
PSG-3215
p0064 462-27462
USC-3717
pSO11 Ne2-142F.e
p0052 yet-18326
PSG-3221
pn093 A82-31445
NSG,-3227
p0056 AP.2 -17746
pC093 182-27000
00056 A82-28708
PSG-3230
p0129 ;402-13507
NSG-3231
p0153-A02-14044
pO154 Ae2-17663
p 0154 A62-36195
JSC-3234
p0008 N82-26230
MSG-3236
pO153 1182-18994
NSC-3230.
p0O91 N82-31636
MSG-3246
p0062 A82-47197
NSC-3253
pO107 A82-18449
NSG-3257
p0138 Ae2-11816
PSG-3263
p0064 082-26436
pO113 082-26702
00113 482-26706
NSG-3265
p0009 0.82-15459
NSG-32F6
p0011 A82-3IS64
p0011 Ae2-31965
p0091 ?182-27686
NSG-3267
pOOln A62-29003
N°G-3?.69
pO116 A82-42M
p0079 082-2E526
NSG-3280
00156 A82-1-1117
NSG-3201
p0006 A02-46165
MSS-3283
pO108 A82-35462
pnD?.@ V02-33390
MSG-3265
p00n8 082-26237
Nsr.-3290
pO04O A62-+59n4
p0019 082-14272
00039 1182-14273
N.SG.-3292
pO150 A82-33605
pOO12 A02-41267
1',5G-3294
p0009 A82-17759
p00 10 A82-31939
pOO12 A82-37711
NSI-32.95
pnn1O A82-35091
MSG-3299
p ,1158 ;A 82-26952
NSC-3301
p0108 A82-21967
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p0038 Net-23261 p0120 $82-19672 OF POOR QUALITYP0069 M82-28445 778-17-01
Y p0002 NQ'2-30474 p0120 M82-19670
506-56-12 p0136 182-29719i
p0049 NO2-21260 p0137 082-29721
506-61-22 778-18-12
p0081 NO2-22439 p0125 N82-30714
.19-52-12 778-32-01
.19-53-12074
N82-2430 p0024 M82-21193
p0120 M82-21712
p0026 MO2-25254 p0163 M82-26051
p0064 N62-26439 778-35-03
°10-55-12 p0104 082-11466
p0006 M82-18180 p0119 N82-18691
p0008 M82-26229 p0060 N82-24323
510-57-18 p0061 N82-30372
p0060 NO2-24326 p0164 Ne2-34311
E11-58-12 p0164 082-34312
p0106 M82-25516 778-36-06
p0100 N82-25520 p0116 182-10503
pC101 N82-26678 p0105 N82-12445
p0101 N82-26681 p0129 N82-!3506
F p0101 N82-28643 p0105 M82-16410
P0146 N82-31969 p0132 N82-17608
p0146 N82-31970 p0106 M82-24496
532-05-12 p0163 N82-31160
p0018 N82-24201 p0082 182-33636
533-01-32 p0127 N82-33829
p0019 N82-26300 778-37-12
535— G3-12 p0073 N82-13243
f p0151 N82-16806 776-45-12
p015i,X92
-16809 P0124 N92.30704
p0007 N62-19178 776-46-12
p0152 N82-21998 p0119 N82-16477
p0001 N82-26219 p0119 P82-18694
P0095 N82-31663 p0121 M82-213678j 541-02-12 p012% N82-311713
p0082 N82-25441 778-83-01
E60-60-26 p0087 NA2-11397 —
p0079 N82-2°_423
643-10-01
p0034 N82-27331
643—in-02
pa03F. N62-25290
776-31-41
p0119 M82-14633
p0119 N82-16495
p0120 N82-21710
1
p0123 N82-26807
p0125 Ne2-30710
776-33-41
p0119 N82-16470
p0133 11E2-IE693
p0121 N82-21714 }
p0122 N82-73679
p0127 1182-33030 3
776-42-51 1
P0132 N82-16494
776-52- 4t
P0130 NE2-14627
pC133 NE2-19669
776-54- 01
p0137 N62-29720
p0126 N82-33828
776-77.-41
pD118 1182-12574
p0123 N82-25637
p0137 NE2-3C711
P(1 0 54 N82-31459
' p0055 $02-33463
776-81-62
i p0135 NE2-24646
778-11-q5 1
pC099 1162-12446
" p0157 N82-12943
p0157 Ne2-139C8
p0131 NE2-15527
pC156 Ne2-24C70
p0123 1182-25636
1x7123 N82-26790
778-11-=6
1 p0116 1;82-13509
r p0131 NE2- 164e4
PCO58 N82-17335
F p0472 N82-21415
p0124 Ne2-29717
4 p 0061 N82-30373778-14-4
p2134 Ne2-24651
' p0125 1,462-30717
} 0-5 ^'
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ACrr-22-ER-1699A .................. p0014 N82-33375»1
1	 ACS PAPER 9-C-306	 ...»...	 .... P0071 882-20143*
I AGS PAPER 42-il-01 ......... ......* 70070 A82-42366*
ACS FAPER 52-P-80P ................ p0074 A82-33030*
ACS TAPER 69-P-80 ................. p0071 A82-35B71*
AA-A 108142	 .........•••••.••....... ?0117 N82-10664*1
AD-AII3767 ........................ 0027 N82-27316*0
ADL-85161 ......................... p0013 H02-19196»1
APGL-TR-81 ,4270 ......... I......... p0037 882-14213*1
AIAA PAPER81-0046 ............••.. p0093 A82-238320#
AIAA PAPER 01-0271 ............. p0002 A81-32540»1
ATAA PAPER 01-2014 ................ POW A82-1045410
ATAA PAPER 81-2033 ................ p0029 A82-10457*1
AIAA PAPER 81-2046 ................ p0153 A82-10460*/
AIAA PAPER 81-2634 ................ P0029 A82-16909»11
ALAN PAPER V-2637 ................ p0020 A82-19214*0
ALAA PAPER 91-2661 ...:.z........... p0020 A82-19221*11
AIAA PAPER 82-0036 ................ p0056 A02-22033*1
AIAA PAPER02-0037 ................ p0056 A82-17746*1
AIAA PAPER 82-0061 .............._.. p0005 A82-19778*1
AIAA PAPER82-0062 ................ p0009 A82-17759*1
AIAA PAPER 82-0109 •.•.... P0030 A82-17788*1
R A; P,APIR 83-0119 ................ P0040P 040 A82-17793*1
AIAA PAPER 82-0124 .....r.......... p0030 AB2-17796*1
AIAA PAPER 02-•)177 ................ p0092 A82-17824*11
AIAA PAPER 02 . 9192 ................ P0021 A82-20291*0
p AIAA PAPER 82-0193 ................ p001O A82-22063*1
ATAA PAPER 02-0196 ................ p0030 1402-17836*11
AIAA PAPP_R 82-0269 ................ p0038 h92-17872*1
AIAA PAPER 82-0282 .........••••.•• P0010 A82-22081»1
AIAA PAPER 82-0284 ................ p0014 A82-27098»11
RTAA PAPER 82-0286 ................ p0014 A8 228322*1
AIRA PAPER 82-0300 ...........••••• p0092 A02-17080*0
ATAA PAPER 82-0325 ................ p0157 A82-17B89*1
AIAA PAPER 82-0340 ................ p0014 A82-17894*0
}	 AIAA PAPER 82-0396 	 .......... — p0157 A82-20292*0
ATAA PAPER e2-0413 ................ p0009 A82-17933*0
ATAA PAPER 82-0423 ................ pO157 A62-17941*1
k	 ATAA PAPER 82-0550 ................ p0034 A62-36286*11
ATAA PAPER 82-0918 ................. p0093 A82-31900*1
AIAA PAPER 02-0957	 ..... POW A82-31933t'11
ATAA PAPER P2-0970	 .............. POO 10 A82-31939*0
AIAA PAPER 82-090 11	 .................. p0011 A82-31947*0
AIAA PAPER 82-1006 	 ....... pOOII A82-;31964*0
AIAA PAPEP 02-1007 	 .... pO011 A82-31965*1
AIAA PAPER 82-1047 	 ..... p0002 A82-37678*1
AIAA PAPER A2-1056 ................ p0021 A02-34981*1
i
AIAA PAPER 82-1057 .• .............. p0030 A8234982*111
AIAA PAPER82-1072 ...»»»...»..»... p0021 A82-3499200
AIAA PAPER 82-1075 ................ p0021 A02-3499511
AIAA PAPER 82-1082 ............»... p0005 A82-37604 *1
AIAA PAPER 82-1064 .. ....*........ p0005 ► 02-35195*1
AIAA PAPER 82-1088 ................ p0021 #82-34999»1
AIAA PAPER 02-1089 ................ p0021 A82-3500011
AIAA PAPER 82-1120 .......,. .».... pOO21 A82-35017*1
AIAA PAP2R 82-1131 ....•............ P0015 A82-37691*1
AIAh PAPER 82-1159 ......*9........ P0103 A82-35036*1
AIAA PAPER 02-1165 ................ p0108 A82-35038*1
AIAA PAPER 82-1166 ................ P0108 (,,02-35039*4
AIAA PAPER 82-1175 ................ p0021 d2-35041*0
AIAA PAPER 82-1177 ..•....»•....... p0091,02-35043»1
AIAA PAPER 82-1196 ................ p0047 A62-3505610
AIAA PAPER82-1207 ......9......... pO108 A82"35061*4
AIAA PAPER 82-1208 .......... I..... p0104 A82-35062*4
AIAA PAPER 82-1209 ................ P0109 A82-35480*1
AIAA PAPER 82-1211 ......••........ pU071 A82-35064*1
AIAA PAPER 82-1245 ................ p0034 A82-35082*#
AIAA PAPER 82-1246 ................ p0071 A02-35083*1
AIAA PAPER 82-1251 ............... p0043 A82-35087*1
AIAA PAPER 42-1262 ................P0094 A82-37710*6
AIAA PAPER 82-1264 :- ... e..•..•.... P0030 A82-35091-#
AIAA PAPER 82 1267 ................ p0012 A82-3771114i
AIAA PAPER 82-1275 ................ p0047 A82-37713*1
AIAA PAPER 82-1280 ................ p0005 A82-37716*0
AIAA 61-2173 ...................... p0035 A62-10124*11
AIAA 81-2283 .................... 1. POW AB2-13494*0
AIAA 82-0449 .......... *........... P0079 A82-23486111
AIAA 82-0458 ...................... p0085 A82-23494*1
AIAA 82-0482 . 9 , .........	 p0079 A82-23500*0
AIAA 82-0498 .............•........ p0086 A82-23566*1
AIAA 82-0526 ............. ••-...... p0080 A82-23538*1
AIAA-PAPER-02-0122 ................ P0151 N8Ra14881*1
AIAA-81-2627 .........-4-..»....... p0003 N82-11642*1
AIAA-81-2637 ......... I.—........ p0004 N82-18178*1
AIAA-81-2663 ...................... p0016 682-13144*0
AIAA-82-0192 ...................... p0017 N82-19220*1
AIRESEARCH-21-3615 ...... *......... p0023 N82-14095 *1
AIBESIrARCH-21-3619 ................ p0024 N82-14096*0
AIRE5EARCU-31-3725 ................ p0163 N82-1693710
ABLE PREPRINT 81-LC-5C-1	 P0107 A02-18407*
ABLE PREPRINT 82-AH-IA-1 .......... pO104 A02-37054*
ASHE PAPER 81 -DET-114	 ........... p0108 A82-193340
ASAIE PAPER 81 -DET-115 .. ....... pO103 AB2 19335*1
AS HE _PAPER 81-DET-122 ............. p0021 A82-19337*0
AS HE PAPER 61-DET-127 ............. p0115 A82-193414,0
ASHE PAPER 81-GR/GT-I ............. p0010 A82-19301*11
ASHE PAPER 81-UT-48 ............... P0020 A82-10952+11
ASHE PAPER81-8T-75 ............... p0092 A02-10961*#
ASHE PAPER 81-HT-78 ............... p0092 A82-10963»0
ASHE PAPER 01-IIT-79 ............... p0009 A82-10964*0
ASHE PAPER 01-LU13-9 .........•..... pOlO7 A82-1842b.4
ASKE PAPER 81-LUB-16 .............. p0107 A82-18431*0
ASHE PAPER 81-LUB-17 .............. p0070 A82-18432*#
ASHE PAPER 81-LUB-17 ..... ... . p0070 A82-18432*1
ASHE PAPER 81-LUB-35 ............•• p0103 A82-18436*t
ASHE PAPER 81-LUB-55 .............. p0107 A62-18449*0
ASHE PA PER 82-GT-11 ........... pO011 A82-35200*4
,ASHE PAPER 82-GT-12 .....•......... p0011 A82-35281*#
ASHE PAPER 82-GT-49 .......•••.••.• P0075 A82-35307*11
ASHE PAPER 82-GT-59 ......... p0075 A82-3531211
ASHE PAPER 82-GT-72 ............... p0108 A82-353211*#
ASHE PAPER 82-GT-117 ........*....» p0022 A82-35348*1
ASHE PAPER 82-GT-149 .............. p0022 A82-35373*0
ASHE PAPER 82-GT-156 .............. pO011 A82-35379*1
ASHE PAPER 82-GT-163	 . ...	 . p0030 A82-3538410
ASHE PAPER 82-GT-171	 ..	 p0022 A82-35389*11
ASHE PAPER 82-GT-216 .............. P0071 A02-35403*0
A
1-
DOE/7PI-1060-51 ................... p0135 H82 -24646*#
DOE/NAS4/ISC-81/7 ................. P0134 N82-21709*#
DOE/NASA/0032-15 .................. 1)0164 N82-29235*#
DOE/NASA/0032-16-V02- 1 .......... 1)0164 N82-34311*#
DOE/NASA/0032-18-VOL-3 14.......... p0164 i 82-34312*9
DOE/NASA/0035-1 ..... . ............. pP#OS N82-16409*4
DOE/NhSA/0037- 80/2 ................ PUI22 N82-ib4B5*#
DOE/NASA/0050-1 . .................. p0133 N82-19669*#
DOE/NASA/0067-79/7 .............•.. p0131 N82-16482*#
DOE/NASA/0083-1 ................... p0130 N82-13510*#
DOE/NASA/0091- 80/1 ................ 1)0136 N82-25640*#
DOE/NASA/0100-1 ................... p0133 N82-18693*#
DOE/NASA /0I0-3 ................... p0131 N82-15527*#
DCE/NASA/0109-1 ................... 1)0065 N82-33494*t
DOE/NA' SA/0111-1 ................... P0136 N82 -2971.9*#
COE/NASA/011'1-80/1 ................ P0105 N82-12445*#
DOE/NASA/0123-3 ................... P0132 N82-17608*#
DOE/NASA/0123-4 . .................. p0085 N82-24425*#
DOE/NASA/0124-6 ................... p0105 N82-16410*#
DoE/NASA/0124-7 ................... 1)0106 N82-24496*#
DOE/NASA /0125-1 ................... P0129 NO2
- 13506*1
DOE/NASA/0145-1 . . ................. 1)0138 N82-33827*4
DOE/NASA/0145-2 ............ ........ p0074 N82-26482*#
DOE/NASA/0146-1 ................... P0136 N82-24725*#
DOE/NASA/0146-?. ................... P0055 N82-22326*#
DOE/NASA/0147-1 .. ................. p0135 N82-24651*0
DOE/NASA/0147-2 ................... p0055 N82-25337*4
DCJE/i(ASA/0148-1 .............•..•.•. 1)0136 1(82-25635*#
DOE/NAEA/0148-2 ................... 80055 N82-25338*#
i^
ii
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. ... ....... pD022 A82-35409*#
........ 0... I... p0115. A82-35408*1
.............. pOD11 A82-3541641
• ............. P0011 A82-35427*1
.............. P0071 A82-35431*#
.......... I... pD071 A82-35441*#
..........•.•. P0030 A62-:15450*0
.............. p0022 A82-35456*#
.............. pOO12 AB2-3545941
....,......... p0012 A82-35460*1
.........I..-... p0108 A82-35462*0
....^....... p0104 AB2-35468*#
ATOIDO06-VOL-1 .................... 1)0106 N82-20540*9
ATOIDO07-VOL-2 .................... p0106 N82-20541*1
AT8I 00?-VOL-3 .................... 1)0106 M82 20542*#
AVPACCON-TR-80-C-21 .............. p0016 N82-15039*#
AVRACCCM-TR-81-C-I ....;........... 1)0050 N82-30335*#
AVRACCOM-TR-81-C-7 ................ p0016 N82-14090*t
AVRACCCM-TR-81-C-11 .	 .......,.. p 0101 N82-26678*#
AV1tADCCM-TR-82-C-2	 .............. 1)0049 N82-21260*0
AVRACCCM-TR-62-C-1 ................ PC068 N82-24342*#
AVEA000M-TH-82-C-6	 1)0101 N82-28643*#
AVRACCOM-TE-82-C-7 .............. p0101 102-28645*#
TVRAECCM-TE-82-C-9 ................ 1)010) N82-28b^,6*#
AVRACCCM -TB-82-C-9 . ............... p0100 NB2-25520*#
AVRACC,OM-TR-82-C-05 ............... 1)0101 N82-26681*0
AVEACCCM-TR-82-C-10 ............... P0102 N82-32733*#
A'1RADCCM-^R-62-C-11 ............... P0102 N82-30552*#
AVRACCCM-TR-82-C-12 ............... p0019 N82-26299*#
AVRAOCCM
-TD-82-C-17 . . ............. pOO42 N82-20240.1
HALES-NCCOIN-80-BMT-002 ........... p0105 N82-12445*0
BCS-40357 ......................... p0163 N82-16938*0
CI,SSNA-AD-217 ..................... p0025 N82-22263*#
CML-81-1 .......................... p0052 N82-15123*0
CONY-810226 ....................... 1)0122 <1?°.23684*#
CONF-610316 ....................... 1)008) N6t-15311*0
CRRIL-81-19 ....................... P0117 N82-18664*#
CV-MN-81.021	 ...................... 00107 N82-27743*1
C4100-50 .......................... P0130 N82-14627*#
C4100-50 ... ..................... ,I. p0133 N82-18698*#
DDA-ADR-10096 ..................... P0132 1182-16485 ► #
DDh-EDR-10470 ...................... p0022 N82-10037*1
CDA-EDR- 10470- APP-B ............... p0022 N82- 10038*#
DDA-EDR- 10594 ..................... p0136 N62-25635*#
DE81-025058 ....................... 1)0081 N82-15311*#
DE82-003288 ....................... 1)0120 N82-20668 *1
DOE/NASA/0149-1 ................... p0129 N82-125720
DOE/NASA/0149-2 .................. . p0133 882-18690*1
DOE/WASA/D15U-80/5 ................ p0134 N82-2;1675 *6
00E/NASA/0151- 1 *..........I....... p0163 NO2-16938*#
DOE/NASA/0155-1 ................... 1)0131 U92-16484*0
DOE/NASA/0161-9 ................... p0130 MO2-13511*0
DoE/NASA/0161-9A .........•....,... p0134 N82-21713*0
DOE/NASA/0161-10 .................. p0137 N82-30712*#
DOE/NASA/0167-80/1 ................ pU163 H62-16937*#
DoE/NASA/0176-81/3 ................ P0128 N82-11545*#
DOE/NASA/0176-81/4 ................ 1)0129 N82-12573*#
DOE/NASA/0176-81/5 ................ 1)0132 N82-17635 *1
DOE/NASA/0180-2 ................... 1)0130 N82- 14627*#
DOE/NASA/0180-3 .. .............. . P0128 N82-17506*0
DUE/NASA/0180-4 ................... p0133 H82-18698*0
DOE/NASA/0180-5 ................... p0134 082-22770*0
DOE/NASA/0183-1 ................... p0135 N82-24649*6
DOE/NASA/0183-1 ........ *.......... p0135 N82-24650*t
DOE/NASA/0186-1 ................... pG134 NO2-22666*t
DOE/MASA/0197-1 .................... p0132 N82-16494*#
DOE/NASA/0203-1 ................... p0129 N82-13505*#
DDB/NASA/0204-1 ..............••.•• p0137 N82-30711*0
DOE/N4SA/0208-3 ................... p0130 N82-14628*1
DOB/NASA/0208-4 ................... p0136 N82-29718*1
DOE/NASA/0224-1 ................... p0136 N82-27837*9
DOS;/NASA/0224-1-VOL-1 ............. P0129 082-12570*#
DOE/NASA/0224-1-VOL-3 ............. p0128 N82-10495*#
DOE/NASA/0224-1-VOL-4 ............. p0133 H82-18688*t
DOE/NASA/0224-1-VOL-5 ............. p0132 N82-17603*0
DOE/NASA/0227-1 ................... P0104 N82-11466*#
DOE/NASA/0241-1 ................ p0117 N82-13490*0
DOE/NASA/0241-2 ................... 1)0131 N82-16483*#
DOE/NASA/0241-3 ................... p0135 N82-24648*t
DOE/NASA/0241-4 ................... p0137 N82-30705*#
DOE/NASA/0277-1 ................... p0138 N82-32856*#
DUE/NASA/ 1011-35 ............... ... p0058 N82-11184*0
DOE/NASA/1900-1 ................... p0137 882-30709*1
DOE/NASA/2593-24 .................. pOiiB N82=1 3509$*
DOE/NASA/2593-25 .................. p0058 082-17335*#
DOE/NASA/2701-1 ..........6........ p0137 N82 -29721*#
DOE/NASA/2749-81/1 ................ 1)0105 N82-12444*#
DUE/NASA/2817-2 . .................. p0164 N82-18068 *#
DOE/MASA/3230- 1 ................... p0129 N82- 13507*0
DOE/NASA/6229-2 ................... P0137 N82-30722*#
DOE/NASA/7307-1 .... ................ p0073 N82 - 13243*#
DoE/NASA/ 10350-32 ................. p0061 N82-30373*0
DOE/NASA/ 10350-33 -E-1313 .......... p0124 H82-29717*#
DOE/NASA/ 10350-34 ................. P0125 N82-30717*#
DOE/NASA/ 10769-20-REV-3 ........... P0099 N82 - 12446*4
DOE/NASA/10769-21 ................. p0119 N82-16481*4
DOE/NASA/ 10769-22 ................. p0157 N82-12943**
DOE/MASA/ 10769-23 ................. P0157 N82-1390B*1
DOE/NASA/ 10769-24 ................. p0123 N82-25636*t
DOE/NA.SA/10769-25 ................. p0157 N82-25961*#
DOE/NASA/ 10769-26 ................. P0123 N82 -27838*#
DOE/NASA/10769-27 .................. 1)0123 N82-26790*#
DOE/HASA/ 12726-9 .................. p0123 N82-25637*#
DOE/MASA/12726-11 ................. P0054 N82-19333*9
DOE/NASA/12726-13 ................. p0120 N82-20668*t
DOE/NASA/12726-15 ................. p0118 N82-12574 *t
DoE/NASA/ 12726-16 ................. p0054 N82-31459*#
DOE/NASA/ 12726-17 ...... I.......... p0055 N82-33463*#
DOE/NASA/17088-3 ...........:...... 1)0120 N82-19670*#
DOE/NASA/20270-1 .................. PD117 082-14552*#
DoE/NASA/20305-7 ............6..... 1)0119 N82-16495*#
DOE/NASA/20305-8 .................. p0123 N82-26807*#
DOE/NASA/20320-34 ................. 1)0119 N82-16478*#
DOE/NASA/20320-36 ..................1)0121 082-21714*#
DOE/NASA/20320-37 ................. p0122 N82-23679*#
DOE/NASA/20320-38 ....e ............ p0110 N62-19550*#
DOE/NASA/20320-39 ................. p0121 N82-22649*#
DDB/NASA/20320-41 ................. 1)0127 N82-33830*#
DoE/NASA/20366-2 .................. P0125 N82-30710*#
DOE/NASA/20370 -20 ................. p0119 N82- 14633*#
DOE/NASA/20370-22 ................. p0120 N82-21710*#
DOE/NASA/51040-27 ................. p0163 N82-13013*#
DOE/NASA/51040-30 ................. p0024 N82-21193*#
DOE/NASA/51040-32 ..............•.. P0120 N82-217.12*#
DOE/NASA/51040-33 ................. 1)0163 N82 - 11993*#
DOE/NASA/51040-34 ................. p0003 'N82-13114*#
DUE/NASA/51040-35 ................. 1)0066 N82-14359*#
DoE/NASA/51G40-36 ................. 1)0119 M82-18691*#
DoE/NASA/51040-38 ................. p0060 N82-24323*#
DoE/NASA/51040-39 ................. p0061 N82-30372*#
DOE/NASA/51040-40 .e ............... p0163 N82-26051*#
DoE/NASA/51044-22 ................. 1)0118 982-10503*t
DoE/NASA/51044-24 ...... . .......... p0124 N82-28786*#
DOE/NASA/51044-25 ................. 1)0127 L'82-338294#
DOE/NASA/51044-26 ................. p0124 N82-307000#
ASMF. PAPER 82-GT-222
ASMII PAPER 82-GT-223
ASMF PAPER 82-GT-234
ASME PAPER P2- GT-248
ASME PAPER 82-GT-252
ASME PAPER 82-CT-265
ASME PAPER82-GT-275
ASHE PAPER. 82-RT-284
ASMF PAPER 92-GT-?87
ASME PAPER82-VT-288
ASME PAPER 82-GT-292
A5HP. PAPER 82-GT-303
Z-2
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DOE/NASA/51044-27 pO163 N82-31160*#
DOE/NASA/51C44-28 ................. p00B2 NB2-33636*1
DoT-TSC=NASA-81-2 ................. p0164 N82-18068*1
D6-51418 .......................... p0007 N82-22211*#
D180-2595-4-VOL-2 ................. P0044 N82-11111*6
D1BO-25956-3-VOL-1 ................ p0046 N82-11110*#
D180-2E590-1 ...................... POW M82-12571*#
E-82-4	 ............................ p0091 N82-31641011
i	 E-116	 ............................. P0049 N82-21260*11
E-209 ............................. pCO99 1182-16413*1
E-2C9	 ............................. p0 1 p0 1182-25518*6
i E-259	 ............................. p0017 N82-19222*#
E-280	 ......................... POO16 1182-19039*1
I E-334	 .............. ............... pO91 8 N82-22269*#
E-551 — ..... .....................0019 N82-25250*#P
fi
E-10'20 ............................ pO125 1182-30710*1
E-1022 .............•.9t..9..••...• P0049 1482-16181*11
E-1023 ............:.:,u........... P0048 1182-15119*1
E-1024 ............ E.. # . ...... p0037 N82-11106*1
E-1025 .....rr.....:•:at. .......... pO118 N82-12574*#
E-1026-5 ..............., ......... p0066 N82-14359*4
E-1, 027 ...........9................ p0003 W82-1104301
E-1028 .................•...•...•.• p0095 1102-23515*1
E-1029 ............................ P0020 M82-31329*1
E-1031	 ............................ p0003 N82-11,)42*0
E-1032 ...........................• p0120 N82-1967200
E-1034 ............................ pO151 N82-12090*#
E-1035 ...............r•........•.. P0102 N82-31691 *1
E-1040 ............................ p01t8 M62-13504*#
E-1042 ............................ P0099 N82 - 16412*1
E-1044 . ........................... p0123 N82-25636*1
E"1045 ...................9........ p0049 N82-11117*1
E-;046 ............................ P0119 N82-16481*1
E-IC47 ............................ p0119 N82-18694*#
E-1048	 .. .......... ............ p0121 N82-23678*0
E-1050 ......................
	
p0066 N82- 15199*#
E-1051	 ............................ p0151 N82-16808*i
E-11153	 ................r+••...•.. P1151 1182-12891*1
E-tOS^	 ....................
	
... p0004 N82-18178*#
E-1057... ...................
	
pO157 N82-12943*1
B-1058	 .. . .....................•.... p011l N82-16419*0
E-1059 ............................ p0149 882-14849*#
E-1063	 .......................... P0003 1182-13112*#
E-1065 ... ......................... p0049 N82-14207*9
E-1066 ............................ p0157 NB2-13908*#
E-1067
	 ........... * ...... ......,... P0119 N82-16478*#
E-1068	 .......................•r.•+ p0151 N82-16809*9
E-1069	 ...............
	
pD099 1182-14519*1
E-1070
	 .............................. P0031 N82-19229*#
E-1071	 ............................ p0095 N82-14494*#
E-1072 .....................4...... P0069 N82-32491*#
E-1073 ............................ P0072 N82-28460*4
E-1074	 .	 . p0017 N82-15041 *1
E-1076.................. ......... p0066 N82-1519800
E-1077
	
p0058 882-1118400
E-1078............................ p0003 NO2-12043*#
E-1081	 ......... ..........•....... P0004 N82-16049*#
E-1082 . . .......................... p0119 N82-16495*#
E-1084 .....:............•......... P0016 N82-14094*u
E-1085 ......................••.•.. p0003 N82-13113*#
E-1066	 ............................ pO151 N82-14881*0
E-1089 .............. r............. P0120 1182-196730#
E-1090 ........................ 	 P0120 N82-19671*#
E-1096 ............................. p0016 N82-13146*#
E-1097 ............................ P0017 N82-21194*#
E-1098 ....................•........ P0143 N82-16743*0
E-1104 ............................ p0005 N82-29270*#
E-1106 .......•....••••••.••.•.•••. P0162 N82-20006*#
E-1107 ............................ P0017 N82-19220*#
E-1110 ......
	
p0048 N82-17263*#
E-1111	 ............. p0068 N82-24342*#
E-1112	 ............................ 1,0038 1182-18311*4
E-1113 ............................ P0017 N82-16084*6
E-1114 ............................ p000i N82-17083*4
E-1116 ........+••••..•.,.......... p0122 M82-23679*#
E-1118 ............................ p0103 N82-32737*#
E-1120 .. .......................... pOD76 N82-20339*4
E-1121	 ................... . ......... pOO99 N82-16411*#
E-1126 .....................••..•.. p0018 N82-21195*#
E-1128 .........II ..............v.— pO121 N82-21714*#
E-1129 .a....,......... ............. p0087 N82-17453*#
E-1031 ............................ p0087 NB2-19493*#
E-1137 ............................ p0100 1182-20543*#
E-1#38 ............................ P0076 1182-22386*#
E-1139 .....................•.•.... p0087 1182-19494*#
E-1140 ............................ p0072 N82-21415*#
E-1141 ............................. 1,0054 1482-22327*#
E-1142 ................•........... p0110 N82-19550*#
E-1143 ............................ POW N82-20314*#
E-11,44 ..................9......... p0152 N82-21998*#
E-11`45 . r . . ..............9......•••. p0050 N82-22313*#
E-1146 . ........................... p0049 N82-21258*#.
E-!147 ............................ P0042 N82-20240*#
E-1149 ............................ p0067 N82-20313*#
E-1150 ............................ p0076 1182-22307*1
E-1151 ...................w.....,,. p0110 N82-20551*#
E-1152 ....................r..•.•,. P0049 N82-21259*#
E-1155 ..................... 	 p0050 N82-24300*#
E-1156 .................
..,	
. ,. 1,0111 N82-21604*#
E-1161	 ...	 p0059 N82-2`2344*#
E-1162 .	 .	 .,	 ... p0018 N82-22262 *0
E-1163 ................ . .....•. POOIB N82-22266*#
E-1168 ..................... ........ p0102 N82-32735*#
E-1171	 ......... ..................r. P0125 1182-3071410
E-556 ............................. 00015 1182-15040*#
P-559 ............................. P0020 N82-33389*#
.................... . ........
f E-621 p 0087 N82-11397*#
E-626 ............................. p01I1 M82-20566*0
R E-638 ,........	 ..	 ... pCO58 1182-20291*#
1
••	 •••
pOI51 N82- 19944*#
E-648 . ..........•••...
	 ....	 .., pOO16 N82-13143*#
E-654 ......................... p0067 1182-19374 *#
E-668 ................................. pOO14 N62-11053*1
E-678 ............................. p0059 1182-21300*#
E-682 ..........................I.. pOOB7 1482-20467*#
E-687 ............................. P0111 N82-20565*1
w j E-708 ............................. p0081 N82-15313*#
E-705 ............................. p0066 N82-11211*#
iE-705 ............................. P0066 N82-16239*#
j E-711 ...............,,.............. PCO58 N62-12216*1
1= E-713 ...... ....................... p0059 NO2-21298*1
E-719 p00D3 N82-14D51*i
E-721 .
. .
p0119 M82-16477*#
E-722 pOO82 N82-25441*#
E-732
.
p0016 1182-.14090*#
E-737 .................. I....
	 . . pO118 N82-13509*41
E.-749 ............................. p0058 NB2-17335*#
E-757 ............................. pCO95 N82-22461*4
E-758 ............................. p0067 N82-19373 *1
E-777 ............................. P0152 N82-21036*#
E-77S ............................. p0146 N82-33020*#
E-828 ............................. p0117 N82-14552*#
P-830 ............................. p0124 N82-30704*#
E-971 ........................ p01f,3 N82-13013*1
E-876 ............................. p0004 N82 -26234*#
E-897 ........................... POIOO N82-255II"*#
E-899 ............... I... ....... ... pO024 M82-21193*#
E-915 .1 ............... 	 .	 ....... Pl^08 1182-30498*0
E-916 ............................. 1,0568 N82-22366*0
E-919 .....,.....•....•............ p0059 N82-21301*#
E-921 ............................. p0066 N82-15197*#
E-936 ............................. PDIn2 N82-32736*4
E-939 .............................. p0123 NB2-25637*1
E-941 ............................. P0004 1102-25213*1
E-946 ............................. pn161 N82-32186*#
E-947 ............................. p0161 N82-32187*#
E-946 ............................. P0161 1182-32188*#
E-949 ............................. p0161 N82-32109*#
E-953 ............................. p0120 N82-21712*#
E-955 ............................. 1,0019 NB2-25255*0
E-959 ............................. P0110 N82-16612*#
E-960 ............................. pO151 1182-15847*#
E'-962 ............................. p0118 N82-11551*#
E-961 ..........I .................. P0054 N82-19333*#
'- E-972 ..........................•... pC019 N82-273 II*#
E-979 ............................. p0067 NB2-20316*1
E-976 ............................. pC068 NB2-21332*#
E- cB2 ............................. P0017 N82-18222*#
E-985 ............................. PCO58 N82-10195*#
'. E-99C ............................. p0020 N82-29324*#
E-991 ........ ...................... p0118 N82-10503*#
E-993 ................•......•.•. pCO58 1182-IIIB3*#
P-995 ............................. p0111 N82-11491*#
E-999 ............................. P0056 N82-11182*#
E-1col ........................•.... P0060 N82-22349*#
E-1002 ............................ POW N82-26678*#
E-103 ............................ p0037 N82-11107* #
E-1004 .	 .. p0016 N82-13144*#
1-1006 ...... ........... ........... P0120 NB2-2.1710*#
;#
E-IC07
E-1013
...
......	
p0004
p0005
N82-15020*1
N82-28247*4
- E-1017 ............................ POW N82-22439*0
E-1019 ............................ p00B1 N82-23397*#
E-3
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E-1175 t ........................... 00050 N82-24297*#
E-1176 ............................ P0060 182-24323*t
E-1177 .....•.•••••...••........... 00147 182-22915*#
2-1178 ..•......••..•••••.•••.•.••. pCO96 N82-32662*#
E- 1181 ............................ P0069 N82-29458*#
E-1182 ............................ P0067 1082-21331*0
E-1185 ............................ P0042 N82-24286*#
E-1186 ............................ P0060 N82-24325*#
E-1189 ......•...6 ................. P0095 N82-31664*#
E-1191 ............................ p0102 N82-32733*#
E-1192 ............................ 00076 N82-22388*#
E-1194 .-:...• ..................... 00068 N82-24343*#
E-1195
	 „. ......................... P0059 N82-22346*0
E-1196 ...• ........................ 00102 N82-30552*#
E-1198 ............................ P0100 N82-24497*0
E-1199 ............................ p0069 N82-29459*#
E-1200 ............................ P0068 N8i-26468*#
E-1201	 ............................ p0007 N82-22453*0
E-1202 ..................... I......
	 ;,,89 N82-32634*#
2-1204 ............................ 11uJ61 N82-30372*#
E-1205 ............................ 110163 N82-27191*#
E-1207 ............................ 00060 N82-24322*#
E-1209 ............................ P0101 NO2-26681*#
E-1210 ............................ P0018 N82-24201*1
E-1211 ...........................• p0095 N62-28605*0
E-1212	 .....................,...... p0152 N82,-22951*#
E-1213 ............................ p0149 N82-22922*#
E-1214 ............................ 00123 N82-24647*#
F-1215 ............................ P0112 N82-24502*#
E-1216 ...,....................... . 00111 N82-24501*#
E-1217 ............................ P0004 N82-24165*#
E-1218 ............................ P0163 N82-26051*#
R-1219 ............................ P0036 N82-23261*#
E-1221	 ............................ p0019 N82-26297*#
F.-1222 ............................ p0060 N82-24326*0
E-1223 ............................ P0054 N82-31459*#
E-1224 ............................ P0088 N82 -24455*;
E-1225	
-: .:::.s:= ............. P0100 N92-25519**
E-1226 ............................ 00100 N82-25520*#
E-1228 ............................ 00005 N82-28250*#
E-1229 ............................ P0036 N82-25290*#
F-1232 ............................. pOO82 N82-33636*#
E-1233	 ............................ p0157 N82-25961*#
E-1234 ............................ p0101 N82-28646*#
E-1235 ............................. 00101 N82-28645*8
1-1236 ............................ p0042 N82-29354*#
E-1230	 ............................. p0050 N82-30335*#
E-1245 ............................ pC088 1462-26611*#
E-1246 ............... -I............ p0148 N82-30992*#
E-1241 . ........ E
 .................. p0126 N82-31776*#
E-1249 ............................ 00069 N82-28445*1
E- 125 f) ............................ p0146 N82-31971*1
2-1294 ............................ p0072 N82-26483*#
E-1255.
 ., .......................... P0061 N82-90373*#
E-1256 ............................ 00018 N82-24203*0
E-12x7.........	 . ..
	 .. P0005 N82-2624M,.	 .... . . .....
c-'1260 ............................ p0072 N82-32504*4
E-1263 ............................ p0005 N82-28249*#
P.-1264	 ............................ p0095 N82-31663*#
E-1265 ........................ ... P0140 1182-24859*#
E-1269	 ............................ P0001 N62-26219*#
F.-1270 ............................ pD042 N82-31443*t
E-1272	 P00!14 N82-26240*#
E-1273	 ............................ p0163 N82-31160*#
3-1276	 ............................ 00112 N82-31708*#
E-128n ............................ p0051 N62-30336*#
E-1282	 ............................ P0126 N82-32853*0
E-1283	 p0127 N82-33829*#
E-1284	 ............................ p0089 N82-32633*1
E-1285 ............................ 00126 N82-32854*#
E-1296 ............................ p0126 N82-31777*#
E-1288	 ............................ p0042 N82-27358*#
E-1289 ............................ p0061 N82-32461*#
E-1293	 ............................ p0124 N82-30700*#
E-1294 ............................ 00123 N82-26790*#
E-129$
	 00101 N82-28644*#
E-1258 ............................ 00061 N62-33493*0
E-13,14	
.......••••......••...••••.. PC019 N82-26298*#
,E-1305	 ............................ p0126 N82-33628 #
E-1307	 ............................ p0013 N82-30297*#
E-1308	 .... ........................ 011125 N82-30713*#
E-1310 ............ ................ 00069 N82-30401*#
E-1316	 ............................ 00152 N82-32082*#
E-1318 .................•.•.•...... pOO55 N82-33463*#
E-1322 ............................ P0082 N82-30474*#
E-1324 ............................ p 0149 N82-29075*#
E-1326 ............................ p0125 N82-30717*#
E-1332	 ............................ P0152 N82-31068*8
E-1335	 .....................:...... P9144 N82-30949*0
E-1345 ................ •...••.•n.••.pO102 162-32734*0
E-1346 M82-33830 *9
E- 1351 ...• ........ .t....afv.•.••.. p0125 M82-30715*0
E-1352 .. . ..•.r.•.•••.•.•••s.t.t.f• „00125 M82-30716*#
EDR-10383 
...•.••• ► ....•R•v..o.•... P0164 M62-31158*#
EDR-10950
	
......e•.r.s•••..pOO55 M82-25338*0
EE-273 (82)MASA-931-1 ..,.t•...a..el. PO131 N82-16479*#
ERC-TR-8101 ..... eve. eve. •••.• ... +,. PO 129 582-13506*0
ENC-TR-8125 ..•••....••...;..•.•. 1.,POI05 N82-lb410*#
ENC-TR-8175 ...... eve .... ••..... . p,,P0132 NO2- 17608*#
ERC-TR-8186 eve* ....... •.•....... .,pDO85 M82 -24425*#
ENC-TR-8191 .fit.......•....••.•.... P0106 M82-24496*#
ERC41054.36rR ....•••..t•tr•......• P0159 M82-23030*#
ESL=TR-79-23 . t .• .... ..•..t eve •..... p0025 1082-22265*#
E82-10247 ................•........ p0117 N82-24525*0
FBNML-MAS-E-2 ............•••••.... P0105 N82-14520 #
FCR-3142 .... •t...,.......t........ P0132 N82-17607*0
FR-81-75/EE ........................ p0134 N82-22666*#
FR- IOC:.c •.......	 ........ P0128 N82-11546*0
FR-10061 .................•......... P0137 N82-30706*#
FR-15596 ...............•.......... p0025 N82-23246*0
PST-251 ........................... pD078 N82-17420*#
GABRETT-21 -3911 .........•......... P0026 N82-24202*#
GDC-AST-81-019-VOL-2 ....•.....•...,00130 182-14637*1
GDC-N S-82-001 .........•.%........ p0045 N82-24287*#
GDC-VAS-82-002 .o.........•........ 00045 N82-24288*#
GE-R81AEG288 ......•.....•......•.. P0027 N82-27310*1
GE-81SDS4215 ,...............•••.••.P0084 N82-23395*#
GTR-3932 .......................... p0133 1082-18690*#
G7782 ............................. P0113 M82-17::21*#
8pT-32 ..t....•..• ................. P0090 N82-17456*8
TAP PAPER 82-46 ...... . ............ P0033 A82-44659*0
IAF PAPER 82-408 ........
	 P0043 A82-44750*#
IGT-61051 ......................... P0130 N82-14628*#
IITRI-XO6519 ...................... P0132 1482-16494*#
IITRI-NO6001 -89 ................... P0063 N82 - 1.0193n#
ITR-1 ........................... P0115 N82-33738*#
JPL-PUB-82 -22 .•...4......•......... 90135 N82 -24646*#
KMSF-U-1185 ...... .................. P0098 N82-25499*#
KU-FRL-464-3 ....................... p0014 N82-11052*#
LG81ER0202-VOL-1 ................•. P0028 N82-32370*#
LR-29935-VOL - 1 .........•.•........ p0073 N82- 11224*#
LYC-81-32-VOL-1 • .................. p0153 N82-21031*#
LYC-81-32-VOL-2 ................... p0153 N82-21032*0
LYC-81 -32-VOL-3 ................... p0155 N82-21033*#
LYC-82-15 ............. .,........... p0028 N82-32367*#
NCB-81-597 ........................ p0039 B82-15117*0
MCR81-504 .........•......•........ p0044 082-18315*#
MDC-A6.930 ......................... p0006 N82-17122*1
NE-TSPC-TR- 82-11 ..... ............. P0008 N82-26237*#
NSNN-1169 ......................... p0132 N82-17606*0
MTI-80ASE142DPI -VOL-1 ............. p0164 N82-34311*#
MTI-91ASE2290T13 ........•......... P0164 N82-29235*#
s_
F	 '' E-4
Ll
WKS 1. 15:81694
WAS 1. 15181767
HAS 1.15;82644
NAS 1. 15:82665
WAS 1. 15:82671
NAS1.15:82691
NAB 1.15:82707
NAB 1. 15:82708
MKS 1.15:82711
NAS 1. 15:82721
WAS I. 15:82736
WAS 1.15:62772
PAS 1.15:62784
WAS 1. 15.82785
HAS 1.15:82707
WAS I. 19:82789
HAS 1 15:82792
HAS 1. 15:82794
WAS I. 15.82798
HAS 1.15=82799
WAS 1. 1582601
HAS 1, 15:82802
MAB 1. 15:82804
HAS 1,15:82805
NAB 1.15:82806
WAS 1. 15;82807
NAB 1. 15:82808
MKS I. 15.82809
MRS 1. 15.82810
HAS 1 15.02RII
WKS1. 15:82812
NAB 1.15:82813
MRS 1.15:82814
MKS 1.15:82815
NAB 1.15:82816
WAS 1. 15:82817
WAS I. 15:8281.9
NAS 1,15:82820
NAS1. 15:82821
NAB 1.15:82622
WKSI. 15:82823
NAB 1. 15:82824
NAB 1.15:82825
NAS 1. 15:82826
MKS 1.15:82827
HAS 1.15:82828
MKS 1. 15:821329
HAS 1. 15:82830
NAS1. 15:82631
NAB 1.15:82E32
WAS I. 15:82633
NAS 1.15:82834
WAS 1.15:82635
HAS 1.15:82836
HAS 1. 15:82637
NAB 1. 15:02838
MRS 1. 15:82835
MRS 1.15:82840
VAS 1. 15:82841
HAS I. 15:82842
HAS 1.15:821143
WAS I. 15:82644
NAB I. 15:82845
WAS 1. 15:82 64 6
NAB 1, 15.82847
HAS 1. 15:82848
NAS 1.15:82849
WAS 1. 15:82850
MRS 1.15:821351
NAS 1. 15:82652
WAS 1. 15:82853
WAS 1. 15:82854
NAS1. 15:82855
NAB 1.15:82856
NAB 1. 15:82B57
NAB I. 15:82858
NAB I. 15:82859
HAS 1.15:82860
NASI. 15:02861
NAB 1.15:82662
NAB 1.15:82863
WAS 1. 15:82864
t
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NTI82-SR-4 •.•..••.• ............... p0104 H82-11466*#
M364	 .............................. P0141 N82-16659*#
NAPC-PP-23 ..,....,a..,• ........... :0027 W82-27316*#
..•...•..••.•••••... PO 100 W82-25518*1
.................... pO124 N82-30704*1
..............•..... p0024 N82-21193*1
..s....•..,•.••••.•. p0123 1182-25637*#
.t................. p0120 H82-21712*1
.................... p0019 N82-27311*11
.. g .............•..• p0120 N62-20668*#
.................... p0020 NO2-29324*#
................... p0120 !l82-21710*#
.................... p0125 N82-30710*#
..............•.•.•.• p0121 N82-23678*1
.................. :0017 1182-21194*/
.................... p0122 N82-23679*1
.................... p0076 N82-20339*1
.................... :0019 N82-25255*1
.................... :0004 H82-25213*1
.................... p0018 N82-21195*11
........•.••.....,.. :0121 NO2-21714*0
.................... p0100 N82-20543*1
.................... p0076 NB2-22386*1
.................... p0072 N82-21415*#
,..•.••••••••••.•••. p0054 N82-2232'7*1
.................... :0121 N82-22649*#
.................... p0152 N82-21990*#
.................... p0049 N82-21258*#
.................... p0042 N82-20240*9
... I ................ p0067 N82-20313*#
.................... pC076 N82-22387*11
.................... p0110 N82-20551*1
.................... p0049 982-21259*1
.................... p0050 H82-24300*t
.................... P0111 N82-21604*1
.................... p0059 N82-22344*#
.................... P0018 N82-22262*1
....'...........^.... p001B N82-22266*t
.................... :0049 N82-21260*#
... p0067 N82-20314*1
.................... pO102 N82-32735*#
.................... P0068 N82-24342*#
...........	 p0125 N82-30714*#
.................... p0050 N82-24297*#
.................... p0060 N82-24323*#
.................... p0147 N82-22915*#
.................... p0067 N82-21331*#
.................... p0042 N82-2428b*#
.................... :0060 H82-24325*#
.................... P0068 N82-24343*#
.................... p0059 N82-22346*1
.................... p0112 NB2-26701*#
.................... P0069 N62-29459*0
.................... :0050 N62-22313*#
.................... P0068 H82-26460*#
.................... p0067 N82-22453*#
.................... p0124 N82-28786*#
.................... p0061 N82-30372*#
.................... p0163 N82-27191*#
.................... P0060 N82-24322*1
1.... ................ :0101 N82-26681*1
.................... p0095 H82-28605*#
.................... p0152 N82-22951*#
.................... p0149 N82-22922*#
........... I........ p0123 H82-24647*#
.................... P0112 N82-24502*#
.................... p0111 H82-24501*1
.................... p0004 N82-24165*0
.................... p0 1 6 3 N82-26051*1
.................... p0038 N82-23261*#
.................... :0112 N82-31707*#
..................«. p0018 N82-24201*1
.................... p0060 H82-24326*1
........•........... p0076 N82-22380*#
.................... p0054 N82-31459*#
.................... p0088 NO2-24455*#
...........••.•.•.•. p0100 N82-25519*#
.................... p0100 N82-25520*#
.................... P0069 N82-29458*1
.................... p0101 N82-28643*#
.....•.••••.•.•••••. p0005 N82-28250*#
.................... P0036 W82-25290*#
.................... p0019 N82-26300*#
..........••.•.••••• p0082 N82-33636*#
.................... :0157 N82-25961*t
HAS 1.15:82865 ...*9......•..•.,... P0101 982-28646*1
NAB 1.15:82866 ...............•.... :0101 N82-28645*#
HAS 1.15:82867 ......•....,...•...,,p0042 N82-29354*#
	
NA= 1.15;82868	 :0050 N82-30335*1
SAS 1.15:82869 ............•....... :0019 N82-26297*/
WAS 1.15:62871 ........•.*e,......• P0148 182-30992*#
OAS 1.15:82872 •.•.. ...... *9 ....... :0126 N82-31776*#
MAS 1.15:82873 ...9 ................ p0069 982-28445*1
NAS 1. 15:82874 . .................•. :0146 N82-31971*1
MKS1.15:82875 .................... :0123 082-25636*1
MAS 1.15:82877 ...««...•,.•........ pOO19 H82-26299*1
HAS 1..15:82876 ........o.••.•...... P0072 1182-26483*11
NAA4 1.15 :82679 ...«,.....•......... :0061 N82-30373*#
HAS 1. 15.82880 .•,o., ► •,..,•..,.... p0018 1182-24203*1
NAB 1.15:82881 .e««.••••.•.,.••.... P0005 N82-26241*#
HAS 1.15:82882 .....•.•.•.9.....••• p0051 N82-31449*1
MRS 1.15:82883 ...........9........ :0072 N82-32504*1
HAS 1.15:82884 .................... p0100 N82-24497*4
MAS 1.15:82885 ..........•o........ P0005 N82-28249*1
WAS 1.15;82886 ..........to.,...... :0095 N82-31663*1
WAS 1.15:82887 .................... :0102 '082-32733*#
MAS1.15:82888 .................... :0102 A82-30552*1
	
NAB 1.15:82889	 ......... p0149 N82-24859*1
	
NAS 1.15:82891	 .................... :0001 N82,126219*#
WAS 1.15:82892 ..........•...,..... :0042 N82-31443*1
HAS 1.15:B2894 .................... p0004 N82-26240*1
NAB 1.15:82895 .................... P0163 N82-31160*9
WAS 1«15:82696 .........%.......... :0112 NO2-31708*1
NAS1.15:82897 .........«.......... p0123 N82-27838*#
NAB 1.15:82899 .....,•...........•. p0126 N82-32853*C
WAS 1.15:82900 .................... p0127 N82-33829*#
Mks 1.15:92901 .. ..... A............ p0089 N82-32633*#
NAB 1.15:02902 ...,• ............... p0126 N82-32854*I
WAS 1.15:82903 ..................9. p0126 1182-31777*#
MAS 1.15:87904 ..,.q ................ P0042 N82-27358*#
MKS 1.15:82905 ...,.•.....o........ p0061 N82-32461*#
NAB 1.15:82906 ................. ... p0123 N82-26807*#
HAS 1«15;82908 .................... 0072 N82-27519*#
HAS1.15:82909 ..........•......... p0123 NO2-26790*1
NAS 1.15:82910 .................... :0101 N82-28644*#
NAB 1.15:82911 ..• ...............• :0088 N82-26611*#
NAB 1.15: Mlj, .................... :0124 N82-30700*#
HAS 1.15:81913 ..........*•........ P0055 N82-33463*#
HAS 1.15:82914 ..........•••....... p0095 H82-31664*#
NAS 1.15:82915 .................... :0019 N82-26298*#
HAS 1.15:82916 .................... :0072 N82-28460*0
HAS 1.15:82917 .................... P0126 N82-33828 #
WAS 1.15:B2919 .......... *......... p0013 N82-30297*#
NAB 1. 15;82921 ...* ................ P0125 N82-30713*1
HAS1.15:82922 ......I ............. P0124 N82-29717*#
NAB 1.15:82924 .................... p0152 N82-32082*#
HAS 1.15:82925 .................... :0089 N82-32634*#
NAB 1.15:82927 .....................P0096 N82-32662*11
NAB 1.15:82928 .................... P0082 N82-30474*#
NAB 1.15:82929 .................... :0051 N82-30336*1
NAS 1.15:82930 ...........•........ :0125 N82-30717*#
WAS 1.15;82931 .................... P0149 M82-29075*#
HAS 1.15:82933 .................... p0061 N82-33493*#
NAB 1.15:82936 .................... p0152 N82-31068*#
SAS 1.15:82937 ...............•.... :0144 N82-30949*1
NAB 1.15:82942 ...o ................ :0069 N62-30401*#
HAS 1.15:82943 ..................... p0102 N82-32734*#
NAS1.15:82944 .................... :0127 N82-33830*#
NAB 1.15:82945 .................... :0125 N62-30715*#
NAB 1.15 : 82946 ...........•...I..... P0125 N82-30716*#
HAS 1.15:84194 .................... :0117 NB2-24525*#
NAB 1. 15:84207 .................... P0015 N82-23241*#
HAS 1.15:94743 .................... P008I NO2-24431*#
NAB 1.26:3492 ..................... P0090 N82-22458*#
NAB 1.26-.3494 ...........•.....,... P0091 N82-22460*#
HAS 1.26:3513 ..................... p0008 N82-26229*#
NAB 1.26:3539 ........ ............. p0007 1182-22214*11
NAB 1.20.3543 .........•........, p0064 N82 -26436*#
NAB 1.26:3553 ..................... p0106 N82-25516*#
HAS 1.26:3560 ........ ............. :0008 N82-26230*#
HAS 1.26:3563 ................••••• p0027 N82-26295*#
HAS 1.26:'159559 ................... :0085 N82-23394*#
NAB 1.26:159656 ., .... ...r•...,... P0025 N82-22265*#
HAS 1.26:165149 ................... p0031 N82-32383*t
HAS 1.26:165168 ................... :0084 H82-24424*1
HAS 1.26:165197 .............•..... :0164 N82-31158*#
HAS 1.26:165198 ................... P0134 N82-22675*#
WAS 1.26:165203 .............. p0106 N82-20540*#
NAB 1.26:165204 ,.o- ......... ...... p0106 N82-20541*#
HAS 1.26:165205 ................... :0106 N82-20542*#
WAS 1.26:165213 ....................p0052 N82-20248*#
HAS 1.26:165218 ..• ................ :0136 N82-25640*#
NAB 1.26:165289 ...................P0137 N82-30722*1
WAS 1.26:165327-VOL-1 ............. P0.135 N82-24649*#
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HAS 1.26:165327-VOL-2 ............. pO135 N82-24650*#
t	 HAS 1.26:165364 ....... .,.*........ p0146 N82-31968*#
NA  1.26:165365 ................... p0146 N82-31969*#
HAS 1.26:165366 ........... *....... P0146 N82-31970#1
WAS 1.26:165367 ................... p0136 N82-25635*0
HAS 1.26:165278 ................... p0134 N82-22666*6
HAS 1.26:165388 ................... p0027 N82-27316*4
HAS 1.26:165397 ................... p0028 N82-29323*9
HAS 1.26:165398 ................... p0107 N82-27743*#
HA  1.26:165409-VOL-1 ............* PC070 N82-20362*0
HAS 1.26:1654 9-VOL-2 ............. P0078 N82-20363*#
HAS 1.26:165409-VOL-3 ......*...... p007e N82-20364*1
HAS 1,26:165409-VOL-4 P0078 N82-20365*4
NAS 1.26:165412 ................... pO113 N62-26713*t
WAS 1„26:165431 ...••.••••...•..... p0084 NB2-23395*#
HAS 1.26:165 1 33 ................... p0114 N82-26714*0
HAS 1*26:165434 ................... p0114 N82-26715*#
HAS 1.26:165438 ................... p0114 N82-26716*#
HAS 1.26:165439 ...............I... p0114 N82-26717*#
HAS I. 26;165440 ................... p0114 N82-26718*0
HAS 1.26:165448 ................... p0052 N82-31448*#
WAS 1.26:165449 ................... p0135 N82-24651*0
WAS 1.26:165452-VOL-2 ............. p0136 N82-27837*1
HAS 1.26:165452-VOL-3 ............. p0136 N82-27837*0
HAS 1.26:165459 ................... p0025 N82-22264*#
N%S 1.26:165476 .. p0097 N82-22479*0
WAS 1.26:16540 1 ................... p013B N82-33027*t
NAS 1.26:165482 ................ p0136 N82-24725*#
WAS 1.26:165497 .................•. p0113 H82-26702*#
HAS 1.26:165498 ................... p0113 N62-26706*#
NI.B 1.26:165503 ................... p0026 N82-23248*#
HAS 1.26:165507 ................... P0085 N82-24425*#
NAS 1,26:165510 ................... p0106 N82-24496*#
HAS 1.26:165523 ................... p0090 1182-25499*6
NAS 1.26:165521 ................... p0044 N82-21252*0
HAS 1.26:165544 ................... p0064 N82-27462*#
HAS 1.26:165549 ................... P0064 N82-26439*#
PAS 1.26:165554 ................... p0027 N82-27310*#
HAS I. 26:165556 ................... P0027 N82-28297*#
WAS 1.26:165557 ................... p0029 N82-33393*#
'OAS 1.26:165560 ................... p0138 N82-32856*t
NAS 1,26:165562-VOL-1 ............. p0153 N82-21031*#
NA:, 1.26:165562-VOL
-2 ............. p0153 N82-21032*#
HAS I. 26:165562-VOL-3 ............. p0155 NO2-21033*4
WAS 1.26:165563 ................... p0113 N82-20564*#
HAS 1.26:165564 ................... p0025 N82-22263*#
NA  I. 26:165565 P0025 N62-22268*#
WAS 1.26:165568 ................... p0135 NB2-24648*t
HAS 1.26:165572 ................... p0027 N82-27309*#
WAS 1.26:165573 ................... p0027 N82-28296*#
WAS 1.26:165578 ................... p0134 N82-21709*#
HAS 1.26:165580 ................... pOO25 N82-21197*#
HAS 1.26:165583 ................... p0158 N82-24078*#
HAS 1.26:165585 ................... p0044 N82-21253*#
HAS 1.26:165586 .............. I.... p0024-W82-21196*#
HAS 1.26:165587 ................... p0007 N82-21158*0
WAS 1.26:165589 ................... p0137 N82-30709*t
WAS 1.26:16593 .. ........:........ p0159 N82-23030*#
WAS 1.26:165596 ................... P0009 N82-2B253; *#
NAS 1.26:165599 ................... p0008 H82-24166*#
HAS 1.26:165600 ........ s ........ - p0007 1;82-22210*#
HAS 1.26:165602 ................... p0028 N82-32367*t
MA 13 1.26:165603 ................... P0045 N82-24285*#
WAS 1,26:165604 4.*................  p0045 N82-28350*#
WAS 1.26.:165605 ................... p0064 NB2-28409*#
HAS 1.26:165606 ................... P0136 N82-29718*#
WAS 1 26:165607
	 .... p0002 N82-22142*#
HAS 1.26:16S6O9 ..
	 ....
	 ..... P0074 N82-24353*1
NAS 1,26:165610 ......
	 p0026 N82-24202*1
WAS 1.26:165611 ................... p0028 N82-31328*#
NAS 1.26:165614 ............ I ...... p0055 N82-22326*#
HAS 1.26:165615 ................... p0055 N82-25338*#
WAS 1.26:165616 ................... p0134 N82-20661*#
HAS 1.26:165617 ................... P0007 N82-22211*#
HAS 1.26:165620 • ................... p0134 W82-21713*#
NAS 1.26:165621 ................... pOO45 N82-22309*#
HAS 1.26:165622
	 ... p0045 N82-24287*#
PAS 1.26:167841 ..........
	 p0045 H82-24288*#
HAS I,26:167E46 ................... P0008 N82-26239*#
WAS 1.26:167849 ........ p0026 N82-25254*#
WAS 1.26:167653 .. ...p............ p0025 N82-22267*#
NAS 1.26:167855 ...... ............ p0146 N82-25810*0
HAS 1.26:167856 ................... p0040 N82-26377*#
NAS 1.26:167B57 .... p0040 N82-26378*#
WAS 1.26:167861 ................... p0008 N82-26237*#
HAS 1.26:167867 ................... p0136 N82-29719*#
HAS 1.26:167869 P0138 N82-3L855*0
HAS 1.26:167872 ...I ............... p0137 N82-30711*#
WAS I: 26-167876 ............. -,....-p0074 N82-26482*#
HAS 1.26:167877 ................... p0055 N82-25337*8
HAS 1.26;167879 ................... p0025 N82-23246*#
HAS 1.26:167883 ................... p0091 N82-24452*#
HAS 1.26.167885 .....•..........••• p0045 N82-26381#1
HAS 1.26:167886 ................... p0033 N82-293450#
HAS 1.26;167889-VOL-1 ............. p0045 N82-33424*1
NAS 1.26;167889-VOL-2 ............. p0046 N82-33425*0
HAS 1.26:167892 ................... p0064 1182-30374*t
HAS 1.26:167894 ................... P0137 N82-29720*0
HAS 1.26:167895 ................... p0014 N$2-33375*4
HAS 1.26:167896 ................... p0027 N92-25257 *#
HAS 1.26:167897 ................... p0114 N82-29619*#
HAS 1.26:167896 ................... p0137 N82-30705*#
HAS 1.26:167904.......... ......... P0142 N82-23976*0
HAS 1.26:167967 ................... p0164 N62-29235-3
HAS 1.26:167908................... p0106 N82-2tj679*#
HAS 1.26:167909 ...9............... p0052 N82-29363*#
HAS 1.26:167911 ................... p0034 N62-27311*t
HAS 1.26:167912 ................... pDU74 N62-3154641
HAS 1.26:167914 ................... p0029 N82-33392*#
HAS 1.26:167918 ................... P0079 N82-25423*0
HAS 1.26:167920 ................... P0009 1482-32310*#
NAS 1.26:167924 ................... p0079 N82-31584*#
NAS1.26:167928-VOL-1 ............. P0028 N82-32370*#
HAS 1.26:167929 ................... p0137 NO2-30706*#
HAS 1.26:167930 ..............••••. p0139 1182-29777*#-
HAS 1.26:167934 ................... P0078 N82-31585*#
HAS 1.26:167935 ................... p0164 1482-34311*0
WAS 1.26:167937 ................... p0164 N82-34312*#
HAS 1.26:167938 ................... p0107 N82-29607*#
HAS 1.26:167941 ................... p0009 882-29269*#
HAS 1.26:167944 ...........••...•.. p0028 N82-33390*1
HAS 1.26:167948 p0065 802-31509*#
HAS 1.26:167949 ................... p0028 N82-33391*t
HAS 1.26:167984 ............ * ...... . p0009 N82-33347*0
HAS 1.26:167996 .......... e........ p0029 982-333940
SAS 1.26:168760 ................... p0084 M82-22438*0
HAS 1.26:168642 .....••........•••. p0090 N82-22455*#
HAS 1.26:168694 ................... p0026 N82-23247*#
HAS 1.26:168929 ..... ....... p0076 N82-24361*4
HAS 1.26:168930 ................... p0113 N82-24503*t
HAS 1.26:168941 ................... p0135 N82-24646*0
HAS 1.26:169003 ................... p0026 N82-25252*#
HAS 1.26:169004 ................... P0026 N82-25253*#
HAS 1.26:169005 ................... P0085 N82-25443*#
HAS 1.26:169016 ................... p0153 N82-27090*#
HAS 1.26:169029 ................... P0106 N82-26680*#
HAS 1.26:169034 ................... p0079 N82-26526*#
HAS 1.26:169120 ................... p0091 N82-27686*#
HAS 1.26:169125 ................... p0079 N82-28503*#
HAS 1.26:169278 ................... p0091 N82-31638*#
HAS 1.26:169263 ......... *......... p0091 N82-31639*0
HAS 1.26:169293 ................... p0091 N82-31641*#
HAS 1.26:169294 ................... p0092 N82-31642*#
HAS 1.26:169295 ................... p0092 N82-31643*#
HAS 1.26:169358 ................... P0115 N82-33738*#
HAS 1.26:169852 ................... p0065 N82-33494*#
HAS 1.26:185193 ................... p0137 N82-30712*#
HAS 1.55:2185 ..................... p0122 N82-23684*#
HAS 1.60:1851 ..................... p0146 1182-33020*#
HAS 1.60:1868 ......................P0095 N62-22481*#
HAS 1.60:1882 ..................... p0100 N82-25514*#
HAS 1.6D:1884 ..................... p0088 N82-30498*#
HAS 1.60:1906 .......... . . p0161 N82-32186*0
HAS 1.60:1907 ..................... p0161 N82-32187*#
HAS 1.60:1908 ..................... p0161 N82-32188*#
HAS 1.60:1909 .....................  p0161 N82-32189*#
HAS 1.60:1967 , p0087 N82-20467*#
HAS 1.60:1968 ..................... P0152 NO2-21036*#
HAS 1.60:1973 ..................... p0111 N82-20566*#
HAS 1.60:1982 ..................... p0111 N82-20565*0
HAS 1.60:1985 ..................... p0056 N62-20291*#
HAS 1.60:1986 ..................... p0067 N82-20316*9
HAS 1.60:1989 ..................... p0059 N82-21300*#
HAS 1.60:1990 ..................... p0059 N62-21298*#
HAS 1.60:1991	 ....	 ..... ..... p0059 N82-21301*#
HAS 1.60:1992 * .............. P0081 N82-22439*t
HAS 1.60:1994 ...............•..••. p0068 N82-21332*#
HAS 1.60:1995........... . ...... ..,p0152 N82-24942*#
NAS 1.60:1999
	 ^......... .. ..,p0082 N82-25441*#
HAS 1.60:2001 ...................... p0018 H82-22269*#
HAS 1.,60:2002 ..................... pD068 N82-22366*#
HAS 1.60:2006 ......................P0060 H82-22349*#
HAS 1.60:2007..........
	 ... P0095 N82-23515*#
HAS 1.60:2008 ........... ... p0081 H82-23397*#
HAS 1.60:2018 ..................... P0004 P82-26234 *#
NAS 1.60:2020 ...................... p0018 NB2-25250:#
NAS 1.60:2027 ........
	 p0101 N82-26678*0
HAS 1.60:2028 ....:,.,•..•...•..•....P0020 N82-31329*#
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WAS 1.611:2029 ..................... P0005 402-29270*1
NAS 1.60:2030 ..................... P0005 N82-20247*6
HAS 4.60,2037 ...................... p0103 N82-32737*1
WAS 1.60:204 111 ..................... P0102 1182-31691*1
WAS 1.60:2047 ..................... p0102 082-3273641
WAS 1.60:2.048 ................. v... pOC69 N82-32491*1
WAS 1.60:2049 ...............,...... P0020 082-33389*1
NASA-CASE-LEa-12131-3 ............. 10099 N82-19540•
NASA-CASE-LEN-12?9fi-1 ....... . p0082 N82-26568*
NASA-SASE-LEY-12358-2 ............. p0054 N82-21268*
NASA-CASE-LF.Y-12508-3 ............. p0088 NB2-24449*1
NASA-CASE-1EW-12582-1 ............. p004 082-31450*0
NASA- CASE-LEW 12919 -2 .............. p005 0
 N82-26386*1
NASA-C	 LEW-12938-1 ............. p0020 N82-32366*
NASA-CASE-LEY-12950-1 ......... PC087 N82-11399*1
NASA-CASE- LEV-12989-1 . . ........... p0099 N82-12442*
NASA-CASE-LEW-1302 8-1 ............. p0070 N82-33521*
NASA-CASE- LF.W-13080-2 ............. pOO66 N82-11210*1
NASA -CASE-LEV-13120-1 ............. pO068 N82-28440+
NASA -CASE-LEN-13169-1 
...,....••••• P0060 N82-29415*
NASA -CASE-LEW - 13:169-2 . ............ p0061 N82-30371*
NASA-CASE- LEW-13171 - 1 ............. p0124 182-29708*
NASA-CASE°LEY-13199-1 .......... P0019 N82 µ262.93*
NASA-CASE- LEW-13268-1 ............. P0069 N62
-
29453*
NASA -CASE-LEN-13268-2 ............. x0101 N82-26674*0
NASA -CASF-LEN-13282-1 ............. p0081 N82-24415*
NASA -CASE-LEG- 133 ', 4-1 ...,.,..,,.... 'p0060 N82-26431*1
NASA -CASL-LEW- 133:19-1	 ....	 P0061 N82-31505*
NASA-CAST-LEV-13343- 1 ........... P0068 N82-28441*
NASA -CASE-LF.W-13349-1 ............. p0121 N82-22673*1
NASA-CASE-LEW-13400-1 ............. p0125 N82-31764*
NASA -CASF.- LEW-13401-1 . ............ 10124 N82-29709*
NASA-CASE- LEW-13401-2 . ............ 10123 N82-24717*1
NASA -CASE-LEN-13426 - 1 ............. p0126 N82 -31769*1
NASA -CAS E-LEW-13450 - ► ........... p0068 N82-25463*1
NASA-CASE-LF.W-13495-1 ............. 10082 NO2-24432*1
F.&SA-CASE-1.£Y-13536-1 .............. oCO59 N62-22347*1
NASA -CASE-LFW- 13622- 1 .......... pOO19 N82-26294*i
NASA-CASE-LEW-13639-1 ............. p0070 N82-33522*1
NASA-CASE-LEW-13653-1 .............. 10121 082-22672*4
NASA -CASE-LEW-1382E- 1 ...,.......... p0050 N82
-26385*1
NA s,A-Cr-2182 ...................... p0037 N82-14213*1
NAS,-CR-2185 ...................... 10122 N62-23684*1
NASA-CR-3401 ...................... p0141 N82-16659*1
NASA-CH-3492 ...................... pOO90 V82-22458*1
NASA-CR-3493 ...................... p0091 N82-2245911
NASA -CE-3494	 ...................... p0091 N62-22460*1
t1ASA-CG-3505 ...................... p0007 N82-19170*1
NASA-CE-3506 ...................... p0110 N82-18613*1
NASA-CB-3507
 
...................... 10006 N82 -16044*1
NASA-CPi-3500 ..... . r...•..•........ P0006 N82 - 17122*1
NASA-CB-3559 ...................... p0006 N82-18184*1
NASA-CR-3510 ...................... pOO90 N82-17456*1
WAS A-CR-35-13 ...................... p0008 1182-26229*1
NASA-CF-3539 .••.••••.••••••..•.... P0007N82-22214*4
NASA-CF-3543 ...................... p0064 N82-26436*/
NASA-C11-3553 ...................... p0106 N82-25516 *1
NASA-CF-3560 ...................... P0008 082-26230*1
NASA-C:
-3563.... .........v+.... n0027 N82-26295*1
NASA-Cfi-159559 .................... 10085 N82-23394*1
NASA-CF-159656 .................... p0025 N82-22265*1
NASA-CF-159841 .................... 10105 WB2-12445 *1
NASA-CF -164966 .................... pOO14 H82-11052*1
NASA-CF-164972 .................... P0159 W82-1195.9*1
NASA-CR-165029 .................... 10063 1182-13217*1
NASA-CF-165051	 .................... P0052 N62-14280*1
NASA
-CF-164053 .................... 10105 N82-14520 A
NASA -CF-165061	 .................... pO090 1182-15360*1
NASA -CR-165081
	 .................... P0131 1182-16479*1
NASA-CS-165120 ... ............... p0153 NB2-16810*1
NASA -CF-165130 .................... p0132 1182-16485*1
NASA —CE-165149 ...... ............. p0031 N82-32383*1
NASI-CB-165154
	 .................... p007R N82-17420*/
NASA-CR-165163 .................... p0104 NO2-10401 *1
NASA
-CF-165168 ...................• P0004 1182-24424*1
NASA-CR-'165175 ............. ...... p0163 1182-16937*1
NASA-CR-165182 .................... p0195 N82-16410*1
NASA-CF-16.9193	 P0137 1182-30712*i
NASA-CA-165197 ...........••..••... p0164 1182-31158 *1
NASA -CB-165198 .................... p0134 N82-22675*#
NASA-CR-165203 ..r ..........:...... p0106 1182-20540*/
NASA-CR-!65204	 .............. p0106 N82-20541*6
NASA-CF-165205 . p0106 H82-2054290
NASA -CR-165213 .. . ................ 00052 N82 -20248*1
NASA-CR-165218 .......,,,,,,,,,,,,,, p0136 _N82-2564011
NASA-CV- 165219 .................... p0105 N82-1342701
G
F
NASA-CE-165224 .................... p0063 H82-18370*1
NASA-CR-165226 ..........•......... 10105 H82-16409*i
HASA-CR-1652 34 
...••.....••.•••..•• 10064 N82-19360*1
MASA-CR-165259 .......... ......... 10044 N82-12133*1
N4SA-CR-165264 .•.... .............. p0139 982-13554*1
NASA-CR-165269 ..........•.......•• 10132 082-17606*1
NASA-CB-165277 ..........•....•.... 10044 H82-18315*1
HASA-CH-165283	 ......... 10128 082-11546*1
1ASA-CR-165287 ... 10132 M82-16494*1
NASA-CR-165289 .................... 10137 082-30722*1
NASA-CH-165323-VOL-I ....•......... 10130 982-14636*1
NASA-CR-165323-VOL-2 .............0 10130 H82-1463740
RASA-CH-165324 .................... 10129 N82-13507*1
NAS►-CH-165327-VOL-I ....... ...... 10135 M82-24649-0
NASA-CR-165327-VOL-2 .....•. . p0135 082-24650*i
HASA-CR-165328 ...............•.... P0117 982-13490*1
NASA-CR-165340 ...o......••........ p0051.N82-12139*1
NASA-CH-165342 .................... p0133 N82-18693*1
HASA-CH-165351 ...... 9 ............. 10023 082-10040*1
NASA-CH-165353 .................... p0105 1182-1244441
HASA-CR-165357 ........... p0023 '1182-14092*1
NASA-CR-165358 ............•....... p0023 N82-14093*/
NASA-CH-165364 .................... 10146 N82-31968*1
NASA-CH-165365 ............ur•..e.• 10146 M62-31969*1
NASA-CR-165366 ...............•.... 10146 1182-31970*#
NASA-CH-165367 .................... 10136 N82-25635*1
HASA-CE-165369 .................... P0131 N62-16404*1
NASA-CH-165378 .................... 10134 N82-22666*/
NASA-CE-165379 .................... 10104 N82-11465*0
NASA-CH-165386 .................... 10023 N82-14095*1
NASA-CR-165387 .................... 10024 N82-14096*1
NASA-CE-165388 .................... 100 ,27 N82-27316*1
NASA-CR-165391	 ..........•..r..••.. P0073 W82-11224*1
NASA-CH-165395 ......• ............. p0063 N82-14333*0
NASA-CB-165396 .........•,.......... 10130 N82-13510*6
NASA-CR-165397 .......... 10028 082-29323*4
NASA-CE-165398 ..........9......... p0107 N82-27743*i
NASA-CR-165403. .................... 10129 N82-13505*1
NASA-CR-165404 ...............9.... p0073 H82-10245x4
NASA-CE-165407 .................... 10063 N82 - 10193*i
NASA-CR-165400 ...9 ................ 10024 X82-19221*1
NASA-CR-165409-VOL-1 .............. p0078 N82-20362*f
N ►SA-CE-165409-VOL-2 .............. 10078 N82-20363*1
14ASA-CR-165409-VOL-3 .............. 10078 N82-20364*1
NASA -CR-165409-VOL-4 .............. p0078 N82 -20365*4
NASA-CE-165412 ..........9......... 10113 N82-26713*i
NASA-C8-165413 .................... p0083 N82-13357*1
NASA-CE-165424 .................... 10130 N82-13508*1
NASA-CH-165426 ..........•......... P0131 H82-16482*1
NASA -CR-165431 .......... ..*....... 10064 N82-23395*i
NASA-CR-165433 ..........•..•.•.••. P0114 N82-26714*1
NASA-CR-165434 .................... 10114 N82-26715*1
NASA-CR-165436 .................... 10132 NB2-17607*1
NASA-CR=165438 ...• ................ p0114 1182-26716*i
NASA-Cr-165439 .................... p0114 H82-26717*t
NASA-CR-165440 .................... p0114 N82-26718*A
NASA-CR-165441 ... .......... p0126 N82-10506*1
NASA-CR-165447 .................... 10132 H82-17608*1
NASA-CR-165448 .................... 10052 1182 -31448*1
NASA-CE-165449 ..........9......... 10135 H82-24651*1
NASA-CR-165452-VOL-1 .............. 10129 N82 - 12570*1
NASA-CR-165452-VOL-2 .............. p0136 N82-27837*i
NASA-CR-165452-VOL-3 .............. p0128 1182-10495*#
NASA-CE-165452-VOL-3 .............. 10136 W82-27837*1
NASA-CR-165452-VOL-4 .............. P0133 1182-18688*1
NASA-CR--165452-VOL-5 .............. 00132 N82-17603*1
HASA-CE-165453 .................... 10131 M82-15527*#
NASA-CR-165455 .................... 10131 N82-16483*/
NASA-CE-165457-VOL-2-PT-1 ......... 10006 N82 - 18180*1
NASA-CR-165450 .................... 10023 1162-12075*1
NASA-CF-165459 .................... P0025 N82-22264*1
NASA-CR-165460 ............. . ... P0052 N82-151230,1
NASA-CR-1654b2 .................... 10130 H82-13511*1
NASA-CR-165467 .................... p0078 N62-13302*4
NASA-CM-165469 .................... p0022 1182-10039*9
NASA-CR-165470 .................... p0023 N82-11068*1
NASA-CH-165473 .................... P0128 N82-10505*i
NASA-CE-165475 .................... P0129 N82-12571*1
NASA-CR-165476 ...................., p0097 N82-22479 *1
NASA-CE-165477 — ................. 10130 N82 -14627*0
NASA-CR-165479 .................... P0104 NO2-11466*1
NASA-CE-165480 .................... 10129 N82-13506*1
NASA-CR-165461 ...•..••.•.......•.. p0138 H82-33827*1
NASA-CR-165482 ...........9.•.•••.. P0136 1182-24725*1
NASA-CR-165483 .................... 10130 N82-14628*1
NASA-CE-165485 ................... p0157 N82-10880*1
NASA-CH-165487 .....•...........r.. 10105 N82-1146861
NASA-CR-165488 ...,................ P01.12 N82-14531*f
NASA-CH-165495 .................... p0039 W82 -15117*1
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NASA-CR-165497 .................... p0113 $62-26702*6
NASA-C p-165498 .................... p0113 N82-26706*t
NASA-CB-165499 .................... p0022 082-10037*0
ttASA-CB-165499-APP-8 .............. p0022 N82-10038*t
NASA-CB-165500 .................... p0024 N82-16001*1
NASA-CR-165502-VOL •• l .............. p0046 N82-11110*#
NASA-CP-165502-VOL-2 .............. p0044 082-11311*{
NASA-C3i-16550'1 .................... p0026 182-23248*#
NASA-CH-165505 .................q,.. p0128 1182-11545*#
NASA-CE-165507 .................... p0085 102-24425*#
NASA-CB-165508 .................... p0128 N82-11547*#
NASA-CF-165510 .................... p0106 NO2-24496*#
NASA-CR-165511 .................... P0133 N82-18698*1
NASA-CR-165512 .................... P0129 N82-12572*{
NASA-CS-165513 .................... p0073 082-14371*0
NASA-!'1i-165515 .................... P0023 N82-13145*#
NASA-CF-165516 .................... P0048 N82-12135*#
NASA-CF-165517 .................... p0073 N82-13243*#
NAr-A-CH-165519 .................... p0129 N82-12573*#
NASA-CB-165520 .................... p0098 N82-25499*0
NASA-C6-165521 .................... P0044 N82-21252*#
NASA-CB- 165574 .................... P0134 882 -22770*#
NASA-CF-165526 .................... P0013 N82-19196 *1
NASA-CB-165530 ........-............ p0092 N82-11390*#
NASA -CF-165531 .................••. P0104 N82-11467*t
NASA-CF-165533 .................... p0024 N82-16080*t
NASA-CP-165534 .................... P0073 M82-10402*t
NASA-C8-165535 .................... p0164 N82-18068*1
NASA-C*F-165536 .................... p0163 N62-16938*1
NASA-CP.-165538 .................... p0083 N82-14447*t
NASA-CF-165539 .................... p0145 082-16748*t
NASA-CB- 16554 14 .................... p0064 N82-27462*#
NASA -CH-165545 .................... p0063 N82-18368*#
NASA-CF-165546 .................... p0084 N82-17439*1
NASA-C.R-165547 .................... P0084 H82-10506*1
NASA-CR-165549 ...........•........ P0064 2182-26439*0
NASA-CF-365551 .................... P0133 1182-19669*#
NA3A-CR-165553 .................... p0027 N82-27310*1
NASA-CF-x65554 .................... P0106 N82-18603*0
NASA -CF-165355 .................... P0024 N82-17174*#
NASA- 17F-165556 .................... P0027 N82-28297*1
NASA-CR-165557 .................... P0029 N82-33393*#
NASA-CE-165560 .................... p013B N82 -32856*#
NASA-CR-165561	 .................... p0113 N82-17521*t
NASA-CR-165562-VOL-1 .............. p0153 N82-21031*t
NASA-CF-165562-VOL -2 .............. p0153 N82 -21032*1
NASA
-CB-165562-VOL-3 .............. p0155 N82-21033*#
NASA-CG-165563 .................... P0113 NB2-20564*#
NASA -r0#-165564 P0025 N62-222.63*#
NASA-CF-165565 .................... P0025 N82-22268*0
NASA-CF-165568 .................... P0135 N82-24640*#
NASA-CF-165569 .................... p0044 N82- 16172*t
NASA-CE-165570 .................... p0133 N82-18689*t
NASA-CP-165572 .................... p0027 NO2-27309*#
NASA-CP-165573 .................... p0027 N82-20296*0
NASA-CR-165574 .................... P0090 N82- 19496*#
NASA-CR-165577 .................... p0133 N82-18590*#
NASA-CF- 165578 .................... p0134 N82-21709*#
NASA-CR- 465580
	 p0025 N82-21197*#
NASD-CR-165'83 ................ I... p0158 N82-24078*#
NASA-CF-165585 .................... 00044_N82-21253*0
NASA-CR-16558E .................... p0024 N82-21196*#
NF,iA-CF-165507 .................... pC007 N82-21158*#
NASA-CF-165584 .................... p0137 0#82-30709*#
NASA-CF-165593 .................... p0159 N82-23030*#
NASA-CF-165591 .................... P0132 N82-17615*0
NASA-CS-165596 .................... P0009 N82-28253*0
NASA-CR - 165599 .............. 	 n0008 N82-24166*#
NASA-CF- 165E00 ...................
	 P0007 N82-22210*4
NASA-CF-165602 .................... p0028 N82-32367*1
IIASA-CR-165603 .................... V0045 N82-24285*#
NASA-CR-165604 .................... P0045 982-28350*1
NASA-CH-165605 .................... p0064 N82 -28409*#
NASA-CF-165606 .................... p0136 N82-29718*#
NASA-CF-165607 .................... p0002 N82-22142*#
NASA-CE-165609 .................... p0074 0#82-24353*#
NASA-CF-165610 .................... 00026 N82-24202*#
NASA-CR-165611 .................... p0028 N82-31328*1
NASA-CB-165614 .................... p0055 N82-22326*#
NASA-CR-165615 ........•..•.•...... PM 5 1182-25338*#
NASA-CF-165616 .................... P0134 N82-206bl*t
NASA-CB-165617 .................... P0007 0#82-22211*#
NASA-CR- 165620 .................... P0134 N82-21713*#
NASA-CE-16562 1 .................... p0045 N62-22309*t
NASA-CE - 165622 .................... p0045-1482-24287*#
NASA-ca-167397 .................... p0164 0#82-34312*0
NASA-CF-167041 .................... P0045 1482-24288*0
NASA-CF-167P46 .................... p0008 N82-26239*t
NASA -CR-167P49 ................ ... P0026 N82-25254*#
NASA-CR-167853 .................... p0025 M82-+,22267*0
NASA-CR-167855 ..w......,r..•r..... P0146 M87c-25810*0
NASA-CH-167856 .................... p0040 W82-26377*#
MASA-CR-167857 ............9..... P0040 082-26378*#
NASA-CR-167861 ..............c..... p0008 982-26237*0
MASA-CR-167867 ................... p0136 982-29719*t
NASA-CR-167869 .,.....••••......... p0138 082-32855*9
RASA-CA-167872 .................... P0137 M82-30711*t
NASA-CR-167876 .... ................ P0074 N82-26482*#
MASA-CR-167877 .................... p0055 M82-25337*1
NASA-CH-167879 .................... p0025 M82-23246*t
MASA-CR-167883 .................... p0091 M82-24452*t
NASA-CR-167885 .................... p0045 M82-26381*#
RASE,-CR-167886 .................... p0033 982-29345*#
NASA-CR-167889-VOL-I .............. p0045 182-33424*#
NASA-CR-167889-VOL-2 ............I. p0046 X82-33425*t
MASA-CR-167892 .................... p0064 N82-30374*0
NASA-CR-167894 .................... P0137 N82-29720*0
MASA-CR-167895 ..................... p0014 N82-33375*#
NASA-C6-167896 .....c .............. p0027 982-2525741
MnSA-CB-167897 ..........9......... p0114 982-29619*t
NASA-CR-167898 .................... p0137 X82-30705
RASA-CR-167904 .................... p0142 M82-23976%
NASA-"-167907 .................... P0164 N82-29235*0
MASA-CR-167908 .................... p0106 N82-26679*1
MASA-CR-167909 .................... p0052 N82-29363*1
NASA-CR-167911 .................... p0034 N82-27331*t
NASA-CR-167912 .................... p0074 MO2-31546*#
NASA-CE-167914 .................... p0029 N82-33392*t
NASA-CR-167918 ..........9......... p0079 N82-25423*#
NASA-CB-167920 ...I ................ p0009 N82-32310*0
NASA-CB-167923 ...........4......... P0137 N82-29721*0
NASA-CR-167924 .................... p0079 N82-31584*#
NASA-C11-167928-VOL-1 .............. P0028 N82-3237^^!!
NASA-CR-167939 ....9 ............... p0137 R82-30706*#
NASA-CR-167930 .o .................. p0139 N82-29777*#
NASA-CH-167934 ... . ..... n.......... p0078 N82-31585*1
NASA-CR-167935 .................... p0164 N82-34311*9
NASA-CH-167938 .................... p0107 N82-29607*0
NASA-CR-167941 .................... p0009 N82-29269*#
NASA-CH-167944 .................... p0028 N82-33390*#
NASA-CR-167946 •.•.•••..•......c... p0065 N82-31509*0
NASA-CR-167949 .................... p0028 N82-33391*6
NASA -CR-167984 ................... 0 p0009 N82-33347*#
NASA-CH-167996 ................... p0029 N82-333940#
NASA-CR-168418 .................... p0145 N82-17880*#
NASA-CH-168419 .................... p0145 N82-17079*#
N ASA-CR-168548 ....,•••••.•••..•••. p0153 N82-1899410#
NASA-CR-168550 .................... p0052 N82- 18326*#
NASA-CR-168556 .................... p0084 H82-18508*#
HASA-CH-168558 .................... p0084 N82-18507*#
NASA-CR- 168585 .................... p0090 N82- 19495*#
NASA-CH-168586 ........... 9........ p0007 N82-19169*1
NASA-CR-168760 ........-,.......... p0084 M82-22438*1
NASA -CR-168842 .................... p0090 N82 -22455*#
NASA-CB-168694 .................... p0026 N82-23247*0
NASA-CR-168929 .................... p0076 N82-24361*#
N A S A-CR- 16 8 93 0 .................... p0113 H82-24503*4
NASA-CR-168941 .................... p0135 N82-24646*0
NASA-CH-169003 .................... P0026 N82-25252*#
HASA-CB-169004 .................... p002E N82-25253*#
HASA-CR-169005 .................... p0085 N82-25442*#
NASA-CR-169016 .................... p0153 N82-27090*#
NASA-CR-169029 .................... p0106 N82-26680*t
NASA -CH-169034 .................... P0079 N82 -26526*#
tiASA-CR-169120 .................... p0091 N82-27686*#
NASA-CH- 169125 .................... p0079 0#82-28503*#
NASA-CR-169278 .................... p0091 N82-31638*#
NASA-CR-169283 .................... p0091 M62-31639*t
NASA-CR-169293 .................... P0091 H82-31641*0
NASA-CB-169294 .................... p0092 N62-31642*0
NASA-CR-169295 ..........9......... p0092 N82-31643*#
HASA-CB-169350 .................... p0115 N82-33738*#
NASA-CR-169852 .................... p0065 N82-33494*#
NASA-TM-81616 ............ a........ $0087 N82-11397*#
NASA-ATM-81635 ..................... p0151 N82-19944*#
HASA-TM-81651 ..................Q.. p0014 0#82-11053*t
NASA-TM-61693 ..................... p0099 082-16433*t
NASA-TM-81694 ...................... P0100 N82-25518*#
NASA-TM-81708 ..................... p011B N82-135090
NASA-TM-81716 ..................... P0058 N82-17335*1
NASA-TM-81746 ..................... p0066 N82-11211*t
NASA -TN-81766 ..................... p0117 N82-14552*#
NASA-TM-81767 ..................... P0124 N82-30704*#
NASA-TM-82594 ..................... P0119 N62-14633*#
NASA-T1f-82620 ..................... p0163 N82-13013*t
NASA-TM-82644 ..................... p0024 N82-21193*t
HASA-TN-82665 .......
	
P0123 N82-25637*#
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NASA-TH-82671 ......	 ....... p0120 N82-21712*i NASA-TH-82801 ....•......9...9..... P0072 002- 21415*1
MASA-T4-82678 ..................... p0151 N82-15847*1 NASA-20-82802 ...........r......... p0054 182-22327*1
MASA-TM-82685 ...... P0118 082-11551*# NASA-TM-82803 . 99 ....... . 999 ....... P0110 N82-19550*i
NASA-TM-82686 .. .............. p0054 082-19333 *0 NASA-TH-82004 ....•.....••...••
	
... p0121 M82 -22649*i
NA5A -TM-82691 ,. . ....•.•.•••.••.•.• p0019 N82-27311*1 NASA-TH-82805 ..,..,......•........ p0152 N82-21998*0
MASA -TM-82699 ..................... p0017 N82- 18222 * 0 NASk-TM-82806 p0049 082-21258*1
MASA -T4-82704 .......•.•.•••.•••... p0058 N82-10195 *# NASA-TH-82807 ....... so p0042 082-20240*6
NASA-TM-82705 .....•......•.•.•.•.. p0099 082-12446*# NASA-TH-82808 ....9 ................ P0067 082-20313*#
NASA-TM-92706 ..................... P0058 N82- 11183*# MASA-TM-82609 ....	 .... p0076 082-22387*#
NASA-Ttl-82707 ..................... p0120 N82-20668 *0 N► S►-TM-82810 • .................•.. p0110 082-20551*#
NASA -TM-82708 ..................... pCO20 082-29324 *# NAS►-TH-82811 ..•.•..•.....r.•..•.. P0049 082-21259*0
NASA -TM-82709 ...•..••••. •••.••.... p0118 N82- 10503*# NASA-TO-82012 ..................... pOO50 082-24300*i
NASA-TM-82710 ... * 9 ................ p0037 NO2-11107 * i NASA-TH-82813 ..................... p0111 082-21604*#
NASA -T M-82711 ................9.... p0120 N82-21710*# NASA-TH-82814 . ...•.......•..••...• p0059 082-22344*#
NASA -TM-82713 ..................... p0111 082- 11491*# NASA-TM-82815 .................... 9 pOO16 182-22262*#
NASA -TM-82715 ..................... P0058 082-11182 *# NASA-Ttl-82816 ............••..•..•• p0018 082-22266*1
NASA-TM-82721 .• ................... p0125 N82-30710 * 1 NASA-TH-82817 ... . 9..9.9.9......... p0049 M82-21260*i
NASA -TH-82722 ..................... p0066 082-15197 *0 MASA-TM-82819 ....•.......r..9..... p0067 082-20314*#
NASA-TM-82723 ..................... pCO37 082-11106*0 NASA-TM-82820 ..••........*........ 'p0102 082-32735*#
HASA -TM-82724 ..................... p0118 N82-12574 *# MASA-TH-82821 ..... ......... p0068 M82-24342*#
NASA-TH-82725 ..................... p0003 082-11043*# NASA-TH-82822 ..................... p0125 082-30714*#
NASA-TM-82726 ..................... p0003 N82-13114 *# HASA-TM-82823 ......., p0050 082-24297*#
NASA-TM-82727 ..................... p0163 N82-11993 *# NASA-TH-82824 .... .......,9,....... p0060 M82-24323*#
NASA -TM- 82728 ..................... p0003 082-11042*1 NASA-TM-82825 ......................p0147 M82-22915*#
NASA-TII-82729 ..................... p0120 N82-19672 * i MASA-Ttl-82826 .,.•........•........ p0067 182-21331*#
NASA -TM-82730 ..................... p0151 082-12890 * i NASA-TM-82827 ..................... p0042 N82-24286*#
(. NASA -TM-82731
	
.
p0118 082-13504 *# NASA-TH-82828 p0060 N82-24325*#
NASA -TM-82732 ........... . ......... p0099 N82- 16412*# H► SA-Ttl-82829
....•..•.•..........,
......	 ...99.99.... p0068 N82-24343*i}t
NASA-TH-82733  p0049 082- 11117*0 NASA-TH-82830 .... 9 ................ p0059 N82-22346*#
NASA -TM-82734 ..................... P0119 N82-16481* i HASA-TII-82831 ....9..•...9•.••..... p0112 N62-26701*#
_. HASA -TM-82735 ..................... p0119 082-18694 *# NASA-TH-82832 ... . 9................ p0069 082-29459*0
NASA -TM-02736 ..................... p0121 082-23678 *# NASA-TM-82833 ............ ...,..... p0050 N82-22313*i
NASA-Ttl-82737 ..................... p0066 N82-15199*i NASA-Ttl-82834 ........... • ...... o..,p0068 082-26468*#
NASA -TM-82738 ..................... p0151 082-16808 *# HASA-TM-82835 ... . go ............... p0087 M82-22453«#
' HASA-TE-82740 •..................... p0058 1182- 12216*# NASA-TH-82836 .................... P0124 082-28786*i
NASA-TM-82741 ..................::: P6151 082-12891 *# MASA-TH-82837 .........,..9•..•.... P0061 N82-30372*#
NASA -TM-82743 ..................... P0004 N82 - 18178*# NASA -TM-82838 ....4 ................ pD1€3 082=27191*#
WASA -TH-82744 ..................... p0157 N82- 12943 *# HASA-TH-82839 .... ....... ,......... p0060 082-24322*#
i, NASA -TM-82745 ...................... p0111 N82-16419*# NASA-TH-82840 ... . 9............ p0101 M82-26681*i
NASA -TM-82746 . .................... p0149 082- 14849 * i HASA -TH-82841 ....9.....	
•••
pD095 N82-28605*#
NASA -TH-82747 ...............r..... p0003 N82-13112 *# NASA-TH-82842 .... 9.•. 9999.. ........ p0152 N82-22951*#
NASA -TM-82749 ..................... P0049 N82- 142 87 *111 HASA-TH-82843 ............•....... 9 p0149 X82 -22922*#
NASA -TM-82750 ..................• •• p0157 082-13908 *# NASA-TM-82844 ..................... p0123 082-24647*#
NASA -TM-82751 ..................... p0119 N82-16478 *# HASA-TH- 82845 ..................... p0112 N82-24502*#
} NASA -TM-82752 ..................... p0151 N82-16809*# NASA-Ttl-82646 ............,••...•.• P0111 N82-24501*#
HASA -TM-82753 . .................... pC099 N82-14519 *# HASA-TM-82847 ..................... p0004 M82-24165*#
HASA -TM-82754 ..................... p0031 002-192 29*i NASA-TM-62848 ........ ,............ P0163 M82-26051*6
! NASA -TM -82755 ..................... p0095 N82-14494 *# NASA-TH-62849 ..... •	
...^
•...•...	 ..• p0038 N82-23261*#
NASA -TM-82756 ......	 ...	 .........	 .. p0017 N62-15041 *# NASA-TH-82850 ............•.. .... p0112 082-31707*#
NASA -TM-.82757 . . ................... p0066 082 - 15198*# NASA-TH-82851 ...............•
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US-PATENT—CLASS-315-3.6 ........... pOO82 N82-26568*
US-PATENT—CLASS-315-5.36 ..........
 00081 082-24415*
US-PATENT-CLASS-330-43 .......•.... 00062 N82-26568*
US-PATENT-CLASS-357-30 ...........• ,p0i2V N62-29709*
US—PATENT,CLASS-357-30 ..,......... p0125 N82-31764*
US-P ►TENT-CLASS-415-145 ........... ,p0020 N82-32366*
US-PATENT-CLASS-415--174 ........... p0099 N82-19540*
US-PATENT-CLASS-415-174 ........... P0069 982-29453*
US-PATENT-CLASS-415-176 ........... p0020 N82-32366*
US-PATENT-CLASS-415-196 ........... 00099 N82-19540*
US-PATENT-CLASS-420-445 .,,........ p0061 N82-31505*
US-PATENT-CLASS-420-551 .q. ..... p0061 M82-31505*
US-PATENT-CLASS-420-588 .p......... P0061 N82-31505*
US-PATENT-CLASS-427-34 ............ 00069 N82-29453+
US—PATENT—CLASS-427-115 ...	 .... 00054 N82-21268*
US—PATENT—CLASS-427-205 ...
	 .... P0068 N82-28441*
US—PATENT-CLASS-427-244 ... 00054 N82-21268*
US-PATENT-CLASS-427-246 ........... 00054 N82-21268*
US—PATENT—CLASS-427-253 ........... p0068 N82-28441*
US-PATENT-CLASS-427-405 ............ P0068 N62-28441*
US—PATENT—CLASS-1527-423 ........... p0069 N82-29453*
US-PATENT—CLASS-428-141 ........... P0068 N82-28440*
US-PATENT—CLASS-428-141 ........... 00070 N82^33521*
US-PATENT—CLASS-428-457 ........... 00061 N82-30371*
US-PATENT—CLASS-428-472 .,.,e.••.., p0061 N82-30371*
US—PATENT-CLASS-428-938 ........... p0068 N62-28441*
US—PATENT—CLASS-428-941 .9...... .. P0066 N82-28441*
US—PATENT-CLASS-429-144 ........... p0124 N82-29708*'
US-PATENT—CLASS-429-251 ........... P0124 N82-29700*
US— PATENT—CLASS-4291-254 ........... P0124 082-29708*
US-PATENT-4,133,941 ....•.......... P0054 N82-21268*
US—PATENT-4,135,851 ............... p0099 N82-.19540*
US—PATENT-4.207,024 ............... 00099 NO2-195400
US—PATENT-4,277,721 ..........•.... P0081 N82-24415*
US—PATENT-4,270,220 ............... P0019 N82-26293*
US-PATENT-4,291,887...... ......... p0099 N82-124420
US—PATENT-4,295,786 ............... P0099 U82-19540*
US—PATENT-4,309,372 ............... p0054 N82-21268*
US-PATENT-4,310,574 ............... 00068 N82-28441+
US—PATENT-4,315,194 .... p0082 N82-26568*
US—PATENT-4,329,114 ............... p0020 N82-32366*
US—PATENT-4,329,385 • .............. 00068 N82-28440*
US —PATENT-4,331,746 ............. 00124 N82-29708*
U8-PATENT-4,335,503 ............... p0124 N82-29709*
US—PATENT-4,336,117 ............... 00060 N82-29415*
US—PATENT-4,336,276 ..- ............. p0069 N82-29453*
US—PATENT-4,340,425 ............... P0061 N82-31505*
US-PATENT-4;341,843 ............... p0061 082-30371*
US—PATENT-4,341,918 ............... 00125 N82-31764*
US-PATENT-4,344,996
	 .............. 00070 N82-33521•
UTRC/881-915326-15 ................ 00073 M82-14371*t
UTRC/R82-915387-16 ......0.0.0.. .. p0025 N82-22267*#
1
4
E-11
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INDO ALCCR88t0 n Noun Is"I
UORL^GE-1ol•In2-1	 ................. 00052 002-14286.9
00052 082-1832609
0- 0917n	 ...... .......... .,......... p0f1S2 082-29363.9
VAED-A I-CS!
	 ..... 00083 W62-1335709
YRC-R2-401-r^RlD-iil	 ........^...... p 0137 902-30712.0
L
